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INTRODUCTION
KumarKrishen,Ph.D.
The Space Operations,Applicationsand Research (SOAR) Symposium and Exhibitionisconducted
by the Space Technology InterdependencyGroup (STIG)OperationsCommittee (SOC) on an annual
basis.The goalsofSOC are to(1)identifyand characterizeinterdependentprograms/projects,(2)en-
courageinterdependentprograms,(3)interchangetechnicaland programmatic informationand share
lessonslearned,and (4)identifycriticalvoidsand nonproductiveoverlapsintechnologyprograms.
The reorganizationofSOC was completedinthepastyear. This reorganizationhas resultedinfive
technicalsubcommitteeson Roboticsand Telepresence,Automation and IntelligentSystems,Human
Factors,LifeSciences,and Space Maintenance andServicing(fig.1)beingformed.More significantly,
SOC has representativesfrom theU.S.Navy, Army, DARPA, SDIO, and the Department ofEnergy
(DOE), inadditiontoNASA and theU.S.AirForce(USAF). The scopeand membership ofeach sub-
committee are giveninfigures2 through 6. Itisevidentthatboth thedepth and breadthofinterde-
pendency have been expanded and thatthefocushas been on effortsin researchand technologythat
arerelatedtobothground and spaceoperations.
wL.i,,¢_v,¢n^n_...,,Symposium .....andExhibitionshave been an excellentmeans toaddress most ofthe SOC
goals.SOAR '92brought togetherinvestigatorsand agenciestointerchangetechnicalinlbrmation
and sharelessonslearned.Itwas attendedby more than 400 scientistsand engineers.Many others
visitedtheexhibits,which were freetothepublic.More than 135 papers,36 exhibits,2paneldiscus-
sions,and severalkeynote speecheswere includedin the program. The program organizationcom-
mitteeissummarized infigure7.
One oftwo welcome speechesforSOAR '92was givenby Dr. BillyE. Welch, the DirectorofUSAF
Armstrong LaboratoryatBrooks Air Force Base,Texas. Dr. Welch noted thereismuch similarity
between NASA and USAF objectives.Congress and higherlevelsofmanagement are wellaware of
thissimilarity,and the two researchprograms need tobe very closelycoordinated.Scientistsand
engineersinbothorganizationsneedtoshareinformationby talkingwithotherresearchersinvolved
insimilarwork,aswellaswithrepresentativesfrom userorganizations.
The NASA openingaddresswas givenby Dr. RobertNorwood, Deputy DirectorofSpace Technology
atNASA Headquarters. Dr. Norwood explainedthe evolutionofthe Agency integratedtechnology
plan and the prioritiesthatfacethe Agency. He pointedout the importanceofoperationsresearch
and technology,and the need for STIG to continuedeveloping independency projectsinvolving
NASA, theDepartment ofDefense(DOD), and DOE.
The keynote speaker forthe banquet on August 5,1992, was Dr. Allan Schell. Dr. Schellis the
principalAssistanttothe Deputy ChiefofStaff,Scienceand Technology inthe recentlyestablished
Air Force MaterielCommand. Dr. Schelldiscussedhow the relationshipsbetween coordinationef-
fortsby STIG and thoseby theJointDirectorsofLaboratories(JDL) arean important stepin imple-
menting a new coordination-orientedscienceand technology(S&T) management process.
Dr.Schellalsodiscussedsome ofthe importantdifferencesbetween theJDL and STIG. SpecificJDL
goalsare toidentifynew opportunitiesforjointserviceS&T programs,planand overseeexecutionof
cooperativeS&T programs,and coordinatethe consolidationand collocationoflaboratoryfunctions.
The primary functionofthe STIG istoimprovetechnicaldata interchangeby identifyingcandidate
..o
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interdependentprograms,encouragingnew cooperativerelationships,and sharingthe resultsofco-
operativeand interdependentS&T. The JDL activitiesand the STIG activitiesare highlycomple-
mentary,and bothareneededtogetthemost outofthe spaceS&T budget.
A secondspeechatthebanquet was givenby Mr. GeoffGiffin,Deputy Director,OperationsThrust,
NASA OfficeofAeronauticsand SpaceTechnology.Mr. Giffindescribedtheevolutionoftheoperation
thrustplansintheAgency.He thenrelatedtheimportanceofSOAR'92 tothe overallimplementation
oftheoperationsthrust.
The SOAR symposia (SOAR '92isthe sixth)have been very successfulat sharinginformationand
improving coordination.Future plans callforgreaterparticipationby the Army, Navy, and DOE
representatives---inadditiontoNASA and Air Forcerepresentatives.Opportunitieswillbe provided
formutual goalsetting,informationsharing,and cooperativelong-rangeplanning. As a resultof
theseefforts,itisbelievedthatOperationsResearch and Development (R&D) willsetnew standards
forqualityand relevancemstandardsthatwillbenefittheNation.
oo.
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WELCOME/OPENING ADDRESSES
Dr.BillyWelch
Director,Armstrong Laboratory
Welcome tothe SixthAnnual Workshop on Space Operations,Applications,and Research (SOAR).
The conferenceiscosponsoredby NASA/Johnson Space Center (JSC) and the Air Force Materiel
Command. As inany jointeffort,a high degreeofteamwork on the partofpersonnelfrom both or-
ganizationsisrequiredtoputon eachconference.Sincethe conferenceisbeing heldatJSC thisyear,
NASA did a lotof the work in gettingthingsorganized. Specialthanks are due to Dr. Kumar
Krishen and Mr. Bob SavelyofJSC aswellas tokey personnelinthe NASA subcontractororganiza-
tionsthathelpedsetup and manage theconference.
The papersthatwillbe presentedlookveryinterestingand exciting.Iplan toattendmany ofthese
sessionsmyself,and Ihope thatyou do,too.
SOAR has slightlydifferentobjectivesfrom most other conferences.One ofthe major objectivesof
SOAR '92istocoordinateplansforfutureresearchand development (R&D). Increasedcoordination
isneed to(1)avoid dul_licationfeffort,(2)make fulluse ofinformation,and (3)planjointefforts.
This kind ofcoordinationismandatory inthe budget-crunchingworld oftoday.The U.S.Congress,
thePresident,NASA management, theDepartment ofDefense,and theU.S.Air Force (USAF) want
to be certain that the Government does not fund the same R&D programs in two different
organizationsatthe same time.In accordancewiththesepolicies,theSOAR symposium has been ex-
panded. InadditiontorepresentativesofNASA and the USAF, the conferencenow includesrepre-
sentativesofthe Department ofEnergy,the U.S.Army, and the U.S.Navy. We expecteach ofthese
organizationstoplaya veryactiveand importantroleinSOAR '93.
The amount ofinterestin SOAR variesfrom one Government agency tothe next,but allof these
organizationshave importantR&D areasthatneedtobecoordinated.
The SOAR '92conferencediffersfrom other conferencesbecause itis primarilyconcerned with
Government-sponsoredR&D aswellas with aerospaceoperationsand jointeffortsbetween R&D and
aerospaceoperations.SOAR differsfrom the usualR&D conferences,however, because itinvolves
discussionsaboutplansforfutureR&D aswellasreportson completedR&D efforts.
USAF interestsinspace-relatedtechnologyarebestdescribedby the missionareasofthe fourSuper
LabsmArmstrong Laboratory(AL),PhillipsLaboratory,Rome Laboratory,and Wright Laboratory.
As isshown inthe rathercomplicatedslideforthe Armstrong Laboratory,AL work coversa lotof
territory.Anywhere peopleare involved,AL isinvolved.The secondslideillustratesthe workma
lightweight,exo-atmosphericprojectilemperformedat PhillipsLaboratory. The thirdslideshows
the work thatRome Lab isdoinginexploringthetechnologicalbasisofspace-basedradar systems.
And thefourthand lastslideinthisseriesillustrateswork beingconductedby Wright Laboratoryon
computationalfluiddynamics.
Because ofthe differencesin laboratorymissions,the fourSuper Labs are interestedin different
areasofspace-relatedR&D, asshown inthefollowingtable.
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Armstrong Phillips Rome Wright
Robotics& Telepresence X X
Automation & Intelligent
Systems X X X X
Human Factors X X X
LifeSupport X
Space Maintenance X X
The SOAR conferencewillfocuson many concreteUSAF and NASA plansforthe future.Ithinkyou
willfindthatthe two setsofplansmthose ofthe USAF and thoseofNASA--are quitesimilar.For
example, NASA hastwo setsofplansforman in space,bothas a physicalpresenceand as a robotic
telepresence.Similarly,theUSAF, the U.S.Army, and theU.S.Navy have two setsofplansforman
incombat: a physicalpresenceand a robotictelepresence.Three photosillustratetheseplans:(1)
thefirstisofroboticstelepresencework being conductedby NASA, (2)the second shows two robot
arms holdingscrewdrivers,and (3)thethirdisa photoofsome roboticswork beingconductedatAL.
Ifthesephotoslookprettymuch the same, you areright---andthatispreciselythepointIam trying
tomake.
The same kind of similarity can be found when addressing life support and maintenance problems.
NASA experiences life support problems at super high altitude and the USAF encounters life
support problems at high altitudes. Similarly, NASA has maintenance problems in space while the
USAF faces similar maintenance problems on the ground. To demonstrate these problems, three
slides are shown depicting (1) an ejection capsule for high-altitude aircraft; (2) important adjustment
problems in space; and (3) someone at Phillips Lab making adjustments to an exo-atmospheric pro-
jectile on the ground.
In addition to pointing out similar experiences among organizations, the SOAR '92 conference also
outlines some long-range hopes for the future. Among these hopes are a triple capacity for job aides
and information collection devices; new systems that will make manned flight routine, casual, and
inexpensive; and first-generation "holodecks." The portable computer that appears in the first slide
provides all of the information currently contained in the many Technical Manuals also shown in the
photograph. The second slide is of the Space Shuttle. Everyone, of course, has high hopes for the
next generation Space Shuttle. But, the USAF is working on plans for a National Aerospace Plane
(NASP), which has different objectives from those of the Space Shuttle. Obviously, plans for these
two.aerospace vehiclesmthe Space Shuttle and the NASP_need to be closely coordinated. The next
slide presents a version of the AL "supercockpit", which uses virtual imagery to project an image of
the world outside of the high-speed aircraft. The pilot can either be in a completely enclosed cockpit
or on the ground.
I know that you will benefit from the information exchange at the SOAR '92 conference, but I hope
you will also share your dreams for the future. My own dreams for the future include multisystem vir-
tual environments for maintenance training, an ability to reach and strengthen enhancement tools
for use in space, super-intelligent robots for exploring distant planets, easier "in-orbit" spacecraft
maintenance, high-fidelity telepresence equipment, and lightweight, high-strength, super-flexible life
support suits.
Whatever happens in the future, let yourself dream a little during the proceedings. I assure you that
if we see anyone daydreaming during any one of our lectures, we will assume that the daydreams are
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technical. We also will assume that they are concerned with important developments in the distant
future rather than with the conditions that exist today.
But be assured that you and your ideas are both welcome here--whatever your ideas or daydreams
are. We hope that you, in turn, will pick up some new ideas from your fellow professionals, and that
any ideas gathered from this conference will create new visions for you regarding where we should be
going with aerospace-related R&D. Thank you.
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WELCOME/OPENING ADDRESSES (cont'd)
Dr. Robert Norwood
Deputy Director for Space Technology, NASA/OAST
The vision for space research and technology research and technology (R&T) is "World leadership in
space research and technology development to make it possible to look beyond the known, to
challenge the limits of human capability, to inspire the generation of the 21st century, and to secure
the benefits of space for life on Earth. The OAST R&T mission is to "provide technology for future
civil space missions and [to] provide a base of research and technology capabilities to serve all nation-
al space goals." To meet these ends, 20-year strategic visions have been stipulated for the following:
Space Science--Technologies will be ready to enable low mass, facility-class single aperture
and interferometric space-based observatories across the EM spectrum; to conduct cost-
effective, long-term remote sensing to make complex, but frequent, in situ scientific studies
in space laboratories on the Moon and at the planets; and to enhance human understand-
ing of extremely large science data sets.
Planetary Surface--Technology will be completed to emplace safe and permanent, largely
self-sufficient human outposts on the Moon or Mars, with capabilities for extensive surface
exploration and science and for resource exploitation operations.
Transportation--Capabilities will be in hand to enable safe, highly operable reusable
piloted vehicles for ETO transport; low cost, reliable expendable ETO vehicles for small,
medium, and large payloads (including internationally competitive ELVs); and long-life,
high-performance space transfer systems that enable human exploration of the Moon and
Mars and also ambitious deep space robotic missions.
Space Platforms--Technologies will be ready for long-lived Earth orbiting platforms with
significantly reduced masses and costs but increased payload capabilities (both manned
and unmanned), and for reduced mass, high-reliability spacecraft for long-duration deep
space science and exploration mission applications.
Operations--New technology will make possible largely autonomous ground, flight, and
in-space systems that will reduce the costs of civil space mission operations and of the in-
frastructure while improving their safety and reliability, thus enabling more complex
capabilities and massively increasing mission data returns.
Innovative Discipline Research--Innovative, high-leverage concepts will be validated
beth analytically and in laboratory research---concepts that make possible "next genera-
tion" Earth and space science and exploration and commercial and infrastructure missions.
The way in which these various technologies will be integrated for the civil space program are shown
in figure 1. Three steps will lead to a successful integrated technology plan process: (1) solicit inter-
nal and external needs through mission forecasts and an in-depth review of technology reviews and
priorities; (2) develop an integrated technology plan by forming teams with technologists and users
and by establishing decision rules for base and focused programs; and (3) conduct an external review.
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Various flight programs are forecast at the completion of the proposed R&T strategy. These are as
follows:
A 5-year forecast for 1993 through 1997 with limited starts, which includes: completion of
initial Space Station Freedom, some Shuttle improvements, initial EOS and EOSDIS, se-
lected space science starts, NLS development, initial SEI architecture selection, evolving
GEO commercial COMMSATs, and minor upgrades of commercial ELVs.
A 10-year forecast for 1998 through 2003 with multiple new starts to be launched in 2003
through 2010, which includes SSF evolution/infrastructure, final Shuttle enhancements,
advanced LEO EOS platforms/full EOSDIS, multiple space science starts, NLS operations/
evolution, evolving launch/operations facilities, initial SEI/lunar outpost start, DSN evolu-
tion (Ka-band communications), new GEO commercial COMMSATs, and new commercial
ELVs.
A 20-year forecast for 2004 through 2011 includes multiple operations for new starts to be
launched in 2009 through 2020, which includes SSF-Mars evolution, beginning of AMLS/
PLS development, multiple space science starts, DSN evolution (optical COMM), initial
Mars HLLV development, evolving lunar systems, Mars SEI architecture chosen, large
GEO COMMSATs, and new commercial ELVs.
To fulfill these forecast needs, external technology sources will be tapped. Among these will be the
following:
• BoeingAerospace& Electronics
• Gencorp-Aerojet
• GeneralElectric-Philadelphia
• GeneralElectric-ValleyForge
• Grumman
• Hughes
• MartinMarietta
• McDonnell Douglas
• RCA
• Space Systems/Loral
• Sparta
• StanfordTelecom
• TRW
• UnitedTechnologiesCorporation
Additional needs will be supplied through direct inputs from SSTAC/ARTS members and earlier
NRC survey data.
Once the external technology sources are fully tapped, operations technology can be moved forward.
The goal of operations technology is to develop and demonstrate technologies to reduce the cost of
NASA operations, improve the safety and reliability of those operations, and enable new, more com-
plex activities to be undertaken. This operations thrust supports the following major activities:
(1) in-space operations, (2) flight support operations, (3) ground servicing and processing, (4) plane-
tary surface operations, and (5) commercial communications. The following technology areas are
included: (1) automation and robotics, (2) infrastructure operations, (3} information and communi-
cations, and (4) flight experiments. While undertaking this operations thrust support, the following
10-year objectives will be met:
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InfrastructureOperationsmDemonstrate workstation-basedcommand generation tech-
nologytoreducemissionflightcontroloperationscostsby 75%. Also,complete R&T for
real-timespacecraftoperationsanalysistoolsto reducespacecraftdesign,development,
test,and integrationcostsby40%.
Automation and Robotics--Demonstrate capabilitiesusing advanced manipulators,
sensors,exoskeletons,and controlstoenable25% ofallscheduledand contingencyEVA
taskstobe performed by teleroboticssystems. Also,providetechnologyforground- and
space-basedartificialintelligencesystems to perform 40% to 60% of spacecraftfault
detection,identification,and isolation.
Informationand Communications--Demonstrate spacedatasystems and communications
linktechnologytoprovide100:1improvement in end-to-endinformationand data man-
agement system performance(whilecostsarereducedby 75%) completeflightdemonstra-
tionofveryhighdatarateopticalcommunicationssystems.
Operationstechnologymay be broken down intothefollowingcomponents:
• Automation and Robotics--lncludingmissioncontrolsupport,planning and scheduling,
ground servicingand supportroles,and in-spaceteleoperationand telerobotics.
InfrastructureOperations--Includingin-spaceassembly and construction,spaceprocess-
ingand servicing,_ralnlnganu nuNmn i_tct_I-_,_-ou,u be_b_tLLUpLU_enni_x_,_txxuLX_tS_L_ULA-
troland spaceoperations.
• Informationand Communications---Includingspace data systems,ground data systems,
commercial satellitecommunications,photonicssystems,and high-ratecommunications.
• FlightExperiments-lncludingcommercialsatellitecommunications and opticalcommun-
ications.
For the 10-yearspace technologyplan,certaincriticalelements of NSPD-4 willleadto a space
launchstrategy,which isdetailedasfollows:
• Ensuring space launch capabilities meet needs.
• Developing a new space launch system--unmanned, but man-ratable;reduceoperating
costs;and improve reliability,responsiveness,and performance.
Sustainingvigorousspace launch technologyprogram--provide cost-effectiveimprove-
ments tocurrentlaunchsystems;and supportdevelopment ofadvanced launchcapabilities
complementary tothenew launchsystem.
• Activelyconsideringcommercial spacelaunchneeds.
NSPD-4 strategyguidelineswillstipulatethe needforspacelaunchtechnology,as follows:
Long-term,broadly based researchand focustechnologyprograms to support national
spacelaunchcapabilitiesmlaunchsystemcomponents,among which are engines,mater-
ials,structures,and avionics;upper stages;improved launchprocessingconcepts;advanc-
ed launch system concepts,includingSSTO (which includesNASP); and experimental
flight vehicle programs.
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• Ten-yearspacelaunchtechnologyplanmDOD, NASA, and DOE coordinated.
Current and futureoptionsin the technologyplanning areas are systems ,analysisand design;
propulsion;structures,materials,and manufacturing;avionics;aerothermodynamics and recovery;
and operationsandprocessing.
The followingsummarizes requirementsforthe10-yearspacetechnologyplan:
• Improve launch reliability--Launchreliabilityshould be 98% or betterfor unmanned
cargovehiclesand 99.6% orbetterformanned vehicles.
• Reducethe operationsand maintenance coststoward a goalof$1000 perpound toLEO.
• Achieveoperationalflexibilityb removing most (orall)ofthe constraintstolaunchingon
schedule.
• Providelargermargins fornew missioncapabilities.
• Make launchvehiclesand infrastructuresenvironmentallycompatible.
Futureprogram optionsforoperationsand processingare asfollows:
• Testfacilitiesand instrumentation--Among which arefiberopticvehiclesnets;automated
bit/go-nogo;and NDE/automated ground handling.
• PropellantsystemsmInexpensive,reliablecryogenicleakdetection.
• Advanced management tools--Among which are streamlined mission planning and
simplified/automateddocumentation process.
The challengeforthe futureissimple. We must improve launch reliability,significantlyimprove
ground handlingspeedand flexibilityand incurlowercost,and automate in-spaceoperations.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESSES
Mr. GeoffGiffin
Deputy Director,OperationsThrustNASA/OAST
KeynoteDinner--Welcome and Opening Remarks
Ladiesand gentlemen,goodevening. On behalfof"Pete"Petersenand the OfficeofAeronauticsand
Space Technology (OAST) Iwant towelcome allofyou tothisSOAR symposium. Iam veryhonored
tobe here again and want tothank Dr. Alexanderand Dr. Krishen forthe excellentjob they have
done in puttingon thisconference.Also,Iwould likeespeciallyto recognizethe supportstaffwho
make itallpossible.The speakers,panelists,and exhibitorsaretobe commended forthe high qual-
ityand relevanceoftheircontributionstomaking thissymposium a success.
The thrustof thisconference,as you allknow, is operations.To my knowledge, thisisthe only
symposium thattakesplaceon a regularbasisthathas thisfocus.Operationshas always been an
importantaspectofourjobs,and itisappropriatethatitshouldbe the subjectofa forum such asthis.
Interestingly,itseems thatthe restofthe world isnow catchingup with us and puttingmore and
more emphasis on the costofoperationsand onthe technologiesth_A.ttorybe used tomitigatethem.
For thefirstime inrecentmemory, operationshas been explicitlyidentifiedas an areaneeding ur-
gentattention.Within NASA, themissionofficesarecitingtheneedforimproved relatedtechnologies
inadditiontothemore traditionalcallsforbettersensors,biggerand fasterrockets,and enhanced
performancesystems.
So what doesthismean tous? Itisclearlya challenge.We liveinan eraofflatorshrinkingbudgets.
The days ofconstantgrowth in NASA and defensebudgetsappear tobe behind us. Ifwe want todo
new things,we must reducethe costofdoingexistingthings--thatmeans operations.Perhaps our
sloganshouldbe that"Itiseasiertogeta dollarout ofoperationsthan itistogeta dollarOut ofthe
Congress."We need continuallytolookforbetterways todo thingsand topressforopportunitiesto
implement them and tolookoutsideour normalworldformodels and inspiration.While we are busy
working todevelopthesenew technologiesand fieldthem, Ithinkitiscriticalthatwe stepback and
examine our perspective.One thingIliketodo when tryingtodivinethe futureistoprojectback-
wards asfaras I'mtryingtogo forwardand lookatwhat has happened sincethattime. For example,
who couldhave predicteda mere 15 yearsago today'sworldofofficeautomation and microcomputers?
You have heard oftenthatwe liveinhistorictimes--probablywithoutanyone explainingwhat that
means. Livingthrough historictimes isdisconcerting,frustrating,uncertain,and fulloffear.It's
onlythe historianswho lookback and make senseofitall--porhapsthat'swhy theyare calledhis-
torictimes---partlybecausethey know how itcomes out. Ihave had some interestingconversations
who my mother,who was a newlywed inEngland atthebeginningoftheSecond World War, overthe
lastcoupleofyears.She vividlyremembers thosestirringspeechesofWinston Churchillthatsound
soliftingand inspirationaltous. At the time,theyscaredthepantsoffeveryonebecausethey made
itsound as ifinvasionand defeatwere imminent--which,ofcourse,theywere. The bigdifferenceis
thatwe know how itcame out!
We are obviouslylivingthrough a periodofchange that isunequaled over probably the last500
years,and itbehooves us toexamine our activitiesinlightofthatchange.The demiseofthe"enemy,"
the SovietUnion, isnot theend but,rather,thebeginningofchanges thatwillaffectus allover the
decadestocome.
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In theearly daysof civilization,we moved from tribalor villagesocietiestocity-states,and these
'eventuallyevolvedintonation-statesthatwere definedby two imperatives---theneed to controla
largeenough areain which toconduct tradeand commerce effectively,and the need for a viable
offensiveand defensivemilitarycapability.Ethnicdiversitywas generallysubjugatedtothe "na-
tionalwill."Thishas been themodel ofpoliticalentitiesforabout halfa millennium;but itnow ap-
pearstobe evolvingintothe pest-nation-stateorganizationthatmight be calledthe "ethnicenclave
state."This ismade possibleby two developments--(1)the mise ofthe multinationalcooperationas
thenormal vehicleoftradeand (2)the combined effectofchanges inthe natureofstrategicwarfare
with the riseofa trulymultinationalor supranationalmilitarysystems--e.g.,NATO, the United
Nations,etc.
We aresimultaneouslywitnessingsome ofthejoysofthisprocess(theBalticstates)as wellas some of
itshorrors(asexpressedisthedissolutionofYugoslavia).But, whether we likeitor notor approve
ofitornot,itwillcontinue.
This isallvery interesting(ormaybe not aftersuch a long day),but what does itmean to us? It
means, Ithink,thatwe must not anticipatethatthefuturewillbe a logicalextensionofthepast.We
are,Ibelieve,inthemidstofchanges unprecedentedinour lifetimesand,perhaps,incenturies.Not
sincethedefeatoftheSpanishArmada by theCombination ofSirFrancisDrake and some verynasty
weather in 1588has a worldpower been eclipsedasdrasticallyasthe SovietUnion has been. We are
part,and an importantpart,ofthe responsethattheUnited Stateswillmake tothisstrangeand be-
wilderingopportunity.Let me make surethatwe takefulladvantage ofitby pressingour view ofthe
futureand goingforward.
As Robin Williamshas said,bothas theleaderoftheDead Poet'sSocietyand PeterPan, Carpe Diem.
Seizetheday;make a difference.Thank you verymuch.
o..
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KEYNOTE ADDRESSES (cont'd)
Dr.AllanSchell,PrincipalAssistant,
DCS/Scienceand Technology,
Air ForceMaterialCommand
Ladiesand Gentlemen, itisan honor forme tobe with you thisevening. On behalfof Brigadier
General Richard Paul, the Air Force MaterielCommand Deputy Chief of Stafffor Science and
Technology,and myself,we both wish to extendour appreciationto thissymposium's organizing
committee forthe invitationtospeak toyou tonight.In lightofthe major changes thathave taken
placewithinthe Air Force sincewe gatheredlastyear,General Paul and I are pleased with the
opportunityto convey the continuingand, inmany regards,growing importance that thisSpace
TechnologyInterdependencyGroup (STIG)playsinAir Forcespaceresearchand development.
Last year at this symposium, Major General Robert Rankine stated the importance of space to our
national defense and to sustaining our technological and industrial strengths. A year later, the
importance of space has certainly not diminished. Indeed, as we move out from under the Soviet-
centered threat that has largely driven our national defense perspective for the nearly 4 decades of
the space age, we are now starting to gain a better understanding of the possibilities, benefits, and
excitement that space, both as a distinct natural resource and as a growing sphere of operations, can
bring to the Air Force. One clear indication of the importance of space to the Air Force is its inclu-
sion in our vision--the defining statement that guides all Air Force policy, missions, and organiza-
tional objectives.
General Ronald W. Yates, Commander of the Air Force Materiel Command, the new Air Force
MAJCOM charged with cradle-to-grave acquisition and support for Air Force systems, has em-
phasized the need to integrate space fully into all our command functions. If the old saying that
"everything in its time" is true, then we are certainly entering the era of space. The answer to any
lingering questions about the importance to space to the Air Force is quite unmistakable--it is im-
portant, it is here to stay, and it will increasingly become an integral part of Air Force missions and
operations.
The primary reasonthatwe are atthisconferenceisthatNASA and the Department of Defenseare
the two principalnationalorganizationscharged with maintaining and enhancing our national
capabilitiesin space. Over the last40 years,we have been closepartnersin opening the space
frontier.Our tremendous successesin space,in both crewed and roboticactivitiesin civilianand
defenseareas,are the directresultofthisclosepartnershipand your hard work. In these times of
changing nationalpriorities,evolvingorganizationalmissionsand responsibilities,and, perhaps
most importantly,an expanding nationalconsensuson thevalueofour spacecapabilities,we need to
ensurethatour partnershipremains strongand effectiveinachievingour nation'spacegoals.
The STIG isthe mechanism thatwe use tostrengthenour successfulpartnership. Through the
STIG, NASA and the Air Force have been successfulincoordinatingour activitiesto maximize the
benefitsofour spacedevelopment programs. Thissuccessisrecognizedthroughoutthe government.
Recently,theArmy, theNavy, and the DOE havejoinedNASA and the AirForce as STIG members.
NOAA isin the processofjoining,and we are lookingtothe futurewhen DARPA and SDIO may
wish tojoin. With such an expansion ofthe STIG, I am confidentspacetechnologydevelopment
throughoutthe government willbenefit.
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The challengewe facewith a growing number of organizationsparticipatingin the STIG is to
maintain itsvitality.The STIG isorganizedtodraw upon the knowledge and experienceofour very
talentedscientistsand engineersto help us,corporately,decidehow bestto maximize our space
development activities.Itisa decentralizedworking group,builtupon theconceptthatthe working
scientistsand engineersbestknow theircapabilitiesand qualities.We have learnedthrough our
TotalQualityexperiencethatengaged and motivatedteam members are the bestway tosucceedin
achievingimportantgoalssuch as our nationalgoalsin space. This SOAR Conference isa model
processforachievingeffectivecoordinationofour R&D activitiesand sharingofthe resultingtech-
nicaldata. As the STIG expands, letus make sure thatwe maintain thisvitalityand do not lose
sightofthe STIG primaryobjectivesoftechnicaldatasharingand projectcoordination.
As we are allcertainlyaware,the major changesinthe world arebeingreflectedinchanges withthe
armed servicesand,of particularinterestto many attending thisconference,in the Service
laboratories.In responsetoacallby OSD, theServicelaboratorieshave createda structureforsci-
enceand technologycoordinationand consolidation.ReferredtoasTri-ServiceS&T Reliance,itwas
chartedto:enhance servicescienceand technology,ensurethata criticalmass ofresourcesremains
availabletodevelop"world-class"products'reduceredundantcapabilitiesand eliminateunwarrant-
ed duplication;gainS&T efficiencythroughcollocationand consolidationofin-housework, when ap-
propriate;and preservetheService'smission-essentialcapabilitiesas thereductions,consolidations,
and collocationsareundertaken. The objectiveofRelianceistoidentifyeffectiveways tomove the
Servicelaboratoriesfrom primarilyaframework ofinter-serviceoordinationtoa framework ofinter-
servicereliance,astheprojectname implies.
By November oflastyear,allthreeServiceshad directedthe implementationofa new joint-service
S&T management and planningprocessthatwould implement the recommendations ofthe Reliance
projectwithinthestructureofthe JointDirectorsofLaboratories(JDL). Relianceand the resulting
JDL are necessaryand important stepsto ensure thatour S&T programs continueto meet our
nationaldefensetechnologyneedsinthesetimesofdiminishingdefensebudgets.
The JDL panel structurecurrentlyhas 13 technicalpanelsand one management panel.Within each
panel,thereare a number ofsubpanelsBsuch asthe Space VehiclesPanel.The initialsuccessofthe
JDL inachievingtheProjectRelianceobjectiveshas ledtointerestinexpending participationinthe
JDL to includeDARPA and SDIO. With a substantialportionof DARPA and SDIO technology
development work beingdone by orthrough servicelaboratories,such a formalplanningand coordi-
nationrelationshipshouldbe beneficialtoenhancingour overallS&T planningfunction.
We arenow about ayear intotheimplementationoftheJDL process.Some ofour earlyaccomplish-
ments ofinterestothisgroup include
• Collocationofin-houseS&T work addressingSpace-BasedWide-Area SurveillanceRadar
attheAirForceRome Laboratory,Rome, New York
• Collocationofin-houseS&T work addressingSpace-BasedInfraredSensorsforWide-Area
SurveillanceattheNaval ResearchLaboratory,Washington, D.C.
• Collocation of all Biodynamics S&T of the Army and Navy to Armstrong Laboratory at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio
As naturallywould be expectedwith such major changes in long-establishedorganizationalstruc-
tures,therehave certainlybeen afew bumps intheprocess.But,overall,thechanges arebeingimple-
mented relativelysmoothly,principallybecauseallparticipantsrecognizethe importanceofmaking
thistransitiona success.
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An advantage oforganizingthe Services'S&T functionsunder the JDL panel structureisthat it
improves our understanding ofthe interactionsbetween the JDL technicalpanels and the STIG
technicalcommittees. One ofthe essentialelementsofeffectivetechnologysharingisjustknowing
who tocalltoask questionsortomake a pointofmeeting,atjointconferencessuch as this,toestab-
lishproductiveworking relationships.Now, viatheJDL and theSTIG, researchersthroughoutthe
Servicelaboratories,NASA, and our partnergovernment agencieshave a structureforestablishing
and improving theseworking relationships.
One pointthatIwould liketomake isthatthereare distinctdifferencesin thefunctionsofthe JDL
and the STIG. Whereas boththeJDL and theSTIG addresstechnologysharing,theJDL emphasizes
theprogrammatic aspectsand theSTIG emphasizesthetechnicalaspects.SpecificJDL goalsare to:
identifynew opportunitiesforserviceS&T programs;planand overseeexecutionofcooperativeS&T
programs;and coordinatetheconsolidationand collocationoflaboratoryfunctions,where appropri-
ate. The primary functionof the STIG istoimprove technicaldata interchangeby: identifying
candidateinterdependentprograms; encouragingnew cooperativerelationships;and sharing the
resultsofa cooperativeand independentS&T. The JDL activitiesand the STIG activitiesare highly
complimentary and veryimportanttogettingthemost outofour spaceS&T budget.
As I mentioned,the Air Force isbeginningtosee space in a new light.Desert Shieldand Desert
Storm demonstrated thevalueofspacesystemstoour fightingforces.Space systems playeda major
partin helpingachieveboth our militaryand our politicalgoalsduringthe conduct oftheseopera-
tions.The falloutofthisexperienceinterms ofour spaceS&T has been verybeneficial.Space,as I
The Air Force is starting to look towards our space S&T in terms of achieving national space goals
and thinking beyond purely Air Force or military systems. This is one of the benefits of the demise of
the cold war and the changing perspectives that are gaining acceptance.
The Air Force currentlyhas under way a number ofR&D programs at Phillipsand Rome Labora-
toriesthatcoulddirectlysupportspace science,spacecommerce, and the President'sSpace Explor-
ationInitiative(SEI).Let me highlighta few oftheseeffortsthatwillbe of value beyond military
applications.
ELITE, which standsforElectricInsertionTransferExperiment,isone ofour Advanced Technology
TransitionDemonstrations,or ATTDs. Itwillflightdemonstrateallofthe specifictechnologiesre-
quiredforan electric-poweredorbittransfercapability.Advanced electricpropulsionusessolarelec-
tricorspacenuclearelectricpower topower ahigh-performancearcjetrocketusingliquidhydrogen.
The potentialbenefitofthiscapabilitytothe civilianspaceprogram isreducedlaunch coststhrough
the utilizationof smallerlaunch vehicles,and the abilityto launch largersatelliteson the same
launch vehicleortoboostinterplanetaryspacecraftohighervelocitiesand reducethe transittime
toreachotherplanets.Ifthe currentscheduleholds,ELITE willbe readyforflightdemonstrationin
FY96.
TAOS, or Technology forAutonomous OperationalSurvivability,isanotherflightdemonstration
ATTD. Itfocuseson demonstratingdecreasedsatelliteground supportrequirementsthroughauton-
omous satelliteoperabilityand demonstratingspace-qualifiedstandard satellitecomponents, such
as thedatabus,GPS receivers,and spacebornecomputer. These technologieswould be applicableto
virtuallyallspacesystems,thus providingdecreaseddevelopment time and cost,lengthenedopera-
tionallives,and reducedoperatingcostsby minimizingground supportrequirements.TAOS isplan-
ned forlaunchnextyearon thefirstDARPA TAURUS StandardSmall Launch Vehicle.
ASCM, orAdvanced SpaceborneComputer Module,isa standardized,producible,radiation-hardened
computer module based on the standardized1750A architecture.This system willofferan orderof
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magnitude improvement in processing capability. It is currently baselined by 32 DOD and NASA
systems with an expected savings of $10M per satellite. Related development efforts have already
generated radiation-hardened 64 Kbit and 256 Kbit static memory chips that are seeing application
in several programs, including use by NASA.
Environmentally acceptable propellant technology development involves two areas important to our
continued use of solid rocket boosters. One development focuses on environmentally acceptable ways
of recycling existing solid rocket booster propellants to allow reuse of this resource in newly
fabricated launch vehicles. We are looking into ways of extracting the propellants from decommis-
sioned ballistic missiles and reusing the propellants in other civilian and military space launch sys-
tems. Another related technology is the development of environmentally acceptable solid propel-
lants that minimize environmentally damaging combustion byproducts such as hydrochloric acid.
Together, these two programs will enhance the acceptability of continued use of solid rocket boosters
at a time of growing environmental awareness.
One of the most impressive areas of Air Force research is advanced optics using adaptive optics and
guide-star technologies to significantly boost the performance of ground-based observatories. Work
in this area has turned the ground-based observation world upside down by returning ground ob-
servatories to the leading edge of astronomy. We are already seeing the first generation of this
exciting technology move into civilian observatories with more, such as the guide-star technologies,
not far behind.
The Air Force is interested in improved communications that will enhance the capabilities of our
space-based assets. One very interesting development program in this area is the application of
lasers for very high speed, satellite-to-satellite communications. The inherent advantages of laser
systems, compared with conventional RF communication systems, are their small size and most power
requirements. This capability will benefit Earth-observation satellites and may be useful on inter-
planetary spacecraft and future Moon and Mars programs.
One program that will have a major impact on future space projects is the recently initiated Air
Force and SDIO program to explore space nuclear power generation. This program is geared at
gaining experience with the design and operation of thermionic nuclear power systems. Recently, we
purchased two Russian TOPAZ-II nuclear reactors to help us move more quickly into the application
phase of this technology. Besides the benefits to military space systems, this technology may enable
the powering of direct broadcast satellites and powering robotic spacecraft and crewed bases on the
Moon and Mars.
These are just a sampling of the Air Force programs useful to the larger space community. All four
Air Force super labs have ongoing technology programs that can benefit a wide range of space pro-
grams far beyond the confines of military applications. One continuing challenge to the STIG is to
enhance this cross-fertilization of information so that information flows freely among the space com-
munity. This SOAR Conference is one excellent means for accomplishing this. However, we need to
accelerate methods of data collection and sharing, perhaps through joint technology data bases, so
that needed information will be quickly and easily identified and located when it is needed.
In this year when we celebrate the historic voyage of Christopher Columbus, we are really cele-
brating the human spirit that urges us to seek out that which we do not know--the urge to explore
and discover. Fortunately, it is not a lack of spirit that restrains our expanding exploration of the
space frontier. The real challenge for achieving our dreams in space rests solidly on the Earth with us
here tonight. Columbus, for all his courage and determination, could not have reached the New World
without the technologies that made it possible. Nell Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin could not have
taken those historic first steps on the Moon without the space technologies that many here tonight
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made possible.The challengeofopeningthespacefrontier,totranslatethedreams intoreality,rests
largelyon our shoulders.
Inthisregard,!view thisas a most fortunatetimetobe a partofthisnation'sspaceprogram. The
rapidlyerodingthreatofwar coupledwith a vigorousspace technologybase offersa timelyoppor-
tunityforthe governmental cooperationthatwe have createdtomove our nationforward inspace.
We are atapointintime when the technologyrequiredtotrulyopen the spacefrontierisrapidlybe-
coming a reality,thankstoyour efforts.
Iapplaud you formaking the STIG a successand thank you forthe opportunitytoaddressyou this
evening.
o°o
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Technology Transition Panel Discussion
K. KRISHEN: The paneldiscussionwe have foryou today ison "TechnologyImplementation
and Transition."This issomethingthatwe, in the STIG operationscommittee,
have been thinking[about]forthe lastcoupleofyears,and itwas fortunatefor
us to have the opportunitythisyear to includethispanel discussionin the
SOAR ['92]Program. I would liketoquote an excerptfrom a recentspeech by
our NASA Administrator,Dan Goldin. Itsays[quote],"Missionstothe planets
willcontinue.These spacecraftwillrequirethe most advanced technologieswe
can develop.They willrequiresystems thatare lightweight,small,durable,and
highlyintegrated.They willemploy neuralnetworks and otherexpertsystem
technologiesthatwillmonitorand diagnose and correctproblems ata distance.
We want to see these technolo_calcapabilitiesadding value to productsand
manufacturingprocesseshereon Earth" (endofquote).To me, "hereon Earth"
means we need efficientand safemission operationsfor our space programs;
[and]"here on Earth",forour privatesector,means the technologyand tech-
niques[that]enhance ourcompetitivenessintheinternationalmarket. Iwould
liketoshare with you a few vugraphs on the dimensions--orthe dimension-
ality--oftechnologytoday.(My firstvugraph.) When we speak ofthespace en-
vironment,it'sa veryhighlydimensionalenvironment. And, inthepastyear or
so,Itriedtoresearchinmy own mind what are some ofthe uniqueattributesof
thisenvironment. As you can see,Iran almost out ofthe page listingthe top-
level(we are talkingabout)environmental attributessuch as places in the
universewhere thereisnothing(Idon'tknow how todefinethatword "nothing"
here);placesinthe universe[that]have unique electromagneticenvironments,
debris,uniquetemperature,acousticalenvironments,magnetism, ellipticity;and
soon and soforth.The key,asyou heard earlierfrom Mr. Goldin'sspeech,isfor
us toconcentrateon lightweight.Weight would be a very high costforlifting
thingsintospace.The key forus toconcentrateistoconcentrateon size--the
volume ofthings---because,again,it'svery expensiveforus totakevery volum- •
inousthingsin space.The key forus isalsothe energy consumption. The less
the energy consumption,thebetteroffour systems are.Finally,not the least
[thatwe concentrateon is]thereliabilityin a spaceenvironment. Let me share
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thesecondvugraph. Ithas todo withthefactthatIwas tryingtosee:What are
thedimensionsnow oftheway we expresstechnologies?And, once againIreally
didn'teven tryto... didn'teven get a betterfeelingofhow toexpressthe var-
iousaspectsofthe technologyand when we talkabouttechnology.For example,
revolutionary,evolutionary,innovative,discipline-unique,time driven some-
times,sometimes resourcedriven,environment unique. So we have developeda
language initselfofexpressingtheresearchand technologyattributesofcertain
things. And, these,of necessitymwhen we are talkingabout technology--we
need tokeep thisinthe back ofour minds. The nextchartisvery generic,and
many ofthe textbookshave it.Itdepi'ctsthefactthat,when you have an evolu-
tionarytechnology,itreallygoesina manner where you'retryingtoevolvemore
performance from where you are now. And, when you have a revolutionary
technology,you are tryingto go ina fashionwhere you are tryingto gainon a
quantum jump between where you are now and where you could be ifyou did
evolvethatrevolutionarytechnology.To me in the operationsworld,we are
going tohave both typesofthese technologies:both technologiesthatgo evo-
lutionaryand the technologiesthatgo revolutionary.And, letme giveyou an
example of these revolutionarytechnologies.They have to do with virtual
reality,asan example, neuralnetworks,fuzzylogicsystems,wavelength process
and technologymthisisa very forcefultechnologyforprocessingsignals,par-
ticularlyhaving todo with videosignals--LANO technology,which we are see-
ing in[its]infancy,and superconductivity.Allofthesetechnologieswillhave a
profound effecton what we do in the operationsworld.The next slideI have
givesyou a feelingofthefactthatwe can have technologyatdifferentstagesof
growth. For example,we can have thebasicconcepts,what we callthe "LevelI"
mat NASA Headquarters,we have developeda certain,you can say,"language"
interms oflevels--LevelIwould be the basicresearch,where you are tryingto
developa certainexpressionor a certainconceptbased on, forexample, Max-
well'sequations.And, LevelVII would be where you'retakingthisantenna and
tryingtoqualifyitinspace.So when we talkabout technologiesatthoselevels,
it'sthefactthatwe'reincludingbothsoftwareand hardware.
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(Cont'd) Iwanted tosharewithyou thefactthatthe number ofpatentsprofoundlyaffects
our competitivenessin theworld marketplace. For example, on May 28, 1991,
as reportedinthe New York Times,you can seein thisvugraph the correlation
between the number of influential,you can say,patents and the strength--
economic strengthuand thetechnologicalstrengthofnations. You can see in
our case,forexample in theUS, we'renow almost being constant,with a little
bitofperturbationup and down. And in Japan, of course,they have been
steadilyincreasinginthisinfluentialpatentsin the technologicalworld. The
nextchartshows you the impactithas [on]our industry.For example, even in
particularsectorsofour industry--KodakversusFuji--youcan seethe number
ofinfluentialpatentsnot keepingup with thoseofJapan and,naturally,a lack
ofusbeingthatefficientinthemarketplace.So thisisthe thingwe have tokeep
in [the]background when we are talkingabout technologytransitionand tech-
nologyimplementation. The factthatit'snot only the space program, but it's
the whole entirenation--itseconomic strengthmthat willevolveas we try to
takethesetechnologiesand transitionthem intothe marketplace and intoour
programs. Iwanted tosharewithyou one fact:That isthat,ifyou lookedtothe
scenarioofthe overallflowofthingsmforexample, the customer couldbe a pro-
gram office,itcouldbe industry,itcouldbe our realcustomer--but we have to
have some sortofrequirementsthatcome back intothe infrastructureor the
(what Icall)"enterpriseinfrastructure."That couldbe NASA, itcouldbe [the]
AirForce,itcouldbe McDonnell-Douglas,itcouldbe any ofthe industriesand so
on;and then we generatetheseproductsand services.The panel todaywillad-
dressthisissueoftechnologytransition.How do we take the technologythatwe
have developedand the researchconceptsand the servicesthatwe have devel-
oped intothatmarketplace,intoa placeofaprogram where itcan be utilized?
We have three panelists from NASA and three from the Air Force, and you will
hear first about 10 minutes of discussion from each one of the panelists. Then
we'll open up for questions and answers. Let me introduce very briefly all the
panelists, and then I will ask each one of the panelists to come without [further]
introduction and give their presentation. Mark Gersh is the manager of
engineering prototype development for the Space Station Freedom Program,
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Level I,at NASA Headquarters. Steve Riemer isthe chiefof [the]Advanced
Technology Development OfficeattheArmstrong LabOratory,Brooks Air Force
Base. Bob Savely[isthe]chiefscientistand one of the architectsofthe SOAR
conference;he'sthe chiefscientistfortheAdvanced SoftwareTechnology at the
Johnson Space Center,and he works in the InformationSystems Directorate.
JeffreyKantor istheassistantdirectoroftheAirForceHuman-Systems Program
Officeat Brooks Air Force Base. Paul Backus isthegroup leaderofthe Super-
wiseTeleroboticApplicationsGroup atNASA's JetPropulsionLaboratory.Last
[but]not least,our previousco-chairman of the operationscommittee, Melvin
Rogers,who isthechiefofPlansDivisionatthe PhillipsLab,KirtlandAir Force
Base inAlbuquerque. And withthat,I'llnow ask each panelist(inorder)tocome
and givetheirpresentation.Thank you.
M. GERSH: Well,Kumar saidwe have onlyabout8 minutes totalktoyou. So I'venarrowed
my slidesdown from about 60 to42.I'vebeen involvedwithSOAR fora coupleof
years now, and Ithinkthisisprobablymy thirdtechtransitionpanel. So this
timearound,Iwas tryingtothinkabout,"Gersh,let'snotgeton your highhorse;
let'snot get on your soapbox and preach some gospelhere. People have heard
you enough. And you know, everybody knows about John Muritore'sfamous
quote about'techtransitionbeing a body contactsport';soyou don'treallyneed
to say thatany longer. And, work with users and deal with the integration
implementationissues."So,Iwas tryingtofigureout what itwas Iwas goingto
talkto you about today,and I was at another workshop meeting that NASA
worksma group calledthe StrategicAvionics Technology Working Groupm
about2 [or]3 weeks ago,and thisveryissueoftechnologyinsertionthebarriers,
NASA barriersto technologyinsertion,the group [of]about 200 NASA, NASA
contractors,[and]a few DOD peoplewere sprinkled in, and predominately
lookingatadvanced avionicsissuesforspace.But,thisisan issueofhow do we
dealwith techtransition,technologyinsertion?And, as itturnsout,what I...
tobe honest,Istolefrom one Ofthe presentations..,is,afterwatching this,I
said,"Thisisprettygood."Infact,I'm not heretopreachtoyou,I'mreallyhere
tobe more likeArsenioHall,where each one oftheseitems,theyhave more left
foryou togo,"Hmm," tothinkabout it,and figureout,"Hey, thisisan issue.
What do we do to resolveit?"Iused tobe in the Air Force,so I'lltryto givea
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perspectiveofhow some oftheserelatetowhat Iremember from the Air Force
as well. But,thefirstone: We talkedabout [a]lackofdefinitioninfuturepro-
grams in time todeveloptechnologytoa properlevel.Itreallycomes down to,
as we'redevelopingour programs and we go through thistraditionalconceptof
exploration,prototypingstage,product development, specification,and then
peps the productout,supposedlywe've got some sortofprocessin placewhere
we can fullythreshout allthe conceptsduring thatconceptexplorationphase,
and thatwe can do a lotofprototyping.But,it'snotworking. There'restilla lot
oftechnologiesthata lotofpeoplewillargue are out therethata program like
Space Station,forexample,shouldbe using within itsbaseline;but there are
barrierstothat. So,how can we... what can we do tostartbringingtogether
some of thesetechnologiesin place? An interestingideaistryingto do some
solidconceptexplorationwitha lotofprototypingshould.., organizationslike
CODAR, OAST, and theAirForce Labs---the6.2and the6.3A fundingsources--
maybe theyshouldbecome responsiblefortheconceptexplorationstageofa ma-
jorprogram. Let them be theonestoactuallydo theprototyping.A recentOAST
manager [advocated]thebiggestdifferencebetween what NASA was abletodo
intheearly1960sand what we'reabletodo now isthat,inthe early1960s,the
stuff"was in a sense "one-of-a-kind."There was no splitbetween the research
community and the programmatic sideofthe Agency. Second: Cost and time
requiredto demonstrate.This isreallyan issueof proving the technology.
When Iwas in theAir Force,Ihad a General pullme aside--GeneralFerguson
---oneday,and he said"Lieutenant..."we were on thisdiscussionabout tech
transfer(Ihad a coupleofprojects,and we were tryingto figureout how we
couldget the user organizationsto buy intosome of thisstuff),and he said,
"Listen.You've got torealizethatyou have toprove the technologybeyond a
reasonabledoubt: thata development engineer not only has got to know that
the technologyisviable,but [hewants]to know what it'sgoingtocost[him]in
termsofresources:dollars,people,overallrisk."So,what can we do todemon-
stratethetechnology?Within NASA, when itcomes toactuallydemonstrating
inon-orbitypesofthings,theonlyvehiclewe have isShuttletoreallydo that,
and it's..,thoseofyou thathave triedtoimplement and flythingson Shuttle
and development testobjectivesand secondarypayloads know thatit'sa very
expensive,time-consumingprocess.So what can we dotosortofreleaseourselves
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from that burden, so to speak, of demonstrating technology? What can we do
more on the ground? And, the challenge to NASA is: What can we do to take ad-
vantage of some of the things our DOD brethren have been doing in a lot of areas
that are very similar? In the areas of aircraft or OPS and things like that. And,
not use the simple excuse, "Well, it's a little bit different." Because, when we get
right down to it, there're a lot of similarities. A lot of times we talk about having
to run in parallel, that we bring a new technology on board and that we'll run in
parallel to the baseline operations. And, so we'll do that long enough to gain
confidence in the system. We have to do that. You just can't take out the old
system and pop in the new. There's got to be a period of time of transition there
where you can see the new system run in parallel. But, there is a heavy expense
paid for that approach. So what can we do as a collective body to start figuring
out ways to streamline that parallel process? Are there things that we can do?
Another interesting issue [that] came up is, the world of software, this amorphous
blob we call "software" that you can't really touch or feel but know it exists, that
you really can't get your hands around it and put your finger on it in the same
way that people like control engineers--guidance, navigation, and control engi-
neers-know that they've got a certain set of physical laws they have to operate
under, and they know those laws, and they design to those laws, and they can't
get away from those laws. So there are no natural constraints affecting soft-
ware, you know, insofar as development and the test and the verification of that
process [are concerned]. SO that in itself says, When is enough enough? (Next
slide.) It used to be the Government was a driver of various aspects of industry.
Well, that's no longer the case. I think that we used to say that the Government
drove the software and computing industry in this country back in the 1960s,
early 1970s. Well, now I think entertainment's the number one driver--movies
and things like that. So we no longer can drive the industry, so we've settled on
the fact that we've got to go COTS--commercial off-the-shelf. What can we do,
though, to start targeting the ability to go to COTS, to really go to COTS, and
say, "Okay, Company X makes this and Company Y makes this and Company Z
makes this" and the freedom to be able to go to all three companies? And, this
implies flexibility in procurement rules; this implies the overall technical flexi-
bility to sort of swap between a COTS different implementations. Another in-
teresting thing that we probably could borrow from the Air Force is sort of the
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design philosophy in a project called SLICE out at Rome Labs, where the idea of
trying to pull together a software engineering environment that borrows off, in
a sense, COTS ideas, but you center on the interfaces. And, so that you can pop
in things that are common to a set of interfaces, and you're not burdened or held
hostage to a particular approach. The other issue of standards talks about the
evolution of your hardware and software. "Upgradeability" is what I really call
it. And, I tell you in Space Station, we're designing an orbiting platform to...
we used to say "30 years," now we just say "multi-year"... But, the idea is, we do
have [an] orbiting platform that will be there a long time, and we're designing it
with a core data management system that will say, What's sophisticated 3 years
ago, relative to what you might have in your laboratorymin a constrained
laboratory environment--but 30 years from now, it's not going to be very sophis-
ticated. So, what can we do to start tackling these issues of the upgradeability of
systems? And, how do you approach standards from that aspect, so that you can
pop in the latest version of high-resolution displays or the latest version of a new
processor, or so forth? Another issue is dealing with the cost of operations.
Government... we always get caught in this game: If we don't spend our money
by the end of the year, then that money will get cut and we won't get as much
next year. So the same idea sort of holds true here. What incentives do we have
to really cut OPS costs, other than the fact that it's just the right thing to do?
You know, we in our hearts know that, hey, we're spending a lot of money in
Shuttle operations, and we're trying to figure out how to streamline those
operations to get the cost down. But, what kinds of incentives could be placed on
us? Or what kinds of things can we think about to actually drive us to reducing
cost? You know, this really drives home the issue of trying to insert automation
technologies. For the longest time, the people in that camp have argued that
automation will reduce your costs. I can tell you times that I've sat down with
the director of Space Station and said, "If you use this automation in your control
center environment, it'll save you money. You'll be able to reduce your people
count." And, some of this stuff[has] been going on for a couple of years now, and
the director turns around and says, "Shoot, Gene Kranz at MOD hasn't sent us
any dollars back." So we know that the reality of the situation says you just don't
take out people. Automation probably buys you the opportunity to do that, but
what are the incentives for us to really do that? Other than just coming forward
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•..NASA's goingthrough a seriesofexercises•The Administratorlaiddown a
challengethatsaid,"Figure out how the variousorganizationswithinNASA
couldlivewith a reducedbudget in the next coupleofyears."And, because of
that threatof reduced budgets,we went and figuredout how to restructure,
reorganize,reorientsome things,and ultimatelytriedtosavethatmoney. Ina
lotofcases,we'redoing thingsthatbegs the question,"Well,why didn'twe do
thatbefore?" And so,Why isitself,justthe threatofcuttingmoney, a forcing
function?In other words,an incentivedissentis,we need incentives.And,
finally,thisissueofsoftwarecontractors:there'sa lotoftechnologyout there
thatalwaysgetsargued aboutimproving productivityinsoftwaredevelopment,
savingmoney in the lifecycle(theoverall),improving the reliabilityofyour
code;and thoseare allwelland good and they'revalidarguments. But, really
thatcomes home to,sortof,the next project;in other words,we're tryingto
incentivizethe industryand withinGovernment forthe next project.We'll do
thisstuff;and [on]thenextproject,we'llsavemoney orwe'llbe abletodo things
more reliably.Well,what arethe incentivesforthecurrentcontract?What can
we do fora currentcontractorthatwe have on tasktosay,"Geez,thereisa way
thatwe can startimplementing some oftheseideasthatwe'vebeen toutingfora
while thatsave money, save time,save resources•"And, again,a lotofthese
issuesare procurementissues.But,the ideahereisforyou allnow tosortofgo,
"Hmm," thinkabout some things,and reallyhinsteadofmaybe askingus some
questions--youcan stand up and fire"what ifs." And, maybe this session
evolvesintonotjustsixpeoplehere on the stage givingyou theirperspective,
but that we really tap into the 250 [or] 300 people that are here.
S. RIEMER: [In]thenextfew minutes,I'm going todiscusswith you the actualimplementa-
tionand transitionstrategiesofthe Armstrong Laboratory.They'reArmstrong
Laboratory transitionstrategies,but,as you can guess,they'realso the Air
ForceMaterielCommand's view on transition.I'llbe concentratingprimarilyon
thetransitionofadvancedtechnologydevelopment,sincethat'swhat Iwork with
onaday-to-daybasis.Lastweek, afterIhad prepared thisbriefing,Iwas looking
throughthenew defenseS&T strategy,which was put out on 16Julyby DDR&E.
And, Inoticedthata lotofwhat I'm goingtotalkabout todaywas mentioned in
thatstrategy.Specificallyitsays,in part,that "early and continued user
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involvement is a must, and capabilities should be proven through advanced
technology demonstrations." I'll say more about those points in a few minutes.
Mark Gersb mentioned, we should demonstrate our technology. You'll see in this
talk that a lot of what we do in the Armstrong Laboratory and Air Force
Materiel Command in the 6.3A area are technology demonstrations. The title of
that slide, you heard this morning by Dr. Welch and also by Dr. Alexander.
Since they're both my bosses, I have to mention it as well. There are no--and
Dr. Alexander mentioned that to me during lunch today, that make sure you say
there are no--unmanned systems. So there are no unmanned systems. The hu-
man is the most critical component of any weapons system. And, at Armstrong
Laboratory, our technology, they ensure that the people in the operational Air
Force are properly selected, trained, equipped, and protected. But, what about
all the technologies that really aren't embraced at first by users? We've had
some problems with that at Armstrong Laboratory--as I'm sure all laboratories
have. And, in the past.., there are some examples. Like I said, it's nothing new.
Parachutes. In World War I, parachutes weren't accepted because it was thought
that they would encourage pilots to jump out of the aircraft. Prop versus jet. No
one wanted to fly the first jets because [they were] something strange, and they
couldn't see the propulsion system. Fly-by-wire: At first, no one trusted computer-
driven aircraft. Stealth. Was Stealth fast enough, and could it carry all the ordi-
nance necessary?Space systems.We're stillearningabout spacesystems,and
that'sthe purpose ofthisconference.So what have we learnedover the years
aboutgettingtechnologytotheuserand gettinghim toacceptit?At Armstrong
Laboratory,we've had thoseproblems,and I'm sureallofyou who work in the
otherlaboratorieshave had thesame problems. The answer,which you'regoing
tohearfrom me throughoutthisbriefing,isthattoensuresuccessfultechnology
transition,you have tomake theuserpartofthe team up frontand throughout
the S&T and acquisitionprocess.Obviously,ifthatAFMC scientistat the far
right--righthere--heobviouslydidn'tget thatuser rightthere a part ofthe
R&D team, there are problems. I think it'snothing new. One of General
Yatesmwho's thecommander ofAir Force MaterielCommand---one ofhis com-
mand goalsistechnologicalsuperiorit:.It'sthecornerstoneoftheS&T process.
The policyemphasizes that"technologytransitionisas important as develop-
ment oftherighttechnology."Transitionplanningisasimportantinour day-to-
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day work as the science.Actually,thistechnologysuperiorityprocessisour
S&T mission at AFMC and at Armstrong Laboratory,PhillipsLaboratory,at
Rome Laboratory,and at Wright Laboratory. It says again: Do the right
technology,which isa qualityand relevantS&T program, and then apply that
technologyrapidlyto operationalneeds. This chart shows you where S&T
(scienceand technology)fitsin the overallRDT&E process,and specifically
where 6.3A (advancedtechnologydevelopment)fits.The major goalof6.3A isto
developtechnologythatisdemonstrated--asMr. Gersh was mentioning--inthe
user'soperationalenvironment and to reduce the riskof technologyprior to
transitioningto EMD-64 or directlyto the major command user. The most
importantidentifierof6.3A isthe ATTD (theadvanced technologytransition
demonstration).In the Army and in the Navy, it'scalledadvanced technology
demonstrations;in the Air Force,it'scalledadvanced technology transition
demonstrations. This iswhat I mentioned earlieras part of the core of the
defenseS&T strategy.Through theATTD, the major commands seethe opera-
tionaladvantagesofthetechnology.And, the SPOs and the ALCs become satis-
fiedwith any riskspriorto transition.The main pointis: We know thatthe
ATTD works inthelaboratory,but willitwork inthefield?Here'ssome more on
theATTDs. It'sa summary slideofwhat an ATTD is.They got startedbecause
ofa 1988 Defense ScienceBoard study,which found that defense technology
wasn'tbeingtransitionedrapidlyand shouldbe accelerated.The placetodo this,
theysay,isan earlyadvanced development 6.3A.The technologyshouldbedem-
onstratedatthe user'shome toshow technicalfeasibilityand operationalutility.
Each ATTD effortshould have a documented technologytransitionplan;and
transitionplanning should involveallparties: the lab scientists,the opera-
tionaluser,thedevelopment planners,the XRs in the major commands, and the
SPOs. Because ofa DSB study,we now have strongpersonal involvement in
management by thetechnologyexecutiveofficer--theTEO--at thattime Major
General Rankine, who justretired.The new AFMC-ST isBrigadierGeneral
Paul,and alsothe Armstrong Laboratory director,Dr. Welch, as well as the
directorsand the commanders oftheotherthreesuper laboratories.The second
bullet[on the slide]mentions criticalexperiments.Those are 6.3A programs
thataren'tyetready forATTD status.They are demonstrated inthe laboratory
environment,with the goal to move them intoATTDs where they [will]be
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demonstrated in the operational environment. As far as resource allocation
decisions, the TEO looks at the operational utility assessment scores that the
major commands give us and also at how we're executing our technology transi-
tion plans. As a continuing tool to assess the results of the technology transition
process, Air Force Materiel Command has developed a set of metrics; specifically,
how are we in the labs transitioning our ATTD programs? And, by the way, as
Mr. Rogers could attest also, we have to report data from these metrics quarterly
up to Command, and they report those quarterly at what're called Vision Con-
ferences where all the laboratory directors are present. Therefore, the pressure
is on us to make sure that we do the right thing here and get the right technolo-
gy and also transition it in expeditiously. That overall "big-picture" metric is the
expeditious technology transition, and that's tied to the command goal of techno-
logical superiority. Supporting that big-picture metric are the TEO metrics:
timeliness, which is the ATDD schedule, teamwork, which is the number of tech-
nology transition plans we have with the users, the developers, and such, and
also those ratings that the major commands give us as far as operational utility.
Last year, the AFSC and the AFLC commanders--General Yates and General
McDonnell---commissioned aTechnology Process Action Team to look at the total
technology process, including technology transition, for the new Air Force Ma-
teriel Command. That Process Action Team, headed up by Dr. Vince Russo of the
Wright Laboratory, found that these here are the best processes for timely and
real technology transition (lessons learned, so to speak). All the labs are work-
ing toward these best practices. I think, as Dr. Krishen and also Mr. Gersh men-
tioned, there are problems in technology transition. That's why we have this
panel. But, we are now officially striving to get rid of those problems; and these
lessons learned, best practices, are in effect now at all the laboratories in Air
Force Materiel Command. I think I mentioned these one way or another, but I'd
like to just briefly say again what they are. Top management involvement is
absolutely necessary. Have frequent reviews of technology transition problems
by the team. A continuing process ensures that everyone knows when the tech-
nology will be ready for transition. Do the right technology and transition it
quickly. Have technology transition plans, because they're the blueprints for
executing the transition. And, the user has to be part of the team from
beginning to end. Also, measure the results of the technology transition for
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continuedimprovement. Thislastchartsummarizes what I'vebeen saying,and
it'swhat theCommand and theArmstrong Laboratoryand alltheotherlabsare
strivingtoward. Firstbulletis:We have tonurture the righttechnologiesand
applythem rapidlytooperationalforces.That was a technologicalsuperiority
goal.This willwork, though, only through a strongcouplingof allinvolved
throughoutallphasesoftheacquisitionprocess:the users,the laboratories,the
development planners,thoseXR folks,the program officerswho offerus their
assistance,and the productdevelopment engineers.Italsoincludesacademia
and industryaspartofthe team as well. And, thisisnot a system-specificway
ofdoing things, It'llwork for space systems;itworks fortacticalsystems; it
worked forpersonnelsystems. It'swhat isabsolutelynecessaryforeffectiveand
expeditioustechnologytransition.Thank you.
R. SAVELY: Iwanted toapproach technologyimplementationfrom, perhaps,a slightlydif-
ferentthoughtprocess.One is,thereare (Iguess)threebasicmotivatorsinthis
world: fear,bribery,and reason. [Essentially,briberyis]the most effective
means. The firstone:Pilotprojects,thosehave been discussed.And, Mark Gersh
here,forexample, operatesa number of those. And, we've recentlystarted
anotherone from theCode Q world,even,where we'reessentiallypaying IBM to
utilizeformalmethods in a pilotstudy,hoping thatthey'llbuildownership in
theuse ofthattechnology.So,Ithink most peoplearefamiliarwith thatidea.
IRADs [are]something thatusually,Ithink,probablythe room here issplitin
two.Ipresume halfofus areIRAD evaluators,and the otherhalfareworking on
IRADs. And historically,IRADs have not been wellreceivedwhen you getstacks
ofthosetoevaluate.Infact,some peoplerefusetoevaluatethem, I'm told;and
I'vebeen known probably tolosea few myself in my youth. However, allof a
suddenmbang!--I realizedthat the IRAD program is a great technology
transitionmechanism, sinceitprovidesthefundingtodevelopownership ofnew
technology,which iscriticalforcost-effectiveimplementation.And, thoseofus
who have had experiencewithchange requestsknow thecostissignificantifthe
contractorisnot experiencedwith the technologyinvolved.In other words, if
they'renot familiarwith it,ifthey don'tlikeit,you probably can'taffordit.
Valuable sidebenefitsinclude,I think,a boost in employees'morale on the
contractor'sside,which resultsfrom involvement in R&D--since many of the
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contractpositionsinvolveroutinework. And, thesad partabout itisthatmany
Government contractsdo notprovideforan IRAD program, which Ibelievere-
sultsinproductivitylostfrom boththefailuretouse new technologyand a high-
erturnoverinpersonnel.Imight pointout thata lotofthe bestIRADs thatI've
reviewed used NASA technologyas a startingpoint,so I'dlikeforthe contrac-
tors-supportcontractorsout hereas wellas the primes--tokeep thatinmind.
The bottomlinethepreviousspeakeraddressedthetechnologytransferactivity;
primarily,Iwant topointoutthatit'san area thatcriesout forthe use ofTQM
(and we've heard the storythatcustomers need to be involved).But, on the
otherhand,Iurge technologytransfergroupstoessentiallyadoptthephilosophy
of"thecustomer'salways right."Whatever they want,pleasedo it.The next
coupleofslidescome from a recentreportthatwas dedicatedcompletelytotech-
nologytransfer.Inthisreport,they surveyeda number ofcorporationsthathad
successfulaswellasunsuccessfulprojects.Theirsummary was,ofcourse,reason-
ableproblems,problems thatdemonstratethecapabilitiesofthetechnology,and
findingsomeone'spetpeeve and fixit.Ihave a coupleofexamples here I'dlike
tobringup inthatarea.One example thatwas presentedat a coupleofrecent
conferences,Ithink,isprettyimpressive.An expertsystem was developedby
American Airlinesthatonlycontains49 rules,and it'scalled"Hub Slashing";
and itsaved$2M thefirstmonth thatitwas used.Hub Slashingisa knowledge-
basesystem[that]recommends contingencyplansforAmerican Airline'systems
operationscontrolduring bad weather or otherairportproblems where severe
schedulereductionsmust be made. Ithink theseare folksthatbuilta system
thatsavesbigbucks and solveda significantproblem with American Airlines.
So,thenexttime yourflighthas been canceled,probablyan expertsystemdid it.
And, we'reprobablyresponsibleforthat.However, Ihope Ididn'tmislead you
intothinkingthatit'llbe easytotransferyour technologyintoroutineuse. In
fact,one ofthe complaintsthatour administratorreceivedon hisrecenttourof
NASA centersfrom researcherswas thattheirresearchisnot beingused. And,
he charged them with the taskofseekingout test-bedsfortheirtechnology.I
mean, justdon'tsitaround and complain. You have tobe in salesand market-
ing. And, I'dcertainlyliketoreiteratethischallengetoeach and every one of
you,toseek out opportunitiesto encourage Government and industrytomake
use ofyour achievements.And, Ithinkthe most difficulttaskforallofus isto
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determine when researchhas progressedtothe pointthatitcan be utilizedfor
operationaluse,and I believeconferencessuch as thisplay a key rolein this
determination.Isuggestthateach ofyou [sets]a goalofcoming outofthismeet-
ing with at leastfivenew ideasor applicationsforthe technologythatyou see
here inthenextcoupleofdays. In summary, Ithinkeveryone hereshouldlook
acrossto Government forpotentialusers and urge management to fund pilot
projectsinorderfortheiroperationalunitsand theirprime contractorstobe-
come familiarwiththe technology.And, inaddition,the Government must con-
tinuallyassistIRADs in order to increasethe competitiveabilityofindustry,
which inturnwillmake theirsupportofGovernment contractsmore cost-effective
and increasetheirworldwidecompetitiveposture.Thank you.
J. KANTOR: As the only SPO person on thispanel,I need to begin by initiallyclarifying
something. SPO doesnotmean StupidPeoplefrom Ohio. Some ofus |iveinSan
Antonio as wellas placesfarthernorth where it'scold. SPOs livein a place
separatefrom laboratories,kindofon the othersideofthe techtransitionwall.
Our job istotake the scienceout ofthe laboratoriesand turn thatscienceinto
fullysupportableuser systems. It'sa job that'schallenging,differentfrom the
laboratories,and I'dliketo give you the SPO perspectivemor at least my
personalSPO perspective--ofhow thatprocessmight be improved. The first
placetolookistoseehow the research,development,and acquisitionprocessis
structuredintheAir Force rightnow. There'rebasicallyfivephases. The first
three--theR&D phases--areequated with 6.1,6.2,6.3 kinds of work (as Mr.
Riemer has talkedabout).That'sdone by a laboratory.Productsthen typically
go from the laboratoryto a system program office(aSPO) and intothe acqui-
sitionphase.Those phasesareengineeringand manufacturing development---it
used tobe calledfull-scaledevelopment--and then a productionand fielding
typeofactivity.In fact,under Air Force MaterielCommand, fieldingisnow
consideredtoincludeoperationalday-to-daysupportoffieldedsystems under a
conceptcalledintegratedweapon system management. For instance,withinour
SPO, we arethe singlepointofcontactfrom the beginninga lifesupportsystem
pieceofequipment or system hitsthe engineeringand manufacturing develop-
ment phase untilitisretiredsome 15 or 20 years later.So,we do boththe engi-
neeringmanufacturing and development fieldingand,throughan officeatKelly
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Air ForceBase,theday-to-daysupportoflifesupportequipment. And, you'llsee
more and more of thatbecauseit'sone ofthe cornerstonesof how Air Force
MaterielCommand wants todo business.The problem with thistypestructure
isyou have some built-indifficultiesin additiontothe ones thatcrop up from
other sources.The firstisjustdue to organizationalboundaries. You have a
laboratorydoing some ofthe work, a SPO doing otherpartsof the work, and
theyhave inherentlydifferentgoalsand subcultures.You have dissimilarfocuses
intheorganizations.Peopleinthe laboratoriesrightlywant topush the stateof
theart.Peopleinthesystemprogram officesarebasicallyinterestedin manag-
ing risk.They have to meet cost,schedule,and performance milestones and
requirementsthatareequallyequated--you can'tbreach or break any ofthem,
orelseyou wind up explainingtoa BrigadierGeneral orabove why you'vedone
thatand why you'renot doingyourjobvery well.So,verydifferentorientations
and focuses[exist]in the two differentorganizations.And, differentkinds of
skillsare involvedaswell.There are basicallythreetypesofproblems thatwe
seedevelopin technologytransitionsfrom the lab tothe SPOs. The firstisin
terms of the type ofdocumentation thatwe typicallyreceivefrom the labora-
tory.They are scientificreports;they are good technicalreports;but theydon't
giveus as much informationas we need tostartengineeringthesystem forthe
thingslikesupportabilityand maintainabilityand systems safetymthose kinds
ofthings. Itwas pointedout to me earliertoday,that'sprobably a Freudian
misspellingof "ill-at-ease."(I'lleave thatto your own determination.)The
otherthingthatdocumentationtypicallylacksisa requirementgiven tothe ac-
quisitioncommunity by the Federal acquisitionlaws thatwe have toprovide
enough detailforcontractingso thatany competent contractorcan submit a
good proposaland priceoutthe project.That issubstantiallymore documenta-
tionthan labseverproduce,and ittakesa whiletogo from what thelabsgiveus
tothatlevelofdetailthatwe need forcontracting.Another problem isthatlabs
havebeen working on thisresearch[andhave]builtovertimean incrediblestore
ofexpertiseinthatparticulararea.That expertisetypicallydoesnot transferto
the System Program Office.We have to startwith a much lower leveloftech-
nicalexpertisein thatparticulararea. And, finally,thereisa lotofdifficulty
ofteninbuildinga focusedtransitionteam. We need peoplefrom the laboratory
tohelpus earlyon. It'sdifficulttogetthem tobe interestedinthe same things
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that we in the program office are interested in. Scientists are interested in doing
science; program managers from the SPO are interested in putting together a
fully supportable system. It's difficult to get those two different sets of interests
to work together well. How can we improve that process? If we take a look at
what the three main components of technology transition are, I think we may get
an idea. The first is the technologies themselves; and that's typically not a prob-
lem. Our labs produce truly state-of-the-art technologies. The next component
is a process for doing it. And, [although] this is probably heresy in a bureaucratic
organization, I think that's probably the least important. The key to success is
the people. Technology transition to me is kind of a strange term. It kind of
gives me the impression that somehow you take technology, you put a key in it,
wind it up, and it happily runs down the various phases and out to the users.
That's not what happens at all. It's people who, throughout the process, transi-
tion it from the lab, through the SPO, to the user. And, I think people are the key
to improving technology transition. In fact, once you realize that and begin to
deal with technology transition as a people process, there are some fairly straight-
forward kinds of things you can do. How do you improve people's performance in
technology transition? The same way you improve them in anything else. Train
them to do the job, motivate them to do the job, and then make it as easy as pos-
sible-facilitate their performance. I've been involved in Government research
in one way or another for 17 years; I've never had any kind of formal training in
technology transition. There are courses that we have in science and technolo-
gy, courses that we have in acquisition, [but] no courses to teach you how to do
technology transition. To me, that's an obvious gap in the kind of training we're
providing our people. All members of the team have to understand what's in-
volved. The second item is one of some sensitivity to some people; but, to me, you
have to move people around to different jobs. It was pointed out to me earlier
today that I'm probably kind of an odd individual--odder in some respects than
I'd like to talk about right now. But, odd with respect to the fact that I spent my
first 12 years in a Government laboratorymin the Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory--doing scientific kinds ofwork. I had a great time; I enjoyed it. From
there, I moved on to a development and planning officema Headquarters Product
Division XR kind ofjob-[and] worked there for 4 years. And, in the last year
and a half I've been assistant director of the System Program Office. So I've had
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the opportunity, through moving around from one job to another, to see what
people do in the lab, what people do in development planning, and what people
do in the System Program Office. I should not be that unusual--with some re-
spects. But, I should not be that unusual with respect to the kind of job experi-
ences that we're growing in individuals that we want to see help us transition
technology. And, finally, we need to train people to work together. There's a lot
of room for doing total quality type of team training for technology transition.
One of the things I think we need to do is identify whose job it is to technology
transition. The people in the labs, that's not their job; their job primarily is to
do science and technology. People in the SPO; their job is program management
orfunctionalengineering.We can'tusuallypointtoone individualand say,"You
are theone who transitionstechnology."We need tomake thatsomebody'spri-
mary job responsibilityin thesystem and then directlyreward thatpersonfor
doinga goodjob.And, finally,developand trackmetrics.A common expression
going around the Air Force today is,"Ifyou'renot keeping score,you'rejust
practicing."And finally,we need tofacilitatechtransition.We need toestab-
lishfeedback loops. At one time, bring in people from the using community, the
laboratory, and the SPOs, sit them all down at the same time, and have them
work through some of the issues. We, within Air Force Materiel Command--
within this integrated weapon system management programmhave a bulletin
board that we can all electronically tap into with lessons learned. So, I Can sit
down at my computer screen in San Antonio and, without any problem at all,
tap into the collective mistakes made across the entire Command. This is a
wonderful opportunity for me to be creative and make my own mistakes, rather
than [to] make mistakes other people have already done. We need to also ensure
that the kinds of tech transition plans we develop are executable. To paraphrase
an old expression, "We don't want to try to cram 10 lbs of transition into a 5 lb
plan." And, in particular, we need to make sure the schedules that we set up for
tech transition are realistic. The program director in my SPO says, "It's a lot
easier to have to stand up in front of your user and say, 'I'm sorry I'm delivering
early' than [to say] 'I'm sorry I'm delivering late.'" And, finally, we need to es-
tablish a graveyard pool. Tech transition is not an everyday occurrence. It hap-
pens a couple of times in any one person's career. So we need to capture the group
of people who have done this and have them, perhaps, do some kind of advisory
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boardprocesstoyoung peoplewho aredoingitforthefirstime. Kind ofa quick
summary: There'sa wallbetween research,development,and acquisition.It's
higher,in some places;it'slowerin[otherplaces].We need tohave peoplework
tobring thatwall down. The way to do itissimply to give them a reason to
bringthewalldown: motivateand reward them, givethem thetools,trainthem
how to do it, and then make it as easy as possiblemfacilitate the transition of
technology from one organization to another and, eventually, to the user.
P. BACKUS: •..isthe involvementofpeopleand understandingtheirmotivations.I'vebeen
involvedina techtransferon two occasions.One in transferringroboticstech-
nologyfrom JPL toGoddard Space FlightCenter. And, now I'm involvedagain
intechtransferin transferringroboticstechnologyfrom JPL toJohnson Space
Center.So,I'mactuallyintheprocessrightnow, and we'regrapplingwith allof
theseproblems. But,actuallywe have a job to do rightnow, and we need to
solvetheseproblems and understandthem ourselvessowe can do thejob right
now. The goalin the technologytransfer,ifyou wanted toput itsimply,isto
transferthetechnologyfrom thetechnologygroup tothe product.There may be
alotofstepsinbetween--hopefullynotsomany stepsinbetween--butyou need
tokeep your eye on the prize•The prizeisthe actualtransition,the product
beingbetterbecauseyou did itthan itwould have been otherwise.You need to
keep focusedon thatgoal. There are a coupleof approachesto the technology
transfer.One might be totransfercomponent technologiestotheproduct.The
otherwould be todevelopa completeprototypeand transitionthattoa develop-
ment organization.Some criticalfactorsinthetechnologytransferprocess:First
istohave clearobjectives,a schedule,and funding thatare realistic.And, then
[second]mand which isactuallythe focusofmy few slidesmisthatthe attitude
ofthepeoplereallyaffectsthe technologytransfer.As you'vejustheard,he said
technologytransferisa "peopleprocess";and that'sreallywhat you have to
understandtodevelopthe rightsystem to get the technologytransfer.Icould
talkofthe mechanisms, but reallyyou need to have the desireof the people
involvedtoget thejobdone. They need todesiretowork as a team; and, todo
that,reallyyou need toprovideincentivestothesepeopleto work as a team--
bothasthetechnologydevelopersand theend users.And, theyneed tobe strong
incentivestoreallygetthejobdone correctly;and,ifnecessary,you may need to
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providesome attitudeadjustments.Here isa listofa few ofthe factorsthatcre-
atea positiveattitude.It'simportantthatyou..,todo the techtransferprocess,
you need to createa positiveattitudeon the peopledevelopingthe technology
and the userswho willtake thattechnology.Again, I'm statingthatrealistic
and clearobjectives,chedule,and funding[be]Wellunderstoodby both groups.
In the technologydevelopment,you have toinvolvethe usersearlyonml think
everyone here has statedthat,and as a technologyperson I agree with that.
And, theyshouldbe involvedearlyon. We shouldinvolvethe usersearlyon,but
alsoit'simportantto involvethe technologistearlyon in the productrequire-
ments and definitionsso thatthe productisdesignedat the outsettobe ableto
incorporatethe advanced technologiesto make itbetter.And, notjusttry to
incorporatea new technologyon somewhere faralong intheprocessmbecause it
may be much more difficultat thattime to transitionthe technologyintothe
product.It'simportantthatclearresponsibilities[bedefined],bothby the tech-
nologistsand by theusers,sothetechnologistsknow what they'resupposedtodo
and they alsoknow what theusersare goingtobe providingtothem (and vice
versa).It'simportantto have open communications between the technologists
and the users,sothey'reinteractingon a dailybasis..,not a dailybasis,but on
a frequentbasis.You can doyour besttoplanahead,but reallymas theysay_
it'sa body contactsport.Thingsare dynamic; the product isbeing developed;
you'relearningas you'regoing;you need tokeep the constantcommunication
between thegroups.You needtohave.., well,it'sdesirabletohave thecompat-
ibilityofthe hardware and software. Ifyou'redeveloping that piece of the
technology[that]issoftware,itneeds tobe abletotransitionintothe product--
intothe user.So it'susefulat leasttohave the same language but,hopefully,
more than that--thesame interfaces,the same processin the softwaredevelop-
ment--and thosethingsneed to be discussedat the outset.And, also,people
need tohave the attitudewhere you do what ittakestosucceed. So it'simpor-
tantthatyou have a goaland then you do what ittakestosucceed.The goalhas
tobe realistic,but you have tobe abletobe flexiblealong the way so thatyou
reallydo what ittakes tosucceedto meet thatgoal. And, then an important
thingistominimize the intermediateorganizationstothe product. Your tech-
nologistsaredevelopingtechnology.How much dotheyfeelresponsiblefortrans-
itioningthattechnologytotheproduct? Ifthetechnologistknows thatthereare
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going to be many steps between the technologist and the product, then the
technologist might not feel as responsible for being relevant in the technology
development. But, the technology person doesn't know that he really doesn't
have to put it into a real product. We need a measurement of success for the
process so you know that you're going toward that goal. You have a goal, and you
have a measurement of success for that goal. And, as I just heard and I'd like to
repeat, it's important to be able to directly reward the tech transition. If you
have been successful in technology transfer, is there some reward in that? Is there
some incentive for doing successful technology transitions? In the next slide, I
have some factors affecting the technologist's desire to transition the technology.
One is, would the technologist rather play in the research sandbox, which has
beem a complaint in the past (and sometimes probably true)? It's important to
provide strong incentives to the technologist and research committee to do rel-
evant technology. And, the factor might be from the technologist's point of view:
Are they transferring technology to a competing organization? They might be
concerned about, What happens after the technology is transferred? Is there a
follow-on project to be able to continue to develop that technology? Or does the
system stop at that point? Is there some benefit to have been successful with
developing the technology and transitioning it? Is there some benefit for contin-
uing work after that? Should the technologist really feel accountable to transi-
tioning that technology? Should [the technologist] feel accountable for the tech-
nology being relevant when they make it? Should he feel accountable for the
product working at the end? Incentives need to be there so that the technologist .
feels accountable for the process. And, the technologist might be concerned about
whether technology is really going to the product or is it going to be reworked?
So that goes back to: Do you feel responsible or not? If you know that it's going
to be reworked several times along the way, then you know that your work is not
going to go directly to the product. So then, there are some problems with your
having some incentives for making the products better. And, on the other side of
the fence, there are factors [that] affect the user's desire to receive the technol-
ogy. One common one is the "not invented here" syndrome. Again, we need in-
centi_-es so that the user organizations want to incorporate the best technologies.
So those very strong incentives need to be put in place so that they want to incorp-
orate the best technologies. They may be concerned about, Are they competing
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forthesame R&D dollarsthatthey'regettingthetechnologyfrom? And, there's
theissueofaccountabilityoftheintermediatedevelopmentorintegrationgroup.
Ifthey'retakingtechnologyfrom a researchorganizationand thenreworking it
togointoa product,what istheirresponsibility?Are theyreallyresponsiblefor
making the technologywork? Was itthe originalresearchorganization?So,at
thatpoint,therecouldbe some confusionas towho isreallyresponsibleforget-
tingthefinalproductstowork.And also,theremight be thequestionwithmulti-
ple,intermediategroups:Who istheuser?When you'retransitioningtechnology
tointermediateorganizations,iseach intermediateorganizationthe user? Or is
the productthe user?And, from the technologist'spointofview,it'snot always
clearwho isthe userand who [youare]reallytargeting.And, then there'sthe
issueof[does]theend userreallyunderstandthe technology,thecapabilitiesof
thetechnology,and theuse ofthattechnology?You need the teamwork between
the technologistand the userso thatthe technologistunderstandsthe users'
needs,and theuserscan understandthe capabilitiesofthe technologyand then
work togethertogetthosetechnologiestowork intheproducts.This issue[also
concerns]theusers:Are theyready toacceptthetechnology,or isitgoingtobe
put on the shelftobe usedatsome laterdate? When it'sput on the shelfand the
technologyistransferred,there'sthe lossofknowledge base in the peoplethat
have developedthe specifictechnologyand the lossinthe trainingthat'soccur-
ringduringthe teamwork ofthe technologytransition.So it'simportant tobe
abletodevelopthe technologyand firstransitionitintothe productso there's
not a largetime lag where you losethatknowledge base inthe peoplethatare
involved.Inconclusion,and as Istated[before],theattitudeofpeoplethatare
doingthetransitionmboththetechnologistsand theusers---isa key pointin the
technologytransfer.And tocreatethatattitude,sometimes you need very strong
incentivestogetittowork.
M. ROGERS: The position I feel like I am in is: I could say "Ditto" and sit down right now. I
think just about everything you've heard just about every perspective on tech-
nology transition you can. You're going to get to hear another one. The title I
put on this basically could have been the last slide in the presentation on tech
transitions from our perspective. I am lucky to be last. There have been two
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otherAir Forcefolksprecedeme [who] have basicallylaidallthegroundwork to
a lotofwhat we do.As a good many ofyou out thereknow, we work tothe same
beat---singtothesame tune,basically.The reason Iput thisslidein isfor...
well,therearea varietyofreasons.Iwanted toprecludeany mistakesthatthere
might bean identitycrisisvis-a-visthepetroleumindustry[at]theEber-Phillips
LaboratoriesinBartlesville,Oklahoma. And, thisPhillipsLaboratoryisprinci-
pallylocatedat KirtlandAir Force Base with directoratesmtechnicaldirector-
atesmat bothHampstan and atEdwards as wellas some remote sitesatMallory
and inFlorida.The littlecirclesup therewere intendedtoconvey a varietyof
messages,nottheleastofwhich isastrengtheningpersonnelbaseand astrength-
eningbudget,almostaswe speak.However, forthisfiscalyear,thePhillipsLab-
oratorydoeswork toapproximatelyan $800M budget,45% ofwhich isAir Force
S&T, another35% orsowhich isSDI,and the "other"isother.And, approximate-
ly2220 people--untilthey hear what Idid here,and then itmight be one less.
Our techbase works in[thefollowing]arenas: geophysics,space and missiles,
[and]advanced weapons. Idon'tintendtogo intothis.Ijustwanted toestablish
the framework thatthe PhillipsLaboratoryused therestofthe world and tech-
nologytransitionfrom.This iskindofwhat itcomes down to.This isa bad ex-
ample oftechtransition.They inventedit,but theydidn'trun out carryingany
ofit.The pointis,with apologiesto Larsen,thatyou do have todo more than
justinventitinordertostayin business.I'venoticed,basically,the Air Force
presentationshave been fairlycarefulin the selectionof words between "tech
transfer"and "techtransition";and that,when Igottheopportunitymas itwere
--toparticipateinthispanel,that'sone ofthe firsthingsIthought I'dbetterdo.
And, a dictionarydoesn'thelpan Air Force guy inestablishinghisposition.You
go toan Air ForceRIC; and techtransferisspecificallytoget"enhancement or
promote innovationforcommercial or publicpurpose."That leavesout a lotof
what DOD can end up doing,ofcourse.And, when we transitionfrom one acqui-
sitionphase toanother,getitintoa system,and principallythatsystem isgoing
tobe a militarysystem.And, that'stechtransition,and that'sbasicallythepiece
ofthestorythatIwanted torelatetoyou_and with theseground rules.You've
heard from two previousAir Force speakers about the scienceand technology
strategyand new acquisitionstrategy.The referencetobasicresearchisthe6.1
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funding;theexploratorydevelopment isthe 6.2;and the technologydemonstra-
tions,betheycriticalexperimentsoradvanced technologytransitiondemonstra-
tions,isthe 6.3A funding.Sometimes thosego on theshelf.Sometimes theygo
directlyintoa system atany point,and itmay go intoa system at any pointin
itsdevelopment. Iadded anothercircle.This chartisan OSD chartdescribing
the currentenvironment interms ofS&T strategy.Iadded the techplanning
team. And, that'sortofgoingtobe how Ibring our interfacewith the user for
thetransitionintothe discussion.The names keep changing,as they are in the
processofbeing established.General Yates,a year ago lastApril(Ibelieveit
was),endorsed the formationof what at the time was called"technologyover-
sightcenters."Now, througha processof...a bureaucratic(shallwe say?)atthe
veryleast,therehasbeen a varietyofshiftsinterms ofwhat they'recalled.As a
matteroffact,thecurrentname.., the name Iwilluse throughhere is"technol-
ogy planning teams." Each team isexpectedto consistofbasicallylab repre-
sentation,thedevelopmentplannermwhich would be,intheAir Force parlance,
the development planner isthe "XR" at the product centernthe SPOmand
you'veheard theSPO sideofthe storynand theuser.Now sometimes the useris
theSPO; sometimes he isinoperatingcommand; sometimes it'sallofthe above.
Itdepends on where you might be in the process.What I'velistedare the four
productcentersforthe Air Force,and, at leastat one time in fairlyrecent
history,which techplanningteams each ofthem were responsiblefor.These are
sometimesfunctional,sometimes missionoriented_itdependson the centerand
[its]primary customer.The centerthatPhillipsLaboratoryisprincipallyinvolv-
ed with isthe Space and MissileSystems Center,which used to be known as
SpaceSystems Division,outofLos Angeles.They have fourteams.Those teams
areindicatedhere.I,again,have no intentionofgoing intothedetails,but just
toshow you thatthereisa processand we are expectedtoparticipateinitinthe
courseoftransitioningtechnology.Those team participants,which includethe
labrepresentationand the user(inthiscase,itmight wellbe theAir Force Space
Command fortheSpace and MissileCenter),work todevelopa 20-yearplan and
put theplan inprocesson thebasisofworking from the strategiesrequired,to
the task requiredtodo the mission,and ultimatelysystem concepts_after
you'veidentifieddeficienciesmtocoverthecurrentand theprojectedeficiencies.
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And,more, the technology--thesupportingtechnology--hasto come intoplay.
Thisisour primary opportunitytoinsert,totransitiontechnologyfrom one ac-
quisitionphase toanother--from a 6.3a program thatsupportsa noted,duly
road map (ifyou will)deficiencyand getitintothe pipelinewhere itcan infact
become implemented asa strategyinsupportofthe strategyinnationaldefense
needs.Then down atthelaboratorylevelwhere Ispend my days,we have totake
intoaccountthatthestrategiestotask,the otherplayers,and the techplanning
teams and implement allthatand get the word out on an annual--at the very
least--updatedon an annual basis.And, thatannual basisisa partofproduc-
ingthethreeplansthatIbreezedoverrightup front:the technologyareaplans
thateachlaboratoryisresponsiblefor.The insertionopportunitiesthatwe have
toaccountforinterms ofdoingour plan areindicatedearlyon. For instance,in
theOctobertimeframe,Ihave subtitledit"an idealizedchart,"becausefrequent-
ly the planning forthe planning getsbehind. But, the intentisto bring the
users,the techplanning teams,otherlaboratories,industry,NASA, etc.,bring
theirinputstothetableatleaston an annual basisinthe Octobertimeframe in
ordertowork theprocessthatcomes out witha budget..,alignedwith thebudg-
etplanthat'sgota 20-yearvisionand a I-to2-yearimplementation,ifyou will.
I'vetaken one pieceofthatplan and emphasized it,as itwere, in terms of the
techtransitionplanning. And, thisisthe annual cyclewhere,in fact,we bring
inthe updatefrom the outsideworld,do both our own planning againstit[and]
do a sanitycheck,and rotateitthrough a techplanning team in ordertoassess
where and how itfits[in],and where doesitfitwiththeotheroutsideworld prior-
ities.But,ultimatelythen,thefinaldecisionismade by a laboratorycomman-
der (withsome help,ashas been indicatedby theotherAir Force speakers)with
regardtometricsthatour commander reportson on a quarterlybasistohisboss.
Last year,itwas General Rankine; thisyear,it'sGeneral Paul; and then,of
course,GeneralPaul reportson toGeneral Yates relativetoour successin tech
transition.Last...well,itwas earlierthisyear,actually,Major GeneralRankine
(beforeheretired,which was intheearlyJune timeframe)wrote a positionpaper,
which he passedon toGeneral Yates,which GeneralYates has been usinginde-
fenseofthe laboratoriesat the OSD level.And, General Rankine said,"There
are two main rolesforthe militarylaboratories."Those are shown at the top.
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[The]firstis,you have todevelopthe righttechnology;and the second is,to
facilitatethe rapidtransitionofthattechnology.Developing the righttechnol-
ogy,in General Rankine'sterms,reflectsa lotofthepoliciesand decisions,and
some ofthepreviousverbiageyou'veheard from theotherspeakershere are the
qualityofitand the relevanceofit;and we'regraded on that."Facilitatingthe
rapidtransition"ispickingthe rightones and then backing them. And, "the
processthat'sin place"includesa vote by allthe users and then a rack-and-
stack(ifyou will)in ordertoassignthe somewhat preciousresourcesthatthe
S&T community has withinthe Air Force to those [projects]that have the
highestpriorityintheusers'eyes.I'vegottopointoutthatthe word "rapid"isa
relativeterm--it'skind oflikeJeffimplied earlier;he indicatedthatwe were
luckytohave two Phase IItransitionsin a given career.A coupleofexamples
[are]:The topone on Peacekeeperwas 1974,when thetransitionprocessstarted.
And, itwas completed,essentiallyifyou will,in 1992 when our Commander-in-
Chiefand Presidentremoved theapproach withregardtothepeacekeeperinthe
fieldand thenumber thatwere goingtobe there.The otherone that'scited--no
detail,we'llgo into--butthatone startedas a techpush item inthe 1980s time-
frame,and it'stillbeingworked;althoughsome ofitwas fieldedinDesertStorm.
This again is,with attributions,not with the graphicsbut otherwiseto maybe
General Rankine and hispositionpaper.He saidtherewere threeconditionsthat
were necessaryfortechnologytransition.The user has towant it,thatmeans
conceptualdesign,analysisofpayoffs;he'sgottoacceptit--theweapons system
program office,the SPO asitwere,has toacceptit,ithas tohave been demon-
stratedsufficientlythat,withriskreduction,he'swillingtoincorporateit;and,
one ofthe biggestholesinthetentisthecontractor--industryhas toproposeit.
Iftheydon'tproposeit,ifwe haven'tworked with them sufficientlyinthe proc-
essofdevelopingit,itisn'tgoingtogettransitionedtothatfinalstep.That con-
cludesmy presentation.
K. KRISHEN: You heard some views on the technology implementation and conditions from
our six panelists. As I was listening, I wrote a few terms I'd like to share with
you. These are not necessarily the key points our panelists made, but I thought
just to give you an idea of the different things that were said here. For example,
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Mark Gersh: "body contact sport; incentives." Steve Riemer: "operational envi-
ronment." That's a key thing in general, you know; if the technology has to be
transferred, it has to go in an environment and we need to define that environ-
ment. Bob Savely: "bribery." I think that's something for us to think about,
what he meant; but that's something that came loud and clear to me. Jeff Kantor:
"development of personnel for tech transfer, tech transition, and a rewarding
system." Paul Backus: "interaction, attitude, peoplempeople the key." Mel
Rogers: I thought I heard him say "planning process," and I think that was an-
other dimension he added to the list that we have here. I had developed a chart,
and now I'm a little bit shy to show [it to] you, but I'll go ahead and share it with
you. And, this was the chart that Previously we just quickly flashed. It has to do
with a challenge for us. And, what I thought was that, as operations people--
people concerned with making efficient operationsmif you look at technology
transition and implementation as a (quote/unquote) "operations type of thing,"
then these might be relevant and meaningful. The first one here, the challenge
for all of us, is to develop efficient research and technology implementation proc-
esses and infrastructures. I've seen one example, and I'm very pleased with it.
Dr. Paul Chiu, for example at the University of Houston, after he did his pioneer-
ing work on superconductivity, he has put together really a very good institute
to advertise the different aspects, starting from research to technology. So, I
think we need to think about this process, how we're going to bring these seed
ideas and take them to fruition. And, definitely we must utilize the graybeards,
experienced people, and we must definitely take care of lessons learned. That's
the key item here when you are developing these plans. The second point that
might be relevant is that we need to implement processes. Now, I heard people
are more important than processes and I agree. People make processes, in my
opinion. But, the processes will make this transition of technology possible.
And, the processes cannot be great necessarily to start with, but we have to have
again a mechanical processes revision to continuously improve these processes.
One of my colleagues keeps saying, "Aggressively, continuously improve."
Whatever you like to use. But, keep improving this process of transition. And,
in general, we must develop this process; the fact that it's a part of the program
itselfmit doesn't skip in a puddle of vast somewheres. It's a totally integrated
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part,from theveryinceptionofa projector aprogram. We have a challenge,all
ofus,and let'seehow we can addressthatchallenge.The challengeisthat,out
thereare many more viewpointsresidingin your knowledge base. And, Iwant
to challengeyou to come over here. Unfortunately,our video willnot tape
differentdirections.And, ifyou please,sharewith us some ofyour ideas.While
you are thinking,letme quicklyalsofinishone pieceofbusiness.We have a
legitimatequestionthathas been posed to one ofour panelists,who doesn't
know it'scoming. It'sSteveRiemer. And, thequestionis,"What isbeing done
mspocificallyby youmto transmitinlayman's terms the technicaltransferac-
tivityand resultstothemedia,congressmen,and generalpublic?"
S. RIEMER: LikeImentioned inmy talk,we allhave requirementsthatMaterielCommand
has laiddown upon us. We have toreportup tothem. My boss,the directorof
Armstrong Laboratory,getsinformationfrom me, so he'llknow what General
Yates knows about our laboratory.The metrics ! talked about before--the
measurement ofthe technologytransitionprocess---that'sdocumented inmany,
many ways. Itisn'tjustchartsofhow many technologytransitionplans you
have [or]how many technologieshave been inserted. Not what the major
command has given you asfaras operationalutilityassessment scores.But,it's
a whole othertypeofdocumentation,with words and such thatare passedup to
MaterielCommand Headquarters. We personallydon'tgive Congress those
words. We giveMaterielCommand [thewords];MaterielCommand givesthe
SecretaryoftheAir Force,AQ (StaffQA) thosewords and the data from those
metrics.Ithink it'stheirresponsibilityo ensurethatCongress seesit.Now,
thatstuffisin thedescriptivesummaries thatwe have toprepare thatgoesto
Congress and othertypesofdocumentation. So itisdocumented--the technol-
ogiesthathave transitionedand what theoperationalusesofthosetechnologies
are. But, we specificallydo not preparemetricsdata thatgo specificallyup to
Congress. !thinkthe otherpartofthe questionswas tothe media: How do we
document what we've done to the media? We put out allkinds of reportsat
Brooks Air Force Base,as I'm sure the other laboratoriesdo with theirpublic
affairsfolks.That informationgetsin the newspapers,in the news... Ithink
General Yates,at the Air Force Association(Ithink)Conference a few months
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ago,had pickedfor the media certainscientistswho displaytheirtechnology
and to talkabout that technologyand how ithas transitioned.You'llhear a
speaker (Isaw him on the program at one of the panel sessions)named Wes
Region,Ithink he'sgoing to speak tomorrow or the next day on virtualenvi-
ronments. He has transitioneda lotoftechnology,and Ithinkthatyou'lllearn
something from him; and the technology that he has worked on and has
transitionedhas been writtenup in San Antonio newspapers as recentlyas a
coupleofweeks ago.So,formallywe do notpassalongthatinformation.We pass
alongthe informationthatwe have toup toour Headquarters,and thosefolks,I
hope,are responsibleenough topassiton through theirchain to the congress-
men and tothemedia and such.
K. KRISHEN: Thank you, Steve. Do we have anybody [who] would like to come here, please?
J. MALIN: I know I'm not a graybeard, but I qualify as a "grayhair." I've been working in
the technology transition, or technology integration, trenches quite successfully
for a number of years now. And, I was very impressed by Mr. Kantor's description
of some of the problems, which I do agree with, and I'd like to put them in NASA
terms ifImight. Ithinkthatit'svery important--infact,it'scriticalmthatwe
defineand fund the technologytransitionrole. Technology transitionrole
includestechnologyintegrationactivitiesand risk-reductionactivities.Current
NASA technologyreadinesslevelsare misleading,because theydefinethe role
insteadof[conducting]yearlytestvalidationand demonstrations.This ignores
the substanceof the role,which isintegrationand riskreduction. I'vebeen
doingitverysuccessfully.I'dliketohave itrecognizedand funded.
K. KRISHEN: Thank you very much. I'm going to ask Mark Gersh a question. Jeff brought up
the question of... or proposed that we develop personnel for this technology
transition. Do you know of any plans within NASA where people are taught in
those terms? That we have a set of people that are just addressing that
technology transition? I just want to see if there was anything being addressed.
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M. GERSH: That are specificallytrainedor some sortoftrainingprogram thatwilltarget
techtransitionasa subject?
K. KRISHEN: Yes.
M. GERSH: No.
P. FRIEDLAND: Justa coupleofbriefcomments. But,one thingthatJane said,Ithinkit'strue,
but IalsothinkthatallthepeoplethatIknow... Imean, most oftheengineers
and scientistsI know at NASA, if they're not interested in technology
transition,it'sa littlehardforme tounderstand why they'reat NASAmunless
jobs are scarceor something likethat. Because it seems to me the major
incentivewe have withintheAgency forkeeping reallygood peoplearound is
the opportunitytosee theirdreams implemented withinsomething as exciting
as space.Although !certainlyagreewhole-heartedlythatrewarding peopleade-
quatelyforthatisabsolutelyright.Actually,one ofthe comments Iwanted to
make realquickly has todo with that and with Bob Savely'sadvice about
bribery;we couldcallit"incentivization,"ifwe want tobe more polite.But,
actuallyI learned recentlythat NASA has an incrediblypowerful incentivi-
zationprogram fortechtransfermit'scalledThe Space Act Award. And, thoseof
us in theGovernment know it'sa littlehard togivesomebody a realreward for
doinggood work. Imean, acoupleofhundred bucks isa big performanceaward.
Exceptitturnsout thisNationalSpace Act thinghas awards setup,and those
awards can go up tolike$20,000or $30,000. And, I recentlynominated some
peoplein our group who had builta system called"Autoclass,"which has gone
out toindustry.And, you know, you put in thisaward and theyinterviewfrom
industrywho are usingit.Ifenough ofthem say,"Yes,"theygetthisbig award.
So Iwas realhappy toseeGayle giveour teammat no costtome--likea $10,000
personalaward tothreeorfourpeople.And, that'srealstrongincentivization,
which apparentlynotenoughpeopleatNASA takeadvantageof.So,that'sjusta
plug forusing mechanisms thatwe already have. The only other comments I
want tomake, which isbrief,was tocomment that,ofallthe comments you've
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heard,you peopleshould remember that,in many situationsthey'llbe true,
they'llbe verytrue,and inmany situationstheywon'tbe. My own experienceon
lotsof technologytransitionprojectswas that flexibilityis reallythe key.
There'sone underlinedlessonthata coupleofpeoplementioned thatis 100%
correct,which isthat: Ittakes placeat the interpersonallevel. And that,
gettingthepeopledoingthe work and gettingthe realusers--Imean, the'people
who reallywillbe usingthe stuffattheirconsolesor out in the field--together
earlyand making it,empowering them--to use some other good words our
currentbosslikesus touse'to do the things,isthe thingthatIhave found the
most powerful.The onlyothercomment I'llmake isthat,Isaw one thing[that]I
think in at least50% of the time isn'tcorrect,which was to involve senior
management early. In some situations,that may be correct;but in many
situationsthatI'veseen,involvingseniormanagement earlymay slow up the
technologytransferprocessby 3,4,[or]5 years,decades,centuries,millennia...
Not becauseseniormanagement isdumb, or anythinglikethat;but because the
agendas about thingsone has toworry about when one'sresponsibleforwhole
NASA centersor codesare such thatmake the kind ofwanting thingsdown on
paper and risk reduction necessary,which don't necessarilyspeed up the
technologytransferprocess.So I'llrepeata quote thatGrace Murray Hopper
usedtogive[that]isher goalforherpeople'successintheGovernment, [which]
was,"Do somethingthatmakes me lookgoodand thenyou can make excusesfor
why you didittherightway later."
T. CALLAGHAN: Justa quickcomment. You saidthatthere was no realdisciplineaddressedat
technologytransfer.Ithink human factorsisthatdiscipline,or at leastalotof
aspectsofit.Firstofall,it'sa disciplinethatpeopleneed to understand allthe
phasesofdevelopment so thatyou can actas an interpreter,from thescientists
down tothe technologypeople--thepeoplewho are actuallyapplying the stuff.
Peoplein human factorshave experiencein measuring difficultthingssuch as
attitudes.Also,theyhave a basicknowledge of... understanding of human
physiology,scientificmethod, and engineering.So,Ithinkit'sa disciplinethat,
ifnothing else,you can borrow some of the toolsthatwe use and maybe even
expandon human factorsatthe same time.
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K. KRISHEN: I really appreciate those comments. We still have a little time for another view-
point, if there is one. If not, I'd like to ask... Let me go ahead and ask a question.
Again, probably we'll go to our Air Force colleagues because I just explained a
little bit about the operational environment for NASA. I'm just wondering and
personally am curious, how do you define operational environment for DOD?
Maybe, Steve, you had the previous one of the difficult questions; you can answer
this one, too. You use the words "operations environment"; what did you really
mean?
S.RIEMER: When we say operationalenvironment,[itmeans] you'redevelopinga technology
forAirTrainingCommand. You testedatAir TrainingCommand. IthinkPeter
mentioned attheconsoles,the user'senvironment: where the userworks;athis
home. What'used tobe TacticalAir Command isnow Air Combat Command.
You testiton the range.You testthe technologyin theuser'soperationalenvi-
ronment. You don'ttestitina laboratory.You takeitout ofthe laboratoryand
have [theuser]actuallyuse itmore orlessas aprototype.
K. KRISHEN: Let'sgivea hand tothepanelists.Let me alsoindicatethatwe are videotaping
this;and,ifyou feelthatyour organizationcan use thissortofvideotape,please
letus know.
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Abstract-- In this paper we describe an Iconic program-
ming language called Onika for sensor-based robotic sys-
tems. Onika is both modular and reconfigurable and can be
used with any system architecture and real.time operating
system. Onika is also a multi-level programming environ-
ment wherein tasks are built by connecting a series of icons
which in turn can be defined in terms of other icons at the
lower levels. Expert users are also allowed to use control
block form to define servo tasks. The icons in Onika are
both shape and color coded like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle
thus providing a form of error control in the development
of high level applications.
Keywords- Programming, Real-time, Iconic Language,
Sensor-based robots, visual programming.
1 Introduction
Programming manipulators to perform tasks can often be a dif-
ficult and frustrating task. Many of the programming languag-
es available have a C-like syntax, which makes developing
appfications very difficult for persons not having an adequate
background in programming. Deciphering and debugging
cryptic, non-portable, and ill-commented code can waste many
man-hours of valuable time, while executing such questionable
code can be physically dangerous to beth machine and opera-
tor. Man-hours are also wasted when an operator must undergo
lengthy training to be able to operate a robotic system. While
C-language programming is appropriate for experienced pro-
grammers, it is inappropriate for users who are interested only
in effectively using a manipulator or a robotic system. What is,
therefore, needed is a programming language and a system that
simultaneously provides the ability to develop systems level
code and also allows users to program applications easily.
At Carnegie Mellon University, we are pursuing research with
the goal of creating a programming and control environment,
for sensor-based systems, that allows for rapid development of
applications through automatic generation and validation of
real-time code. In order to make sensor-based robot systems
easy to use and program, we are also developing an iconicpro-
gramming language (IPL) called Onika for use as a human-
machine interface for programming robotic systems. In this
paper, we provide an overview of the current version of Onika
and its capabilities for programming sensor-based systems.
Onika is a multi-level programming environment that is both
modular and reconfigurable. At the highest level applications
for a sensor-based manipulator I are created by choosing icons
which represent objects, jobs, and expressions, and arranging
them in a logical sequence. At lower levels, robotics-savvy us-
ers (or experienced programmers) can additionally define jobs,
new icons, etc. for inclusion into the applications. At the lower
level, it is also possible to combine icons representing tasks
into control-block form and to bind C-language code to an
icon. Once a task level iconic program is created in Onika, the
underlying system provides the capability to develop the
equivalent C-program for execution. The underlying system
consists of the reconfigurable software structure[lO] and the
Chimera real-time operating system that we have developed
[3].
In contrast to the previous work done on VPLs, described in
the next section, we are developing our IPL to be reconfig-
urable, customizable, and able to sit in any architecture, draw-
ing upon the resources of the resident real-time operating
system (such as OS-9, CHIMERA II, VxWorks, etc.). The
icons in Onika are both shape and color coded and can be
thought of as pieces of a jig-saw puzzle. This is advantageous
because a novice user cannot connect completely arbitrary
icons to develop a program, at the task level, that does not
make logical sense.
Onika also permits smaller sets of iconic programs to be com-
bined to create larger programs (represented by one icon), thus
allowing for the rapid creation of a library of tried-and-true
procedures for the manipulator. Furthermore, by loading in the
specifications of any particular manipulator, it is planned that
our IPL will be able to run its programs on different manipula-
tor systems without the user needing to rewrite the code. Trans-
lation would be done at a lower level in the system
architecture, with the help of a specsfile created for each ma-
nipulator (which would list construction data, joint limits and
lengths, moments of inertia, and so forth). Finally, develop-
ment of a lower-level simulator for the IPL is underway, so that
an application created for a manipulator can be simulated in
real-time without changing the application at all -- from a tele-
robotic standpoint, there would be no difference in the type of
information received and the amount of control exerted in a
simulation as opposed to an actual run.
1. Throughout this paper, we shall use the term manipulator to
refer to the system programmed by the IPL; nevertheless, it
should be noted that this IPL, being reconfigurable and modu-
lar, could be used for a variety of systems, such as satellite con-
trol, deep-sea remote exploration, or industrial process control.
If the use of manipulators is ever to become more widespread
than it currently is, then the ability to program these machines
must become available to the researcher or worker who may
nQt have a background knowledge in computers or robotics. By
introducing an IPL into existing manipulator systems, floor-
level workers will be able to run complex and critical routines,
while the actual coding of lower-level tasks for these machines
that the icons represent can be limited to professional program-
mers.
This paper is organized a s follows: The next Section describes
previous efforts in this area and in Section 3, we briefly dis-
cusses the history of our IPL, and how we implemented a test
version to demonstrate the effectiveness of such a scheme.
Section 4 describes our current version of IPL called Onika and
in Section 5, we discuss several research issues that we are pur-
suing. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize the paper.
2 Previous Work
An iconic programming language is distinct from what is
known as a visual programming language (VPL), in that an
IPL1relies on the user's association of actions and objects with
pictures, shapes, and colon, rather than with less-informative
flowcharts, textual information, and cryptic coding sequences.
Iconic interfaces can be very useful for training new users to
effectively operate their systems. Icons have proven to be eas-
ily identifiable and have simplified the tasks of moving through
directories, accessing files, and running executables as in Mac-
intosh and Windows environments. An IPL extends this idea
by identifying an icon with a specific action or object; by com-
bining icons in a certain way, an application can be described
and executed.
A considerable amount of effort has been expended for devel-
oping graphical interfaces and visual languages to define an
application. Visual programming has been applied to many di-
verse domains and an excellent review may be found in [11].
In this short review of previous work, our goal is to provide a
perspective and motivation for the features that we chose to in-
clude in the development of Onika.
Hanne and Hoepelman suggest a "natural language" (NL) ap-
proach, where questions and statements are made based on
simple English sentences[2]. The disadvantage of this is that
"natural language" is only natural to those who communicate
in an Indo-European language. For instance, the structure of
Chinese and Japanese languages are quite different than that of
English, and Amelsan (American Sign Language) structurally
bears little resemblance to any spoken language. We feel that
to be useful, an IPL should be conceptual, rather than English-
oriented, and we have used this approach in our work. There
1.Although IPL technically refers to the grammar, syntax, and
manipulation of the programming elements of a particular type
of human-machine interface, rather than the interface to the
machine itself, we shall use both the terms IPL and Onika
throughout this paper as reference to both the language and the
interface.
are precedents for this approach; for instance, international
traffic signs use concepts rather than written language. Be-
sides, a visual robotic programming language using the NL ap-
proach would be so complex to parse as to minimize any
advantage gained from using icons.
Leifer et. al. use icons to represent manipulation primitives [4];
these icons are then combined to construct a manipulation pro-
gram. For the non-engineering type of person, programs can be
easily created, debugged, and modified without a detailed
knowledge of programming or computers in general. However,
for the engineer who must decide whether or not to use PID
control, force control, hybrid control, and so forth, the lexicon
of the language of the interface must be expanded to include
more than one level of programming. Furthermore, condition-
als (such as if/then/else) should be added to create a robust vo-
cabulary, and a grammar must be added so that the user is kept
from creating impossible routines (e.g. Move-To Move-To Ball
Move-To Pick-Up). Furthermore, the IPL should allow the cre-
ation of parallel-task applications, and the user should be able
to completely redefine icons and their meanings without di-
minishing portability. In our research we are developing meth-
ods to implement these necessary programming concerns in a
visual manner which is easily understood by the user.
Mahling and Croft introduce a visual programming language
for the acquisition and display of plans for a planning system
[5]. They have icons for acts and icons for relations and ob-
jects, which are used for creating plans to achieve some logical
goal. What is noteworthy about their set-up is the notion of an
expandable library of icons. Clearly, this is a beneficial thing to
have. However, to minimize user confusion, only appropriate
icons should be available to the user- for example, ifa manip-
ulator doesn't have a camera, then vision-routine icons should
not available as icon choices for an application during its cre-
ation. Some method of organizing icons by category and do-
main is needed to prevent users from creating grammatically-
correct but non-functional applications. A method of categori-
zation of types and purposes of icons into some grammatical
dichotomy is a major goal of our research.
Flow chart methods are often suggested, as Angelaccio et. al.
have done for E-R oriented databases [1]. While flow charts
lend themselves well to mapping the flow of a routine, they can
look intimidating and are not as friendly to the user in terms of
presentation of information as pictures would be. This is a
much more important consideration than many people might
think; user-friendliness improves productivity. Furthermore,
arrows from one flow element to the next unnecessarily waste
screen space. In the iconic approach we propose the creation of
applications from job icons, the icons sit adjacent to each other;
since icons do not require text to describe them, they can be
much smaller than flow chart elements and yet convey the
same amount of information and sense of program direction.
This minimizes wasted space, and allows more routine ele-
ments to be seen at a time, which aids application develop-
ment.
Flow chart methods are not at all useful when describing how
a job is defined by servo tasks running simultaneously, and so
when defining jobs from task we use a control-block form. Ad-
ditionally, the pictures in the icons are more easily identifiable
than the generic boxes of a flowchart with respect to specific
routines. A flowchart element must represent a "complete"
event (action + objects), since all flowchart elements of a type
should theoretically be interchangeable. An IPL, on the other
hand, could have an object easily replaced in an event without
effecting its dependent action (and all of the values possibly as-
sociated with it), and vice-versa.
Mussio et. al. use icons which vary in shape, and are thus as-
sembled in sort of a jigsaw puzzle ensuring correct grammar
[7]; certain icons can only interlock with other icons (both left-
right and up-down). Their icons resembled liver cells; a hepa-
tologist was guided to create valid models of the liver and test
them by using it. Glinert [12] describes a system called Proc-
BLOX that uses jigsaw puzzle pieces to present program con-
structs. Onika uses icons, as mentioned before, that are both
shape and color coded puzzle pieces. In this context, a fore-
most concern in our research is exploring the best way for
icons to be identified by class and grammar, whether by shape,
color, size, or some other visual difference.
In the next section, we describe an initial version of our IPL
called Bookworm.
3 A History of Our IPL
Our first prototype IPL called Bookworm was developed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of iconic programming, and to
discover some of lhe issues which would demand investigation
in the research and development of a more powerful IPL. The
Bookworm IPL was used to combine jobs and objects into ap-
plications, where the jobs were defined using code (in the new-
er IPL, Onika, the jobs used in the creation of applications ate
themselves iconically defined rather than textually defined).
Bookworm used a specific grammar to decide which icons may
follow other icons in a story. For instance, an action icon which
required an object (e.g. Move-To <object>) could not be fol-
lowed by another action icon; it had to be followed by an ob-
ject. Similarly, objects had to be preceded by an appropriate
action-requiring-object icon. The grammar was immediately
understandable to the user, since we used colors to identify
icons: an icon whose right half is blue must be followed by an
icon whose left half is blue, and so forth. There were three dif-
ferent types of icon "words" (green-green, green-blue, and
blue-green, representing action, action requiring object, and
object, respectively; we are currently performing research to
discover exactly how many different classes of words are re-
quired for our latest IPL, Onika). The grammar of an icon was
defined when the icon was created or modified, so that color
did not need to be the identifying key; it could instead have
been the shapes of the edges of the icons, for instance (useful
if the user is color-blind).
Bookworm also conformed to the conventions of the platform
on which it exists. For instance, the Macintosh version could
be run from pull-down menus and command keys as well as
icons; the Sun version of our present IPL, Onika, similarly uses
SunView and XView conventions. In this way, users familiar
with a particular platform are more easily be able to anticipate
how the IPL reacts to commands and keystrokes.
Although Bookworm did not run a program on an actual ma-
nipulator, it did generate simulation files for use with ROB-
SIM, a NASA/Langley robotic simulator. When the "Simulate
Story" icon was selected, AL code was generated through a
four-pass method. First, Bookworm looked for holes in the sto-
ry, and aborted the simulation ff it found any. Next, Bookworm
checked value panels for object locations, and defined vari-
ables for those locations, which it inserted into the AL file. On
the next pass, those variables were initialized, and, finally, the
meat of the code was produced.
Bookworm was strictly a higher-level IPL. At an early stage,
we recognized that lower-level routines could also be coded
using icons, although an entirely different grammar would be
required, since lower-level routines are very specific and rep-
resent quite abstract concepts. Onika, the current IPL under de-
velopment, is much more stratified than Bookworm and can be
used to create lower-level jobs as well as higher-level applica-
tions, making itself more useful to progranuners while still
keeping lower-level details transparent to less technically-ori-
ented users.
Onika's higher-level interface under development resembles
Bookworm strongly but allows for a much expanded grammar
(including conditionals, loops, and error-trap routines). By us-
ing icons and visual grammar cues to identify procedures, we
avoid many of the problems of the flowchart approach to visual
programming, including usage of screen space (much of which
is wasted in flowchart methods), dependence on English, and
problems in recognition of routines (one flow chart box looks
pretty much like any other). Our icon "stories" are concise,
compact, and easily read.
Onika's lower-level interface, designed to be used by experi-
enced persons, resembles nothing so much as an I(2 CAD inter-
face. Icons representing tasks, and having certain input and
output pins, are combined into control block diagrams (con-
nections are done automatically by the system, relieving the
user of that tedious burden). Instead of having to change fines
in pages of cryptic real-time code, the user can manipulate
tasks graphically, retrieving and changing task information
simply by clicking on the task's icon with a mouse. Activation
and deactivation of one or all tasks is done with one keystroke,
and task configurations can be modified as simply as selecting
a task, deleting it, and dragging over another task to take its
place.
Clearly, both the lower- and higher-level interfaces of Onika
must rely on an underlying software support structure. Onika
can be tailored for use on any system architecture, using any
real-time system. The following section discusses Onika and
its relationship to our own system architecture.
40nika's Position in the System Architecture
Figure 1 shows the system software architecture for reconfig-
urable sensor-based control systems[9] [10] that we have devel-
oped. In this architecture, we have defined several types of
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routines.The most general manipulator routine is the applica-
tion, which specifies some goal to be achieved. For example,
"Wash the dishes" is a fairly typical application in day-to-day
life. An application is defined by some serial flow (or flows) of
jobs, which define some singular action affecting an object.
"Lift the plate," "Put scrubber on plate," and "Scrub" are good
examples of jobs executed serially to achieve the application
goal of washing the dishes. Finally, a job can be loosely de-
scribed as being defined by a collection of tasks, all of which
are running concurrently to fulfill the conditions of a job, and
all of which have certain input and output functions. "Perform
inverse dynamics," "Resolve acceleration of scrubbing unit,"
and "Invert scrubbing-arm jacobian'" axe all examples of tasks
running concurrently to finish the job "Scrub." Tasks them-
selves axe defined by various subroutine calls and are textually
coded in C language.
Onika Can be used to create both jobs from tasks and applica-
tions from jobs. Users can open a task lexicon (Figure 2), and
drag icons representing tasks from the lexicon to a job canvas
(these icons axe simple CAD representations, and are created
on the fly). Once on the canvas, a task is created on the under-
lying real-time system, and the icon representing that task au-
tomatically connects itself to other task icons based on the
input/output variables of all the tasks in question (Figure 3).
This allows the user to easily see whether or not a complete job
has been created. The user can modify certain values associat-
ed with each task, such as the frequency, the priority, and
whether or not the task is active or inactive. Task icons can be
cut and repasted, although only one instance of each task can
exist on the canvas. To create a job from tasks, the user need
not know anything about the underlying real-time system, nor
know much about computers, but he or she must have some
knowledge about robotics.
However, once a job has been completely defined (shown in
Figure 4), the entire job can be saved and linked to an pictorial
icon (Figure 5). This pictorial icon can be saved for general use
to a job dictionary, and dragged to an application workspace to
become part of an application (Figure 6), which can also be
saved and reloaded. When the application is run, and the job is
encountered in a program flow, the tasks associated with that
job are automatically loaded and activated based on the manip-
ulator description chosen by the user. When the job is com-
plete, its tasks are destroyed, and the program flow moves to
the next job in the application. Jobs can cut, copied and pasted
to the application as well, and of course multiple instances of
jobs in the application are allowed. All of this is transparent to
the high-level user. In order to create applications from jobs,
the user need not know anything about the underlying support
system, computers, or even anything about robotics. He or she
simply needs to know how to drag job icons from one location
of the screen to the other in some meaningful serial order
("Move here, then do this, then move there, then do that..."),
the background grammar-checker ensuring that syntactically
impossible applications cannot be generated.
Although not yet implemented, it is planned that applications
will be used to define other applications (for instance, the ap-
plication "Wash the dishes" could be a sub-application of the
application "Do the housework"), and that applications could
follow several flow branches (or even parallel flow branches)
based on conditions at some point in the application.
It is expected that non-technically-oriented users would prima-
rily create applications from jobs, and that the more robot/com-
puter-oriented user would create the jobs from tasks.
Experiments with the prototype IPL Bookworm have shown
that most users can learn create usable applications from jobs
in less than a half-hour.
While the implementation of an interface for technically-ori-
ented users to define jobs from tasks is fairly straightforward,
the implementation of powerful yet user-friendly interface for
people having little or no background in robotics or computers
to create applications from jobs is not. The next section dis-
cusses some of the research issues that we will be exploring
while developing the IPL and supporting architecture.
5 Research and Development Issues
In order to develop the iconic human-machine interface for
creating applications from jobs, several important research and
development issues will need to be explored. These include
(but are not limited to) the development of a grammar and the
presentation of information to the user.
First, a grammar for the interface must be developed. This task,
in turn, raises three other issues: first, how to represent a con-
cept graphically and identifiably within a limited amount of
screen space (the icon); second, how to classify the job icons
as to grammatical types and identifying the number of types
that will be needed, such as "self-contained action," "action re-
quiring object, .... object," "conditional," "modifier," etc. (the
dichotomy); and third, how present visual grammatical clues to
the user, so that the he or she does not waste time by attempting
to create non-grammatical applications (the syntax).
In addition to the development of a grammar, the organization
of information on the screen, and the devices by which it is af-
fected, are also of paramount importance, and research will be
performed to maximize their effectiveness. Interface controls
to create, simulate, and run manipulator applications must be
easily interpretable and used. The presentation of the applica-
tion under development must allow the user to clearly see and
understand the routine he or she is creating. Background error
checking should immediately indicate when an impossible ap-
plication is being built and prevent its occurrence, so that later
debugging is kept to a minimum. The interface itself should
conform to the established customs of the platform on which it
exists (for instance, on the Macintosh, one would expect pull-
down menus and command keys to perform operations similar
to those that the user would expect they would in other Macin-
tosh programs). Finally, all lower-level details must be trans-
parent to the user; the interface should be developed with non-
technically-oriented users in mind. These steps are necessary
to create an interface which can be used at all times, and under
any conditions, by users at any level of technical expertise.
We are especially interested in determining if an iconic pro-
gramming interface will reduce the training time, experience,
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and education necessary to operate machinery which at lower
levels is quite co_nplex. Informal tests have shown that users
who have some familiarity with computers and window inter-
faces can learn to IXOficientlyuse the prototype IPL Book-
worm in less thana haLf-hour.We plan on doing extensive tests
on an exp_vded v_sion to see how users who are inexperi-
enced with using computers and/or robotics adapt to Onika.
6 Sunmary
We have described aniconic lxogramming interface for creat-
ing applications for sensoc-based systems such as manipula.
tots. This IPL, called Oni]_ will allow a user to control both
higher-level and lower-level routines. Lower-level details are
kept wansparent to n0n-technically-oriented users. With only a
couple of hours of training, we expect that users will be able to
construct complex applications for manipulators, despite any
lack of previous experience with programming and/or robotics.
To make the IPL as effective as possible, research is being per-
formed to determine the prope_ grammar and visual presenta-
tion for the IPL.
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Abstract
This paper reports on an on-going research and development effort in remote surface
inspection of space platforms such as the Space Station Freedom. It describes the space
environment and identifies the types of damage for which to search. This paper provides an
overview of the Remote Surface Inspection System that has been developed to conduct
proof-of-concept demonstrations and to perform experiments in a laboratory environment.
Specifically, the paper describes three technology areas: 1) manipulator control for sensor
placement, 2) automated non-contact inspection to detect and classify flaws, and 3) operator
interface to command the system interactively and receive raw or processed sensor data.
Initial findings for the automated and human visual inspection tests are reported.
Introduction
Space platforms such as the Space Station Freedom (SSF) are complex and expensive
scientific facilities which must operate in harsh and remote environments. Such facilities
must be maintained, i.e., inspected, replenished and repaired periodically to assure safe
operations for the crew and to provide reliable experiments and apparatus for scientists.
Although inspections and repairs may be performed by astronauts, there is considerable risk
and cost in Extra Vehicular Activities (EVA). Studies have shown that astronaut EVA time is
over-subscribed for SSF maintenance and therefore whenever possible tasks should be
performed by means other than EVA. In addition, the Freedom will be unattended 87% of the
time for the first few years. This precludes any EVA activity except during Shuttle visits, when
experiment tending and scientific research have greatest emphasis. Given the state of
robotics technology, non-contact inspection leading "to preventive maintenance, as opposed
to breakdown repair, presents a cost-effective opportunity for the use of
robotics/teleoperation in space. The recent =Space Station External Maintenance Task
Team" report identified inspection as the most tedious and time-consuming task that needs
automation [1].
Due to the SSF's large size, it is not logistically practical to mount fixed observation cameras
and other sensors to cover the entire facility. Telerobotics is therefore a natural technology
for remote visual inspection of the Space Station and other large space platforms.
This paper describes the research and preliminary results on remote surface inspection and
provides a brief review of the newly developed Remote Surface Inspection system at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 1 provides a
brief background on the space environment, including highlights from the Long Duration
Exposure Facility (LDEF). Section 2 furnishes information on the Space Station Freedom
and identifies inspection tasks required for its maintenance. The Remote Surface Inspection
system is described in Section 3 where its architecture and capabilities are outlined. Section
4 describes our current approach to both human visual inspection and automated
inspection. In Section 5, some issues in machine-vision-based inspection are discussed.
Experimental results and conclusions are presented in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
1. SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
The low earth orbit environment consists of many hazardous elements that may lead to a
degradation of material properties and threaten the surface elements of satellites and space
platforms. Many factors such as exposure to mono-atomic oxygen, solar wind, ultraviolet
rays, radiation reflected from the earth, thermal cycling effects due to the motion in and out of
the earth's shadow, meteoroids, and space debris will cause damage to varying degrees.
Past space missions and in particular the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) have
shown that severe damage and degradation can result to exposed and protected flight
hardware surfaces, particularly to organic materials, thin foils, and certain other coatings,
when the exposure is for an extended period of time [2].
The LDEF spacecraft was a 30 foot long, 14 foot diameter, 14-faced (12 sides and two ends),
open-grid structure on which a series of 86 rectangular trays were used to mount experiment
hardware. The spacecraft was exposed to the on-orbit space environment for about 6 years,
through a 257 kilometer altitude orbit, approximately the same orbit band that Space Station
Freedom will utilize. The Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group (M&D SIC)
found more than 34,000 impact features on all space-exposed surfaces, most below 1.0 mm
in diameter. Figure 1 shows several samples of LDEF material. Table 1 summarizes the
types of features by size. The largest impact crater was 5.7 mm in diameter [3, p. 5] and
probably caused by an object about one millimeter in diameter. The smallest crater identified
to date [3] is 0.1 micrometers in diameter.
Additionally a wealth of information pertaining to the constantly changing space
environment and its impact on long duration spacecraft surfaces has been analyzed and
reported [4]. Information directly relevant to design of telerobotic spacecraft surface
inspection systems include: (1) how surface orientation (Earth facing, Space Facing,
Leading Edge, Trailing Edge) alters the rate of surface impact or damage; (2) the flux rates
(number-of-impacts/area/second) associated with man-made (debris) and natural
(micrometeoroid) impactors; (3) the rates at which space debris and meteoroids are
increasing in Low Earth Orbit; (4) the morphological features of surface damage/impacts as a
function of the physical form and composition of both the impactor and the impacted surface.
On the LDEF satellite, the leading edge was mostly impacted by debris (or man-made
impactors), while the trailing edge was mostly impacted by meteoroids (natural) [3]. A short-
term increase in micro-particle debris impact (or flux-rate increase) following LDEF
deployment has been observed and attributed to increased Shuttle activity during this
period. On average, the impacts in the first year were higher that in the following years.
The LDEF post-flight investigation is not yet complete. For current information and results,
the reader is referred to the Environmental Effects newsletter, published by the LDEF
Systems Special Investigation Group [5].
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Figure 1 (a) This predeintegratlon 
view shows one module of LDEF 
tray H12 with the thermal blanket 
partially peeled back exposing the 
detector stack below. 
The present average rate of increase of space impactors (debris and micrometeoroids) is 
around 5Ydyear. However, the LDEF information obtained so far has validated existing on- 
orbit micro-meteoroid and orbital debris (MMOD) models, which predict an approximately 
11 % yearly increase in particulate contamination of the Earth-orbit region [6]. It is estimated 
that this number will increase to about 20%0/year by the turn of this century [7]. These results 
have prompted design rules for Space Station that include avoiding use of organics and 
thin-film foils for the SSF external surfaces, in favor of anodized aluminum and 293 coatings 
(flat black or flat white, as thermally appropriate). External structure is being designed to 
withstand the average on-orbit effects for thirty years. These are reasonable 
countermeasures to naturally-induced, detectable wear. 
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Such information as the models provide can not only be utilized to design future spacecraft,
but can also be used to derive requirements for an inspection system. For example, the
micrometeoroid impact features shown in Table 1 strongly indicate that in order to use an
inspection system to revalidate future MMOD models, the system must be capable of
detecting very small flaws in the range of 0.2 to 6.0 mm on surfaces of varying shape and
specularity under orbital lighting conditions. This must take place while satisfying safe
clearance requirements, as well as other requirements for mobility and safety such as
smooth motion, collision free scanning, and so on.
Feature Size
(diameter)
< 0.3 mm
>0.3mm
<0.5mm
> 0.5 mm
Totals
Table 1. Summary of LDEF Impact Features [2].
Clamps,Bolts, Tray Experimental
& Shims Flanges Surfaces
2911
Totals*
3069
- 763 763
1318 1923 19342 27385
2539161
1479 25555
419
2342
3119
34336
* Note: the "Total" is greater than the sum of the individual column entries for the "<0.3 mm"
and the "<0.5 mm" rows because some of the features contributing to the total were detected
on intermediate surfaces such as between the tray flanges and the experimental surfaces.
2. _PA(_E _TATION FREEDOM
The Space Station Freedom (SSF) is a large space platform with complex mechanical,
electrical, thermal, fluid and gas interfaces, and a changing suite of internal and external
scientific experiment apparatus. Over a 30-year design lifetime, Freedom will be adapted
and upgraded as our knowledge of the effects of prolonged microgravity exposure on living
creatures and inanimate objects advances, and we identify new experiments and processes
to perform. On-orbit maintenance of such a complex, changing facility requires periodic as
well as "on demand" inspection capabilities. Although subjective "eyes-on" observations
during planned crew-EVA will gather much important data, telerobotic inspection offers
precise repetition of calibrated sensor placement and positioning, enhanced (non-visible
light) sensing, digital scene recording and matching, and greater automation in flaw
detection and categorization.
Periodic inspection is required to ensure that potential problems are detected early on and
changes in SSF external configuration and appearance are monitored. This type of
inspection can be scheduled to take place non-invasively, e.g., when no other major activity
is planned. On-demand inspections, for example in preparation for crew-EVA, can aid
operations planning by assessing the condition of external SSF structure or interfaces at an
EVA worksite. Revisiting previous worksites where work was suspended can determine if
equipment left there is in order. Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) installation site inspections
can determine empty interface conditions, affecting tool manifesting for the next EVA visit.
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Although at the present time the ground-based control of robotic devices is not part of the
SSF baseline design, NASA is interested in performing a feasibility study to determine if
future ground-based telerobotic operations can supplement on-board operations. In the
several years prior to permanent manned operations, when the station will be mostly
untended, ground-remote telerobotic operations could support both periodic and on-demand
(in response to anomalies detected by dedicated sensors) non-contact inspections. These
activities could provide useful, detailed preliminary information vital to planners who must
make the most efficient use of limited crew-EVA during man-tended operations.
2.1 Inspection Requirements
Although at the present time, detailed inspection requirements have not been specified,
NASA has emphasized the need for inspection in various documents and forums. For
example, the Space Station Freedom External Maintenance Task Team Final Report (See
[1], Appendix E) specifies high-level requirements for the inspection of the station and states
that telerobotics should be utilized to accomplish some of the inspection tasks, in particular,
routine and repetitive ones. A number of candidate tasks have been identified based on our
interactions with engineers at the Johnson Space Center (JSC) and various scientists
working on LDEF. These include inspection of (1) truss strut damaged by micrometeoroids,
(2) cracks in structures, (3) shield area damaged by micrometeoroids, (4) thermal blankets,
radiators, or solar panels damaged by micrometeoroids and atomic oxygen, (5)
thermal/mechanical interfaces at ORU installation sites, (6) deployable mechanisms for
incorrectly positioned latches, connectors, and other mechanical devices, (7) the SSF shuttle
docking port before each docking, (8) damaged fluid and power lines in a utility tray, (9)
effects of fluid leaks on optics, and (10) magnetic fields, plasma fields, and contaminant
levels, especially hydrazine concentration.
3. TELEROBOTICS INSPECTION SYSTEM
In this section we describe a telerobotics inspection system that has been developed to
perform human visual inspection experiments in realistic space-like environments and to
develop and integrate new supervisory robotic and automated inspection techniques. A
strong emphasis has been placed on duplicating critical space environment effects within the
available laboratory space and budget. This system consists of local and remote sites. In our
terminology, a local site is where the operator resides, which can be the habitation module
or a ground station on the earth; the remote site is the task location where the robot is and
the inspection takes place.
The remote site elements consist of one manipulator arm mounted on a mobile platform,
which carries lights, cameras and other sensors for inspection and manipulation, and
computers for processing real-time inspection data. Figure 2 shows the remote site of the
system. The inspection task mockup board is a one-third scale of a section of the Space
Station truss structure. Two tank ORUs are mounted on this truss structure to provide typical
surfaces for inspection experiments. The manipulator is a seven-degree-of-freedom (7-DoF)
Robotics Research Corporation TM (RRC) arm which is mounted on a one-degree-of-freedom
motion platform. Since six DoF are sufficient for arbitrary placement and orientation of the
end-effector, the "extra* DoF in the arm is used to provide direct control of the elbow position
independent of the end-effector position and orientation. This is accomplished by using the
*configuration control" methodology [8] developed at JPL to control the "arm angle," which is
the angle between the arm plane and a reference plane. The control scheme provides
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robustness to kinematic singularities and allows the user to specify weighting factors for the 
task requirements. The configuration control of the 7-DoF RRC arm with elbow positioning 
capability has been implemented for real-time control of the arm. 
Flgure 2. Remote Surface Inspection System, showlng 1/3 Scale Space Station 
Truss Mockup, ORUs and Inspection Manlpulator Arm. 
The one degree-of-freedom platform provides base mobility to the RR arm and increases the 
workspace of the arm considerably. The mobile platform is treated as the eighth joint of the 
manipulator system. Following the configuration control approach, an additional (8th) task is 
defined to resolve this redundancy. The additional task is formulated as the control of the 
"elbow angle," which is the angle between the upper-arm and the forearm. When this angle 
indicates that the arm is over-stretched or under-stretched, the platform is moved 
automatically to restore the optimal condition, without perturbing the end-effector position 
and orientation. Thus the automatic motion of the platform prevents undesirable over- 
stretched or under-stretched arm configurations. 
Reference [9] provides details of the architecture, algorithms, and hardware description of the 
manipulator control system. The arm functionally simulates the Special Purpose Dexterous 
Manipulator (SPDM) and the motion platform provides translational capability which 
simulates the mobility of the SPDM provided by the Space Station Remote Manipulator 
System (SSRMS), in a limited sense. Realistic SSF environmental effects are provided to 
improve the operator's perception in executing arm functions. 
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Lighting and viewing at the remote site is achieved by means of a controlled environment, 
i.e., black ceiling, floor, and curtains. Two sets of lights are used in the laboratory. One 
simulates Low Earth Orbit sunlight and the other simulates the controlled environment 
lighting of the SSF. Figure 3 shows the 1200W, 5600-K +/- 400-K, adjustable-focus Luxarc 
1200 lamp for Sun-like illumination producing high contrast between shadowed and lit 
surfaces. This lamp is mounted on a moving platform with computer-controlled pan/tiIt 
mechanisms and intensity to mimic realistic analog changes in sun angle and strength as the 
SSF orbits the earth. Two controlled lights are mounted on the end-point of the manipulator 
arm to provide close-up illumination and to light enclosed regions. In addition, three other 
cameras with pan, tilt, zoom, and focus control capability are mounted in the laboratory to 
provide functions similar to those that will be available on the SSF. 
Figure 3. Computer-controiied, 
simulated solar illumination of the 
worksite is provided by this 
1200W lamp with variable pan, 
tilt, focus and X-travel capability. 
The local site provides operator interface hardware and software as well as a data 
logginghiewing and simulation facility. The control station is composed of three high 
resolution color monitors, a Silicon Graphics IRIS workstation, two shuttle-like joysticks, and 
a control panel that provides the camera, light, and video switch interface to the operator. 
Figure 4 shows the overall operator control station, housed in a Space Station cupola 
mockup that realistically simulates the equipment and operator space limitations. Figure 5 
shows a block diagram of the Remote Surface Inspection System 
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Figure 4. Remote Surface inspection Laboratory, showing the Operator 
Control Station housed in a full-size cupola mockup of the Space Station. 
4. INSPECTION STRATEGIES 
Three complementary inspection strategies have been implemented. They are: 1 ) 
teleoperated human visual inspection, 2) automated scanning with human visual inspection, 
and 3) automated scanning with machine-vision inspection. The simplest and most reliable 
remote inspection technique is to present images of the area of interest directly to an 
operator and record those regions which the operator determines contain flaws. This 
technique relies on the operator to control the arm, lights, and cameras, in addition to 
performing visual inspection. In many instances, the operator's work load may be reduced by 
providing him with additional software tools such as automated scanning of the desired 
region, machine-vision inspection, and on-line flaw marking and annotation facilities. In the 
following, we will describe these inspection strategies in more detail. 
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4.1 Teleoperated Human Visual Inspection
With human visual inspection, the operator inspects the surface through the camera
monitors. If a flaw appears, he can stop the scanning and capture the close-up image of the
object being viewed by the inspection camera and display it on the Close View window. The
operator can then further examine the flaw, compare it with the ones marked in previous
scans, and mark the flaw on-line, as will be discussed in more detail in the following
subsection.
In this mode of operation the operator interacts with the Graphical User Interface (GUI, shown
in Figure 6) on the IRIS to set the appropriate mode of teleoperation and uses two joysticks to
move the arm. The interface also allows the operator to move the arm by specifying the
target position in the operator-commanded auto-move mode. One important feature of this
system is that the operator can control the arm in shared control mode, which means that he
can easily modify the preprogrammed or automated motions to avoid obstacles or to slow
down the motion and prolong the inspection. Since the arm has seven degrees of freedom,
a trigger on one of the joysticks can be used to control the elbow rotation to better position
the arm and avoid obstacles.
In auto-move mode the motion commands are generated by recording the arm positions in
teleoperation and are stored in auto-sequencing scripts. These scripts can contain
commands to perform other tasks such as image processing operations. The GUl also
provides real-time graphical animation of the arm so that the operator can "view" the arm
and its environment from directions not available using the actual camera. This capability is
particularly useful when there is no direct viewing of the scene, as is the case for ground-
based operations and for many on-board operations as well. Another window of the GUI
displays digitized images that can be captured by any of the five cameras of the system. The
operator can use either the camera monitors or the digitized images to inspect the object
surface.
4.2 Automated Scanning
Object scanning can be made more efficient and reliable by an auto-scan planner. This
allows the operator to simply designate an object or a region for which the system then
automatically generates a scan path. Auto-scan planning includes the Far View, Close View
and Object Definition windows shown in Figure 7. The Far View window displays the
digitized image of the object being scanned. The image is captured from a camera at a great
enough distance as to contain the entire object within the window. This window allows the
operator to see the context of the area being inspected, while providing a means for mapping
the object image to the actual object positions.
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Object designation is achieved by moving the camera to each corner of the object with the
desired inspection distance and registering each corner by reading the arm position and
marking the corresponding corner on the image. If no image of the object is available, the
Far View window shows a wire frame polygon with the corresponding corners. After
mapping, a scan path can be generated which covers the whole area with overlap in each
swipe. Two default scan paths can be chosen by the operator: the horizontal path which
scans the object horizontally from top to bottom, and the vertical path which scans the object
vertically from left to right. Additionally, via points where the arm will pass through, and vista
points where inspection will be made, are generated along the path. The vista points are
placed to ensure that the inspection will cover the whole object. More via points are put
along the path to ensure smooth and accurate scanning. Moreover, the operator can use the
menu to insert, delete, and relocate via points or vista points as needed for scanning objects
with irregular shapes. Figure 7 shows a horizontal scan path with a point relocated. The
object mapping and scan path generation are needed only when a new object is introduced
to the system. The data are saved for subsequent inspection and can be loaded by selecting
from a list of objects using the menu. The operator can then initiate scanning from the current
arm position or any via points on the path, scanning either forward or backward along the
path. He/she can also use the menu to request that the arm move to designated via points.
4.3 Automated Scanning With Machine-Vision Inspection
Before flaws can be detected automatically, a reference scan of the entire object is obtained.
Flaw detection is achieved by comparing the images of the subsequent comparison scans
against the ones from the reference scan. The operator selects the type of scan from the
menu. The scan type and the list of vista points are sent to the Inspection Subsystem which
performs automated inspection as described in the next section. The Inspection Subsystem
signals the auto-scan planner when a flaw is detected. Normally, the arm is stopped and the
operator marks the flaw just as he would with human visual inspection. The operator can
also ignore the signal if he determines from the monitor that it is a false alarm.
4.4 On-Line Flaw Manipulation
In addition to automated scanning and inspection, the integrated environment provides on-
line flaw manipulation for remote surface inspection. It allows the operator to input, save,
retrieve, =view, and compare the location, image, and annotation of flaws from previous and
current scans. The operator marks a flaw by first placing the cursor on top of it in the Close
View window and then using the menu to mark it. The program saves the flaw location,
extracts its image to a file, and allows to operator to enter an annotation. Flaw marking and
interpretation can be greatly enhanced by the ability to review the flaws from previous scans.
This information is summarized in the scan history table. Each column, labeled with the date
of the scan, contains the flaws marked in that scan. Each row, labeled by a flaw ID, contains
the same flaws marked in different scans. Each entry on the table shows the location of the
flaw. The operator can view a previous scan by double-clicking on the date of that scan. All
the flaws marked in that scan are then shown on the Far View window in Figure 7. This
allows him to determine if there are any flaws that are missing or newly added in the current
scan. Using a cursor control device such a mouse or trackball, the operator can double-click
on an entry to display the image of that flaw. He can also double-click on the flaw ID to
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display all of the flaws with that ID. This allows him to see the changes of a particular flaw in
each scan. The annotation of a flaw can be brought up by double-clicking its image.
5. Automated Inst)ection
Automated inspection is presently used in industry to inspect printed circuit boards,
mechanical components, and other specific and well defined objects [10, 11, 12]. The
objective of our research is to develop automated inspection techniques that can perform
inspection for any general surface without adapting the algorithms for these objects. In the
case of the SSF, we are interested in providing the operator with an automated inspection
system which could be used for various ORUs, truss struts, pipes and extended surfaces
such as radiators. Our initial approach is to survey the entire SSF by using a manipulator
arm to collect images and other relevant data. Assuming a certain level of repeatability of the
manipulator arm, it will be possible to re-survey the desired locations after a period of time
and then compare the two sets of images. Whenever the system comes up with a large
discrepancy between the 'before' and 'after' images, it notifies the operator to confirm and
log the flaw in a database. This simple image differencing technique provides a powerful
inspection tool for the operator who only has to command the system and does not have to
continuously visually inspect the images. This also provides an audible trace of previous
inspection runs and findings. For this technique to work reliably, however, several technical
issues must be resolved.
First, any differences in the ambient light for the before and after images will introduce large
discrepancies. Normally, these differences are large enough that a simple differencing
technique always indicates possible flaws on the surface. The second problem is that of
registration accuracy between before and after images. Even small errors in the position and
orientation of cameras produces large discrepancies, particularly in high contrast areas of
the images such as edges. The third problem is due to erosion of surfaces due to atomic
Oxygen and ultraviolet exposure to the degree that changes in the overall reflectivity of the
surface produce false triggers by the inspection system. In the following we will describe our
approach to deal with the first two problems and discuss initial results.
5.1 Ambient Light Removal
Controlled lights mounted on the arm end-effector, base, and the fixed cameras can be used
to cancel the ambient light effects. The concept is based on differencing two images of the
same surface; one taken with the controlled lights off and the other with the lights on. The
resulting image is an artificial image of the scene as if there were no ambient light. This
image is stored as a "before image." Similar operations are performed for the "after image"
and only then the before and after images are differenced. Figure 8 shows the result of an
experiment for flaw detection under a variable ambient lighting condition. Note that in this
scene, it is not easy to detect the missing screw even by human visual inspection.
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Figure 8. Flaw Detection by Image Differencing 
5.2 Image Registration Accuracy 
Image differencing technique suffers from the inherent accuracy limitations of moving camera 
platforms. In the laboratory environment, Le., fixed targets and industrial arms with good 
repeatability, the inaccuracy translates to no more that one to two pixels when images are 
taken from relatively short distances of less than 2 feet. In the space environment, we expect 
to have larger repeatability problems due to arm flexibility, large thermal variations, and 
object location changes due to thermal and structural flexibility of the structure. It is therefore 
necessary to develop techniques to account for the misregistration before comparing before 
and after images. 
We have devised several methods to estimate the registration error [13]. One approach is 
based on estimating the phase shift between the two images with spatial displacements in 
the frequency domain. It was found that this method can be used to reliably identify the 
lateral camera displacements (motion parallel to the image plane) in the presence of flaw 
and noise. This method is robust in the presence of noise but yields less accurate results 
when the image contains high frequency components. Figure 9 shows the before and after 
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images of the solar panel used to estimate the camera registration error. The white line in the 
second image represents a flaw. The dimensions are 200 X 300 pixels. The second image 
was displaced by -3 pixels in the horizontal and -2 in the vertical directions. The estimated 
shift was -2.25 and -1.9 in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. This results in 
sub-pixel registration correction which is the goal for the estimation process. 
Original Image Displaced Image with Flaw 
Figure 9. Solar Panel Images Used for Camera Reglstratlon Estlmatlon 
Two other approaches have been formulated and simulated for synthetic data. Application of 
these methods to real images are not complete. One approach is based on maximizing the 
correlation between the two images. The other is based on using the features on the images 
to estimate the camera position. 
5.3 Efficient Approaches to Automated Inspection 
Efficient automated inspection involves reliable flaw detection and robust flaw classification. 
The image differencing approach detailed above is clearly a useful first step in flaw 
detection. The method, however, does not address the important question of what scale the 
images should be processed at. The scale of an image is essentially the resolution 
associated with the image. It is well known [14] that relevant details of images exist only over 
a limited range of scale. Preliminary studies have been completed on estimating the image- 
scales relevant to flaw detection and classification. The essence of our approach is a 
multiresolution or "pyramidal" representation of the images. An initial high resolution image 
is successively convolved with a Gaussian kernel. The resulting images have decreasing 
spatial resolution and can be perceived as being stacked in a pyramid-like structure. The 
apex of this pyramid is a single pixel that represents the mean-pixel value of the original 
image which forms the base of the pyramid. The base level image, in addition to being noise 
prone, has a considerable amount of irrelevant information - that is the number of pixels 
associated with the image background is much greater that the number of pixels belonging 
to the image flaws. Efficient inspection, as we have learned from human inspection 
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strategies, involves discarding irrelevant information. Successive levels of the Gaussian
pyramid from the base to the apex contain decreasing amounts of high frequency
information. By taking the difference of two successive levels of a Gaussian pyramid, the
"pass-band" content of the image can be estimated. This pass-band image is equivalent to
performing an edge detection or a Laplacian convolution and reveals image structure
information that is critical to flaw classification. A sequence of pass-band images, stacked to
form a "Laplacian" pyramid reveals the range of scale that is most useful to flaw
classification.
Three classes of images are being used to experiment with the above technique. One class
is made up of large (=2 m) field-of-view (FOV) pre-retrieval (in-orbit) LDEF surface images.
These images were digitized from video sequences that were taped by the STS-32 shuttle
crew during LDEF retrieval. The second set consists of medium (0.75 m) FOV images of
laboratory ORU models. The third set consists of microscopic FOV (1 mm) images which
were obtained from the LDEF post-retrieval image database at Johnson Space Center.
6. ExDerimental Results on Human Visual Ins Dection
An experiment was conducted to evaluate the usefulness of the system for the detection of
damage caused by micrometeoroids [15]. A typical tank ORU was used for this task. The
specific objective was to determine the time-to-completion and accuracy of inspection for
micrometeoroid impact causing damage ranging from 1 to 10 pixels on the surface of the
ORU. As part of the evaluation, we also compared the telerobotics-based inspection against
direct human inspection. Since direct human visual inspection is unencumbered by the
helmet that obscures EVA inspection, this provides a worst case test for telerobotics
inspection. Table 3 shows the results of these experiments for the case of Teleoperated
Human Visual Inspection discussed in Section 4.1. These preliminary tests show that remote
inspection is approximately three times slower and 3 to 4% less accurate than direct
inspection These results indicate that remote inspection can provide a safe and effective
alternative to EVA inspection for a class of tasks.
Table 3. Experimental Results for Remote and Direct Mlcrometeorold Inspection
Flaw Size
Large Marks, 10 Pixel
(2.7 am)
Small Marks, 1 Pixel
(0.27 am)
Remote Surface
Inspection
Time-To-Completion:
178 Sec
Accuracy:
93%
Time-To-Completion:
308 Sec
Accuracy:
91%
Direct Inspection
Time-To-Completion"
57 Sec
Accuracy:
97%
Time-To-Completion"
118 Sec
Accuracy:
94%
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7, Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has described the research and development effort for remote surface inspection
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory which started in 1991. The paper outlines the problem, the
general approach and present initial results.
Future work will involve adding other manipulation and inspection sensors to the existing
system for collision avoidance and for the detection of flaws which cannot be inspected by
CCD cameras, such as gas leak, fine cracks, temperature variations, and so on.
The differencing approach will be further developed to use a scanning technique that will
perform flaw detection continuously in real-time without stopping the arm to take images.
Technique to Accommodate large misregistrations and to categorize flaw type are also being
implemented.
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ABSTRACT
The JPL Supervisory Telerobotics Laboratory (STELER) has developed a unique
local-remote robot control architecture which enables management of intermittent
bus latencies and communication delays such as those expected for ground-
remote operation of Space Station robotic systems via the TDRSS communication
platform. At the local site, the operator updates the worksite world model using
stereo video feedback and a model overlay/fitting algorithm which outputs the
location and orientation of the object in free space. That information is relayed to
the robot User Macro Interface (UMI) to enable programming of the robot control
macros. The operator can then employ either manual teleoperation, shared
control, or supervised autonomous control to manipulate the object under any
degree of time-delay. The remote site performs the closed loop force/torque
control, task monitoring, and reflex action. This paper describes the STELER local-
remote robot control system, and further describes the near-term planned Space
Station applications, along with potential far-term applications such as telescience,
autonomous docking, and Lunar/Mars rovers.
INTRODUCTION
The original intent behind the design of the STELER local-remote robot control
architecture was fourfold: 1) be responsive to recom- mendations coming out of
NASA Space Station Extravehicular Activity (EVA) workload studies which strongly
suggested ground-remote operations as a means of reducing EVA time and
enhancing station utilization during the planned multi-year mantended phase
(Refs 1, 2, and 3), 2) provide a modular design which would be more flight like (i.e.,
accommodate severe computational resource constraints at the remote robot site,
manage either periodic remote site bus latencies (on the order of less than 1 sec)
or manage major communication delays (greater than several seconds) between
the ground and the remote site), 3) provide an easier means of transferring the
technology to the flight centers, and 4) allow rapid tailoring or expansion of the
system to other control applications. The current STELER local-remote design has
evolved over a period of four (4) years.
Although the immediate application is Space Station telerobotics, the potential far-
term applications include robot control/telescience between Earth and the Shuttle,
Earth and the Space Station, and Earth and a rover on the Lunar or Mars surface.
Other applications include autonomous docking, and terrestrial uses such as
hazardous material handling, autonomous excavation, or undersea operations.
Only the current planned work for space based applications will be discussed in
this paper.
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The Space Station robot control environment provides a good example of the
intended application environment as a means of setting the stage for discussion of
the local-remote control system design. In order to perform ground-remote
operations the control system will have to manage communication delays on the
order of 8 to 9 seconds (Ref 4). The majority of this delay is in the
processing/packaging and relaying of the data from the ground, through TDRSS,
then to the Space Station communication subsystem/operator workstation, and
finally to the robot controller. To manage this time delay and provide robust control
with limited on-orbit computational resources, the JPL STELER local-remote
control architecture off-loads most of the high level work envelope, task
assessment and planning functions to the local site. The local site uses low
bandwidth stereo video images captured at the remote site from the robot/workceil
cameras as the initial means of determining the actual position of objects in the
environment (i.e., are objects where they are supposed to be, what is the viewing
angle/ lighting environment like). The stereo video is displayed on a Silicon
Graphics Inc. (SGI) workstation which also allows wire-frame, or solid, graphic
models of objects in the workcell to be overlayed onto the video to verify the
geometric model on the scene. The local site operator matches the graphic overlay
with the video to determine the object's location/orientation and the world model is
updated. This information is provided to the User Macro Interface (UMI) residing in
_h,,,,,oSGI where it is now used to v=,=,,,_,_,,,-_,"""_m'_"'_"",h,,,e ,,,,,,,,'"h"*,.,v, ,,, .,,"""*''_macros _,',,,,
manipulate the object. The operator assembles the desired task control macros
into a sequence and then sends them to the remote site Modular Telerobot Task
Execution System (MOTES) where the commands are then executed and
monitored at the robot site. MOTES is functionally equivalent to a spacecraft
control system (e.g., Galileo). A command interpreter and dispatcher respectively
manage incoming/outgoing data. Sensor and Monitor modules process robot
sensor data and check sensor thresholds/fault conditions. The Control module
contains the trajectory generator and position based impedance control functions
and generates the task space robot motion. A Fusion module merges motion
commands from the various command sources (e.g., trajectory generator, hand
controller commands, force sensor). A Device Driver module provides the low level
communication to the physical components such as the robot arm and gripper. The
next section provides a detailed discussion of the above system design elements
and also describes the current/future laboratory hardware implementation.
LOCAL-REMOTE SYSTEM DESIGN
The above introduction briefly described the functions of the primary components in
the local-remote robot control architecture. To lay the foundation for understanding
planned applications, a more detailed system description is needed. This design
description is provided in the following paragraphs.
A. Local Site System Design
The local site subsystem design has several components (Refs 5, 6) Figure (1)
provides a schematic of the software modules which reside in the local site.
Figure (2) shows the current laboratory operator workstation. Starting with the
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Figure (1) Local-Site Design 
Figure (2) Current Laboratory Operator Workstation 
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operator interface, the operator accesses the various high level control menus
and database through the keyboard, mouse, and spaceball input devices. The
robot hand controller is the input device for controlling the manipulator(s) with tele-
operation, and currently has a separate communication link to the MOTES
subsystem at the remote site.
Moving to the next level, a network comm module with time delay buffer serves
as the gateway for outgoing/incoming data between the local and remote sites, and
for imposing variable time delay on return traffic. The hub of the local site revolves
around the user macro interface (UMI) (manipulation) and operator
coached machine vision (OCMV) (perception) modules, which reside within a
high level graphical user interface (GUI) structure, and the master know-
ledge base (MKB). The local site presents to the operator a window-based GUI
for commanding and sequence editing; and, a video/graphic interface that allows
the operator to effectively perceive the task environment and to interactively modify
the MKB. The GUI has four standard manipulation windows which are always
visible-sequence, command, status/environment, and perception. The sequence
window displays previously built sequences which are available. The command
window displays the commands in the current sequence, and allows the operator
to edit and create commands. Within the command window, a macro window
'_;_'_o,,_ the current y active control r.nmmnnrl/mnr.rn Thn ._tnhJ._/nnvirnnmnnt
window displays the current system state information (e.g., which arm is active, is
the system in "simulate" or "real" mode). The perception window provides the
operator with options for updating video, graphics overlay, and changing the eye
point of view. The GUl keeps track of, and displays, the current operation being
performed and the most recent values of environment variables. Figure (3)
shows a typical GUI display.
The UMI module is used to design, build, execute, store, and replay manipulation
commands to be sent to the remote site for execution. The operator can
interactively build/simulate complete task sequences using the menu interface
provided by UMI. UMI provides parameter input checking, menus of robot control
macros, sequence building, sequence simulation/execution, and status display.
OCMV contains both graphics and video elements. Using a menu interface, the
operator can command video capture, thus allowing update of the local site video
image of the workcell at the remote site. Once an updated set of images is returned
and displayed, the operator can selectively relocate objects in the workcell using
the graphic overlay capability. This is done by using either stored object models of
known objects (called in from the knowledge base by clicking on the desired object
in the video display with a cursor), or by performing an object build/edit on-line.
The operator overlays and matches the object model with the video image using
the spaceball. Once the overlay is properly mapped onto the video image, the
machine vision object localization module determines the object's position/orient-
ation using the internal camera models (e.g., viewing angle, focal point(s)) and
position of the cameras relative to the workspace/object. The OCMV software also
maintains known camera arm positions to allow different views of the Workcell/
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Figure (3) Typical GUI Display 
object. Figures (4) and (5) display the graphics and video overlay capabilities 
respectively. 
The last major component, the MKB module, is made up of nodes and links. Nodes 
represent real or fictitious objects; and, links represent relationships between the 
objects. A node contains object properties(e.g., polyhedral description, name, 
mass) and a link contains data about a relationship (e.g., object connectivity, 
coordinate transformations). The relationships between objects, either rigid or 
movable/breakable, are organized into parent-child links. The MKB also containsa 
master kinematic database, controll dynamic parameters, simulator database (with 
collision prediction data), video database, and graphics database. The MKB also 
manages data storage/retrieval. The operator has the responsibility to maintain 
consistency within the MKB. This means that the MKB does not have an internal 
expert or rule based system which automatically checks and maintains 
consistency. 
Figure (1) shows one more major component, the remote site simulator and 
collision predictor (RSSCP). In the near term, the remote site simulator 
located in MOTES will be called from the local site to test a task sequence before 
actual execution. The status will be returned to the local site and viewed with the 
graphics simulation. Eventually, a copy of the remote site simulalor will reside at 
the local site and will simulate not only the system state transitions?but also the 
kinematics and simple force contact models (e.g., magnitude but not vectors). The 
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Figure (4) Perception Graphics Overlay 
Figure (5) Perception Graphics Overlay on Video 
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collision predictor takes trajectory generator via points, arm kinematics, and global
geometry and checks for collisions with objects in proximity to the joints as the
trajectory is executed in the simulator. Collisions are highlighted and an eventual
safe trajectory is iteratively generated.
B. Remote Site Modular Telerobot Task Execution System (MOTES) Design
The MOTES robot control design has been discussed in detail in other literature
(Ref 7), and will therefore, only be summarized here. As stated above in the
Introduction, MOTES has several modules. Each module interfaces to the rest of
the system through shared memory with specified input and output
parameters/functionality. Figure (6) provides a functional diagram of MOTES.
The various modules operate asynchronously with the executive module
handling communication with the local site, placing new commands into the task/
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Figure (6) MOTES Remote Site Functional Diagram
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reflex command queues, and returning status data to the local site. The
dispatcher module checks/controls the transition between execution states by
monitoring the status of the various modules and specifying the appropriate
commands/parameters to the various modules via shared memory. The dispatcher
controls the transition between commands by changing the active command block
parameters as specified by a monitor event (e.g., completion of a command
sequence, setting of an error flag causing a halt in command execution). If an
event terminates under an acceptable condition (e.g., trajectory successfully
executed), then the next command in the queue is issued. If an unacceptable
termination condition results, then the dispatcher finds which reflex command
queue to use based on the matching flag set in the reflex table associated with that
event. The dispatcher executes the set of reflex commands, clears the task
command queue, and sends a report back to the exec stating which reflex action
was initiated.The monitor module(s) check the behavior of the system and set the
appropriate success/error flags when a monitor event has occurred. Examples of
monitor events were provided in the preceding paragraph. Monitoring occurs at
two different levels: 1) the system level (e.g., multi-sensor based monitoring,
command completion), and 2) the sensor/reflex level (e.g., force threshold
exceeded). In designing the system, previous experience dictated that it is
important to monitor and control low level events where the information is
generated and the context is known. T_,-',,II I1_ _'U''_;_" _'_1_ ;_r_''_,,, ,_, _. _ lr_{_n{__l l_V *imP. .... v for
critical events.
The sensor module(s) generates either real (e.g., force/torque sensors, encoders,
proximity sensors), or virtual (e.g., bounds on distances to joint limits, repelling
forces when within a given distance from collision points), sensor data which is
placed in shared memory for use by the other MOTES modules.
The control module(s) generates manipulator setpoints, and performs control
based on both the local site generated command sequence and sensor data. Each
control module has a uniquely specified Cartesian control frame for control of the
manipulator. The complete motion command specified by each command module
is transformed to a common task space (consisting of the common Cartesian frame
and arm angle) before being placed in shared memory. The position trajectory
generator is the control module which computes the desired task space path
including Cartesian frame and arm angle.
The fusion module combines the commands from the various control modules as
specified in the task parameters sent by UMI. For sensor based control, the
trajectory generator employs a position based impedance model in each degree of
freedom of the task space. The fusion module also allows position based inputs
from the teleoperator to be fused with autonomous sensor based control inputs
(provided by the monitor/control modules). The subsequent task-to-joint map
module maps the task space command of the fusion module to the actuator space
of the physical device being controlled.
Last, the device driver module is responsible for communicating commands, and
status, with the actual system hardware as well as performing hardware specific
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computations. The primary device drivers are for the manipulator (Robotics
Research Arm), force/torque sensor (Lord), and servoed gripper (Telerobotics
Research Inc. (TRI)).
C. Current/Future System Imolementation
To set the final stage for discussing applications, it is important to understand the
current hardware/software implementation envir-onments. The local site system
currently runs predominantly on an SGI 310NGX workstation, using the IRIX 4.0.4
operating system. The SGI workstation was selected because the target Space
Station Mission Operations Planning environment at Johnson Space Center (JSC)
for telerobotics is the SGI. A Sun 4/260 workstation at the local site is used as to
develop and test the remote site MOTES real-time Ada code. As stated earlier, in
the near term the remote site simulator running in MOTES will be used to simulate
task sequences. However, it is planned to eventually test MOTES and simulate
task sequences using a carefully descoped version of MOTES running on the Sun
4 (i.e., the sequence error checking, trajectory generator, and position
success/error flags are the only predominant features needed for local site
simulation). In the future, it is desirable to port all local site software to the SGI. To
round out the local site hardware, a 6DOF JPL/Salisbury Model C hand-controller
and motor controller and associated VME chassis allow teleoperation of the 7DOF
arm. An indexing trigger on the hand controller provides the additional means for
controlling the redundancy, or seventh degree of freedom. MOTES is written in
Ada and runs in a VME environment on Heurikon 68020 processors. A Verdix/
VADSworks Ada cross compiler is used to produce the target code. The target
code runs on top of the VADS-works operating system in the 68020 environment.
The Verdix/VADSworks Ada compiler and 68020 environments were selected
primarily because they provided the desired performance for the least investment.
Additionally, since the Space Station software environment will be Ada, it was
decided that by moving to real-time Ada the system would be more in synch with
the planned flight software for the station remote manipulator and the Canadian
Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator (SPDM). Communication between the
7DOF Robotics Research arm (model K1207) controller and the MOTES VME
chassis is through a pair of Bit-3 memory interface cards. The direct servo control
of the arm joints is done through the factory supplied controller.
Since the 68020 CPU's used in this initial version of MOTES are relatively slow
(the 68020 V2FA runs at approximately 1.7 MIPS), a multiple CPU environment
was required. This decision to go to a multi-processor environment was also
considered viable because the SPDM design is currently a multi-processor
configuration. Therefore, it was considered useful to explore and resolve potential
scheduling/timing problems associated with real-time control in a multi-processor
asynchronous environment. Figure (7) displays the current VME multi-processor
environment running in the lab. Although the system is operational, based on
current test results, it appears that it is desirable to reduce the number of multi-
process-or boards from the present five to one, or two. To achieve this, the new
MOTES design in considering an 80386 configuration, running the commercially
available Lynx operating system. This configuration will condense MOTES,
increase performance, and also provide a compact flight qualifiable controller for
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Figure (7) STELER MOTES Remote Site Controller Hardware 
systems. As will be seen in the following discussion, the planned evolutions of 
both the local site (full SGI .implementation) and remote site (80386 flight 
qualifiable configuration) will be important to achieving the planned applications. 
PLANNED APPLICATIONS 
The current JPL STELER local-remote control system has several immediate 
applications relative to the Space Station flight program. First, before the station is 
ever launched it is important to start the process of assembling and testing robot 
control sequences for station/payload servicing now. These sequences must be 
tested on the ground under high fidelity task simulation conditions in a laboratory 
(e.g., IightingAighting angle, object/shadow occlusions). Further, to the degree . 
possible, similar robotic devices (SSRMS/SPDM) and control environments should 
be used to duplicate operator/system control response. Although the degree to 
which the U.S. NASA community is planning to perform task verification is still 
uncertain ( i a ,  partial verification using graphics simulation vs. full task verification 
in a laboratory with real robotidtask hardware), it is still important to have the 
technology ready soon to enable start of task sequence assemblyltesting. The JPL 
system is currently on schedule for delivery into the JSC Space Station ground 
test/evaluation laboratory by the end of FY93. As a spin-off from the above ground 
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application, the system (which allows either full manual teleoperation of the
robot(s), shared control, or supervised autonomy) also provides an essential
training medium for astronauts from the standpoint of both hands-on control, and
assessing human-machine tradeoffs in the performance of various tasks under
varying environmental conditions. For example, the astronaut operators may
determine that for some manipulation tasks in complex/occluded environments, it is
more efficient/safer to have the operator perform the gross motion control while
allowing the autonomous system to set the arm pose and perform the proximity/fine
alignment control.
The most powerful application of the STELER local-remote robot control system is
for ground control of on-orbit station robots. The recent mid-year review of the JPL
project status, by NASA headquarters, revealed that the downscoping of the station
(and subsequent reduction in astronaut crew) has still not resolved the substantial
projected on-orbit servicing/payload workload (Ref 8). As a result, the most logical
way to reduce on-orbit workload and increase station utilization (i.e., in the early
man-tended phase of operation, the Space Station will not be permanently
manned and will therefore see an estimated utilization on the order of 13%) is to
perform simple setup and inspection tasks from the ground. To this end, the local-
remote control system has been tested in actual hardware/software segregation
scenarios such as 1) the control of an industrial robot inspecting a Shuttle payload
rocket booster at Kennedy Space Center, from JPL's STELER lab located 3000
miles away using an early local-remote architecture functionally equivalent to the
current design (time delay of 2-3 seconds) (Ref 9), 2) control of the JPL STELER
robots from a temporary workstation located in a trailor approximately 100 yards
away (imposed time delay ranging from 0-9 seconds) (Ref 10), and 3) control of a
PUMA robot simulation located at Texas A&M University, from JPL, via the
Internet/TelRIP communication network (time delay of roughly 1-3 seconds) (Ref
11). It is also planned to control the JSC Robotics Research arm from JPL as well,
and use the Internet/TelRIP interface to both send and debug software used in the
JSC telerobot test/integration laboratory. Again, by streamlining the hardware/
software architecture, the transfer of this technology will be greatly simplified.
The last major near-term application of the JPL local-remote architecture is
somewhat related to the earlier ground-based system testing/training, but applies
to on-orbit robot operations. Currently, it is planned to control the station robotic
systems primarily in teleoperation mode. However, due to limited camera views,
potential lighting/occlusion problems, and, most importantly, limited on-board
computational resources, teleoperators will need to depend greatly on ground task
simulation/verification before proceeding. The STELER local site on the ground
will provide a means for accurately updating the ground workcell model even in the
presence of limited viewing/occlusions. The local-remote site combined will
provide a high-fidelity simulation of the task, and assembly of the ultimate control
macros which get telemetered up to the station teleoperator workstation for the
astronaut to use during task execution as a control template.
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B. Far Term
As stated in the "implementation" subsection, it is planned to move to more "flight
like" versions of the local-remote site systems by implementing the local site
completely on a SGI workstation, and the remote site on an 80386 computational
environment. Work just being initiated for FY93 in STELER calls for an expansion
into the new area of telescience. New work will start on the design and
construction of a "mini-device" (called the Lab Tending Telerobot (LATT)) which
can be placed as a module on the front of a science rack, or inside, and which can
be programmed/controlled from the ground by the principal investigator (PI). The
device will allow the PI to physically interact with the science experiment(s) on-
board the Shuttle (intermediate term target), and eventually the Space Station or
free flying platforms (far term target). The more compact hardware/software
implementation will allow LATT ground and on-orbit elements to be respectively, 1)
easily ported to the Pl's base facility, and 2) more easily space qualified since the
80386 Intel processor has already been space qualified.
Another more intermediate-to-far term application is for autonomous docking. As a
test of the STELER control system robustness, an autonomous docking task has
been structured. The female fixture is mounted on a full scale satellite mockup
which hangs freely from a cable and has five degrees of freedom. The male fixture
is mountable on the 7DOF arm, or on a jig fixture. The control scenario calls for the
local site to update the position of the fixture on the satellite, followed by either the
manipulator acting as the chase vehicle and autonomously docking with the
satellite; or, the arm grasping a grapple fixture attached to the satellite and 1moving
the satellite to dock with the jigged male half. Work planned for FY93 calls for the
STELER team to begin building the appropriate graphics, simulation, and control
macros for an autonomous docking workstation running on the SGI, with eventual
transfer to the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) docking simulation facility.
The last long term application of the local-remote control system is for Lunar/Mars
vehicles. For potential early precursor missions, either autonomous mini or micro-
rovers may be used to map potential landing sites and perform science
experiments (e.g., soil sampling, coring, experiment module placement). With time
delays on the order of many seconds (Lunar) to many minutes (Mars) it is
imperative that a local-remote control architecture like STELER's be used to insure
robust/safe control of the robotic vehicles and manipulation functions. The current
move towards a more efficient, compact remote site controller design is the next
step towards learning how to provide robust remote site control/intelligence within
tightly constrained volume/mass requirements.
CONCLUSIONS
A description of the current JPL STELER local-remote telerobot control system was
provided along with present and future hardware/software architecture implemen-
tations. Additionally, a discussion of both near and far term applications was
provided and mapped onto the planned hardware/software evolutions. Most
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importantly, this paper provided a roadmap and structure on how the STELER team
plans to carefully evolve, test, and implement the local-remote control capability
towards an expanding application domain.
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF A ROBOTIC SYSTEM FOR
SPACE-BASED ASSEMBLY
Prof. Alan Desrochers and Hauke Jungnitz
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
CI18015
Troy, NY 12180-3590
A dual arm system forspace-basedassembly has been under development and experimenta-
tionattheCenterofIntelligentRoboticSystems forSpace Exploration.Thispaper willdescribethe
components ofthissystem and willthen focuson the specificproblem ofpredictingresponsetime of
theintegratedsystem.Thishierarchicalsystemconsistsofa taskrepresentationand planninglevel,
a coordinationlevel,and an executionleveltocarryoutthedesiredassembly task.A common model-
ing methodology based on Petrinetshas been used to model the varioussubtasks throughout the
levelsofthe hierarchy.The Petrinetmodel can thenbe analyzedforlivenessand boundedness that,
inturn,are used todetecttheexistenceofdeadlockorconflictin the system. The model can alsobe
used tocalculatethe time itwilltake tocompletean assembly taskonce an operatorissuesa com-
mand. These modeling resultsare compared withtheactualexperimentalresultsobtainedfrom car-
ryingout theassembly task.
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AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY OF LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
USING AN EXPERT SYSTEM EXECLrITVE
Cheryl L. Allen; NASA Langley Research Center; MS 152D; Hampton Va 23665-5225
ABSTRACT
NASA Langley Research Center has developed a unique
testbed for investigating the practical problems associated
with the assembly of large space structures using robotic
manipulators. The testbed is an interdisciplinary effort
which considers the full spectrum of assembly problems
from the design of mechanisms to the development of
software. This paper will describe the automated structures
assembly testbed and its operation, detail the expert system
executive and its development, and discuss the planned
system evolution. Emphasis will be placed on the expert
system development of the program executive.
The executive program must he capable of directing and
reliably performing complex assembly tasks with the
flexibility to recover from realistic system errors. By
employing an expert system, information pertaining to the
operation of the system was encapsulated concisely within _i
knowledge base. This lead to a substantial reduction in
code, Ln.creased flexibility, eased softw, are upgrades, and
realized a savings in software maintenance costs.
INTRODUCTION
Projected crewed missions to the moon and Mars
represent a departure from previous space endeavors in that
the large vehicles involved will have to be assembled and
checked out on orbit. The construction of these vehicles
will require extensive in-space operations calling for
enhanced capabilities in the areas of assembly and servicing.
In order to perform these functions with the limited crew
resources available, a much higher level of automation must
be realized than is currently obtainable. NASA Langley
Research Center has developed a unique test_:l to
investigate the practical problems associated with the
automated assembly of large space structures using robotic
manipulators. The research program is an interdisciplinary
effort which considers the full spectrum of assembly
problems from the design of mechanisms compatible with
automated operations to the definition of software structures
and algorithms required for their support.
The LARC research program adheres to several principles
and ground roles: ( 1) all system development, testing, and
demonstration is performed using realistic "test hardware,
which is felt to be the only way to identify all the problems
associated with automated assembly; (2) system design and
automation are considered integrated and complimentary
technologies with solutions developed cooperatively; and (3)
the program is targeted towards a fully automated system
that utilizes either an astronaut or earth based operator as a
monitor who is called upon only when the robotic system
encounters a problem requiring intervention or assistance.
The third principle describes a mode of operation known as
supervised autonomy which holds the most promise for the
accomplishment of large construction tasks with the limited
crew resources available on orbit.
The purpose of this paper is to briefly describe the
automated structures assembly testbed and its operation, to
detail the expert system executive and its development, and
to discuss the system expansion currently underway. The
emphasis of the paper is on the expert system
implementation of the program executive, however the
system components are described and a narrative of the
assembly process is given to serve as a basis for the
description of the software and its functions.
FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Automated Structures Assembly Laboratory (ASAL)
is shown in figure I. Figure la shows a schematic of the
assembly system with the major components labeled, and
figure lb is an actual photo of the facility in operation. The
assembly system consists of a robot arm, a motion base
system, two specialized end effectors, components for a
tress assembly, and storage canisters for those components.
The ASAL utilizes commercially available equipment to
minimize cost and ease modification as research needs
dictate. The hardware system is a ground-based research
tool designed to permit evaluation of assembly techniques,
strut and end effector components, computer software
architecture and algorithms, and operator hated'ace
requirements.
The structure selected for assembly is a planar tetrahedral
truss which supports hexagonal reflector-type panels (see
figure 2). The completed structure consists of 102 two-
meter-long strut members and 12 panels measuring
approximately 2.3 meters across the vertices. The structure
was designed to be a laboratory prototype representative of
the type of structures which support the functional surfaces
of a number of planned or proposed missions, such as
antennas and aerobrakes.
A brief description of the major components will follow;
however, the details of the facili_ hardware, performance
characteristics, and assembly procedures can be found in
references 1-3.
Robot Arm
The robot arm is an electronically driven six-degree-of-
freedom industrial manipulator selected for its reach
envelope, payload capacity, positioning repeatability, and
reliability. The robot arm computer is based on a 68000
microprocessor and all robot motions are programmed in a
modified BASIC programming language. No modifications
have been made to the manipulator other than those available
from the manufacturer.
Motion Base System
The motion base system includes a linear translational x-y
Cartesian carriage and a rotating tumtable. The robot ann is
mounted on the carriage, and the truss is assembled on the
rotating turntable located at one end of the x carriage.
Motion base drive motors on all three axes are commanded
by a 80286 micro-processor based indexer.
End Effectors
The end effectors, as shown in figure 3, are specialized
tools mounted on the robot arm which perform the strut and
panel installation and removal operations. Figure 3a shows
the strut end effector and figure 3b shows the panel end
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effector. All end effector operations are controlled by an
onboard microprocessor mounted near the robot wrist.
Typical microprocessor operations are detailed in reference
4. All end effector mechanisms are equipped with simple
sensors such as microswitches and linear potentiometers to
monitor operations and notify the operator if a problem
occurs. The processor is programmed in ANSI compatible
C and includes sufficient [/O to monitor the sensors
associated with the end effector mechanism operations.
A commercial force/torque load cell is mounted between the
end effector and the robot arm to provide compliant move
capability during both strut pick-up and installation
operations.
Truss/Panel Elements
The tress joints and nodes designed for this assembly are
shown in figure 4. The joint is composed of two parts, a
connector section which is bonded to the graphite-epoxy
tube to form a strut and the receptacle section which is
mechanically attached to the node. The truss members are
connected by specially designed connector joints located near
the nodes. The strut end effector grasps and holds the joint
receptacle to provide stability during strut installation and
removal (ref. 5). The strut end effector uses pneumatically
actuated receptacle fingers to grasp passive guidance v-
grooves on the node receptacles. After the end effector
inserts the strut into the receptacle, locking nuts are turned
by a small electric gear-head motor, securing the strut into
place. Assembly begins by connecting struts to three nodes
that are premounted on the motion base turntable.
As the truss assembly progresses, the panels are placed on
the nodes at the top of the truss using the panel end effector
(ref. 6). The panel is an aluminium hexagonal frame with a
reflective mylar covering. Once in position the panels am
locked into place using end effector actuator pins.
Storage Canisters
The truss struts axe stored in nine trays which are stacked
in the working canister directly behind the robot arm. Each
tray is fitted with handles which allow the strut end effector
to pick up empty trays from the working canister and
transfer them to the storage canister located to one side of the
robot arm.
The panels are stored vertically in a large canister at one
end of the y carriage. The same pins that are used to attach
the pane.Is to the truss structure are also used to latch the
panels in the canister.
ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
The assembly process begins when the strut end effector
acquires the first strut from the top tray in the working
canister. Once acquired, the strut is carried above the
working canister and the motion bases are positioned so that
the robot ann can reach the required installation position.
The robot arm then moves through a sequence of
predetermined points, arriving at an approach point located
approximately 12 inches from the intended installation point
in the structure. At the approach point, control is turned
over to a machine vision system.
The machine vision system uses two small video cameras
located on the end effector to view targets made of reflective
material mounted on the node receptacles as shown in figure
5. A special five dot domino pattern is used as the target.
The video image of the target is processed to discriminate the
target from the background and the centroids of the dots are
determined. The position of the centroids are defined with
respect to the camera using a pose estimation routine. The
pose information is used to direct robot arm moves toward
the target location for strut installation. Details of the vision
system can be found in reference 7. Once the arm reaches
the installation point, the vision system relinquishes control
and the end effector grapples the strut receptacles in the
structure, repositions the robot ann to reduce forces and
torques at the end effector that are caused be minor
positioning errors, and inserts and locks the strut joint. The
robot arm then returns to the working canister for another
strut.
Once a specified number of struts have been installed,
panels can be secured to the top of the structure. This
involves stowing the strut end effector by latching it to the
tray in the top of the storage camster and picking up the
panel end effector stored at one end of the panel canister.
This end effector change is accomplished by a commercially
available pneumatic quick-change mechanism. Panels are
retrieved using y-carriage motion base moves, and installed
at predetermined points atop the structure. Machine vision is
not used for the placement of panels in the structure.
Combinations of strut and panel installation sequences are
currently followed until a platform with 102 struts and 12
panels is completed.
SYSTEM CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS
The ASAL facility is managed by several digital
computers serially connected through RS232 communication
lines as depicted in figure 6. The system executive and
operator interface functions are performed on a micro-VAX
workstation. The robot motions, carriage movements, and
end effector operations are executed on individual
processors, as are the computations required by the vision
system.
Software Design
The design layout for the assembly system software is
illustrated in figure 7 and detailed in reference 8. The
software is arranged into four hierarchical levels of
commands (Administrative, Assembly, Device and
Component) each of which decompose into a sequence of
commands for the next lower level. The highest or
administrative level performs the preliminary setup of the
system. The operator can examine and modify data and
system options. Command and assembly sequence fdes can
be selected, created and modified. It is this level that is
intended to interface with a goal-directed task sequence
planner. Currently the assembly sequence is manually
detemained and maintained in a f'de. Each entry in the
assembly sequence fde represents an appropriate assembly
level command which specifies the operations to be
performed on a given element (ie. strut or panel). The
standard operating mode is centered at the assembly level
and reflects the automated aspect of the system. At this level
the software manages all the devices, data verification, and
error recovery. The assembly level commands decompose
into a series of commands for each of the three devices; the
motion bases, the robot ann, and the end effector.
Although the assembly software system is intended to
operate in a fully automated mode, it is imperative that the
operator be provided with sufficient internal information and
have command access and authority at all levels to deal
effectively with assembly errors. The operator has complete
control of error recovery and final decision on error
resolution. The operator may decide that an error is not
severe and command the system to proceed anyway. Also,
if none of the recovery options presented axe successful, the
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operator may instruct the system to abort the failed operation
and automatically roll the assembly process back to a
known, successful condition. During assembly operations,
the operator has the capability to pause the assembly process
at any point and observe some detail using a video display
before either continuing or reversing the sequence. This
intervention capability imposes a significant burden on the
system software.
The system executive directs and monitors assembly
operations across the various processors, and reports current
stares information to the operator. The executive maintains
the conditions and constraints of the assembly operations.
including details of the geometry of both the structure and
the storage canisters. During an assembly, the executive
makes decisions about what end effector to use and the
procedures required for it's use. Finally. the executive keeps
track of possible problems and recovery techniques for all
assembly scenarios. In order to do this effectively, the
executive has fur access to the current status of the assembly
operation and the system hardware including complete,
detailed descriptions of the state of the assembled structure,
the motion base, the robot arm, and the end effector
hardware. This information is continuously updated based
upon verification by sensors.
lrtitially, the assembly executive software was written in
FORTRAN. The procedural language was already familiar
to developers in ASAL and therefore could be used to verify
---_ re,"ine ..... '-'-" system operations in a relatively shoaoulu
period of time. The initial task was to construct a simplified
structure of 102 struts, using a single, premounted end
effector who's functions were commanded via the robot arm
computer. The robot arm moved to predefmed installation
positions without the use of machine vision. As the scope of
the research project grew (with the addition of panels, a
second end effector, and distributed processors) the
complexity of the knowledge to be managed by the assembly
software increased. Because traditional programming
languages proved to be cumbersome in keeping pace with
system upgrades, the decision was made to rewrite portions
of the software using an expert system. The first level of
code targeted for this transition was the decision-intensive
assembly executive. The following sections describe the
application of expert system techniques to the assembly
executive, giving examples of their use.
Expert System Assembly Executive
An expert system is a computer program that uses
knowledge and reasoning techniques to solve problems that
normally require the services ofa hmnan expet't. Like
conventional programs, expert systems us.ually perform well
defined tasks; however, unlike conventional programs,
expert systems also explain their actions, justify their
conclusions, and provide details of the knowledge they
contain. Expert systems are ideal for capturing and utilizing
the "rules of thumb"-type logic that evolves from the
experience gained in ASAL.
The assembly executive is responsible for making
decisions about the actions to take (and the order to take
them) during the construction of a given structure. To make
informed decisions, the executive has to have access to all
current system information, and the knowledge to evaluate
that information in light of the desired task. It is this
decision-making component of the assembly executive that
was best suited to implementation using expert system
techniques.
Methodology
A subset of the general area of expert systems
concentrates on explicitly representing an expert's
knowledge about a class of problems and then providing a
separate reasoning mechanism (called an inference engine)
that operates on this knowledge to produce a solution.
These kinds of systems are known as knowledge-based
expert systems. The knowledge base is a f'tle containing the
facts which make up the human expert's knowledge about a
specific domain. An inference engine is a program that
applies reasoning techniques to the facts, as defined by the
knowledge base, to draw conclusions. Inference engines
vary according to the representation of the knowledge and
the strategy for applying the knowledge.
There are a variety of expert system development tools
available to assist programmers in building powerful
systems capable of solving a wide range of problems. The
commercially available Knowledge Engineering System
(KES (ref. 9 and 10)) was selected for use in ASAU The
KES tool provides the inference engine, knowledge
representation schemes, and facilities for creating an operator
interface. KES provides an embedding technique for
integrating expert systems with existing software by
allowing procedural language code to send, receive, and
modify data from a knowledge base through the use of
special data types and ran-time functions.
The KES im'erence engine uses mies to represent
knowledge. This knowledge representation scheme is
particularly well-suited to applications such as automated
assembly where the facts can be organized in the form of
branching logic or if-then constructs. KES uses deductive
reasoning as the technique for problem solving, where
certain outcomes follow directly from certain inputs.
The pursuit of a solution (or goal) drives the reasoning
methodology used by KES. This goal-driven inferencing
technique is known as backward chaining. Implicit subgoals
are set up to determine values for attributes that appear in the
antecedent of a rule that infers a value for some other
attribute, and so on, until a value for the goal attribute has
been determined. In addition to goal-driven inferencing,
KES also performs event-driven inferencing through the use
of demons. Event-driven (forward chaining) inferencing
takes place when the expert system responds to the
occurrence of an event rather than the pursuit of a goal.
The following section will describe how the fore-
mentioned methodologies have been applied to the automated
assembly system software in ASAL using KES.
Implementation
As mentioned previously, the executive portion of the
assembly system software was the first to be implemented as
a expert system. The executive is responsible for managing
all the devices (the motion bases, the robot ann, the end
effectors, and the vision system), data verification, and error
recovery. Figure 8 illustrates where the knowledge base fits
into the overall software system architecture. By embedding
the knowledge base in the automated assembly system, the
executive has access to expert system methodologies for
decision-making while leaving the already familiar operator
interface and existing database management schemes intact.
The operator gains access to the executive through a
menu-driven interface. By implementing a menu-driven
interface, the operator is only presented with the commands
he needs at any given time. As shown in figure 8, a layer of
procedural code (FORTRAN and C routines) surrounds the
knowledge base and handles the menuing functions and
information exchange between the knowledge base and the
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hardware.Databaseinformation is also transferred through
this surrounding code. The knowledge base contains the
data constructs (attributes and classes), rules, and demons
necessary to make informed decisions about assembly
actions.
The expert system uses the knowledge base as the primary
source for determining the command sent to a particular
device at any given time. Commands are sent to the
individual processors associated with the specific hardware
device for interpretation and execution. When up-to-date
information about a piece of hardware is needed, sensors are
polled through the device interfaces and the information is
passed back to the knowledge base. After a device-specific
processor has completed processing a command, a return
status is forwarded to the knowledge base so the next action
can be sent. In the case of a successful return, the database
is updated and the next command in the sequence of
assembly actions is determined. In the case of an error,
instructions to return to the last known successful state may
be issued. Information about all system functions is
constantly updated and reported to the operator via status
windows.
The structuring and content of the knowledge base lies at
the heart of the expert system, and therefore warrants further
consideration. The next sections will detail the more
important components of the knowledge base, and present
examples of their application.
Classes-
KES uses a structure called a class to describe a group of
objects having the same set of characteristics. Each object is
referred to as a member of the class, and each characteristic
is maintained in a class construct known as an attribute.
Two classes are defined in the current automated assembly
knowledge base: one for struts and one for panels.
There are 102 unique members in the strut class: one for
each strut in the truss assembly. An example of the attribute
declarations for the strut members is shown in figure 9. The
values associated with these attributes are stored in a
database and are associated with some physical aspect of the
strut and the way it is stored in the canister or installed in the
structure. As indicated in the figure, there are 13 attributes
identified for struts: three associated with naming
conventions (OBSERVER NAME, ALTERNATE NAME,
and ROBOT NAME); two identifying the canister storage
location (TRAY, SLOT); five containing information about
the physical characteristics of the strut (NODE END) and
any special conditions for installation (CAP END, FLIP,
CAN_FLIP, and NODE DIRECT); one to track the current
location of the strut (WHERE); and two that define carriage
positions of the robot during installation (MB_INDEXl and
MB_INDEX2). Additional information regarding these
attributes can be found in reference 8.
A class has also been defined for panels and contains
information pertaining to the installed location for the panel
and the whether or not the panel is installed.
Rules-
Rules are the most powerful knowledge source available
to the inference engine. They represent the expert's
knowledge, and they direct the actions of the expert system
towards a desired goal. The general format of a rule is
if antecedent then consequent endif.
The antecedent is a logical comparison which evaluates to
either true or false. The antecedent must he true for the
consequent to be performed. The consequent consists of
KES commands which contribute, or drive, the system
toward a goal. For the assembly executive, the rules
formulated require an intimate knowledge of the physical
operations, potential system states, and capabilities of the
various hardware. Rules have been defined for capturing
information pertaining to tray transfer operations, and path
segment selection for strut and panel installation/removal
operations.
The path the robot arm travels from a rest position above
the storage canister to the installation point in the structure is
divided into segments or states. Figure 10 presents two rules
that are used to detemune the next segment (next_state) in
the installation path for a strut. For this illustration the robot
arm is poised above the supply canister awaiting direction to
proceed to the grasp point of the canister. The current
location of the robot arm (currentstate) and the direction of
the robot arm's motion (phase) determine the next segment
in the robot's path. The robot's phase (either into or out of
the structure) is determined from the current location of the
robot (current_state), the current location of the strut
(current_strut>where), and the task or goal specified by the
operator (target_state). The current location of the robot is
maintained in a database, and the location of the strut is held
within the class member for that strut. To determine whether
or not the consequence oftbe stare rule is performed, the
phase rule must be evaluated. The execution (called firing)
of a rule often depends upon other rules being satisfied. It is
this backward chaining technique that makes rules so
powerful.
The strut installation path from the pickup point of the
strut at the canister through the installation point at the
structure and return requires 22 rules. These 22 simplified
rules replaced approximately 850 lines of FORTRAN code.
The total knowledge base currently contains 59 rules;
twenty-two rules for determining strut assembly paths as
previously indicated, twenty-two for panel paths, and fifteen
for transferring trays from the supply canister to the storage
canister and vice versa.
_mons-
Demons provide a method for event-driven inferencing
within KES. Where rules actively seek additional
information in an attempt to satisfy a specific goal, demons
remain passive until an event occurs which initiates their
execution. Adding event-driven inferencing (demons) to
backward-chaining inferencing (rules) makes for a more
dynamic expert system by providing a natural way of
expressing some types of knowledge. Demons are useful
for monitoring attributes for new or changed values in an
attempt to modularize the procedural portions of the
knowledge base.
A demon is composed of two parts; a guard and a body.
A guard is similar to the antecedent of a rule, and contains
conditional statements to be evaluated. The body contains a
list of commands that KES executes sequentially. Assigning
a new value to an attribute in the guard constitutes an event,
causing all associated demons (ie. demons with that amibute
in their guard) to be evaluated, ffthe guard evaluates to true,
then KES executes the commands in the body of the demon.
In the assembly executive knowledge base, when a value is
assigned to an attribute in the consequent of certian rules, a
demon is activated, initiating event-driven inferencing.
Suppose the state rule of figure 10 evaluates to true, and
the next segment in the strut installation path is determined to
be the canister grasp point (GP CAN). The demon in figure
11 is used to generate the command strings necessary to
move the robot arm to GP_CAN. Following the example,
first some preliminary flags are set and the end effector
conditions are checked. By assigning a value of true to the
attribute check scar (a), another demon is activated which
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makes sure the end effector is in the configuration necessary
for making a safe approach to the canister. The value
returned by the end effector is stored in the attribute ee
response, which is examined before continuing (b). An
uncorrectable error during the end effector operation would
cause a roll back of the system to the last successful state (c).
A successful return from the end effector allows the expert
system to send a command to the processor associated with
the robot arm to reset the force/torque sensor (d).
Installation conditions for the current strut are ascertained (e)
before the command to send to the robot is synthesized (f
and g). The slot and tray numbers are appended to the base
command string (h). and the command is sent (i). The
assignment of true to the send merlin attribute constitutes an
event which activates yet another demon. The send merlin
demon sends the command and evaluates the robot response.
If the device operated successfully, the current state is
updated (j). The message command (j) is the means for
sending the new value for the robot state to the database
through the embedded interface. An unsuccessful robot
operation results in a reverse (k and l).
A demon can change the value of the attribute that
triggered its execution resulting in recursive behavior. The
body of a demon can also determine the value of another
attribute which itself may have associated demons. These
demons can be triggered, invoking forward chaining. By.
blendh-ig .....t _Ul forward and backward chaining in a recursive
environment, the assembly executive knowledge base has
evolved into a concise and powerful mechanism for
representing assembly knowledge.
Benefits
The concise representation afforded by the rule-based
system reduced the lines of code significantly over the
procedural (FORTRAN) version. A number of additional
capabilities have been added to the system (panel operations,
end effector changes, and machine vision), and the number
of lines of code is still far below that of the original
FORTRAN version. This reduction has lead to increased
maintainability, and modifications and upgrades have been
performed rapidly. The knowledge base is easier to debug
and modify because the knowledge is separate from the
algorithms and is readily accessible at run time.
This structural assembly project is relatively simple
compared to many of the in-space check-out and servicing
tasks currently being proposed. Export system techniques
have already proven to be mandatory for effective system
management in ASAL. Such knowledge-based
methodologies are a requirement for the timely development
and maintenance of these types of complex systems.
RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
The overall goal of the ASAL research is to develop a
complete integrated assembly system which incorporates on-
line, automated planning and scheduling functions. The
expert system executive described in this paper represents a
fast step in an evolution toward such advanced capabilities.
A baseline automated assembly system for space
structures has been successful in assembling and
disassembling a 102-member tetrahedral truss and
demonstrating the utility of a supervised autonomy mode of
operation. Complete assembly of the truss with the 12
attached panels using machine vision and the microprocessor
controlled end effectors, all under the control of the expert
system executive is being initiated. This test will
demonstrate the capabilities of both the hardware and the
software. In addition, performance data will be gathered
which will help direct the evolution of the system. An
attempt will be made to quantify error recovery actions taken
by the operator with the goal of automating many error
recovery procedures.
Currendy when an error occurs, a menu of potential
solutions is presented to the operator. The operator must
then assess the error by visually verifying sensor data and
select one or more options from an error recovery menu. By
recording and studying the operators choices, the state of the
system when the error occurred, the order in which error
recovery actions are attempted, and the successful actions as
wen as failures, it is hoped that many processes can be
automated. The final decision on error resolution will still
rest with the operator, but a number of historically
successful error recovery actions can be attempted before
operator intervention is requested.
The enhancement with the largest software impact within
ASAL will be the change over from the current system
architecture (as seen in figure 6) to the highly distributed
architecture as depicted in figure 12. Under this new
architecture, all the devices will have their own processors,
and will he controlled by an expert system scheduler.
Maintaining separate devices for the individual processors
will allow for concurrency among many assembly
operations.
A number of advanced planners, each with their own
knowledge base, are also included in the design of the new
architecture. Knowledge bases will exist for: (1) a tray
storage planner so that a fixed tray and slot assignment per
strut will no longer be necessary, (2) a task planner for
developing assembly scenarios based upon a definition of
truss geometry and stiffness characteristics, (3) a path
planner for determining a collision free path to the structure
without having to rely on pre-determined approach points,
and (4) a planner for combining necessary operations as a
logical sequence and determining what actions can take place
concurrently.
To manage the increased number of knowledge bases and
individual processors, the KES software has been upgraded
to an applications development tool known as the Strategic
Networked Applications Platform (SNAP). SNAP supports
the development of applications that operate in a distributed
hardware environment. SNAP is made up of five
components of pre-built software, the most important of
which is the object model, containing the information driving
the application. SNAP supports an object-oriented model of
application data providing a direct mapping of the real world
objects associated with the application to objects in the object
model. Objects (classes) def'med in the object model can be
processed using either a rule-based knowledge source
(backward chained rules), event-driven procedures
(demons), or functions. Other components for building
end-user interfaces using windows, mapping to permanent
storage such as databases or files, integrating new or
existing code. and communicating with other devices
combine with the object model to make a complete
application. Existing KES applications can be directly
converted into SNAP compatible applications.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The research conducted in ASAL has successfully
demonstrated the viability of using robotic manipulators to
automatically assemble and disassemble large truss
structures. During the construction of a given structure, the
system software assembly executive is responsible for
making decisions about the actions to take, and the order in
which to take them. To make informed decisions the
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executive has to have access to all current system 
information, and the knowledge to evaluate that information 
in the light of the desired task. Due to the complexity of the 
software, continued implementation in traditional 
programming languages (ie. FORTRAN) became 
prohibitive. Traditional programkg languages are not well 
suited for encapsulating the knowledge required for intricate 
assembly sequences. Preliminary investigations into the 
application of expert system technologies to perform the 
decision-making portions of the assembly software have 
been very encouraging. 
Planned enhancements include implementation of a 
distributed architecture and several advanced planners. 
Multiple devices, each with their own processors, will be 
controlled by an expert system scheduler. The addition of a 
number of advanced planners, each with their own 
knowledge base, will make for a robust and reliable 
assembly system. 
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Figure 2. Tetrahedral Truss with IIexagonxl Panels 
(a) Srmt End Effector (b) Panel End Effector 
Figure 3. ASAL End Effectors 
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Classes:
STRUTS:
attributes:
OBSERVER NAME: str.
ALTERNATE NAME: sir.
ROBOT NAME: s_.
TRAY: int.
SLOT: int.
NODE END: sir.
CAP END: s_.
WHERE: sgl (CANISTER. INSTALLED, ARM).
FLIP: str.
CAN_FLIP: truth.
NODE DIRECT: str.
MB_INDEX 1: rot.
MB_INDEX2: int.
%
endclass.
Figure 9. Class Defmation for Struts
State:
if
currentstate= AP CAN* and
ph&sc _-out
then
next_stare = GP_CAN**
endif.
Phase:
if
current_state = AP_CAN and
target_state = GP_CAN and
currentstrut>where = CANISTER IARM
then
phase = out
endif.
AP_CAN : Canister approach point
GP_CAN: Canister grasp point
Figure 10. Example Rules for Strut Path Determination
State GP_CAN:
when
next_stare = GP_CAN
then
reassert rule_flag = false.
erase stat_s mode.
(a) reassert check_scar = true.
(b) if ee response = reversed then
(c) reassert remm= true.
else \ ee response = worked
if ((ink = false and restart = false) or ovemde) and
status_mode = false then
(d) message "COMMAND$reset fts".
endif.
(e) ff current strut>CAN_FLIP then
(f) reassert tomerl = "GOTO GP_FLIP_CAN*"
else
(g) reassert tomerl = "GOTO GP_CAN*"
endif.
if determined (current strut) then
(h) reassert ton'ted = combine(tomefl,eurrent strut>SLOT,"*",
current strut>TRAY).
endif.
(i) reassert send merlin = true.
ff halt__op = false then
if robot success then
(j) message "UPDATE$charstate,GP_CAN".
reassert current_state = GP_CAN.
else \mnmato calling state
ff current strut>CANFLIP then
(k) reassertorrid = combine(
"GOTO REV_GP_FL[P",
current strut>SLOT,"*",
current su'ut>TRAY).
reassert send merlin = true.
endif.
(I) reassert relama = true.
endif.
endif.
endwhen.
endif.
Figure I I. Demon forMoving Robot to Canister Grasp Point
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Abstract
Over the last ten years, the Stanford Aerospace Robotics Laboratory (ARL) has developed a hardware facility
in which a number of space robotics issueshave been, and continue to be addressed. This paper reviews two of the
current ARL research areas: navigation and controlof freeflyingspace robots, and modelling and controlof extremely
flexiblespace structures.
The ARL has designed and built several semi-autonomous free-flyingrobots that perform numerous tasks in a
zero-gravity,drag-free,two-dimensional environment. It isenvisioned that future generations of these robots willbe
part of a human-robot team, in which the robots willoperate under the task-levelcommands of astronauts. To make
thispossible,the ARL has developed a graphical user interface(GUI) with an intuitiveobject-levelmotion-direction
capability.Using thisinterface,the ARL has demonstrated autonomous navigation, interceptand capture of moving
and spinning objects,object transport, multiple-robot cooperative manipulation, and simple assemblies from both
free-flyingand fixedbases.
The ARL has also built a number of experimental test beds on which the modelling and control of flexible
manipulators has been studied. Early ARL experiments in this arena demonstrated for the firstt:.methe capability
to control the end-point position of both single-linkand multi-link flexiblemanipulators using end-point sensing.
Building on these accomplishments, the ARL has been able to control payloads with unknown dynamics at the end
of a flexible manipulator, and to achieve high-performance control of a multi-link flexible manipulator.
Experiments in Autonomous Navigation and Control of Multi-Ma-
nipulator, Free-Flying Space Robots
1.1 Introduction
Although space presents an exciting new frontier for science and manufacturing, it has proven to be a costly and
dangerous place for humans. It is therefore an ideal environment for sophisticated robots capable of performing, as part
of a human-robot team, tasks that currently require the active participation of astronauts.
As our presence in space expands, it will be increasingly important for robots to be capable of handling a variety of
tasks ranging from routine inspection and maintenance to unforeseen servicing and repair work. Under the task-level
guidance of astronauts, such tasks could be carried out by free-flying space robots equipped with sets of dexterous
manipulators. These robots will need to be able to navigate to remote job sites, rendezvous with free-flying objects,
perform servicing or assembly operations, and return to their base of operations.
In order to advance the underlying theory and technology necessary for the aforementioned robotic capabilities to
be realized, the ARL has identified and addressed the problems associated with building and controlling autonomous
*Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Aeronauticsand Astronautics.
tPh.D. Candidate, Department of Aeronauticsand Astronautics.
tPh,D. Candidate, Department of ElectricalEngineering.
§Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Aeronauticsand Astronautics.
¶Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Aeronauticsand Astronautics.
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Figure 1: Stanford Multi-Manipulator Free-Flying Space Robot 
This is a fdy self-contained 2-0 model of a free-flying space robot complete with on board gas, thrusters, 
electrical power, computers, camera, and manipulators. It exhibits nearly frictionless motion as it floats 
above a granite surface plate on a 0.005in thick cushion of air. 
free-flying space robots. The objective of this research has been to demonstrate the ability to carry out complex tasks 
including acquisition, manipulation, and assembly of free-floating objects based on task-level commands. The approach 
has been to extend earlier ARL work in cooperative manipulation involving the use of fixed-base manipulators[l] to 
accommodate an actively mobile base thereby removing the workspace limitations inherent in fixed-base implementation. 
1.2 Experimental Hardware 
To test newly developed design methodologies and control strategies, the ARL has developed an experimental two-armed 
satellite robot shown in Figure 1. The robot uses an air cushion support system to achieve-in two dimensions-the 
drag-free, zero-g characteristics of space. The robot is a fully self-contained spacecraft possessing an on board gas supply 
for flotation and propulsion, rechargeable batteries for power, and on-board computers with sensing and driver electronics 
for navigation and control. Although the robot can function autonomously, its computers can also communicate with 
a network of workstations via a new wireless LAN. An on-board camera provides optical endpoint and target sensing 
while an overhead global vision system facilitates robot navigation and target tracking.’ The robot “floats” on a 9’+12’ 
granite surface plate with a drag-to-weight ratio of about and gravity induced accelerations below lOV5g-a very 
good approximation to the actual conditions of space. A more detailed description of the space robot is given in [2]. 
‘The global vision system serves aa a convenient laboratory surrogate for a tracking system such as GPS that could be used for this 
purpose in space. 
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1.3 Controller Architecture and Graphical User Interface
The controller architecture consists of a three-level hierarchy composed of a stateless remote graphical user interface,
a high-level strategic controller, and a low-level dynamic controller based on an operational space computed torque
formulation.
The graphical user interface (See figure 2) runs on a Sun Workstation and allows an operator to send high level
commands to the robot by selecting icons and clicking on buttons.
!
Acttv_t lng Objl¢_
Ghost: 1.533 1.384 -4.212_ Current Stele: Reed_
Robotl_ose: -a .213 t.119 i.203
Figure 2: Typical View of the User Interface
The graphical user interlace provides "point and click" operation of the robot and allows the operator to
contro/and monitor all operations remotely. /'/ere a capture and move operation is underway.
The high-level strategic controller is based on a sophisticated finite state machine. It accepts commands from
the remote user interface and reconflgures the low-level dynamic controller to carry out desired actions. A thorough
discussion of the strategic controller is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in [2].
1.4 Object Rendezvous and Capture
The execution of useful work in space requires the ability to simultaneously control both robot base and manipulator
motions. In general, rendezvousing with and capturing a free-flying object requires controlling both manipulator and base
body positions to follow coordinated intercept trajectories. Global navigation and control (or "gross motion" control)
of a space robot therefore poses a set of interesting and unique challenges. These differ fundamentally from both the
typical satellite positioning/attitude control problem and the case of a free-floating space robot with an uncontrolled
base.
The robot can be commanded to capture and retrieve an object via the graphical user interface described in the
section Controller Architecture and Graphical User Interface. Figure 3 shows the time history of one such rendezvous.
The object floats on an air bearing supplied by a battery-powered aquarium air pump. The object can be sent across
the granite table in a random direction with a rotation rate as high as 20 revolutions per minute. Since the object is
of comparatively low mass (_ lkg), the robot follows a straight line path to intercept it. Upon grasping the object
by inserting its "peg-in-the-hole"-style grippers, the robot brings the object smoothly to rest (in the robot's reference
frame). It can then stow the object and transport it to some new location where it can release it.
1.5 Nonlinear Adaptive Control of a Free-Flying Space Robot
Adaptive control for robots is useful in several important, common situations: 1) When there is poor or no knowledge
of the payloads, 2) When there are inaccurate models of the robot, 3) When there are changes in the environment.
While a robust, nonadaptive, controller may provide the same protections as an adaptive controller in these situations,
it typically does so with substantially reduced performance. The added complexity of an adaptive controller wins back
that lost performance.
The most obvious situation in which to use adaptive control is for handling payloads that have unknown or poorly
known physical properties--for example, when handling damaged satellites where the nature and extent of the damage
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Figure 3: Time history of Object Rendezvous and Capture
This _time-lapse" plot of experimental data shows the motion of a spinning object and the path the robot
executed in order to intercept and capture it. The frame rate is 0.5Hz and this figure shows about 30 seconds
of elapsed time.
is unknown. More generally, this capability relieves astronauts of the duty to inform the robot of the detailed physical
properties of each payload the robot is to handle. While a comprehensive parts database can relieve much of this
responsibility, adaptive control provides protection in cases when the database is not completely accurate or is lacking.
Adaptive control also eases the basic controller design process. There are typically many aspects of the robot itself
that are either poorly modelled or not modelled. It is difficult to develop accurate models for robots. While lengths and
masses can be measured relatively accurately, effective center of mass locations and moments of inertia of individual links
after being incorporated into the robotic system are estimates at best. Other poorly characterized effects, such as joint
friction, and forces caused by wiring harnesses, contribute to an inaccurate model. By providing appropriate adjustable
parameters to the controller, adaptive control can adapt to these uncertainties to render their effects unimportant.
This research has generated an adaptive control framework that is very general and easily extensible to even larger,
more complex systems than the free-flying robot with cooperating manipulators for which it was developed [3]. The
contributions made by this research include:
• Development of a general adaptive control framework--the adaptive task-space framework--that is capable of
providing full adaptation to a free-flying space robot with two cooperating manipulators in all modes of operation.
• Extension and generalization of a joint-space, nonlinear, adaptive control algorithm, based on inverse-dynamics,
to control in the task space, which represents a broader class of control inputs, including, but not limited to,
cooperative object control, as well as endpoint control and joint control.
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• Formulationofthesystem concatenation approach for efficient, incremental generation of system models for mul-
tiple, interacting systems. System concatenation takes full advantage of models already developed for each manip-
ulator or robot subsystem to minimize the effort in deriving the total system models used for adaptation.
• Full integration of the new adaptive control algorithm into a hierarchical control architecture that includes a
graphical user interface and a finite state table programming environment.
• Experimental verification of the new adaptive controller, in the hierarchical control environment, on a free-flying
space robot model.
• Development of the "Point-Grabber II" vision system that, together with software drivers developed in ARL, is
capable of tracking bright spots at 60 I-Iz with better than 1/20 pixel resolution.
1.6 Cooperative Object Manipulation by Free-Flying Robot Teams
Free-flying space robots could perform many of the dangerous and expensive extra-vehicular activity (EVA) tasks
presently requiring humans, such as the assembly and maintenance of structures and off-board platforms. Certain
missions may require two or more robots to work as a team to cooperatively manipulate large objects such as satellites
or structural elements. Situations requiring this capability include the initial installation or assembly of objects, or the
retrieval of objects for repair or replacement. Manipulating flexible or multi-body objects is another task which may
require a team of robots--a single robot may not be able to adequately control the object's internal degrees of freedom.
With this motivation in mind, the overall objective of this research was to identify and address the central dynamics
and control issues relating to object manipulation by free-flying robot teams [4]. In achieving this goal, this research
made the following contributions to automatic control and robotics:
• The concept of a team manager was developed as a mechanism for directing the activities of multiple independent
robots into a cooperative team effort.
• Task-level direction was extended for use with free-flying robot teams for the first time. Once the user specifies
a desired object position, the robot team determines and executes the control commands required for proper
manipulation.
• A Hybrid-Dynamics formulation of equations of motion was developed that determines the mixed set of system
accelerations and controls that is consistent with a specified complementary mixture of accelerations and controls.
This formulation provided the basis for a robot control algorithm that combines discrete-valued base thrusters
with proportional arm motors to produce precise manipulator endpoint accelerations.
• A dynamic modelling method has been developed for producing a system model directly from subsystem descrip-
tions. This method is based on the solid foundation of constrained-system theory and takes advantage of simple
kinematic relationships to merge subsystem descriptions into a full system model with no need for subsystem
decomposition.
• Laboratory experiments have successfully demonstrated a team of free-flying robots capturing and manipulating a
large, freely moving object. In these experiments, a human user indicates a desired object location and orientation
through a graphical user interface. The robots then capture and so position the object with no additional input
required from the user.
2 Control of Flexible Space Manipulators
2.1 Introduction
Many current and future space missions either require now or will require the assistance of large scale manipulator
systems. For example, the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS) has aided in the deployment, maneuvering, and
retrieval of satellites and orbiter payloads. Future space robotic tasks will include spacecraft inspection and maintenance,
transportation of payloads about space structures, and docking maneuvers.
To maximize the workspace of space robotic manipulators, the links of these robots tend to be very long in length.
Furthermore, due to the cost of boosting mass into orbit, lightweight manipulator designs are most desirable. The
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resulting large, lightweight space manipulators contain low-frequency inherent structural flexibility which increases the
difficulty of achieving high-performance control. As a result, our ability to model and control these flexible manipulators
will determine how efficiently they can be used to perform various tasks.
Large flexible space robots like the SRMS are currently controlled by astronauts using joy sticks to control the
position of each manipulator joint. To avoid exciting the low-frequency modes of the SRMS, the astronauts move the
SRMS very slowly so that the end-point speed remains typically below 0.06 m/see and 0.6 m/see in its fully loaded and
unloaded configurations respectively.
Previous ARL research has demonstrated that the performance of large lightweight manipulators can be significantly
increased by improving the system controller. Through the use of direct end-point sensing, the end-point position can
be used in a feedback control strategy to achieve accurate control of the manipulator end-point [5] [6].
Current ARL research in the control of flexible space manipulators extends this earlier work to control payloads with
unknown dynamics at the end of a flexible manipulator, and to achieve high-performance control of a multi-link flexible
manipulator.
2.2 Control of a Flexible Robotic Manipulator with Unkown Payload Dynamics
Space-based robots such as the SRMS and the proposed Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS) have been
and will be essential elements of future space exploration. Further, the payloads manipulated by these large, flexible
robots may themselves include unknown internal dynamics. Examples include sloshing fuel and/or flexible appendages
(e.g. vibrating solar panels on a small satellite). If the payload dynamics are not accounted for in the control design,
degraded performance or instability are possible.
The existing body of control that has been developed for flexible space robotic manipulators is insufficient to achieve
high-performance control of such complex configurations. Collocated controllers are insensitive to payload dynamics
but are low performance [7]. High-performance control has been achieved by using non-collocated end-point control [7],
bu_ the configurations studied all involved payloads that were well modelled by a tip inertia matrix only. Further,
it has been shown that these high performance non-collocated controllers are sensitive to the mass and inertia of the
tip [8]. It has also been demonstrated that a controller that is tuned for a particular tip mass may in fact be unstable
for a different tip mass [8]. The sensitivity to an unknown tip mass has been accounted for successfully using adaptive
endpoint control [9].
The goal of this research is to develop control techniques that provide precise, high bandwidth end-point control of
flexible manipulators and are also able to damp any internal oscillations of the payload. The internal dynamics of the
payload will not be known a priori. Furthermore, it is assumed that it will not be practical to outfit the payload with
sensors that measure the internal state of the payload. The sensory input for controlling the robot-payload system will
be based on the robot system sensors only. 2
The control approach that has been developed and demonstrated experimentally in this research is based on ex-
tensions to the self-tuning regulator solution of adaptive control (see [10] for details). The extensions yield a feasible,
real-time control that potentially can be implemented in future space robotic systems. High performance control is
merged with an innovative identification algorithm in a self-tuning regulator approach. The identification of the payload
is done using recently developed subspace fitting techniques. These techniques allow real-time determination of the order
of the payload dynamics. Sufficient excitation problems are addressed by performing the identification closed loop.
Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the hardware. The experiment represents a large space-based manipulator
holding a payload that has internal vibrating dynamics. The robot arm is a flexible beam which moves in the horizontal
plane. At one end of the beam, there is a motor, and on the other end there is the payload which is a pad that floats
on an air bearing. The pad and air bearing prevent out-of-plane vibrations. Mounted on the pad is a pendulum that
represents the dynamics of the payload. Floating the pad on a smooth granite table simulates the zero-g environment
of space in one dimension.
The pendulum inside the payload can be held mechanically so that it will not vibrate, or it can be set free to oscillate.
The length of the pendulum can be modified to simulate an unknown frequency of oscillation (i.e. one that might be
encountered in a sloshing fuel tank). The damping ratio of the pendulum is on the order of 0.5%. When released form
a 45 ° initial condition, it takes about one minute to damp within -I-5° of its steady-state value. Reference [11] has a
more detailed description of the hardware including mass properties.
The effect of having unmodelled payload dynamics on the closed-loop performance of the system can be seen by
examining the time response shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows the time response of an end-point-based LQG controller
2This includes vision sensing.
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Figure 4: Hardware Schematic
This figure shows a schematic of the single link flexible manipulator with a dynamic payload.
that neglects the dynamics of the payload (i.e. the payload is considered to be a rigid body). This inadequate time
response verifies that the payload dynamics cannot be neglected when using end-point control.
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Figure 5: Time Response
This figure shows the time response of an end-point-based LQG controller that neglects the dynamics of the
payload. This inadequate time response verities that the payload dynamics cannot be neglected when using
end-point control.
The experimental results of the adaptive controller are shown in Figure 6. The pendulum is mechanically held at a
45 ° initial condition so that the payload is initially a rigid body. While the controller is regulating the payload position,
the pendulum is released. For the first 2.2 seconds, the pendulum is being held at 45 degrees and the payload is regulated
to zero. At 2.2 seconds, the pendulum is released resulting in motion of the payload. For the next two seconds, the
pendulum is damping very slowly with a damping ratio of less the 0.5%. During this time, the identification algorithm
detects the frequency of the pendulum, and at four seconds into the run, it swaps in a controller that accounts for
the payload dynamics. Three seconds later, the pendulum is damped to within five degrees and the arm is within two
millimeters of its desired position.
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Figure 6: Time Response
This figure shows the time response of the adaptive controller. The identification algorithm detects the
frequency of the pendulum, and then swaps in a controller that accounts for the payload dynamics.
2.3 High-Performance Control of a Multi-Link Flexible Manipulator
This research focuses on the problem of repositioning quickly and accurately a multi-link flexible space structure within
a specified time (see [12] for details). It is assumed that only the initial and final states of the structure and the final
time of the slew are given. A quadratic performance index is formulated which weights the value of the state at the
terminal time, and the integral of the square of the control effort expended to that time. Minimizing this performance
index with respect to the control effort results in a terminal controller with time-varying feedback gains.
For many applications, the motion of the end-point of a structure may be arbitrary, as long as the structure reaches a
desired configuration within a specified time. For example, suppose a large flexible space robot was initially performing
a task in one portion of its workspace, and then was commanded to perform a task at another location. In this case,
assuming that the workspace is clear of obstacles, the trajectory that the endpoint follows in moving from its original
working location to the commanded position is not of concern, as long as the manipulator reaches its desired destination,
or repositions itself, quickly. Similarly, the transportation of rigid payloads from one location to another is an additional
application where only the initial and final positions and the time duration of the slew are of importance.
There are various approaches that can be taken to reposition a flexible structure. For example, when a desired
trajectory is known, it is possible to calculate an open-loop set of control inputs which would result in the desired
end-point motion. Another method of repositioning a flexible structure or manipulator involves using full state feedback
based on optimally determined, time-invariant (TI) feedback gains derived from a linear-quadratic cost function. This
approach is fully described in [13] and [6]. Although these methods have been shown to perform quite well, they require a
specified trajectory from which the control inputs are calculated. The terminal controller design discussed in this research
automatically generates, based on the minimization of a linear-quadratic performance index, the optimal state history
and the corresponding feedback gains necessary to enforce this motion. Terminal controllers have the added advantage
of being computationally inexpensive to calculate (allowing for on-line controller design), and are independent of the
initial and final states of the system. Furthermore, the time duration of the repositioning is the only slew parameter
upon which the terminal controller design is dependent. As a result, the same set of controller gains can be used for
point-to-point slews having equal specified final times.
The Stanford Multi-Link Flexible Manipulator,'shown in Figure 7, consists of a two-link flexible manipulator which
operates on air cushions in the horizontal plane of a 1.2 m by 2.4 m granite table. Each of the flexible links is 0.52 m in
length, and consists of an aluminum beam (cross section 1 mm by 38.1 mm) with discrete masses evenly spaced along its
length. The discrete masses, termed "Mass Intensifiers", increase the overall beam mass without changing its flexural
rigidity. These Mass Intensifiers also lower the natural frequencies of vibration. The flexible links exhibit significant
bending in the horizontal plane due to their narrow cross section and orientation. Air cushion supports at the elbow
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Figure 7: Schematic of the Stanford Multi-Link Flexible Manipulator
Shown in this figure is the Stanford Multi-Link Flexible Manipulator along with the various components of
the experimental apparatus.
and end-point provide torsional stiffness. In addition to exaggerating the link flexibility, the structure was designed
to be lightly damped. As a result, damping must be provided to the system through active control. The shoulder
motor, mounted on the side of the granite table, can provide a peak torque of 5.43 N-m. The elbow motor, mounted on
the elbow air-cushion pad, can provide a peak torque of 1.06 N-m. Both actuators are direct-drive, DC limited-angle
torquers. Rotary variable differential transformers (RVDT's) are located at each of the motor shafts and provide joint
angle measurements. A vision sensor, fully described in [1], is available for end-point measurements. It consists of a
CCD television camera that tracks a special variable reflectivity target located at the manipulator end-point. The vision
system has the capability to track multiple targets at a sample rate of 60 Hz with a resolution of approximately 1 mm
over the roughly 1.5 m 2 workspace [6].
Figures 8 and 9 show a comparison between experimental and simulated responses for the terminal controller for a
final slew time of tl = 2.5 seconds. From Figure 8 it is evident that both the shoulder and elbow motor position histories
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Figure 8: Terminal Controller Experimental Response for tf -- 2.5 seconds
Comparison of experimental and simulated position and torque histories for the shoulder and elbow motors.
correspond quite well with the simulated results, with the exception that the experimental responses show slightly more
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Figure 9: Experimental End-Point Motion for tf = 2.5 seconds
Experimental and s/mulated end-point response for the terminal controller.
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Figure 10: Controller Comparison for tf -- 2.5 seconds
A comparison of experimental position and torque histories for the terminal controller, an endpoint based
LQG controller, and a PD controller.
overshoot in both cases.The endpoint positionresponseshown in Figure 9 again shows excellentagreement between
experiment and simulation.
Figure 10 givesa comparison ofthe terminalcontrollerto an LQG end-point-basedcontrollerand a PD controller.
The response of the PD controllerisby far the worst,asexpected, in that itexhibitsexcessiveovershoot and a large
settlingtime. Considering the end-point response,Figure 11 illustratesthat the terminal controllershows significantly
shorterrisetimes and settlingtimes than the LQG controller,with comparable overshoot [12].
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Experimental and simulated endpoint responses for the terminal controller and an end-point based LQG
controller.
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The effective use of information is a critical prob-
lem faced by manufacturing organizations that must re-
spond quickly to market changes. As product runs be-
come shorter, rapid and efficient development of product
manufacturing facilities becomes crucial to commercial
success. Effective information utilization is a key ele-
ment to successfully meeting these requirements. This
paper reviews opportunities for developing technical so-
lutions to information utilization problems within a man-
ufacturing enterprise, and outhnes a research agenda for
solving these problems.
1 Introduction
Agile manufacturing is being heralded as the key to suc-
cessful competition in today's marketplace, supplanting
traditional mass production techniques. As always, the
successful economic competitor is the one who produces
the right product at the right price. What has changed is
the marketplace -- consumers no longer want a generic
product at the lowest price. The increasing reality of
the world as a single market is forcing suppliers to deal
with more varied demands, niche markets, and most im-
portantly, more Competitors. Agility in manufacturing
is the the ability to respond to small production quan-
tities, short development cycles and product lifetimes,
and increased product variety. The manufacturer who
successfully adopts these skills will be more responsive
to changing customer desires and will be rewarded with
a larger market share.
It is our view that although there are important pro-
cess development issues, success in agile manufactur-
ing will center on effectively utilizing information in the
manufacturing organization. As product cycles and pro-
duction quantities shrink, product costs become increas-
ingly dominated by non-recurring engineering costs --
the upfront engineering, b-hrthermore, efficient infor-
mation control is a critical contributor to determining
time-to-market, another increasingly important issue in
today's marketplace. The successful producer is the one
who recognizes the importance in developing, analyzing,
and utilizing information.
"This work was supported by the U.S. Department of En-
ergy under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789.
The manufacturer that ties its future productivity to
the utilization of information also opens an opportunity
to free itself from current resource-based growth con-
straints. As long as competitiveness is closely tied to
physical goods, a mature industry finds its fate tied to
changes in resource availability or to the incremental im-
provements of a mature technology. By linking its future
to information utilization, the agile enterprise benefits
from the inherently unlimited nature of an abstract com-
modity, information. ]_-_arther, information technology is
currently improving at a very high rate, allowing infor-
mation to be processed at rapidly declining costs.
Sandia's Intelligent Systems and Robotics Center
(ISRC) has created a program in Information-Driven
Manufacturing to focus efforts on the effective control
and utilization of information in the manufacturing en-
vironment. We have identified automatic planning and
programming, and sensor- and model-based control as
key technologies required to overcome the impediments
to agility inherent in current generation manufactur-
ing equipment. We have chosen assembly of electro-
mechanical components to motivate our research in ag-
ile manufacturing. This subset of manufacturing tasks
is important both for its major role in manufacturing,
and because many of the key issues to be resolved in
electro-mechanical assembly are representative of analo-
gous problems elsewhere in the manufacturing process.
In classic economic tradition, we will draw upon the
example of the Acme Widget Company to build a sce-
nario for agile manufacturing. Through this example we
will illustrate the path of information flow in the man-
ufacturing process and explore how better utilization of
that information translates into greater agility. We will
also identify the important research issues that require
resolution to create the highly agile enterprise.
2 The Acme Widget Company
Acme Widget is a world-leader in the design and man-
ufacture of -- widgets. Market research has identified
significant consumer interest in widgets with a Super
Turbo feature. Fortunately, the technology required to
produce Super Turbo Widgets has been developed by re-
searchers in Acme's basement. Now Acme's problem is
to manufacture the new Super Turbo Widgets and bring
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them to the marketplace before their competitor, Vile
Enterprises. We will follow the design and production of
this new product with an eye toward where information
is generated and utilized.
Acme researchers have produced a prototype Super
Turbo Widget, but this prototype must be refined into a
commercial product design and then manufactured. The
engineering department develops a candidate design, and
the drawings are sent to the prototyping shop. Based on
tests with the early units, engineering makes a number
of design changes to refiaove slight performance glitches,
and new prototypes are built. After several such cycles,
the design is frozen and sent to production engineering.
The basic technology of the Super Turbo Widget is
the same as the ordinary widget, so production engineer-
ing's primary task is to develop tooling and set up the
new production line. Production engineering develops
an assembly line plan, and notices that several inverting
stations are required that seem extraneous. By inserting
screws A12-A16 from the opposite direction, several of
these inverting stations may be omitted, reducing manu-
facturing costs. Production engineering sends the draw-
ings back to design engineering and requests the design
change.
Design engineering implements the requested change,
which requires cutting new dies for some of the stamped
parts. Production engineering then resumes work. An
initial batch of parts is fabricated, and assembly line con-
struction begins. Initial trials reveal that the hole spac-
ing on part X3Y is too tight for the high-speed insertion
machines, requiring either a design change or a signif-
icant cost penalty along with reduced production rate.
This hole spacing is not critical to widget performance,
so the design is again modified by design engineering.
Finally the unit goes into volume production. Dur-
ing the initial production runs, the workstation for part
G42Z jams 15% of the time, causing spoilage that in-
terrupts production and eradicates profits. Apparently
there is a slight difference between the injection-molded
production version of part G42Z and the machined pro-
totypes used in the initial workstation trials. Production
engineers study the situation, and are eventually able to
adjust and modify the workstation tooling to prevent the
problem.
At last Acme is producing Super Turbo Widgets with-
out a hitch. Unfortunately, Vile Enterprises introduced
its new Extra Turbo Whatsit two months earlier, and has
already sold 20,000 units. It is unclear whether Acme
will ever be able to gain a significant market share in
the wake of Vile's head start.
3 Analysis of the Scenario
The scenario demonstrates a basic cycle consisting of de-
sign -, fabricate --, test -_ repeat. In our example we
had an "inner loop" between engineering and prototyp-
ing that we traversed several times. There is another
inner loop in the production engineering area. Finally,
there is an outer loop containing these two inner loops.
There are three basic methods that we can apply to
shorten the time to get to market -- fewer times around
each loop, concurrent execution of the loops, and faster
execution of the steps inside each loop. The first and last
methods also lead to reduced non-recurring engineering
costs.
Acme could have exploited all three of these methods
by using information effectively. For example, produc-
tion engineering's initial trials showed that modifying
the X3Y hole spacing could reduce manufacturing costs;
if this information about the limitations of the manu-
facturing equipment was discovered at design time, an
entire cycle between design and production engineering
could have been avoided. Y_rther, if design engineering
had released interim design information, then production
engineering could have begun assembly line development
concurrently. Finally, better analysis tools could have
helped both design and production engineering identify
and resolve problems more rapidly, thus shortening the
time required for each step.
Inadequate use of information was central to Acme's
problems. The most significant problems were related to
information content rather than information flow. For
example, the failure of the G42Z workstation resulted
from subtleties in the interaction between the worksta-
tion and the parts it manipulated. This workstation
design was sensitive to differences between machined
and injection-molded parts, but this information was not
known until production began, at which point the work-
station began to fail. This is an example where critical
information was simply not available until late in the
design/production cycle.
Despite the close similarity of the manufacturing pro-
cesses for the ordinary and Super Turbo Widgets, the
scenario shows how inadequate information utilization
during design and manufacturing development can sub-
stantially affect the eventual profitability of the product.
4 A Research Agenda for Agile Manufacturing
The Acme widget scenario showed two opportunities for
using information to increase manufacturing agility: by
allowing work to proceed concurrently, and by providing
early detection of problems. There is also a third ap-
proach: by using information on-line to provide process
capabilities not available otherwise. These new process
capabilities may eliminate problems and reduce the need
for co_ :plex design analysis.
In the following sections we outline an agenda of re-
search required to support the information-based agile
enterprise. The outline provides the broad brushstrokes
of what will be a long-term effort by many participants.
Within Sandia's Intelligent Systems and Robotics Cen-
ter we have created the Information-Driven Manufac-
turing Project to develop technology to support each of
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theseapproaches,ultimatelyin concert.Thefollowing
sectionswill reviewtheseapproaches,theresearchprob-
lemstheyentail,andsomeof Sandia'seffortstoward
theirsolution.
4.1 Allowing Concurrent Work
One method of reducing the time required to take a
product to market is to perform product design and
manufacturing development concurrently. This requires
good communication between design and manufactur-
ing groups, and frequent exchange of design information
between groups. Information exchange adds overhead
to the efforts of both groups; if this overhead becomes
too large, then the benefits of concurrent engineering are
lost.
Successfully implementing concurrent engineering in
a manufacturing organization involves significant human
factors and management issues. However, there are tech-
nical challenges as well. These include the development
of efficient communication techniques that minimize the
overhead associated with concurrent engineering. Sup-
porting this communication electronically could produce
substantial benefits, but some difficult problems must be
confronted. For example, distributed design representa-
tions must be developed that will allow a design to be
modified by many designers spread throughout a man-
ufacturing organization, while preventing one designer
from inadvertently corrupting another designer's work.
Further, the design representation must allow each de-
signer to view relevant aspects of the design; for example,
one designer may wish to check for part interference dur-
ing the expected motions of a mechanism, while a second
designer may focus on the mechanism 's hydraulic control
system. At the same time these activities are proceed-
ing, a production engineer may be seeking ways to re-
duce the complexity of assembling the mechanism. Each
of these analysis problems requires numerous analysis-
specific details describing the design. If these views are
not seamlessly integrated, then concurrent engineering is
compromised because the implications of design changes
are more difficult to transmit between groups.
We can break the problem of developing concurrent
engineering tools into two basic components: represen-
tation and communication. The representation compo-
nent requires that the design database support each de-
signer's view of the design problem. In the example of
the previous paragraph, the representation must support
analysis of kinematic linkages, geometric sweeping opera-
tions for interference checking, a model of hydraulic per-
formance, and the geometric and physical information
needed for assembly analysis. The communication com-
ponent requires software that allows multiple designers
to effectively access the data simultaneously. This soft-
ware must facilitate efficient communication of design
details and intent, and prevent conflicts between design
modifications.
Past work has addressed many of these issues. Rep-
resentations have been developed for geometric analy-
sis, including kinematic pairs and sweeping operations
[Leu et al. 1986; Hoffmann 1989; Joskowicz 1989;
Rossignac and Requicha 1986]. Special-purpose repre-
sentations have also been developed for modeling hy-
draulic systems and other design aspects. However, rep-
resentations that support manufacturing process analy-
sis require further development; these must be completed
before an integrated multiple-view design representation
may be developed. There has also been work addressing
the communication component of the problem [Kanna-
pan and Marshek 1991]. Past work in computer net-
works, transaction-based databases, and multiple-user
concurrency and version control all shed light on the is-
sues that must be addressed to successfully implement a
concurrent engineering system.
Given the state of the art, a sound approach to de-
veloping effective concurrent engineering systems is to
develop the necessary specific representations to support
analysis of manufacturing processes, integrate these and
other representations to produce an integrated multiple-
view design representation, and develop a system that
will allow several users to work simultaneously with a
design using the integrated representation. The near-
term research goals of the Sandia ISRC will address the
first of these problems by developing the representations
required to support early problem detection and on-line
control of manufacturing processes. Integrating these
representations will be addressed in the longer term.
4.2 Early Problem Detection
One of the key lessons of the Acme scenario is that it
becomes increasingly expensive to resolve problems as
the development process proceeds. Further, the later a
problem is discovered, the greater the delay that results
from solving the problem. Thus, early detection of prob-
lems in the product or its manufacturing facility could
reduce non-recurring engineering costs while simultane-
ously bringing the product more quickly to the market.
In other cases these techniques may show that manufac-
turing costs will erode profits, allowing a manufacturer
to cancel a project before the sunk costs become too
great.
Problems may occur in a variety of places. The prod-
uct may fail to perform its desired function reliably. Ba-
sic part fabrication processes may produce high scrap
rates. Assembly machines may jam or improperly as-
semble parts. To maximize the agility of the manufac-
turing enterprise, we would like to detect problems as
early as possible in each of these areas. In this section,
we will focus on problems that occur in the assembly
stage. This is due to the inherent difficulty of predicting
these problems, their prevalence in manufacturing appli-
cations, and their relative insensitivity to the fabrication
technology used to produce the component parts. The
goal of the research agenda outlined here is to develop
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analysistechniquesthat cancombinethe information
inherentin the designmodelwith informationregard-
ingmanufacturingcapabilitiesto predictmanufacturing
problems.
Assemblyproblemsmayoccuronamacroscopicormi-
croscopiclevel.On themacroscopiclevel,the intrinsic
productdesignmayforceadditionalmanipulationand
assemblyoperationsthat increasemanufacturingcosts(suchastheextrainvertingstationsneededinourAcme
Widgetscenario).Analyzingassemblystrategiesearlyin
thedesignprocessmaysuggestrelativelysimpledesign
changesthat maydramaticallyreducethenumberofre-
quiredassemblyoperationsandyieldsubstantialmanu-
facturingcostsavings.Thisbenefitcouldbemaximized
by performingan assemblyanalysisfrequentlyduring
thedesignprocess,but this is impededbytheinherent
difficultyof a detailedassemblyanalysis.Thenumber
of possibleassemblysequencesgrowsexponentiallywith
thenumberofparts,andcomplexfeasibilityconstraints
mustbeevaluatedto discriminatebetweenfeasibleand
infeasibleassemblyplans.Further,theseconstraintsde-
pendon detailsof the assemblyline andits tooling,
whichmaybemodifiedto improveassemblyefficiency.
Thesecomplicationsdiscouragefrequentassemblyanaly-
sis;toolsto aidthis analysiswouldallowmanufacturing
organizationsto simplifyproductassemblyoperations
beforedesignchangesbecomeprohibitivelyexpensive.
Theproblemofautomaticassemblysequenceanalysis
hasbeenstudiedforseveralyears.The1992IEEECon-
ferenceonRoboticsandAutomationsponsoredawork-
shoponthis topic;thenotesto thisworkshoprovidea
snapshotof thestateof theart [Leeet al. 1992]. More
accessible references include [Fahlman 1974; Lieberman
and Wesley 1977; Boothroyd and Dewhurst 1986; Wolter
1988; Strip and Maciejewski 1990; Defazio et al. 1990;
Homem de Mello and Lee 1991]. These efforts have pro-
duced several prototype assembly planning and analysis
systems, and have also identified a variety of open prob-
lems that must be solved to support general assembly
analysis. These include developing planners that accept
geometric CAD models as input, implementing search
procedures that effectively cope with the combinatorial
explosion of design alternatives, developing methods for
combining geometric and physical process constraints in
the assembly analysis, and implementing reconfigurable
procedures for generating output process specifications
and machine-executable code. The Sandia ISRC will
continue to address these problems in future work.
Assembly problems may also occur at a finer level of
detail. In addition to laying out the simplest possible se-
quence of assembly operations, manufacturing engineers
must implement assembly lines that reliably carry out
each operation. This is at once critical and difficult. Due
to the serial nature of assembly lines, the reliability of
the entire line hinges on the reliability of each individual
operation. Assuring this reliability is very difficult to do
in advance, since part-handling operations often involve
subtle mechanical processes that are hard to understand
and predict. The Acme example contains an instance of
this -- the inability to reliably feed part G42Z because
of variations induced in the fabrication stage. Currently
a manufacturing engineer is forced to employ trial-and-
error methods after parts and tooling have been fabri-
cated, which delays assembly line implementation and
leads to late (expensive) design changes. Tools that help
identify reliability problems early on would help manu-
facturing organizations avoid these delays and their as-
sociated cost.
Research on issues at this microscopic scale are gener-
ally referred to as fine motion planning [Lozano-P_rez et
al. 1984]. This research strives to simultaneously con-
sider task geometry, physics, and uncertainty to auto-
matically analyze and construct robust assembly tasks.
Much of the early work in this area studied issues related
to specific assembly tasks, such as peg-in-hole assembly
[Whitney 1982; Erdmann 1986; Donald 1988; Strip 1989;
Caine et al. 1989]. Other work has addressed tasks more
closely related to part feeding and presentation [Erd-
mann and Mason 1986; Peshkin and Sanderson 1988;
Goldberg et al. 1991; Boothroyd 1992; Brost 1992;
Schimmels and Peshkin 1992]. These results have im-
proved our ability to au_oma_mauy............ all_ly'.........t_ a._l,_,_.l'l'"
tasks, but much work remains. Open problems include
the development of robust analysis procedures that may
be applied to a variety of tasks, definition of practical
models of task uncertainty, and calibration of the phys-
ical accuracy of the analysis output, b-_ture ISRC re-
search will address these problems.
The above discussion separates the macroscopic and
microscopic aspects of an assembly problem. The macro-
scopic analysis addresses the assembly sequence and
overall assembly plan, while the microscopic analysis ad-
dresses the details of each individual assembly operation.
In reality, these issues are coupled -- the choice of as-
sembly sequence can simplify or complicate the required
assembly operations, and details of each assembly op-
eration can affect the feasibility of a given assembly se-
quence. An ultimate goal of our research in information-
driven manufacturing is to produce an integrated assem-
bly analysis tool that supports early problem detection
by simultaneously considering both macroscopic and mi-
croscopic aspects of an assembly problem.
4.3 On-Line Process Control
The previous sections have described two methods for
using information to reduce the time to implement a
desired manufacturing line -- by supporting concurrent
work and early problem detection. Both methods have
the benefit that, given a fixed set of problems to solve in
order to implement a desired assembly line, they accel-
erate the process of solving these problems.
A third approach is to reduce the number of problems
that must be solved by increasing the capabilities of the
assembly process itself. One method is to use informa-
tion to make on-line process adjustments at production
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time. Forexample,considertheproblemof mating two
parts. A standard approach is to place one part pre-
cisely in a fixture, and then attach the second part using
a placement device that expects the first part to be re-
peatably placed. Implementing this strategy requires the
development of a fixture and fixture-placement operation
that places the first part in a highly-repeatable position;
the details of this operation must be carefully evaluated
by a manufacturing engineer. An alternative would be to
place the first part in a simple clamping device, measure
the part's true position, and modify the second part's in-
sertion motion in response to the measured position. If
the sensing/motion modification device is easy to repro-
gram for the new task, then this approach reduces the
effort required to develop the assembly line because the
need for a detailed repeatable fixture analysis is elim-
inated. Additional cost savings arise because a part-
specific custom fixture does not need to be constructed,
and part tolerances relevant only to the fixturing opera-
tion may be relaxed.
On-line control of manufacturing processes can also
produce cost savings by allowing changes to the technol-
ogy used to manufacture parts. For example, sometimes
a weld between two parts must be ground flush with the
surrounding surface to eliminate stress risers on an as-
sembly that is subject to high strain. The exact surface
position is not critical, but the surface smoothness is crit-
ical. Precise grinding machines may be used to smooth
out the weld to the required tolerance, but these ma-
chines also require a precise surface position and shape,
thereby imposing additional tolerance specifications that
result purely from manufacturing considerations. If on-
line sensing is used to sense the surface position and
adjust the grinding operation accordingly, then these ad-
ditional tolerance specifications are no longer required.
This may allow the parts to be cast instead of machined,
yielding substantial cost savings.
These examples illustrate ways to employ the use of
information during process execution, thereby simpli-
fying the up-front information analysis required. Ade-
quately using information on-line requires good sensors,
means for interpreting sensor data, methods for control-
ling actuation devices based on the interpreted sensor
results, and a simple method for re-programming the
sensing/control device to execute a new task.
The use of on-line sensing to compensate for process
variations has been applied to a variety of manufactur-
ing processes. For example, active force control has been
applied to compensate for part and fixturing inaccura-
cies during assembly operations [Whitney 1977]. Force
control has also been used in conjunction with high-
resolution capacitive sensors to allow tight-tolerance fin-
ishing operations on metal parts in significantly less time
than competing technologies [Selleck and Loucks 1990].
Machine vision has been used to locate parts that are
difficult to feed mechanically [Regalbuto 1991]. The
challenge in each of these cases is to make the on-line
sensing/control system flexible and easy to re-program.
Future research at the ISRC will continue to develop
sensors, control systems, and user interfaces to support
flexible on-line process control.
5 Conclusion
We have seen that effective information utilization is a
critical issue in agile manufacturing. Although there are
numerous issues in process and tool development that
will significantly impact agility in production, the most
important changes will come from shifting our atten-
tion from the hardware in a plant to the information
used to design and manufacture a new product. It is
only through good information utilization that we can
achieve better productivity in the non-recurring engi-
neering costs, which are becoming increasingly impor-
tant as product life cycles shorten. In addition, effective
information utilization will shorten product development
time, which is essential as the number and variety of
competitors grows. On the factory floor, information-
based control will change the way in which machines
and processes work. As more of the process versatility
becomes embedded in real-time controllers, we will be
able to add previously unimagined capabilities to smart
machines at low marginal cost.
Information-driven manufacturing methods use infor-
mation to efficiently implement a successful manufactur-
ing facility. In this paper we have identified an agenda
of research topics whose resolution is necessary to make
these methods a reality. The outlined research program
will require a dedicated effort by many researchers from
a variety of organizations. Like many others throughout
the world, we in the ISRC are working on pieces of the
puzzle. We recognize the critical importance of collab-
orating with others ranging from leading edge research
organizations to down-in-the-trenches production engi-
neers. We invite these collaborations as we continue to
develop tools to support information-driven production.
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Abstract
By using emittance and reflectance radiation models, the effects of angle of observation, polar-
ization, and spectral content are analyzed to characterize the geometrical and physical properties--
reflectivity, emissivity, orientation, dielectric properties, and roughness--of a sensed surface. Based
on this analysis, the use of microwave, infrared, and optical sensing is investigated to assure the
perception of surfaces on a typical lunar outpost. Also, the concept of employing several sensors on a
lunar outpost is explored. An approach for efficient hardware implementation of the fused sensor sys-
tems is discussed.
Introduction
Human presence on the lunar surface for extended periods of time (for up to 2 years at the
beginning of the next millennium) will require extensive supporting capabilities including habitat
modules, power generation modules, operational control modules, and life support modules. Em-
placement of this evolutionary lunar base will require preliminary robotic missions such as surface
exploration or mining for construction purposes. Because of specific illumination conditions in space
and mission requirements, achieving these operations---either automated or teleoperated--requires
advanced sensing technologies to assure perception of the lunar scene at any time and in any location
by a vision system.
*Marie-France Collin is on leave of absence from ITMI, BP 177, 61 Chemin du Vieux Chine, 38244
Meylan Cedex, France.
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The scene perception and interpretation capabilities of the vision system being designed at the
NASA/Johnson Space Center with the collaboration of ITMI, France, will be based on physical mod-
els that underlie the reflection and emission radiations phenomena. These physical models take into
account the relationship between environmental illumination (which can be active in the presence of
radar sensors or passive in the presence of thermal or visible sensors), surface parameters, and per-
ceived data. Physical models will be used jointly with fuzzy logic techniques to perform fusion of the
multisensor data and to interpret the physical and geometrical properties of the sensed surfaces. The
perception system architecture is represented by the following scheme (fig. 1), which shows sensor
selection and fusion modules.
environ- tment
i iii
:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.
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Figure 1. Perception system architecture.
This paper first presents the reflectance and emittance models on which sensor selection and
sensor fusion are based. These models allow us to understand the effect of surface parameters on the
response of multiple sensing devices. The constitutive key parameters are roughness, the dielectric
constant, orientation, temperature, and emissivity of the surface. These surface parameters are need-
ed for scene perception and interpretation in the context of planetary operations. The second part of
the paper, which is based on reflectance and emittance model analysis, presents the effect of these
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key parameters on sensor responses for different sensors. The third part of the paper deals with a
method being developed to assure the perception and interpretation of the scene for space operations.
Physics of perception
In the remote sensing field, perception models have been used extensively to characterize sur-
faces for Earth observation purposes [1]_2)_Sl_4]. The models presented here are issued from this
domain. The following sections will present a survey on the most commonly used theoretical models
for scattering and emission mechanisms.
Scattering models
Energy reflected offa surface and received by a remote sensing device is related to a scattering
coefficient, Opq, that is dependent on surface physical properties. The subscript pq indicates that the
received field is p-polarized and the transmitted field is q-polarized. The most common values for p
and q are horizontal and vertical polarizations. To obtain a numerical solution of the scattering coef-
ficients, o_, several models have been developed that depend on the frequency range of illumination
and on surface geometry. By making assumptions on the scattering mechanisms, it is then possible
to get relatively simple numerical solutions for the scattered coefficients.
According to the Kirchoff approximation, a scattered field can be estimated using the Fresnel
reflection coefficients R v and R h for vertical and horizontal polarizations. As shown in the following
expressions [s], these coefficients depend on the electrical properties of the surface and on the incident
angle:
R h = [p_ose - (p_- sin_O)z_]/[ p_o6O + (pe- sin_0 )v2]
R = [ccosO - (pe- sinSO)_Sll[eoosO + (pe- sinsO)_s)
U
Using the Kirchoff approximations, numerical simplification leads to the scattered coefficients
estimation first derived by Beckmann-Spizzichino (7).
om = ozpq÷ aspq + aspq
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olpq isthe specularreflectionterm, and O2pqand o3pq are due to the surfaceroughness and slope
effects,respectively.Figure 2 presentsa typicalbackscatter_ngresponseas a functionofthe inci-
dence angle (}usingdifferentvaluesofthe standarddeviationofthe'surfaceheightso (representing
the surfaceroughness).
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Figure 2. Typical backscattering for a composite surface model.
Emission models
Emission models are the governing models for passive sensors such as infrared sensors and
radiometers(passivemicrowave sensing)..The spectralbrightnessBf (inW.m-2.sr -l.Hz-1) per-
ceivedby a thermal sensor is rela_ectto th_ physical temperature T Of the surface and to the surface
emissivity coefficient e (9 r, p) as formulated by the following equation using Planck's radiation law:
Bf ( gr,p ) = e( gr,P )2hf3 c'_2 ( exp/*f/yl"'- 1) -1
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whereh, f, c, and/z are, respectively, Planck's constant, the frequency, the velocity of light, and the
Boltzmann constant; e (8 r , p) is the emissivity perceived from the observation angle 8r with respect
to the surface normal; and p is the polarization of the perceived radiation.
To simplify an analysis of emitted radiations, the theoretical models are divided into two cate-
gories: (1) high-frequency models and (2) low-frequency models. These models are presented in the
following paragraphs.
The low-frequency model allows us to simplify the exponential term of Planck's radiation law
when hf/kT < < 1, which is also equivalent to _T > 0.77 with _ in meters and T in Kelvin.
The Rayleigh-Jeans, or low-frequency approximation, of Planck's radiation law is
Bf(Or,P) - 2k/_t2 e(Or,P)T
From this equation it appears that, in the microwave region, radiation emitted by the surface lin-
early depends on surface temperature. Therefore, considering the radiations emitted by the surface
only, a radiometer provides a brightness temperature measurement T b that depends on the surface
parameters. T b is defined as
Tb(Or, p) = e(Or,P)T
In the case of thermal equilibrium, emissivity is defined as [6]
e(0 r,p) = 1 - r(0 r,p)
where r ( er, p ) is the reflectivity of the surface when illuminated with an incident angle 8 r with re-
spect to the surface normal.
At high frequencies, Planck's radiation law is reduced to a simpler model when hf/kT > > 1,
which is also equivalent to _T < 0.77 with _ in meters and T in Kelvin. Using a high-frequency ap-
proximation, Planck's law is reduced to
Bf ( er,p ) - e( 8r,P )2hf3c-2exp-hf/kT
At highfrequencies,theemissivityisadequatelymodelizedby a Lambertian law forany surfacetype.
Using thepreviousformulation,theperceivedintensityatthesensoristhen
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g=(1 -o0/4)2hf3c -2 1 exp-hf/kT (if
The emitted intensity is therefore a function of physical temperature and dielectric constant of the
surface (through %) but is independent on the observation angle.
An example of temperature brightness given by a thermal sensor is shown as a function of the
surface temperature in the following figure (fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Radiant temperature for typical materials.
Key parameters
From theoreticalmodeling of scatteringand emission,itappears thatsensorresponsesare
mostlydependenton surfaceparametersmrou_hness and dielectriconstant---onviewingparameters
mincidence and observationangles--andon sensorcharacteristics--frequencyand polarization.The
purposeofthissectionistounderstandtowhat extenttheseparametersareaffectingsensorresponse.
Thisparametric analysisshouldthenleadtotheselectionofa sensingconfiguration(sensor,sensor
mode, and frequencyrange)thatisthemost sensitivetoa requiredparameter.
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Bypresentingexperimentaldataasa functionofincidenceangle,the surfaceparameters,the
sensorfrequency,and thepolarizationeffectsare illustratedinthefollowingparagraphs.
_ou_hness
The most affectingparameter isthesurfaceroughnessparameter. Roughness affectsboth the
intensityan_dndshape ofthereflectionand emissionpattern.The higherthe roughness,themore dif-
fusethescattering.Therefore,ifthereisa way todistinguishbetween a specularreturnand a diffuse
return(whichwillbe discussedlater),surfaceroughnesscan be estimated.The perceptionofa sur-
faceas eithersmooth orrough thenallowsus toselecttheappropriatescatteringand emissionmodel
withwhich torecoverothersurfaceparameters.
From theoreticalanalysisand experimentalobservations,the effectsofsurfaceroughnesson
sensorresponsescan be summarized asfollows:
A planarsurfaceissmooth when
- ko < 0.2,where oisthestandarddeviationofsurfaceheights.
- with activesensors,thecross-polarizedreturnisnegligiblecompared todirectpolarizationfor
near normal observationangles;atgrazingangles,theyhave thesame orderofmagnitude.
- with activesensors,the directpolarizationmay be eithervery high or verylow depending on
theobservationand incidenceangles.
- with passivesensors,the relativedifferencebetween perpendicularreturnsishigh at high
observationanglesand verylowatnearnormal angles.
A planarsurfaceisrough when
- ko > 1.0
- with activesensors,the cross-and direct-polarizedreturnspresentapproximately the same
intensitylevelforany observationangle.
- with passivesensors,the relativedifferencebetween perpendicularreturnsislow forallob-
servationangles.
An intermediateroughness surfacepresentsintermediatebehaviorsforemitted and scattered
intensitieswhen
- the surfacebehaves likea smooth surfaceatnear normal anglesand likea rough surfaceat
higherangles.
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thesurfacepresentstwo roughnessscales.The small-scaleroughnessispredominant athigh
angles,and thelarge-scaleroughness(orlocallysmooth surfaceoftheKirchofftheory)predom-
inatesnear normal angles(< 30 deg).
Dielectric constant
The dielectric constant is a clue parameter for scene interpretation since it allows us to disting-
uish objects on the basis of their surface material and composition.
The dielectric constant is the second most influential surface parameter after surface rough-
ness. This constant affects sensor response through the Fresnel reflection coefficient R. Since the
Fresnel coefficient influences both reflection and emission, the dielectric constant will affect both
passive and active sensing devices.
As seen in the scattering models, the intensity of reflected radiations for a planar surface is a
product of a roughness term (which depends on viewing and incident angles) and a reflection coeffi-
cient. Therefore, for a given roughness and observation angle, the increase of dielectric constant will
increase the sensor return.
Because the dielectric constant of material is a measure of its permittivity to incident radia-
tions, the dielectric constant is a function of incident frequency. At low frequencies (microwaves are
typical of low frequencies), the dielectric constant is highly related to the water content or moisture
of materials. It provides, therefore, a useful clue for object or surface identification and is also useful
when assuring the safety of mobile rovers in wet areas. In low-frequency domains, the dielectric
constant of material varies from about 2 for dry soil to about 84 for water.
At high frequencies, the dielectric constant is related to material density. For most soils and
materials, the dielectric constant ranges from 2 to 8 at high frequencies. In high-frequency domains,
the dielectric constant is almost frequency-independent and much less sensitive to moisture.
To summarize, the effects of the dielectric constant on reflection and emission are as follows:
• For all frequencies, an increase of dielectric constant increases reflected intensities while it de-
creases the emitted intensities.
• The effectofdielectriconstantismore sensitiveat microwave frequenciesthan itisat visible
frequenciesbecauseofitswider variationatlowfrequencies.
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The effect of dielectric constant is different for horizontally or vertically polarized radiations.
For smooth surfaces, the reflection coefficient is higher for horizontal polarization than it is for
vertical polarization. This effect is inverted, however, for emitted radiation because of the
complementary behavior of emissivity and reflectivity.
Frequency
Because of the interrelationship between parameters, frequency effects present some redun-
dancies with the effects discussed previously--and especially with the roughness effect. According to
the Rayleigh criterion, as frequency increases, the surface appears rougher. In the event of a specular
return, the sensor response should decrease as the surface appears rougher. In the event of a diffuse
return, the sensor response is more likely to increase because of an increase of the diffuse reflection
component.
A side effect of the frequency variation relates to the dielectric constant, since the dielectric
constant is frequency-dependent at microwave frequencies. A frequency increase will generally pro-
duce a decrease in dielectric constant. The resulting sensor response will behave according to the di-
electric effects discussed earlier. However, the dielectric constant is influencing the sensor response
to a lesser extent compared when to the influence felt by the roughness effect.
Frequency effects can be summarized as follows:
• A frequencyincreasegenerallyincreasesthe diffusereflectioncomponent and decreasesthe
specularcomponent due totheapparentincreaseinsurfaceroughness.
• A frequency increase will also correspond to a significantly lower decrease in reflected radiations
due to the dielectric constant decrease.
High frequenciesare sensitiveto small-scaleroughness,and low frequenciesare sensitiveto
large-scaleroughness.
Low frequencies are more sensitive to dielectric constant and moisture variations than are high
frequencies.
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Polarization
Surfacepropertiesaffect the polarization state of an incident wave, whether the wave was ini.
tially polarized or not. The Sun illumination is not polarized, but waves emitted by active sensors may
have a controlled polarization state and might be used for surface analysis. From the sensing side,
both passive and active sensors can detect the specific polarization state of received radiation. The
polarization or depolarization analysis of reflected and emitted radiations is based on either active or
passive sensors. This analysis can provide useful information about surface parameters.
An unpolarized or polarized illumination is reflected offa surface with a polarization or depolar-
ization state that depends on the surface roughness scale. This, therefore, can provide a way of disting-
uishing diffuse and specular reflection components.
As might be expected from the Fresnel reflection coefficients, upon specular reflection, the
horizontally reflected component is significantly larger than the vertically reflected component for
an initially unpolarized radiation. These effects are reversed for emitted radiations, where the vertical
polarizationishigherthan thehorizontalpolarizationforsmooth surfaces.
The behaviorofinitiallypolarizedincidentradiations(inthecaseofactivesensingonly)differs.
Depolarizationisvery low fora smooth toslightlysmooth surface.At near normal incidentangles,
however, the directhorizontalpolarizationHH (horizontalincidentpolarizationand horizontal
receivedpolarization)issimilartothe directverticalpolarizationVV. This behavior changes at
higherincidentangles,where the HH polarizationis higher than the VV polarization.For all
incidenceangles,however, the cross-polarizationHV or VH (horizontallyemittedpolarizationand
verticallyreceivedpolarization,and viceversa)isstillmuch lesssignificanthan is the direct
polarization.
For rough surfaces(vegetatedsurfaces,forexample),thereislittledifferencebetween polar-
izationsbecausedepolarizationishighforany incidentpolarizationstate.Therefore,both directand
crosspolarizationshave similarreturnsand are almostangle-independent.However, the VV return
isslightlyhigherthantheHH return.The returnmagnitudesare alsolowerthanthoseofspecularre-
flection.Emitted radiationsfollowthesame ruleutheyare unpolarizedintheeventofrough surfaces.
In the eventof activepolarizedsensing,direct-and cross-polarizedreturnspresentcasesof
particularly interest. For smooth surfaces, an incident linearly polarized illumination is not depolari-
zed at high incidence angles. A different effect is observed for rough surfaces, where linearly polariz-
ed illuminations are depolarized upon reflection. Thus, depolarization is related to surface roughness.
The effects of polarization are summarized as follows:
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Thespecular reflection of an unpolarized illumination is horizontally polarized (except for near
nadir angles where there is no significant depolarization). Horizontal polarization is higher than
vertical polarization (the effect is reversed for emitted radiations).
For a smooth surface,an incidentpolarizedradiationwillbe poorlydepolarized,whatever its
initialpolarization,sothatthe incidenceofcross-polarizationisvery low compared to that of
directpolarization.
• For smooth surfaces,horizontaldirectpolarizationissimilartoverticaldirectpolarizationatnear
normal anglesbutishigherathighangles(> 30 deg from normal).
• The depolarizationofincidentlinearpolarizedradiationsbecomes higherasroughnessincreases.
For diffuse reflections, the incident wave--whether polarization or not---is highly depolarized so
that direct- and cross-polarized returns have similar magnitudes. The same holds true for emitted
radiations from rough surfaces.
• For diffuse reflections, the scattering pattern is almost angle-independent.
• For diffusereflections,theVV polarizationisslightlyhigherthan theHH polarization.
• The relativedifferencebetween directhorizontaland verticalpolarizationsisrelatedtosurface
roughnessand thedielectricconstantofthesurfaceforbothpassiveand activesensors.
Adaptive multisensing strategy
The envisagedapproach forthe perceptionsystem design,which isbasedon missionrequire-
ments and environmentalconditionsanalysis,isto developan adaptivemultisensingstrategythat
willbe determinedaccordingtoilluminationconditions.We focusedour investigationsand analyses
on thefollowingissues:What sensorsand correspondingsensingmodalitieswillleadtothe bestesti-
mation oftheneeded surfaceparameters forany environmental conditions?And, how do we use the
theoreticalmodelstogetinformationaboutsurfaceparameters?
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Our attempttosolvetheseproblems ledtoatwo-stepapproach. (1)Selectthe bestappropri-
atedsetofsensorswithrespecttoilluminationconditions,sensorcapabilitiesand complementations,
and needed and known parameters. And, (2)fusethe receiveddata to get the needed parameters.
The followingparagraphsdescribetheconceptsand methods beingdevelopedforthesetwo steps.
The selectionof,amultisensingconfigurationcan be simplysimulatedby a tablewhere the
possiblemultisensingstrategiesarestored.Selectiontablecolumns containa listofsurfaceparame-
ters-roughness,dielectricconstant,range,orientation,and temperature.The tablerows containthe
differentavailablesensors---activeand passivemicrowave sensors,infraredsensors,visiblesensors,
a laserrange finder,and laserradar.For each needed parameter,multiplesensingstrategies--i.e.,
multiplesubsetsofsensorconfigurations--arepossible.The finalconfigurationisselectedaccording
to environmentalconditions.For example, a microwave strategywould preferablybe selecteddur-
inga lunar nightsincethe low frequencyofemittedradiationswould notbe perceivedusing infrared
sensorsbecauseofthelowertemperaturesofthelunarsurfaceduringthelunarnight.
Once the sensingconfigurationisselected,the perceiveddata have tobe fusedtoextractthe
neededparameters.We aredevelopingfuzzylogictechniquestoachievethismultisensorfusion.Com-
pared toclassicalfusiontechniques,fuzzylogicfusionhas thefollowingadvantages[sl:
Fuzzy logiciswellsuitedforcomplementary and dependent datafusionby means offuzzycombi-
nationrules.
Sinceremote sensingmodels are approximatemodelingsofthe electromagneticscatteringphe-
nomena, surfacepropertiescannotbedeterminedwithahighdegreeofaccuracy.Fuzzy logictech-
niquesallowus toprocessuncertain,incomplete,and ambiguous [9lmeasurements using simple
implementationmethods.
The fuzzydescriptionofa planetarysurfaceisconvenientforrovernavigationapplicationsince
the roverdoesnotneed a highlyprecisedescriptionofsurfacesfornavigationalpurposes.
Fuzzy logicalsoallowsnew informationtobededuced from senseddata.
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Conclusion
The objectiveofthe conceptualperceptionsystem,which has been described,istoovercome
difficultiesrelatedtothespaceenvironment illumination.A visionsystem shouldbe abletoperceive
theplanetaryenvironmentforany locationand any time on the surfaceand toprovidea description
ofthesceneintermsofsurfaceroughness,materialidentification,and surfaceorientation.Multifre-
quency and multimode sensingdevicesareused toachievethisanalysis.The capabilitiesofsensors
--rangingfrom visibletoinfraredand microwaves--are exploitedbecause ofcomplementary capa-
bilitiesintermsofenvironmentaloperativeness(e.g.,dust,rain,fog,night,etc.)and interms oftheir
sensitivityotherequiredsurfaceparameters (roughness,dielectricconstant,and orientation).
So far,perceptionproblemsrelatedtospaceenvironmentalconditionshave been identified,an
approach forovercoming theseproblems has been analyzed and selected,the theoreticalbasisfor
approach implementationhas been settled,surfaceparametersand theirrelativeinfluenceon sensor
returnshave beenidentifiedand modelizedforeachsensor,and sensingstrategiesforsurfaceparam-
eterperceptionhave been identified.The next stepsthatwillleadtothedevelopment ofan assured
visionsystem aretoimplement and testtherulesforsensorselectionand sensorfusion--rulesthat
willleadtotherecoveringofsurfaceparameters.
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Abstract - Teleoperation experiments at JPL have
shown that advanced features in a telerobotic system are
a necessary condition for good results, but that they are
not sufficient to assure consistent good performance by
the operators. Two or three operators are normally used
during training and experiments to maintain the desired
performance. An alternative to this multi-operator con-
trol station is a man-machine interface embedding com-
puter programs that can perform some of the operators
functions.
In this paper we present our first experiments with
these concepts, in which we focused on the areas of real
time task monitoring and interactive path planning. In
the first case, when performing a known task, the oper-
ator has an automatic aid for setting control parameters
and camera views. In the second case, an interactive
path planner will rank different path alternatives so that
the operator will make the correct control decision. The
monitoring function has been implemented with a neural
network doing the real-time task segmentation. The in-
teractive path planner has been implemented for redun-
dant manipulators to specify arm configurations across
the desired path and _atisfy geometric, task and perfor-
mance constraints.
I INTRODUCTION
Advanced teleoperation systems are characterized by
computerized features aimed at reducing the operator's
effort and enhancing his concentration during tasks.
Typical features are force reflecting control joysticks,
mixing of video images with computer graphics and ad-
vanced control modes such as sensor or model-referenced
control. These features achieve a level of transparency
between operator and task that assures good awareness
of the remote task status.
The teleoperation experiments carried out in the
Advanced Teleoperation (ATOP) laboratory of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) have shown that these fea-
tures are necessary for good results, but not sufficient
for consistent performance. The control of the many
complex features of advanced teleoperators often results
in excessive mental load and fatigue even during sim-
ple realistic experiments. To avoid this potential prob-
lem, two, often three, operators are used to manage the
ATOP system during training and experiments. A pri-
mary operator is in charge of the manipulation and the
others carry out support functions or serve as trainers.
The multioperator approach is convenient when there are
no constraints on the manpower available at the control
station, but, when its volume is constrained, the man-
machine interface should be controllable by a single per-
son without compromising performance and task comple-
tion time. Thus the need for automatize some of these
functions.
Most of the activities of the supporting operators are
quite simple and yet very time consuming and could,
in principle, be replaced by computer programs embed-
ded in the man-machine interface. Some of these op-
erations include setting the manipulator control gains,
moving cameras and lights and operating the data ac-
quisition functions. All the values in these functions
are predetermined and the only free variable is the time
at which those functions have to be done. Other fea-
tures that should be performed under computer supervi-
sion because of their computational requirement, are task
and path planning. A man-machine interface embedding
these tools would cooperate with the primary operator
by providing direct suggestions, presenting command al-
ternatives and monitoring performance fluctuations.
To test the feasibility of automatic tools of this type,
we have implemented two prototypes of an automatic
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Figure 1: The JPL Dual Arm Advanced Teleoperator 
monitoring program and of a redundant manipulator 
planner. The first tool is based on a neural-network for 
recognition of task phases and real time task measure 
ment and it will permit the flexible automation of some 
task activities and the generation of feedback messages 
to the operator. In this way, a cooperative environment 
can be set, in which the telerobot and the operator share 
duties and monitoring functions of a teleoperated task. 
This approach would extend the paradigm of supervised 
control to the case in which the telerobot monitors and 
supervises the operator actions [4]. 
The second tool that we have also developed is an 
interactive path planner for redundant robots that al- 
lows the operator to specify arm configurations across the 
desired path satisfying geometric, task and performance 
constraints. Redundant manipulators are designed to en- 
hance dexterity and robustness in task execution because 
they are equipped with more degrees of freedom (dof) 
than the minimum required by the task space. These 
manipulators allow the operator to carry out the pri- 
mary manipulative task and, at the same time, to satisfy 
additional constraints such as avoidance of singularities 
and joint limits, maximization of manipulability indices, 
satisfaction of impedance characteristics, collision avoid- 
ance and fault tolerance. These constraints are satisfied 
by using the redundant dof’s of the manipulator, while 
maintaining the position and orientation required by the 
task. These motions of the manipulators are called self 
motions and the space in,which they are executed is the 
manipulator null space. 
When redundant manipulators are used in teleoper- 
ation, there are additional technical issues that relate to 
the operator’s role in resolving the redundancy. Informa- 
tion must be provided to the operator to understand the 
effects of self motions in A meaningful and natural form. 
Next section gives a brief description of the elements 
of the ATOP system and of its operator interface. Our 
initial results in developing a task model that can be 
used for interface/operator interaction are presented in 
section 111. Section IV presents a brief summary of the 
control problems of redundant manipulators, of the spe- 
cific issues of redundant teleoperation and of our param 
eterization approach [7].The conclusion summarizes the 
paper and presents our current research and development 
directions. 
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Figure 2: The JPL ATOP Operator Interface 
I1 THE ADVANCED TELEOPERATION 
SYSTEM 
The Advanced Teleoperation Laboratory (ATOP) is 
physically divided into two parts: the remote site and 
the local site. The main features of the remote site are: 
1. A Camera Positioning System consisting of a steel 
frame capable of supporting five movable TV c a m  
eras. Currently, the frame supports three cameras 
mounted on pan/tilt platforms attached to com- 
puter controlled beams moving on the frame sides 
and ceiling. A monoscopic camera is mounted on 
the ceiling and one on a side beam, while a stereo 
camera is mounted on the other side beam. 
2 .  A Dual Arm System consisting of two AAI 8 degree- 
of-freedom redundant manipulators, two Model C 
JPL Smart Hand and two sets of Universal M e  
tor Controllers (UMC) systems (fig. 1). The UMC 
electronics performs the joint servo, the inverse and 
direct kinematics of the redundant manipulators, 
and handles the communication with the smart 
hands and with the local site via fiber optic se- 
rial lines. Several advanced control features are 
available in the dual arm system, such as contour 
following, shared compliance and harmonic motion 
generator [l], [8]. 
3.  Controlled Light Sources to create viewing condi- 
tions similar to those found in a space environment. 
The local site of the ATOP system consists of the 
control room with the operator interface (fig. 2). This 
interface has evolved following the development and the 
integration of new technologies into the teleoperation s y 5  
tem and is organized in three main subsystem: 
1. A Data Interface consisting of: 
(a) Parameter acquisition interface to enter robot 
configuration and control parameters. 
(b) Data acquisition interface to handle the com- 
munication with the smart hand and process 
incoming force and torque data. 
(c) Progmmming, debugging and set up interface 
for the development, monitoring and setup of 
the control programs for the manipulators. 
(d) Sensors interface to visualize in real time force 
and torque data collected by the manipulators 
sensors. 
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2. A Video Interface composed of:
(a) Video Monitors, displaying two monoscopic
and one stereo views of the remote site,
(b) Computer Graphics Simulation, equipped
with predictive display, for time delay com-
pensation and operator training.
3. A Manual Interface consisting of:
(a) Force Reflecting Hand Controllers (FRHC),
driven by a pair of UMC's to command the
movements of the robots and to feed back
force information to the operator.
(b) Camera Gantry Controls, to move the beams
holding the cameras to the desired viewing po-
sition.
(c) Camera Controls to adjust pan, tilt, focus,
zoom and iris of the cameras.
(d) Foot Pedals for the power tools in the remote
site.
III AUTOMATIC SUPERVISION
An efficient single-person teleoperation interface must
perform some of the functions assigned to the opera-
tors of a multi-operator interface. To experiment with
this idea, two different functions are under study: the
first one is the automatic display of camera and control
menus during a task, and the second is the generation of
feedback messages to the operator. In the first case, the
interface must automatically show the operator the ap-
propriate command menus for the specific task's phase.
In the second case, the interface must provide the oper-
ator with performance feedback messages derived from a
stored model of the task execution. In both cases, a key
element of these advanced tools is a program that can fol-
low the development of a teleoperated task by segmenting
the sensory data stream into appropriate phases.
A task segmentation program of this type has been
implemented by means of a Neural Network architecture
[2] and it is able to identify the segments of a peg-in-hole
task. With this architecture, the temporal sequence of
sensory data generated by the wrist sensor on the ma-
nipulators are turned into spatial patterns and a window
of sensor observations is associated to the current task
phase.
This problem is referred in the literature as that of
learning time sequences and has been approached primar-
ily with two architectures: Time-Delay and Partially Re-
current networks [5]. Partially Recurrent Networks bet-
ter represent the temporal evolution of the task since they
include in the input layer a set of nodes connected to the
output units, to create a context memory. These units
represents the task phase already executed - the previous
state. A set of fixed weight connections have been es-
tablished among the output and context layer units (see
figure 3).
F EK/TIPUT LAYI_.
Figure 3: Partially Recurrent Neural Network
Training is carried out to associate the previous state
and the window of sensor signals to the current state:
- At),.., - at), x(t - (! - 1)zxt),..,x(t)
..,
where (0"1 (t),..., O'n(t)) is the state corresponding to the
x-force sensor signal x(t). The window length (1 value)
is a critical design factor.
The Partially Recurrent network gave good results
both in training and in simulation and it has been inter-
faced to the ATOP telemanipulator system for real-time
tests. The ATOP configuration is significantly different
from the one used for the training data and therefore
these tests also verified the robustness of the approach
to hardware variations.
Figure 4 shows as a dotted line the output of the real-
time segmentation performed by the network during an
actual peg-in-hole task. The solid line represents the cor-
respondence between task's phases and data. The time
response of the network is evident in the lag between ho-
mologous transitions between the solid and the dotted
lines and it depends primarily on the computer used to
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Figure 4: Segmentation in the real-time experiment
collect data and perform the network calculations. Sev-
eral experiments have been carried out and the results
have been quite encouraging with a percentage of cor-
rect segmentations approximately equal to 65%. Figure
4 refers to the a typical Peg-in-Hole phases' sequence [3].
Approximately at time 29 sec the network miselassifies
the end of the extract phase (index n. 8) that should have
occurred at time 34 sec. The network showed also unex-
pected capabilities to recover after misclassification and
it was also able to follow tasks whose phases' sequence
varied from the training one. During peg extraction, for
example, if the operator decided to regrasp the peg, the
network was sometimes able to make the transition from
extraction to insertion and again to extraction. These
tests were quite encouraging and this type of architec-
ture can provide a building block for the automatic tools
of an advanced teleoperation interface.
IV COOPERATIVE REDUNDANCY
MANAGEMENT
For redundant manipulators it is not possible to formu-
late a closed form solution of the inverse kinematic prob-
lem and many control algorithms use a mixture of ve-
locity based control and optimization procedures. The
inverse J acobian is used to compute the velocity trans-
formations and a local optimization of some evaluation
criteria is used to determine the values of the redundant
joints in the arm null space [9], [6]. The above velocity-
based kinematic control has several drawbacks, including
computational cost, numerical instability when the Jaco-
bian inversion is performed near singularities and the lack
of global optimization of the arm configurations.
To eliminate these problems, a parameterization ap-
proach has been proposed for the control of redundant
manipulators [7]. The redundant joints are considered as
parameters of a non-redundant manipulator for which we
can obtain a closed form solution of the inverse kinemat-
ics. This approach transforms the problem of controlling
a redundant arm into that of selecting optimal values for
the configuration parameters, i.e. the redundant joints,
along the required trajectory.
This method has computational and numerical ad-
vantages over velocity-based kinematic controls and it
provides the necessary support for implementing cooper-
ative redundancy management in teleoperation. In fact,
the operator can be shown a display of the parameter
space in which a surface representing a performance cri-
terion is visualized. Every point on the surface is associ-
ated with values of the redundant joints and the operator
can immediately determine the best configuration. The
values of the redundant joints are the parameters that are
used to compute the inverse kinematics of the associated
non redundant manipulator.
More specifically, a null space manifold is formed in
the parameter space with the consideration of individual
joint limits, and characterized by an artificial potential
field representing the performance associated with the
individual null space joint configurations. A null space
manifold can be easily formed by varying the parameter
values within their limits, and by checking the availability
of a solution through the position-based kinematic solu-
tion. The manifold can be incrementally updated and
animated along the given task trajectories. The artificial
potential function is then formed over the null space man-
ifold based on a combination of several desired attributes
such as proximity to joint limits, proximity to singulari-
ties, and measures of kinematic and dynamic manipula,
bility. The potential function represents the performance
criterion for the selection of the joint configuration. It
can be used either automatically by the system, follow-
ing a local gradient search, or manually by the operator.
In this case, globally optimal joint configurations may be
selected by extrapolating the variations of performance
associated with the selected parameter values, or by an-
alyzing the variation of the potential function at succes-
sive task points along the given task trajectory. In short,
the parameterization method allows the visualization of
manipulator internal performance through the display of
potential functions in the parameter space. This provides
a medium for an interactive and cooperative interface for
redundant telemanipulator planning, through which the
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operator can decide whether, when and how to reconfig-
ure the arm for optimal task execution.
Figure 5: Criterion functions on the 2-D null space
The AAI arms used in the ATOP laboratory are de-
composable arms and particularly suited for the proposed
parameterization method that can be applied to each one
of the two subarms in which the manipulators can be
partitioned. In this case, the parameterization method
is very simple because a closed form of the parameterized
inverse kinematic solution can be readily obtained from
each subarm and the null space manifold in the parame-
ter space can be easily described.
The AAI arm is an 8 dof manipulator, where the 4
lower revolute joints are configured as a cascaded spheri-
cal arm for positioning and the 4 upper revolute joints are
configured as a Z-X-Y-Z wrist for orientation. The AAI
arm has no link offsets and since the 4 wrist axes intersect
at one point, the arm is decomposable. This manipula-
tor permits an easy kinematic control because of its zero
offsets and orthogonal mechanical structure and it also
achieves a high dexterity and singularity avoidance.
The proposed parameterization method has been sue-
cessfully applied to the derivation of the closed form, pa-
rameterized inverse kinematic solution of AAI manipula-
tors. The derivation was simplified by taking advantage
of this arm decomposability: the inverse position trans-
formation uses two joints as parameters, one in the lower
arm (first 4 joints) and the other in the upper arm (last
4 joints). A potential function over the solution manifold
is then mapped onto the parameter space for a given task
point, as illustrated in fig. 5.
In our current implementation, the operator is pre-
sented with a 3-D graphic display of the criterion func-
tions plotted over the null space of the robot for five
different end effector positions and orientations. Corre-
sponding to each end effector position and orientation, a
surface is plotted showing the value of the criterion func-
tion over the two dimensional null space. The operator
can specify the weights for each criterion function for the
different surfaces. The display seen by the operator is
shown on Fig. 5.
The input to the program is with a graphic interface
and it consists values of the redundant joints with which
to start or to tune the computation of the optimal tra-
jectory. This approach to redundant path planner offers
a number of advantages to the operator for constructing
feasible paths during a task. In particular, the operator
has complete control in selecting the robot configuration
and the process is carried out in real-time since the tool
provides immediate visual feedback on the quality of the
selected parameters.
V CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described our current efforts to
improve the communication between the operator of a
telerobotic system and the system itself. The long term
objective is to establish a duality between the human
supervision of a telerobot, as in the supervisory control
paradigm, and the automatic support to the user of an
advanced teleoperator. Two main areas of research have
been described. The first one aims at developing tech-
niques for supporting the operator during task execution.
The type of support envisioned within the interface will
consist of task segment identification for the automatic
setting of system parameters and for performance moni-
toring. The second research effort is concerned with the
development of an interactive path planner that cooper-
ates with the operator in the selection of the best path
and configurations of a redundat telemanipulator. These
automatic features will be an asset in all phases of tele-
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operation and will be essential in supporting real teleop- [4]
erated tasks.
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ABSTRACT
Telsoperated robots require one or more humans to
control actuators, mechanisms, and other robot
equipment given feedback from onboard sensors. To
accomplish this task, the human or humans require
some form of control station. Desirable features of
such a control station include operation by a single
human, comfort, and natural human interfaces
(visual, audio, motion, tactile, etc.). These interfaces
should work to maximize performance of the
human/robot system by streamlining the link between
human brain and robotequipment.
This paper describes development of a control station
testbed with the characteristics described above.
Initially, this testbed will be used to control two
teleoparated robots. Features of the robots include
anthropomorphic mechanisms, slaving to the testbed,
and delivery of sensory feedback to the testbed. The
testbed will make use of technologies such as helmet
mounted displays, voice recognition, and
exoskeleton masters. It will allow for integration and
testing of emerging telepresence technologies along
with techniques for coping with control link time
delays.
Systems developed from this testbed could be
applied to ground control of space based robots.
During man-tended operations, the Space Station
Freedom may benefit from ground control of IVA or
EVA robots with science or maintenance tasks.
Planetary exploration may also find advanced
telecperation systems to be very useful.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Remotely controlled robots may be successfully
applied in hazardous environments such as high
radiation zones, deep sea locations, earth orbit, and
extra-terrestrial sites. Three dominant control modes
are telecperation, supervised autonomy, and shared
control 1. Teleoperation is characterized by direct
human-in-the-loop manual control and small time
delays (< 1 sec.). In supervised autonomy,
commands are generated by the operator and sent to
the robot control system for execution. Shared
control makes use of both teleoperation inputs and
an autonomous robot control system. In each of
these modes, a human operator is involved and must
interact with some form of computer based control
station.
Figure 1.1 illustrates a spectrum of technologies
which may be used in a remote robot control station.
At one end are conventional technologies such as
hand controllers, 2-D video, keyboards, and computer
monitors. The other end is labeled as telepresence
technologies and includes force reflective
exoskeletons, stereo (3-D) video, voice recognition,
and synthetic speech.
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Telepresenceanbedefinedasthesenseofbeing
physicallypresentwithobject(s)at a remotesite3.
Telepresencet chnologiesattempto immersea
humanoperatorin the remoteenvironmentwith
actuatorcontrolandsensoryfeedbackdeviceswhich
closely interfaceto the humancentralnervous
system.Robotsattheremotesitearedesignedwith
anthropomorphica tuatorsand sensorydevices,
suchasstereocamerapairsandtactilesensors.
Telepresencet chnologiesofferinterfacesto the
humansensorysystemwhicharemoredirecthan
thoseofthe conventionaltechnologiesdefined.This
freesthe brainfrommanyunnaturalinput/output
conversiontasks,allowingmoreconcentrationon
higherlevelcontrol and process oriented tasks. The
result is a more intuitive way of controlling remote
robots.
Major challenges facing telepresence technologies
include working with time delays, increasing video
resolution and field of view, and provision of adequate
force/torque and haptic feedback.
2.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW
2.1 Objectives
The primary project objective is to develop a
teleoperator control station testbed which makes use
of telepresence technologies. This testbed is
referred to as the Teleoperated Robot Interface
Platform (TRIP) and should provide teleoperation
capabilities for two JSC development robots. One
robot is the Dexterous Anthropomorphic Robotic
Testbed (DART) 4. DART is a dual-arm, dual-hand
robot with a camera platform which provides stereo
video. It will be able to operate under human control
augmented by on board intelligence for use in
development of IVA and EVA robotic systems. The
second, AERCAM, is a prototype mobile camera
platform capable of teleoperation. Initially, this
prototype will be flown on an air bearing floor at JSC.
In a more general sense, TRIP will be used as a
testbed for emerging telepresence technologies,
such as head mounted displays, exoskeletons, and
programming systems. In addition, TRIP will allow
testing of proposed solutions to the problems induced
by control link time delays. Systems developed with
the TRIP testbed should support future operations on
board the Space Station Freedom, including the
possibility of ground control using shared control
techniques.
2.2 Goals & Constraints
TRIP development goals include flexibility, ease of
use, and growth paths. A flexible system will support
the testbed objectives through maximum use of
standard hardware and software interfaces, a
modular approach to system design, and the use of
software for most calibration tasks. The system
should also allow for ease of development and use by
minimizing and simplifying the software learning
curves. Ease of use will support tight schedules and
minimal manpower. A system designed with growth
paths will foster an evolutionary development by
protecting both hardware and software investments.
Design for growth seeks to avoid obsolescence by
choosing established software tools with supported
growth paths and by avoiding hardware with closed or
unsupported architectures.
Development constraints consist of cost and system
performance. Design must be sensitive to costs by
maximizing system capability given current year
funding. Basic system level results should not
depend on large amounts of future funding. Basic
performance requirements, such as data rates and
connectivity, must also be satisfied. Optimization of
performance variables at the expense of system
flexibility will be avoided unless required.
2.3 Facilities & Support
TRIP is under development in the Dexterous Robotics
Lab of JSC's Automation & Robotics Division. The
two target robots are also under development in
division labs. To date, all primary design and
development work has been conducted in-house by
JSC civil service staff members. Only a limited
amount of contractor support has been available or
used.
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3.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
3.1 Organization
TRIP is the integration of assorted telepresence
technologies as illustrated in figure 3.1.1. These
include exoskeletons for the operators hand, wrist
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andarmjoints,aheadmountedisplayforviewing
stereovideoandgraphics,speechsynthesisand
voicerecognitionsystems,anda networkinterface
for passingdatato/froma remoterobot. These
systemshouldworkinconcerto provideintuitive
controlof a remoterobotbyonehumanoperator.
TRIP is organizedinto five subsystems,each
consisting of hardware and associated software.
3.2 Hardware Architecture
The hardware architecture is shown in figure 3.2.1.
Selections were driven primarily by the flexibility goal
along with the availability and cost of both software
and special purpose boards (video, audio, etc.).
Hardware cost and growth path trends were also
considered.
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Fiaure 3.2.1 - Hardware Architecture
The hardware architecture consists of exoskeletons,
a head mounted display, a chair platform with control
pedals, i486 & i386 microprocessors in ISA & VME
buses, and assorted I/O, audio, and video boards. A
single family of processors was selected to minimize
software learning curves and keep costs relatively
low. The ISA bus offers reasonable performance and
a myriad of low cost, special purpose I/O boards to
choose from. The VMEbus offers an industry
standard with high bandwidth performance, extreme
flexibility, and a large number of I/O and processor
boards. Selections of boards for both buses were
based on a balance of cost, flexibility, and
performance. Software driver libraries were also
considered in the board selections as this represents
a potentially labor intensive set of development
tasks.
Exoskeletons are attached to a body harness and
gloves which the operator wears. An analog signal
conditioning box provides power to the exoskeletons
and filters the signals produced by potentiometars
and hall effect sensors. These signals are then read
by an analog to digital (A/D) converter board in the
VMEbus. An embedded i386 computer processes raw
data from the A/D board and makes the results
available on the VMEbus.
The head mounted display (HMD) consists of
monitors, optics, a position sensor, headphones, and
a microphone. The position sensor reports roll, pitch,
and yaw to an embedded i386 computer via an RS-232
link from its own processor based control box. Two
i486 based computers deliver video with text or
graphics overlay to the monitors. The headphones
are driven by a third i486 computer which handles
speech synthesis and other audio feedback
functions. This computer also handles voice
recognition tasks, making use of the microphone. All
three computers use ISA to VME bus adaptors to
communicate with the VMEbus. Video and audio
signals from a remote robot are currently transmitted
through dedicated channels.
A chair platform includes control pedals and a
transmitter for the HMD position sensor.
Potentiometers in the pedals are powered and read by
the same hardware used with the exoskeletons.
Signals are also processed by the embedded i386
computer and results are available on the VMEbus.
The HMD position sensor transmitter has its own
power supply and processor based control box.
An i486 embedded in the VMEbus serves as the
command and control computer of TRIP. Through the
VMEbus, this computer can communicate with all
subsystems and coordinate their interactions. In
addition, this computer handles all data
communications with remote robots through an
ethernet network board and a single dedicated cable.
3.3 Software Architecture
Figure 3.3.1 displays the current high level software
architecture. Software modules are shown in round-
edge rectangles, and hardware is represented in
square-edge rectangles.
The software architecture consists of control and
configuration tasks, command routers, command
handlers, bus data exchange drivers, RS-232
interface drivers, and TCP/IP network interface
drivers.
The control and configuration tasks reside on an
embedded i486 computer in the VMEbus. These allow
the operator to calibrate subsystems and define
subsystem interaction rules. Control tasks
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coordinatethe interactionsbetweenvarious
subsystems.
Commandroutersservetwo functions. First,
processdatafrominputdevicesto producespecific
subsystemcommands. Second,route these
commandsto theappropriatesubsystemessage
areas.Commandroutarsareusedwiththevoice
recognitionsystemandallmotion input devices.
Command handlers accept commands or messages
from command routers and execute the commands or
answer messages. Command handlers are used with
output systems such as video and graphic overlays,
speech synthesis, and environmental audio.
Bus data exchange drivers allow commands and
messages to be physically exchanged between the
ISA buses and the VMEbus. Both embedded and
external computers usa these drivers
Drivers for the RS-232 ports are used by the
embedded i386 computer to communicate with the
HMD position sensor controller. Commands can be
sent to the controller and raw orientation data is read.
This raw data is also parsed and made available to
bus data exchange drivers.
Network access is provided by interface drivers using
the TCP/IP protocols. These are used by the
communication subsystem to transmit commands to
or receive messages from a remote robot. They are
also used to handle commands from TRIP
subsystems and route commands from the robot to
appropriate handlers.
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3.4 Software Tools
Current software tools comprise two operating
systems and three compilers. Windows 3.1 and iRMX
are the operating systems and they support
development with Visual Basic, Borland C++, and
iRMX C.
Windows 3.1 provides cooperative, event driven
multitasking with an easy to use graphical human
interface. A large number of board level drivers
directly support this operating system and
development with its standard user interface.
Windows 3.1 also provides a growth path to a 32 bit
preemptive muititasking/multiprocessing environment
with Windows NT. Windows NT will be backward
compatible with 3.1 and will use the same graphical
interface standards. It should be available at the end
of 1992.
iRMX provides 32 bit mode operation of the Intel
microprocessors and real time task scheduling for low
level, time critical tasks. A unique feature of this
operating system is its ability to run Windows as a
task and communicate between the two operating
systems. This enables the best of two worlds: 32 bit
hard real time tasking and an easy to use standard
interface.
Visual Basic (VB) is an object oriented visual
development environment for the Windows operating
system. Objects can send or receive messages, and
events can be used to trigger user developed code or
operating system calls. The syntax is similar to that
of Basic, but the code structure and object orientation
endow it with many features found in C++. The visual
development environment lends itself to very rapid
prototyping of code and almost effortless user
interface development. VB does not support some of
the low level capabilities found in C or C++, but
Dynamic Link Library (DLL) functions written in C or
C++ may easily be called. Operating system
functions may also be called directly from VB.
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE), a client/server
intertask communication protocol, is also supported
and easy to use.
Borland C++ is an object oriented C development
environment which supports development for the
Windows operating system. Specific to this project, it
allows the development of low level DLL functions
which may be called from VB code. Borland supplies
an efficient code development environment with
extensive debugging support. The object orientation
promotes development of complete code modules
which _ e easy to reuse and build upon.
iRMX C is a compiler and assorted tools for
developing C code task modules which run in the
iRMX real time operating system. These modules will
accommodate time critical, low level functions as
required by the TRIP. These functions may
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communicatewithWindowshostedcode to report
system status, alarms, or data needs.
3.5 Floor Layout
A planform view of TRIP hardware is displayed in
figure 3.5.1. Shown are the chair platform, a 19 inch
equipment rack, and two development work sites. An
adjustable chair is mounted to the platform and
serves as the operator work site. Pedals,
exoskeletons, and the HMD are all connected from
the chair platform to equipment in the 19 inch rack.
The rack contains allTRIP computers along with audio
and video ancillary equipment. Two development
work sites each incorporate a keyboard, mouse, and
two SVGA monitors. One work site supports
development on VMEbus subsystems which include
command and control, communication, and motion.
The other work site supports development on the
audio and video subsystems.
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4.0 SUBSYSTEM DETAILS
4.1 Motion Subsystem
The motion subsystem generates commands to
control position or rate of all articulated members on a
remote robot. Robot members include arms, hands,
torso's, camera platforms, and mobile bases. The
operator controls these using a combination of
exoskeletons, foot pedals, and position sensors.
Force reflection and tactile feedback for the operator
are planned as growth paths in the arm and hand
exoskeletons of this subsystem.
Current components of this subsystem are detailed in
figure 4.1.1. It consists of an embedded i386
computer, an HMD position sensor, an AJD board with
a signal conditioning box, exoskeleton arm and hand
masters, and foot pedals.
An embedded i386 based computer from the Radisys
Corporation is used for subsystem processing and
control. It runs at a clock speed of 25 MHz, contains
8 MB of DRAM, a keyboard controller, serial ports,
and an ISA compatible private bus which supports a
40 MB hard disk and a super VGA controller board. It
boots with a PC/AT compatible BIOS ROM and
supports a number of operating systems. Radisys
also supplies low level functions which allow direct
access to all VMEbus memory spaces. These
functions are compatible with TRIP software tools.
A Logitach 6D Mouse is used to sense the HMD
position and orientation. It makes use of an
ultrasonic transmitter and receiver triangles to
determine location in Cartesian space (x, y, z) and
orientation (roll, pitch, yaw) as Euler angles or
quaternions. Also included is a dedicated control
processor which communicates with the host
processor via RS-232. Advantages of ultrasonics
over magnetic sensors include reduced lag times and
no interference from metal structures. A
disadvantage is that the full range (0-360 degrees) of
Euler angles is not supported, although TRIP does not
require the full range for HMD tracking.
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A VMIVME 3118 scanning A/D board is used in
conjunction with a signal conditioning board
developed in-house to support 64 differential
channels. The A/D board interfaces to the VMEbus
via control registers and a dual ported RAM data
buffer. The signal conditioning board is housed in a
separate box with a dedicated power supply. The
board low pass filters (10 Hz) each channel and
buffers the signal lines to the A/D board. It also
supplies power to sensors on the exoskeletons and
foot pedals.
Two exoskeleton arm masters (EAM) and two
dexterous hand masters (DHM) from Exos, Inc. are
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utilizedin TRIP. The EAMprovidesprecise
measurementsof humanshoulderandelbowjoint
angles.Potentiometersarecurrentlyusedtosense
theangles.TheDHMuseshalleffectsensorsto
measurejoint anglesof the humanhand. A
GripMaster(GM)is integratedintoeachDHMto
measure wrist motion. Development continues to be
funded by NASA with future objectives including the
addition of sensory feedback in all areas. The current
TRIP design will be capable of integrating these
planned improvements.
Foot pedals can be used to control robot torso and/or
mobile base motion. In both cases, Potentiometers
are used to sense ankle joint angles which provide
rate and directional control of robot motors. These
pedals are attached to the chair platform.
Software tasks running on the i386 read and process
raw data from each of the input devices. One task
reads a data buffer on the ND board and processes
for joint angle or rate commands. Processing
includes some simple (i.e. boxcar) noise filtering and
any required coordinate transforms. The ND board
continuously scans all active channels and updates
the entire data buffer at about 800 Hz. A second task
on the i386 reads and parses data from an RS-232
port to determine roll, pitch, and yaw of the HMD. This
port communicates with the position sensor controller
which continuously updates position readings at
about 50 Hz. A third task on i386 accepts processed
data from the other tasks and routes it to the
appropriate command handlers (i.e., communication,
graphic overlay, etc.) using bus data exchange
drivers.
4.2 Vldeo Subsystem
A video subsystem handles all live video signals
along with any computer generated graphics. Video is
supplied by camera pairs on the remote robot which
are designed to provide stereo video to the human
eyes. Computer generated graphics and/or text may
be calibrated to the video and overlayed to provide
visual feedback, simulation results, or task tools to
the operator.
Figure 4.2.1 is a diagram showing haft of the video
subsystem. Each half feeds one of the operators
eyes, and both halves are identical. Components
include a helmet with HMD's, a video scan converter,
a frame grabber and video compression board, an
SVGA graphics board, an i486 based ISA bus
computer, and ISA to VMEbus adaptor boards.
A head mounted display helmet from Virtual Research
is currently in house. It incorporates headphones,
the Logitech 6-D Mouse receiver triangle, two color
LCD displays (360 x 240 pixels), and wide angle
optics from Leep Systems. The helmet is designed
for comfort is extremely easy to don and doff. The
Leep Systems optics have become an industry
standard and can provide a field-of-view in excess of
100 °. Currently available LCD displays do not have
the resolution required to support the detailed video or
graphics ultimately desired in TRIP. In response,
work is progressing in-house to develop higher
resolution black and white HMD's which make use of
wide angle optics and flat panel CRT's. Other
concepts for increased resolution and color are under
consideration.
The Genie scan converter from Jovian will accept 60
Hz non-interlaced RGB signals (i.e. VGA at 640 x
480) as input and produce a 30 Hz interlaced NTSC
signal as output. Monitors in most head mounted
displays currently require an NTSC signal. In
addition, the scan converter provides a gain
adjustment and flicker filtering. Without the flicker
filtering, certain horizontal lines appear to flicker and
may contribute excessively to operator fatigue.
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The frame grabber and video compression boards are
supplied by New Media Graphics and both include low
level software drivers which are compatible with TRIP
software tools. The frame grabber digitizes and scan
converts live video from external cameras, allowing
software manipulation of the images. In addition, this
board will genlock and overlay (via graphics color
keying) VGA signals using a dedicated video (VESA)
bus. The video compression board enables
compression and decompression of full motion (30
Hz) video using a C-Cube CL550 JPEG chip. It
supports storage, playback, and network
transmission of video signals using a private video
bus with the frame grabber.
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AnOrchidFahrenheit1280° graphicsacceleratorwas
selectedastheVGAboard.It providescompleteSuperVGA functionality and makes use of a
dedicated on-board processor to support graphics
intensive applications. Low level drivers are included
for the Windows operating system.
Two i486 based computers are used for subsystem
control functions and as graphics engines. Each runs
at a clock speed of 33 MHz, contains 8 MB of DRAM,
a keyboard controller, serial ports, and an ISA bus
which supports a 210 MB hard disk and subsystem
video boards. They boot with a PC/AT compatible
BIOS ROM and support all TRIP operating systems.
Bus adaptors are supplied by Bit3 Corporation and
provide a high bandwidth link between the VMEbus
and ISA bus. Boards in each bus are linked with a
shielded, multiconductor cable. The VMEbus board
contains 2 MB of dual ported RAM which maps into the
memory space of both buses.
This subsystem accepts commands and messages
from the VMEbus through the bus adaptors. Software
tasks running on the i486 computers are used to
control the display of live video and to generate
desired graphics or text overlays. Graphics can
include wireframe models driven by simulations and
text may include voice menu selections or data from
the remote robot. The video, graphics, and/or text are
merged in the frame grabber and fed to the scan
converter. This converter produces a filtered 30 Hz
interlaced NTSC signal which the HMD directly
accepts and displays to the operator. Future HMD's
with higher resolutions may directly accept the 60 Hz
non-interlaced RGB signals, allowing scan converters
to be bypassed.
4.3 Audio Subsystem
Speech synthesis, environmental audio, and voice
recognition are all part of the audio subsystem.
Speech synthesis provides TRIP an additional path
for relaying data or messages to the operator.
Environmental audio can be used to supply cues or
feedback on the remote environment. This can take
the form of actual environmental sounds (where
possible) and/or computer generated sounds which
cue the operator. Voice recognition essentially
replaces the keyboard as an operator input device
and is required when the operator is wearing
exoskeletons.
Figure 4.3.1 diagrams the audio subsystem.
Components include helmet mounted headphones
and microphone, a voice recognition system board, a
speech synthesis board, an audio mixing system with
an interface board, an i486 based ISA bus computer,
and ISA to VMEbus adaptor boards.
The headphones and a microphone are part of the
helmet assembly. Headphones are driven by an audio
mixing system and the microphone supplies audio
signals to a voice recognition system.
The voice recognition system was developed by
Speech Systems Incorporated. It provides
continuous speech recognition which is speaker
independent and includes a large vocabulary
dictionary (about 40,000 words) which can be
amended by the developer. A unique combination of
speech encoding, acoustic frame compression, and
linguistic decoding is used to support large, variable
duration segments.
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Speech synthesis is provided by the DoubleTalk PC
board and drivers from RC Systems. The board uses
its own 10 MHz, 16 bit microprocessor and supports
multiple speech technologies such as text-to-speech,
LPC, PCM, ADPCM, and CVSD. The analog output
can directly drive headphones or be directed through
a mixing system.
Audio switching, mixing, and signal processing is
accommodated with a CDPC multimedia system by
Media Vision. The system is based on the electronics
of their Pro AudioSpectrum 16 and includes multiple
audio input and output signal options. Signal
processing includes digital filtering, tone control,
bass enhancement, and signal equalization. The
analog mixer supports volume control of each source,
fade in/out, and audio panning. The system includes
an ISA bus interface board and low level drivers which
are compatible with TRIP software tools.
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An i486basedcomputeris usedfor subsystem
processingandcontrol.It runsataclockspeedof33
MHz,contains8 MBofDRAM,akeyboardcontroller,
sedal ports, and an ISA bus which supports a 210 MB
hard disk and subsystem audio boards. It boots with
a PC/AT compatible BIOS ROM and supports all TRIP
operating systems.
A Bit3 bus adaptor provides a high bandwidth link
between the VMEbus and this subsystem. Boards in
each bus are linked with a _,hielded, multiconductor
cable. The VMEbus board contains 2 MB of dual
ported RAM which maps into the memory space of
beth buses.
The audio subsystem exchanges commands and
messages with the VMEbus through its bus adaptor.
Software tasks running on the i486 computer handle
commands for speech synthesis and environmental
audio functions. Synthetic speech and environmental
audio signals are processed and mixed by the CDPC
system, then fed to headphones in the helmet. The
operators voice is picked up by the microphone and
fed to the voice recognition system for interpretation.
Resulting commands are routed to the message areas
of appropriate subsystems.
4.4 Communication Subsystem
The communication subsystem provides full duplex
data transfers between TRIP and the remote robot
using an ethernet based network. Data can represent
commands, sensory information, event messages, or
requests for information.
Hardware for this subsystem is shown in figure 4.4.1.
It basically consists of an embedded i486 computer
from Radisys and an ethernet communications board.
The i486 runs at a clock speed of 33 MHz, contains 8
MB of DRAM, a keyboard controller, serial ports, and
an ISA compatible private bus which supports a 210
MB hard disk and a super VGA controller board. It is
operationally similar to the i386 controller of the
motion subsystem and uses the same low level
drivers for VMEbus memory accesses.
The ethernet board is Western Digital (8003EB)
compatible and uses commonly available packet
drivers. It also supports both thin and thick ethernet
cables along with TCP/IP socket libraries.
Software tasks running on the i486 computer serve
three functions: (1) transfer data packets to and from
the remote robot, (2) parse data packets and route
information to other TRIP subsystems, and (3) handle
commands from TRIP subsystems and build data
packets. The data packets consists of structures
which organize messages, commands, and
information into a form which TRIP and the remote
robot can both understand and easily parse. Future
plans include incorporation of TelRIP software
developed at Rice University. TelRIP (TeleRobotic
Interconnection Protocol) is a layer built on top of
TCP/IP with characteristics specific to teleoperation
of robots. Other software tasks running on the i486
route messages to other TRIP subsystems.
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4.5 Command & Control Subsystem
The command and control subsystem coordinates
interactions of all subsystems with one another. It
also serves as the focal point for system
configuration and subsystem calibration efforts.
This subsystem primarily consists of software, but
shares the embedded i486 used by the
communication subsystem shown in figure 4.4.1.
Software running on the i486 computer provides
system level arbitration of subsystem task and data
interactions. These interactions may be defined in
terms of the active communication paths between
subsystems and the messages or commands
understood on those paths. In addition, each of the
other subsystems may be calibrated or adjusted from
here to correspond to systems on the remote robot.
Examples of this include mapping of exoskeleton
joints to robot joints, definition of joint limits,
activation of video targeting functions, and selection
of environmental audio convolution methods.
5.0 CLOSURE
The project described in this paper is primarily a
system integration effort. Architectures and
approaches discussed are driven by a combination of
operational needs, available technologies, and
flexibility to incorporate projected technologies.
Design goals included ease of use, configurational
flexibility, and the inclusion of growth paths. These
goals were constrained by cost and performance
limits.
5.1 Current Status
All the basic hardware elements of TRIP are currently
being integrated. Software tasks are either in the
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detailed design or implementation phase of
development. The DART anthropomorphic target
robot is currently inthe implementation phase and will
be interfaced to TRIP by the end of this year: The
AERCAM free-flying target robot is in the detailed
design phase of development.
5.2 Future Work
Future work will address the implementation and
testing of newly developed subsystem and
programming technologies. Examples in the video
area include higher resolution black & white monitors,
direct VGA interfaces with wide angle optics, and
computational graphics models as in reference 14.
Motion control examples include the addition of
force/torque reflection, haptic feedback, and
telepmgramming concepts as described in reference
25. TRIP will also make use of 3-D acoustics
research and signal processing techniques, such as
those of reference 19. Robot communications will be
enhanced through updated versions of TelRIP 20,21
software. Finally, an icon or block diagram based
visual environment will be used for system
configuration and subsystem calibrations.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the paradigm of interactive and co-
operative sensing and control as a fundamental mecha-
nism of integrating and fusing the strengths of man and
machine for advanced teleopemtion. The interactive and
cooperative sensing and control is considered as an ex-
tended and generalized form of traded and shared con-
trol. The emphasis of interactive and cooperative sensing
and control is given to the distribution of mutually non-
exclusive subtasks to man and machine, the interactive
invocation of subtasks under the man/machine symbiotic
relationship, and the fusion of information and decision-
making between man and machine according to their
confidence measures. The proposed interactive and co-
operative sensing and control system is composed of
such major functional blocks as the logical sensor sys-
tem, the sensor-based local autonomy, the virtual envi-
ronment formation, and the cooperative decision-malting
between man and machine. The Sensing-Knowledge.-
Command (SKC) fusion network is proposed as a fmgla-
mental architecture for implementing cooperative and in-
teractive sensing and control. Simulation results are
shown.
INTRODUCTION
Early attempts on teleoperation were based on tight cou-
pling between the manipulator and the operator through
mechanical linkagesor steel tapes, as is the case of the
AEC Argonne Laboratory series 1, or electrical or hy-
draulic connections, as is the case of the GE telemanipu-
lators built by Mosher 2.
The telemanipulation based on the direct coupling be-
tween man and machine severely limits its performance
: it neither accommodates the desirable mechanical dex-
terity due to the difficulty of manuaily coordinating mul-
tiple joints, nor allows high task complexity due to the
difficulty of achieving required compliance. It gives an
excessive burden on the operator, which may cause long
task completion time with a high failure rate.
The need to improve mechanical dexterity in teleopera-
lion and achieve desirable compliance during telcopera-
lion, so as to deal with more complex tasks under a
partially constraint environment but with the comfort of
human operator, has prompted the development of the
following teleoperation paradigms :
1) The generalized bilateral telemanipulation 3, 4,
5, 6 in which the light and one-directional cou-
pling between the master and the slave is re-
placed by loose and two-directional coupling
characterized by computer-based bilateral infor-
mation transformation and exchange. This al-
lows that the slave arm may not need to be the
exact kinematic replica of the master ann, and
that the operator can feel the contact force felt by
the slave arm through force feedbacks, which al-
lows human to execute compliance control
2)The supervisorycontrolwith sharedand trad-
ed control7,8, inwhich a taskisdecomposed
into temporarily(tradedcontrol)or spatially
(sharedcontrol)disjointsubtasksthatarc tobe
distributedtoman and machine.For instance,the
operatorcan be supportedby softwarejigsor
spatialsupportmeans 9,Iowhich takeadvantages
of spatialconstraintsin the task to allow the
slave manipulatorto controlthose degreesof
freedom specifiedby the motion constraint,
while theoperatorcontrolstherestofdegreesof
freedom.Or,theslaveann with force/torquesen-
sors is responsiblefor automatic compliance
control,whiletheoperatorisresponsibleforthe
motion control.The supervisionof telemanipu-
lalion11 isdone by the supervisoryloop closed
through the human operator, for which visual
and graphic displays and force reflections from
the remote site play an important role.
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The recent advancement in the theory and practice of ro-
boties and intelligent systems makes it necessary to ex-
ploit new generation of teleopemtion which fully utilizes
the high degreeof mechanical dexterity providedby re-
dundant and multiple arms and the capability of a robot
performing sensor-based local autonomy. Especially, the
role of man and machine should be redefined for ad-
vanced teleoperation in such a way that the slave armbe-
comes an active partner of the human operator,
supporting perception, decision-making, and coopera-
tive task execution. To achieve this requires to explore a
fundamental mechanism of integrating and fusing the
strengths of man and machine for advanced teleopera-
tion-
This paper presents a paradigm of interactive and coop-
erative sensing and control as the fundamental mecha-
nism of integrating and fusing the strengths of man and
machine for advanced teleoperation. The interactive and
cooperative sensing and control is considered as an ex-
tended and generalized form of traded and shred control.
The emphasis of interactive and cooperative sensing and
control is given to the distribution of mutually nonexclu-
sive subtasks to man and machine, the interactive invo-
cation of subtasks to achieve the man/machine symbiotic
relationship, and the fusion of information and decision-
making between man and machine according to their
confidence measures.
THEORY OF INTERACTIVE AND CO-
OPERATIVE SENSING AND CONTROL
The quality of teleoperation depends on the performance
of the operator in perceiving and understanding task
mechanisms correctly and in generating control corn-
man(is precisely in consistency with his/her perception
and intention. The quality of teleoperation also depends
on the performance of the machine (as a master-slave
system) in providing accurate and sensitive control
which is stable and robust under disturbances, system
nonlinearities, and time delays.
As a means of enhancing the performance of the opera-
tot, there have been developed methods for accomplish-
ing powerful telepresence based on sensory feedbacks
using visual displays and force reflections, as well as
methods for effectively training the operatorto achieve
the high level of expertise. On the other hand, the devel-
opment of advanced teleoperator controllers based on the
concept of impedance, passivity, dynamic coordination,
and predictive modeling has been pursued as a means of
improving the performance of the machine.
However, there exist fundamental limitations for the op-
erator to achieve accurate perception of task geometries
and control behaviors and, even more so, to accomplish
precise coordination between perception andaction. This
is mainly due to the impreciseness and low bandwidth in
human sensory-motor coordination: human depends
heavily on sensor-based adaptive motion corrections to
compensate for imprecise positioning and is unable to re-
spond to high bandwidth tasks. And, partly due to the dif-
ticulty of implementing powerful telepresence as well as
high performance of control.
The best way of relaxing the above limitations is to fully
utilize the strengths of man and machine in such a way as
to achieve the mutual compensation of individual weak-
nesses. The strength of human lies in understanding task
mechanisms, recognizing objects, generating task and
motion plans under global constraints, whereas the
strength of machine lies in precision positioning, quanti-
zation of primitive features, repetition of memorized
tasks, and sensor=hasedlocal reflex. Attempts have been
made to incorporate the strengths of man and machine in
teleoperation: traded control temporally decompose a
task and assigned to human and machine according to
whether human or machine fits for a give subtask, while
shared control spatially decompose a task into subtasks
to be carried out by man and machine simultaneously. An
instance of shared control is that compliance control is
automatically accomplished by machine based on sensed
forces, while position control is done through operator's
manual control.
Although traded control and shared control provide a
means of combining the strengths of man and machine,
they do not present a general and powerful methodology
of integrating man and machine. This is because traded
and shared control is based on clear-cut decomposition
of tasks into subtasks to be distributed individually to
man and machine, where such decomposition is often
difficult to achieve, resulting in overly simplified distri-
bution of a task. More importantly, such a clear-cut de-
composition eliminates the possibility of fusing multiple
sources of information and decision-making from man
and machine.
We propose interactive and cooperative sensing and con-
trol as a fundamental paradigm of integrating and fusing
the strengths of man and machine for teleoperation. The
interactive and cooperative sensing and control is an ex-
tended and generalized form of traded and shared con-
trol. The emphasis of interactive and cooperative sensing
and control is given to the distribution of mutually non-
exclusive subtasks to man and machine, the interactive
invocation of subtasks with symbiotic relationship, and
the fusion of information and decision-making from man
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and machine accordingto the degree of their confidence.
The interactive and coopomtive sensing and control con-
sists of the following major functional blocks : 1) logical
sensor system. 2) sensor-based local autonomy_3) virtual
environment formation. 4) cooperative decision-making
between man and machine.
vides an effective tool for the intelligent interface with
the operator performing interactive and cooperative
sensing. For instance, a logical sensor can be invoked by
the operator in response to the system's request for pro-
riding sufficient information for a sensor-based automat-
ic operation or a virtual envn'onment formation initiated
by the operator.
Logical Sensor System
A logical sensor represents, in an abstract form, one of
the many functional capabilities that the integrated sen-
sor system can provide. The distance sensor, the surface
orientation sensor, the force/torque sensor, the feature
finding sensor, etc. are a few examples of logical sensors.
There may or may not exist a direct association between
a logical sensor and a physical sensor, such that a logical
sensor can achieve its goal (to generate its output) based
on the outputs of other logical sensors ami/or physical
sensors.Logicalsemors can be hierarchicallyorganized
intoa logicalsensorsystembasedon theirfunctionalin-
terdependency.A logicalsensorsystemnotonlypro-
videsa symbolic listofthevariousperceptual
capabilitiesofa robot,but alsorepresentsa number of
differentways ofaccomplishingthegoalofalogicalsen-
sor.The latterisespeciallyusefulforsensorfusion.The
symbolic representationfa logicalsensorsystem pro-
Sensor-Based Automatic Operations
Sensor-based automatic operations are for providing the
manipulator with the capability of local autonomy, such
thatman/machine cooperativecontrolcan be accom-
plished.A listofsensor-basedautomaticoperationsare
predefined,outof which theoperatorcan selectand in-
voke a desiredsensor-basedautomaticoperation.Exam-
plesofsensor-basedautomaticoperationsinclude
automatictracking,automaticcentering,automatic
aligning,automaticcompliance,etc.Once invoked,itis
sent to the interpreter to transform it into a sequence of
actions executable by the manipulator; during the pro-
ce_ of interpretalion, the interpreter automatically in-
quires the logical sensor system and/or the operator for
the information necessary for the complete specification
of the corresponding sensor-based operation. The opera-
tor performs, if necessary, sensor planning and interac-
tive sensing, and invokes logical sensors.
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Virtual Environment Formation Information Flow
Virtual environment formations are for providing the op-
erator with an artificially created environment (called
virtual environment) which enhance the operator's un-
derstanding of control environment and task mechanism,
and, consequently, improve the fidelity of operator's
manual control. The generated virtual environment pro-
vides a guidance and assistance for operator's manual
control. A list of virtual environment operations are pre-
defined, out of which the operator can select and invoke
a desired virtual environment operation. VLrtual environ-
ment operations generates displays or refiects forces
which partially or fully inform the operator of the task
specifications obtained by logical sensors for sensor-
based automatic operations, or provide sensory feedback
indicating the discrepancy from the sensor-based auto-
matic operation. Examples include the surface normal
display, the virtual force field in free space, the display of
desired end effector orientations, etc. As is done for sen-
sor-based operations, once invoked, it is sent to the inter-
preter to transform it into a detailed sequence of
operations with interactive information collection. A vir-
tual environment formation may or may not accompany
with the corresponding sensor-based automatic opera-
tion_
Man/Machine Cooperative Decision.mak-
ing
Since it is allowed that sensor-based automatic opera-
lions and operator's manual operations carry out mutual-
ly non-exclusive tasks, we need to provide a mechanism
for fusing two different source of decisions, or, simply
decision fusion. The degree that individual decisions
contribute to the final (optimal) decision should depend
on their credibility. The credibility of decision by the ma-
chine can be estimated in terms of the certainties in-
volved in the sensor measurements, the decision-making
rules, and the constraints used in the decision making.
Whereas, the credibility of decision by the operator de-
pends on the level of expertise obtained by the experi-
ence. However, it should be noted that such credibilities
are subject to variation not only with respect to time but
also with respect to control situations: For instance, in
case a jamming situation occurred in the peg-hole inser-
tion process, the operator's capability of making an error
correction operation based on a global planning may be
more dependable than the solution based on the sensor-
based automatic insertion process. To handle this varia-
tions, the operator is allowed to set the degree of contri-
bution of individual decisions heuristically.
FigL illustrates the information flow between the major
functional blocks of the interactive and cooperatve sens-
ing and control system. The information flow can be
summarized as follows:
1) Given a task, the operator may invoke the
sensor-basod automatic operation and/or virtual
environment formation, by selecting a menu
from the prespecified lists.
2) The operator can also select the system control
mode as manual control, shared control, cooper-
ative control, or automatic control, by simply ad-
justing the relative weight between the sensor-
based automatic operation and the manual oper-
ation in cooperative decision-making. It should
be noted that the sensor-based automatic opera-
tions can be used solely for the purpose of virtual
environment formation, without participating in
cooperative control, in case the operator invokes
both the sensor-based automatic operation and
the virtual environment formation, but assigns
zero weight to the sensor-based automatic oper-
ation in cooperative decision-making.
3) Prior to the invocation of the sensor-based au-
tomatic operation module or the virtual environ-
ment formation module, the operator may need
to perform sensor planning to ensure that the in-
voked operation can retrieve correct information
from the logical sensor system. The interpreter of
the sensor-based automatic operation or the vir-
tual environment formation generates executable
commands by filling out the existing templates
through the interaction with the logical sensor
system and/or the operator.
4) The virtual environment formation module
provides the operator with the information repre-
senting the current control situation, especially
in terms of the deviation of manual control from
the sensor-based automatic operation, based on
the multi-media interface using graphic displays,
Cartesian space force fields at the operator's
hand, and sound. The virtual environment for-
marion offers, among other things, the visual ser-
voing guidance and the virtual compliance
which keep the manipulator from moving away
from the desirable pose.
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Scenario
To explain the above concept in more detail, a typical
scenario of interactive and cooperative sensing and con-
trol for advanced teleoperation is described in the follow-
ing based on the peg-hole insertion task:
- Let us assume that the manipulator in a remote
site has various sensors such as proximity sen-
sors, force/torque sensors, tactile sensors, and a
mini-camera mounted on the end effector, as
well as stereo cameras fixed in space for the pur-
pose of globally monitoring the task space. The
capabilities of the above sensors can be summa-
rized and organized in a logical sensor system,
e.g., as shown in Fig2. Each logical sensor has its
own sensing goal to be achieved through the log-
ical sensor hierarchy. The data that a logical sen-
sor represents is associated with a confidence
measure to be used in sensor fusion, which may
occur when multiple paths of achieving the sens-
ing goal exists in the logical sensor hierarchy,
and in cooperative decision-making.
- With the aid of the various sensors mounted on
the end effector, the manipulator is able to per-
form various simple sensor-based automatic op-
erations: maintaining orientations, tracking
predefined features, reaching identified posi-
tions, reacting to contact forces for compliance,
centering on a geometric feature, aligning to a
surface normal, etc. These sensor-based auto-
matic operation primitives require a minimal op-
erator intervention for interpretation- For
instance, the "Align Surface Normal" primitive
requires the operator to position the end-effector
near the corresponding surface prior to the invo-
cation of the primitive. The executable command
will then be automatically generated by the inter-
preter filling out the corresponding template
through the interaction with the logical sensor
system, and/or the human operator.
- Let us also assume that the system is capable of
providing the operator with virtual environments
based on visual displays using video images and
graphics, 3D force field at the operator's hand,
and sound. The virtual environment can be
formed by representing the discrepancy between
the sensor-based automatic operation and the op-
erator's manual operation- In fact, a sensor-based
automatic operation can be invoked solely for
the purpose of virtual environment formation,
should the operator desired to do so. Other list of
virtual environment include a force field about
surface normals, a graphic overlay of command-
ed manipulator configuration on the video im-
age, a graphic display of contact force and
moment, etc.
- Now, let us consider that the operator is given a
peg and hole insertion task, where the hole is as-
sumed to have very small tolerance. The major
difficulty of the above peg-hole teleoperation lies
in the operator's generation of accurate peg mo-
tion with correct peg orientation and position-
Especially, maintaining correct peg orientations
throughout the insertion process is considered
vital for avoiding jamming, but often not so easy
to be achieved by the human operator.
- Thus, the operator can invoke "Align Surface
Normal" for a sensor-based automatic operation
as well as a virtual environment formation, so
that not only the force field about the surface nor-
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mal, generated by the virtual environment for-
marion module, guides the orientation of the
operator's morion, but also control decision is
shared by the operator and the sensor-based au-
tomatic operation module according to their
strengths.
SENSING-KNOWLEDGE-COMMAND
FUSION
The mechanism of sensor data fusion 12,13,14,15,16,17 can
provide a fundamental means for achieving system inte-
gration since it combines multiple uncertain sensor data
into more accurate and reliable estimates, identifies
faulty sensors through consensus verification, and main-
tains consistency with existing constraints. We extend
the notion of"sensor data fusion" toward a more general
concept of "Sensing-Knowledge-Command(SKC) fu-
sion" to include the integration of feature transformation
and abstraction, data and concept fusion, knowledge
propagation for consistency satisfaction and cooperative
planning and decision-making.
The "SKC fusion network" provides a fundamental ar-
chitecture for implementing cooperative and interactive
sensing and control for advanced teleoperation system is.
The SKC fusion network establishes the mechanism of
achieving network consistency in real-time through dy-
namic evolution of network states: once invoked by in-
puts or stimuli, the SKC fusion process enforces the
network to converge to new equilibrium states through
the network dynamics of data fusion, feature transforma-
tion, and constraint propagation. The cooperative control
of man/machine systems is then accomplished through
the SKC fusion process invoked by stimuli from both hu-
man and machine, where sensing, knowledge, and com-
mand of a human and a machine are tapped into the
network to provide inputs or stimuli for the network.
SKC Fusion Network
"SKC fusion network" represents a fundamental robotic
architecture based on which the real-time connection be-
tween perception and action is accomplished. The SKC
fusion network is formed by the interconnection of four
basic modules: the data fusion module, the feature trans-
formation module, the constraint module, and the action
module, as shown in Fig. 3. A data fusion module(DFM)
takes one or more data representing an object feature and
produces the optimal estimate for the feature in coopera-
tion with the initial state of the module. A feature trans-
formation module(FTM) extracts a primitive features
from the raw sensory data or transforms a set of primitive
features into the more abstract, higher level features. An
action module(AM), as a special case of a feature trans-
formation module, issues the command to the environ-
ment based on the predefined laws triggered by a set of
features. A constraint module(CM) represents system
knowledge which put a constraint upon a set of feature
values associated with the knowledge: the feature values
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should be adjusted in such a way as to achieve a maxi-
mum consistency with the associated knowledge. The
output of each module indicates the current estimates of
the corresponding feature or knowledge, and is kept as
the current state of the module. The state transition of a
module propagates in both directions (forward and back-
ward), and invokes the state transition of other modules
having functional relationship with it. In this sense, the
interconnection among modules is considered bidirec-
tional, as represented in Fig. 3 by a feedback loop asso-
ciated with each module. The domain knowledge is
embedded in the network in two ways: explicitly by the
constraint module, and implicitly by the functions of
feature transformation modules as well as the network
structure.
Network Dynamics
The mechanism of SKC fusion network can be interpret-
ed in terms of two operational modes: the forward mode
and the backward mode. The forward mode first extracts
primitive features from sensor data through low level
feature transformation modules, and subsequently pro-
duces more abstract form of features through higher-lev-
el feature transformation modules. The forward mode
also allows the data and concept fusion to occur through
data fusion modules, whenever multiple and redundant
data are available for a single feature or concept. The
backward mode starts to operate upon the activation of a
constraint module: based on the error detected at the con-
straint module, all the feature values connected to that
constraint module are adjusted to satisfy consistency.
The new updated feature values (as the output of feature
transformation modules) in turn invokes the adjustment
of lower level features connected to the module. Through
a cycle of forward and backward information propaga-
lions, the network reaches an equilibrium state, i.e., all
the features and concepts have consistent estimates
which are optimal in the sense that redundant sources of
information are fused under the constraints provided by
system knowledge.
The entities of the SKC fusion network, such as data, fea-
tures, concepts, and knowledge, are represented by their
nominal values or equations and the degree of uncertain-
ties associated with the normal values or equations.
Thus, during a cycle of forward and backward informa-
tion propagations, not only the nominal values or equa-
tions but also the degree of their uncertainties need to be
adjusted. Probabilistic modeling and inference can pro-
vide a means of achieving the adjustment of the nominal
values or equations, and the degree of their uncertain-
ties. For instance, in the forward process, the output of a
FI'M can be characterized by a random variable, x,
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where the probability density function, p(x), of x is deter-
mined based on the input random variable, s, of a known
probability density function and the corresponding fea-
ture transformation function, x = t(s). The output, y, of a
DFM can be determined based on the maximum likeli-
hood estimate, the successive Bayes estimate, and the
minimum variance estimate.The backward process for a
CM or a FrM can be accomplished by the nonlinear op-
timization or the inverse mapping paradigm based on in-
put update rule. The backward process for a DFMcan be
accomplished simply by the direct piopagation of the
output to individual inputs. The problem associated with
the above approach based on successive computation of
forward and backward propagation is that it is not suit-
able for real-time implementation due to the computa-
tiona/complexity involved in the processes, as well as
the difficulty of processing non-Gaussian signals gener-
ated by non-linear transformations. Therefore, in this pa-
per, we present a new approach for accomplishing
forward and backward processes of individual modules
simultaneously and concurrently, based on the dynamic
evolution of the states of modules. The approach is based
on representing the SKC network as a dynamic system in
which the network dynamic state is evolving toward the
equilibrium state, once invoked by input stimuli, as de-
scribed in more detail in the following.
Dynamics of SKC Fusion Network
For the clear description of the concept of dynamic evo-
lution of the SKC fusion network, let us consider a sim-
ple SKC fusion network illustrated in Fig. 4. Let us
assume that, upon the stimuli given to the network,
FI'M1 and FTM2 have new inputs S1 and s2, and s 3 and
s4, respectively. This involves the states of individual
modules simultaneously evolve toward the new equilib-
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rium states that maintains network consistency. We pro-
pose that the evolution of system states is governed by
the following dynamics:
1) The DFM-CM dynamics:
Yi =- x yi {Yi- n(xit, x2t)}-
_yi v¢ {z° - g(Yi,Y2)} (i)
2)the FTM-DFM dynamics:
x1 _- k xlIXl - tl(s 1, s2))-
'lxi v¢ { Yi - n(xi, x_} (2)
variation of Yl due to the backward process should be
determined in terms of the uncertainty associated with
the forward process and the backward process. These
variations can be controlled by the ratio between the co-
emcients, _yl, 'YvI,_xl and 'Yx2"It is possible that the
above dynamic h)efficients can be assigned in such a
way that the result of dynamic evaluation approximately
matches the result from a prohabflistic model. In fact, the
above dynamic equations can be considered as a general
form of the minimum variance estimate described previ-
ously. This observation allows not only to obtain the op-
timal dynamic coefficients but also to update the
uncertainties (represented by covariance matrices) in-
volved in individual states.
x2=- _ x2{x2-t2(s3,s4)}-
'fx2vqb{Yl"fl(Xl,x2)}
where the initial conditions are given by the equilibrium
states.
(1) and (2) represent a set of fundamental dynamic equa-
tions governing the behavior of the SKC fusion network
in reaching a new network equilibrium state. The first
term of a dynamic equation represents the forward pro-
cess, whereas the second term represents the backward
process. To deal with more complex networks, we need
to simply repeat the same form of dynamic equation used
for (1) and (2) for individual module of network with the
proper assigmmm of module fun_ons and coefficients.
The variation of Yl due to the forward process and the
SIMULATION
To demonstrate the operation of the SKC fusion network
based on network dynamics given by (1) and (2), we
chose the following simple example. A robot is given a
task to pick up a fight triangle among many different
shapes of triangles. The robot is assumed to have two
logical seiners: 4 one for the measurement of edge nor-
reals (called the "edge-normal sensor") and the other for
the measurement of internal angles (called the "angle
sensor"). The angle sensor is easier to handle, but has
more uncertainty than the edge-normal sensor. For a giv-
en triangle, the robot measures each angle twice with the
angle sensor and takes the average of two measurements.
On the other hand, the robot measures the edge normals
with the edge-normal sensor, and computes the internal
anglesf3"omthemeasured edge normals.Then,adecision
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ismadeon the size of emch angle based on data from both
sensors. If any of three angles is a right angle, the "pick-
up" command is issued. The sum of three internal angles
is subject to be 180 degrees. It is assumed that the sensor
data have the known, independent Gaussian distribu-
tions.
For the task described above, we can organize the SKC
fusion network as shown in Fig. 4. The two sensed data
from tbe angle sensor,saI and Sbl, arc fused into Yi,
through DFIvlil. FI'M i takes the edge normals sn i as its
input, and computes the internal angle, x i, between those
two edges. Through the feature transformation equation,
these x i and Yi are in turn fused into the angle estimates,
zi, through the higher level DFMih. CM checks if z i sat-
isfy the constraint, i.e., the sum of internal angles is 180
degrees. As mentioned in section 3, if an error is detected
in CM, it is used to adjust zi, and propagated backward
to adjust x i and Yi"The variances of xi, Yi, and z i can be
computed from those of sensor data, based on the as-
sumption of the independent, Gaussian distribution. The
feature transformation function in FTMi, ti(. ) is defined
as"
ti(sn)= (180- (sni- s_)) MOD 360)
where sn i and snj arc two edge normals, and we simply
use the averaging function as the datafusion function,
f_(.), i.e.,
l_(s) = (_j=I,M sj)/M
wbere s is the input vector with dimension NL
Based on (1) and (2), the dynamic equation for z i is for-
mulated as:
zi = -Tzi z i + (xi+Yi)/2 + Ozi * (180- 2 j=l,3 zj),
for i=1,2,3.
The second term of the right hand side comes from the
forward process through DFMi, whereas the third term
from the error in CM. Since the standard deviation Ozi is
used for the coefficient of the CM output error, with a
smaller variance of z i is less affected by the output error
of CM. Similarly, the dynamic equations for xi and Yiare
formulated as:
sa2, sb_ _ sn 1
sn2 _ /60° rmal
_ sal, sb 1
sa3, sb3._ 300°
Fig. 5 The Sample Triangle and the sensing location
x i = -Xxi x i + ((180 - (sni-snj)) MOD 360) +
Oxi * (z i - Xi), for i=1,2,3
Yi= "l:yi Yi + (sai+sbj) / 2 + Oy i * (zi - Yi), for i=1,2,3
Note that the error is defined here as the difference of z i
from Yi and x i, since the input and output of DFM should
be equal when an equilibrium state is reached.
Although the SKC fusion network shows the different re-
suit according to the input, a typical result for a triangle
in Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6 with the sensor statistics and
data in Tab. 1 The initial equilibrium state is chosen as
the ideal data for the equilateral triangle in which all the
x, y, and z are [60.0 60.0 60.0] without any errors in CM
and DFMsl. The sensed edge-normal data vector, sn, is
quite accurate due to its small variance while the sensed
angle data vector deviates a lot from the actual data.
Starting from the initial equilibrium state, the top level
estimate vector of angles, x, converges to the equilibri-
um states, xe = [59.6 89.4 31.5], which is very close to
the real accurate value, [60.0 90.0 30.0] as shown in a).
The error between x and the real value decreases gradu-
ally and finally converges to a small value as shown in b)
The error in CM remains as almost zero all the time as
shown in c), and the errors in DFMs grow during the
transient state, and then converge to near zero as shown
in c) and d). Note that x and z are almost same in the new
equilibrium state while the deviation of y from z is big.
This is because there exist considerable errors in the data
from the angle sensor, but y has been adjusted toward the
real value in the new equilibrium state.
To explore the effect of the backward process, the above
simulation is repeated with change that tbe backward
process is invoked at time t=2, and its results arc shown
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Fig. 6 Simulation results for the triangle in Fig. 5
with the parameter in Tab.1.
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Actual Values i=l 2 3
. Edge Normal, hi: 60 150 300
. Angle, O_i." 60 90 30
Sensed Data
. Edge Normal, sni: 59.5 151.0 298.5
. Angle, sai: 71.5 101.5 39.5
sbi: 68.5 98.4 41.5
Variance of Sensor angle:100, edge-normal:25
Time Constant: _= 17yi= 4, "_= 10
Tab. 1 Actual and Sensed Data, and Sensor Parameters
in Fig. 7. Only with the forward process, x converges to
equilibrium value which deviates from the real value
considerably. However, it moves to another equilibrium
value which is very close to the real value, just after the
beginning of the backward process, as shown in a). The
error between x and the real value is drawn in b) which
shows clearly the error correcting effect of the backward
process. The graphs in e), d) and e) also show the adjust-
hageffects of the backward process on the errors in CM
and DFMs.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a theory of interactive and coopera-
tive sensing and control as a fundamental paradigm of
implementing advanced teleoperation. The proposed
paradigm was intended to take full advantage of the cur-
rent and future capabilities of a robot performing dex-
trous manipulation and sensor-based local autonomy.
A new method of achieving sensing-knowledge-com-
mand (SKC) fusion was presented as a basic computa-
tional mechanism for the proposed interactive and
cooperative sensing and control.
A system architecture and man/machine interface proto-
col was described to show the preliminary implementa-
tion of the proposed system.
There still remains much work to do to refine and consol-
idate theory and implementation of the proposed interac-
tive and cooperative sensing and control for advanced
teleoperation.
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Abstract
Telepresence operations require high quality information transfer between the
human master and the remotely located slave. Present Air Force research focusses
on the human aspects of the information needed to complete the control feedback
loop. Work in three key areas of human sensory feedback for manipulation of
objects are described. Specific projects in each key area are outlined,
including research tools (hardware), planned research, and test results. Non-
manipulative feedback technologies+ are mentioned to complete the advanced
teleoperation discussions.
Introduction
The Air Force renewed its interest in
remotely operated manipulator systems
in 1985 with +Project Forecast II.
The current concept is based on the
idea of a high quality teleoperated
master-slave manipulator system [1]-
[2]. The present program focus is
centered on the feedback signals that
must be generated to adequately dis-
play force information to the human
operator.
The key to the successful fielding of
teleoperator systems is the design
and implementation of a good human-
machine interface. Three human sens-
es (touching, hearing, and seeing)
hold the highest potential for effec-
tive human sensory feedback. While
each sense is somewhat independent,
the senses also complement each other
in the human though the interdepen-
dence is not well understood. Humans
use visual feedback to gather large
amounts of high frequency, high reso-
lution information about the environ-
ment. Likewise, a telepresence sys-
tem can present significant quanti-
ties of information via visual dis-
plays. However, the visual system is
ineffective in some environments such
as heavy smoke, darkness or situa-
tions with obstructed vision. In
these cases, humans often compensate
with audio or tactile feedback.
Audio feedback can provide informa-
tion that is essentially omnidirec-
tional and invisible. Touch and
proprioceptive feedback can provide
critical information regarding manip-
ulative tasks. Tactile feedback can
supplement visual feedback and in
many cases permit completion of the
task without vision.
Remote Manipulation Spectrum
Prior to discussing the details of
the human sensory feedback (HSF), it
is important to identify the areas
within the teleoperation spectrum
where HSF is important. Sheridan [3]
offers an excellent r_view of the
subject and provides well-ordered
definitions to each key area. Sheri-
dan's definitions are included to
provide a common point of departure:
"Telepresence is the ideal of sensing
sufficient information about the
teleoperator and task environment,
and communicating this to the human
operator in a sufficiently natural
way, that the operator feels physi-
cally at the remote site."
"Teleoperation is the extension of a
person's sensing and manipulation
capability to a remote location. A
teleoperator includes at the minimum
artificial sensors, arms and hands, a
vehicle for carrying these, and com-
munication channels to and from the
human operator. The term "tele-
operation" refers most commonly to
direct and continuous human control
of the teleoperator, but can also be
used generally to encompass "tele-
robotics" (see below) as well."
"Telerobotics is a form of tele-
operation in which a human operator
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acts as a supervisor, intermittently
communicating to a computer about
goals, constraints, plans, contingen-
cies, assumptions, suggestions, and
orders relative to a limited task,
getting back information about accom-
plishments, difficulties, concern8,
and, as requested, raw sensory data--
while the subordinate telerobot exe-
cutes the task based on information
received from the human operator plus
its own artificial sensing and intel-
ligence."
"Supervisory Control in the present
context is mostly synonymous with
telerobotics, referring to the analo-
gy of a human supervisor directing
and monitoring the activities of a
human subordinate. The term "super-
visory control" is used commonly to
refer to human supervision of any
semi-autonomous system (including an
aircraft, a chemical or power plant,
etc.), while 'telerobot' commonly
refers to a device having arms for
manipulating or processing discrete
objects in its environment."
"Robotics is the science and art of
performing, by means of an automatic
apparatus or device, functions ordi-
narily ascribed to human beings, or
operating with what appears to be
almost human intelligence (adapted
from Webster's Third International
Dictionary)."
As can be seen in Figure 1' the level
of human operator involvement varies
with each key area.
"_ Human
/ / /
Figure 1 _°_'_
Armstrong Laboratory Research
Human Sensory Feedback Research at
the Armstrong Laboratory's Crew Sys-
tems directorate is centered in three
areas of the force feedback domain:
Coarse Positioning - Movement pro-
duced by large scale motion associat-
ed with the human arm. Coarse manip-
ulation implies movement to position
a dexterous end effector in the prop-
er orientation to perform work via
fine manipulation.
Fine Manipulation - Small scale mo-
tion associated with the human hand.
Fine manipulation is the performance
of tasks using highly dexterous end
effectors.
Tactile Feedback - Determine the role
of tactile feedback from the remote
system to the human operator. Iden-
tify and investigate technologies
important to providing high fidelity
tactile feedback to human operators.
Coarse Positioning Research
Current coarse positioning investiga-
tions are evaluating the impact of
exoskeletal systems on human perfor-
mance. The method is to measure
human performance using an instru-
mented "peg-in-the-hole" task board
based on Fitts' Law [4][5]. The
unencumbered operator executes a test
sequence to obtain a baseline of task
performance. The operator then dons
a non-force-reflecting (NFR) exoskel-
eton and re-executes the test se-
quence. The difference yields an
indicator of the restriction of the
exoskeleton on the human's task per-
formance. Results of the initial
study show a 32 to 41 percent reduc-
tion in task performance. This reduc-
tion in task performance is due sole-
ly to the interference caused by the
NFR exoskeleton.
Follow-on testing will evaluate task
performance as the human operator
uses the exoskeleton to teleoperate a
slave robot. The result will be a
system-dependent indicator of the
impact of the total master-slave
system on the task performance. The
preliminary testing was done with a
NFR exoskeleton. The final sequence
in this phase will completed with a
NFR exoskeleton. This NFR exoskele-
ton encumbrance test forms the basis
for subsequent testing using the
force reflecting exoskeleton de-
scribed below.
For the past two years, Odetics,
Inc., has been developing a Force
REFLecting EXoskeleton (FREFLEX) to
evaluate the impact on task perfor-
mance of force reflection with a non-
constraining seven-degree-of-freedom
force-reflecting exoskeleton. Design
of the cable-driven system is dis-
cussed in [6].
A similar series of test sequences
will be conducted using the FREFLEX.
The encumbrance of the FREFLEX will
be measured in the NFR mode as be-
fore. Once the passive baseline is
determined, a series of force re-
flecting experiments will be conduct-
ed to evaluate several parameters
such as gravity and friction compen-
sation, feedforward and feedback
control algorithms, and modified
kinematic and dynamic parameters.
The expected result is an increased
understanding of each of the factors
that impact the human operator in a
complex telepresence system. The end
goal is to develop design parameter
guidelines that are based on knowl-
edge of the human characteristics in
the telepresence system.
A second interest area in coarse
positioning is to quantify kinematic
and dynamic limitations placed on the
operator by the exoskeleton system.
Research in this area is centered on
the WATSMART_[14], a three dimension-
al motion analysis system. The ap-
proach is to measure the operator's
kinematic and dynamic parameters with
and without the exoskeleton. The
objective is to examine the joint-by-
joint kinematic and dynamic encum-
brances placed on the operator by the
exoskeleton. The resultant data is
expected to lead to human-based para-
metric design guidelines for exoskel-
etons.
The WATSMART TM data will also be used
to establish velocity and accelera-
tion profiles of each joint. In
addition to evaluating the encumbran-
ce effects, these velocity and accel-
eration profiles are necessary to
develop mechanical performance param-
eters of motors and actuators for
future exoskeleton devices.
Fine Manipulation Research
Fine manipulation research at the
Armstrong Laboratory is centered on
the pair of dexterous hands designed
by Jacobson at the University of Utah
[7]. Initial plans were to combine
the robotic hands with the robotic
arms to form a slave system for tele-
presence research. Funding reduc-
tions have prevented arm-hand inte-
gration but theoretical research has
continued. Whalen [8] developed a
basis for planar grasping as a foun-
dation for dexterous robotic hands.
Future work will be directed toward
understanding the relationship of
each digit of the robotic hand.
A key component to successful fine
manipulation via telepresence is the
development of kinematic and dynamic
models between the slave hand, the
operator's hand-master controller,
and the operator's hand. Initial
kinematic mapping from the slave hand
to the master hand controller to the
human operator's hand has been com-
pleted [9]. Force feedback for
hand-master controllers will require
innovative actuation schemes. Ini-
tial thoughts on hand master control-
lers with feedback indicate require-
ments for high speed, lightweight
actuators with high power densities
and approximately linear responses.
Current plans call for feedback sig-
nals for the acutators to be derived
from tendon tension signals on the
dexterous hands. Long term objec-
tives will combine the hand master
control loop with the slave hand
control loop to produce a force feed-
back capability in fine manipulation.
Auxiliary force information from
tactile sensors on the hands may also
be integrated into the overall feed-
back scheme to provide even more
stable control.
Tactile Feedback Research
The third, but much less understood,
area of force feedback is tactile
feedback. Tactile feedback plays a
critical role in human performance.
Armstrong Laboratory work in this
area has two key thrusts: (i) The
addition of sensors to one of the
dexterous hands (2) the development
of small lightweight tactile stimula-
tors.
A Phase II Small Business Innovation
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Research (SBIR) project will yield a
sensorized robotic hand in FY93. The
sensor suite includes palmar sensors
as well as sensors on the back of the
robotic fingers. Additional sensor
research is ongoing at the Air Force
Institute of Technology. Nering [i0]
is developing a slip sensor using
resistive paint and artificial neural
networks. Other AFIT researchers
[11][12] have explored the use of
polyvinlylidene fluoride film to
fabricate high-density contact posi-
tion and force sensors on silicon
substrate.
The second component of the tactile
feedback subsystem is the tactile
stimulator for the human operator's
hand. While a specific technology
has not been selected, present work
focusses on Shape Memory Alloy (SMA).
The current device is a five-by-six
(30-element) array using SMA actua-
tors for stimulator pins[13].
Psychophysical perception testing on
human subjects is planned to evaluate
the SMA applicability to tactile
stimulator technology. Follow-on
investigations will explore operator
capability to detect active and stat-
ic patterns and to identify dynamic
patterns. Long term plans call for
the integration of the robotic tac-
tile sensors with the operator tac-
tile stimulators to achieve a closed
loop feedback subsystem in the tac-
tile domain.
Conclusion:
Armstrong Laboratory research in
human-in-the-loop controlled robots
is focusing in three key areas.
Coarse positioning, using force-re-
flecting exoskeletons, is the key
element in positioning the robotic
end effector to do work. Once the
coarse positioning subsystem has the
manipulator in place, the fine manip-
ulation task will be performed by
highly dexterous robotic hands.
Force feedback to the human operator
via a force-reflecting hand master is
planned. Tactile feedback research
centers on shape memory alloy tech-
nology for tactile stimulators. The
stimulators will be combined with the
robotic tactile sensor suites to
yield a complete tactile subsystem.
Long term plans call for integration
of the three manipulation areas into
a single manipulation system with
intuitive force feedback. It is
anticipated that video feedback sub-
systems and audio subsystems will
have off-the-shelf availability when
the manipulation matures sufficiently
for total system integration.
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ABSTRACT
The Air Force has several missions which generate unique requirements that are
being met through the development of construction robotic technology. One especially
important mission will be the conduct of Department of Defense (DOD) space
activities. Space operations and other missions place construction/repair equipment
operators in dangerous environments and potentially harmful situations. Additionally,
force reductions require that human resources be leveraged to the maximum extent
possible and more stringent construction repair requirements push for increased
automation. To solve these problems, the US Air Force is undertaking a research and
development effort at Tyndall AFB, Fl., to develop robotic construction/repair
equipment. This development effort involves the following technologies: teleoperation,
telerobotics, construction operations (excavation, grading, leveling, tool change),
robotic vehicle communications, vehicle navigation, mission/vehicle task control
architecture and associated computing environment. The ultimate goal is the fielding
of a robotic repair capability operating at the level of supervised autonomy. This paper
will discuss current and planned efforts in space construction/repair, explosive
ordnance disposal, hazardous waste cleanup, and fire fighting.
INTRODUCTION
The policy of the Air Force (AF) with regard to space is that, given the
mission, structure, expertise, and history of the AF, it is the service especially and
uniquely qualified to carry out DOD space operations. Additionally, the AF will be
the major provider of space forces for the nation's defense. The Air Force
envisions three areas of space operations: eartl't-based/launch support, orbital,
and lunar/extra-terrestrial.
The work described in this paper is being done at the AF Civil Engineering
Laboratory (CEL) which supports the AF Civil Engineering and Services (CE&S)
organization. The CE&S Space Master Plan, in the time frame present-to-2000,
specifically requires that advances in robotics technology be sought to enhance
ongoing operations in dangerous environments. In the time frame 2000-and-
beyond, the plan calls for the determination and development of uses of robotic
construction equipment developed for terrestrial AF civil engineering work to be
applied to extra-terrestrial construction operations.
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The current robotic technology development effort at the CEL is sponsored
by the Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD) Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV)
program. This project will develop a telerobotic means of executing post-attack
(and peacetime) Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) and operating surface
repair and recovery. As manpower becomes more critical to the Air Force of the
future, the benefits of mobile robotics (UGV's) to the wartime recovery mission
and peacetime range clearance missions become more obvious and important.
The UGV can perform the mission in the post-attack environment while human
operators and other airbase personnel remain in a safe shelter.
It should be noted that there are other missions, in addition to space
construction and airbase recovery, under the purview of the Air Force Civil
Engineer that lend themselves to application of the technology being developed
under the OSD/UGV RRR program. As mentioned above, weapons range
clearance of UXO is a good use of robotics technology. Airbase fire fighting/fire
detection and hazardous waste handling/cleanup are other areas that will benefrt
from this technology. (see Figure 1)(PIE CHART)
(;:;RITICAL TECHNOLOGIES
The Air Force Civil Engineering Support Agency (AFCESA) has developed
a telerobotic excavator, a John Deere 690C, that has a teleoperational capability
as well as on-board smarts in the form of preprogrammed functions. Drawing on
technological and operational concepts generated, in part, from testing the John
Deere telerobotic excavator system, efforts toward producing a mature
RRR/Construction UGV concentrate on several critical technology areas: a)
communications, b) navigation/guidance, c) mapping/sensors, d)
vehicle/platform, and e) task control architecture/computing environment.
a. Communications:
The RRR/construction automation communications system is being
developed in two phases with a demonstration planned for each phase. In phase-
1, the fixed operator control station and the existing RRR robotics excavator
communications' links will be developed and tested to evaluate their performance
in a PC environment with a single vehicle. Phase-2 will involve multiple vehicle
communications in a VME-based environment. The command and control link
will provide two-way digital data link between the control center and the vehicle(s).
This link will operate at 9600 baud at ranges up to 5 miles in the 1433 MHz band.
Responses to the control center over the return link will occur only from the
specific vehicle addressed by a preceding control center transmission over the
C/C link (Fig 2). A one-way video link will transmit a standard 525 line color or
B/W signal at 1795.5 MHz. In addition to the above, the comm system will format
and encode data for transmissions over the identified system links, decode
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received transmissions, manage link operation, and interface the links to the end
using equipment.
b. Navigation:
A robotic construction vehicle navigation system is being developed to
provide the capability for the repair vehicle to move autonomously from its
storage area/shelter to the repair site and then to move autonomously among
several repair sites and return to the storage area upon completion of the mission.
The heart of the system is a Modular Azimuth Positioning System (MAPS) ring
laser gym inertial navigation system. The MAPS will be updated at approximately
3 minute intervals by a kinematic differential Global Positioning System (GPS).
The kinematic differential GPS builds on accuracy of standard differential GPS by
comparison of phase differences between reference station and remote receiver.
The nav system will be given initial vehicle position/orientation, repair site location
(digital map), and first repair site position and required orientation. A plan for
vehicle motion will be generated off-line and executed with the aid of obstacle
detection sensors. (Fig 3) The nav system is being developed on a "mule', a
small 4-wheel vehicle used to provide an "anywhere" test capability. This system
will be demonstrated in early 1993.
c: Mapping/Sensors:
The objective of the mapping/sensor development effort is to provide an
autonomous capability to characterize the crater/repair site. It is given that the
vehicle reference point remains constant and that displacement is known from the
reference. First, a 2-dimensional camera and an electronic distance
measurement (EDM) device will be used to size the crater/repair site from a
stationary vehicle. Multiple images will be spliced together to form the composite
2-D image. Image analysis of the collected data of the crater/repair site will be
used to estimate the location of the perimeter and the deepest part of the site.
This information will be verified using EDM to locate and confirm the actual
perimeter versus false edges created by lighting problems. A 3-D wire frame,
perspective view, model will be laid over the 2-D image with vertices at all
confirmed points. The volume of the crater/repair site will be estimated using first
and second order approximations of the wire frame model. The multiple 3-D
images will be spliced together to form the work space environment containing as
much of the repair site area as possible. The information displayed will be the
classification and centroids of objects of interest in the area as well as the edge of
the repair site. The data will be provided to the vehicle control system. Analysis
and tests will be made to incorporate information from the second ambiguity
region of the scanner. Rules for use of the laser scanner will be developed where
appropriate as well as scene requirements and conditions. The initial demo will
be done from a fixed base and will show the capability of this technology and the
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associated software to solve the problems involved with mapping/characterizing
a repair site for a remote operator and/or an autonomous vehicle.
d. Testbed Vehicle:
The new robotic testbed vehicle will be designed and built from the ground
up as a next-generation construction robot (Fig 4). This vehicle will be an all-
terrain, low ground pressure, rubber tracked machine powered by a 250 hp
Caterpillar diesel engine. A 5kw diesel generator that can provide AC and DC
power for the on-board electronics as well as for field testing of systems will be
located forward of the main diesel engine. The vehicle hydraulic system will be a
closed-center, load-compensating system that will feature in-cylinder
position/force sensors and servo valves mounted directly on the
cylinders/actuators. The VME-based, on-board computer will be housed in a
shock-proof, climate controlled enclosure designed for easy access. The key to
this vehicle is that it will build on the lessons learned with the existing robotic
excavator.
e. Architecture and Computing Environment:
The system development platform consists of Sun Sparc/2 workstations
which provide a UNIX platform for compilation and development.
Graphics/simulation work will be done on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 4D/310VGX
workstation. All units are interconnected via Ethernet communications links (Fig
5). The VXWorks Operating System provides a UNIX-like realtime multitasking
.platform for VME targets. The OS allows for a small, re configurable kernel and
provides the necessary speed and multitasking capabilities. VXWorks enjoys
wide R&D community support as do the Sun and Silicon Graphics platforms.
The control station and remote vehicle platforms act as VME targets that
allow for multiple CPU processing and exchange of information across a common
bus. The multiple CPU's will process concurrently while individual CPU's process
multiple tasks concurrently. The individual CPU's are dedicated to functional
areas or tasks and exchange information with the common memory area.
The control station functional structure will provide a communications
module that communicates between remote vehicles and the control station. This
link also provides for communications between CPU's across the bus. This
system provides separate channels for emergency messages, remote control
functions, and vehicle status information. The operator interface module provides
functions for remote control, displays status information, provides the interface to
autonomous functions and routines for emergency or error handling. The task
coordination module provides coordination between the remote vehicles. The
damage assessment module incorporates damage information into a global
repair area map.
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The remote vehicle functional structure consists of a system planning and
arbitration module that performs overall task planning, task control, error
handling, and arbitration of system resources for contending CPU's and tasks.
The navigation & guidance module integrates INS, GPS, and embedded vehicle
sensor information and performs path planning. This module also integrates
IR/acoustic sensor information and performs rudimentary obstacle avoidance.
The vehicle control module integrates sensor information to initiate and control
vehicle movement. The imaging module integrates laser scanning and video
images to produce a local repair map for the system planning module. The
sensor management module samples all sensors and updates common memory.
CONCLUSION
Much of the technology being developed under the current CEL
construction automation program can be used as a base for robotic space
construction activities. Because of the expense of supporting humans in the lunar
environment, very few will be available for the actual construction and
maintenance of facilities. Semi-autonomous operation will be the rule rather than
the exception for lunar construction machinery.
Some special considerations for lunar construction equipment will be basic
design problems. Machine mass is obviously critical. Boosting mass from the
earth to the lunar surface is incredibly expensive. The upper affordable limit for a
lunar construction robot is probably 40,000 lb. Since traction is a linear function
of vehicle mass, operation in 1/6 g on the moon will mean using innovative
anchoring techniques or adding mass once on the moon. The addition of mass
to the vehicle brings up a whole new set of problems: manueverability, inertia, etc.
Sealing and lubrication of moving parts in a hard vacuum and in the presence of
the lunar dust will be a challenge. A key development in the AF construction
robotics program has been that of the multipurpose machine with the capability to
carry and change, as required, an entire suite of tools. It's obvious that this will be
an important attribute of the lunar/extra-terrestrial construction robot. Clearly,
none of these problems is insurmountable, and the time to begin solving them is
now.
System integration for the current OSD-funded program will be conducted
at Tyndall Air Force Base as an in-house effort. The AFCESA/CEL robotics
program currently has 8 engineers and support personnel and a laboratory
dedicated to the successful completion of the program. The Air Force realizes the
critical nature of robotics development for missions that are hazardous, repetitive
or both. The array of missions to which this technology can be applied is very
broad and certainly includes space construction (lunar/extra-terrestrial) and
earth-based (launch support). The bottom line requirement for robotic
construction equipment can be summed up in four words: FASTER, SAFER,
CHEAPER, BETTER.
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SATELLITE TEST ASSISTANT ROBOT (STAR) 1
D. A. McAffee 2
D. J. Kerrisk3
K. R. Johnson3
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
A three-year, three-phase program to demonstrate the applicability of telerobotic
technology to the testing of satellites and other spacecraft has been initiated.
Specifically, the objectives are to design, fabricate, and install into the JPL 25-ft.
Space Simulator (SS) a system that will provide the capability to view test
articles from all directions in both the visible and infrared (IR) spectral regions, to
automatically map the solar flux intensity over the entire work volume of the
chamber, and to provide the capability for leak detection.
The first year's work, which provides a vertically mobile viewing platform
equipped with stereo cameras, will be discussed. Design constraints and system
implementation approaches mandated by the requirements of thermal vacuum
operation will be emphasized.
INTRODUCTION
Telerobotics in the general domain of space applications has had a difficult time
in attracting the support of a user community. This is not surprising; flight system
managers tend to be very conservative technologically, and rightly so. No flight
system manager is likely to be willing to put at hazard his budget and schedule in
order to incorporate into his program new and unproven technologies that are not
essential to his primary mission objectives.
To break this impasse, it will be necessary for spacecraft program managers to
see the capabilities of telerobotics in action, and to be able to judge the maturity
of the technology, in a non-threatening environment. One such environment that
could have high visibility to spacecraft managers, but still be non-threatening, is
spacecraft testing.
1 This paper presentsone aspectof the workcarriedout by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the
NationalAeronauticsandSpace Administration
2 Member ofthe TechnicalStaff
3 TechnicalGroupSupervisor
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The STAR program was devised to fill an observed need (for a greater degree of
automation and more flexibility) in the spacecraft testing arena. It was proposed
to Code R as a joint effort between the telerobotics technologists and those
responsible for spacecraft testing, as a means for introducing technology
developed under the aegis of the Telerobotics Program into a flight program
environment in a manner that would be non-threatening to flight articles. At the
same time it presented to the Code R program the challenge of designing to an
environment close to that of space. The emphasis in the program therefore is on
the detailed engineering required to adapt known technology to the harsh
environment of space. It is the flavor of that detailed engineering that this paper
attempts to convey.
GROUND RULES
The two ground rules that guided the conception of the program were:
(1) the effort should showcase technology developed by Code R as part of the
Telerobotics Program; and
(2) the product should be sufficiently attractive and non-threatening to the user
community that they would be willing to incorporate it into their test plans.
To satisfy these ground rules a joint effort was initiated between the telerobotics
technologists and the spacecraft test engineers to identify those needs that might
best be met by telerobotics technology. An obvious target was test operations in
the large space simulators in which spacecraft system testing is conducted. Here,
where the test article is inaccessible during test, and where gaining access to the
test article is both expensive and time-consuming, it seemed that telerobotic
techniques could prove valuable in assisting the test operations. A crude estimate
indicated test cost savings of a quarter of a million dollars per year might be
anticipated. One major constraint was immediately recognized, however: nothing
(and certainly no robotic element) would be allowed to penetrate the work volume
of any spacecraft while it was in the chamber. Thus, any assistance during test
operations would be limited to remote sensing. Even with this constraint,
however, there were immediately identified a number of functions that
telerobotics-developed technology might supply.
Remote observation- direct observation of test articles is extremely limited.
In order to provide a uniform thermal background, the
number and size of observation ports in the two major
JPL test chambers has been kept to a minimum, and
the viewing angles available are far from ideal. This
has been somewhat compensated in recent years by
cameras mounted in the chamber, but these have
been in fixed locations. The ability to observe the test
article from all angles, at varying degrees of
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magnification, and in stereo, was identified as a highly
desirable capability to have.
Remote temperature sensing- presently spacecraft are instrumented with
hundreds of thermocouples to provide verification of
thermal models. If an IR camera could be mounted to
provide viewing of the test article from any and all
angles, a great deal more data could be generated
with a great deal less effort. IR sensing of the test
article from the movable pan/tilt platform was also
identified as a desirable capability.
Solar intensity mapping- obtaining a map of solar intensity throughout the
chamber is a cumbersome and laborious process as
presently implemented. Automation of this
measurement, which is carried out generally only
when no test article is present, would be another
desirable feature for any system to be installed in the
chamber.
Leak detection- pinpointing leaks in the shroud when they occur is a
very difficult and time-consuming task, involving going
over the surface with helium leak detectors. Any
automation of this function, which would result in
reduction of chamber down-time, would be very
useful. It was estimated that this alone could save
$120,000 per year.
Having identified a list of potential functions, a design concept for a system to
provide those functions was generated, and is shown in Figure 1. A program was
then outlined that would allow a phased development of capability, with
checkpoints along the way that would allow periodic reevaluation of both
objectives and progress. Providing users with an early demonstration of the
potential advantages of the technology was an important aspect of the program,
which was proposed in three phases:
Phase 1- FY '92- Demonstrate in the JPL 10-ft SS an improved viewing
capability with a Z-axis-movable pan/tilt platform on which a
stereo vision system is mounted. (Because of previously
scheduled modifications, the 25-ft SS will not be available for
STAR installation until the end of FY 93.)
Phase 2- FY '93- Install the system into the 25-ft SS, and add the IR camera
and the solar spot mapping capability.
Phase 3- FY '94- Add capability for azimuthal motion of the platform, and leak
detection capbility.
This paper presents the Phase 1 effort.
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MAJOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The basic concept for the system as outlined above is quite straightforward.
Complications quickly arise however when specific requirements related to the
application are taken into consideration. First and foremost of these is the
environment in which the system will have to operate.
For STAR, the application environment includes high vacuum, i.e., on the order of
10 -7 torr, and temperatures ranging from -196 ° C to +93°C. (It should be noted
here that for the Phase 1 demonstration there will be no cold shroud in the 10-ft
SS. However, since the same hardware is to be ultimately installed in the 25-ft
SS, the design temperature range must accommodate that application.) Hard
vacuum operation imposes stringent cleanliness requirements, since no
significant outgassing can be tolerated, both in terms of maintaining vacuum, and
in avoiding contamination of the test article. Further, rubbing surfaces are to be
avoided, since they tend to produce particulates which can then deposit on
sensitive surfaces. The large temperature range means that there will be
significant dimensional changes in all components; these changes will of course
be a function of the materials used. The design must address these
considerations in detail.
Another important design consideration for this application is that the system
must not significantly disturb the environment seen by the test article, as, for
example, by presenting a warm spot in the otherwise uniformly cold wall
surrounding the test article, or by presenting a source of glare that might confuse
spacecraft optical components. This means that all heat sources, such as the
drive motors, or cables that are dissipating heat, must be shrouded from the
direct view of the test article. By the same token, shiny surfaces are not desired.
The design must recognize these constraints.
A third design consideration is reliability and ease of maintenance. Since one of
the major drivers for this program is the promise of decreasing the amount of
• down-time in testing, it would be counterproductive to have to halt testing to
repair this equipment, or, when repairs or maintenance are required, to make it
so awkward or time consuming to accomplish them as to defeat the purpose of
installing the system in the first place.
A consideration notable for its absence from this list is extreme accuracy. Unlike
most robotic applications, positional accuracy is not a strong requirement for the
STAR system. To have position knowledge and repeatability accurate within a
centimeter or two was judged to be quite adequate for this application. Since this
is well within the capabilities of even the crudest mechanization, it was not a
driver in the design.
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PHASE 1 SYSTEM CONCEPT
A block diagram of the STAR Phase 1 system is given in Figure 2. It consists of
the following assemblies:
a. The drive assembly,
b. The beam assembly,
c. The carriage assembly,
d. The pan/tilt assembly
e. The camera assembly
f. The in-chamber cable assembly,
g. The external cable assembly, and
h. The control console
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FIGURE 2. STAR SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Table I
Comparison of Candidate Ddve Mechanisms
NIZATION
CHARACTERISTIC
A. MATERIALS
RACK
AND
PINION
LEAD/BALL
SCREW
CHAIN
DRIVE
CABLE
DRIVE
METAL BELT
DRIVE
Properties at Cryo Tempe 3 3 4 2 1
Properties over Wide Temp Range 4 4 4 2 1
Vacuum Rated 2 2 4 4 1
Non-Outgassing
Availability (Stock or G,istom Comp)
Overall Mass
Comparitive Reliability
Est. Development Time
Simplicity of Assembly/Install.
3
4
Maintainability
Overall Cost
B. CLEANLINESS
Lubrication Required 4 4 4 1 1
Rubbing vs. Rolling Contact 3 4 4 3 1
Ease of Cleaning 3 4 4 5 1
Debris Generation 3 3 4 3 1
1i BEST SELECTION
Rail/Linear Bearing
Open Belt
Electrical Cable Spool
Pulley Diameter
Roller Diameter
Counter-Balanced
5I WORST SELECTIOt
Table II
Major Design Analyses Conducted
Beam/Roller
Closed Belt
Rolling Loop
Belt Stress
vs
Belt Width
Belt Thickness
Hertzian Contact Stress
Non-Counter-Balanced
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For each of these assemblies a number of design approaches were available;
space does not allow a discussion of them all. In the following paragraphs the
most significant design choices will be presented, with an indication of the
rationale behind the choice. Emphasis is given to the in-chamber portion of the
system, since that external to the chamber (external cabling and control console)
presented no special design problems.
DESIGN DESCRIPTION
a. Drive Assembly
The drive mechanism is the heart of the design, and was the most difficult to
design within the constraints imposed by the environment. Its design also drove
the design of most of the other system assemblies. It will serve as an example of
the kinds of analyses that were required to validate the detail design.
For the Phase 1 effort the final product is to be a vertically moving carriage on
which will be mounted a pan/tilt platform. Any number of options were available to
provide the vertical motion, including rack-and pinion, cable, chain, lead or ball
screw, metal belt/pulley, etc. Each of these has its own peculiar advantages and
disadvantages. Some of the most obvious are listed in Table I for various
candidate mechanizations. Scanning Table I, and in light of the design
considerations given above, the metal belt/pulley system appeared to provide the
best match for the requirements. It is compatible with the design requirements of
vacuum operability over an extreme temperature range and high cleanliness, it is
potentially lightest in weight, and the simplicity of the concept makes its
implementation appear reasonably economical. With little time to pursue in-depth
trade-off studies, this approach was selected early as the baseline for STAR.
Emphasis then shifted to the next layer of questions, i.e., what would it take to
make it work. Questions of materials selection, accommodation for thermal
expansion/contraction, unlubricated operation, avoidance of sliding contacts,
cable accomodation, etc., required addressing in detail.
Table II lists some of the more significant design analyses required to come up
up with a design that would meet all requirements. A detailed exposition of all the
trade studies performed is beyond the scope of this paper; only the highlights and
major conclusions will be reported here.
Drive Train
The selected motor is an Inland Brushless DC motor, Model RBE04500, flight
and vacuum rated at 1000 in-oz of torque and for -55°C operation. It was
selected specifically because it is designed for vacuum operation. A worm gear
drive was selected because of its inherent non-backdriveability; while it violates
the design criterion of no rubbing contacts, the rule was violated in this one case
because it provided the additional advantages of a high gear ratio and smooth
operation. The selection of materials (bronze for the worm gear and steel for the
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drive gear) should minimize particulates generated by the rubbing motion. Even
so, the drive will be totally enclosed in a housing to minimize the potential
contamination that might be generated by this gearing.
Belt and Pulley
A primary concern was the selection of a belt material that could withstand the
extremes of temperature and maintain high strength without embrittlement. An
associated question was the diameter of the pulley, to minimize the bending
stresses on the belt without violating the constraints of the maximum envelope
allowed for the mechanism. Only solid belts were considered; woven belts,
though far more amenable to the temperature extremes, were rejected because
their (huge) surface areas posed too great a threat for contamination.
A survey of belt manufacturers uncovered no one who was willing to certify their
belts for the specific environment we specified. However consultation with
metallurgists indicated semi-hard 304 stainless steel should have the desired
characteristics. A quick (though not highly scientific) test program involving
flexing 304 stainless steel belts in liquid nitrogen and examining them for cracks
verified this choice, which became the baseline. A further series of analyses on
bending stress and yield strength as a function of bend radius and belt thickness
led to the design parameter selection shown in Table III, which provides a design
margin of about a factor of four for the maximum anticipated load of 100 Ibs.
However, to provide redundancy and an added margin of safety, a two belt
system has been baselined.
TABLE III
Metal Belt Parameters
BELT LENGTH
BELT WIDTH
BELT THICKNESS
BELT MATERIAL
FATIGUE STRENGTH
(I00,000 CYCLES)
TENSILE STRENGTH
BELT CYCLIC LOAD CAP
BELT STATIC LOAD CAP
320 1NCHES
2 I NCHES
0.008 INCHES
304 SS COLD-WORKED
1/2 HARD
1 15,000 PSI @ 20"C
155,000 PSI @ -196"C
195,000 PSI @ 20"C
260,000 PSI @ -196°C
1400 LBS @ 20"C
3100 LBS @ 20°C
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A final design decision was made to leave the belts open-ended. This
automatically maintains belt tension as thermal expansion and contraction
changes belt length, without the need for additional tensioning devices.
The baselined pulley/drive train system is shown in Figure 3, and, as an exploded
view, in Figure 4. Figure 5 is a photograph of the actual hardware after initial
assembly.
b. Beam Assembly
The selection of a belt and pulley drive allows the use of a simple and
inexpensive U-beam for the vertical member. The beam is supported at the top
only; the bottom is pinned via slotted holes to allow for thermal motion while
maintaining verticality. The selected beam is 4 in. by 12 in., 6061-T6 aluminum,
with 0.29 in. wall-thickness, black anodized, and for the initial demonstration is 25
feet long. Nothing in the design limits the beam to this length, however, and the
basic design is fully adaptable to the larger 25' space simulator by using a longer
beam.
The beam assembly is shown in Figure 6. The depth of the beam has been
chosen to comfortably house the rolling loop cable that supplies power and signal
connections to the carriage. A cover, split to allow passage of the wiring, is
provided to shield the wiring from the chamber and to present to the chamber as
uniform a temperature environment as possible.
c. Carriage Assembly
The primary design challenge for the carriage assembly was to provide free
mot;on with minimum friction and no binding over the large temperature range
and in high vacuum. As noted earlier, this eliminated from consideration any
design that requires sliding contacts. The selected design, shown in Figure 7,
provides six sets of wheels. Two sets (top rear and lower front) are load-bearing,
while a second set (top front and lower rear) are spring loaded to assure contact
is maintained. An additional set of wheels, also spring-loaded, is mounted to each
side to maintain alignment as the beam changes dimensions during thermal
cycling. Vespel has been selected as the wheel material to minimize the
possibility of contamination by metal particulates that might be generated from
the rolling contact of the wheels with the beam. Bearings are 440C stainless
steel, and are unlubricated.
A major feature of the carriage is the ease with which the assembly can be
removed. Loosening four bolts that secure the wheel assemblies, unfastening
three electrical connectors, and pulling a single release pin from the belt yoke
allows the entire carriage and instrument payload to be lifted off as a unit.
d. Pan/Tilt Platform
A pan/tilt platform previously used in the space simulator was available for at
least temporary use with this system. This platform is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 3. Perspective View of the Drive Assembly 
Figure 4. Exploded View of the Drive Assembly 
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Figure 5. The Drive Assembly Hardware 
Figure 6. The Beam Assembly 
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Figure 7. The Carriage Assembly 
Figure 8. The Panmilt Platform 
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e. Camera Assembly
The capability to be demonstrated in STAR Phase 1 is stereo viewing of the test
article. To provide useful stereo over a reasonable range of target distances from
the cameras, and to provide close-in viewing when required, a three camera
arrangement, as shown schematically in Figure 9, taken from Ref 1, has been
selected. The salient parameters for the camera arrangement for the Phase 1
demonstration are given in Table IV, also taken from Ref. 1. The cameras
selected are designed to be vacuum operable, and will operate at temperatures
as low as -50°C. To maintain them at this temperature will require thermal
blanketing.
Cameras 1 and 2 have identical fixed focal length lenses, with manually
adjustable focal distances. For any given test, these will be fixed prior to chamber
evacuation. Camera 3's lens will be remotely adjustable for focal distance, and
will serve as the best focused lens for both near and far stereo viewing.
The system will allow monocular camera viewing by any camera, and
stereoscopic viewing by any pair of cameras. The video switcher will allow any
camera image to be viewed on any of the three monitors.
A comprehensive discussion of the stereo system design process used here can
be found in Ref. 2.
Table IV
Camera Configuration Parameters for the 10' Simulator
CAMERA PAIR
1.3
INTER-CAMERA
DISTANCE
5.6 INCHES
2.5 INCHES
3.1 INCHES
MONITOR
# DIAG.
SIZE
1 16"
2 22"
3 20"
CONVERGENCE
DISTANCE
2.2 METERS
1.6 METERS
3.0 METERS
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Y 3,0meters
2.2meters
ZOOM
_LENS
PLATFORM
I
I VIDEO SYNC
GENERATOR
I STEREO TV
MIXER
 v,oEo, iMON'TORI ! M N'TORII1' ' IMONITOR3
r _ STEREO GOGGLES
Figure 9. Camera Arrangement for the 10' Simulator
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f. In-Chamber Cable Assembly
The overall schematic of the in-chamber cabling is shown in Figure 10. The only
significant question here was the selection of cables for connecting the carriage
and its payload to the chamber feed-throughs. To accommodate the motion of
the carriage a rolling loop is employed. The cable, which is laid inside the beam,
may reach temperatures close to -196°C. Again, no manufacturer was willing to
guarantee the integrity of insulation flexing at such temperatures. Tests were run,
flexing various flat cables with insulation rated for vacuum operation in a liquid
nitrogen bath. In this testing, teflon insulated cables proved to have quite
satisfactory flexing properties at LN2 temperatures, and are being used for all in-
chamber cables.
g. External Wiring Assembly
The external wiring poses no particular problem, and is mentioned here only for
completeness. The external cabling is shown schematically in Figure 11.
h. Control
A 386 microprocessor is being built into the STAR system even though the
requirements of the Phase 1 demonstration could be satisfied with a far less
capable controller. The controls for the Phase 1 demonstration are relatively
simple: vertical position commands are given via keyboard input and the motor
encoder provides the necessary position feedback. Software limits are
incorporated, and are backed up by mechanical limit switches. The pan/tilt unit is
run on the same principle. The focal length of the lens system on camera 3 is
controlled open-loop by the operator.
Later phases of the program will see more complex control loops incorporated.
STATUS
Table V summarizes the status of each of the assemblies of the STAR system;
the present schedule calls for the system to be installed in the 10-ft SS by the
end of August, and for the first full-up demonstration of the system by the end of
September.
REFERENCES
. Diner, D.B. "Stereo Viewing Sy_em for STAR"JPLIOM 3474-92-059,
June 30,1992
2. Diner, D. B., and D. H. Fender "Human Engineering in Stereoscopic
Viewing Devices" JPL Report #D-8186, January 15, 1991
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Figure 10. Schematic of the Internal Cabling Assembly
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Figure 11. Schematic for the External Cable Configuration
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Table V
Status Summary
Drive
Drive Motor
Carriage
Beam
Pan/Tilt
Cameras
Internal
Cabling
Detail
Design/
Proc.
Spec.
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Fabricate
Procure
Complete
Placed
,In Process
Complete
Existing
Placed
In Process
Deliver
Complete
Due
Aug 14
Due
July 3 1
Complete
Due
Aug.3
Due
Aug 15
External
Cabling
Control
Console
Complete
n Process
n Process Due
Sept. 1
Due
Sept. 1
Assemble/
Checkout
Complete
Complete
Complete
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TeleOperatorfielePresence System (TOPS) 
Concept Verification Model (CVM) 
Development 
Mike S. Shimamoto 
NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER 
RDT&E Division (NRaD) Hawaii Detachment 
PO Box 997 
Kailua, Hawaii, 96734 U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
The development of an anthropomorphic, 
undersea manipulator system, the 
TeleOperator/telePresence System (TOPS) 
Concept Verification Model (CVM) is described. 
The TOPS system design philosophy resulting 
from NRaD's experience in undersea vehicles and 
manipulator systems development and operations 
is presented. The TOPS design approach, task 
teams, manipulator and vision system development 
and results, conclusions, and recommendations 
are presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
A major step has been taken toward the 
development of an advanced, telerobotic, undersea 
work system with the TeleOperator/telePresence 
System (TOPS) Concept Verification Model (CVM) 
Figure 1. TOPS CVM 
BACKGROUND 
(Figure 1). The long term objective of the TOPS 
program is to develop the technologies required to 
build remde work systems that are functionally 
equivalent to a diver in performing unstructured 
undersea tasks. Such a remotely controlled 
manipulator system would not be constrained by 
the diver's operational limitations in hazardous 
areas, great ocean depths, cold temperatures, and 
submerged operating time. The emphasis of the 
project is on developing the capability for 
performing tasks that require the dextrous, 
adaptive, and judgmental capabilities of man rather 
than on performing precise, well-defined tasks that 
Organizations contributing to the 
development of the TOPS CVM and their areas of 
expertise are as follows: NRaD (US Navy remotely 
operated vehicle and manipulator development); 
Sarcos, Inc. (SI) and the Center for Engineering 
Design (CED) at the University of Utah (dextrous 
handlarm, entertainment robots, and robotic 
component development); and Armstrong 
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AAMRL) 
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and 
Technology Innovations Group FIG) (helmet 
mounted display vision systems development). 
can be addressed 
specialized tools. 
purely robotic systems Or Teleoperator Systems Development at NRaD 
Over a span of two and a half decades, the 
Advanced Systems Division of NRaD's Hawaii 
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Detachment has developed manned undersea 
vehicles; unmanned, remotely operated undersea 
vehicles (ROVs); unmanned remotely operated 
ground vehicles (UGVs); and teleoperated 
manipulator systems' 92.3. 
During the development of the Remote 
Unmanned Work System (RUWS) (Figure 2) and 
several other ROVs, test operations were 
conducted in recovery, inspection, and 
emplacement tasks (Figure 3). The "lessons 
learned" from those operations provided impetus to 
the TOPS program. 
I 
'c 
4 
Figure 3. Manipulator work. 
Figure 2. RUWS. 
Although a set of hydraulic tools had been 
designed and fabricated for use by the RUWS 
manipulator, additional special tools were often 
required for new tasks (Figure 4). During several 
operations, the tools had to be modified or new 
tools fabricated, because the task was not quite as 
it was "supposed to be." Although, lots of 
pre-operations planning were done and special 
configurations for the vehicle were implemented, 
few missions were completed without difficulty. 
Navy salvage operations, by nature, usually have 
many "unstructured" tasks when recovering 
wreckage and items from wreckage. 
Figure 4. Vehicle configuration. 
Simple diver tasks, such as putting a snap 
hook onto a shackle, proved to be difficult because 
of the limitations in dexterity of the manipulator and 
mobility of the vehicle. If currents were present, 
the object to be worked on was approached with 
the vehicle heading into the current; this frequently 
resulted in an orientation to the task that was less 
than ideal for the manipulator. Maneuvering the 
vehicle for proper positioning usually resulted in 
agitation of the bottom sediment, which obscured 
the remote operator's visibility. Conditions such as 
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thosefor eachmissionseemedto provideunique
challengesto the operatorseven when the
missions consisted of fairly simple tasks. The
operators were often more frustrated than fatigued
in attempting to complete the tasks for a successful
mission. Tasks that could easily be performed by
divers were not at all trivial for an ROV work
system. These lessons indicated that a
diver-equivalent work system might provide the
work capability needed for many undersea
missions where present ROV and manipulator
systems are inadequate. The capabilities of such a
system could also be applied to other hazardous
missions on land and in space.
Diver Tasks
An assessment of tasks performed by
Navy and civilian divers determined: (1) the
importance of various tasks within dive missions,
(2) the manipulative and sensing capabilities used
by the divers to perform the missions, and (3) the
key design parameters for the development of a
diver-equivaient manipulator system.
In determining the importance of various
tasks within dive missions, it became clear that the
major differences between what divers could do
and what could be done with manipulators were
that divers could perform a series of complex tasks
and adapt to the differing tasks to successfully
complete a mission. The divers used their own
manipulative and sensing capabilities that were
required to complete the tasks. Maneuverability,
dexterity, and full sensory capability were key to
the adaptability and versatility required to
successfully complete the variety of tasks within
the missions.
In determining the key design parameters
for a diver-equivaient manipulator system, it
became evident that the best configuration that
would allow an operator to perform like a diver was
a system configured the same way as the human
operator (i.e., an anthropomorphic configuration).
A manipulator system with joints and links that
matches the operator's (kinematic equivalent)and
with all manipulative appendages and sensory
systems in the same relative positioning (spatial
correspondence) as the operator's appendages
and sensory systems would allow the operator to
perform the tasks as if he/she were present at the
work site.
A system that maintains spatial
correspondence between the slave and the
operator allows the operator to use his/her
experiences from infancy to the present. If spatial
correspondence is lost, people can adjust, but only
by sacrificing performance. The loss in
performance shows up in objective measures such
as additional training required to attain proficiency,
higher error rates, longer times to complete the
tasks, as well as increased mental and muscular
fatigue by the operators4.
Anthropomorphic Manipulator Development
The first anthropomorphic (human
configured) manipulator developed at NRaD was
the Remote Presence Demonstration System _,=
(nicknamed "Greenman'), shown in Figure 5. It
was assembled in 1983 using MB Associates arms
and an NRaD-developed torso and head. It had an
exoskeletai master controller with kinematic
equivalency and spatial correspondence in the
torso, arms, and head. Its vision system consisted
of two 525-1ine video cameras each having a 35°
field of view and video camera eyepiece monitors
mounted in an aviator's helmet.
Figure 5. Remote Presence Demonstration
System.
Greenman provided NRaD with valuable
experience in teleoperation and telepresence
issues and designs. Even with its simple claw
hands and no force or tactile feedback, novice
operators could readily perform manipulative tasks
without training. However, it clearly showed that
dextrous hands, force feedback, and a
high-resolution vision system were necessary for
diver-equivalent work capability. Also, the
Greenman was not designed for in-water use, and
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demonstrations of in-water work was deemed
necessary to fully demonstrate the diver-equivalent
concept.
TOPS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
TOPS Long-Term Concept
The long-term concept for a
diver-equivalent manipulator system is shown in
Figure 6. The.master controller "fits" the operator
like a business suit and senses his/her hand, body,
and head motions. The slave manipulator mimics
the operator's motions, senses its interaction with
the environment, and provides sensory feedback to
the operator via the master controller in a manner
natural to him/her.
j-
Figure 6. TOPS Concept.
An assessment was conducted of
available, near-term, and long-term technologies in
planning for the development of the first TOPS
model to verify the concept. Because the first
model would be a 3-year project only, long-term
technologies were not included in the project
scope.
Long-term technologies identified for future
TOPS systems were: (1) tactile telepresence
systems, (2) high-definition "IV (HD'i'V), (3) human
equivalent dextrous hands, (4) the integration of
virtual reality with the vision system, (5) advanced
manipulator controllers, and (6) passive sonar for
underwater directional hearing.
TOPS CVM
The first model of TOPS was called the
Concept Verification Model (CVM). This model
incorporated available and near-term teleoperation
and telepresence technologies including (1)
dextrous hands, (2) high-fidelity force feedback, (3)
high-resolution head-coupled vision, and (4) an
integrated, natural master controller with spatial
correspondence. The major thrust of the
technologies was in the development of the two
major subsystems: (1) the manipulator and (2) the
vision system.
TOPS CVM Manipulator Development
The development of the TOPS CVM
manipulator was contracted to Sarcos, Inc. and the
Center for Engineering Design at the University of
Utah. The hand was developed in the first phase;
the arm was developed and then integrated to a
revised hand in the second phase; and the torso
and head were developed and integrated in the
third phase. The supporting control system was
developed throughout all phases.
In the first phase, the hand development
consisted of finger, hand, and wrist design
concepts; tendon, actuator, and valve evaluation
and development; sensor and supporting structure
development; and antagonistic (pull-pull) servo
control system development. A brassboard,
9-degree-of-f]'eedom (DOF) hand was developed
incorporating a 4-DOF thumb, a 3-DOF index
finger, and a 2-DOF middle finger (Figure 7). The
hand was attached to a 3-DOF wrist incorporating
coincidental axes. The exoskeletal hand master
represented a major design breakthrough where
the structure fit on the backside of the hand but
had virtual joints that matched the operator's finger
joints. The brassboard hand was demonstrated at
the end of the first phase (1 year). Demonstrations
showed that the hand had the capability to perform
standard hand grasps and manipulate various
objects (such as threading a #10 nut onto a stud,
and grasping and using standard hand tools), and
showed high-sensitivity force feedback with high
inter-system stiffness.
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Figure 7. TOPS CVM brassboard hand. 
In the second phase, the hand was revised 
while the arm was developed, then the arm and 
hand were integrated; low-friction rotary actuators 
were developed; and development of 
high-performance servo system components and 
controllers was continued. The arm was designed 
with a 3-DOF shoulder and 1-DOF elbow. The 
3DOF shoulder was designed to allow 
forearm/elbow orientations for various work task 
requirements. The exoskeletal arm master allowed 
full, natural operator control of the slave 
manipulator. 
In the third phase, the torso and head were 
developed; subsystem and component 
development of valves, actuators, tendons, 
sensors, and hand designs were continued; all 
subsystems were integrated; then the system was 
tested in water. The 3DOF torso was developed 
to provide a natural, short-range mobility and 
repositioning platform for the arm and vision. The 
3DOF head was developed to provide natural, 
spatially correspondent visual positioning 
capability. Force feedback was not incorporated in 
the torso and head. 
TOPS CVM Vision 
The development of the vision system 
capitalized on the efforts by AAMRL on helmet 
mounted display (HMD) systems for the US Army's 
Light Helicopter, Experimental (LHX) program. 
After evaluating HMD prototypes for the LHX, a 
'pancake windaw' HMD configuration was selected 
for TOPS and a contract was awarded for an HMD 
to Technology Innovations Group (TIC) of New 
York. The HMD included a pair of 10231ine, 
monochrome CRTs with 68" field of view optics 
(approximately the view from a diver's mask); air 
cooling for comfort; and a "clamshell' rear-hinged 
section to make it easy to put the helmet on and 
take it off (Figure 8). 
The remote portion of the vision system 
consisted of a pair of 10231ine monochrome 
cameras with fixed-focus lens mounted in an 
underwater housing. 
A sophisticated display electronics 
package was acquired from AAMRL. The display 
electronics (developed for the LHX program) allows 
precise distortion correction for each channel, 
video signal, and CRT display. The correction 
parameters for each item can be stored on disk to 
allow rapid component changeout and 
reconfiguration. 
Figure 8. TOPS CVM Helmet Mounted 
Display. 
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TOPSCVMOverallObjectivesMet
The overall TOPS CVM technical
objectives were met in the development of an
advanced manipulator system that begins to
approach diver work Capability. A high dexterity
(22 DOF') manipulator with high-fidelity force
feedback and a high-resolution, head coupled,
stereo vision system was achieved. The
combination of high dexterity that is kinematically
equivalent to the operator, good force reflection,
and a spatially correspondent 3-D vision system
contributes to a high level of telapresence, i.e., the
perception that the system is transparent to the
operator. The operator feels that he/she is at the
work site performing the task, and can concentrate
on the task and noton operating the system.
Lessons Learned
Very valuable lessons were learned during
the deVelopment and testing of the TOPS CVM 5.
The manipulator demonstrated great potential for
performing a variety of manipulative tasks. The
force reflecting exoskeletal system was naturaland
easy to use. However, subtle differences in
kinematics and materials had major impacts on
system performance. When link lengths and joint
axes of the master controller did not properly
match the operator's links and joints, and when
grasping and positioning were not replicated
exactly, the operator usually worked with
significantly more caution and at a reduced speed.
The fingertip configuration and materials of the
slave hand also impacted the ability to securely
grasp, objects and, hence, the operator's
confidence and speed of task performance. The
compensation for gravity in the hand and arm for
all areas of the workspace is very important to
overall system performance and in the
minimization of operator fatigue. Also, the
capability to freeze operator selected joints would
be very valuable for fine positioning tasks.
The tendon system proved too delicate,
bulky, and complex for underwater operational
systems. Tendon technologies that more closely
replicate the human tendon system need to be
developed.
The torso proved very useful in extending
the manipulator's work volume and capability, in
changing the viewing perspective, and in providing
a "natural zoom" capability (the ability to position
the cameras closer to the work task simply by
leaning toward the object).
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
Teterobotic systems will continue to be
important for environments and tasks that are
hostile to humans, but where men's cognitive and
manipulative capabilities are needed. This case is
particularly true for accidents where explosives,
chemicals, nuclear materials, extreme heat or cold,
etc., would expose humans to great danger.
Accidents also present the high probability of
occurrence of unstructured tasks that need to be
performed to accomplish the mission.
Unstructured tasks usually require that full
manipulative, sensory, and cognitive capabilities
be employed. Any manipulative or sensory
capability that a manipulator system does not
provide is a 'handicap" to the operator. The TOPS
CVM represents a giant step taken towards
minimizing the "handicaps" an operator inherits
with a typical manipulator system.
However, as discussed in the section on
Lessons Learned, continued refinements are
needed in the TOPS CVM design to improved
operator machine interfaces end produce a
ruggedized, smaller hand for an operational
system.
The next development phase requires
continued developments in component
technologies for increasing hand dexterity,
providing underwater directional hearing capability,
enhancing vision, and providing tactile
telepresence.
Component development required for
increased hand dexterity include reliable,
Iow-stiction tendons, biological-like lubricants, end
compact tendon routing technologies; small,
responsive, lightweight, muscle-like actuators;
finger- and palm-padding type material; and tough
skin-type material.
The development of small, high-definition
"IV cameras and monitors are needed for 20/20
color vision systems.
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FIRE PROTECTION FOR LAUNCH FACILITIES
USING MACHINE VISION FIRE DETECTION
Douglas B. Schwartz
Air Force Civil Engineering Support Agency
Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida
INTRODUCTION
Fire protection of critical space assets, including launch and fueling facilities
and manned flight hardware, demands automatic sensors for continuous monitoring,
and in certain high-threat areas, fast-reacting automatic suppression systems.
Perhaps the most essential characteristic for these fire detection and suppression
systems is high reliability; in other words, fire detectors should alarm only on actual
fires and not be falsely activated by extraneous sources. Existing types of fire
detectors have been greatly improved in the past decade; however, fundamental
limitations of their method of operation leaves open a significant possibility of false
alarms and restricts their usefulness.
At the Civil Engineering Laboratory at Tyndall Air Force Base in Florida, a new
type of fire detector is under development which "sees" a fire visually, like a human
being, and makes a reliable decision based on known visual characteristics of flames.
Hardware prototypes of the Machine Vision (MV) Fire Detection System have
undergone live, fire tests and demonstrated extremely high accuracy in discriminating
actual fires from false alarm sources. In fact, this technology promises to virtually
eliminate false activations. This detector could be used to monitor fueling facilities,
launch towers, clean rooms, and other high-value and high-risk areas. Applications
can extend to space station and in-flight shuttle operations as well; fiber optics and
remote camera heads enable the system to see around obstructed areas and crew
compartments. The capability of the technology to distinguish fires means that fire
detection can be provided even during maintenance operations, such as welding.
CURRENT FIRE DETECTION TECHNOLOGY
Fire detectors used today sense smoke, heat, or electromagnetic energy such as
ultraviolet (UV) or infrared (IR) emissions. Only the latter type, also known as optical
fire detectors (OFDs) are capable of speed-of-light sensing of flames; thus, they are
employed where fast, remote sensing is required. Flames emit characteristic
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Figure 1. Conventional Means of Fire Detection (W/ IR  detector illustrated). 
electromagnetic emissions in particular bands, specifically the 0.18-0.24 micron band 
for W and the 4.4 micron C02 band for IR. However, any source emitting these 
frequencies will cause the detector to alarm. Ultraviolet detectors, for example, are 
commonly set off by reflected sunlight and arc welding. Infrared detectors can be set 
off by hot exhaust manifolds on powered support equipment, propane torches, and 
other heat sources. Many installations still use these single-band detectors, such as 
launch towers. In many cases, the inherent unreliability of this detection method has 
led to t o  disconnection from automatic suppression systems. To improve reliability, 
mulitispectral detectors have been introduced in the past few years, which require the 
presence of both U V  and IR sources or two discrete, characteristic infrared 
frequencies. Although false alarms with this type have been greatly reduced, multiple 
sources of UV and IR radiation, often found in complex environments, can still cause 
false alarms. Detectors have also malfunctioned due to the presence of X-rays fiom 
testing equipment, vibration, and other hazards of the operational environment. The 
Civil Engineering Lab is completing testing of optical fire detectdrs against false 
alarm sources. The result will be a military standard to allow manufacturers to 
produce more false alarm resistant and environmentally hardened systems. 
No matter how well optical fire detectors are constructed, the nature of 
ultraviolet/infrared detection implies certain fundamental limitations. Optical fire 
detectors trade off speed for accuracy; the faster the system is set to detect a fue, the 
higher the false alarm rate. OFD's are capable of detecting fires in less than 1/100 
second, but are typically slowed t o  3-30 seconds detection speed. This can be a 
significant delay where fast  response time is needed, such as protection of 
heat-sensitive composite aircraft like the B-2 bomber. Since OFD's only sense the 
magnitude of absorbed energy impacting the detector, they cannot judge the absolute 
size of a fire; a small fire close up emits the same energy to  the detector as a large fire 
further away. Intensity of W or IR energy reaching the detector drops off rapidly 
with the inverse square law, leading t o  a maximum reliable range of about 120 feet. 
This is a serious limitation for coverage of large spaces, such as warehouses. 
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MACHINE VISION FIRE DETECTION 
To circumvent these limitations, an effort was initiated in 1990 to  incorporate 
image processing technology into a new type of fire detector. Machine vision fire 
detection actually "sees" the fire in the visible spectrum and applies numerous and 
flexible criteria to judge the presence of fire. The detection process has been designed 
to  assure immunity tb all known sources of false activations while reliably and rapidly 
detecting visible flames. Furthermore, the nature of the system means it can be 
adapted to  visually sense non-fire threats, such as fuel vapor clouds. 
The front end of the system is a solid-state video camera, which uses a CCD 
(charged-coupled device) to  convert light into electronic information. The CCD 
consists of a square grid of picture elements (pixels) typically 512 on a side, or over 
250,000 pixels total. This chip can resolve a one square foot fire at 100 feet. The 
intensity of red, green, and blue light impacting each pixel is sequentially input into 
computer memory, which builds up a "virtual image" or frame which can then be 
analyzed. This takes place every 1/30 second. 
ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE I I  
Color, brightness, location I 
Figure 2. Machine Vision Hardware. 
Pixels are checked for minimum brightness (intensity) and color within red, 
green, and blue parameters. Succeeding frames are compared, revealing changes in 
color from frame to frame, behavior of the edge of the object, and growth rate. Actual 
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fires exhibit rapid color changes from frame to  frame, have highly variable edges, and 
tend to grow outward from a starting point. 
Size of the fire is computed by counting the pixels meeting the "fire" criteria. 
Where installed in a fixed setting, such as a launch tower, the system will be 
calibrated at installation to  relate position within its field of view to a particular size. 
Thereafter, the pixels across the base of the fire .can be summed and actual size 
computed from the number of pixels from the lower edge of the field of view. Portable 
or mobile installations will use two cameras on a k n o w n  baseline for range estimation. 
SECOND FRAME 
FIRST FRAME (In0 second later) 
Figure 3. Fire Decision Criteria. 
Knowledge of the actual size and growth rate allows determination of the 
degree of threat of a particular fxe. A detection and suppression system can have a 
selection of possible responses depending on the threat, instead of the current 
all-or-nothing approach. In a typical Air Force application, for example, machine 
vision detectors would be linked t o  an automatic suppression system capable of 
dispensing tens of thousands of pounds of firefighting foam onto a hangar floor. A 
small rag fire in a comer of the hangar would @pically trigger optical fire detectors to 
release this massive quantity of agent, requirin ; a costly cleanup for what could have 
been extinguished easily by hand. The machine vision detector can be set to only 
sound an alarm for such small, non-growth fires, to alert personnel in the area as well 
as the fne department. If the fire were to exceed a certain size, or if growth rate 
became high, the suppression system would be activated. More advanced systems 
could have directional nozzles for a localized response, avoiding unnecessary cleanup 
and getting more agent on the actual fire. 
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Figure 4. Fire Suppression Decision. 
COST AND AVAILABILITY 
The hardware components of the system, including the video camera, image 
processing hardware, and microprocessor, are all available "off the shelf." This drives 
down cost and technical risk. Current cost of the components is about $2500 and is 
expected to  drop, following the general trend of the small computer industry. New 
components have become available even during the development process. A new 
image processing board is being incorporated which will eliminate the need for a 
separate controlling microprocessor, reducing parts count and cost. The final 
prototype will consist of the camera, power supply, and one or two circuit boards 
containing a microprocessor, memory, and all the 'h.desf' for fire detection and decision 
making. Time for this prototype to make a fire/no fire decision is 1/10 second. Unlike 
optical f i r e  detectors, speed of detection is unrelated to accuracy; faster times can be 
achieved, if necessary, through use of a faster microprocessor. 
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POTENTIAL NASA/SPACE INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS
Machine vision fire detection "knows" what a fire looks like through algorithms
embedded in programmable hardware. Because the criteria used in these algorithms
is precisely known, the algorithms can be updated to take into account additional
threats or false alarm sources tailored for a particular environment. One example,
especially applicable to construction and maintenance environments, is to account for
luminous sparks, such as from welding. A spark will move rapidly from place to place,
unlike a fire, and will have a particular shape. Visual characteristics such as these
can be more precisely defined than intensity of radiation sources, which optical fire
detectors rely on. In fact, the algorithms can be programmed to identify any visible
object with sufficient contrast. For example, vaporized fuel from inadvertent leaks or
releases often produces a visible "cloud." Instead of slow-reacting sampling detectors
or line-of-sight sensing with restricted coverage, MV detection could be programmed to
sense the visible vapor.
Numerous NASA facilities use single-band UV or are scheduled to upgrade to
more advanced UV/IR detectors, including shuttle and space station processing bays
in the Vehicle Assembly Building, the payload changeout room and transfer arm at
the launch pad, and fuel storage and handling facilities. The known limitations of
these detectors drive up cost and reduce utility. For example, UV/IR detectors are
limited in range because the method depends on the magnitude of emitted energy.
The high bays in the VAB are vast spaces over 500 feet high and 400 feet on each side.
The UV/IR detectors used are calibrated to detect a 1 square foot fire at 45 feet; thus,
many detectors are required to cover this area, at a correspondingly high cost.
Machine vision detectors using high-density CCD sensors on the market would have
over four times the range. Furthermore, only one computer/processor is needed for up
to six cameras, decreasing cost. MV detectors are proving effective where visible
flames are involved; near infrared capability would enable the system to detect
otherwise invisible hydrazine and hydrogen fires.
For in-flight applications, Machine Vision is a lightweight, reliable alternative.
The space station, with its considerable inhabited spaces, will especially require
automatic fire detection. One processor could cover a large area, with fiber optics
feeding visual information from computer cabinets, equipment enclosures, and other
confined areas. A similar concept is scheduled to be developed by the Air Force to
protect engine and other internal compartments on the F-22 fighter.
MV detection is a far superior alternative to the single-band fire detection
sensors now in common use and has considerable advantages over even the most
recent I.rV/IR detectors. The system is currently in its second prototype stage and has
undergone periodic field tests against actual fires and false alarm sources. At the end
of 1992, final prototypes will undergo full scale validation. Performance will be
evaluated against UV/IR detection for incorporation into a major Air Force upgrade of
hangar fire protection systems. The technology will also be applied to development of
portable, self-contained fire detection and suppression systems and numerous other
applications.
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ABSTRACT
Oak Ridge National Laboratory has developed a real-time video transmission system for low-
bandwidth remote operations. The system supports both continuous transmission of video for remote
driving and progressive transmission of still images. Inherent in the system design is a spatiotemporal
limitation to the effects of channel errors. The average data rate of the system is 64,000 bits/s, a
compression of approximately 1000:1 for the black and white National Television Standard Code
video. The image quality of the transmissions is maintained at a level that supports teleoperation of a
high-mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicle at speeds up to 15 mph on a moguled dirt track. Video
compression is achieved by using Laplacian image pyramids and a combination of classical techniques.
Certain subbands of the image pyramid are transmitted by using interframe differencing with a
periodic refresh to aid in bandwidth reduction. Images are also foveated to concentrate image detail in
a steerable region. The system supports dynamic video quality adjustments between frame rate, image
detail, and foveation rate. A typical configuration for the system used during driving has a frame rate
of ~ 4 Hz, a compression per frame of ~ 125:1, and a resulting latency of < ls.
INTRODUCTION
The use of untethered teleoperated vehicles for many remote operations is greatly limited because of a
need to use low-bandwidth communication links. Vehicle control over a low-bandwidth channel is a
necessity for tactical operations which, for example, require a low signature. Low-bandwidth channels
are also encountered in underwater operations and in space applications. The most notable difficulty in
using low-bandwidth channels is the problem of video transmissions from the teleoperated vehicle
back to the driver's station. Given the availability of a low-bandwidth video transmission system,
tactical remote operations such as reconnaissance, surveillance, target acquisition, and convoys, for
example, would all become much more feasible. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has
developed a real-time video transmission system for these types of low-bandwidth remote operations.
The system supports both. continuous transmission of video for remote driving and progressive
transmission of still images.
The difficulty arising in the transmission of video is its extremely high data rate. Standard black and
white video requires 60 M bits per second (bps). State-of-the-art tactical communication links, for
example, support data rates in the range of 16 to 64 Kbps. Hydrophone data rates are lower still. A
minimum factor of 1000 in video data rate reduction is required for remote driving via these types of
*Research sponsored by the U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory and managed by Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC05-84Or21400.
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low-bandwidthchannels. Additional challengesexist to the problemof low-bandwidthremote
driving beyondthe high compression requirement. Driving experience using the ORNL system has
demonstrated the significance of latency (image age) on driver performance. Both a low and a constant
value of latency is very important. Image latency is affected by the duration of the encoding and
decoding processes and by the data rate of the communication channel. Hence, compression techniques
that possess deterministic processing times are more applicable for remote driving. The latency
requirement together with the high compression rates makes it extremely unlikely that lossless
compression techniques will ever be able to provide the required system performance [1]. In light of the
fact that low-bandwidth remote driving will suffer from degraded imagery, several human factors
studies have examined driver performance under these types of conditions [2][3][4].
Even lossy schemes with a high compression per video frame cannot meet the 1000:1 requirement alone
[5]. Some reduction in frame rate is also necessary. Another facet of ORNL's development focused on an
image-simulation technique that smoothed the interframe discontinuities associated with a reduced
frame rate. These discontinuities are, of course, even more pronounced when the vehicle is driven on
rough terrain.
APPROACH
The ORNL system is a hybrid version of the Laplacian pyramid approach to image compression [6].
This method decomposes an image into a set of subimages, each containing a separate spatial frequency
band. By stacking the subimages vertically, the shape of a pyramid can be formed and, hence, the term
'image pyramid.' The motivation for this type of approach has its foundation in studies of the human
visual system [7][8]. These studies demonstrated the significance of edge information to visual sensing.
The studies also revealed a reduced sensitivity to gray-level errors that are present at edges. These
results imply that edges should remain present in an image but permit them to possibly contain errors in
their intensity values. Pyramidal methods of compression provide this sort of highly selective image
degradation.
The block Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is another approach that has gained popularity in
applications requiring high compression rates [9][10][11]. However, when operated at high compression
rates, it suffers from the problem of producing noticeable artifacts at the DCT block boundaries. Block
artifacts are not produced by pyramidal methods.
Image pyramids have also been used for scene analysis [12][13][14]. These types of analyses were not
part of the ORNL remote-driving project. However, by adopting a compression scheme based on a
similar type of image decomposition, results of this project provide an opportunity for a synergistic
combination of an analysis plus compression system. An analysis system that could detect nearby
obstacles, for example, would be of great benefit to a remote driving system that suffers from degraded
imagery.
The hybrid aspect of the ORNL video compression system stems from several extensions to the
Laplacian method that have been employed. The overall system uses a combination of several
classical compression techniques and image foveation. A foveated image has reduced detail in the
peripheral areas. This process mimics the structure of the human eye by placing a region of highest
image quality at the center of the operator's field of view. This technique reduces bandwidth while
still providing the driver with a feel for the terrain that is passing. The foveal center can be moved by
the operator in realtime to adjust to the changing requirements of driving or for some other dynamic
aspect of the remote operation such as when a vehicle enters a surveillance mode.
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In addition to steeringthe foveal center,the ORNL systemaddressesthe problemof dynamic
adjustmentsin a more generalsense. Five different preprogrammedvideo-qualitysettingsare
provided. These allow the operator to use the available bandwidth in a manner as effective as
possible, given changing needs of the remote operation. Trade-offs can be made between image detail
and frame rate or between the size of the foveal area and its rate of peripheral degradation, for
example.
COMPRESSION ALGORITHM
The first step in producing a Laplacian image pyramid is to create another pyramid known as the
Gaussian pyramid. It is generated by recursively applying a low-pass kernel to an image. The low-
pass kernel used approximates a two-dimensional Gaussian function [6]. It has a normalized cutoff
frequency of lt/2.0 and produces a result that is subsampled by a factor of two in each direction. In this
manner, each subsequent subimage, or layer, of the Gaussian pyramid is reduced in area by a factor of
four from the previous layer. The ORNL system uses four pyramid layers.
The Laplacian pyramid is formed from the Gaussian pyramid by subtracting adjacent layers. To
subtract two layers, the smaller one is expanded in area by a factor of four and then subtracted from its
adjacent higher frequency layer. Each layer of the Laplacian pyramid contains a separate spatial
frequency band of the original image. Layers of the Laplacian pyramid are referred to as 'subbands'
because of this frequency decomposition. Expansion of the Gaussian layers was achieved via pixel
replication followed by the application of a 2 x 2 averaging kernel. This method differs from Burt's [6],
which used the Gaussian kernel both for expansion and for the recursive low-pass filtering. Slightly
higher compression ratios were achieved in the ORNL system by switching to the 2 x 2 averaging
kernel for expansion.
Once the Laplacian pyramid has been constructed, a uniform quantizer is applied to each subband.
Each subband received a different degree of quantization to take advantage of the varying degree of
visual sensitivity to errors in different spatial frequency bands [7][8]. The quantized subbands are then
foveated by simply clipping the contents of each band that resides outside a rectangular region (see
Figure 1). The centers of each foveal rectangle is collocated in the final image, and the size of each
rectangle is determined by the desired rate of foveal degradation. The foveated bands are positioned
to produce a gradual shift in image quality from the foveal center out towards the periphery.
To take advantage of the temporal correlation of images, experiments were made in differencing peer
subbands in subsequent images. These experiments were designed to determine which bands should be
processed in this manner and then to examine the effect of the duration of the differencing process. The
process incorporated a periodic refresh to ensure a temporal limitation to channel errors. Taped driving
imagery was used for input. The original vehicle transporting the camera had a speed of 10 mph.
During the experiments, the compression system ran at a frame rate ranging from 3 to 5 Hz. Under these
conditions, the lowest frequency band yielded a 15 to 20% improvement, and the second lowest showed a
5 to 10% improvement. Each varied with the scene content encountered on the tape. The two higher
frequency bands did not yield any improvement in the cases examined. Most likely because these bands
experienced substantial interframe differences with the vehicle speed and frame rate examined so that
a net gain was not realized. The refresh period for both of the lower frequency bands was selected to be
four frames. The realized compression did not substantially increase with longer refresh periods. The
four-frame interval was chosen as a compromise so that the temporal duration of a channel error was
limited to ls.
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Classical lossless techniques were employed in two stages to compress the quantized and foveated
subbands into a one-dimensional bit stream. First, a zero-run-length coding technique [15] was used to
process each row of a band. This process replaces a sequence of zero values with a single symbol
indicating the length of the zero run. Nonzero pixels remain unchanged in this operation. Some runs of
nonzero pixels did occur in the subbands, but the vast majority of runs consisted of zero pixels. To
simplify the coder, it was decided to restrict the formation of runs to be those of zero values only.
The second stage of lossless processing used a Huffman coder [15] to assign a variable-length code word
to each zero run and to each nonzero pixeL The code book for the Huffman coder was generated by using
statistics gathered from driving imagery. The ORNL system provided the capability of on-line code
book generation. An operator could specify starting and stopping times for the accumulation of image
statistics while driving. In this way, code books could be tuned in the field for a given terrain. Once
generated on board the vehicle, the code book was transmitted (in a lossless mode) to the decoder so
that operation could begin on each side of the system using the new code books. Each subband's image
statistics varied because of the different quantizers used. Different code books had to be used in each of
these cases and when subbands were refreshed rather than differenced. The performance of the
Huffman code books dropped by as much as 25% because of variations in scene content.
Using the above two classical techniques yielded a compression slightly higher than the zeroth-order
entropy [15] in the higher subbands. An entropy measure is commonly used to determine the
theoretically highest compression possible. Note that the calculation assumes a completely random
arrangement of symbols in the data set. The quantized bands are far from random. The dominant
(nonzero) components in each layer are typically associated with edges in the input image, so layers
tend to contain large expanses of zero pixels with small clusters of nonzero values. Hence, the zeroth-
order entropy is not a completely accurate metric for the Laplacian subbands.
Each subband was transmitted in a separate packet. Upon reception at the decompression unit, the bit
stream was decoded and the image data was painted into frame buffers. The process of collapsing a
Laplacian pyramid to recreate an image requires recursive steps of expansion and addition [6]. Several
options for scheduling the time to collapse pyramids were explored. Nominally, a pyramid collapse
could occur after all the subbands have been accumulated on the decompression side. Another
possibility is to collapse the pyramid after each band is received. In the latter approach, final images
contain a temporally skewed set of subbands.
A simulation scheme was investigated that employed temporal skewing. Bands were transmitted in
order from highest frequency to lowest. A pyramid collapse following the arrival of each new band
produced a gradual transition in the image from old to new. The edges lead the change in the image to
continually provide the operator with a sense of the changing scene conditions. This technique yielded
a pseudoincrease in the frame rate seen by the vehicle operator. Similar concepts have been applied to
the area of improved-definition television by using temporal interpolation between subbands of
subsequent images. Interpolative techniques are well suited for open-loop systems. Teleoperated
systems could benefit from the improved image quality of interpolative approaches but cannot tolerate
the accompanying increased latency. The logic behind the simulation approach studied here was to
take advantage of subbands immediately upon reception. The use of temporally skewed subbands was
considered to be a good starting point for addressing the needs for image simulation in a closed-loop
system. Unfortunately, the technique had to be disengaged in the field. The large changes in imagery
produced when the vehicle traversed moguls often resulted in noticeable residual artifacts. It became
apparent that a more extrapolative technique is required. Future work will address the smooth
extrapolation problem.
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Another use for temporally skewed bands arises in an opportunity to robustly handle channel dropouts.
The packet transmissions of each subband tended to perform in an all or nothing fashion. Packets
were identified by frequency band and by frame number. If any subbands were dropped, the collapse
heuristic was capable of substituting the old version of the same band and collapsing to form a new
image. Hence, to be useful, an entire set of bands was not required.
Several close relatives to the Laplacian pyramid have been studied for image compression [16][17][18].
The motivation for choosing the Laplacian over these other methods is due to the property of temporal
skewing discussed above. The most notable contender to the Laplacian approach is the Quadrature
Mirror Filter (QMF). The QMF kemel produces a somewhat more compact decomposition of images
than does the Laplacian and, consequently, has been more closely examined in recent years. Some
debate has arisen over the merits of the Laplacian versus the QMF kernel. Vetterli contends, for
example, that the Laplacian is a superior choice overall because of improved results in the area of
motion-adaptive compression [19]. The Laplacian approach was chosen for use with the ORNL system
for closely related reasons. The Laplacian has a tolerance to misregistration of subbands during the
Collapse process. The high-pass version of the QMF kernel produces bands that must be precisely
aligned prior to collapsing to prevent noticeable artifacts. Given that driving imagery is typically
always varying and because of an interest in temporally skewing subbands, the Laplacian approach to
pyramid generation was chosen for the ORNL system.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The final configuration of the ORNL system consists of a two Versa Module Eurolman COME) racks, one
for compression and one for decompression. The compression rack is mounted on board a high-mobility
multipurpose wheeled vehicle (HMMWV) outfitted for teleoperation. The decompression rack is
mounted in an environmental enclosure adjacent to a VME-based Sparc station. An operator interface
runs on the Sparc, providing vehicle control functions. The driving station and teleoperated HMMWV
were developed by Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL). The ORNL compression system provides
video support for an Automatic .Target Acquisition (ATA) system on board the HMMWV. The
compression system transmits seven high-resolution still images at the start of targeting operations. As
the ATA system acquires targets, the compression system transmits small rectangular portions of images
containing the tracked targets. These were typically -40 x 60 pixel in size. At the operator station, the
decompression system pastes targets at appropriate locations within the frame buffers. The contents of
the tracking buffers are displayed on the operator control station. A socket-based custom protocol is
used to communicate between the ORNL compression system, the operator control station, and the ATA
system.
Each rack contains three single-board computers, Datacube image processing hardware, and memory
cards. The first processor in the compression rack is responsible for controlling the Datacube equipment
and for determining the image capture rate. The second processor performs the zero-run-length and
Huffman coding. The third interfaces to the radio. The processors in the decompression rack also form
a pipeline for images and perform symmetrical functions.
The packet radios use a spread-spectrum type of modulation and operate in the 902 to 928-MHz band.
The units provide a wireless Ethernet bridge between the VME systems. The low-bandwidth
communication channel is emulated by using a real-time clock to maintain a data rate at 64 Kbps. The
average rate was also monitored at the receiving unit for verification. Fluxuations down to ~ 55 Kbps
commonly seen were due to competing (RF) traffic. It was necessary to adjust the physical packet size of
the transmitted data to improve the system's ability to coexist with other nearby transmitters in the
same RF band. The physical packet size was adjusted by modifying the operating systems' Ethernet
driver.
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The ORNL system is capable of using either protocol with the Ethernet bridge. TCP sockets guarantee
faithful delivery of all packets, in order, and will retry indefinitely to provide such. UDP sockets do
not provide a similar guarantee. This flexibility provides the option to avoid exhaustively
attempting to retransmit old subbands. In the event of a dropout, the system simply begins the
transmission of the next new band. Given the tolerances of the Laplacian pyramid described above,
bands can be dropped without severe consequences. At the demonstration of the system, it was operated
in a TCP mode. Hence, the effect of channel errors on video quality was not a visual blemish. Rather, it
was an increased delay in transmission for that band. It is believed that the design aspects affecting
channel noise tolerance that were made part of the system were a worthwhile development effort,
although they were not fully exercised at the first demonstration. It is anticipated that these aspects
of the system will come to fruition with future versions of the system.
In addition to the two-rack compression system, a one-rack simulation system has also been developed.
The simulator has been delivered to the U.S. Army's Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL) for human
factors studies on remote driving. The simulator is capable of producing the same degraded imagery and
of emulating the latency present in the two-rack version of the system. Future work at ORNL will
incorporate the recommendations indicated by HEL's studies.
CONCLUSIONS
The ORNL video compression system was demonstrated in April 1992. The system supports
teleoperation of an HMMWV at speeds up to 15 mph on a moguled dirt track. During driving tests, the
compression per frame ranged from ~ 105:1 to 145:1, depending on scene content. The frame rate varied as
a function of the realizable compression, ranging from 3 to 6 Hz. Latency of the system was determined
to be ~ ls. Future work in this area will address improvements to the compression algorithm, the
problem of temporal extrapolation, and the transmission of color images.
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PLANETARY ROVER DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL
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Planetary rover research has recently focused on small rovers, which are competent to explore
and assist in in-situ analysis of limited areas around a landing site (as opposed to the larger, long-
range rovers, which have been assumed to accompany sample return missions). Navigation and mo-
bility concepts of these small rovers are, in some cases, somewhat different than has been assumed in
the past. The sensing, computing, communication, and power resources of these missions dictate a re-
thinking of the "large mission" approach. Recent results and demonstrations along this new direction
are described.
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Oak Ridge,TN 37831-6364
This paper discussesthe sensor-basedteleroboticdrivingofa car in a-prioriunknown envi-
ronments using "human-like"reasoningschemes implemented on custom-designedVLSI fuzzyin-
ferencingboards. These boardsuse the Fuzzy Settheoreticframework toallowvery vast (30 kHz)
processingoffullsetsofinformationthatare expressedinqualitativeform using membership func-
tions.The sensor-basedand fuzzyinferencingsystemhas been incorporatedon an outdoortest-bed
platformtoinvestigatetwo controlmodes fordrivinga caron thebasisofverysparseand imprecise
range data. In thefirstmode, the car navigatesfullyautonomously toa goalspecifiedby the oper-
ator,whileinthesecondmode, thesystem actsasateleroboticdriver'said providingthe driverwith
linguistic(fuzzy)commands toturnleftor right,speedup,slowdown, stop,or back up depending on
theobstaclesperceivedby the sensors.Indoorand outdoorexperimentswith both modes ofcontrol
are describedinwhich the system usesonlythreeacousticrange (sonar)sensorchannelstoperceive
the environment. Sample resultsare presentedthat.illustratehe feasibilityofdevelopingautono-
mous navigationmodules and robust,safety-enhancingdriver'saidsforteleroboticsystemsusingthe
new fuzzyinferencingVLSI hardware and "human-like"reasoningschemes.
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Robotic All-Terrain Lunar Exploration Rover
J.W. Purvis* and P.R. Klarer**
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico
A robotic rover vehicle designed for use in the exploration of the Lunar
surface is described. The Robotic All-Terrain Lunar Exploration Rover
(R.A.T.L.E.R.) is a four wheeled all-wheel-drive dual-body vehicle. A
uniquely simple method of chassis articulation is employed which allows
all four wheels to remain in contact with the ground, even while
climbing over step-like obstacles as large as 1.3 wheel diameters. Skid
steering and modular construction are used to produce a simple, rugged,
highly agile mobility chassis with a reduction in the number of parts
required when compared to current designs being considered for planetary
exploration missions. The design configuration, mobility parameters, and
performance of several existing R.A.T.L.E.R. prototypes are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In 1989 President George Bush called for the establishment of a U.S.
Space Exploration Initiative with the goals of returning to the Moon to
stay and a manned m_ssion to Mars. Subsequent national studies such as
NASA's 90-Day Study I and the Synthesis Report 2 have led to significant
renewed interest in robotic precursor missions for exploration of the
Moon. The recent Lunar Rover/Mobility Systems Workshop s, conducted by
NASA's Exploration Program Office and the Lunar Planetary Institute,
proposed two initial missions and established some criteria for Lunar
rover platforms.
For Lunar exploration missions lasting one Lunar day or longer, a
robotic rover system must combine high agility and efficient thermal
management with radiation hardness to assure a high probability of
mission success in that extreme operating environment. Low launch mass,
high reliability, and robustness of the system are highly desirable
characteristics as well, since the vehicle will not be readily
accessible for repair or recovery once it has been deployed. Engineers
at Sandia National Laboratory have recently demonstrated an innovative
concept for a robotic rover vehicle designed for use in the exploration
of the Lunar surface. The design configuration, mobility parameters, and
performance of several prototypes of this vehicle are discussed below.
\
\
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VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
The Robotic All-Terrain Lunar Exploration Rover (R.A.T.L.E.R.) is a four 
wheeled a1 1-wheel-drive platform with twin body compartments connected by a 
hollow central pivot. The general configuration is shown in Figure 1, which is 
a three-view schematic of the dual-body central-pivot design for which a 
patent has been applied. L-J -1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Figure 1. R.A.T.L.E.R. Schematic. 
The uniquely simple method of chassis articulation by means of the hollow 
6 central pivot is employed between the bodies to allow all four wheels to 
remain in contact with the ground while. traversing uneven terrain. This 
central pivot, as well as the vehicle center of mass, i s  located as close to 
the axle line and the geometric center of the vehicle as possible to ensure 
maximum stability while climbing over large obstacles. The articulating action 
of the dual-body central-pivot is illustrated in Figure 2, which is a picture 
of the first remotely controlled prototype being driven over some large rocks 
in Death Valley. 
Figure 2. R.A.T.L.E.R. Prototype at Death Valley. 
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ANALYSIS
Only four situations have been analyzed to date for the R.A.T.L.E.R.:
I) the maximum height vertical step which can be cleared, 2) the optimum
wheelbase for a given wheel diameter, 3) an estimate of the optimum stance,
and 4) the traction advantage of the dual-body central-pivot design over a
conventional four wheeled platform.
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the maximum step height problem. From the
geometry, the maximum step height H which can be climbed is
I) Hma x = -V/B 2 _ R2
where B is the wheelbase and R is the wheel radius. The ground clearance is
assumed to equal to the wheel radius, and the center of mass is assumed to be
centered along the line of axles so that the vehicle will not tip over
backwards.
8 i
..............i, ...............
Figure 3. Maximum step clearance geometry.
Constructing a figure similar to Figure 3 but without the rear wheel
touching the vertical face of the step, it can be shown that for any angle B
there is a minimum height
2) Hmi n = R(l+tanB)
such that the vehicle bottom will scrape on all steps with height H if
3) Hmi n < H < Hma x
In terms of the geometry
4) H = BsinB
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and therefore no scraping will occur as long as
s) BsinB < R(l+tan8)
The bottom will just touch the point of the step if the inequality in Equation
(5) is instead an equality. Assuming the equality and differentiating with
respect to B, it can be shown that a minimum occurs when
6) sinB = cose
The optimum value of B for no bottom scraping is then
7) B =21/2 R
Using the above result in Equation (I), the maximum step height that a vehicle
with optimized wheelbase can climb is
8) Hmax = ¢7 R
which is 1.32 wheel diameters. A similar analysis using Equation (8), assuming
hemispherical boulders, and neglecting wheel width, shows that the optimum
stance S must be in the range
9) S < 3.74 R
A much more complicated analysis of the step problem, which will not be
repeated here, shows that when only one side of the vehicle climbs a step, the
leverage advantage of the articulating R.A.T.L.E.R. design requires only half
as much torque to climb the step as a conventional four wheeled platform. This
is intuitively obvious since only "half" of the R.A.T.L.E.R. vehicle is
traversing the obstacle. Alternatively, if the two vehicles have equal torque,
the R.A.T.L.E.R. design can climb steps which are slicker by almost a factor
of two (the coefficient of friction equations are not linear).
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PROTOTYPES /_D TESTS
The original prototype was a small, unpowered, uncontrolled balsa model
about six inches long which was used to verify that the dual-body central-
pivot concept would traverse large obstacles and had some advantages over
conventional platforms. Several other models were then constructed to
investigate conventional steering versus skid steering, body shapes, tethered
controls, remote RF controls, and even solar power use.
The first large scale prototype, incorporating the best ideas from all of
the early models, is the one shown in Figure 2 which has been dubbed the
"White R.A.T.L.E.R.". This model is about 15 inches long with a balsa, mylar,
and plastic tubing chassis. The drive system consists of four 7/8ths inch dia
by 3 inches long constant speed DC electric motors reclaimed from the DOE
weapons program. Skid steering is used. The control system is a model aircraft
radio control set coupled to microswitches for motor control and standard
servo setups for the internal tilt of the miniature CCD onboard camera. The
entire system, including the remote video transmitter, is powered by a series
of 9V transistor radio batteries. This prototype has been tested extensively
for obstacle climbing abilities, and once in the sands at Death Valley.
Three subsequent prototypes, all using skid steering, have been
constructed and are now undergoing extensive testing at Sandia and on the
dunes at White Sands National Monument (WSNM). One is an eleven pound aluminum
replica of the White R.A.T.L.E.R. powered by a series of 12V gelcells, and
with an external pan and tilt miniature CCD camera. The second unit is an 8
inch Pygmy R.A.T.L.E.R. with external pan and tilt CCD camera, miniature video
transmitter, and variable speed drive system for the wheels. The last unit is
a flat plate body testbed with variable speed drive system, designed so that
the stance, ground clearance, pivot height, and pivot limits can be easily
changed. All three systems have been tested in damp gypsum sand at WSNM and
can climb 18-22 degree slopes. A dry, powdery sand test with the Pygmy
R.A.T.L.E.R. showed the potential for climbing even steeper slopes, but
further tests are needed to verify this observation.
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Although teleroboticsand extravehicularactivity(EVA) are oftenportrayedas competitive
approaches to space operations,ongoing researchin the Space Systems Laboratory (SSL) has
demonstrated theutilityofcooperativerolesin anintegratedEVA/teleroboticworksite.Working in
theneutralbuoyancy simulationenvironment,testshave been performedon interactiverolesorEVA
subjectsand telerobotsinstructuralassembly and satelliteservicingtasks.In themost elaborateof
theseteststodate,EVA subjectswere assistedby the SSL's Beam Assembly Teleoperator(BAT) in
severalservicingtasksplanned forHubble Space Telescope,using the high-fidelitycrew training
articleinthe NASA Marshall NeutralBuoyancy Simulator.These testsrevealedseveralshortcom-
ingsinthedesignofBAT forsatelliteservicingand demonstrated the utilityofa free-flyingor RMS-
mounted telerobotforprovidingEVA crew assistance.This paper documents thepasttests,including
the use offree-flyingtelerobotstoeffectthe rescueofa simulatedincapacitatedEVA subject,and
detailsplanned futureeffortsinthisarea,includingthe testingofanew teleroboticsystem optimized
forthe satelliteservicingrole,thedevelopmentofdedicatedteleroboticdevicesdesignedspecifically
forassistingEVA crew,and conceptualapproachestoadvanced EVA/teleroboticoperationssuch as
theAstronautOperationsVehicle.
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ABSTRACT
Graphics displays can be of significant aid in accom-
plishing a teleoperation task throughout all three phases of
• off-line task analysis and planning, operator training, and on-
line operation. In the first phase, graphics displays provide
substantial aid to investigate workcell layout, motion planning
with collision detection and with possible redundancy resolu-
tion, and planning for camera views. In the second phase,
graphics displays can serve as very useful tools for introduc-
tory training of operators before training them on actual
hardware. In the third phase, graphics displays can be used
for previewing planned motions and monitoring actual
motions in any desired viewing angle, or, when communica-
tion time delay prevails, for providing predictive graphics
overlay on the actual camera view of the remote site to show
the non-time-delayed consequencies of commanded motions
in real time. This paper addresses potential space applica-
tions of graphics displays in all three operational phases of
advanced teleoperation. Possible applications are illustrated
with techniques developed and demonstrated in the Advanced
Teloperation laboratory at Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The
examples described include task analysis and planning of a
simulated Solar Maximum Satellite Repair task, a novel
force-reflecting teleoperation simulator for operator training,
and preview and predictive displays for on-line operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in computer graphics technologies enable the
design, development, and use of high-fidelity graphics
displays for very efficient operation aid in space telerobotics.
Advanced graphics techniques [10] can be used to achieve
increased reliability in all three phases of space telerobotic
operations: in off-line task analysis and planning, in operator
training, and in on-line task execution. This paper addresses
potential use of graphics displays in all three phases of space
telerobotics flight experiments. All three applications areas
are described and illustrated by examples implemented at the
Advanced Teleoperation Project [3], [16] at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
H. TASK ANALYSIS AND PLANNING DISPLAYS
Graphics displays can provide substantial aid in off-
line task analysis and planning, for example, to investigate
workcell layout, motion planning with collision detection and
with possible redundancy resolution, and planning for camera
images. Graphics displays are used for task analysis and
planning of Solar Maximum Repair Task. The Solar Max-
imum Repair Mission (SMRM) [4] was successfully com-
pleted by two astronauts through a 7-hour extra vehicular
activity (EVA) in 1984. In this mission, the Solar Maximum
Mission (SMM) satellite was captured and berthed in the
Space Shuttle cargo bay by using the Shuttle Remote Mani-
pulator System (RMS), and then three tasks of replacing
Modular Attitude Control System (MACS), installing a pro-
tective cover, and replacing the Main Electronics Box (MEB)
of an instrument were performed prior to the deployment of
the repaired satellite. The most difficult task among the three
was the MEB repair. Central Research Laboratories (CRL)
demonstrated in 1987 that the MEB repair task could be per-
formed by teleoperation using a 7-dof force-reflecting
master/slave manipulator system [1]. The same MEB repair
task is planned to be demonstrated in the Advanced Teleo-
peration Laboratory (ATOP) by using a dual-arm teleopera-
tion system equipped with recent advanced control and graph-
ics display techniques. Two 8-dof redundant robot arms from
AAI (American Armament Inc.) has just been installed,
replacing the two existing 6-dof PUMA arms, to increase the
reach volume and dexterity.
The IGRIP (Interactive Graphics Robot Instruction
Program) software package from Deneb Robotics [5] is used
in our initial off-line task analysis/planning of the simulated
SMSR task. The package provides an excellent operator-
interactive graphics simulation environment with advanced
features for CAD-based model building, workcell layout, col-
lision detection, path designation, and motion simulation.
The workcell of the simulated SMSR task shown in a
graphics display of Fig. 1 consists of two 8-dof AAI robot
arms, a partial SMM satellite mockup, two "smart" hands
(end effectors), a raised tile floor, and a screw driver tool.
Other workcell elements include camera gantry frame and
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various other end effector tools such as a tape Cutter to Cut 
Kapton tapes and a diagonal cutting plier to Cut tie Wraps. 
By using CADbased object model building  function^ of 
IGRIP, each device in the workcell was built by first creating 
the individual parts of the device and them putting them 
together with appropriate definitions of kinematic athibutes. 
All the graphics models were built by using actual dimen- 
sions measured. After all the devi- were built, these dev- 
ices wen laid out in the workcell by U s i n g  Warkcell layout 
functims of IGRIP. Each device is allowed to be moved h 
any position and orientation with a mouse. In order to deter- 
mine the desirable mounting locations of the robots and the 
satellite mockup, reach envelopes of a robot werc overlaid On 
the workcell display graphics for V&OUS task conditions, 
w h m  each device WBS allowed t0 be moved t0 S a h f y  the 
reach envelope ~0nstraintS. 
The AAI arm which has just been installed for the 
SMSR demonstration is an 8dof redundant manipulator with 
8 rotational join3 COnneCted serially. The axes of the first 3 
joints intersect with each other at the shoulder point. Joint 4 
specifies the elbow bending angle, and the first 4 joints (joint 
1 through 4) determine the wrist position. The remaining 4 
joints constitute a Wrist, and their axes intersect with each 
other at the wrist point. The lengths of the upper arm (from 
shoulder to elbow) and the forearm (from elbow to mist) are 
27.407 in. and 21.930 in., respectively. By amsidering the 
geometry of the AAI arm, we can easily observe that the 
wrist reach volume which is the set of points reachable by 
the robot wrist point is a relatively thii spherical shell of of 
thickness 17.348 in. with her and outer radii 31.989 in. and 
49.337 in., respectively. 
An example of the reach envelope analysis is shown in 
Fig. 2 to determine the opening angle of the MEB panel. 
Removal of electric conmctor screws from the MEB quires  
that the screw driver held by the right robot hand be able to 
reach all the connector screws at the right angle to the MEB 
p a d .  The total length from the wrist to the screw driver tip 
is 26.125 in. (screw driver tool length = 75 in.), and the 
reach envelope of the screw driver for the perpendicular 
orientation to the panel is obtained by translating the wrist 
reach envelope of Fig. 2 by 26.165 in. towards the panel. 
When the panel is 100" opened, some of the connector 
screws near the hinge assembly cannot be reached by the 
screw driver at the right angle (Fig. 2a). A rather long dis- 
tance from the wrist to the tool tip severely restricts accept- 
able opening angles of the panel. Further careful reach 
envelope analysis indicates that when the panel is 115" 
Opened, the Sc-rt?W driver Can reach all the COMector Screws at 
the right angle to the panel (Fig. 2b). 
An inverse kinematic routine developed for the 8-dof 
redundant AAI arm [14] was incorporated into each of the 
two graphically simulated robot arms to allow Cartesian robot 
cont.1~1. The inverse kinematic algorithm employed is a 
simplistic approach of fixing 2 joints and using only 6 joints 
at a time. At present joint 3 and 5 are chosen as fixed joints 
and used as redundancy control parameters. In the normal 
operating region of the SMSR task, the joint 3 value is 
Fig. 2. The MEB panel of the satellite mockup should be 
inside the reach envelope of the right robot hand for folding 
and unfolding thermal blankets (upper) and inside the reach 
envelope of the tape cutter held by the right robot hand for 
Kapton tape cutting (lower). 
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closely related to the elbow rotation about the axis connecting 
the shoulder and wrist points. However, when the desired 
wrist position is right above the shoulder point, joint 3 must 
be 0" or 180" and in this case only joint 1 is closely related 
to the elbow rotation angle. The Cartesian motion of each 
robot was verified graphically with the "T-jog" function of 
IGRIP. In the "T-jog" mode, the end effector frame of the 
robot follows the coordinate frame of a selected tag point 
which can be controlled with a mouse or a keyboard. The 
graphically simulated arms can also be controlled with hand 
controllers using the inverse kinematic routine residing in the 
real-time robot control system. This helps to check the 
inverse kinematic routine implemented on the real-time sys- 
tem. 
In Fig 3, the joint 3 values of the left and right arms 
are inadequately set to 105" and do", respectively. As a 
result, the elbows of the two arms begin to collide with each 
other, as we move the right arm further away from the Satel- 
lite mockup keeping the screw driver tip on the MEB surface 
and the orientation at the right angle to the panel. Fig. 3 
shows a configuration right before collision. When the two 
arms collide, the collision is immediately detected by IGRIP, 
and the parts in collision get highlighted in red. The two arms 
containing the colliding parts get highlighted in cyan, and the 
rest of the devices in the workcell turn blue. Of course, an 
adequate setting of the elbow rotation angles can avoid colli- 
sions as in Fig. 1. 
It cannot be overemphasized that good camera viewing 
conditions are essential to perform teleoperation missions suc- 
cessfully. Simulated graphics displays of camera views can 
be used for sensor planning to determine desirable camera 
locations and mom settings for each task segment by using 
viewing criteria such as visibility, resolution, field of view, 
and lighting. Continuous motion simulations can be per- 
formed by using programs written in GSL (graphics simula- 
tion language) and CLI (command line interpreter) supported 
by IGRIP. Collisions between devices in the workcell can be 
F&. 3. Redundance resolution with the joint 3 value. An 
inadequate setting of the elbow rotation angle can cause Colli- 
sions between the two arms. 
detected during simulation. A final verified planned task 
sequence and the motion simulation for each task segment 
can be used later for preview display during the on-line task 
execution. 
HI. OPERATOR TRAINING DISPLAYS 
Graphics displays can also serve as an introductory 
training tool for operators. Teleoperation in general demands 
considerable training, and robots can be damaged during the 
initial stages of the training. Prior to training with actud 
robots, a telerobot simulator can be used during the initial 
training. Introductory training with a simulator can save time 
and cost for space crew training. 
Recently we have developed a force-reflecting teleo- 
peration simulatorltrainer [7], [IO], [I21 as a possible 
computer-aided teleoperation training system (Fig. 4). A 
novel feature of this simulator is that the operator actually 
feels virtual contact forces and torques of a compliantly con- 
trolled robot hand through a force reflecting hand controller 
during the execution of the simulated peg-in-hole task. The 
simulator allows the user to specify force reflection gains and 
the stiffness (compliance) values of the manipulator hand for 
both the three translational and the three rotational axes in 
Cartesian space. The location of the compliance center can 
also be specified, although initially it is assumed to be at the 
grasp center of the manipulator hand. 
A peg-in-hole task is used in our simulated'teleopera- 
tion trainer as a generic teleoperation task. An indepth 
quasi-static analysis of a two-dimensional peg-in-hole task 
has been reported earlier [17], but the two-dimensional model 
is not sufficient to be utilized in a teleoperation trainer. This 
two dimensional analysis is thus extended to a three- 
dimensional peg-in-hole task [lo], [12], so that the analysis 
can be used in our simulated teleoperation trainer. In our 
three-dimensional peg-in-hole task simulation, both the hole 
and the peg are assumed to be cylindrical with radii of R and 
r ,  respectively (Fig. 5).  Throughout the analysis, we also 
assume that the clearance of the hole is small, and thus the 
angle between the peg and hole axes is assumed to be 
sufficiently small, allowing small angle approximation. In 
general, the peg rotates and translates during execution of the 
peg-in-hole task, accommodating itself to the hole structure 
by correcting lateral and angular errors of the operator- 
commanded peg position and orientation. In order to have 
finite contact forces and torques, both lateral and angular 
compliance must be provided for the system. In our simula- 
tion, the hole and its support structure are assumed to be rigid 
with infinite stiffness, while the robot hand holding the peg is 
compliant for all three Cartesian translational axes and also 
for all Cartesian rotational axes (Fig. 5).  We further assume 
that the compliance center is located at a distance L from the 
tip of the peg with three lateral springs k,, k,, and k, and 
three angular springs k, k,, k,. Both the operator- 
commanded and the actual posibons of the peg are described 
by the position of the compliance center. No friction is 
assumed throughout the analysis. 
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For a given operator-commanded peg position, the 
actual peg position after compliant accommodation can be 
different depending upon the current state of the peg of 
whether the peg is currently in the hole or not. When the 
peg is not currently in the hole (peg-not-in-hole state), three 
conditions are possible: i) the peg is not in contact with the 
wall (no-contact condition), ii) the peg is in contact with the 
wall (peg-on-wall condition), and iii) the peg is in contact 
with the entrance of the hole. When the peg is in the hole 
(peg-in-hole state), four conditions are possible: i) no-contact, 
ii) peg-side one-point contact., E) peg-tip one-point contact, 
and iv) two-point contact. In our initial development of com- 
puting virtual kinesthetic contact forces and torques, a rough 
approximation was used during the initial insertion transition 
from the peg-not-in-hole state to the peg-in-hole state. 
Detailed computational procedures can be found in [lo], 1121. 
A more generalized method of computing contact forces and 
torques based on a general collision detection algorithm is 
under considemtim. 
FIg. 4. Force-reflecting teleoperation training displays before 
contact (upper) and during insertion (lower). Contact forces 
and torques are computed and reflected to the force reflecting 
hand controller in real-time. They are also displayed on the 
upper left corner of the screen, while the current joint angles 
appear on the upper right comer. 
. 
A high fidelity real time graphics simulation of the 
peg-in-hole task with a PUMA a m  and 8 generic task board 
has been accomplished by using a Silicon Graphics IRIS- 
4D/310 VGX workstation, which is very fast both in compu- 
tation and in graphics rendering with hardwan-supported hid- 
den surface removal and lighting. #en no contact computa- 
tions are involved, the update rate of our peg-in-hole graphics 
simulation is as fast as the display refresh rate: 60 framds 
for workstation display and 30 frames/s for NTSC video 
monitor display. When force/torque computations are 
involved due to contact, the worst update rate is about 16 
frames/s. The 6-dof hand controller motion commanded by 
the human operator is sent to the graphics simulation display 
through a serial r/o line at an about 30 Hz data update rate. 
Virtual contact forces and torques are computed in real time 
and fed back to the hand controller through the serial 110 line 
at an about 30 Hz data update rate. The round-trip time 
delay of our forcereflecting simulator system from the opera- 
tor position command to the force reflection to the operator is 
about 30 to 80 ms. 
Testings with the developed peg-in-hole task 
simulator/trainer indicate that appropriate compliance values 
are essential to achieve stable force-reflecting 3eoperation in 
performing the simulated peg-in-hole task As the compli- 
ance values of the simulated robot hand becomes smaller, the 
operator must hold' the force-reflecting hand controller more 
firmly to maintain the stability of teleoperation. In the 
current implementation, robot servo system dynamics are not 
included. 
So far we have described graphics displays for off-line 
task analysisrplanning and simulated training. Graphics 
displays can also provide effective operator aid during the 
on-line operation. Two application examples of preview and 
predictive displays are described the next two sections. 
Fig. 5. Geometry of a simulated peg-in-hole task with lateral 
and angular springs at the compliance center. 
IV. PREVIEW DISPLAYS 
The success of a telembotic space operation relies on 
accurate action planning and verification prior to the actual 
action execution. This planning/veri!ication capability 
requirement becomes more significant when dual and/or 
redundant arm systems are operated in a constrained environ- 
ment. Review displays can provide visually perceivable and 
realistic action planning/verification capability for on-line task 
execution, thus reducing operation uncertainties and increas- 
ing operation safety. 
Fig. 6 shows two examples of preview displays to be 
used for the SMSR operations. The operator first selects an 
appropriate task segment from the task segment selection 
menu (lower right panel). When the task segment is selected, 
the recommended joint angle values for joint 3 and 5 as well 
as the actual joint angle values are displayed with slider bar 
displays (upper right panel) for redundancy management. In 
normal operations, the,operator starts with the preview mode 
before the task execution (upper left panel). There are four 
Fig. 6. Preview displays for thermal blanket tape cutthg 
(upper) and electric connector screws removal (lower). 
options in the preview mode: teleop, auto, record, and play- 
back. In the preview teleop mode, the operator can rehearse 
the task by teleoperation using graphics simulation without 
sending the commands to the remote robot site. This teleop 
rehearsal provides the operator with opportunities not only for 
practice prior to task execution but also for on-line task plan- 
ning such as redundancy management, collision avoidance, 
and sensor planning. 
The operator can use the preview auto mode, if an 
off-line task analysis/planning was done in advance and the 
pre-planned task sequences are available. In this mode, the 
operator can see the pre-planned motion as a preview 
demonstration prior to the actual execution of each task seg- 
ment. The preview can also record/playback options enable 
recording and playback of the operator’s commands during 
the teleop rehearsal. 
After the preview, the operator selects an option of the 
task execution mode to actual task execution. In the teleop 
execution mode, the operator uses manual teleoperation for 
task execution. In the auto execution mode, the pre-planned 
motion pre-stored during the off-line task analysis/planning is 
sent to the remote site for task execution. In the playback 
execution mode, the recorded motion saved during the teleop 
rehearsal is sent to the remote site for task execution. If the 
task segment requires contacts with the environment, manual 
teleoperation may be preferred due to the lack of accurate 
calibration of the task environment including cameras. How- 
ever, if the task segment only needs free-space robot motion 
without contacts or near collisions, the automatic execution of 
the pre-planned robot motion may be used for efficiency. An 
operator intervention capability should be provided during the 
task execution so that the operator can stop the robot motion 
at any time when desired. 
It is also important to note that a preview graphics 
display showing a global view of the arm at any desired 
angle can be very helpful for the operator to visualize the 
current arm configuration for more comfortable and safer 
teleoperation in both the preview and the task execution 
modes. During the task execution mode, the actual joint 
angles read from the remote robot system are sent to the local 
site operator control station for graphics update. In our 
current system, the actual robot joint angles are sent to the 
graphics system at a data update rate of 30 Hz through a 
serial YO line. When the task environment is known, robot 
arm visualization can be extended to task visualization by 
showing the operator a graphical simulation of the entire task 
environment including the robot arm. Other visual cues can 
also be added, if desired, such as on-the-screen visual 
enhancements [13] or a graphical representation of a sug- 
gested redundancy resolution of a redundant arm. 
V. PREDICTIVE DISPLAYS 
It is in general difficult for the human operator to con- 
trol a remote manipulator when the communication time 
delay exceeds 1 second. The best known strategy to cope 
with time delay is the “move and wait“ strategy [6]. In this 
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strategy, the operator moves the manipulator a small distance 
and then waits to see what happens before the next move. 
When one wants to control a space robot from Earth, there is 
an unavoidable time delay in the communication link. The 
round-trip time delay of the communication link between the 
ground station and a space telerobot in low Earth orbit is 
expected to be 2 to 8 seconds to relay data via several com- 
munication satellites and ground stations. In order to enhance 
task performance in operating telemanipulators with time 
delay, we have recently implemented two new schemes at the 
Advanced Teloperation System: predictive display [21,[9] and 
shared compliance control [ll]. Compliance conaOl is useful 
during contact or insertion, while predictive display is useful 
during free-space motion of the the robot arm under quasi- 
static work environment. 
In a predictive display, the graphics model responds 
instantaneously to the human operator's hand controller corn 
mands, while the actual camera view of the arm responds 
with a communication time delay. Thus the predictive 
display provides the operator with the non-timedelayed 
motion of the robot arm graphics model, while the actual 
robot motion occurs with delay. A predictive display system 
was originally developed earlier by using a stick figure model 
of the robot arm overlaid on the actual video image of the 
arm [15]. Recent advances in graphics technologies enabled 
us to develop a predictive display with a high-fidelity 
graphics modelwhich can be either a solid-shaded or a wire 
frame model. A high-fidelity graphics model of a Unimation 
PUMA 560 robot arm was generated and used in our predic- 
tive display. A wire-frame model with hidden line removal is 
sometimes advantageous compared to a solid model. When 
the wire-frame model of the PUMA arm is overlaid on the 
camera view, it does not occlude the camera view of the arm. 
The real time overlay of the graphics model on the 
video camera image was achieved by using a video genlock 
c 
board installed on a Silicon Graphics IRIS-4DnO GT works- 
tation. The genlock board enables the IRIS graphics output 
to be synchronized with the incoming video camera signal. It 
also provides a per-pixel video switching function. Namely, 
the video output of the genlock board, which is connected to 
the video monitor for display, can be switched to either the 
incoming video camera signal or the graphics output signal 
for each pixel, depending upon the alpha-plane value for the 
corresponding pixel. In OUT current application the 8-bit 
alpha-plane is used simply for graphics image overlay (super- 
imposition), although it allows blending or mixing of two 
graphics images. 
In order to superimpose the PUMA arm graphics 
model on the camera view of the actual arm, camera calibra- 
tion is necessary. In our implementation (Fig. 7), camera 
calibration was achieved by an interactive cooperation 
between the human operator and the system [9]. The opera- 
tor provides the correspondences between object model points 
and camera image points by using a mouse. Thereafter the 
a 
J 
Fig. 7. VisuaYmanual camera calibration process for graph- 
ics overlay. Both the graphics model and the camera view of 
the PUMA arm appear on the screen. The human operator 
enters object model points and their corresponding image 
points using a mouse. 
Flg. 8. Calibrated graphics overlay of the solid shaded model 
on the actual camera view (upper) and a snapshot of a predic- 
tive display in operating the remote arm with time delay 
(lower). 
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system computes the camera calibration matrix. A linear 
least-squares method can be used to determine the 12 ele- 
ments of the 4x3 camera calibration matrix, when 6 or more 
object points and their corresponding images are given. How- 
ever, the linear method does not guarantee the orthonormality 
of the rotation matrix. In our graphics overlay application, 
the orthonormalized rotation matrix may be preferred. Ortho- 
normalization can be applied after the linear method, but this 
does not yield the least squares solution. In general, a non- 
linear least-squares method has to be employed if we wish to 
obtain the nonlinear least squares solution that satisfies the 
orthonormality of the rotation matrix. In the nonlinear 
method, instead of using 9 elements of a rotation matrix, 
three angles (pan, tilt, swing) are used to represent the rota- 
tion. In our current design, both linear aqd nonlinear camera 
calibration algorithms are available. The algorithms above 
can be used for both cases of when the camera focal length 
f is known and unknown. The user can select any one of the 
camera calibration matrix solutions for rendering the PUMA 
arm graphics model and superimposing on the camera view. 
Fig. 9. Calibrated graphics overlay of the wire-frame model 
on the actual camera view (upper) and a snapshot of a predic- 
tive display in operating the remote arm with time delay 
(lower). 
me PUMA arm graphics model superimposed on the actual 
camera view after the camera calibration is shown in Fig. 8 
for the surface model and in Fig. 9 for the wire-frame model. 
During the actual teleoperation with a predictive display 
under time delay, the actual camera view of the robot arm 
follows the graphics model with time delay (Figs. 8b and 9b). 
Preliminary experimental results with a simple single- 
view single-arm tapping task indicate that predictive display 
enhances the human operator's telemanipulation task perfor- 
mance significantly [2], [8], although it appears that either 
two-view or stereoscopic predictive displays are necessary for 
general 3-D tasks. 
VI. FUTURE PLANS 
Efficiency and reliability of space telerobotic missions 
will be greatly enhanced through a coherent use of graphics 
displays in all three phases of off-line task analysis and plan- 
ning, simulated training, and on-line task execution. New 
developments and applications of graphics displays for each 
individual phase described in this paper can be utilized to 
attain an integrated coherent application of graphics displays 
throughout all three phases. At present, the simulated SMSR 
task is being used as a typical exemplar of a space telerobotic 
mission to demonstrate the effectiveness of our methodology 
of using graphics displays coherently in all three phases. 
Experiments will be performed later to quantify teleoperation 
performance enhancements attained through our methodology. 
The proposed methodology can be applied to future space 
telerobotics flight experiments to provide the operator with 
significant graphics aids during teleoperation. 
W. CONCLUSION 
We described new developments and applications of 
graphics displays in all three phases of off-line task 
analysislplanning, simulated training, and on-line task execu- 
tion to reduce operation uncertainties and increase operation 
efficiency and safety. Task analysis/planning displays pro- 
vided substantial aid in investigating workcell layout, robot 
motion planning, and sensor planning for a simulated SMSR 
task. A force-reflecting training simulator with visual and 
kinesthetic force virtual reality was developed to serve as an 
introductory training tool prior to training with actual robots. 
On-line preview and visualization displays provide the opera- 
tor with visually perceivable and realistic action 
planninglverification capability for on-line task execution. 
Predictive displays provide the operator with a nondelayed 
graphics model overlaid on the actual camera view to aid the 
human operator in operating telemanipulators with time delay. 
These newly developed graphics displays are currently being 
applied to the simulated SMSR task to demonstrate that an 
integrated coherent application of graphics displays in all 
three phases will enhance teleoperation efficiency and relia- 
bility. 
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Few telerobotic devices have flown in space (the remote manipulator system on the Space
Shuttle being the principal one that has flown), and proposed telerobetic systems have ballooned in
cost to the point where the U.S. has no funded flight telerobotic programs. Three possible alternative
systems with limited scope but with significant research and even operational promise are described.
These include systems or research in effective control of (possibly flexible) arms in microgravity des-
pite long communication latency, and for inspection of elements of spacecraft such as Space Station
Freedom.
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1 OVERVIEW
1.1 BACKGROUND
The man-tended configuration (MTC) of Space Station Freedom (SSF) provides a unique
opportunity to move robotic systems from the laboratory into the mainstream space program.
Restricted crew access due to the Shuttle's flight rate, as well as consmfined on-orbit stay
time, reduces the productivity of a facility dependent on astronauts to perform useful work.
A natural tendency toward robotics to perform maintenance and routine tasks will be seen in
efforts to increase SSF usefulness. This tendency will provide the foothold for deploying
space robots. This paper outlines a flight experiment that will capitalize on the investment in
robotic technology made by NASA over the past ten years. The flight experiment described
herein provides the technology demonstration necessary for taking advantage of the expected
opportunity at MTC.
As a context to this flight experiment, a broader view of the strategy developed at the John-
son Space Center OSC) is requir_ In refe_nce to Figure I, JSC is building toward MTC by
developing a ground-based SSF emulation funded jointly by internal funds, NASA/Code R,
and NASA/COde M. The purpose of rids ground-based Station is to provide a platform
whereby technology originally developed at JPL, LaRC, and GSFC can be integrated into a
near flight-llke condition. For instance, the Automated Robotic Maintenance of Space Sta-
tion (ARMSS) project integrates fiat targets, surface inspection, and other IPL technologies
into a Station analogy for evaluation. Also, ARMSS provides the experimental platform for
the Capaciflector from GSFC to be evaluated for its usefulness in performing ORU change-
out or other tasks where proximity detection is required. The use and enhancement of these
ground-based SSF models are planned for use through FY93. The experimental data
gathered from tests in these facilities will provide the basis for the technology content of the
proposed flight experiment.
CIRCA '97 - '99
CIRCA '94 - '96
PRESENT - '94
Figure 1 - Technology Progression to MTC
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1.2 FLIGHT EXPERIMENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of this proposed flight experiment is to demonstrate the maturity, suitability, useful-
ness, and availability of robots in performing SSF required tasks. This goal will assist the
NASA robotics community in obtaining its broader purpose, to enhance the productivity of
Space Station Freedom through the implementation of robotic devices.
To achieve the goals of the flight experiment, several technology objectives must be demon-
strated. During the initial man-tended phase of SSF, the ability to perform space operations
with robots under remote (ground) control is a necessity. This technology is commonplace in
terrestrial applications, but has never been adequately demonstrated in low Earth orbit
(LEO). A flight experiment must demonstrate this capability, not in simple robot motions,
but rather, in the performance of meaningful SSF derived tasks. Under ground control, the
ability to conduct useful space operations needs to be demonstrated in both IVA and EVA
environments. This proposal addresses each of these objectives.
1.3 FLIGHT EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The MTC Station can be subdivided into two technology development areas: EVA robotics
(EVR) and IVA robotics (IVR). To futly utilize the Station, robotic systems must function in
both of these areas under remote control from the ground operations facility. This paper
describes an Orbiter flight experiment that addresses these development areas.
Seizing the robotic opportunities of MTC will require SSF robots to be controlled from the
ground. This requirement is made difficult by the command and feedback time delays
expected in this communication link. Nevertheless, this obstacle must be overcome if robots
are to provide the functionality required as full participants in the SSF program. JSC is cur-
renfly working with the mission controllers to establish a communication path through the
nominal mission command links. This path includes the mission control facility, TDRSS,
and White Sands. The ground based SSF emulation systems mentioned earlier, namely
ARMSS, will be controlled through this communication path. We expect the experiences
gained in these ground based experiments to be valuable in addressing the control of robots
in low Earth orbit (LEO). Of particular help in solving this problem will be the transfer to
JSC of JPL technologies in remote teleoperation and operator coached machine vision.
These technologies are planned to be transferred as part of the ARMSS project.
For the proposed flight experiment, JSC proposes the use of its robot ground control system
being developed for the ARMSS project. This system is integrated with the mission control
network at JSC and can provide the required control capability as well as the proper level of
security. Certified crew members will be used to operate the flight experiment from the JSC
ground facility. The experiment operations will include various operators performing identi-
cal tasks to extract human factors data that is independent of any single crewman. This
approach provides a useful baseline of operational data for evaluating experiment
performance. LaRC, JPL, and GSFC will be responsible for defining a portion of the experi-
ment, providing a task panel, and training the crew teleoperators in the operation of their
respective task panel.
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JSCwill includetheUnversitySpaceAutomationandRoboticConsortium(USARC) in the
data analysis process. USARC is a consortium of Texas research universities (Univ. of
Texas at Austin, Rice Univ., Texas A&M, and the Univ. of Texas at Arlington) and JSC that
are engaged in the development of remote teleoperation technology for use in space. A net-
work has been established that allows an operator at one university to control robots at
another. As part of these experiments, UT-Arlington monitors operator inputs and provides
human factors analysis. JSC will utilize this capability throughout this experiment to inter-
pret the results from the teleoperation data received during the tests.
Based on YPL remote control technology and requirements from the mission controllers, an
advanced ground control station will be designed and constructed at JSC. During the flight
experiment, JSC will conduct the mission ground operations through the use of certified crew
operators. Each participating Center will be responsible for crew u'alning for their respective
segment of the experiment.
1.3.1 EVA ROBOTIC ELEMENT
Currently, JSC and LaRC are involved in the technology capture of the Flight Telerobotic
Servicer (FI'S) program. The technology capture program provides LaRC with a hydrau-
lic manipulator (that is similar to the flight manipulator), a hand controller, and control
software. JSC is managing the continued development of the flight manipulator through
final assembly and integration. The goal of this program is to establish a remote commu-
nication such that the flight manipulator can be controlled at 3SC from LaRC.
The experience gained from this ground experiment with LaRC leads to the recommenda-
tion that the FTS be flown in the payload bay of the Orbiter. In this scenario, the FTS is
planned to be attached to an MPESS along with a SSF and technology derived task panels -_
developed by the research centers. The ground control and MPESS are critical items in
scenario because they both serve to minimize Orbiter integration costs. By performing a
SSF task the effectiveness of the technology can be assessed under flight utilization con-
ditions. In constructing this flight element, each Center (JPL, LaRC, and GSFC) would
be responsible for a portion of the experiment and the development of their own task
panel. These panels would be mounted on the forward end of the MPESS. The Remote
Manipulator System would be used to move the task panels to the top of the MPESS, in
succession, for manipulation by the FI'S.
In addition to the FI'S in the payload bay, the flight experiment should include a test of
the Autonomous EVA Camera (AERCAM) system. This system provides controllers
with a mobile camm_ that can be optimally placed to _ robotic teleoperalions.
With the myriad of possible external maintenance functions for robots on _ this sim-
ple "flying camera" provides the suppcxt viewing required to perform these tasks under
ground control. In addition, surface inspection technology (developed at JPL) can be
hosted on this system to examine areas not accessible to baselined robots, such as the
solar arrays. Requirements for this system include the ability to be positioned through
teleoperation, autonomous station keeping, and autonomous collision avoidance that takes
precedence over teleoperator inputs. The AERCAM portion of the flight experiment
includes the In'e-positioning of SSF surface panels in multiple locations around the pay-
load bay. These panels will depict expected damage resulting from exposure to the
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orbital environment. The AERCAM will conduct an inspection of these surfaces through
intelligent "wandering" to identify areas of damage. The intelligence embedded into this
system wiU make it a safe and useful partner in conducting on-orbit robotic operations.
To minimize the Orbiter integration process and reduce launch costs, this device is confi-
gured to fit into the Get-Away-Special (GAS) cannister located on the payload bay lon-
geron. In addition, the AERCAM will be padded to protect the Orbiter from inadvertent
collisions.
1.3.1.1 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
The payload bay element development would be led by JSC. Control software to
operate the FTS arm will be delivered from LaRC to JSC as part of the FTS Technol-
ogy Capture program. Each research center (JPL, LaRC, and GSFC) would be
responsible for producing their own task panel based on their own technology
requirements and JSC supplied SSF requirements, and for training the crew for the
operation of their respective portion of the experiment. JSC would also define inter-
face requirements to the research centers for attachment of the task panel to the
MPESS.
1.3.2 IVA ROBOTIC ELEMENT
Many of the scientific and maintenance operations planned for SSF are confined to the
habitable volumes of the spacecraft. A robot designed to operate in this environment can
provide ground controllers with a productive tool for accomplishing these tasks. JSC pro-
poses to conduct a study of candidate tasks to be performed by an IVA robot. After this
survey has been completed, the results will be evaluated to determine if the IVA robot
should be included in the flight experiment. If included, this robot would be designed to
operate in the pressurized cabin of the Station, or in this case, the Orbiter middeck or
SpaceHab. A SSF task panel derived from the survey can be fitted into the foot lockers
on the forward wall of the middeck or in the SpaceHab module. These tasks should dem-
onstrate the ability of the robot to perform the series of tasks identified in the task survey.
If, after completing the task study, the IVA robot is included in the flight experiment,
special consideration must be made for minimizing Orbiter integration costs. Depending
on size and configuration, the robot may be attacted to structural interfaces on the floor of
the airloek, similar to the Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU, space suit). Alternatively,
the robot may be attached directly to the middeck seat interfaces on the floor. The inte-
gration details would be finalized as part of the development of this robot.
1.3.2.1 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Since the IVA robot would be utilized in the operation of the Station, JSC will con-
duct a study to determine system requirements.
1.4 FLIGHT EXPERIMENT OPTIONS
Although JSC believes that the flight experiment, composed of EVA, IVA, and ground con-
trol components, is the right step for the Agency, fiscal constraints may dictate a more con-
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servative approach. With this in mind, the following options are presented in priority order
and can be combined in any way consistent with budgetary authority. In all cases, the
experiments are proposed to be controlled from the ground, testimony to the importance
placed on this technology at JSC.
1.4.1 OPTION 1 - FLIGHT TELEROBOTIC SERVICER
The FTS is selected as the highest priority because of the investment made in its develop-
ment and the usefulness of its capability. NASA has spent significant resources in the
design and development of this manipulator and should follow through with a flight
demonstration of its capability. Only through the rigors of the flight experiment will the
design decisions made during the development process be validated. This option can
include the use of task panels developed at the research centers with each Center provid-
ing crew training for their respective equipment. Task panel changeout can be accom-
plished with the Orbiter's Remote Manipulator System (RMS) demonstrating a
cooperative robot task. The proposed cooperative task provides for the FTS to
manipulate latches that secure (and release) the task panels after being positioned by the
RMS. For example, to remove a task panel, the RMS grapples the panel and waits for the
FTS to remove a securing latch before lifting it from the workspace.
1.4.2 OPTION 2 - AERCAM
The AERCAM system is proposed as the next highest priority in this proposal. The
needs, identified within the SSF program, for additional camera views to support SSF
assembly and long term robotic operations make this project the next highest priority.
EVA robotic systems have already enjoyed SSF program support due to success with the
Orbiter RMS, the Fisher/Price SSF External Maintenance Report, and international agree-
ments. However, analysis conducted within the program has indicated additional viewing
requirements for proposed robotic operations (e.g. assembly, maintenance). The
AERCAM system is derived in answer to these needs. The AERCAM can provide bird's
eye views of robotic operations, Orbiter approach and berthing, as well as provide inspec-
tion capability outside the wmkspace of existing program robots. Its simplicity and low
cost, combined with its ability to enhance existing SSF systems, supports this project as
the Second highest priority.
For this flight experiment, the AERCAM will be deployed and retrieved using the Orbiter
RMS. JSC proposes the use of the Magnetic End Effector (MEE) and Force/Torque Sen-
sot" attached to the tip of the RMS to perform these operations. The MEE, developed at
JSC, and the Force/Torque Sensor, developed by JPL, are currently set to fly in 1994.
Utilizing this system minimiTes impacts on the AERCAM design attributed to the grapple
and retrieve function.
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1.4.3 OPTION 3, IVA ROBOT
Although the concept of an IVA robot has been discussed in many technical circles, sys-
tem requirements have not been formalized. However, JSC believes this is an important
technology area and a necessity for MTC. A study will be initiated at JSC to better
understand the system level requirements for such a device.
1.5 MISSION PROFILE
To conduct this flight experiment, a nominal mission profile for the Shuttle is projected. The
MPESS, holding the FTS, would be positioned in the payload bay with the task panels (de-
veloped by the participating research centers) on the forward face. The GAS cannister would
house the AERCAM system with the IVA robot, if included, attached to a support system in
the airlock. The mission prof'fle would not be dedicated to the flight experiment in that other
payloads could coexist with the proposed experiment equipment. An Orbiter RMS equipped
with the MEE and Force/Torque Sensor, to be used to changcout task panels and stow and
deploy the AERCAM, would be required for this flight.
1.6 EXPERIMENT PROFILE
The test of the AERCAM system would occur first in the integrated experiment mission
timeline. The AERCAM system would be powered up in the GAS cannister and deployed by
the Orbiter RMS utilizing the MEE. While attached to the RAMS, a communication and func-
tion checkout will be conducted on the AERCAM systems. The AERCAM will be released
in a quiescent mode in the payload bay of the Orbiter. In addition to its exterior padding, the
energy capacity of the AERCAM will be limited to preclude Orbiter damage if collisions
occur. The AERCAM, under ground control, will be flight tested to verify its controllability.
During the flight test, the video cameras will be pointed at targets in the Orbiter payload bay
and autonomous station keeping tests will be conducted. To further test AERCAM's intelli-
gence, test panels (attached to the payload bay) that depict damage induced by the on-orbit
environment will be surveyed and compared against a baseline (no damage) database to test
the system's ability to identify damaged SSF areas. At the conclusion of the AERCAM
flight test, the system will be returned to a quiescent mode and retrieved, using the MEE, by
the Orbiter RMS.
The next experiment phase of the mission will be the teleoperation of the FTS. With a task
panel in place, the RMS (with the AERCAM still attached) will position the AERCAM to
assist the FTS teleoperation experiments. The FTS experiments on the f'n'st task panel will be
conducted through ground teleoperation. Following the completion of the task panel experi-
ments, the RMS will release the quiescent AERCAM and changeout the task panel. The
RMS will then re-grapple the AERCAM and position it to provide viewing assistance for the
FTS experiment. At the completion of the FTS experiment, the RMS stows the AERCAM in
the GAS cannister for the return flight.
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If included as part of the experiment, the next item in the mission timeline is the IVA robot
expe .fiment. For .this experiment the crew will configure the robot and task panel for the
expe .nment. Again., through ground te!eoperation, the robot will be used to perform tasks on
a _tauon IVA derived task panel. At the conclusion of the experiment, the IVA robot and
other test equipment will be stowed on the middeck (or SpaceHab module) for the return
flight.
1.7 DATA COLLECTED
The primary purpose of the experiment will be to verify the capabilities of ground teleopera-
tion of space-based robots. Data will be in the form of system operation telemetry as well as
video of the experiment. Data will also be taken from the ground control center for analysis
of workload, deficiencies, etc. One of the key data sets taken from this flight experiment will
be the information regarding task performance by a statistically significant set of crewmem-
bers. This data will depict experiment performance independent of the skill level of a partic-
ular crewman. This type of data is necessary before meaningful conclusions can be drawn
from the experiment. As mentioned earlier, JSC proposes to utilize the human factors team
at the Univ. of Texas-Arlington to assist in the analysis of the experiment data.
1.8 LAUNCH MECHANISM
In preparing for M'rC, the Orbiter provides an excellent platform for the development of
operational flight systems. Every functional aspect of the MTC Station can be represented in
the Orbiter configuration. External robotic activities planned for the Station's transverse
boom can be hosted in the Orbiter's payload bay. Robotic systems developed for operations
inside the habitable volume of SSF are well suited for the Orbiter middeck. The Orbiter's
communication channels through the TDRSS is similar to that expected on SSF, thereby pro-
viding the framework for testing ground control. Also, a flight experiment on the Orbiter,
where manned spaceflight safety issues must be faced, demonstrates the readiness of robotic
technology to be flown on SSF. These factors are the primary reasons for JSC to recommend
an Orbiter-based flight ex_nt.
On this flight, the Orbiter will be required to include the RMS to conduct the EVR aspects of
the flight experiment. There are several benefits for utilizing the Space Shuttle for this
experiment. First, a complement of Flight Support Equipment (FSE) is available for use.
te_s enablesthe payloads to be easily integrated in the Orbiter when these standardized sys-
s are useo, minimizing integration costs. The use of existing FSE also means that experi-
ment resources ($) can be applied directly to the experiment hardware and not into the
development of customized FSE. Also, the crew is available to assist in the experiments.
This can be helpful in troubleshooting as well as taking data from the experiment.
1.9 PAYLOAD CHARACTERISTICS
The payload bay experiment equipment will utilize existing Orbiter FSE including a MPESS
and a GAS cannister. An IVA robot could be structurally attached to the airlock EMU inter-
face. The FTS experiment, including MPESS and task panels, will weigh approximately
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4500 lbs. The AERCAM system will weigh approximately 200 lbs. and be about 28 inches
tall with a cylindrical diameter of 19 inches. The IVA robot will also be in the 200 lbs class
and located in the Orbiter middeck.
2 TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATED
Flight experiments, based on expected program requirements, provide the benefit of focussing
individually developed technologies into a single application that is greater than the sum of its
parts. However, perhaps the greatest benefit from a robotic flight experiment is the demonstrated
solution to otherwise unsolvable programmatic problems. By demonstrating the usefulness, and
readiness, of new technology through flight experiments, program managers can include these
systems at less program cost and risk.
To control the Orbiter-based robots, JSC proposes the use of advanced teleoperated ground con-
trol. The primary technologies included in the ground control of the flight experiment deal with
the remote control of robots in a time delay environment through telepresence. Ground based
experiments planned at JSC will help define the limitations of remote teleoperation and provide
better understanding of the levels of shared control. The shared control technology will be the
basis of the ground control telepresence workstation. An important aspect of this ground control
system is the integration of this control system with Mission Control at JSC. Mission Control
systems utilized to perform this flight experiment provide a precedent for controlling SSF robots
at MTC. This section outlines the various technologies and resulting program capabilities for
each of the elements of the flight experiment described in this paper.
2.1 EVA ROBOTICS
The FTS arm proposed for the payload bay robotics experiment represents a technology unto
itself. It represents a significant investment in technology to provide a flight qualifiable arm
for use in space applications. After final assembly and integration of the ann, JSC plans to
continue the flight qualification process through onsite environmental testing. In the pro-
posed flight experiment, task panels will be developed by JPL and LaRC to explore such
technologies as force reflection in a delayed environment, shared control between the
operator and the robot, and control system performance and stabilty. These technologies will
be applied to the SSF based task panel to perform surface inspection, ORU changeout (incl-
uding the GSFC developed Capaciflector), and SSF access door manipulation. The manipu-
lator itself will also be an object for experimental inquiry. The arm, unable to be exercised in
a gravity environment, will be investigated for arm kinematic and dynamic characteristics as
well as non-linear behaviors in the gear train.
The AERCAM system provides a simple hardware platform for experimentation with sophis-
ticated software algorithms. The hardware is based on a cold gas propulsion system devel-
oped at JSC for the Simplified Aid For EVA Rescue (SAFER) project. Added to this
existing propulsion system is a complement of stereo and monocular cameras. This
component of the flight experiment is required to be teleoperated to a desired position rela-
tive to the Orbiter. The teleoperation of this mobile robot will occur under a supervisory
software level that avoids collisions with the Orbiter. Once the robotic camera is in the
desired position, an autonomous station keeping mode will be engaged. The AERCAM will
be required to maintain its position relative to the Orbiter by compensating for orbital
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mechanics disturbances. During this phase of the experiment, the station keeping technology
must be demonstrated with the Orbiter in Local Vertical, Local Horizontal (LVLH) flight
mode, similar to the nominal SSF flight orientation.
2.2 IVA ROBOTICS
The development of an IVA robot could include several advanced technologies. The robot
must be capable of teleoperadon under autonomous collision avoidance supervision. Also,
advanced sensor technologies, used for telepresence feedback and adapted for time delays,
are also required in this system to provide input to the control station at JSC.
3 USER INTEREST
The proposed flight expe "nment produces results meaningful to both near and long term space
goals. The robotics research community within NASA can integrate selected technologies into
the experiment and verify their usefulness in the space environment. This helps to verify levels
of maturity and identify future funding needs and technology priorities. However, perhaps most
important is that the technology demonstrated in this flight experiment can enable activities in
future lunar and Mars exploration scenarios. The ability to remotely control robots on the moon
to perform assembly and maintenance tasks can leverage the available crew time to enhance pro-
ductivity. In fact, this technology will be an integral component in the success of these future
programs.
3.1 COFUNDING/COSPONSORS
Potential sponsors of this flight experiment exist in NASA/Code R as well as other NASA
departments. For example, NASA/Code X may have an interest in the enabling robotics
technology demonstrated in this experiment. The Space Exploration Initiative may wish to
encourage space robotic innovation for use in their proposed lunar and planetary scenarios.
4 PROGRAMMATIC IMPACT
The flight experiment described herein seeks to minimize the STS programmatic impacts. The
development strategy with respect to the flight experiment is to design the proposed robots to
existing Orbiter interfaces. This enables the systems to be integrated into the launch manifest
more easily. Existing FSE is proposed for each flight element as a way of reducing integration
costs and focussing resources into the experiment hardware.
5 TELE-ROBOTIC PROGRAM DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY
The proposed flight experiment is an extension of the current working plan between JSC and
other NASA Centers (JPL, LaRC, and GSFC). JSC is developing a high fidelity representation
of the SSF system in the laboratory as a means for integrating and evaluating new technologies.
The proposed flight experiment would apply those technologies from the research centers that
have been integrated into the JSC "ground-based" SSF and integrate them into the flight experi-
ment. This method applies the maximum set of developed technologies that have demonstrated
the necessary maturity for flight.
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This flight experiment seeks m include relevant technologies developed at the research centers as
integral components of the experiment hardware. Some of these technologies have been identi-
fied through the technology transfer process currently being accomplished in the ARMSS proj-
ect. This non-inclusive list of technologies arc:
Capaciflector, GSFC
Operator Coached Machine Vision, JPL
Flat Targets, JPL
Remote Site Shared Control, YPL
Surface Inspection, JPL
User Macro Interface, JPL
Magnetic End Effector, JSC
6 POTENTIAL OPERATION IMPACT
The purpose of the proposed flight experiment is to develop technology which can first be used
on the Space Station. Its impact would not be on the hardware design of the Station, since the
experiment would occur too late in the design cycle. Instead, this experiment would have a pro-
found effect on the operation of the Station. No longer would operation of the MTC Station be
confined to the limited periods of crew visits. The flight experiment would provide the Station
program with options for using robotic systems to enhance Station operability. The projected
experiment time frame aligns favorably with the operations definition cycle that necessarily lags
thedesign cycle.
7 SCHEDULE
7.1 EVA ROBOTIC ELEMENT
7.1.1 FTS MANIPULATOR
Costs for a flight experiment of the FTS Manipulator ann cover a four year effort com-
mencing after the start of FY93. The first years effort (FY93) will (a) define revisions
required to the MMAG design of the Data Management Processor System (DMPS) to
allow remote controlledoperations,(b)provide researchof program relevanttasksand
sponsors,(c)begin thedevelopment of individualtaskpanelsby each participatingCenter
to addresstheirinterestinthe flightexperiment,and (d)initiatethedevelopment of engi-
neeringunitsfortherexluiredsupportingelectronicsand mechanisms. The second year's
effort(FY94) willdevelop the flightcomponents previouslyprototyped.FY95 will
complete theflightsystem development, integration,testing,and qualificationto support
a late1995 flight.After completion ofthe arm inJune of 1993, JSC iscommitted toan
environmentaltestingprogram fortheHight Manipulator.
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7.1.2 AERCAM
The project will be scoped for technical content during the balance of FY92 and the first
quarter of FY93. Design and development, based on successful SAFER testing, will
occur during FY93 and into FY94. Assembly, fabrication, testing, and integration of the
flight unit would occur during FY94 and part of FY95 with qualification testing, to sup-
port the late-1995 flight experiment date.
7.2 IVA ROBOTIC ELEMENT
A task survey of potential uses for an IVA robot will be conducted in the last quarter of FY92
through the first quarter of FY93 at JSC. After completing this review and analyzing the
results, TRIWG members will be consulted on the inclusion of the IVA robot in the flight
experiment design process.
7.3GROUNDCONTROL
Previous development work at JSC in remote ground control stations would be capitalized on
and finalized during the first quarter of FY93. It requires the ability to interface with multi-
ple remote controlled systems, such as the FTS manipulator, the AERCAM, and, possibly,
the IVA Robot. Development, build, and test of the ground station would occur during
FY93, along with a TDRSS linkage test. A flight support system interface development is
required, and would occur during FY94, allowing confirmation of the other flight experiment
platforms. Qualification of the flight components would occur in early FY95 to support the
late- 1995 flight experiment.
7.4 FLIGHT EXPERIMENT SCHEDULE OPTIONS
Each of the elements of the proposed flight experiment are at different levels of readiness.
For instance, the FTS Manipulator, originally scheduled as a flight experiment, is nearly
00% designed with fabrication to be completed in mid-1993. The AERCAM system bene-
from previous work conducted at JSC in the SAFER program while only def'mition stu-
dies have been initiated on the IVA robot. Therefore, it is possible to move the FTS and
AERCAM forward in time, to mid-1995, to meet an earlier flight date. The IVA robot could
be flown at a later time. This option is attractive if an early flight date or phased program is
desired. The reason for proposing the single flight experiment composed of both EVA and
IVA components is reduced cost. By targeting a single flight, the overhead of integrating
into multiple launch schedules is avoided.
8 SUMMARY
JSC recommends a Space Shuttle based robotics flight experiment that includes robotic flight
elements with ground control by astronauts. The proposal offers configurations for an integrated
experiment consisting of an EVA fixed base manipulator, an EVA free flyer, and an IVA robot
or subset options thereof. The EVA fixed base manipulator utilizes the flight ann currently
being completed in the FTS Technology Capture task and could include coinvestigation by other
Centers who would provide experiment subobjectives and associated task panels and who would
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alsotraintheastronautsin the performance of their respective portions of the flight experiment.
The free flyer element would provide a television camera, would be fail safe, and could be oper-
ated in the payload bay un.dcr ground control without danger to the crew or the Orbiter. The IVA
robotics experiment reqmres further def'mition and initial efforts would be used to clarify the
value added of such an experiment. Project estimates indicate that a flight date in late 1995 is
viable.
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Abstract
Maintaining and supporting an aircraft fleet, in a cli-
mate of reduced manpower and financial resources,
dictates effective utilization of robotics and automa-
tion technologies. To help develop a winning robotics
and automation program the Air Force Logistics Com-
mand created the Robotics and Automation Center of
Excellence (RACE). RACE is a command wide focal
point. An organic source of expertise to assist the Air
Logistic Center (ALC) product directorates in improv-
ing process productivity through the judicious inser-
tion of robotics and automation technologies. RACE
is a champion for pulling emerging technologies into
the aircraft logistic centers. One of those technology
pulls is shared control. The small batch sizes, fea-
ture uncertainity, and varying work load conspire to
make classic industrial robotic solutions impractical.
One can view ALC process problems in the context
of space robotics without the time delay. The ALCs
will benefit greatly from the implementation of a com-
mon architecture that supports a range of control ac-
tions from fully autonomous to teleoperated. Work-
ing with national laboratories and private industry we
hope to transistion shared control technology to the
depot floor. This paper provides an overview of the
RACE internal initiatives and customer support, with
particular emphasis on production processes that will
benefit from shared control technology.
1 Introduction
In the late 1980s the Air Force commissioned sev-
eral studies to examine the current and future role of
robotics and automation technologies in the Air Lo-
gistic Centers (ALC) [8, 1]. Past efforts at technology
insertion had been plagued with lack of a cohesive im-
plementation strategy. In addition, total process im-
provement was often not taken into account. Finally, a
lack of in-house expertise forced a complete reliance on
contracted efforts. This combination of factors some-
times resulted in technology insertion programs that
were overly complex and/or could not perform their
intended functions. The Air Force Studies Board re-
port entitled Advanced Robotics for Air Force Oper-
ations recommended that the Air Force establish a
Robotics and Automation Center in a division that
would have responsiblity for all robotics related R&D
and automation applications [1]. An Acquisition Lo-
gistics Division (ALD) report entitled Robotics Assess-
ment for Logistics Command recommended that one
of the ALCs be assigned as the lead center for robotics
technology [8]. The Air Force response to those recom-
mendations was to merge them. In June 1990 the San
Antonio ALC (SA-ALC) was given the lead assign-
ment with responsibility for research and implementa-
tion of AFLC robotics and technology. The SA-ALC
response was to form the Robotics and Automation
Center of Excellence (RACE) in February 1991.
The RACE is unique. There is no other organi-
zation within the command, or the entire Air Force,
which is chartered to perform a similar function. The
RACE vision is: A command-wide focal point. A
source of organic expertise ready to assist the product
directorates, in improving process productivity by judi-
cious insertion of robotics and automation technology.
A champion for the emerging technologies necessary to
propel aircraft remanufacturing into the future. That
vision is being brought to fruition under the Tech-
nology and Industrial Support Directorate. The core
RACE team is in place. A strategic implementation
plan (SIP) has been approved and we are hard at work
achieving the SIP objectives. A draft Program Action
Directorative (PAD) is in the final stages of coordina-
tion at Air Force Material Command(AFMC) HQ.
We are supporting customers at each of the five
ALCs. RACE team members have also been agres-
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sivelyselling the RACE concept inside and outside
the Air Force. That sales pitch forms the first part of
this paper. In order to perform our mission we must
make people aware of our capabilities and objectives.
Section two provides a detailed overview of the RACE
concept. Section three dicusses our customer support.
Current services and future directions are presented.
The five major technical areas we are concentrating
on are overviewed, with a particular emphasis on the
shared control applications. For the purposes of this
document we broadly define shared control as the ar-
chitecture that permits the blending of human and
robot actions to accomplish a process. Conclusions
are the subject of section four.
2 The RACE Concept
The RACE is the command-wide focal point for
robotics and automation technologies. We track all
the ALC robotics and automation insertion projects
and crossfeed that information to all centers. The
six member interdisciplinary RACE team constantly
strives to maintain and increase our expertise. Along
with understanding the fundamental principals, we are
fluent in the current industrial state of the art. We
also follow the progress of the academic research com-
munity through technical publications and conference
attendance. Our objective is to be versed in both the
technology and the customer's process. We function
as a robotics solution impedance marcher, aligning the
user requirements with industry capabilities to max-
imize return on investment. Detailed knowledge of
current projects and emerging technologies permits us
to specify the most advanced technology suitable to
the problem at hand. One of our goals is to pull tech-
nology into the depot. Our partners in that technol-
ogy pull effort are both the national laboratories and
industry.
A key tenant of our technology pull effort is to
know when to say when. The depots are littered
with monuments to technology. The RACE mission is
to: Champion the development and judicious insertion
of the robotics and automation technologies necessary
to enhance the competitive posture of the ALC prod-
uct directorates. We define robotics as the intelligent
methodology associated with design, development and
judicious insertion of electromechanical manipulators
into the industrial base processes. A robot is a repro-
grammable electromechanical device with a variety of
sensors used to move or manipulate parts and tools
in space to achieve a particular task. If a technology
component does not improve the quality of the inser-
tion effort, does not contribute directly to the success
or evolution of the system, it is inappropriate and must
not be acquired. Once a system has been successfully
inserted at one depot we work to push that technol-
ogy into similar processes at other locations. Finally
we conduct all of our activities with a look toward the
future of the technology and target processes.
The RACE is a customer driven organization. Our
primary customers are the product directorate engi-
neers. Those individuals are responsible for enhanc-
ing the productivity of a wide variety of industrial
processes involved in remanufacturing aircraft. Raw
technology doesn't solve their problems. They need
sophisticated systems that can be operated by the
current workforce. The system must increase produc-
tivity and improve the operators working conditions.
The shop floor worker must buy into the technology.
A successful project is not just meeting some perfor-
mance specifications, rather the measure of success is
whether the project is supported by the workforce and
functions as advertised in a production environment.
The need to understand our customer and' his pro-
cesses is why the RACE is located at an ALC. Coloca-
tion allows us to directly interface with our customers
to determine their requirements and act as consultants
throughout the life cycle of the insertion project. Our
tasking is to provide technical guidance to the prod-
uct directorates, to ensure their needs are met and
competent solutions are produced. We do not perform
program management tasks. The product directorates
own the processes as well as the associated problems.
Ownership of a solution is a critical component of a
successful robotics insertion project. We do not make
or dictate policy. The customer, who is involved in
every phase of the development process, manages the
program. When the solution is implemented, it truly
belongs to them. Accomplishing that mission will help
provide the Air Force with the finest aircraft mainte-
nance and repair facilities in the world.
The validity of the RACE concept is dependent on
our ability to improve the acquisition and operation
of ALC robotic and automation systems. Our basic
premise is to begin solving problems that have a high
payback to the government but are also relatively sim-
ple to answer. A logical approach of building upon
successes is being utilized while the RACE develops
the expertise to tackle larger and more difficult prob-
lems. With the successful insertion of robotics and
automation in those easy applications, the culture will
shift to one that is more supportive of advanced sys-
tem development. As the culture shifts we will shift
our focus more toward the applied research portion of
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our mission.
3 Customer Support
The RACE team provides technical support through-
out the life cycle of a robotics project. The level of
support depends on the technical background of the
product directorate engineer. We can completely off-
load the technical aspects of the project or simply
review a proposal. The usual starting point for our
interaction with the process owner is a technical fea-
sibility study. After becoming familiar with their pro-
cesses, we evaluate alternative solution concepts and
assess technical risk and cost. The objective at this
stage is not a detailed evaluation, but rather a funda-
mental analysis upon which to decide if the concept
warrents further development of a funding proposal.
If the technical and economic aspects of the project
are favorable, RACE team members will assist the
customer in preparing a proposal to an appropriate
funding agency. We will also support that proposal
through the review process. Once funding is available
our staff can prepare the detailed performance spec-
ifications for purchase of off-the-shelf equipment, or
the Statement of Work(SOW) and Request for Pro-
posal(RFP), for more complex system procurements.
We review contractor bids and provide technical guid-
ance at the required design reviews. For small projects
that are pulling an established technology into the
ALC, the RACE can eliminate the need for an engi-
neering support contract by using organic engineering
resources to perform the implementation.
To assist in the insertion process, Robotics Imple-
mentation Working Groups (RIWG), consisting of lo-
cal project managers and engineers, are being estab-
lished at each ALC. These groups provide the interface
between the RACE and the product directorates. The
RIWG members are the eyes and the ears of the RACE
to help identify potential robotics or automation ap-
plications. The RACE team is marketing a 20 hour
seminar series on robotic fundamentals to enhance the
background of the RIWG members and other engi-
neers at each ALC. The seminar has been enthusias-
tically received at SA-ALC and will be given at OC-
ALC in September. As current projects progress into
the implementation stage we will also assist in the
training of the shop floor operators.
3.1 Project Areas
The RACE is currently involved in a variety of
projects at each of the ALCs. While the specifics are
different, the individual insertion projects can be sep-
arated into five major technical thrust areas. A brief
overview of large scale systems, industrial automation,
and retrofits is presented followed by a more detailed
discussion of the two areas that require shared control.
3.1.1 Large Aircraft Systems
The ALCs have a requirement for robotic systems ca-
pable of moving painting and stripping tools around
the fuselage of all size aircraft. We believe this
problem can be subdivided into two catagories based
on aircraft size, and a single system developed for
each. Those two prototypes should serve as standards
around which additional systems are installed as ap-
propriate. There is no technical reason to pay devel-
opment costs for more than two systems. The Air
Force has a working prototype for fighter size aircraft
about to enter production at WR-ALC. Other cur-
rent projects will produce designs that are capable of
painting/stripping cargo aircraft. We are working on
the SOW for a system capable of painting the C-5.
The technology to solve the problem exists. That sys-
tem will be capable of painting any of the other cargo
aircraft in the fleet. The major open technical issue
is centered around determining the optimum method
for moving a commercial spray painting robot around
the surface of the aircraft and the hanger floor.
3.1.2 Industrial Automation
This catagory encompasses a diverse variety of
projects where our mission is strictly technology pull.
The necessary equipment is commercially available
and the basic process has been successfully applied in
industry. Our role is to make the directorate engineers
aware of the technology and assist in the implemen-
tation. Small projects in this class will be completed
with organic engineering skills. One example is replac-
ing a manual wench, used to manuver a large heavy
x-ray tube, with a large industrial robot. The robot
controller will also coordinate the movement of a 2
DOF positioning table. Along with improving the re-
peatibility and productivity of the x-ray processes, the
system will also enhance operator quality of life.
Another example is installing a vision system to
measure the clearance between gear teeth and housing
on the fuel pump embedded in the fuel control system
of a gas turbine engine. The fuel pump is disassembled
when the fuel controls are rebuilt. Studies uncovered
a clear relationship between the spacing between the
gears and housing and the ability of the rebuilt en-
gine to pass inspection. The proposed solution is to
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make several key measurements and then properly kit
a housing with the apprioriate gear set. The required
measurements are to precise to be performed reliably
by a human operator.
3.1.3 Retrofits
Several production robotic systems have serious relia-
bility and maintainability problems. We are assisting
the product directorates in determining the most pru-
dent course of action in eliminating those problems.
Our services range from determining the technical na-
ture of the problem, to proposing a solution, and then
assisting in solution implementation. The biggest cur-
rent effort involves replacement of the Modicon 5200
controllers installed in five paint stripping robots [4]
and one automatic derivetor system [2]. The Modi-
con is no longer in production. Spare parts are very
rare and the custom nature of the controller mandated
development of all support software from the ground
up. These designs were cursed with no evolutionary
path for hardware or software upgrades. A complete
controller retrofit is required if these systems are to
remain in production.
3.1.4 Mobile Robots for NDI
As the age of our cargo aircraft increases so will the
requirement for Non-Destructive Inspection(NDI) of
large wing and fuselage areas. The inspection process
can be repetitious and awkward for an unassisted hu-
man. The human is well suited for making judgements
about the meaning of sensor readings. A robotic assis-
tant is needed to put the sensor suite into the proper
positions. A combination, or sharing, of the process
responibilities is required to achieve a near term solu-
tion.
The RACE is starting a technical initiative in the
area of mobile robots for aircraft skin NDI. Our in-
volvement in this area began in response to a request
from SM-ALC for evaluation of an unsolicated pro-
posal for a mobile robot system for aircraft paint-
ing. During that evaluation, we discounted the idea
for painting. However, the local NDI folks defined
a future need for a small mobile system that could
carry NDI sensors around the skin of an aircraft. The
large robot systems mentioned above are well suited
to painting/stripping applications where the process
is traditionally accomplished in large dedicated hang-
ers. However, large systems are not appropriate for
flightline N DI applications.
The Air Force is not the only government agency
interested in airframe NDI. The FAA Aging Air-
craft Branch at the FAA Technical Center in Atlantic
City, NJ is sponsoring a research project through the
Carnegie Mellon Research Institute (CMRI) to de-
velop a prototype mobile robot for eddy current in-
spection of airframe rivets. The CMRI is the ap-
plied research arm of the Carnegie Mellon University
(CMU) Robotics Institute.
Following a walk before you attempt to run phi-
losophy, the CMRI team is concentrating on a fairly
simple crawler mechanism that will duplicate one of
the inspection processes currently performed by USAir
NDI technicans. The decision to stick with an exist-
ing process and sensing technology provides a robot
performance baseline that is sadly missing in many
past Air Force projects. Trying to change the process
and simultaneously replacing the human operator is
usually not a prudent decision. Baselining, with an
eye toward future evolution, should enhance operator
acceptance and their probability of project success.
The proposed mobile robot is basically a stick with
two sets of servo motors and four sets of suction cups.
A sketch of the crawler is attached. When performing
a scan of a line of rivets, the end suction cups hold the
crawler in place and its spine serves as a linear rail
for the sensor head to move along. The crawler moves
down the rivet line by attaching the sensor slide cups
to the surface, releasing the end cups, and then using
the linear actuator to move the rail forward. The end
cups are attached and the scan process is repeated.
The crawler can also move in a vertical direction, but
the movement is not as graceful. This device is not
designed to move to arbitrary locations on the aircraft
surface.
The robotic system will alert inspectors to the pres-
ence of abnormal indications and the interpretation
will be done by the inspectors. The robot is a tool
to assist the operator, not replace him. The robot
performs the tedious portions of the task and human
provides the judgement skills. The task is divided into
components that are ideally suited for the different
skills of people and robots. We fully support this oper-
ator augmentation (shared) approach to robot system
design. More and more people are seeing the virtues
of semi-automated systems clearly designed with the
human operator in mind. The augmentation approach
is the best method to the mobile robot NDI insertion
process.
Another major portion of this project is the auto-
mated logging of the inspection data. The data ac-
quisition and archiving techniques developed for this
project could be applied independent of the robotic
system. Access to inspection data would permit up-
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plication of statistical process control to the inspection
process.
A prototype is currently being built. Tests con-
ducted with the prototype will determine the feasibil-
ity of robotic inspection systems in real world environ-
ments. The FAA milestones call for a demonstration
of the static scanning processes in November and lo-
comotion tests early next year. If those tests are suc-
cessful, we will bring the CMRI team down to Kelly to
perform some additional tests on the C-5. The long
range plan is to circulate videos of the C-5 crawler
tests to NDI groups across the command and solicit
comments and support for future development. The
FAA initiative provides the Air Force with an excel-
lent opportunity to gain a vital new technology with
minimal technical risk. The RACE will champion the
transfer of this technology from development to ALC
specific application.
3.1.5 Telerobotics
Telerobotic technologies will play an increasing part in
the solutions to ALC productivity enhancement prob-
lems. The small batch sizes, feature uncertainity, and
varying workload conspire to make classical industrial
robotic solutions impractical for a wide range of depot
processes. We _need systems that can bridge the gap
between manual and complete automation. Shared
control technologies provide the material to build that
bridge. Telerobotics is a specific subset of shared con-
trol. We use the term telerobotics to define a broad
class of robotic systems where the actions of the man
and machine are tightly coupled. The robotic device
responds to human inputs and transfers the human
motion into end effector motion. However, unlike tele-
operation, the robotic system incorporates some local
decision making authority. The basic premise is to
augment, not replace the human operator. Blend the
individual abilities of each system. Humans have supe-
rior cognitive and pattern recognition skills, while the
robot is a tireless precise positioning system. Thus,
the human is still in control but gains the advantages
of the machine precision and safety. The prototype
center will be expanded to allow investigation of teler-
obotic concepts. We hope to leverage most of our tech-
nology requirements from the developments at the :let
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Efforts to form a co-
operative working relationship with JPL are ongoing.
The latest generation of commercial products also con-
tain the elements upon which a shared control system
could be built.
To provide more insight into why telerobotics is a
crucial technology in the ALC environment the follow-
ing several paragraphs highlight a telerobotic solution
to an actual depot processes. The Telerobotic Laser
Deriveting/Cutting System (TLDCS) is a shared con-
trol robotic system used to augment the operator in
repairing side and wrap cowlings. Operators will use
the TLDCS to derivet a damaged area on the cowl-
ing, cut out the damaged section, and then cut out
an identically sized replacement patch. Technicians
in the Aircraft Directorate repair over 450 side and
wrap cowlings each year. Cowling repair times range
from 60-450 hours depending on complexity. Roughly
one third of the repair time is spent on deriveting and
the cutting and triming of new aircraft skins. Re-
moving one rivet is not a difficult job, however re-
peating that task a hundred times a day is physically
demanding, tedious, and time consuming. Removing
damaged skin sections is also a demanding labor inten-
sive process and existing sheet metal cutting machines
are not designed to quickly reproduce unique patterns.
Adding to the task difficulty is the large size of some
parts, which often forces the repair technician into
awkward and potentially dangerous positions. Other
hazards include the high noise environment and the
razor sharp chips produced during drilling and cut-
ting. The objective of this project is to increase the
productivity and improve the worker quality of life for
the aircraft skin repair process.
Projects to improve the deriveting process have
been previously attempted. The Navy initiated a mo-
bile derivetor project in 1983 [5]. The project objec-
tives were too ambitious for the existing technology
base and the end product was a large, complex sys-
tem with limited flexibility that was not well received
by shop personnel. The REPTECH office funded the
development of a Robotic Deriveting and Drilling Cell
installed at OO-ALC [2]. This system was designed
to remove all of the rivets from a rigidily fixtured,
stiff, flat workpiece. While the system is considered a
success, the hard automation and mechanical drilling
makes it unsuitable for quick removal of random rivet
patterns from engine side cowls, a major workload at
SA-ALC. A more serious limitation is the robot con-
trol system. The controller is no longer in production
and duplicating this deriveting system would require
an extensive software rewrite. Neither of those sys-
tems could be easily modified to include the ability to
trim or cut sheet metal.
After studying the previously developed systems,
it became evident that an alternative to conventional
drilling was required. The solution to the problems of
mechanical drilling of rivets (rapid tool wear, high part
forces, spinning rivets) is laser drilling. Laser technol-
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ogyisroutinelyusedtodrillholesinsheetmetalprod-
ucts.Onceenoughmaterialis removedfromthecen-
ter oftherivetit is asimpleoperationfor thehuman
operatorto punchout therivet. Forsmallworkloads
theexpenseandaddedcomplexityrequiredto auto-
maticallypunchout therivet is notjustified. Laser
drillingis ideallysuitedforroboticapplicationdueto
thenon-contactnatureofthetaskandthelight pay-
loadappliedto theend-effectorfromtheflexiblefiber
opticcableusedto channelthebeam.Laser drilling
also eliminates the noise and razor share chip haz-
ards. The operator will be removed from the imme-
diate worksite and the laser completely enclosed in a
separate structure for safety.
An additional key benefit of the laser approach is
the ability to use the laser to perform cutting opera-
tions. The laser system will be an industrial Nd:YAG
(Neodymium:Yitrium, Aluminum, Garnet) solid state
laser. Working with the laser vendors and in-house
laboratory technicans we will conduct a series of ex-
periments to characterize the heat effects of the laser
and optimize our spot size and power accordingly. A
flexible fiber optic cable will channel the laser beam
to the end-effector of the robot. Cameras and prox-
imity sensors will also be attached to the end-effector.
Additional cameras will be mounted at appropriate lo-
cations inside the laser booth. The laser will be com-
pletely enclosed for operator safety. Safety interlocks
will be in place to preclude laser firing while the op-
erator is positioning the workpiece inside the booth.
The TLDCS will have the capability, similar to a
conventional water jet cutter, to cut a unique pattern
without operator programming or CAD data. The op-
erator will only have to highlight the pattern on the
surface and then the TLDCS will visually follow the
pattern and cut out the part. The ability to augment
the operator during the skin cutting and triming pro-
cess is crucial to the economic success of this project.
A fully automated system is inappropriate for the
varied size and placement of the workpieces. The
TLDCS will be designed using the principles of shared
control. System capabilities will range from a com-
pletely teleoperated mode, where the human operator
precisely positions the laser over each rivet, to a semi-
automated mode where he/she simply identifies the
target rivets on a graphics screen and then the robot
slaves to those positions and awaits the command to
shoot. Individual operators will be able to select the
mode that allows them to be most productive. Expen-
sive fixturing is eliminated. Multipass teaching meth-
ods are not required. The operator simply puts the
workpiece within the robot workspace and proceeds
to derivet or cut. No more advance preparation is
required than picking up a hand drill or mini grinder.
Deriveting and cutting are mandatory operations
in the repair and replacement of all aircraft skins.
While this project is specifically directed toward repair
of side and wrap cowls, the TLDCS has the flexibil-
ity to remove rivets from any aircraft component and
the cutting operation could be extended beyond sheet
metal repair. The only limitation would be the phys-
ical size of the part. Large size parts would require a
larger robotic system, but the basic architecture of the
TLCDS would remain unchanged. This is not a one-
of system, but rather a true prototype. The process
of laser deriveting and cutting is just the first instan-
tiation of generic telerobotic workstation. By plac-
ing the design emphasis on the controller architecture
and operator interface we create a system that forms
a baseline for all future depot telerobotic applications.
The TLDCS architecture is suitable for additional ap-
plications ranging from spray painting and stripping
to fuel tank sealant application. The successful com-
pletion of this project will pave the way for low cost
judicious insertion of telerobotics technology through-
out the depots. Telerobotics is a critical robotics and
automation technology for improving the quality of
depot processes.
3.2 Future Directions
The RACE is pursuing several additional initiatives
to improve our customer support capability. A brief
overview is provided below. For more details consult
The development of a prototype center is a critical
element. That center will contain several state-of-the-
art commercial robots equipped with vision and force
sensor systems. The robots will be used for: prototyp-
ing, education, and detailed system design. Funding
for those systems has been secured and the procure-
ment process is underway. Funding to procure a ad-
vanced robot system capable of evaluating technology
emerging from the laboratory has been requested. An-
other key element of the prototype center is a graph-
ical simulation system. That requirement has been
identified, and is at the top of our unfunded require-
ments list.
We are also championing several technologies nec-
essary to reduce robotic and automation system inser-
tion expenses. Our objective is to foster the develop-
ment of robotic systems that fit the PC analogy; an
inexpensive, flexible platform which has a large sup-
port and software base and is easily customized for a
particular application. To accomplish that vision, the
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ideasofreconfigurablesoftware,modularobots, and
standardized interfaces must be more fully developed.
4 Conclusions
The Air Force Material Command Robotics and Au-
tomation Center of Excellence (RACE) is open for
business at SA-ALC. The RACE provides a command-
wide focal point for process engineers who seek to
improve efficiency through the judicious insertion of
robotics and automation technology. Major initiatives
are underway to transform the RACE concept into re-
ality. RACE is a champion for pulling emerging tech-
nologies into the Aircraft Logistics Centers. Shared
control is a key tenant in those technology pull activi-
ties. The RACE team is currently providing technical
support to process engineers at all five ALCs. Projects
range from painting the C-5 to automating a simple
X-ray system. The RACE team is ready to work with
you. Join us as we champion competitive processes
through intelligent machines.
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AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY CENTER (AAC)
Lt. Robert J. Stauffer
Manufacturing Technology Directorate
Wright Laboratory (AFMC)
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6533
PROBLEM: The aerospace assembly environment is characterized by low production rates,
frequency product definition changes, and highly complex assembly structures, all compounded by
paper-based data systems. Recent integration initiatives--such as the Automated Airframe Assembly
Program (AAAP), the Flexible Assembly Subsystems (FASs), and the ongoing CALS program--have
demonstrated exceptional approaches for generating, transferring, and applying product definition
data. It is now apparent that many of the pieces necessary to establish an integrated automated
assembly environment exist or are emerging. However, the establishment of these technologies in
the industrial base or the production of systems has been slow, resulting in lower productivity and
quality and wasted defense dollars.
SOLUTION: The development of an Automated Assembly Center (AAC) program is a key
initiative to tie together the technologies developed under past assembly-related programs. This
integration of past successful programs will provide a focus for ongoing work. Government action and
funding are necessary to lead the establishment of a product and process information-driven defense
manufacturing base. The solution is an implementation program to facilitate the transfer of inte-
grated process and product information technologies.
OBJECTIVE: The objective of this project is to integrate advanced assembly and assembly
support technology under a comprehensive architecture, implement automated assembly technolo-
gies in the production of high-visibility DOD weapon systems, and document the improved cost, qual-
ity, and lead time. This will enhance the production of DOD weapon systems by utilizing the latest
commercially available technologies combined into a flexible system that will be able to readily in-
corporate new technologies as they emerge. Automated assembly encompasses product data, process
planning, information management polices and framework, three schema architecture, open systems
communications, intelligent robots, flexible multi-ability end effectors, knowledge-based/expert
systems, intelligent workstations, intelligent sensor systems, and PDES/PDDI data standards.
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N93-32125
ON THE DESIGN OF FAULT-TOLERANT ROBOTIC
MANIPULATOR SYSTEMS
Dr. Delbert Tesar
University of Texas at Austin
Mechanical Engineering Department
Austin, TX 78712
Robotic systems are finding increasing use in space applications. Many of these devices are
going to be operational onboard the Space Station Freedom. Fault tolerance has been deemed neces-
sary because of the criticality of the tasks and also due to the inaccessibility of the systems to ready
maintenance and repair.
Design for fault tolerance for manipulator systems in an area within Robotics that is without
precedence in the literature. In this paper, we will attempt to lay down the foundations for such a
technology.
Design for fault tolerance demands new and special approaches to design, often at consid-
erable variance from established design practices. These design aspects, together with reliability
evaluation and modeling tools, are presented. Mechanical architectures that employ protective re-
dundancies at many levels and have a modular architecture are then studied in detail. Once a mech-
anical architecture for fault tolerance has been derived, the chronological stages of operational fault
tolerance are investigated. Failure detection, isolation, and estimation methods are surveyed, and
such method for robot sensors and actuators are derived. Failure recovery methods are also presented
for each of the protective layers of redundancy. Failure recovery tactics often span all of the layers of
a control hierarchy. Thus, a unified framework for decision-making and control, which orchestrates
both the nominal redundancy management tasks and the failure management tasks, has been
derived. The well-developed field of fault-tolerant computers is studied next, and some design princi-
ples relevanttothedesignoffault-tolerantrobotcontrollersare abstracted.Conclusionsare drawn,
and aroadmap forthedesignoffault-tolerantmanipulatorsystems islaidout with recommendations
fora 10 DOF arm withdualactuatorsateachjoint.
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ADVANCED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGY TESTBED
Mr. Craig S. Anken
Air Force Material Command
Rome Laboratory
Griffiss AFB, NY USA
13441-5700
Absfract
The Advanced Artificial Intelligence Technology Testbed (AAITI) is a laboratory testbed for the design,
analysis, integration, evaluation and excercising of large-scale, complex, software systems, composed of both
knowledge-basod and conventional components. The AAI'VI"assists its users in configuring various problem-
solving application suites; observing and measuring the behavior of these applications and the interactions between
their constituent modules; gathering and analyzing statistics about the occurrence of key events; and flexibly and
quickly altering the interaction of modules within the applications for further study.
1.0 Introduction
The importance of "intelligent", large-scale military decision support systems for effective command and
control is becoming more and more apparent. In time, decision aids will be prevalent throughout every aspect of
military operations, aiding in decisions that will have major impacts on the battle. These systems will be composed
of both knowledge-based and conventional modules, and will interact as part of some prezlef'medproblem-solving
strategy. The ability to iteratively define this strategy, integrate, and deploy these suites thus becomes very
important.
An intelligent command and control (C2) decision aid often begins its life in a "sterile" laboratory
environment. Each decision aid is developed to solve a relatively narrow problem within the overall C2 decision-
making/management problem. To provide the user guidance, this aid has sources of data and knowledge stored in
local format(s), a problem solving methodology which uses the knowledge to reason over the data, and usually the
ability to interact with the user. Testing may be performed by presenting the aid with predefined scenarios and
comparing the results to some standard. While this approach may be adequate in the laboratory setting, what
happens when this tool is brought into the operational realm? That is, when it is brought into an environment
where information may be stored in several databases and where multiple decision aids and/or conventional programs
are working at various portions of the overall problem. Finally, how reliable will this system be, having been
developed in isolation thousands of miles from the battlefield? To answer some of these questions, the Rome
Laboratory has embarked on the development of the AAITT, a distributed environment that will support the
integration, testing of, and cooperation among multiple decision aids.
2.0 Advanced AI Technology Testbed (AAITT)
Before describing the AAI'IT, several terms need to be defined. A ¢omoonent is a stand-alone software
program designed to solve part of an overall problem (see Figure 1). User-supplied components (USCs) refer to
those components which the application developer supplies and wants connected to the testbed. A module is a
component with some type of software "wr_g.ap.p_"that allows it to communicate with other modules. An AAITT
a_trplication is a collection of modules configured to work interactively to solve an overall problem.
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ICompon_ats Wrappers
I I
Application
Figure 1. Testhed terminology
The goal of the Rome Laboratory Advanced AI Technology Testbed is to develop a decision
aid/conventional software integration environment which will allow the user to:
1. Easily configure various application suites by providing tools to add or remove user-supplied components, or to
modify the communication paths of the various problem solving modules,
2. Provide genetic database and simulation modules that can be tailored to the needs of the current application,
3. Observe and trace these modules' actions and interactions,
4. Select, gather, and review metrics and statistics on run-time performance, and
5. Rapidly change the flavor of the interactions among the suite's components based upon the results of previous
runs.
The components of the AAITr, shown in Figure 2, consist of the tcsthed manager (later described as the
MCM Workstation), a database, a simulator, and various USCs.
Testbed
Manager
Decision
Aid 1
II
Conventional
Program
Figure 2. Network View of AAITT Application
The grayed sections in the figure above represent interface software. A software controlled architecture (soft
architecture) has been chosen for the AAITr. A soft architecture is one that can be graphically configured and
modified by a testbed manager, while minimizing the recoding of the interface software by hand. An example
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configurationis shownin Figure 3. To try a different communication architecture (e.g., a blackboard approach
insw_ of dam-flow), the user would make the necessary changes using the graphical interface provided by the testbed
manager.
Decision I JConventional[
Aid 1 k-I Software_
Or.°,o/J
Figure 3. Experimental AAITT Architectme
To support the soft architecture envisioned by the AAITT, three major sub-systems are being developed.
These are the Disa'ibuted Processing Substrate (DPS), the Module Framework, and the Modeling, Control, and
Monitoring (MCM) Workstation.
2.1 DPS
The Distributed Processing Substrate will allow dissimilar software systems (e.g., databases, simulations,
expert-systems, and conventional software) running on heterogeneous hardware platforms (e.g., VAX, SUN, and
Symbolics) to interact with one another. An important feature of the DPS is that is will translate data
representations between the various hardware systems and programming languages. Several candidates were
considered by the contractor team for providing the foundation of the testbed and am shown in Table 1.
Product Developer
Alpha Carnegie Mellon Univ.
Cronus BBN Corp.
ISIS/Meta Cornell University
Mach Carnegie Mellon Univ.
MetaCourier Symbiotics, Inc.
Star O/S ADS Corp.
Table 1. Candidate Environments [GE-91]
The criteria for sdection was:
1. Runs on Sun 3/4 and Symbolics 36xx.
2. Runs on Vaxs running VMS and ULTRIX.
3. Runs with applications written in C/C++ and Common Lisp.
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4.Runswith applications written in Ada.
5. Provides interface specification and stub code generators.
6. Provides application building tools.
7. Stable, mature product.
The resulting evaluation of each candidate is shown in Table 2.
Isis/ Meta
Product Alpha CronuS,Meta Mach Courier
Sun3/4
sym_, NO Yes No No Yes
V=.VMS
U_= No Yes No No
C/C++
L_p No Yes No No Yes
Ada
Intedace No Future No Yes No
Int. Spac & Slut)
co_,c_,_ No Yes No Yes Yes
/_ol BO.
"r=u None Excl. Gcxx_ Good Good
stay Poor Excl. Excl. Excl. Fair
Star
O/S
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
None
Excl.
Table 2. CandidateEnv. Evaluation [GE-91]
Based upon this analysis, the Cronus distributed computing environment [BBN-89] was selected. Cronus
provides heterogeneous host support for distributed application development. It gives the user an object-oriented
view of resources on a network. In addition to this object-oriented view provided by Cronus, the DPS will use ABE
[Erman-90], providing a module-orienCd programming capability. This will allow the structuring of a distributed
testbed application at a higher level than Cronus. The ABE environment supports modules which are independent
entities that communicate data and control among themselves through very well-defined interfaces. The goal is to
use the higher-level, computational and architecturalmodel provided by ABE with the lower-level, distributed system
environment support provided by Cronus.
2.2 Module Framework
The Module Framework will allow the user to easily embed a new component in the AAII"I'. This
framework is used to create ComponentInl_face Managers (CIMs). A CIM is a wrapper that provides the interface
between the distfilml_! _ and each componenL The Module Framework will facilitate the creation of the CIM
by guiding the user through the citation proce_ and by providing a library of genetic CIMs. It will also provide a
semi-automaw, d generator for easily creating and modifying CIMs. CIMs will also allow the testbed to control
module loading, initialization, resetting, etc.
There are several types of communication that will occur at a given CIM. These types include simple
reception and transmission of data, and may include more complicated Wansmissions which then wait for a response.
When transmitting, the CIM must know which module to send the message to. The name of the destination module
will be set when the user completes the modeling phase at the MCM Workstation. The recipient can easily be
changed by making the appropriate changes at the workstation. (Note: the actual location on the network of the
receiving module will be maintained, wansparently to the user, by the DPS.) CIM to CIM message types include
ASCII text, integer, real, and database query response.
2.3 MCM Workstation
The Modeling, Control, and Monitoring Workstation will provide a central user console for building and
configuring applications, and for the display and analysis of performance metrics gathered during application runs.
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Themodeling functions will allow a user to specify graphically how the modules are to interact with one another
during execution. This will define the architecture of the application. The control functions will allow the user to
load, initialize, execute, and reset the components distributed over the testbed's network. Break point capabilities
will aid in the debugging process. The monitoring functions will allow the user to specify measurements, monitors,
and instrumentation. Measurements refer to the quantifiable features that help the user understand system
performance. Monitors are the procedures through which measurements are captured. Inslrumentation allows the
user to process the resulting measurements and present them in an appropriate manner. The monitoring capabilities
of the MCM Workstation will be very important in testing put the USCs and set the AAITr apart from testbeds that
simply try to connect existing systems.
2.4 Testing
As previously slated, it is very important to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the USCs before
providing them to operational units. These weaknesses may include actual errors, problem size limitations,
excessive run times, incompatibilities, and so on. The AAITT will have features to address the problem of
verification and validation of USC's. The questions, is the software doing the job fight, and is the software doing
the right job, will need to be answered.
"Job Right"
Determining whether the SW is doing the job right will provide the end users with some confidence that the
USCs will work as advertised. To verify the results of the USCs, the AArIT will provide metrics for evaluation and
heuristics. Timing and memory limitations will be addressed by these metrics. In addition, bottlenecks will be
identified, possibly indicating that a new application architecture should be selected or that faster computers/networks
should be used. Higher level metrics will also be addressed, for instance the number of mission routes planned per
minute, or the speed at which the simulation simulates one hour of time.
The quality of a solution cannot be determined by the speed of the inference engine or the number of queries
handled by the database per minute. Quality can sometimes be assessed by using some type of heuristic. To
support this, the AAITT will need some type of generic heuristic evaluation module that can be tailoredto evaluate a
given class of USCs. For instance, a route planner heuristic evaluation module may take the planned routes and
determine for each route if the specified aircraft can fly at the chosen altitudes, if the aircraft has enough range, given
the available on-board fuel, and whether the legs of the route are too short (difficult to follow) or too long
(vulnerable to enemy attack). This evaluation module could be used regardless of which specific route planner was
being tested.
"Right Job"
In determining whether the software is doing the right job, end users need to make sure the USCs really
address their particular problems. To validate whether or not the USCs are meeting their needs, the testbed will
provide rapid prototyping facilities and the benefit of graphical simulations.
The testbed will allow component developers the ability to quickly demonstrate their systems in a realistic
environment. By providing both database and simulation capabilities, developers can concentrate on software
algorithms and user interface issues, instead of developing sets of problems and ways to evaluate results. This will
mean that USC users can be brought in earlier in the development process, allowing them to direct or redirect the
developers before design decisions are made. This process will help developers better understand the users' needs, not
just the users' stated requirements.
The simulation component will provide a simulation language and various tools for developing graphical
simulations. This will allow users to monitor the execution of plans developed by the USCs. The simulation
language is designed to be interactive so that user developed simulations can be stopped, queried, modified, and
continued at any point. This type of interactive simulation should help in determining whether the USC developer
has really addressed the user's needs.
2.5 AAITT Support Components
The AAITI" will have generic components to facilitate the development and testing of USCs. These genetic
components have been used to create demonstration components to plan missions in the tactical air combat domain.
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Conventionalnd"expert" software work by understanding the problem at hand, automatically or semi-
automatically attempting to solve the problem, and then posting the results (usually to a screen or file). Databases
and simulations can provide a supporting environment for evaluating these types of software systems. A database
can be used to present the USCs with specific problem scenarios. Once the USCs finish processing, the results of
the components can be stored in the database for later evaluation. Heuristics can be helpful in evaluating the quality
of a result, for instance the routes chosen by a route planner could be evaluated on the percentage of time that allied
aircraft are exposed to enemy air defenses. If a heuristic is not available, a simulation could be helpful, allowing a
human evaluator to see the results of following the recommendations of a particular USC. Generic components will
be provided to develop these types of databases and simulations.
The testbed will have a generic database for storingand retrieving information needed by the USCs. Results
of the USCs can be stored in the database for later evaluation. The Oracle relational database has been chosen as the
testhed's database shell. Using the DPS, the database will appear as a module in the testbed that can respond to
structured query language (SQL) statements. As additional databases are created, they can then be used by other
USCs.
The testbed will have a generic simulation capability to show the consequences of following the results of
the other modules. The ERIC object-oriented simulation language has been chosen as the testbed's simulation
language [Hilton-90]. ERIC is based on the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) and allows the simulation
developer to develop a hierarchy of object classes with associated behaviors and attributes. ERIC allows objects to
be created dynamically and for the simulation to be halted, modified, and continued without recompiling. The
message parser provided by ERIC allows for expressive message passing. Results from the simulation can be posted
to the database or sent on to USCs.
2.6 Demonstration Components
Demonstration components will be used during the AAITI" demonstrations to show the feasibility of the
testbed.
TAC-DB
The Tactical Database (TAC-DB) provides a realistic, though unclassified, laydown of tactical units and
equipment in the central European theater [Kearney-90]. This database was developed by Knowledge Systems
Corporation (KSC) in 1989 and reflects the NATO and Warsaw Pact capabilities at that time. In addition to
identifying where units are located, the database contains information on individual weapon systems. As new USCs
are added to the testbed with new requirements for domain information, TAC-DB will be extended to provide the
necessary support.
TAC-DB provides the "blue-view" of the world for the USCs. This means that information in the database
is only as accurate as blue intelligence is. This makes sense since USCs should not be able to access more
information than the blue side knows. (Note: there may be some "red-view" information stored in the database used
only by the simulator to create red units, etc., that are currently unknown to the blue side.)
LACE
The Land Air Combat in ERIC (LACE) simulation simulates the tactical engagement of NATO and
Warsaw Pact forces in the central European theater [Anken-89]. The simulation reads in friendly and enemy unit
information from TAC-DB, creates these objects, and then executes air tasking orders (ATOs) also stored in the
database. Friendly air missions must penetrate through enemy air defenses in order to attack targets. As missions
return, their results are posted to TAC-DB for use by the USCs.
LACE contains the ground truth for the scenario. The USCs do not have direct access to this ground truth
data, only to the TAC-DB. The USCs could, however, be used to schedule LACE reconnaissance missions which
will post their intelligence reports to TAC-DB upon completion. This information then becomes available to the
other modules of the testbed.
AMPS / RPDW
Two decision aids will be included as part of early demonstrations. These include the Air Force Mission
Planning System (AMPS) developed by The MITRE Corporation and portions of the Route Planner Development
Workstation (RPDW) developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. AMPS [Dawson-90] was developed to support
the planning and replanning of AIDs. ATOs are the plans used by NATO to conduct air missions. AMPS contains
domain knowledge concerning aircraft and weapon capabilities, weapon system availability, and scheduling
constraints. In addition to planning these missions, AMPS was developed to intelligently support replanning, the
process of fixing a plan which has problems, without replanning the whole ATO.
The RPDW [Cameron-85] was designed to facilitate the development and evaluation of route planning
algorithms. Our route planner is one of the algorithms provided by the RPDW. To use this planner, the user must
first develop a threat-contour map based on the location and line of sight of the various air defense systems. The
planner then determines a route through the map while attempting to minimize aircraft vulnerability. The results
generated by AMPS and the route planner will be sent to TAC-DB and then on to the simulation. The idea is to
provide feedback to the decision aid developers concerning their systems.
3.0 Summary
(22 decision aids and conventional programs are being developed to support operational commanders. An
environment is needed to allow these dissimilar systems to easily work together. In addition, realistic testing of
these components is required to make sure they perform as expected. The AAITT is designed to address these
concerns by providing a loosely coupled, distributed support environment, allowing independently developed aids to
cooperate. The generic database and simulation capabilities will allow for easy development and evaluation of C2
decision support systems. If the database is large enough and the simulation can provide updates at fast enough
rates, the testhed can present the decision aids with realistic wartime environments. This is the kind of
interoperability and evaluation that is needed before fielding composite operational systems.
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ABSTRACT
Simulations have become a powerful mechanism for understanding and modeling complex phenomena.
Their results have had substantial impact on a broad range of decisions in the military, government, and
industry. Because of this, new techniques are continually being explored and developed to make them even
more useful, understandable, extendable, and efficient. One such area of research is the application of the
knowledge-hased methods of artificial intelligence (AI) to the computer simulation field.
The goal of knowledge-based simulation is to facilitate building simulations of greatly increased power and
comprehensibility by making use of deeper knowledge about the behavior of the simulated world. One
technique for representing and manipulating knowledge that has been enhanced by the AI community is
object-oriented programming. Using this technique, the entities of a discrete-event simulation can be
viewed as objects in an object-oriented formulation. Knowledge can be factual (i.e., attributes of an entity)
or behavioral (i.e., how the entity is to behave in certain circumstances).
Rome Laboratory's Advanced Simulation Environment (RASE) has been developed as a research vehicle to
provide an enhanced simulation development environment for building more intelligent, interactive,
flexible, and realistic simulations. This capability will support current and future battle management
research and provide a test of the object-oriented paradigm for use in large scale military applications.
INTRODUCTION
The adoption and incorporation of the various knowledge-based methods of artificial intelligence (AI) into
the simulation process provides benefits in a number of areas. Some of these areas include: knowledge
representation in the simulation model, decision making within a simulation, rapid prototyping of models,
data analysis of simulator-generated outputs, and model modification and maintenance (Nielsen, 1991).
The problem of representation is central to all of AI. Eight paradigms that have found favor in today's
practice are [Garcia-91]:
• Semantic networks
• Frames and scripts
• Procedural representations
• Analogical or direct representations
• Specialized languages for knowledge relxesentation
• Object-oriented programming
• Logic representations
• Rule-based representations
This paper will focus mainly on the technique for representing and manipulating knowledge known as
object-oriented programming. In many practical situations, the eight representation paradigms previously
mentioned are combined in hybrid systems. An example of this integration will be discussed in a latter
section of this paper which discusses an extension of our object-oriented research to incorporate a rule-based
aPtmmch.
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OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
The object-oriented approach attempts to manage the complexity that is characteristic of real-world
problems by abstracting out information and encapsulating it within objects [Wirfs-Brock-90]. Using this
technique, the entities of a discrete-event simulation can be considered as objects in an object-oriented
formulation. There are two types of knowledge associated with each object, factual and behavioral. An
object's factual data can be viewed as the attributes of the entity, characterizing its capabilities, current state,
and parameters. The object's behavioral knowledge characterizes how the entity is to behave in certain
circumstances. Messages sent to an object can provide factual data (such as recalling an attribute) or initiate
a specific behavior (such as asking an air mission to fly its route).
This type of representation and processing supports rapid prototyping in that particular model functions can
be changed or replaced with minimal impact on other sections of the model. It also facilitates the
modification and maintenance of models. Often we can organize objects into a family of homogeneous
classes, which are mutually distinct, but do share certain fundamental properties in common. Within the
object-oriented paradigm, a class definition can specify from which classes a new family of objects will
inherit (i.e., automatically obtain factual and behavioral knowledge). This saves having to copy or rewrite
common variables and methods and helps maintain consistency when code modifications and model
extensions are made [Zeigler-90].
ROME LABORATORY'S ADVANCED SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT (RASE)
Since 1986, Rome Laboratory (RL) has been exploring ways to utilize the advantages offered by the object-
oriented paradigm to improve Air Force batde management simulation [Anken-91]. The focus of RL
research has centered on building an environment that will allow us to develop and test object-oriented
simulations.
The Rome Laboratory Advanced Simulation Environment (RASE) began with the development of an
object-oriented language known as Enhanced ROSS [McArthur-82] in Common Lisp (ERIC)[Hilton-90].
To exploit the capabilities of ERIC, the program was expanded to include the development of an object-
oriented Cartographic system (CARTO), a Map Display System which serves as the graphical interface to
the CARTO system, and an interactive object-oriented battlefield simulation known as the Land Air
Combat in ERIC (LACE) simulation. Other support tools were also developed and include an object
hierarchy browser (HIER), an object editor and run time instance viewer (RACK), and a simulation clock
manipulation tool (Clock Viewer) [Anken-91]. Currently, RASE is geared toward the tactical battlefield
domain and includes a cartographic system which covers a portion of Central Europe. However, many of
the RASE tools are generic and can be used to develop simulations in other domains.
LACE, which was built as a part of, and with the tools of the RASE environment, simulates the tactical
engagement of NATO and Warsaw Pact forces in Central Europe. The simulation's primary focus is on the
air side of the battlefield model. While the main purpose of LACE has been to evaluate the object-oriented
paradigm in a large-scale military application, it has also been designed to provide a realistic environment
for evaluating tactical decision aids and to support tactical commanders in their decision making process.
LACE currently includes objects for:
• air-facilities
• wings & squadrons
• fighter, cargo, & refueling aircraft
• surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites
• runways
• petroleum-oil-lubricant facilities (POL)
• munition targets
Missions include offensive counter-air, transport, refueling, and SAM Suppression. The overall system
includes hundreds of stationary and mobile objects able to interact in the simulation. The current
demonstration includes six air missions with 32 SAM units and radars set up to defend enemy targets.
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With continual map display updates the simulation runs approximately 38 times faster than real-time.
Running LACE without graphics has resulted in speed-ups of over 70 times real-time [Anken-91].
CURRENT RESEARCH ISSUES
Through our work with RASE we have found that object-oriented programming lends itself very well to
battlefield simulation. The modern-day battlefield is a complex domain with thousands of autonomous
agents. Each agent, or object, has its own goals and behaviors while functioning within the goals and
plans of higher entities. Object-oriented programming provides a natural means of representing these
entities.
We feel that our research efforts have effectively addressed many of the problems with traditional military
simulations. Most of these simulation environments lack features essential to adequately support Air Force
needs. They lack flexibility, are difficult to embed knowledge into, are expensive to build and maintain, and
generally are not compatible with current knowledge-based decision aids [Anken-89]. In contrast, the RASE
environment provides a highly interactive, intelligent, and flexible simulation capability.
Through our development of RASE we have identified other areas of potential research for improving
simulation techniques. One such area is improving the inspectability of our simulation models. Without
the capability to thoroughly inspect and understand the underlying model, it is difficult to validate (ensure
that the right system was built) and verify (ensure that the system was built right) the model that is being
or has been developed.
Another potential area of improvement is execution speedup through distributed processing. If simulations
could be made to run more rapidly, users could experiment with more battlefield strategies in a shorter
length of time. These issues will be briefly discussed in the following sections.
COMBINING RULE AND OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACHES
While the object-oriented approach provides inspectability in terms of the attributes of the entities being
modeled and how entities are related within the model, there is no information explicitly available in terms
of the model behavior 0.e., the when, where, why, and howls of the events associated with object actions).
Thus, the logic of why an event occurs, or does not occur, is lost within the body of program code.
Inspecting simulation models, such as LACE, usually requires the user to review the source code to fully
understand the interactions between simulated entities. Understanding the results of the simulation is often
accomplished by saving (usually to disk or hard copy) selected data items as the simulation progresses.
This lack of explicit knowledge severely limits the types of questions traditional state-based simulations can
answer. These limitations are most evident in the area of model inspectability where the user would require
the simulation to explain its behavior in meaningful terms.
Understanding the results of the simulation model includes statistical and causal information [Grimshaw-
92]. Statistical information includes both the history of the simulation and derived historical information.
History would include both events and temporal state information. For example, in the LACE model, the
user may want to know what happened to a given air mission on its way to the target or the location of that
air mission at a certain time. Derived historical information might include averages or standard deviations
of events and temporal states. The user may want to inquire about the average expected target damage or the
chances of a mission being successful.
Causality refers to the events or states which lead to the occurrence of a specific event. One may want to
ask why a certain air mission was shot down or why another mission was successful. Using the object-
oriented approach of RASE, this information was not readily available. Queries were limited to "What if'
questions, allowing the user to interactively stop the simulation, make changes to object attributes, create
or destroy objects, and restart the simulation to see what happened.
To overcome these limitations, the combined use of a rule-based approach with an object-oriented approach
was proposed [Grimshaw-92]. In this hybrid approach, time-lines are used to capture temporal values and
causal events, providing history and causality to the simulation. The modeling language that was developed
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atRomeLaboratorytodemonstratethisconceptisanextensiontoERICknownasDecIERIC(Declarative
ERIC).Theworkinthisareaincorporatestheadvantagesof both rule-based and object-oriented techniques,
providing the ease of representation with the explicit representation of behavioral knowledge.
Time-lines are created that capture what an object's selected attribute values will be for the length of the
simulation assuming there are no interactions between objects. For example, if a SAM site has 5 missiles
initially, we assume it will have 5 missiles forever. If an aircraft is given a route, we assume it will fly
this route without any change in course or speed. Then, leveraging off TMM (Time Map Manager, a
system developed by Tom Dean) [Dean-85; Dean-87], the programmer defines Spatial-Temporal
Possibilities (STP's) of interest [Grimshaw-92], such as when a mission will be over its target, or when a
mission is going to be in-range of a SAM site.
Using the STP's and the time-lines as pre-conditions, DeclERIC will create all the possible bound rules
from the user-defined rule base. A rule example is the SAM-fire-rule which states that if a mission Y is in-
range of SAM X, it's jammer is off, and SAM X has more than one missile, then decrement the number of
missiles of SAM X and update the status of mission Y if it has been damaged.
After binding all the rules it can, DeclERIC picks the earliest one, discarding the rest, and executes it,
changing whatever object attributes that need to be changed according to the postconditions of the executed
rule. Then it cycles through, sending TMM the new time-lines, receiving a new set of STP's, and finding
the next rule to fire. DeclERIC is finished when there are no more rules that can fire. After the simulation
has executed, the user can watch it play on a graphical display and ask menu-driven questions about what
happened and why. The value of object attributes now reflect their full history and a list of rules that have
been fired is maintained by DeclERIC. Work in the area of declarative simulation and DeclERIC is still
underway.
DISTRIBUTING AN OBJECT-ORIENTED SIMULATION
A second issue that was previously mentioned is that of simulation execution speed. Although the object-
oriented paradigm made LACE easier to change and analyze than previous simulations, it was discovered
that execution time could still present a problem when thousands of objects must interact in a very large
simulation. This opened another avenue of research which has been to study the feasibility of extending an
object-oriented simulation into a distributed paradigm. During this project, DERIC, a distributed version of
ERIC, was developed at Rome Laboratory [Lawton-92].
The development of DERIC has shown that this extension into the distributed/parallel paradigm is feasible
[Lawton-91]. As a result of this research, several properties of ERIC were identified that must be preserved
in a distributed extension, such as causality and user interactivity. Also, a number of critical issues
inherent to parallel simulations, including deadlock avoidance, atomicity, and event monotonicity were
encountered [Lawton-92]. While it has been concluded that distributed computing extensions to ERIC are
desirable, speedups of distributed object-oriented simulation languages are not easily realized [Lawton-91].
Research in the area of distributed object-oriented simulation is still actively in progress.
CONCLUSION
Knowledge-based simulation has the potential to provide a powerful mechanism for understanding and
modelling complex phenomena. The goal of this area of research is to build simulations that are more
powerful and more comprehensible by making use of deeper knowledge about the behavior of the simulated
world. Such knowledge is usually omiued from traditional simulations since they are unable to utilize it.
This lack of explicit knowledge severely limits simulations and makes it difficult to verify the correcmess
of their model, makes them difficult to comprehend, and restricts the kinds of questions they can answer. A
general lack of formal validation techniques has limited the use of knowledge-based simulation in critical
applications. This has contributed to the fact that the number of operational systems is significantly less
than the number of systems developed. However, the need for "intelligent" simulations is evident and
knowledge-based paradigms such as object-oriented programming and rule-based inferencing provide the
mechanism for advancing the development of computer simulation models in many domains.
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This paper presents research on the abstraction of computational theories for scheduling and
resource allocation. The paper describes both theory and methods for the automated generation of
aggregation abstractions and approximations in which detailed resource allocation constraints are
replaced by constraints between aggregate demand and capacity. The interaction of aggregation
abstraction generation with the more thoroughly investigated abstractions of weakening operator
preconditions is briefly discussed.
The purpose of generating abstract theories for aggregated demand and resources includes:
answering queries about aggregate properties, such as gross feasibility; reducing computational costs
by using the solution of aggregate problems to guide the solution of detailed problems; facilitating
reformulating theories to approximate problems for which there are efficient problem-solving meth-
ods; and reducing computational costs of scheduling by providing more opportunities for variable and
value-ordering heuristics to be effective. Experiments are being developed to characterize the prop-
erties of aggregations that make them cost effective.
Both abstract and concrete theories are represented in a variant of first-order predicate cal-
culus, parameterized multi-sorted logic that facilitates specification of large problems. A particular
problem is conceptually represented as a set of ground sentences that is consistent with a quantified
theory.
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ABSTRACT
The increasing complexity of space operations and the inclusion of interorganizational and
international groups in the planning and control of space missions lead to requirements for greater
communication, coordination, and cooperation among mission schedulers. These schedulers must
jointly allocate scarce shared resources among the various operational and mission oriented activi-
ties while adhering to all constraints. This scheduling environment is complicated by such factors
as the presence of varying perspectives and conflicting objectives among the schedulers, the need
for different schedulers to work in parallel, and limited communication among schedulers.
Smooth interaction among schedulers requires the use of protocols that govern such issues as
resource sharing, authority to update the schedule, and communication of updates. This paper
addresses the development and characteristics of such protocols and their use in a distributed
scheduling environment that incorporates computer-aided scheduling tools. An example problem
is drawn from the domain of space shuttle mission planning.
tSupported in partby the NASA/ASEE SummerFaculty FellowshipProgram,Johnson Space Center1992
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INTRODUCTION
Scheduling is the process of assigning resources and times to each activity of a plan (or plans)
while ensuring that each constraint is obeyed. Optimization criteria can determine the relative
desirability of two alternate schedules. Although scheduling problems are often simple to visual-
ize and express, scheduling is an NP-complete problem, so attempts to apply mathematical pro-
gramming to scheduling have met with very limited success [2, 6]. In fact, programming
approaches have been limited to very narrow problem domains, especially that of the job-shop, in
which jobs must be assigned to various machines.
This paper focuses on the class of scheduling problem in which:
1. activities have precedence relationships (one activity must not begin until another activity
has completed);
2. resources are limited;
3. objectives or optimization criteria exist that may be used to rank competing schedules; and
4. the time frame in which to complete all activities (or as many activities as possible) is
limited.
This class of problem differs from the job-shop problem domain in that a job-shop problem
assumes an infinite time line in which all activities may complete. In a job-shop problem, all
activities are scheduled regardless of the total time required. In contrast, in this paper resources
may be over-subscribed, so that even the optimum schedule might not accommodate all desired
activities within the time limitations. Thus, provision must be made for selecting between compet-
ing activities (or sets of related activities) where insufficient time exists for the completion of all
activities.
To assist users in developing viable schedules, NASA has developed COMPASS (COMPuter
Aided SchedulingSystem) [3],a computer-basedtoolthatinteractivelyschedulesactivitiesina
user-specifiedorder.COMPASS providesgraphicaltoolsfordisplayingactivities,resourceavail-
ability,and schedules.An activitydefinedinCOMPASS may have precedencerequirementsand
requireresources.Activityattributesupported by COMPASS includepriority,required
resources,duration,earliestpermissiblestartime,latestpermissibleend time,and statecondi-
tions.COMPASS has enjoyedwidespreadacceptanceand use withinNASA and thecontractor
community.
NASA has recentlyproposed enhancing COMPASS to supportmulti-useror distributed
schedulingproblems.This paperfocuseson the issuesraisedby distributedschedulingand on
requirementsforcomputerizedsupportof thisproblem domain. The next sectionof thispaper
definesdistributedschedulingand addressestheseissues.This isfollowedby a discussionof
some of thehuman issuesinvolvedinthedevelopmentof protocolsforuse by multipleteams of
schedulerswho must cooperatetoproducejointschedules.
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DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING
Definition
Distributed scheduling consists of those scheduling problems involving:
1. several schedulers,
2. who can work independently,
3. each of whom is responsible for _g separate sets of activities that are somehow
interrelated, and
4. must share a common pool of resouru_.
Besides sharing a common resource pool, the activities may also have precedence require-
ments, or one activity may establish a state that another activity requires, etc. While the schedulers
may work independently, the need to coordinate the interactions among their tasks prohibits purely
independent work. Distributed scheduling problem domains of particular interest to NASA
include the scheduling of astronomical satellite experiments, personnel training, and space mission
activities.
The interactions among schedulers can be cooperative or competitive. Cooperative scheduling
is defined as those cases in which:
1. All schedulers have the same objectives;
2. Responsibility for scheduling has been divided in order to share the labor, and
3. Protocols serve primarily to coordinate and synchronize.
In large problems the size and complexity of the scheduling task and the limited abilities,
skills, knowledge, and resources of any individual make the distribution of the scheduling task a
natural and necessary means of developing the required schedule. By distributing the work, each
scheduler can concentrate on a manageable volume of work in a narrow domain. Some schedulers
may develop specialized knowledge and skills suitable only to their particular domains.
In contrast, competitive scheduling consists of those cases in which:
1. Each scheduler has his or her own objectives;
2. The necessity of sharing common resourc_ interferes with the simultaneous achievement
of these objectives;
3. The pursuit of individual objectives leads to competition for the common resources; and
4. Protocols serve largely to arbitrate competition by atlowing all schedulers fair access to
shared resources.
Competitive scheduling can arise in situations in which there are contractual agreements
among different panics or in which different resources are owned by different groups. Such situa-
tions can dictate the division of responsibility for scheduling among several groups, with each
group having its own _et of goals.
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General Discussion of Goals
The lack of a single point of control increases the complexity of the overall scheduling prob-
lem (as a result of the necessary communication overhead) and raises several issues regarding the
interactions of multiple schedulers and the integration of their individual schedules. The most
basic issue raised by distributed scheduling is that of goals. What measure of goodness is most
appropriate in a distributed environment? How do the optimization criteria for a distributed sched-
uling problem differ from those for a non-distributed problem? Variables commonly used for
scheduling problems include [4, 5]:
-- Completion time: the time at which processing of the last activity completes.
-- How-time: the total time that activities spend in the shop.
-- Lateness: the difference between the completion time of an activity and some
pre-specified due date associated with that activity.
-- Tardiness: equal to lateness when lateness is positive, otherwise equal to zero.
Schedule evaluation criteria typically involve minimizing or maximizing the mean, total, min-
imum, or maximum of one or more of these variables. In a standard job-shop problem, these crite-
ria are assumed to be universally agreed upon. However, even in such a standard, non-distributed
scheduling environment, the various tasks to be scheduled may belong to several different custom-
ers (perhaps represented by members of the marketing staff), each of whom would prefer that his
or her tasks be given high priority. Thus, even in a non-distributed setting conflicting goals may
exist. When conflict exists, the scheduler must have some means of determining a set of priorities
to be applied to the scheduling task. The scheduler may be flexible in his or her choice of priori-
ties, adjusting them to the needs of the moment. For example, the scheduler might attempt to mol-
lify a major customer who has previously been slighted by giving preference to that customer's
work in the current schedule. Regardless of the conflicting demands, however, the optimization
requirements are formulated under a single point of control and this procedure can succeed
because the single scheduler (or team of schedulers) who develops the optimization criteria also
controls the entire resource pool.
In a distributed schedule, however, individual schedulers must share resources, so one sched-
uler optimizing his or her schedule may resUict another scheduler's options, resulting in a subopti-
mal global schedule. The issue of a global measure of goodness becomes more important in
distributed scheduling than in individual scheduling. This is true because an individual scheduler
can accept a schedule even without a specific measure of goodness; the schedule may balance sev-
eral conflicting needs fairly and "just look good." A distributed schedule, in contrast, must "look
good" through several sets of eyes. When a team of schedulers must continue to work together on
future projects, perceptions of inequity or misplaced priorities can engender resentments that will
poison these on-going relationships. Thu_, some mechanism for balancing both local and global
optimization must he provided. The protocol used by the schedulers to coordinate their activities
must support optimization techniques that are perceived as both equitable and efficient.
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Requirements for Competitive Scheduling
NASA needs to develop protocols that facilitate the development of successful schedules in
"competitive" distributed environments that generally satisfy the objectives of the separate sched-
ulers. This requires protocols that govern the process of buUding the schedule as well as protocols
that govern how conflicting objectives are resolved. Selecting a desirable scheduling protocol
requires balancing several possibly conflicting requirements, including the following [I]:
1. The protocol should encourage the development of high quality schedules that score well
when evaluated by either the global optimization criteria or the optimization criteria of
individual schedulers. Where conflicting objectives exist, the protocol should lead to a
reasonable compromise.
2. The protocol should be easy to understand, use, and implement. Features enhancing ease
of use include ease of learning; minimum complexity; informative to the user of the state
of activities, resources, etc.; and natural representation of concepts. Yet the process should
he sufficiently rich in features and notation to encompass a wide range of scheduling prob-
lems.
3. The protocol should he mechanical and unambiguous.
4. The protocol should be general enough to work with a wide range of scheduling software.
Schedulers should not he constrained to use a particular scheduling system or even the
same system.
5. The resulting schedules should he resilient to unexpected changes.
6. The overhead should he kept to a minimum. For example, the volume and frequency of
communications should he low.
7. The time requited to develop schedules should he short, especially in highly dynamic envi-
ronments.
8. Any computerized support should have a short response time. This requires that optimiza-
tion techniques he computationally simple.
9. Rescheduling (the repair of a schedule because of unexpected occurrences, such as delays
and loss of resources) must be especially fast.
Several sample scheduling techniques are listed below. The alternatives are discussed in terms
of division of resources, communication, cooperation, and optimality.
I. Schedule tasks by priority. This approach requires that all tasks be known and prioritized
in advance and then be scheduled in priority sequence. This is really non-distributed
scheduling, except that we have several schedulers responsible for collecting tasks and we
may provide improved computer support to enable the individual schedulers to track their
own set of tasks by viewing only their portion of _e schedule. This protocol also requires
some mechanism for assigning priorities to tasks, such as a central authority or a voting
scheme. (Schedulers with conflicting objectives may never agree on the assignment of
priorities.) Although participants may perceive this method as fair (since no lower priority
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activity will be scheduled while a higher priority activity remains unscheduled), following
this method mictly does not allow for compromises, such as scheduling two medium pri-
ority, low resource intensive activities instead of one higher priority, high resource inten-
sive activity.
2. First come, first served. In this approach all schedulers are equal and none has priority
over the others. Resources are not assigned to individual schedulers, but may be reserved
by any scheduler. No cooperation among schedulers is required. Optimization is poor,
because no attempt is made to balance the needs of multiple schedulers. There is a ten-
dency among schedulers to reserve resources early, even before they know their full
requirements. This hoarding can result in the allocation of resources to low priority tasks.
3. Divide resources among schedulers in advance. This method permanently allocates
resources to specific schedulers who can use them as they choose. No communication or
cooperation among schedulers is required. Schedulers need not even know the global
schedule. This approach is impractical when there is a potential state conflict between
tasks (e.g., when two schedulers independently schedule a treadmill experiment and a
micmgravity experiment that requires no vibration). This approach may also yield poor
schedules when one scheduler assigns resources to low priority tasks or leaves resources
unused that could be used by another scheduler. Lnthis approach the quality of the result-
ing schedule is limited by the appropriateness of the initial allocation of resources. A poor
allocation may result in few activities being successfully scheduled.
4. Divide resources among schedulers in advance but permit borrowing. This approach dif-
fers from the previous one by permitting schedulers to negotiate among themselves to
improve their schedules. There is still no need for global optimization criteria. The status
and bargaining power of individual schedulers is determined by the initial allocation of
resources. Communication needs consist of a knowledge of resources available to other
schedulers.
5. Sharing of intentions among schedulers. In this approach schedulers review their inten-
tions with their peers and receive feedback before reserving resources and committing to a
particular schedule. While this approach has the potential for producing high quality
schedules through the sharing of knowledge and expertise, it also imposes a heavy com-
munication burden among schedulers that can negate much of the benefit resulting from
distributing the scheduling task. This approach is also fragile in that its success depends
on the voluntary cooperation of each scheduler. Where this cooperation fails, this
approach can degenerate into a first come, first served system.
6. Simultaneous iterative scheduling. In this method each scheduler devises a schedule and
shares it with others. Schedulers identify and resolve conflicts by some agreed upon
method. If unscheduled tasks and unallocated resources remain, another round of schedul-
ing follows. In this approach all schedulers must be ready to schedule simultaneously.
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Also, each participant must be provided some incentive to cooperate with the others in
resolving conflicts. The global schedule must be available to all schedulers.
7. Consecutive iterative scheduling. In this method the schedulers are divided into two or
more groups that alternately devise schedules. This approach is useful when one group
creates resources required by another. For example, a university administration develops a
schedule of classes, the students then submit their individual schedule requests, and the
administration, after analyzing the requests, adds sections to some classes and deletes sec-
tions from others. The students then request changes to their schedules. In principle this
cycle can continue for many iterations. This approach requires some incentive to cooper-
ate and requires that each scheduler knows the global schedule and the state of available
resources.
Any attempt to develop a universal scheduling methodology is doomed to failure because of
the enormous diversity of scheduling domains. The variety of tasks, resources, constraints, and
environments is virtually unlimited. The methodologies listed above are not applicable to all
domains but must be selected based on the characteristics of the specific domain of interest.
Several other issues that are particularly relevant to distributed scheduling are briefly
addressed in the remainder of this section. One of these is the requirement for revising a schedule,
also termed rescheduling [2]. Several factors can trigger a need to reschedule. A resource can
become unavailable, making the current schedule unfeasible; a task can take longer than expected;
or a user can change his or her requirements so as to impose a conflict, exhaust a resource needed
by a later task, or delete an enabling task that creates a subsequently needed resource or state. In
addition, rescheduling is desirable, although not required, whenever an opportunity arises to
improve the schedule by adding previously unscheduled tasks or resequencing already scheduled
tasks. This can happen, for example, when new resources become available or when a task com-
pletes early. Differences between scheduling and rescheduling include:
1. Rescheduling takes place in the context of an existing schedule that we may wish to dis-
turb as little as possible;
2. Rescheduling must consider work in progress;
3. Rescheduling often must occur quickly, in contrast to the initial scheduling which may be
performed in a more leisurely manner, and
4. Someone other than the original scheduler may perform the rescheduling.
An important issue for rescheduling in a distributed scheduling environment is the need to
reduce communication requirements among schedulers to facilitate quick rescheduling. Since this
may require a return to centralized scheduling, the rescheduler must have the appropriate informa-
tion to make beneficial changes.
Another issue is that of database support for distributed scheduling. A distributed scheduling
system requires many of the features of a distributed database management system. The system
must merge separate databases of tasks, resources, constraints, and assignments into a single image
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whileretaining the ability to display for individual schedulers only those portions of the database
under their control. However, since each scheduler has a different view of the world (with differ-
ent granularity levels, time scales, measures of goodness, types of constraints, etc.), the system
must support different user languages and communicate with each scheduler in a natural and help-
ful way. As our software tools, such as COMPASS, address more diverse andcomplex problem
domains, we will require a more comprehensive database language for describing scheduling
problems.
Communication and coordination among schedulers in an important issue. NASA schedulers
who impact one another may work at different centers, making communication difficult. The
scheduling of Space Station Freedom will involve groups in several countries. An important
research question concerns how frequently NASA schedulers communicate. Is the level of com-
munication optimal? If it is below optimal, do schedulers fail to communicate because they do not
perceive a need to communicate, or because they feel communication is too time consuming, or
because they fear loss of control of their environment, or is there some other reason? If indepen-
dent scheduling is a human preferred approach, then it will he important to determine why this is
true, how we can encourage people to cooperate, and how we can enhance cooperation while min-
imizing communication. The mechanisms for communication and coordination (the languages,
database support, and interaction procedures) appear to be a critical aspect of distributed schedul-
ing by human agents.
A final issue involves the introduction of expert system support for scheduling. Optimization
heuristics have been envisioned for individual scheduling support; some of this support is already
available on COMPASS. Expert system support for distributed scheduling would focus on com-
munication and negotiation. An expert system that monitored the actions of all schedulers could
infer when one scheduler needed to know of the actions of another. This technique could reduce
communications requirements among human schedulers. Also, an expert system could search for
instances in which two schedulers could trade resources or re.schedule certain activities to their
mutual advantage. Ultimately, we may wish to introduce artificially intelligent schedulers into a
distributed scheduling system. The scheduling of certain domains, such as power generation, may
he suitable for AI approaches. Once AI schedulers are developed for individual scheduling
domains the natural next step would he to introduce them into human scheduling systems. This
possibility raises questions regarding how artificial and human schedulers might best interact.
SAMPLE PROTOCOL: THE RED-BLUE PROTOCOL
The Red-Blue protocol has been devised to guide the interactions between schedulers at NASA/
JSC and SpaceHab, Inc. of Huntsville, Alabama as they schedule STS-57, due to launch in April,
1993. The objective of this protocol is to facilitate the production of payload deployment and
management schedules in the context of other orbiter/station operations. Based on our experience
with scheduling this mission, the Red-Blue protocol will he enhanced and used as NASA's stan-
dard protocol for the distributed scheduling of shuttle (and, later, space station) operations.
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TherequirementsfortheRed-Blueprotocolaresimilar to those discussed above, k should be
easy to understand, use, and implement. Its use should be mechanical and unambiguous. It should
work with a variety of scheduling software systems. It should support rescbeduling. Its require-
ments for communication among scbedulev_, in terms of frequency and volume of communication,
should be low. It should allow the creation of schedules in a timely manner. Finally, where there
are conflicting objectives, the protocol should lead to the creation of schedules that provide a rea-
sonable compromise between these objectives.
The Red-Blue protocol begins by dividing all of the activities into two groups, red and blue.
The red activities can only be scheduled by the red scheduler, in this case, NASA. Likewise, the
blue activities can only be scheduled by the blue scheduler, SpaceHab, Inc. Limits can be placed
on the volume of resources that can be used by the red and blue schedulers; for example, a sched-
uler might be limited to a maximum quantity of water during the mission or a maximum number of
hours of an astronaut's time. Limits are not placed, however, on where in the schedule the
resources may be used. In the case of NASA and SpaceHab, Inc., these limits have been estab-
lished during contract negotiations. Any subsequent modifications or clarifications to these limits
must be worked out by the schedulers and possibly their management.
The red scheduler produces the first schedule, placing red activities anywhere on the timeline,
up to the limit of the red resource allocation. For example, the red scheduler would schedule basic
activities such as course correction bums and astronaut sleep and meal times as well as mission
specific activities such as payload deployment. Next the blue scheduler places blue activities in
any available (white) space on the timeline, up to the limit of the blue resource allocation. There-
after, only one scheduler may work on the timeline at a time. The scheduler who has authority to
modify the schedule at any particular time is said to "hold the token." When the other scheduler
has activities to schedule, that scheduler may request the token. The scheduler who holds the
token may schedule or move his or her activities within any white space and within any space that
he or she already occupies. The scheduler may not, however, move any activities of the other
scheduler, or oversubscribe any resource.
If one scheduler wants to move an activity into the space owned by the other scheduler, the
two schedulers can negotiate a set of changes that can then be produced by operations according to
the basic protocol. While this protocol assumes that the parties are competitive (having differing
and possibly conflicting goals), it also assumes that they are not antagonistic. Thus, the protocol
assumes that the parties will cooperate whenever the result of such cooperation leaves neither
party worse off.
A low communication procedure for asking the other party to move some of its activities is to
allow a scheduler to oversubscribe resources (thereby producing a conflict between red and blue
activities). The other scheduler, when he or she next holds the token, can leave the oversubscrip-
tion (thereby delaying the resolution of the conflict), unschedule the offending activities of the
other color, or accommodate his or her counterpart by moving some activities of his or her own
color.
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If more than two schedulers need to work cooperatively, then the Red-Blue protocol can be
extended by devising a procedure for exchanging authority to operate on the schedule. A research
question is to investigate the social and communications changes that occur as the number of
scheduling groups rises.
Several implementation issues must yet be addressed. When activities must be rescheduled
during a mission, does one party have the right to force the other to modify its schedule? For
example, if an activity runs long, can the other scheduler force termination of the activity? Also,
electronic protocols must be developed for the exchange of schedule updates. These protocols
must enforce the requirement that only the token-holder may modify the schedule and must ensure
that all parties always agree on the composition of the current schedule. Thus, when one party
refers to the current schedule or to the schedule as it existed two versions ago, the other party will
know what is meant.
CONCLUSION
NASA has an unlimited variety of distributed scheduling problems. Competitive distributed
scheduling problems arise when shared use of common resources interferes with the simultaneous
achievement of multiple resources. We need to develop protocols that govern the process of build-
ing the schedule and govern how conflicting objectives are resolved. These protocols can only be
developed and evaluated in the context of specific applications. This paper presents a simple, yet
effective Red-Blue protocol to facilitate the production of payload schedules in the context of
other orbiter/station operations.
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Abstract
In an ongoing project at Honeywell SRC, we are constructing a proto.
type acheduling system for a NASA domain using the "Time Map Manqer"
(TMM). TMM representations are flexlble enough to permit the representation
of precedence constraints, metric constraintS between activities, and constraints
relative to a variety of references (e.g., Mimion Elaimed Time vs. Mhmion
Day). The TMM also supports a simple form of eausal reasoning (projection),
dynamic database updates, and monitoring specified database properties u
changes occur over time.
The greatest apparent advantage to using the TMM is the flexibility added
to the scheduling process: schedules are constructed by a process of "iterative
refinement, I in which scheduling decisions correspond to constraining an ac-
tivity either with respect to another activity or with respect to some timeline.
The schedule becomes more detailed u activities and constraints are added.
Undoing a scheduling decision means removing a constraint, not removing an
activity from a specified place on the timeline. For example, we can move an
activity around on the time]ine by deleting constraints and adding new ones,
and other activities constrained with respect to the one we move will move as
well.
1 Introduction
We are interested in the solution of large, complex scheduling problems. Examples
of the kinds of domains we are interested in include several NASA scheduling prob-
lems (e.g. Spacelab, Space Station operations, Shuttle ground processing), and the
Transportation Planning problem being addressed by the joint DARPA/Air Force
Planning Initiative.
A "solution" as we use the term is not simply an implementation of an algorithm
for solving a particular constraint satisfaction or constrained optimization problem.
For many domains, constructing schedules is an extended, iterated process that may
involve negotiation among competing agents or organizations, scheduling choices
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made for reasons not easily implementable in an automatic scheduler, and last-
minute changes when events do not go as expected. In such an enviroment, the
process by which a schedule is constructed must be considered in any attempt to
provide a useful scheduler for a given domain.
Even the more limited problem of generating a single schedule is becoming in-
creasingly complex. Simple models solvable by straightforward application of stan-
dard operations research techniques such as linear programming are less and less
relevant to current scheduling problems. For example, many NASA scheduling
domains involve large problem instances (hundreds to thousands of activities and
constraints), context-dependent activity effects (including context-dependent tran-
sitions or setup times as a special case), complex resource structures (e.g., a power
bus that is divided into sub-busses), and user preferences on where activities appear
in the final schedule (e.g., "as late as possible=). To provide an effective solution, a
scheduling system must be expressive enough to represent or reflect these domain
complexities as well as supporting the process by which a schedule is constructed.
In an ongoing project at Honeywell SI_C, we are implementing a prototype
scheduling system for a NASA domain using the "Time Map Manager _ (TMM).
TMM representations permit the expression of precedence constraints, metric con-
straints between activities, and constraints relative to a variety of references (e.g.
Mission Elapsed Time vs. Mission Day). The TMM also supports causal reasoning
(projection and persistence), dynamic database updates, and monitoring certain
database properties as changes occur over time.
The greatest apparent advantage to using the TMM is the flexibility added to the
scheduling process: schedules are constructed by a process of "iterative refinement,"
in which scheduling decisions correspond to constraining an activity either with
respect to another activity or with respect to some timeline. The schedule becomes
more detailed as activities and constraints are added. Undoing a scheduling decision
means removing a constraint, not removing an activity from a specified place on the
timeline. For example, we can move an activity around on the timeline by deleting
constraints and adding new ones, and other activities constrained with respect to
the one we move will move as well.
In the rest of this paper, we provide a brief introduction to the TMM, describe
the application of the TMM to scheduling, and describe some related work.
2 TMM Overview
As part of the DAI_PA/I_ Planning Initiative, Honeywell has developed a new
implementation of Dean's Time Map Manager (TMM) [5], involving improvements
in robustness, user interface, and documentation, in addition to a number of ex-
tensions in functionality. The TMM provides users and application programs (e.g.,
planners and schedulers) with the following functionality:
• Metric and ordering constraints between any two points.
• Causal reasoning.
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Figure 1: A simple temporal database
• Database monitors for temporal conditions and protections.
• OptimJzations for large temporal databases.
The structure and capabilities of the TMM are described in more deta£1 below.
2.1 Temporal Relations
The TMM lets users assert constraints between pairs of time points, resulting in a
partial ordering among the points. TMM supports queries regarding necessary and
possible temporal relations among the time points. The truth of facts over intervals
of time is represented by tokens, which may include properties of pers/stence be-
yond their observed endpoints. In the current implementation, tokens may persist
both forward and backward in time. The truth of a proposition over an interval is
determined based on the ordering of token endpoints and the token's persistence
properties: For example, Figure 1 is a simple temporal database, involving three
tokens of three different types. In this example, P is true over the interval bounded
by the vertical lines, mad persists into the future. (not P) becomes true at a later
time, and clips the forward persistence of P. The statement up mad Q" is true for
an interval defined by the overlap of the tokens labelled P and Q.1
2.2 Causal Reasoning
The TMM supports reasoning about the changing state of the world as activities
occur using three forms of inference:
• The persistence assumption. As described above, users of the TMM specify
that certain facts are believed to be true over specific intervals of time. In
addition, they can specify that those facts can be assumed to remain true
until something occurs to make them false.
• Projection. This is inference of the form: given an event E and a set of precon-
ditions Px, P2,... Ph, and a result R, whenever the preconditions are believed
to be true for the entire event E, R is believed to become true immediately
following E.
IWe are in the process of developing • formal semantics for the TMM. A drdt version is available
by request.
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• Overlap chaining. Given a set of preconditions Pl, P2,... P_, and a result R,
R is believed to be true for any interval for which all of the preconditions are
true.
All of these forms of inference are handled completely automatically: the user spec-
ifies which f_cts are persistent and asserts a set of projection and overlap rules, and
the requisite inference is performed by the system.
2.3 Nonmonotonic Reasoning and Database Monitors
TMM supports two basic kinds of nonmonotonic reasoning:
• Possibly true temporal relations between time points (which may be invali-
dated by additional constraints), and
• Assumed truth of a temporal proposition over an interval based on a time to-
ken's persistence (which may be invalidated by the addition of a contradictory
token, which clips the proposition during that interval).
In addition, the database itself is "nonmonotonic', in the sense that information
can be deleted, and the inference performed by the system thus far will be checked
to ensure that it continues to be supported by the current state of the database. 2
The existence of specified database properties as changes are made over time
can be tracked through the use of monitors. The existing types of TMM database
monitors are temporal conditions and protections. Temporal conditions monitor
whether specified relations among points can be derived from the current state of
the database, maintaining this information as the database changes. Protections
do the same thing for the truth of some fa_t over an interval. Between them, these
two mechanisms provide support for monitoring the continued validity of previ-
ous inference, or triggering demons based on complex properties of the temporal
database
2.4 Efficiency
Current and planned TMM optimizations for handling large databases include the
use of & global reference point where appropriate (rather than forcing its use as
some systems do), limiting search to that necessary to prove or disprove a query,
ca_hing search results for later use, graph decomposition, temporal indexing, lazy
monitor evaluation, and algorithms that are designed to search only those parts of
the database that may result in useful answers.
3 Scheduling Using the TMM
The assumptions underlying our scheduling work are as follows:
2Tkia capability (temporal reason maintenance) is described in detail elsewhere [5].
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Figure 3: Constraint-posting scheduling and the resulting partial order
I. Explicitly mode]ling the constraints resulting from specific scheduling deci-
sions makes the schedule easier to construct and modify.
2. P_epresenting only those relationships required by the current set of constraints
(the decisions made so far) provides a more useful picture of the current state
of the scheduling effort.
The main consequence of this approach is that the scheduler does not manipulate
totally-ordered timelines of activities and resource utilization. Instead, the evolving
schedule consists of a partially ordered set of activities, becoming increasing ordered
as additkmai constraints are added (or less so, as those decisions are rescinded).
Timeline schedules can be represented using linear sequences of tokens, one
sequence for each resource. Figure 2 depicts a simple timeline schedule Arrows be-
tween the sequences represent constraints on parts of the two sequences that must
obey the indicated ordering relationship. In contrast, schedules constructed by ac-
cumulating constraints have a structure like that in Figure 3. Here, the current
set of constraints is insufficient to force a totally-ordered sequence of activities. KI-
though providing increased flexibility (through delaying commitment), the explicit
representation of partiaUy-ordered activities in the time map makes reuoning about
resource usage and other state changes more complicated. It is no longer possible to
construct a single thne-line representing (e.g.) changing resource availability over
time. Instead, the system computes bounds on the system's behavior.
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Figure 4: Gradual hardening of a partial order
Causal reasoning and resource profiles both depend on precise orderings of facts
and activities in time, that is, on what propositions are true and what activities
occur when. For a partial order, we can determine what facts might possibly or
neceasar//y hold at a point, in some or all of the total orders consistent with the given
partial order. With even a very simple causal model, this is an NP-complete problem
[4]. The solution we have implemented (first presented in [3]) is to approximate the
necessary quantification, implementing strong and weak reasoning as approximations
for what is possibly or necessarily true, given the current partial order, s
Figure 4 depicts the process by which a partially ordered schedule is gradually
refined into an executable, totally ordered schedule. In our approach to constructing
the final schedule, this is one of the ways in which a partial or incomplete schedule
is modified, the other being the addition of new activities.
The TMM's strong and weak reasoning provides a partial solution to the problem
of reasoning about what will happen. For certain classes of inference, in particular
problems involving resource capacity or the aggregate duration of mutually exclu-
sive activities, strong and weak (even exact "necessary" and "possible") reasoning
occasionally provides insuliicient information. For these cases, there are two pos-
sible approaches: simulation (sampling) of totally-ordered sequences, or some kind
of static graph analysis to determine better bounds on the system's behavior. The
end result in either case is a measure of how likely it is that further constraints on
the partial order will cause problems, requiring the scheduler to backtrack to earlier
choices.
Despite the approximate nature of this reasoning, we are still ahead of the
game: where the least-commitment approach to scheduling can at least provide
8See [5], or [13] for details.
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approximate answers in support of scheduling decisions (e.g. what order activities
should occur in), timeline schedulers make the same decisions arbitrarily--putting
an activity on the timeline is a stronger commitment than constraining it to occur
(say) between two other activities, or within a given time window.
4 Related Work
The idea that schedules should be constructed Ufrom the side," looking at part or all
of the schedule history rather that just sweeping forward or backward in time, has
been implemented in several scheduling systems, e.g. [7, 18, I, 14]. Typically, these
systems also support an iterative process of schedule refinement or repair. Recent
work on COMPASS provides a protocol for allowing different agents to modify the
same schedule, wherein commitments made by one agent cannot be affected by
the actions of any other. Research in constraint-based scheduling [8, 15, 12] has
demonstrated the advantages of considering the structure of problem constraints
over time and using this structure to dynamically focus decision-making on the
most critical decisions. However, these systems have historically had a weak model
of the interaction of activities and the evolving state of the domain.
Research in generative planning has focused on the construction of activity net-
works that bring about desired goal states, given basic representations of the e.qects
of actions in the world. Classical domain modeling assumptions [6] [17] make it
difficult to reason about the duration of activities, continuously varying quantities,
and resource consumption. The consequence of these limitations is that automatic
planners have not had any great success in applications to significant planning and
scheduling problems [2, 16].
In addition to the TMM, several other temporal database systems have been
implemented with an ability to reason about time _from the side" [Ii, 9, i0]. To
date, the TMM's combination of expressive flexibility, precise semantics, support for
database operations, and extensive optimization set it apart from other temporal
reasoning systems.
5 Summary
Effective support for current scheduling domains requires a focus on the scheduling
process as well as the scheduling problem. Using the TMM, we are in the process of
constructing a novel form of scheduler that constructs schedules through the accu-
mulation of constraints on the relations between activities, and between activities
and various reference points (e.g. calendar time, mission elapsed time, etc.).
The TMM's support for flexible temporal relations, dynamic updates in large
databases, and causal reasoning provide an effective base for building schedulers for
complex problems. The TMM is freely available and written in Common Lisp. To
obtain a copy of the software or a more detailed description of the system's design
and capabilities, contact the authors at the address given on the first page.
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Abstract
Rome Laboratory and DARPA are jointly
sponsoring an initiative to develop the next
generation of AI planning and scheduling
technology focused on military operations
planning, especially for crisis situations. SRI
International has demonstrated their
knowledge-based planning technology in this
domain with a system called 80CAP, System
for Operations Crisis Action Planning.
SOCAP's underlying power comes from 8IPE.
2, a hierarchical, domain-independent, non-
linear AI planner also developed at SRI. This
paper discusses the features of SIPE.2 that
made it an ideal choice for military operations
planning, and which contributed greatly to
SOCAP's success.
1 Introduction
The goal ofthe DARPA/Rome Lab Planning
Initiativeis to develop the next generation of
artificial intelligence planning and
scheduling tools focused on military
operations planning, especiallycrisisaction
planning. Developing an appropriatecourseof
action(COA) in response to a crisissituation
encompasses the planning of both the
employment of forcesagainst the enemy and
the deployment of forcesand cargo to their
required destinationsin time to complete their
mission.
This planning is done at various levels
along the chain of command. Specifically,
when a crisisoccurs that requires military
action,the Chairman ofthe JointChiefsofStaff
passes down a mission statement with some
planning guidance to the Commander-in-
Chief (CINC) of the appropriategeographical
area. The CINC and his staffare responsible
for generating alternative COAs based on
available intelligence data about the enemy's
posture, terrain information, approaches that
have proven successful in the past, logistics
capabilities, and many other factors. The
CINC is mostly concerned with the
employment plan and whether it can win the
war. It is then the job of the U.S.
Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) to
determine how to get the CINC's required
forces, equipment, and support units into
theater by the time they are needed. The .war-
fighting CINC requires feedback if it is
determined that his employment plan is
transportationally infeasible. If not enough
transportation resources are available to meet
the deadlines, then some replanning may need
to be done on the employment end, priorities
may need to be shifted, or more resources may
need to be negotiated from the commercial
sector. In a crisis situation, this feasibility
analysis and replanning cycle needs to happen
quickly, on the order of hours.
The first product of the Planning Initiative,
DART (Dynamic Analysis and Replanning
Tool), was built for USTRANSCOM to
automate and speed up the editing and
evaluation of deployment plans. These
"plans" are called TPFDDs, and specify all
the units being moved, including major forces,
supporting forces, or resupply, the mode of
transport for each unit (air, land, or sea), and
the partial schedule of departure dates and
arrival dates. DART supports the analysis of
TPFDDs by passing the information through
standard simulations and receiving feedback
on late arrivals of people or cargo. Planners at
USTRANSCOM are then able to use DART to
highlight some of the problem areas in the
TPFDD so that they may intelligently revise
the TPFDD before analyzing it again.
Operational users have been trained on the
DART system, and they are using it to help
them to their day-to-day jobs.
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Currently, however, the CINC's staff has no
automated support for initially generating
plans for force employment or deployment; the
plans are still built up by hand. The truth is
that there is not a single generative planning
system in operational use anywhere in the
military today. The technology has so far been
considered too immature for real world-sized
applications. One of the goals of the Planning
Initiative is to show that AI technology is ready
to be integrated into decision aids for the
military operations planning/replanning
process. The first system to step up to the
challenge is SRI International's System for
Operations Crisis Action Planning (SOCAP),
which incorporates the SIPE-2 planning
system also developed at SRI.
The next section talks about the SOCAP
system, and the rest of the paper focuses on the
features of the SIPE-2 planner embedded in it
that contributed to its success. Attention is also
given to those aspects of SIPE-2 that caused
problems, or are considered areas for future
work.
2 SOCAP
SOCAP was builtby SRI Internationalto
demonstrate the feasibilityof applying the
planning technology of SIPE-2 to the
generation of large-scalemilitary operations
plans. For the purposes of a large
demonstration at U.S. Central Command and
the Pentagon in January 1992, SOCAP was
connected to DART, with a module in between
that was able to take the major forces from the
SOCAP-generated plan, fill in the additional
support forces, sustainment, and resupply, and
generate a TPFDD. After DART was used to
determine the feasibility of the plan, it was
shown how changes made at a high-level in the
SOCAP plan (as opposed to local changes in the
TPFDD) could remedy the situation.
SOCAP embodies the domain-independent
planner, SIPE-2, together with the domain
knowledge necessary to apply SIPE-2 to
military planning, plus a user interface
designed especially for military planners
which makes effective use of a map display
system. Figure 1 shows the SOCAP
architecture, highlighting the database inputs,
the user inputs, and the outputs.
On the leftare the inputs to SOCAP that
would come from militarydatabases,such as a
listof enemy threats and their locations,
combat forcesavailablefor the operation,and
geographical location information on ports,
bases,etc. The user would input the goals or
missions to be accomplished, and any special
constraintsor assumptions that he wanted to
the plantotake intoconsideration.In the main
module in the middle of the figure is the
SOCAP applicationlayer around the SIPE-2
core.
Built into the SOCAP knowledge base are the
objects of the domain, the operators which
describe military operations used in a plan to
achieve the goal(s), the constraints that need to
be maintained, and the classes of resources
needed by the plan operators. The objects and
their properties (for example, the combat
capabilities of forces or the capacities of ships
and ports) are stored in SIPE-2's sort
hierarchy, while more dynamic information
is represented as predicates. Because SIPE-2 is
a hierarchical planner, SOCAP has operators
at all levels of abstraction, and the
representation of an operator is consistent
whether it is a primitive action that can be
taken in the world, or a subgoal that still needs
to be achieved. The size of the SOCAP
knowledge base is given in [2]: 200-250 classes
and objects, 15-20 properties per object, around
1200 predicates, and 50-100 plan operators.
Using all this information, SOCAP will
generate a plan, either automatically, or with
user interaction/guidance. The user can
actually decide at each level of the planning
hierarchy how much of the decision making he
would like to do. It was to support this
capability that a new operationally oriented
interface (distinct from the SIPE-2 developer's
interface) was developed. The SOCAP
interface provides extra capabilities for
guiding the user through planning process. If
desired, SOCAP can display, at each goal in the
plan, the list of operators that can be used to
achieve that goal. Likewise, when choosing a
particular value for a variable, such as which
infantry brigade to use in an operation, the
user may opt to be presented with a list of
brigades that satisfy the constraints on the
variable and choose one himself. At the end of
each plan level, SIPE-2's plan critics are
called to check that the plan decisions made so
far are consistent.
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Usually, the user views the plan in the style
of SIPE-2, as a network of partially-ordered
plans and goals where nodes are actions and
goals and arcs are ordering links.
Additionally, SOCAP added the ability to view
a developing plan on a map display that shows
where the major forces are located on any day
of the plan. This type of display is popular with
military planners who think about war plans
as arrows and circles on a map rather than as a
graph.
When there is no more planning to be done,
SOCAP outputs, in addition to the fully
expanded plan network and map-based plan, a
time-phased list of the major forces involved in
the operation. This is what is then fleshed out to
produce a TPFDD which can be shipped to the
DART system for analysis.
3 SIPE-2
At the heart of the SOCAP system is SIPE-2,
the artificial intelligence planner that
understands how to build plans and can reason
about the effects of actions taken in the world.
SIPE-2 was chosen for this demonstration
because it is a domain-independent planning
system that has been successfully applied to
several domains already, including an
extended blocks world, mobile robot planning,
officebuilding construction,travel planning,
and brewery production line scheduling.
SOCAP added the domain-specificknowledge
ofthe militaryoperationsplanning world to the
core planning engine of SIPE-2. As has been
discussedbrieflyin the preceding section,this
involvesdescribing objects,actionswith their
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preconditions and effects, constraints, and
resources. Also encoded in a SIPE-2 application
are deductive operators that encode which
changes in the world entail other changes and
some domain-specific heuristics for improving
the efficiency of planning.
It is significant that these things are fairly
easy to represent in the SIPE-2 formalism
because there is so much domain information
that needs to be built in for each new scenario.
The particular way in which the knowledge is
built in can affect the quality of plans produced
and the speed with which they are generated.
For example, everything in the world could be
entered into SIPE-2 as predicates; however, it is
much more efficient to store the static properties
•of objects, such as the speed of a C-5 aircraft, in
SIPE-2's sort hierarchy. This can either be
viewed as an advantage or a disadvantage
depending on whether the application developer
is experienced with SIPE-2, or whether the user
wants to add a new operator type or a new
domain constraint. Some ideas have been
discussed for future work to develop a user-
friendly intelligent interface tool for the
purpose of assisting a non-SIPE expert in
extending the domain.
SIPE-2 is a hierarchical planner, which
means that it has operators and goals at
various levels of abstraction, and it expands
all the goals at one level of a plan before trying
to solve any subgoals. Planning continues
until all subgoals have been achieved by
actions, or until it is found that a goal cannot be
satisfied. This hierarchical decomposition of
a top-level goal is generally a very natural
way to think about the problem-solving process.
It also makes planners more efficient since
there are fewer applicable operators to consider
at each level, and backtracking can be reduced
significantly by working out conflicts at an
earlier level before all the details get filled in.
It was relatively easy to group SOCAP's plan
operators into sets corresponding to the various
phases or levels of command in the planning
process. In the demonstration scenario, the top-
level goal is to protect the territorial integrity of
a third world country against its neighboring
enemies. The first level of the plan is to select
a mission type, such as show-of-force or
deterrence. This would be the kind of decision
that the JCS would make. The second level of
the plan identifies the threats and their
locations and sets up multiple subgoals to
counter each of those threats. With the
information about the threats, the war-fighting
CINC would then decide on what kinds of
forces to employ and how to employ them to
counter the threats. Thus, level 3 of the SOCAP
plan expands each of the previous subgoals into
an employment action using a particular force
or unit and a deployment subgoal for the unit to
arrive at the destination of the threat in time.
Actually this step should be broken up into two
levels, since the CINC usually specifies only
what type of force is required, and the
"sourcing" or selecting of specific forces is
done by FORSCOM. At this stage of the
planning process, it is TRANSCOM's role to
flesh out the deployment subgoals of the
designated forces, along with supporting
forces, and sustainment and resupply, given
the available transportation assets. This is
reflected in the plan that has developed after
level 3, as the employment actions are all filled
in and cannot be broken down further, but
deployments are still shown as goals.
As you can see, the employment portion of
the plan does not include much detail. But
SIPE-2's hierarchical nature will make it easy
to add in the lower-level employment operators
in the future. As a demonstration, however,
SOCAP was quite successful _n exploiting the
hierarchical planning capability of SIPE-2 to
match the military planning process.
Besides complexity and speed (the lack
thereof), one of the reasons that generative
planners are not currently used in the military
is that operational users want to be in charge of
the planning process rather than letting a
computer tell them how to conduct a military
campaign. And rightfully so; humans have
much valuable information and insight that is
too subtle, or just too massive, for a computer to
handle. But there is no reason why an
intelligent computer can't share the burden.
SIPE has always been capable of both
automatic and interactive planning. It can be
so interactive, in fact, that SIPE's role becomes
one of merely guiding the user through the
process of building a plan, offering
suggestions, and recording decisions made.
The user can vary the level of interaction as
desired during the planning process.
However, SIPE-2 is so flexible about the
interaction, what items can be displayed and
what choices can be made, that it can be too
confusing for a non-SIPE expert. SOCAP's
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interface is domain-specificand extracts the
information from SIPE-2 that a military
planner cares about. For example,SIPE-2
hides a lot of constraint information,sowhen
choosinga valuefor a variableonanoperator,
it mightnotbeobviouswhichchoicesatisfythe
constraints imposedby that operator. The
builders of SOCAPdecidedthe extract the
constraint information right away and only
presento theuserthe consistent choices.
SIPE-2 is also a non-linear planner, so it
can represent actions that are unordered with
respect to each other (and possibly
simultaneous). By not forcing ordering links
between actions, SIPE-2 reduces the amount of
backtracking caused by an action's effects
violating the preconditions of a later action.
Also, for some plans you want to represent
possibly simultaneous actions, where they can
either be executed in parallel or it doesn't
matter which is executed first. (It may be
interesting to note that SIPE-2 does not have the
temporal reasoning capability to make this
distinction.) This non-linearity of plans was
an extremely important feature for military
operations plans, where several actions are
being executed at the same time using sharable
or completely different sets of resources. In the
demonstration scenario, land, sea, and air
forces are able to all work on their missions
simultaneously, and many deployment
actions also occur on the same day, simply
using different resources.
This brings up the issue of SIPE-2's special
handling of resources. SIPE was the first AI
planner to allow resources for an operator to be
specified explicitly. SIPE-2 has been enhanced
to handle reusable and consumable resources.
For example, a transport-by-sea operator,
instead of having a precondition of "big
enough ship available during time-period1",
would have "ship" listed as a reusable
resource, and SIPE-2's resource contention
critics would check to make sure the resource
was available at that time.
SIPE-2 also has mechanisms for handling
sharable resources, but in designing SOCAP,
they were found to be too inflexible. For
instance, as Roberto Desimone writes in [2]:
"a large military unit, such as a division,
may be employed in several operations
simultaneously, where each operation uses
some of the division's capabilities. The
number of operations over which the
division may be shared depends of the
amount of resources required for each
operation. Thus, the only way to reason
about the shared resource is to consider the
capabilities of the division as a consumable
resource purely for this specific set of
operations."
Even the resource reasoning capabilities
that SIPE-2 does embody were not used
effectively in SOCAP because of the lack of
temporal reasoning capability. SIPE-2 has no
concept of how long an action takes, or of time
intervals between actions. Therefore,
sometimes it appears that there is a resource
conflict between unordered actions when, if
there was only information about the times
during which a resource was unavailable or
about the time intervals of the actions, there
might not be a problem. In SOCAP, there are
dates associated with actions in the plan, but
these numbers are not used at all by SIPE-2,
and one may find two operations, one with a
date of 24 and one with a date of 26, that are
unordered with respect to each other in the plan.
One of the big wins for SOCAP is SIPE-2's
powerful constraint representation language,
which is richer than that of most planning
systems. The ability to post constraints on the
variables of plan operators as they are added to
the plan can save a lot of time over the method
of choosing a binding for the variable right
away. The variable binding decision can
sometimes be delayed until the constraints
posted and propagated to it point to a single
value. Also, having declarative constraints in
the system aids the user interface in
generating explanations for why a particular
planning decision doesn't apply.
One of the difficulties with the constraint
language is that it can only handle hard
constraints. In most scheduling systems, it is
recognized that there may not exist a schedule
that meets all the constraints, and the system
will allow some constraints to be relaxed. Most
planning systems, however, have only dealt
with hard constraints. There is a notion of
priorities or preferences here that needs to be
implemented; if a plan can't satisfy all the
constraints, then the least important ones
should be relaxed first.
SIPE-2 also supports a context mechanism
whereby a user can explore multiple plan
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options concurrently. This is a necessary
capability for the CINC's staff, who are
generating multiple COA's for a crisis so that
the best one can be selected. The context
mechanism builds hierarchical trees of
alternative plans just as the plans themselves
are hierarchical. When one path seems to lead
to failure, the user can back the system up to a
previous context and try another branch.
Last, but certainly not least, in the features
of SIPE-2 that are valuable for crisis action
planning, is the ability to support replanning
during execution given some new information
about the world. A plan that has been generated
by SIPE-2 retains special nodes that contain the
rationale for adding an action to the plan.
There are also "phantom" nodes in a plan
(usually not displayed) that are reminders of
preconditions that we thought would not need to
be explicitly achieved because some other part
of the plan ensured that they would be true. The
information in these special nodes is crucial
for replanning tasks where something
unexpected happens, say making a
precondition false that was expected to be true
during execution. SIPE-2's execution monitor
can accept predicates about the state of the
world, and it has several mechanisms for
repairing a plan under various
circumstances.
The demonstration of SOCAP in January
1992 focussed mostly on plan generation, but
future work will put emphasis on the
replanning problem.. In crisis action
situations the state of the world is changing
rapidly, and no one is sure if a plan will
actually succeed in its execution. A goal for a
future demonstration will be to feed the output of
a running simulation (predicates about
conditions that have been made true or false)
directly to the SOCAP planner so that SIPE-2
can repair the plan on the fly and still achieve
the goals of the mission.
4 Conclusion
Despite the difficulties in applying SIPE-2 to
the SOCAP domain, it was a very good choice
because SIPE-2 has had as its main design
goals user interactivity and efficiency.
Historically, other generative planners have
not been as strong in these two areas, a problem
which has hindered their transition from the
laboratory to the operational environment.
SOCAP has successfully demonstrated that
the use of state-of-the-art AI planning
technology can speed up the crisis action
planning process, giving commanders more
time to consider a greater number of
alternative COAs before selecting one and to
fully analyze an operations plan before
embarking upon its execution. This is in
contrast to the current situation where action
sometimes must be taken in the absence of a
fully developed plan.
The lasting impact of the SOCAP
demonstration will be to facilitate the
acceptance of generative planning technology,
and hopefully artificial intelligence in
general, by the military and other highly
operational organizations.
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Abstract
The problem of plan generation (PG) and the
problem of plan execution monitoring (PEM),
including updating, queries, and resource-bounded
replanning, have different reasoning and
representation requirements. PEM requires the
integration of qualitative and quantitative
information. PEM is the receiving of data about the
world in which a plan or agent is executing. The
problem is to quickly determine the relevance of the
data, the consistency of the data with respect to the
expected effects and if execution should continue.
Only spatial and temporal aspects of the plan are
addressed for relevance in this work. Current temporal
reasoning system are deficient in computational
aspects or expressiveness. This work presents a
hybrid qualitative and quantitative system that is
fully expressive in its assertion language while
offering certain computational efficiencies. In order to
proceed, methods incorporating approximate
reasoning using hierarchies, notions of locality,
constraint expansion and absolute parameters need be
used and are shown to be useful for the anytime
nature of PEM.
1 Introduction
The problem of plan generation (PG) and the problems
associated with plan execution monitoring (PEM) have
different temporal and also spatial characteristics in most
cases. Only rarely is quantitative, metric or absolute
temporal information available during PG. Most often
temporal and spatial information is given as relation
constraints between temporal objects and spatial objects.
During plan execution the simplest and most intuitive
form of information available will be metric temporal and
spatial data. Some fact or event will be observed, reported
or in some manner known. Monitoring the progress and
continuing plausibility of a plan during its execution
requires relating this metric, point information with the
mostly symbolic, qualitative information that the
execution is based on. A further consideration during
PEM is that of bounded computational resources, which
may not be present during PG.
Consider a complex system with a manager and multiple
execution agent's. Further, let the agents be semi-
autonomous (SA). They have some knowledge and
deliberative ability enabling limited action on their own.
The problem is how to monitor an executing plan for the
continuing basic physical plausibility of the plan's actions
and effects.
We do PEM to determine the validity or plausibility of a
plan successfully executing. For negative determinations,
it's important to be able to control plan execution in
terms of halting execution, selecting options, replanning
or exhibiting some other desired behavior. This is
problematic when the plans may be denoted with
qualitative symbolic representations and the update
information available during execution is niostly
quantitative data points. Detailed micro-monitoring and
constant translation between qualitative and quantitative
representations may require more bandwidth and
computational resources than are available. Coarse grained
monitoring may miss subtle interactions and
interconnections.
The need and use of temporal modification in plan
reasoning is well established [McDermott82,
Allen&Koomen83, Dean85]. Alternatives to state based
paradigms have considered planning as qualitative
temporal constraint reasoning [Allen&Koomen83,
Allen91a, 91b]. We consider a plan as a partial ordering
of actions; the actions having extent in time and space.
We add spatial modifications to plan reasoning arguing
that this is a dual of temporal reasoning (see for example
[Cui eta192]).
1.1 Goals of the Research
First we develop a scheme for PEM based on spatial and
temporal hierarchies to record the "where and when" of the
domain. These hierarchies are developed for partitioning of
space and time (s+t) and the inclusion of metric and point
data. This research aims to develop mechanisms to
implement the hierarchies for general reasoning about
plans. Second, we integrate qualitative and quantitative
information into the s&t hierarchical structures. The
partitioning of s&t hierarchies will not be perfectly
efficient (see Sect. 4) and this integration will augment
the qualitative relations with quantitative information
This will enable representing and reasoning about
disjunctive relations within the partitioning hierarchy.
This representation is then used as the basis for
developing an efficient computational approach to
achieving approximate results for tasks such as PEM.
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Exact results can be obtained for the intended dynamic and
time constrained applications but this is not the expected
mode of operation. The goal is a system which is able to
respond in a timely and appropriate manner.
We use quantitative information on interval endpoints and
durations to extend work in reasoning with hierarchical
and abstract/expansion/aggregate data structures. The
quantitative information is used within an approximate
disjoint partitioning of the hierarchies (encoded with
reference intervals) to preserve information. Quantitative
point and duration values are assumed to be bounded
intervals that encode the uncertainty of the extent of a
domain object. An example using spatial-temporal
information to reason about plans is presented. We also
discuss this approach as applied to a Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP).
1.2 Background and Motivation
Recent work in plan generation addresses the reality that
execution is no longer assumed to be in an idealized world
where every action has its intended effect [Hanks90,
A-I&S88]. The problem now becomes how to know what
is happening or has happened and how to alter execution
accordingly. Expectations of the world state are not always
realized and exogenous events occur such that a sequential
state transition model does not adequately reflect the
complexity of the worlds in which agents will be expected
to act. Implicit here is that events don't always occur
when or where expected. There is some uncertainty as to
the actual occurrence of an event or action. There is also
uncertainty as to the spatial and temporal aspects of an
event or action. We are concerned with this latter
uncertainty.
Even with valid metric information, propagation through
a constraint network and validation of the network may
take more time than is available [Dechter et a189, Van
Beck90]. Not only do we need to control the search, in
both update and query, but in some applications an
anytime response may be required [see, Dean&Boddy88].
Further, given more time a better response is possible.
One potential solution to the complexity of the problem
is the use of abstraction hierarchies and reference intervals
[Allen83, Koomen89] that in effect partition the search
space of temporal and spatial information. The motivation
here for considering space and time is that essentially
everything, every action, every object and agent, must be
somewhere at sometime. This is generally the minimum
information we need to know and that is available during
PEM. The combined knowledge of the two hierarchies
further partitions the search space The problem is to
construct appropriate hierarchies. The use of user defined
reference intervals and automatically generated reference
intervals [Allen83, Koomen88, 89] has been proposed but
problems remain with cross connections between reference
intervals creating flattened structures. Planning techniques
such as abstraction [Kautz87, Tenenberg88, Hanks92]
may also provide structure within applications along with
certain monotonic characteristics [Teneberg91] that make
them attractive for PEM.
An approach to the reasoning needed to support anytime
response is the relaxation of constraints in a constraint
network [Mackworth77]. Constraints are given distance
bounds between nodes in a graph [Dechter et a189]. This
could also be applied to a spatial (3D) network although
the result is not likely to be intuitive nor computationally
attractive. Multiple constraints between nodes can be
relaxed to a single aggregate constraint. This transforms
the network into a simple constraint network with faster
computational characteristics. The network might now
allow values for which no sit_gleton solution exists. We
expand the constraints into convex intervals (convexify in
[Ladkin86]) as "aggregate constraints". Each step of this
relaxation includes all plausible values given as
constraints. It may now include previously excluded
values from when exact methods are employed. Plausible
here means that it could be a member of a valid plan or
network given some combination of constraints and
relations. In [Shafer&Pearl90] plausible reasoning is
offered as "reasoning that leads to uncertain conclusions
because its methods are fallible or its premises are
uncertain". Implicit is that there is evidence or reason to
make the conclusion.
The differing requirements of PG and PEM require not
only different representations of time and space but also
the unification of the differing representations and
• information available. The problem is to combine the
qualitative PG notions with the metric data of PEM. An
abstraction hierarchy is capable of incorporating
information at various levels of detail in both interval
(qualitative) and point/metric (quantitative) forms. The
use of space and time provides further structuring of
information and at a level useful to the PEM problem in a
domain independent way. This structuring then is able to
support both uncertainty (as to interval bounds) and
anytime (albeit approximate) response in support of PEM.
2 APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
In a real world of time constrained situations, the larger
driving question is: "what is the relation between a
complex planning system and the real world". It is no
longer realistic to consider a planner as only a static-
world, omnipotent, plan generator [AUen&Schubert91].
We consider a planning system to consist of a deliberative
or reasoning element, an execution element or agents and
also a monitoring element. In short, the planning system
needs to interact with the world. The approach we take to
this interaction is to monitor the world in a fle.xible,
adaptable way that can mesh real world observations with
a projected world model. This in done in the basic
parameters of the real world, i.e. space and time, and in
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the constraints of executing in the real world, i.e. time-
constrained.
Plan execution agents, or simply agents, that execute in
the real world must be able to respond to unexpected
external events in a timely and spatially coherent manner
[Dennett87]. Temporal and spatial organization of
knowledge can aid in monitoring and mediating an
executing plan or an agent's decisions and recognition of
significant events in constrained situations. The
representation of temporal and spatial properties is
integral to the way we are able to reason about such
properties.
Specifically, we wish to look at the monitoring of an
executing plan for which we have a projected world model
for that plan. Reasoning about a plan's methods or goals
is done by domain specific deliberative units and is not
considered a part of the monitoring problem. We look at
what information is true or known, when and where. The
problem is that of (response) time and relevance of the
new data. It is not practical to completely propagate each
and every data point sensed or reported during monitoring
against all known constraints. Also, data points might fit
into one or more disjunctive or conditional projections
(scenarios) of the executing plan. It might be more
efficient to consider the union of these scenarios rather
than each one separately. In short, not all data from
monitoring should be assumed to be processed completely
(excessive data bandwidth), nor would we wish to process
all data to the same extent (data relevance).
The approach we take relies on hierarchical knowledge
organization, aggregation of constraints, and integrating
metric, point and absolute information into mostly
qualitative and symbolic representations. We begin with a
generated plan and a knowledge base of projected events,
actions and facts based on the execution of that plan. This
is assumed to consist of domain information that is
temporally and spatially modified. The sentences in our
data-base are triples of: domain-object, space-object, and
time-object. The problem is now to determine when the
projected course of events differs from, or can no longer be
supported by, the observed state of the world. By
combining qualitative and quantitative (metric and
absolute) information we can monitor the progress of the
plan execution vs the projection of the plan's intended
actions and effects.
The temporal and spatial modifiers are organized into
separate expansion hierarchies. The hierarchy is artificial
in that it servers to cluster objects into reference intervals
for time and space with well defined relations between the
clusters. This network of qualitative constraints on the
reference intervals, and the objects in the intervals, serve
to partition the search space. Each object, including
reference intervals, is then augmented with metric
information as it becomes available. This information is
used in combination with the qualitative network to
enhance the overall expressiveness of the system. An aim
of this research is to include metric information from plan
monitoring to enable the control of propagation and search
in the network of s+t relations.
2.1 Monitoring and Updating
We choose to look at plan execution for several reasons.
The most obvious is that generated plans are meant to be
executed. Successors to the state-based models of
[Fikes&Nilsson72, Green69] include abstract, plan
operations and partial plans that can only be fully
completed or known upon execution [Wilkins88]. In
other words, monitoring is necessary to know what or
how to complete and execute in the plan. Learning
systems such as in [desJardins92] seek general solutions
for autonomous agents in complex domains. Our approach
to monitoring is not as a stimulus to behaviors but as a
rational component in the interaction between a reasoning
system and the real world. This includes the need to
consider the uncertain and dynamic character of the real
world in which plans are executed.
2.2 Expansion Hierarchies
In both 1:)(3and PEM, abstraction hierarchies can be used
to reduce the search space and number of possible plan
instantiations or completions [Sacerdotti74,Tenenberg88,
Kautz87]. This method typically applies to actions,
objects or types which have similar or common
characteristics and then abstracts this commonality into a
higher, generic or more encompassing classification or
type. As an example we might abstract all the types of
actions or series of actions that achieve some specific
effect, call it X, into a pseudo-action (Abstract-
achieve-X). This abstract pseudo-action is then just a
symbol or place holder for one of the specific actions
(specific-achieve-X 1, specific-achieve-X2 etc) that actually
achieve the effect X.
THE S&T HIERARCHIE.S
We propose a hierarchy structure that is slightly different
from the abstraction presented above. The granularity of
the parameters that modify a domain statement are variable
within spatial and temporal hierarchies. In general, we
allow for the increase or decrease of the range of domain
statement modifiers. This affects the range over which
these may be reasoned about or assumed.
In a hierarchy, an interval I is lower or subordinate to a
reference interval I' if and only if"
1. I is a subset (included) in I' or
2. I is a subset of I°' and I' is a reference interval for I".
One problem that can arise is that the hierarchy which is
created is not structurally the one that is needed. The
structure of the hierarchies should provide information. If
there is excessive overlap or disjunction in the time or
space constraints of domain statements, the purpose'of the
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hierarchy is somewhat defeated. The solution to this
problem begins with the explicit addition of constraints
and quantitative information on the bounds of the objects
in the hierarchies and on the hierarchical structure itself.
We focus on time and space as useful partitions of any KB
since it is not often that we wish to know just of the
existence of some object. We can then use this structure
to reason about the KB in a variable and appropriate
manner that may depend on the KB, the request or the
specific data. It's a question of relevance.
THE AXIOMS OF S+T HIERARCHIES
We use a surface representation in the form of triples.
Each form consists of a fluent, proposition or domain
object D ( the sentences of the domain) with spatial
modifier S and temporal modifier T over which the
domain statement is true. This is a syntactic variation of
Holds(D, S, T). The interpretation is that D holds at least
somewhere over S and T. Negation of the fluent or object
D is not allowed but only negation of a triple. This has
the interpretation that D does not hold anywhere over
(S,T). Compared to Shoham's boundary condition
K(t,[_]p) an additional space parameter is added and
negation moves outside [Shoham86]. The interpretation of
negated triples (as _p) is the same but non-negated triples
have the "plausible" semantics stated above.
VS',S,T,T(S'_S,T';_T).[DST] :=_ [DS'T'] [A1]
V S', T' [D S'T'] - 3 S,T (S' _ S,T' _ T). [D S T] [A2]
As a logical consequence of A2 the following theorem for
negated triples is stated.
_[D S' T'] _ V S, T ( S' _ S, T' _ T). _[D S T] IT1]
The first axiom states that if a domain sentence is true
somewhere in (S, T) then it is true in all expansions that
include (S,T). Conversely, if we know that a domain
sentence holds over (S,T) then we know of the existence
of some refinement of (S,T) where the sentences holds.
Theorem T1 states the implication of a sentence that does
not hold anywhere within (S,T). Negated triples mean that
the domain sentence is not true in all refinements of
(S,T). There is similar to standard Kripke possible world
semantics. Also, facts, events, properties and other types
of domain object types are not introduced. This presents
triples as unitary notions of spatial and temporal
propositions and follows [Shoham86a] in that regard.
3 S&T Examples
The following example shows the monitoring and
reasoning about agents using a spatial expansion hierarchy
and temporal information with metric data. System
operation is introduced first, then a simple example
showing the usage of temporal and spatial hierarchy
information in execution monitoring. Next an an
execution with an indeterminate situation is presented
along with how a simple spatial constraint is used to
resolve a potential conflict. This resolution provides a
simpler, less complex constraint than temporal constraints
alone would require.
3.1 System Operation
The execution monitoring system provides a mechanism
for interpreting the status of an executing plan in terms of
s&t consistency. Its provides a means of integrating
metric and point data and also vague (in terms of s&t
parameters) information into various types of plans. This
includes qualitative and quantitatively constrained,
partially ordered and abstract plans.
Given an update (sensor report etc) of the form [D s t],
where s and t are points, is there a[D S T] s.t. s _ S and
t _ T and [D S T] is plausible in both the real world and
the projection of the executing plan. Also, given an
update of the form [D S' T'] where D holds of at least
some of S' and T', is there a [D S T] s.t S' _ S and T'
T and [D S T] holds?
Updates relative to the s&t hierarchy are made for each
triple that is consistent. The bounds on the start time and
finish time of the appropriate interval T are modified as
appropriate and also the bounds on the spatial modifier S.
This is done in conjunction with what duration and scope
information is known about S and T respectively.
For example (with t being an initial report of a event):
[T.start < t] & [T.finish > t]
It + dur.max > T.finish] & [t - dur.max < T.stm't]
For T in T ( a reference interval), updates to T' reflect the
constraints imposed by T, the relation between T and T'
and metric information. Also any interval relations within
T' are updated using an Allen style interval reasoner and
the propagation of metric constraints occurs
[Kautz&Ladkin91]. If there is no change to T and T has
no overlapping relations or metric constraints with
intervals outside of T' then the update procedure is
finished. If T' is updated (bounds change) or T has
overlapping relations out side of T', then the updating
proceeds on T' similar to that of T but at the next level in
the hierarchy. The update of metric relations outside of T'
also needs to be checked for consistency.
3.2 A Transportation Domain
In this example, we start with a symbolic, abstract plan in
a simple transportation domain. The domain consists of
two cities connected by segments of train tracks which
make-up various paths between the cities (see [3.2]).
Traveling over these segments of track are two train
engines that operate as SA agents. We assume the agents
have a map of the domain. An agent's task in this domain
will consist of traversing a path from one city to another.
We will monitor the agent's actions and the spatial-
temporal aspects of plan execution. This scenario is
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complex enough yet general enough to demonstrate our
approach while using a constrained space of the track
segments that simplifies some details for now.
Consider the following plans for the agents to execute:
Agent Engl's task is to travel, via some route denoted
Path1, from city A to City B. The time during which
this plan is to be executed is called interval T1. A route
here is a non-cyclic sequence of track segments. The
primitive actions that we consider are at the level of
segment traversal by the domain agents. Similarly, Eng2
is to travel along a route Path2 from city B to city A
during a time interval/2. These agents are autonomous in
path selection in that no constraints have been given for
path selection. Likewise, the time intervals are initially
unconstrained by the planner, although as we shall see the
tasks and topography constrain the plans as execution
proceeds.
The agents are making the routing decisions and may
initially determine complete routes or postpone decisions
until sometime during execution, perhaps relying on
local conditions. Engl begins with an abstract plan to
reach the destination city over the unspecified route Path1
during time 1"1. Let the plan or situation be represented
to the plan monitoring component (PMC) as a triple:
[Engl Pathl T1]. For the spatial-temporal monitoring
component of the system this represents the fact that
Engl is at or in location Path1 during time T1. •
Since the agent must act on these abstract plans, concrete
actions result. A representation of the plans specified to
the agents is received by the PMC of the system. The
PMC receives updates of the agents activities which
consist of time and location information. The PMC must
be able to monitor these activities and integrate this
information with the overall plan. Further, we want to be
able to determine if the information received by the PMC
is consistent with its view of the world, i.e. its model,
plans and projections. Additionally, unanticipated actions
may be occurring and also need to be monitored for
interaction with the executing plans. Only relevant
information should then be directed to an agent. We are
not considering agent-to-agent communication for now,
nor other complex agent-agent interactions such as
negotiations, recognition or acknowledgement as these are
outside the scope of this work.
Consider now the high level abstract representation of the
situation described above. In our projected knowledge-base
there are the representations of Engl and Eng2"s plan
actions. The essential part for monitoring is the
movement during the two time intervals and over the
space S of the domain (see [3.2]). S represents all space
in the domain and similarly there is a root time interval T
that contains all other time intervals of interest. These are
the most abstract or expansive values in their respective
hierarchies.
Initial KB: [Engl Pathl TI] [Eng2 Path2"1"2][3.1]
T1 and 72 are unconstrained time objects; essentially time
intervals with additional metric information attached. The
symbols Path1 and Path2 both denote the most general or
least constrained spatial value: S. S is the expansion or
generalization of all possible paths within the domain.
We can represent any path (see [4.2] below) thru the
domain as the disjunction of all segments making a path
from CityA to CityB. In a more dynamic and complex
domain it is reasonable to think that agents begin with
abstract plans and leave the exact instantiations to be done
later as necessary. The planning system later constrains
the agent's paths based on local information or changing
situations. Here we are calling spatial information "paths"
when a more general terminology might be location or
spatial scope of a domain object, predicate, event or
action.
The AND/OR representation of all the paths is a relational
constraint description of the spatially simple domain paths
that connect CityA and CityB. This spatial domain is
restricted to the segments and their connections. The
explicit qualitative constraints between segments are
limited to equal, meets, met-by, contains and disjoint.
We see these are a subset of Allen's temporal interval
relations [Allen83]. The relation contains is added for
constraining the expansions in the spatial hierarchy. An
example of this is: S1/$2 contains S1. This reinforces our
intuition that temporal and spatial reasoning are similar
and can be used and supported with similar techniques.
More complex domains will make use of additional
spatial relations (above, with-in, below, north-of, etc) as
necessary. A spatial object in the domain is a segment or
a sequence of path segments. This is shown below with
implied ANDs while choice points are indicated explicitly
by ORs.
[S => (OR iSl $2) [3.21
($3 (OR ($4)
(S5 S6)) S7) ]
In the example given here we have a spatial expansion
hierarchy for this domain that partitions the space S.
Each expansion space is disjoint from each other at the
same level. Each node within the space is labeled with
the track segment or path abstraction represented by that
node. Each non-leaf node is an abstraction or expansion
of the nodes below it in the tree. The leaves of the tree
indicate the possible exact instantiations of the space
above it.
3.2.1 Example with no conflict
In this example, we start with the two abstract plan
representations in [3.3] and the static spatial data of [3.2].
Each agent knows its own plans and the spatial
information about the domain. The PMC of the planning
system has this information plus receiving reports during
execution time. From this situation the PMC needs to
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recognize conflicts and the planning system needs to
respond with additional constraints on the agents to ensure
conflict free path selection.
At time 0900, agent Engl reports leaving city A and
Eng2 reports leaves city B and the current track they are
located on.
Added to KB: [Engl Sl 0900] and [Eng2 S7 0900] [3.3]
These data require Path1, of [3.1], to have the value
S1/$2 at the most abstract level and Path2 to point to the
value $3/$7. The segments S1 and $7 are in
completely disjoint subspaces of the S hierarchy. No
spatial conflict is anticipated between Engl and Eng2
during the time intervals T1 and T2 and any further
analysis will yield no additional information. If resources
become constrained, the PMC could focus its monitoring
resources to situations in which conflict is anticipated.
We see here the need to be able to incorporate metric
information into the temporal representation. Our time
objects are temporal intervals, symbolically represented
but with additional quantitative information about end
points and durations. Hence calling them objects rather
than simply intervals. We have the absolute time values
of [3.3] to incorporate into the initial interval
representation. This is also true of the spatial
representation as a numeric "mile post" could have been
given instead of a track segment name. What is required
is a method of determining the correct location in the
hierarchy for the given metric information. Here T1 and
T2 record a latest start time of 0900 for the intervals T1
and T2. If durational information about the transit times
of the segments is known then we could generate bounds
on the end points of the time intervals. This would be
useful in limiting unnecessary constraint checking. What
should be noted here is that the reports coincide with the
plan and that this argues for minimal action. It's what is
expected. Any additional report that places Engl on
$1/$2 and or Eng2 on $3/$7 does not not force further
checking of constraints.
3.2.2 Example with conflict
Starting with the same abstract plans and spatial
information, let us consider another situation. The domain
constraints precluded more than one agent to traverse a
segment at any one time. Let the reports indicate that
some conflict is possible but not inevitable. Each agent
starts out on paths that may, when fully specified, be in
some conflict.
[Engl S3 0900] and [Eng2 S7 0900] [3.4]
Given this as the initial KB, both Path1 and Path2 now
point to the same node, namely $3/$7. There exists both
conflict and non-conflict routes which might be taken
given this initial report. The necessary information is
added based on the spatial decomposition of $3/$7 and
generate appropriate time intervals.
[Engl S3 Tll] [Eng2 $7 T13]
[Eng2 $7 T21] [Eng2 $3 T23]
[3.51
Where T11 and T13 are contained during T1 and likewise
for T21, T23 and 12
There is no simple, single temporal constraint that will
ensure success, given what we know. By generating
temporal intervals for each agent on both $3 and $7 and
then constraining the appropriate intervals to be disjoint,
we can avoid contention for $3 and $7. These are the
known segments that must be traversed. The problem is
that the conflict, using temporal considerations, most
likely occurs on segments $4 or $5 and $6. Using
temporal constraints alone would over constra!n the
problem by generating disjoint time intervals for each
agents actions while in $4/$5/$6 space. This is
unnecessary depending on the actual path taken in this
region and we wish to avoid generating new and perhaps
unnecessary constraints. Additionally the possibility of
contention for $3 or $7 might be heightened by
possibly delaying an agent from entering the $4/$5/$6
region due to a disjoint constraint temporal constraint.
Here, a simple spatial constraint is available and more
desirable.
The simplest constraint is then a spatial constraint on
each agent's path selection. Under the $31S7 node in the
S hierarchy we constrain the agents selection at the first
OR node choices. This way we make the minimum
number of constraints necessary.
[Engl S4 T12] and [Eng2 S5/$6 T22] [3.6]
As noted before, Tll and T23 are disjoint intervals and the
same for intervals T21 and TI3. If durational information
about the transit times of the segments is known then we
might not need to post the disjoint constraints and also do
the subsequent consistency check. We would be able to
determine that the intervals are disjoint based on statistical
information about transit duration. Details are available in
[Hoebe192].
We see from these examples that spatial and temporal
constraints can be useful in the proper interpretation of
reported data. This compound approach can also lead to
simpler constraints than temporal reasoning alone.
Monitoring leads to intervention (or not) at an appropriate
time and in an appropriate manner.
4 Current and Proposed Work
Partitioning of the search space is one way to reduce the
complexity of search and hence the time needed during
query or update [Dean86]. In this section we employ
techniques consistent with hierarchical knowledge
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structure and show how metric information extends the
restricted qualitative model.
4.1 Extending a Restricted Qualitative
Model
In [Kahn&Gorry77, Allen83 and Koomen89 a reference
hierarchy is proposed with the main motivation being to
reduce the space requirements. Koomen differs in that he
rejects the notion of a predefined reference hierarchy and
also the notion that structure should be left to a higher
level reasoning system. He describes a system where a
"reasoning system itself could structure the network
dynamically on the basis of posted and derived constraints,
and do it without losing information"
One approach to an efficient implementation is to have a
structure based on interval relations in the s+t hierarchies
that are non-overlapping. Koomen refers to this as a
"containment-based" reference hierarchy. We extend this
interval based model in two ways. First develdping
procedures for overlapping relations to exist between
intervals of non-containing (disjoint) reference intervals
without flattening the hierarchies. Implicit in this is
disjunctive constraints. Second we add metric, point and
durational information which enables the management of
the reference hierarchies while limiting propagation. This
has attractive space requirements while providing
computational mechanisms .inmoving beyond interval and
relative duration"reformation.
This extension now allows all binary (point and interval)
relations to be _ted w_ avoiding flattening the
hierarchy. A full reasons, interval, point, metric or
combined, applied within _referenee intervals of a
reasonable size is still very efficient [Koomen88, 89
Kauta&Ladidn9!]_: A full reasoner for spatial relations
would be obviously more complex but it is reasonable to
believe that a subset of spatial interval relations can be
developed that is both adequately expressive and efficient
[Cui eta192]. The problem is how to obtain and manage
an appropriate s+t hierarchy. In the dynamic environment
of PEM, hierarchies necessarily must be flexible to the
changes and uncertainty that occur in the world. The
semantics of the s+t expansion hierarchies provide the
flexibility via the granularity of the s+t parameters. The
separate handling of disjoint/contains and overlaps
constraint relations is more fully adequate in terms of
computation, expressiveness, the incorporation of metric
point data and for exact or approximate reasoning than
previously proposed systems.
4.2 Adding Metric Information: control
of propagation and search
The inclusion of global constraints or chains of
overlapping relations can lead to a rapid flattening of a
reference hierarchy [Koomen89]. The problem generated
by these overlapping interval relations can be over come
by keeping the disjoint/contains reference hierarchy
intact while explicitly and exactly encoding the
overlapping relations which exist between domain
intervals and reference intervals. This method allows a
"meta-graph" of reference intervals for faster search while
restricting propagation and consideration of the overlap
relations only when appropriate. The reference hierarchy
can be efficiently managed with the addition of metric and
point information. Using this information, a
disjoint/contains hierarchy can be created and managed
even when such a structure does not exactly exist.
RELATIONSWITHINA REFERENCE]NrrERVAL
Interval relations within a particular reference interval are
intended to be reasoned about completely. A full reasoner
for this task would use qualitative constraints as in a
Allen style interval reasoner plus a point algebra and
metric information. A system such as MATS appears to
be able to handle this task in low order polynomial time
and as such is considered adequate for the ta.__k.A table of
qualitative interval relations is maintained while metric
and point information is stored with each interval object.
For intervals entirely within a single reference interval, all
updates and queries concerning these intervals are assumed
to be handled by the full reasoner. Each interval also
maintains explicit overlaps information for overlapping
relations outside the reference intervaL This is for asserted
information and does not imply that deduced relations ale
stored.
OVERLAPPINGBETWEEN_ INTERVALS
Particularly during PEM, hierarchies need to be flexible
and dynamic in structure. This is true even for those with.
an initial disjoint/contains structure. For example, updates
to intervals within a reference interval may ex_nd an
interval into an overlapping relation. Consider the simple
case of an action, event or goal of an executing plan
having a longer duration than was initially conceived of
in the plan. Updating the bounds of such an interval and
its parent reference interval may now create overlapping
conditions with other intervals. Rather than collapse the
reference intervals of these now overlapping intervals into
a single and larger reference interval, the overlapping
relation is noted and reasoned about as an adjunct activity
during search and propagation. Point and metric
information can be used to determine the extend of the
possible overlap. This information can prevent
unnecessary computation by limiting search and
propagation to the relevant areas of the hierarchy. Metric,
point and crucially duration information allows the system
to quantify the extent of overlap and respond accordingly.
UPDATING CONSTRAINTS, HANDLINO ASSERTIONS
{UNARY, BINARY, METRIC, QUALITATIVE}
New assertions or updates may require the interval or
intervals concerned to be updated with new information.
Any changes are first made to the interval objects
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themselves.Changesthen propagate downward as the
updated interval may also serve as reference interval. A
full reasoner is then applied to the entire reference interval
containing the updated interval. After the full reasoner
propagates constraints throughout the reference interval,
affected intervals that serve as reference intervals propagate
these changes downward. Finally, reference interval
changes are propagated upward through the containing
reference hierarchy and outward to sibling reference
intervals. Note that procedures are called only when
changes are made to intervals. No procedure is called on
intervals outside the reference interval unless a change
occurs that affects the interval. Also note that any
assea'tion or propagation that effects an overlapping inter-
reference interval relation is handled as a separate
subproe_ure during the propagation procedure that effects
the overlapping intervals.
SUMMARYOFASSERTIONUPDATINGSTEPS
USINGMErRICCONSTRAINTS
When metric information, point information and duration
information is added to symbolic interval constraints, the
ability to determine exact relationships is increased.
Consider for example three intervals A, B and C and the
constraints A overlaps B and B overlaps C. A and C are
related by any of the relations before, meets, or overlaps.
We can determine if A does overlap C with the addition
of metric and endpoint information for each interval. This
is something that is not possible with strictly qualitative
reasoning over intervals. Given bounds on the start, finish
and duration times of the intervals, the determination of
possible relations can be made. These bounds may or may
not be the same as a "stated constraint" on the endpoints
or the duration of an interval. We may be able to infer a
tighter constraint. This is shown in the example in sect.
4.3.1. For this reason it may be desirable to track both
stated bounds and an inferred (non monotonic) bounds.
1. Update intervals ( endpoint constraints, durations and
explicit relations)
2. Propagate interval update downwards (recursively)
3. Apply full reasoner to all members of the intervals
reference interval (those that change are queued)
3.1 Update to overlapping reference intervals outside
the initial update interval's reference interval. (keeping a
queue of intervals that are changed)
4. Propagate changes to reference interval (and queue
reference interval if changed)
5. Select next interval in queue.
In the case where we know that reference intervals may
overlap but not know the extent of the overlap, we are
faced with a choice. One method is a full reasoner used
over the combined reference intervals to detect all possible
relations. Although this is possible, it is not advisable in
general since this is the exact problem of hierarchy
flattening that we are trying to avoid. The simplest course
is to do nothing and wait until information is obtained
that reveals the extent of the overlap. A more balanced
approach is to require some estimate of the duration of
each domain object, activity, fluent, etc. This of course is
only a middle ground between knowing nothing of the
extent and of knowing exactly the extent. As the system
reasons over longer spans in the hierarchy, the more the
durational uncertainty is going to accumulate and tend
towards ignorance of actual overlap extent. 1 In practice
we expect the structure of the problem to be such that
propagation is generally limited to local areas of the
hierarchies. Overlapping relations will not tend to
propagate endlessly. The CSP example in the next section
shows how absolute times, even when dealing with
expanded constraints, limit propagation quickly and
provide accurate bounds.
1 A separate issue to address is the characterization of this
durational uncertainty.
Lets continue the case of intervals A, B and C as
described above. With additional metric information about
the start and finish times we may be able to determine a
more exact ordering of the endpoints. We now impose the
following three metric point constraints:
[A.finish - B.start] < 30
[B.f'mish - C.start] < 30
[B.finish - B.start] > 60
The third constraint requires a minimum duration for
interval B that requires A before C. This type of
information is useful in the determination and
management of of intervals in reference hierarchies.
Consider now the case in which slightly different
constraints allow for a finite amount of possible overlap.
Consider the situation, in the notation of Allen,
(A :o :m :b B :o :m :b C):
[A.finish - B.start] < 35
[B.finish - C.start] < 35
[B.f'mish - B.start] > 60
These constraints now allow for A and C to overlap but
only by up to 10 units. This does not require that A and
C be contained within a single reference interval. We can
place A and C in disjoint reference intervals, note the
overlap and then use the explicit information when
required. Here we can note the constraint between B and
both A.finish and C.start. This information would
propagate to the reference interval containing A and C.
Subsequent updates to the reference intervals need not
propagate across this "link" unless the "link" itself (the
endpoints) is in some manner involved (changed).
Interval B, which might overlap both A and C, might be
placed in either reference interval depending on some
domain specific criteria such as causal connection or
number and type of relations to the intervals in the
containing reference intervals. In this way w.e can
maintain the expansion disjoint/contains hierarchies but
still deal efficiently with overlapping relations.
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Additionally we can structure the hierarchies on domain
information when such information is known and
appropriate. This would appear to be an improvement over
a predefmed reference hierarchy.
4.3 A CSP model
In [Dechter et al89] an instance of the Constraint
Satisfaction Problem is presented as a temporal reasoning
problem. They present an approach that incorporates
qualitative, metric and absolute time in a network of
temporal constraints. The absolute times are stored as
special nodes, nodes are temporal variables in general, and
the conswaints are added as arcs between variable nodes. In
a longer version of this paper a transformation of the CSP
is formulated that is consistent with the notions developed
in the s+t hierarchies presented in this paper. First, a
network is given for the example as presented in
[Dechter et a189] and then a network where absolute
time/arc constraints are reformulated as constraints
(bounds) on node values. The special absolute time nodes
are eliminated and the absolute times internalized at the
variable nodes. This is done to avoid making a fully
connected graph of arc constraints. Propagation of
absolute times can be interrupted and restarted as they
serve as something of a local constraint caching
mechanism. The metric information itself can be used to
control propagation and to determine currently plausible
values for a node. An small extended example shows
propagation of values to be localized and efficient within
the hierarchy. The final model may return a weaker
constraint interval than if exact methods are used. The
absolute times are used to bound this weakness. A
example is shown that transfroms multiple arc constraints
in a Temporal CSP (TCSP) into single arc constraints
representative of the Simple TCSP. The results of this
relaxed form of TCSP for approximate reasoning si
compared to exact singleton solutions.
We have presented the outline of a representation that
allows for approximate reasoning and can clearly
incorporate symbolic, metric and approximate or uncertain
information. We do this in a uniform way with both space
and time and thus allow for easy application to scheduling
and routing problems, which is to say that it applies to
plans that have all 4 dimensions as part of their solution.
4.4 Summary
Limiting the expressiveness of the qualitative model
limits the search required for queries and updates of the
(basically) qualitative model. We start with this model
and defined two types of intervals and give the constraint
relations allowed between them. An extended model is
presented that seeks to over come the limited
expressiveness of the first model. It uses absolute and
metric time, durations, and endpoint relations to achieve
control of propagation and capture the full expressiveness
of relations while retaining the graph search information
of the restricted disjoint/contains model and the efficiency
of metric comparisons.
Finally we discussed the general techniques of an
expansion hierarchy as an approximate solution to a
metric constraint satisfaction problem. The goal is to
produce a more fully expressive spatial-temporal model
that is efficient in general and has anytime characteristics.
It appears that the efficiency needed for real-time response
is in conflict with the complexity of a more expressive
temporal reasoner [Vilain&Kautz86, others] but can be
overcome by exploiting structure and with approximate
methods.
I gratefully acknowledge the Rochester Temporal
Reasoning group and Leo Hartman for what sanity is
presented here. All errors are clearly my own.
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1. INTRODUCTION
lOver the past few years, several approaches
to scheduling have been proposed that attempt
to reduce tardiness and inventory costs by
opportunistically (i.e. dynamically) combining a
resource-centered perspective to schedule bot-
tleneck resources, and a job-centered perspec-
tive to schedule non-bottleneck operations on a
job by job basis. Rather than relying on their
initial bottleneck analysis, these schedulers
reexamine the problem each time a resource or
a job has been scheduled. This enables them to
detect the emergence of new bottlenecks during
the construction of the schedule. This ability
has been termed opportunistic scheduling [3].
Nevertheless, the opportunism in these systems
remained limited, as they required scheduling
large resource-subproblems or large job-
subproblems before allowing for a change in the
scheduling perspective (i.e. before permitting a
revision in the current scheduling strategy).
For this reason, we actually refer to these ap-
proaches as macro-opportunistic techniques.
In reality, bottlenecks do not necessarily span
over the entire scheduling horizon. Moreover
they tend to shift before being entirely
scheduled. A scheduler that can only schedule
large resource subproblems will not be able to
take advantage of these considerations. Often it
will overconstrain its set of alternatives before
having worked on the subproblems that will
most critically determine the quality of the en-
tire schedule. This in turn will often result in
poorer solutions. A more flexible approach
would allow to quit scheduling a resource as
soon as another resource is identified as being
more constraining 2. In fact, in the presence of
multiple bottlenecks, one can imagine a tech-
nique that constantly shi_ attention from one
bottleneck to another rather than focusing on
the optimization of a single bottleneck at the
expense of others. Therefore, it seems desirable
to investigate a more flexible approach to
scheduling, or a micro-opportunistic approach,
in which the evolution of bottlenecks is con-
tinuously monitored during the construction of
the schedule, and the problem solving effort
constantly redirected towards the most serious
bottleneck. In its simplest form, this micro-
opportunistic approach results in an
operation-centered view of scheduling, in which
each operation is considered an independent
decision point and can be scheduled without re-
quiring that other operations using the same
resource or belonging to the same job be
scheduled at the same time.
Section 2 describes a micro-opportunistic fac-
tory scheduler called MICRO-BOSS
(Micro-Bottleneck Scheduling System). Section
3 describes an empirical study that compares
iThis research was supported, in part, by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency under contract
#F30602-88-C-0001, and in part by grants from McDon-
nell Aircraft Company and Digital Equipment Corpora-
t-ion.
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211] describes an alternative approach in which
resources can be resequenced to adjust for resource
schedules built further down the road. This approach has
been very successful at minimizing makespan. Attempts
to generalize the procedure to account for due dates seem
to have been less successful so far [6].
MICRO-BOSS against a macro-opportunistic
scheduler that dynamically combines both a
resource-centered perspective and a job-
centered perspective. A summary is provided in
Section 4, along with a brief discussion of cur-
rent research efforts.
Consistency Checking): Con-
sistency enforcing techniques
prune the search space by infer-
ring new constraints resulting
from earlier reservation assign-
ments [2, 5].
2. A MICRO-OPPORTUNISTIC
APPROACH
In the micro-opportunistic approach im-
plemented in MICRO-BOSS, each operation is
considered an independent decision point. Any
operation can be scheduled at any time, if
deemed appropriate by the scheduler. There is
no obligation to simultaneously schedule other
operations upstream or downstream within the
same job, nor is there any obligation to schedule
other operations competing for the same
resource.
MICRO-BOSS proceeds by iteratively select-
ing an operation to be scheduled and a reser-
vation (i.e. start time) to be assigned to that
operation. Every time an operation is
scheduled, a new search state is created, where
new constraints are added to account for the
reservation assigned to that operation. A so-
called consistency enforcing procedure is ap-
plied to that state, that updates the set of
remaining possible reservations of each un-
scheduled operation. If an unscheduled opera-
tion is found to have no possible reservations
lei_, a deadend state has been reached: the sys-
tem needs to backtrack (i.e. it needs to undo
some earlier reservation assignments in order
to be able to complete the schedule). If the
search state does not appear to be a deadend,
the scheduler moves on and looks for a new
operation to schedule and a reservation to as-
sign to that operation.
In MICRO-BOSS, search efficiency is main-
tained at a high level by interleaving search
with the application of consistency enforcing
techniques and a set of look-ahead techniques
that help decide which operation to schedule
next (so-called operation ordering heuristic) and
which reservation to assign to that operation
(so-called reservation ordering heuristic).
1. Consistency Enforcing (or
. Look-ahead Analysis: A two-
step look-ahead procedure is ap-
plied in each search state, which
first optimizes reservation assign-
ments within each job, and then,
for each resource, computes con-
tention between jobs over time.
Resource/time intervals where job
contention is the highest help
identify the critical operation to
be scheduled next (operation or-
dering heuristic). Reservations for
that operation are then ranked
according to their ability to min-
imize the costs incurred by the
conflicting jobs (reservation order-
ing heuristic). By constantly
redirecting its effort towards the
most serious conflicts, the
scheduler is able to build
schedules that are closer to the
global optimum. Simultaneously,
because the scheduling strategy is
aimed at reducing job contention
as fast as possible, chances of
backtracking tend to subside
pretty fast too.
The so-called opportunism in MICRO-BOSS
results from its ability to constantly revise its
search strategy and redirect its effort towards
the scheduling of the operation that appears to
be the most critical in the current search state.
This degree of opportunism differs from that
displayed by other approaches where the
scheduling entity is an entire resource or an en-
tire job [3], i.e. where an entire resource or an
entire job needs to be scheduled before the
scheduler is allowed to revise its current
scheduling strategy.
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3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
MICRO-BOSS was compared against a
variety of scheduling techniques, including
popular combinations of priority dispatch rules
and release policies suggested in the Operations
Management literature [5].
This section outlines a study comparing
MICRO-BOSS against a macro-opportunistic
scheduler that dynamically combined both a
resource-centered perspective and a job-
centered perspective,likein the OPIS schedul-
ing system [3].However, while OPIS relieson a
set ofrepair heuristicsto recover from inconsis-
tencies[4],the macro-opportunisticscheduler of
thisstudy was builtto use the same consistency
enforcing techniques and the same backtrack-
Lug scheme as MICRO-BOSS 3. The macro-
opportunistic scheduler also used the same
demand profiles as MICRO-BOSS. When
average demand for the most critical
resource/time "interval was above some
threshold level(a parameter ofthe system that
was empirically adjusted), the macro-
opportunistic scheduler focused on scheduling
the operations requiring that resource/time in-
terval,otherwise it used a job-centered perspec-
tive to identify a critical job and schedule some
or all the operations in that job. Each time a
resource/time interval or a portion of a job was
scheduled, new demand profdes were computed
to decide which scheduling perspective to use
next. Additional details on the implementation
of the macro-opportunistic scheduler can be
found in [5].
In order to compare the two schedulers,a set
of 80 scheduling problems was randomly
generated to cover a wide variety of scheduling
conditions: tight/loose average due dates,
narrow/wide due date ranges, one or two bot-
tleneck machines. Each problem involved 20
jobs and 5 resources for a total of 100 opera-
tions(see[5]for furtherdetails).
SAn alternative would have been to implement a varia-
t-ion of MICRO-BOSS using the same repair heuristics as
OPIS. Besides being quite time-consuming to implement,
such a comparison would have been affected by the
quality of the specific repair heuristics currently im-
plemented in the OPIS scheduler.
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Figure 3-1: Tardiness performance of
MICRO-BOSS and the
macro-opportunistic scheduler
on eight different problem sets.
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Figure 3-2: Flowtime performance of
MICRO-BOSS and the
macro-oppertunistic scheduler
on eightdifferentproblem sets.
Figures 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 summarize the
results of the comparison between MICRO-
BOSS and the macro-opportunistic scheduler 4.
The macro-opportunistic scheduler was consis-
tently outperformed by MICRO-BOSS (under
all eight scheduling conditions) both with
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4The results presented in this section correspond to the
69 experiments (out of 80) that were each solved in less
than 1,000 search states by the macro-opportunistic
scheduler.
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Figure 3-8: In-system time performance of
MICRO-BOSS and the
macro-opportunistic scheduler
on eight different problem sets.
respect to tardiness, flowtime (i.e. work-in-
process) and in-system time (i.e. total inventory,
including finished-goods inventory). More
generally, these results indicate that highly con-
tended resource time intervals can be very
dynamic, and that it is critical to constantly fol-
low their evolution in order to produce quality
schedules.
In most problems, MICRO-BOSS achieved a
search efficiency of 100% (computed as the ratio
of the number of operations to be scheduled
over the number of search states that were
visited), and required about 10 minutes of CPU
time to schedule each problem. The current sys-
tem is written in Knowledge Craft, a frame-
based representation language built on top of
Common Lisp, and runs on a DECstation 5000.
scheduling strategy. This micro-opportunistic
approach has been implemented in the context
of the MICRO-BOSS factory scheduling system.
A study comparing MICRO-BOSS against a
macro-opportunistic scheduler suggests that the
additional flexibility of the micro-opportunistic
approach to scheduling generally yields impor-
tant reductions in both tardiness and inventory.
Current research efforts include:
• Adaptation of MICRO-BOSS to
deal with sequence-dependent
setups
• Development of micro-
opportunistic reactive scheduling
techniques that will enable the sys-
tem to patch the schedule in the
presence of contingencies such as
machine breakdowns, raw
materials arriving late, job cancela-
tions, etc.
APPENDIX" PROBLEM SETS
Problem Sets
Number Avg. Due Date Problem
of Bottlenecks Due Date Range Set
1 loose wide 1
1 loose narrow 2
1 tight wide 3
1 tight narrow 4
2 loose wide 5
2 loose narrow 6
2 tight wide 7
2 tight narrow 8
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a micro-opportunistic approach
to factory scheduling was described that closely
monitors the evolution of bottlenecks during the
construction of the schedule, and continuously
redirects search towards the bottleneck that ap-
pears to be most critical. This approach differs
from earlier opportunistic approaches, such as
the one described in [3], as it does not require
scheduling large resource subproblems or large
job subproblems before revising the current
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Abstract
This paper describes DTS, a decision-
theoretic scheduler designed to employ state-
of-the-art probabilistic inference technology
to speed the search for efficient solutions
to constraint-satisfaction problems. Our ap-
proach involves assessing the performance of
heuristic control strategies that are normally
hard-coded into scheduling systems, and us-
ing probabilistic inference to aggregate this
information in light of features of a given
problem.
BPS, the Bayesian Problem-Solver [8], intro-
duced a similar approach to solving single-
agent and adversarial graph search prob-
lems, yielding orders-of-magnitude improve-
ment over traditionM techniques. Initial
efforts suggest that similar improvements
will be realizable when applied to typical
constraint-satisfaction scheduling problems.
1 DTS Problem Domain and
Representation
The Decision-Theoretic Scheduler, DTS, is designed
for over-subscribed project scheduling problems. Al-
though our work has not focused on problem represen-
tation, the probabilistic techniques used in DTS sug-
gest the possibility of representing stochastic domains,
in which, for example, task durations are variable and
possibly inter-correlated. Primarily, work on DTS has
focussed on search control, particularly through the
combination of heuristic evaluation functions. As dis-
cussed below, this makes DTS a promising approach
for new domains in which sophisticated domain-specific
heuristic functions have not been developed. Finally,
the utility-theoretic basis of DTS' optimization crite-
ria makes it an attractive approach for problems in
*This research was supported by the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration under contract NAS2-13340.
which complex tradeoffsmust be made among compet-
ing tasksand expensive real-worldand computational
resources.
The current DTS effort is specifically targetted to-
ward experiment scheduling on orbiting telescopes.
The initial application domain is the Extreme Ultravi-
olet Explorer (EUVE) [6], which observes in the wave-
length range of 70 to 760 angstroms. The EUVE is
operated by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
and the Center for EUV Astrophysics (CEA) at the
University of California, Berkeley. Although the re-
mainder of the paper is concerned with the method-
ology underlying the system, we describe the problem
briefly here.
The tasks in the EUVE scheduling problem are as-
tronomical observations. Although an initial EUVE
total sky survey employs fairly short observations, the
observations we are concerned with are fairly long. In
practice, however, observations will be broken into ap-
proximately 30 minute chunks by a variety of unavoid-
able and largely unpredictable interruptions.
The resources in this scheduling problem axe obser-
vational instruments. Although the EUVE has several
on-board instruments, we concentrate on scheduling
guest observations, which are restricted to the EUV
spectrometer instrument. Thus, we may consider this
a single-resource scheduling problem.
The constraints in the problem are determined by
the positions of observational targets, the position of
the Observer platform, and the position of obstacles
such as planets, the sun and atmospheric anomalies.
There are few explicit inter-task constraints, aside from
those derived from the time required to retarget the
instrument.
1.1 Problem Representation
We phrase these scheduling problems in the language
of constraint-satisfaction. Formally, a constrain_
satisfaction processing (CSP) problem consists of a set
of variables together with a set of constraints on the
legal values of those variables. The CSP problem is
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solvedwhen the variableshave been instantiatedto a
set of values that violatenone of the constraints.A
wide varietyofproblems can be phrased as CSP prob-
lems, includingscheduling,graph-coloring,interpreta-
tionofvisualscenes,etc.(van Hentenryck [23]provides
a survey).
A largeclassof scheduling problems can be repre-
sented as constraint-satisfactionproblems, by repre-
sentingattributesof tasks and resourcesas variables.
Task attributesincludethe scheduled time for the task
(startand end time) and itsresource requirements.
The primary attributeof resourcesis availabilityor
accessibility.A schedule isconstructed by assigning
times and resources to tasks,while obeying the con-
straintsof the problem.
Constraintscapture logicalrequirements: a typical
resourcecan be used by only one task at a time. Con-
straintsalso express problem requirements: task T=
requires N units of time, must be completed before
task T U, and must be completed before a specified date.
Both van Hentenryck [23] and Zweben et al. [26] pro-
vide concise illustrative examples of scheduling prob-
lems represented as CSP problems. For compatibility
and evaluation purposes, our problem representation is
based on that of the SPIKE system [15].
1.2 Optimization Criteria
DTS uses multiattribute utility functions to represent
user preferences for both solution quality and computa-
tional costs. Multiattribute utility theory (MAUT) is a
formalized method for quantifying preference relation-
ships among a set of uncertain outcomes. The next sec-
tion will describe the use of utility functions in search
control, but one simple distinction can be made be-
tween DTS and traditional scheduling systems at this
point. Most scheduling systems have a single vehicle
- the heuristic evaluation function - for representing
both search control knowledge and user preferences.
This overlap of search control and schedule evaluation
makes the task of constructing good heuristic functions
more difficult than it needs to be.
For example, the ISIS [7] and SPIKE systems [15]
employ suitability functions which state the "prefer-
ences" of the user as a function of a task and a time
assignment. Consider the optimal schedule for a set of
tasks. For the SPIKE and ISIS systems, the suitability
function which best satisfies the user's preferences is
that which "encodes" this optimal schedule by peaked
0/1 values. Such a suitability function essentially en-
codes search control information. Although this is an
extreme case, suitability functions and other heuristic
evaluation functions must encode both search control
and schedule evaluation information. DTS separates
heuristic functions and schedule evaluation, yielding a
mathematically principled search algorithm, while at
the same time simplifying the knowledge-engineering
task for the designer of a new scheduling system.
2 DTS System Overview
There are numerous inadequacies with existing CSP
technologies. Existing CSP heuristics, like all heuristic
evaluation functions, are imperfect, and exhibit highly
domain-specific performance. Although they often pro-
vide useful search control advice, they introduce uncer-
tainty into the search algorithms which rely on them.
However, CSP problem-solving paradigms do not ad-
dress this issue because they fail to provide uncertainty
models for heuristic information. Consequently, cur-
rent techniques axe forced to pay a large and unnec-
essary computational price in cases where the heuris-
tic function makes incorrect classifications. Further-
more, the algorithms are doomed to repeat these costly
mistakes forever, as there is no learning mechanism
designed to improve a CSP heuristic's performance
over time.
Existing heuristic functions confuse many different
kinds of information. Some heuristic functions esti-
mate the quality of the completion of a partial sched-
ule. Others estimate the difficulty of finding a feasible
solution. This confusion results in inadequate guidance
for human experts who are charged with developing
good heuristic functions. The development of a good
heuristic often amounts to little more than parameter-
adjustment to improve performance.
The problem of developing heuristics is compounded
by the lack of technological developments which allow
evidence from multiple heuristic functions to be com-
bined. For this reason, the selection of appropriate
heuristics and problem-solving techniques for any given
CSP domain remains a craft despite years of compar-
ative study.
DTS, which is derived from previous work on BPS
(the Bayesian Problem-Solver) [8], is designed to ad-
dress these problems. One area of innovation is the
heuristic error model: a probabilistic semantics for
heuristic information, based on the concept of con-
ditional probability in statistical decision-theory [11].
Heuristics are interpreted by correlating their estimates
with the actual payoffs of problem-solving instances.
When a problem is solved, the heuristic error model is
updated, adapting it to the problem's specific charac-
teristics. Multiple heuristics are combined by correlat-
ing payoffs with a set of heuristic estimates. This pro-
vides a sound method for combining multiple heuris-
tics.
This section describes the methodology which forms
the core of DTS. In addition to the traditional tools
developed for scheduling systems, the DTS approach
relies heavily on technologies such as multiattribute
utility theory [16; 25], Bayesian probabilistic infer-
ence [1; 3; 22], information-value theory [14; 19] and
Bayesian learning [4; 17].
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2.1 Decisions in Scheduling
DTS employs decision-theoretic techniques to guide
the search for feasible and efficient schedules. Decision
theory and its central maximum expected utility prin-
ciple describe methods for making decisions when the
outcomes of those decisions are uncertain. A schedul-
ing system is just such a decision-maker. The decisions
to be made by a scheduling system include:
1. Which portion of the search tree should be ex-
plored next?
2. Should search continue, or should the current best
solution be output to the user?
3. If an infeasible schedule must be repaired, which
set of repairs is best?
When considered in isolation, these decisions seem very
difficult. In fact, they are difficult to formulate and
solve in a sound and efficient manner. Existing search
algorithms make these decisions in an ad hoc manner.
Our approach is to apply the standard principles of
rational decision-making to these decisions.
The theory of expected utility [24] claims that ra-
tional decision-makers attach utilities to all possible
outcomes, and when faced with a decision under un-
certainty, select that outcome with maximum expected
utility. Utility is the subjective assignment of value to
potential outcomes, when the exact outcome is uncer-
tain. An extension of utility theory, which describes
the behavior of a decision-maker faced with multiple,
and possibly conflicting objectives, is multiattribute
utility theory (MAUT).
Under certain natural restrictions on the consistency
of a sequence of decisions (i.e., the axioms of decision
theory), the fundamental theorem of decision theory
states that a consistent decision-maker acts as if he
were following the dictates of the theory: i.e., a utility
function may be constructed to model his preferences
and the MEU principle used to reproduce his decisions.
Many artificial intelligence researchers have recently
turned to decision-theoretic principles in attempting
to engineer sound but resource-conscious systems.
2.2 Heuristic Error Models
The fundamental problem with prior work in schedul-
ing is that the semantics of heuristic functions are
defined only in terms of performance: heuristics
are "magic" parameters that determine the speed of
search. Not surprisingly, an expert's effort in devel-
opment of scheduling systems is often dominated by
time spent handcrafting a high-performance heuristic
through parameter adjustment. Because the semantics
of heuristics are unclear, even the most sophisticated
combination and learning mechanisms are limited in
their effectiveness.
DTS takes the approach that there are crucial quan-
tities relating to a state in a search tree, i.e., the at-
tributes of the utility function, including the cost of
the search performed, whether a solution was found
and the attributes which describe the solution qual-
ity. If those attributes were known, decision-making
would be trivial. In DTS, heuristic evaluation func-
tions are treated as evidence relating to the value of
one or more of the utility attributes. We refer to the
set of attributes as the outcome of that search tree
node.
It is apparent that different heuristics serve to mea-
sure different attributes of utility (search cost, solu-
tion quality, solution probability). For example, a CSP
heuristic such as "Most Constraining Variable" is im-
plicitly encoding information about ease of search: a
variable which heavily constrains unassigned variables
will produce a smaller search tree. This intuition about
the heuristic is borne out empirically.
This association between raw heuristic values and
utility attributes is referred to as a heuristic error
model. Briefly, the heuristic error model provides a
simple means of infusing domain specific information
into the problem-solving process by associating imme-
diately visible features of a state with a belief about
the outcome of that state. "Features" of the state Si
are indicated by a heuristic function, h(Si), and the
association with outcome attributes Ai is provided by
the heuristic estimate Pr{h(Si)lAi}.
Learning Heuristic Error Models Historically,
nearly all heuristic search algorithms have used the
face-value principle of heuristic interpretation, i.e., be-
having as if these estimates were perfect. As a result,
most existing heuristic search algorithms violate the
basic axioms of consistency and rationality in decision-
making.
In contrast, DTS will gather statistics to calibrate
the heuristic error model over time, as problems are
solved. When introducing the system in a new do-
main, a prior probability distribution will be fine-tuned
based on "training exercises" with representative prob-
lems. This calibration process will improve DTS per-
formance, tailoring it to the characteristics of real-
world problems as they are encountered. When the
heuristic function is imperfect, DTS will learn a map-
ping which "corrects" the heuristic to as great a degree
as possible. Finally, the DTS learning capability will
reduce the burden on human experts to produce highly
complex heuristics. Their experience can be encoded
as a default initial belief, or prior probability.
Combining Heuristics In our initial experiments in
scheduling, a primary 'advantage of the heuristic error
model has been the ability to combine multiple heuris-
tics. Artificial intelligence techniques have never of-
fered powerful methods for combining heuristics. A
popular approach is to handcraft a composite heuristic
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which is a linear combination of individual features.
By combining multiple heuristics, DTS isolates mea-
surements of the difficulty and promise of complet-
ing potential assignments. Hence, DTS will make use
of heuristics which previously have led to inconsis-
tent performance: if there are any easily character-
ized contexts (in terms of other features) in which
the heuristic performs well, DTS will recognize that
fact. This context-dependency of heuristic functions
has long been recognized in other search applications
such as game-playing.
2.3 Use of Heuristic Error Models
The DTS architecture relies on the Bayesian network
data structure [18], the primary artificial intelligence
tool for representing and reasoning with probabilistic
information. The Bayesian network is used to provide
information for decisions such as the most promising
region of the search tree to expand next, and the most
promising schedule extension or modification to choose
next. As described below, Bayesian networks can in-
tegrate a variety of information in the service of such
decisions, including multiple heuristic evaluation func-
tions and the search tree's topology.
The nodes of a Bayesian network are variables which
represent the attributes of the domain. The arcs of the
network connect dependent variables, representing re-
lationships among domain attributes. Dependencies
can be due to functional, causal or correlative rela-
tionships among variables. Dependencies between vari-
ables in the network are encoded in a modular fashion
by specifying a conditional probability distribution for
each network node conditioned on the values of its par-
ents. Although most work has centered on the discrete
variable case, Bayesian networks can also incorporate
continuous variables.
The variables in the DTS Bayesian network are of
two types. One type are variables which represent
the multiattribute outcomes (e.g., schedule cost, search
cost) of legal partial assignments in the CSP problem's
state-space. The other type of variables represent the
values of heuristic evaluation functions, the primitive
feature recognizers of the domain (e.g., the number of
remaining values, the degree of the constraint graph).
The structure and semantics of the Bayesian network
are described in detail in [12].
The dependency structure and parameters in a
Bayesian network enable the efficient computation of
the joint probability of any instantiation of variables.
A fundamental theorem of probability theory indicates
that from a joint probability distribution, and thus
from a Bayesian network, any weU-formed probabilis-
tic question (i.e., conditional probability) can be an-
swered, by the application of Bayes' rule and marginal-
ization. Common queries are of the following form:
• The "next-best-test," or most crucial piece of ev-
idence to gather. In search, this corresponds to
the area of the search tree which is most crucial
to explore next.
• The conditional probability of a variable instan-
tiation, given the available evidence. In search,
such probabilities can be used together with a
utility function for maximum-expected-utility de-
cision making, including the choice of task assign-
ments, schedule modifications, etc.
• The most likely instantiation ofaU variables, given
the available evidence. In search, this can be used
as a simplified "situation assessment" of the state
of the search.
2.4 Utility-Directed Selective Search
DTS employs advanced decision theory techniques to
direct its search process. Decision theory, together
with the probabilistic inference machinery described
above, enables DTS to determine the best portion of
the search tree to explore next. In addition to the
obvious improvements in search efficiency, this facility
improves the flexibility of DTS. By altering the utility
function provided as input to the system, DTS may be
tailored to trade off increased search time for increases
in schedule quality, or to produce schedules with dif-
ferent desirable attributes. For reactive Scheduling ap-
plications, alterations to the existing schedule can be
given negative utility, in which case DTS will avoid
them where possible.
The essence of decision-theoretic search control is the
realization that there is quantifiable value in the ac-
quisition of information. It should be clear that some
pieces of information are more valuable than others. In
addition, the acquisition of information has costs - in
scheduling search, this cost is increased computation
time. If these computations squander time and other
resources, the solution may be found too late to be of
use. If these computations are neglected, a poor so-
lution may be found. However, if these computations
are chosen wisely, the system will provide high qual-
ity solutions despite limited computational resources.
Decision theory has spawned a subfield known as in-
formation value theory which deals with the issue of
deciding, at a metalevel, what information to acquire
in order to make better decisions at the base level.
Decision-theoretic search control thus involves the
isolation of decisions that are made in the course of
search, and applying the techniques of decision the-
ory to make rational decisions at these choice points.
The decisions made in heuristic search include choices
among possible search tree expansions and possible
heuristic evaluations. DTS applies information value
theory by using the maximum expected utility crite-
rion to control its information-gathering search.
Such decisions form the basis of a selective search al-
gorithm that explores the search tree in a nonuniform
manner so as to find a high quality solution in as little
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time as possible. In simple terms, rather than being
a "depth-first" or "breadth-first" search, DTS exhibits
a "highest-utility-first" search behavior, gathering in-
formation most relevant to the decisions that must be
made.
An additional benefit of the decision-theoretic search
control is that search control and heuristic informa-
tion are represented in a declarative manner. As dif-
ferent search spaces (e.g., partial schedules, complete
but infeasible schedules, etc.) correspond to different
decision problems, DTS can be applied to any search
space. In the prototype system, the techniques have
been applied to search through the space of valid par-
tial schedules.
2.5 DTS Version 1.0
The DTS prototype employed a simplified decision-
theoretic control mechanism which was adapted to a
conventional backtracking search algorithm: this al-
lowed for controlled experiments on DTS vs. tradi-
tional algorithms.
The only search control decisions made in traditional
backtracking systems are the selections of which sub-
trees of the search graph to explore next. Once a sub-
tree is selected (by selecting the next variable or value),
it is explored exhaustively unless a solution is found.
Such an ordering problem can be viewed as a decision-
tree. Figure 1 depicts the choice of ordering two sub-
trees A and B. A simple theorem [12] shows that the
system's expected utility (search time to first solution)
is maximized if variables (or values) are ordered by
the quantity P(v)/C(v), where P(v) indicates proba-
bility of finding a solution in the subtree, and C(v)
indicates the cost of searching the subtree (whether
or not a solution is found). P(v) and C(v) are at-
tributes of the payoff mentioned above. The experi-
ments described in the next section confirm that once
P(v) and C(v) are learned, this rule outperforms tradi-
tional backtracking search algorithms which interpret
heuristic estimates at face value. This result indicates
that decision-theoretic search-control improves overall
system performance. A similar analysis can also be
performed for iterative improvement [12].
We note here that while heuristics are usually very
good at rank-ordering nodes based on either P(v) or
C(v) individually, the rank-ordering for the combina-
tion is typically incorrect. DTS' heuristic error model
corrects for this.
For clarity, we summarize the prototype implemen-
tation here. The prototype performs a backtracking
search, using the standard optimizations of forward-
checking and dynamic search rearrangement. The
search is ordered by the expected utility selection cri-
teria (P(v)/C(v)) discussed above. The estimates of
P(0 and C(0 are derived from the heuristic error
model, using traditional CSP heuristics. The heuris-
tic error model is updated during and between trials
v. C(A)
,._/__ ,,_ 8__ +C(B)
_.,_ob_ _ _ ÷ c(e)
Figure 1: Decision Tree for Value-Ordering Problem
(Values A and B)
using a bucketed histogram, and interpreted by Lapla-
clan estimation.
2.6 Performance
Space limits us to a discussion of only three aspects of
the DTS prototype's performance characteristics: com-
bination of heuristics, learning heuristic error models,
and generalizing learned information.
Combining Heuristics The primary strength of the
DTS prototype is the method for combining informa-
tion from separate heuristic evaluation functions to im-
prove constraint-satisfaction search control. Experi-
ments with the prototype on the Eight Queens and
Bridge-Construction Scheduling [23] problems confirm
that the combination of heuristic functions provides
more information than any of the heuristics taken in-
dividually. This translates into significant reductions
in overall search time.
Traditionally, CSP algorithms make use of a vari-
able ordering heuristic and a value ordering heuristic.
Figure 2 shows the performance of a standard CSP al-
gorithm using all possible pairings (A1, A2, B1, B2)
of two well-known variable ordering heuristics (Most
Constraining Variable (A), Minimum Domain Vari-
able (B)) and two well-known value ordering heuris-
tics (Least Constraining Value (1), Dechter's Value
Heuristic (2)[2]). Also shown is the DTS prototype
(DTS-Joint), which dominated the competition by us-
ing all four heuristics in combination. The horizontal
axis plots the number of problem instances solved and
the vertical axis plots the running average of search
time over the entire experiment. The plot, but not the
average, begins with the tenth problem instance.
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Figure 2: Eight Queens: Combining Heuristics vs.
Heuristics in Isolation
Figure 3 shows a corresponding graph for the Bridge-
Construction Scheduling problem. The variable order-
ing heuristic used was Minimum Domain Variable and
the value ordering heuristics were Least Constraining
Value (curve A1) and ASAP, "as soon as possible"
(curve A2). Also shown are the corresponding indi-
vidual DTS performance curves (DTS A1, DTS A2)
as well as the combined heuristic performance curve
(DTS-Joint).
To summarize both graphs, the improvement is seen
to be nearly 50% on average for Bridge Construc-
tion Scheduling, and over 95% for the Eight-Queens
problem. Note that the sharp downward slope of
the DTS-Joint running average in Figure 3 demon-
strates the performance improvement accrued by learn-
ing, unattainable using traditional techniques.
Learning Heuristic Error Models Figure 4 dis-
plays an example heuristic error model learned over
the course of 2500 Eight-Queens problem instances (for
the Minimum Domain heuristic). The horizontal axis
plots the heuristic function estimate and the vertical
axis plots the preference for that estimate. In DTS,
preference is based upon the expected utility associ-
ated with a heuristic estimate (dashed line). In tra-
ditional algorithms, the heuristic is assumed to rank-
order alternatives perfectly, and therefore, preference
is a monotonic function of the heuristic estimate.
Most
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Problemlumm=
Figure 3: Bridge-Construction Scheduling: Combining
Heuristics vs. Heuristics in Isolation
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Heuristic Value
Figure 4: Sample Heuristic Error Model
The discrepancy between the heuristic estimates and
the actual utilities explains the poor performance of
traditional approaches, which assume perfect heuristic
estimates. Further, it explains why DTS outperforms
these techniques, as it does not make this assumption,
and instead learns to correct for the discrepancy.
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Bootstrapping Learned Information An addi-
tional benefit of the heuristic error model is the ability
to generalize learned data across domains. For exam-
ple, Figure 5 depicts the performance of DTS on the
Thirty-two-Queens problem with 1) no prior heuristic
error model, and 2) a heuristic error model generalized
(or "bootstrapped") from the 2500 Eight-Queens ex-
amples solved in Figure 2. Generalizing data from the
simpler domain has reduced search complexity. This
is particularly important as the time required to cal-
ibrate heuristic error models increases with problem
complexity.
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Figure 5: Generalizing Data to Larger Domains
3 Related Work
The DTS system is based on the authors' previous
work on the Bayesian Problem-Solver (BPS) system.
BPS has been applied to classic AI problem-solving [8],
game-playing [10] and planning [9] domains. Similar
decision-theoretic approaches are being considered for
applications to other complex multiattribute optimiza-
tion problems.
This work is most closely related, in assumptions
and techniques, to the recent work in applying de-
cision theory to problems such as medical diagnosis
[13] and image interpretation [5]. Others have ap-
plied decision theory to heuristic search applications.
These researchers have typically limited themselves to
grafting decision-theoretic principles onto existing al-
gorithms[20; 17]. Like the decision-theoretic back-
tracking discussed above, this makes for an interesting
starting point, and there are many more interesting
possibilities to explore in the future.
Given its probabilistic basis, this work might be as-
sumed to be related to systems designed for stochastic
scheduling problems. Unfortunately, we have not had
an opportunity to consider stochastic problems as of
yet, although we anticipate that the probabilistic rep-
resentation and inference mechanisms in DTS will ease
the transition to stochastic problems.
4 Conclusions
The use of Bayesian probability theory in DTS un-
derscores that scheduling involves decision-making un-
der uncertainty, and illustrates how imperfect infor-
mation can be modeled and exploited. The use of
multiattribute utility theory in DTS underscores that
scheduling involves complex tradeoffs among user pref-
erences. By addressing these issues, DTS has demon-
strated promising performance in preliminary empiri-
cal testing.
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Abstract
Case-based planning (CBP), a kind of case-based reasoning, is a technique in which previously generated
plans (cases) are stored in memory and can be mused to solve similar planning problems in the future. CBP
can save considerable time over generative planning, in which a new plan is produced from scratch. CBP
thus offers a potential (heuristic) mechanism for handling intractable problems. One drawback of CBP
systems has been the need for a highly structured memory to reduce retrieval times. This approach requires
significant domain engineering and complex memory indexing schemes to make these planners efficient.
In contrast, our CBP system, CAPER, uses a massively parallel frame-based AI language (PARKA) and can
do extremely fast retrieval of complex cases from a large, unindexed memory. The ability to do fast, frequent
retrievals has many advantages: indexing is unnecessary; very large casebases can be used; memory can be
probed in numerous alternate ways; and queries can be made at several levels, allowing more specific
retrieval of stored plans that better fit the target problem with less adaptation. In this paper we describe
CaPER's case retrieval techniques and some experimental results showing its good performance, even on
large casebases.
I. INTRODUCTION
A case-based planning system solves planning problems by making use of stored plans that were used to
solve analogous problems. Case-based planning (CBP) is a type of case-based reasoning (CBR), which involves the
use of stored experiences ("cases"). There is strong evidence that people frequently employ this kind of analogical
reasoning (e.g., (Vosniadou aud Ortony 1989; Genmer 1989; Ross 1989)).
CBP systems consist of a plamaer and a casebase holding cases, which typically include a description of a
planning problem (an initial state and goals to be achieved) and the plan(s) used to solve it (a sequence of primitive,
executable actions). When a CBP system solves a new planning problem, the new plan is added to its casebase for
potential re-use in the future. Thus the system learns from experience. Since feedback from the new plan's
execution is also typically stored as part of the new case, the system can avoid any repeating failures it encountered.
CBP planners can be distinguished from generative planners, such as NONLIN (Fate 1976), which generate
a plan from scratch by searching a space of partial plans. These systems expand a partial plan by adding actions to it
and then checking the plan for helpful and harmful interactions between actions in the expanded plan -- a costly
process. CBP systems, in contrast, do not begin from scratch and attempt to find fully-instantiated plans with any
harmful interactions already removed.
Most CBP systems use a version of the following process when given a new planning problem to solve:
(1) retrieve case(s) from memory that are analogous to the current ("target") problem, (2) select one or more of these
candidate cases that are most similar to the target problem, (3) adapt the selected cases (plans) to a new plan for the
target problem, (4) get feedback on the new plan from its execution, (5) diagnose and repair any faults in the plan
found during its execUtion, (6) store the repaired plan and the failure/repair information in the casebase.
The CAPER system (Cased-based Planning, Explanation, and Repair) is a case-based planner that is being
developed to take advantage of the efficiencies of plan re-use while addressing some of the problems and limitations
of case-based plamlers that use serial retrieval procedures on an indexed memory. To provide fast retrieval of cases
(and other kinds of episodic -knowledge) from a large, unindexed memory, CAPER makes use of the massive
parallelism of the Connection Machine (CM) (Hillis 1985). The ability to quickly access memory permits frequent
memory accesses. The implications of being able to go to memory often are great, and CAPER is designed to take
advantage of this wherever possible.
This paper describes some of CAPER's components and the implications of fast, frequent memory access
on their design. Section 1.1 describes some of the problems with the approach to case retrieval taken by most
"traditional" CBP systems. Section 2 describes CAPER's memory and the PARKA system used to implement it.
Section 3 describes CAPER's plan retriever. Section 4 will describe some promising empirical results of the
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retriever for problems in the simplified automobile assembly domain being used to test the CAPER prototype.
Section 5 briefly describes the CAPER components yet to be implemented and other future work. Section 6
describes some other systems that make use of massive parallelism for memory retrieval and compares those
approaches with CaPER's.
1.1 Case Retrieval in "Traditional" Case-based Planning Systems
Most case-based systems use serial procedures to retrieve a set of cases from memory that are analogous to
the target problem -- e.g. the CHEF system (Hammond 1990a, 1990b). Features of the target problem are used as a
probe to match against stored cases. Features are objects, object attributes, and relations between objects in the
description of the target problem's initial situation and goals.
In order to provide more efficient case retrieval, the technique of indexing is used to restrict the kinds of
features that may be used as part of a memory probe. It would be prohibitively expensive to sequentially compare a
probe against each case in an entire casebase of realistic size (i.e., hundreds or thousands of cases). Indexing makes
this approach more tractable by restricting the search for old cases to only parts of a casebase. When indexing is
used, a stored plan can only be retrieved through a subset of its features or some abstraction of these features. For
example, CHEF stores a plan for cooking beef and broccoli stir-fry under the indices "beeF' and "broccoli" and
abstractions "meat" and "vegetable". The abstractions used need to be limited to a few for efficiency's sake.
Choosing an indexing scheme that can provide efficient retrieval of relevant cases from memory is a
difficult task. Indexing schemes are often domain-specific and task-specific and thus limit the general-purpose
utility of the memory. As an alternative to the explicit indexing of cases, a domain theory might be used to limit the
search of case memory. The use of a highly indexed memory or a domain theory limits the flexibility of memory
retrieval.
Using a highly indexed memory or a strong domain theory sharply constrains case retrieval. A case can
only be retrieved through its indices. Cases that share uniudexed features with the target problem will not be
retrieved. For example, one might have limited time to devote to cooking and thus desire a cooking plan for cooking
any dish that takes less than 15 minutes to prepare. CHEF could not cope with such a query since it does not index
plans by the time they take. It therefore would have to resort to checking potentially all cases in its casebase. One
could add an index for time to each case in CHEF's casebase. But to do this for many features would lead to a
proliferation of indices which could defeat the purpose of indexing, namely efficiency. As another example, one
might be doing the cooking in a friend's kitchen that lacks a wok. Thus the query might be to find a cooking plan
that does not require a wok. It is unlikely that cases would be indexed under each item that they do not use.
Indexing schemes typically impose an organization on memory. For example, a discrimination network is
often used to organize cases in the casebase. Cases with similar indices are stored in the same subtree of a
discrimination tree. A new case's indices typically must be computed when the case is stored in the casebase since a
case needs to be placed under the right node of the discrimination network. Thus the designer of the indexing
scheme needs to anticipate all the ways a casemight usefully be retrieved in the future.
The computation of indexes can be expensive. One has to determine the indices of a new case at case
storage time and the indices of the target problem that comprise the memory probe at case retrieval time. Finally,
the psychological plausibility of indexing is questionable given that human memory access is parallel and
associative with many remindings being generated: e.g., (Waltz 1989; Thagard and Holyoak 1989; Gentner 1989).
1.2 Overview of CAPER
CapER uses a planning cycle similar to that of most CBP systems: (1) the Plan Retriever component
retrieves, via the Episode Retriever component, plans from memory used to solve analogous planning problems; (2)
the Plan Adapter/Modifier adapts these plans to produce a new plan for the target problem; (3) the Plan Tester
presents the new plan to a user who supplies feedback from its execution; (4) the Plan Failure Diagnoser attempts to
find the cause of any faults found in the plan and calls the Plan Adapter/Modifier to fix the plan and the Plan Tester
to test the repaired plan; (5) the Episode Storer stores a successful plan is stored (along with execution feedback) as
a new case in the casebase.
The Memory, Plan Retriever, and Episode Retriever components have been implemented. The Plan
Adapter and Episode Storer components are currently under development. The remaining components are in the
design phase.
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2. CaPER'sMEMORY
CaPER's memory includes both episodic and conceptual knowledge. Episodic knowledge describes
particular, dated experiences that the system has had (or has been told of). Every episode is associated with a
particular date, time, place, and other aspects of the situation in which it occurred. CAPER can apply planning
episodes (eases), failure episodes, and repair episodes from particular situations to analogous situations it encounters
in the future. A case is a kind of episode that describes a planning experience. This description includes the
planning problem (initial sittmtion and target goals), the plan(s) generated, the plan(s) actually instmltiated during
plan execution, and feedback on the success of the executed plan(s).
A plan that has been instantiated in a particular situation is termed an "e-plan" in CAPER and is also an
episode. Plans consists of a hierarchy of component plans ("subplans"), each solving a goal/subgoal. For example,
plan Build-Car-1 (used in Case-Build-Car-1) consists of subplans Build-Body-1, Install-Engine-1, Install-Sunroof-1,
etc. These subplans can have component plans of their own. At the bottom of a plan hierarchy are primitive actions.
These actions that have been instantiated as part of an e-plan are episodes themselves and are termed "e-actions".
For example, e-action P-Install-Sunroof-1 is a primitive action of subplan Install-Sunroof-1 (and its parent plan
Build-Car-I). A top-level plan, a plan tlmt is not a component of another plan, is termed a "root" plan (e.g., Build-
Car-l).
In addition to episodes, CAPER's memory includes conceptual knowledge: representations of concepts.
Concepts are organized in generalization taxonomies, part/whole taxonomies, and in other relationships. Concepts
include general concepts (e.g., taxonomies of physical things and abstract things), planning concepts (e.g.,
taxonomies of action conditions and effects), and domain concepts (e.g., a taxonomy relating car types and car parts
and a taxonomy of types of car assembly actions).
Individuals are instances of concepts that participate in situations (real or hypothetical) and episodes. For
example, car-1 is an instance a class whose members are denoted by the concept Car. Car-1 is a particular car with
particular properties that here was the product of a planning episode (Case-Build-Car-I), the result of executing
some plan (e-plan Build-Car-l). (Note that a numerical suffix is used to distinguish names of episodes and
individuals from names of concepts),
CaPER's memory holds episodic and conceptual knowledge in a semantic network. Each node corresponds
to an episode, concept, or individual. Nodes are linked by arcs that represent is-a, part/whole, and other kinds of
relations. A piece of CAPER's memory is shown in figure 1. This includes a case (Case-Build-Car-I) of planning to
build a car with a sedan frmne, 4 cylinder engine, hard top, A/C, and sm_roof. A plan (e-plan Build-Car-l) was used
to build a car of this type in the Detroit factory, on May 6, etc. With inheritance mechanisms, plans can inherit goals
and other properties from their parent plan or case. For example, plan Build-Car-1 (and all of its subplans) inherits
the context feature "place Detroit-Factory" from its parent case, Case-Build-Car- 1.
4c-engine
etc.
aCuon6
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J Categories/Classes Ithown in plain type[Indivicluall=llnstances shown in t:x)lcl t_F_ j
Figure 1. Sample Section of CAPER Memory
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2.1PARKA
CaPER's case memory is built on top of the PARKA knowledge representation system (Spector et al. 1990;
Evett et al. 1992). PARKA is a frame-based system implemented on the CM-2 SIMD parallel supercomputer. It
provides a rich representation language, consisting of concept descriptions and relations on those descriptions. In
addition to representing concepts as a collection of relations with multiple inheritance, PARKA has mechanisms for
easily describing set-theoretic and partonomic relations among concepts. PARKA is optimized for the performance
of fast "recognition" queries of the form "all X's with features Y, Z, W..." in time proportional to the depth of the
knowledge base (KB) -- specifically O(D+m), where D is the depth of the KB and m is the number of conjuncts in
the query. Typical queries of this type are answered in a fraction of a second (order 10 msec.), even for KBs in the
tens of thousands of frames. Since the retrieval times are sensitive only to the depth of the KB, the retrieval
algorithms are largely insensitive to KB size (Evett et al. 1992).
Concepts and individuals in CaPER's memory are represented using PARKA category frames and
individual frames, respectively (see (Spector et al. 1992)). To extend the use of PARKA for work with CAPER, a
"structure matcher" has been implemented, based on the conjunctive retrieval algorithm. This facility allows cases
to be retrieved on arbitrary features, not restricted to any set of predetermined indexes. Retrieval probes are specified
as a constraint graph which is matched against the entire KB simultaneously. A retrieval probe consists of a graph
(V,R), where V is a set of variables, quantified over concepts in the KB, and R is a set of relations which must hold
simultaneously between elements of V. The algorithm returns all such satisfying assignments. Preliminary
experiments with the initial implementation of the structure matcher have demonstrated retrieval times under a
second for a complex probe against a case base with hundreds of cases. Future implementations are expected to
reduce retrieval times to under 100 msec. for comparable probes.
3. THE CAPER PLAN RETRIEVER
The design of the Plan Retriever exploits CaPER's ability to do fast, and hence frequent, memory accesses.
Here the ramifications of this ability are twofold. First, CAPER can retrieve cases from memory that share any
features in common with target problem. Second, CAPER can efficiently do multiple plan retrievals to get different
plans (or pieces of plans), each of which can be used to solve a different part of the target problem.
With indexed memories, a _ase can only be retrieved through its indices, which are typically fixed at case
storage time. Since it uses parallel procedures for retrieving episodes, CapER does not need to use indexing, which
serial retrieval procedures require for efficiency. CaPER's memory is therefore unindexed, and episodes can be
retrieved on potentially any combination of their features. In CAPER, episodes are interconnected semantic
networks of their constituent concepts. Thus it possible to access an episode through any of these constituent
concepts. Furthermore, it is possible to issue highly specific queries of CaPER's memory since any feature can be a
part of the memory probe.
The use of highly specific queries is facilitated by the ability to do many such queries cheaply. When
looking for an episode analogous to a target, CapER can issue highly specific queries and, if they fail, more general
ones. If a more specific query is successful, fewer episodes will typically be retrieved, and there will be less work
(in serial) to chose the best from among them (i.e., the ones most similar to the target). A more general query will
typically result in more candidate episodes being retrieved and more work being required to evaluate them.
Another ramification of doing frequent memory accesses is being able to retrieve multiple different plans
from memory, each of which solves a part of the target problem. CBP systems that use serial procedures typically
go to memory infrequently because of the high cost of doing so. Thus they retrieve only one old case/plan (or in
some systems, a few old cases) to adapt to solve all of the goals of the target problem. In contrast, CAPER can
quickly retrieve several plans (or subplans) to achieve different goals of the target problem mid merge them with the
result being a better-fitting, composite plan that solves all (or most) of the target goals.
Massive parallelism also makes PARKA's retrieval algorithms run in time virtually independent of the size
of the memory (see section 2.1). This means that the teclmiques used by CAPER/PARKA can scale up to very large
memories with thousands of cases or more. In contrast, CBP systems that use serial procedures can typically
provide reasonable performance on a casebase with at most tens of cases, unless highly restrictive indexing schemes
(or domain theories) are used.
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3.1ThePlanRetrievalProcess
TheCAPER Plan Retriever attempts to retrieve one or more e-plans from memory that solve one or more of
the target goals (or goals similar to the target goals). The Plan Retriever also looks for old plans that had initial
situations similar to the initial situation of the target problem. The old plans retrieved from memory may be whole
plans or plans that are components of other plans. The hierarchical organization of plans in CaPER's memory
enables component plans to be retrieved out of larger plans.
The Han Retrieval Process is controlled by the Plan Retriever and contains these (high-level) steps:
I.
.
.
Attempt to retrieve an old ("source") plan belonging to a case in memory that is most
similar to the entire target problem (the target goals plus the initial situation ). This plan
is termed the "'root source plan". If this step fails, CAPER cannot proceed since it must
find at least one old plan to be the basis for the new plan. A generative planner could
then be invoked in this event.
For each target goal/subgoal that the root source plan does not achieve, attempt to
retrieve a source plan/subplan that is most similar to the target subproblem (the target
goal plus the initial situation). If this step fails for a target goal, CAPER could use a
generative planner to create a plan to achieve the goal.
For the root and other source plans retrieved, invoke the Plan Adapter to adapt each plan
to the target problem and merge the adapted plans.
An example of this process in operation is given in Section 3.1.1.
In Steps 1 and 2, an attempt is made to find plans to build a similar car in a similar situation. Plans are
retrieved by probing memory via the Episode Retriever which in turns calls PARKA's Structure Retriever. Memory
is probed using the most important ("key") features of the target problem with respect to the domain (since memory
is unindexed, any feature can potentially be a key feature). Key features typically include the target goals and
relevant features from the initial situation of the target problem. For the simplified automotive assembly domain, the
types of key features in order of importance are: type of frame (e.g., "sedan frame"), type of top (e.g., "hard top"),
type of engine (e.g., "8 cylinder turbo engine"), type of options (e.g., "sunrooF'), and certain features of the initial
situation (e.g., "Detroit factory"). A feature is considered more important if it has a greater impact in generating a
plan.
In the event that no plans are retrieved with the probe, the features it contains are gem,ralized in order of
increasing importance using taxonomic information from memory, and memory is probed again. If a probe
succeeds, the cases (or parts of cases) that were retrieved with it are ranked using a similarity metric. A similarity
metric is a measure of the goodness of the analogy between an old case and the target problem/case.
CaPER's similarity metric is based on how many key features the cases share (at some level of generality).
For each feature of a retrieved case that matches, at some level of generality, a key feature of the target problem, the
old case receives 1 point x 1/match-generality. An exact match of features (e.g., "8 cyl. turbo engine" with "8 cyl.
turbo engine") is a match generality of 1. For each level difference between the features in the generalization
hierarchy, the match generality increases by 1. For example, "8 cyl. turbo engine" with "8 cyl. engine" is a match
generality of 2 (since the latter is a parent -- one level above -- the former) and a score of 1 x 1/2 = 0.5.
The effect of using match generality is to give more weight to more specific matches. The advantage of
using a simple similarity metric, which CapER currently computes serially for each case returned, is its ease of
computation. Whether this simple similarity metric results in the best ranking of cases is still an open question to be
resolved by experimentation.
3.1.1 An Example of the Plan Retrieval Process
To test the CAPER prototype, we have developed a simplified automobile assembly domain. CAPER's
initial casebase consists of plans for building cars that were generated using our implementation of Tate's NONLIN
planner.
In this example, the target problem has a goal to build a car with a sedan frame, hard top, 8 cylinder turbo
engine, A/C, and a sunroof. (It is assumed that the car is being built by hand/robot rather than using an assembly
line so that the order of steps may vary from car to car). The target problem also has an initial situation: the car is to
be built at the Detroit factory, on a particular date, etc.
In Step 1, memory is first queried using the probe: <sedan frame, hard top, 8 cyl. turbo engine>. This
probe fails, and the feature "8 cyl. turbo engine" is be generalized to "8 cyl. engine" (using the knowledge from the
concept taxonomy that an 8 cyl. turbo engine "is-a" 8 cyl. engine). The probe <sedan frame, hard top, 8 cyl.
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engine>fails, and "8 cyl. engine" is generalized (maximally) to "engine". If the probe <sedan frame, hard top,
engine> falls then the next least important key feature, "hard top", would be generalized (to "top"). Fortunately, this
probe does not fall and the following old cases are retrieved:
.
.
Case: Case-Build-Car.l; E-Plan: Build-Car-l;
Car: Car-1 (sedan frame, hard top, 4 cyl. engine, A/C, sunroof, luggage rack); Location: Detroit-
factory; Plan Status: Successfully executed; Similarity Score: 5 1/3.
Case: Cnse-Build-Car-4; E-Plan: Build-Car-4;
Car: Car-1 (sedan frame, hard top, 4 cyl. engine, A/C, sunroof, luggage rack); Location: Seattle-
factory; Plan Status: Successfully executed; Similarity Score: 4 1/3.
Case: Case-Build,Car.8; E-Plan: Build-Car-8;
Car: Car-1 (sedan frame, hard top, 4 cyl. engine, A/C, luggage rack); Location: Seattle-factory;
Plan Status: Successfully executed; Similarity Score: 3 1/3.
The similarity score for each case/plan retrieved is computed. While plans Build-Car-1 and Build-Car-4
both achieve the same goals, they differ as to location where the car was built. Since the target car is to be built in
Detroit, plan Build-Card will be preferred. The location might be important in choosing between the plans since the
available machines, tools, and expertise differ between locations. Plan Build-Car-1 is selected as the root source
plan. It contains the following primitive actions:
1. p-build-hard-top 8. p-build-body
2. p-install-sunroof 9. p-paint-exterior
3. p-install-ac-compressor-4c 10. p-install-luggage-rack
4. p-install-4c-pistons 11. p-install-engine
5. p-build-4c-block 12. . p-connect-ac
6. p-assemble-4c-engine 13. p-install-wiring
7. p-build-sedan-frame
While this plan builds a car with a sedan, frame, hard top, A/C, and sunroof, the car has a 4 cyl. engine
instead of the target 8 cyl. turbo engine. In Step 2, the Plan Retriever probes memory with the goal 4 cyl. engine
(plus features of the initial situation -- e.g., location Detroit, etc.). As in Step 1, the probe would be generalized on
failure. Here the probe succeeds, and the plans retrieved are ranked using the similarity metric. Here the highest
ranking plan retrieved is plan Build-Engine-2 (a subplan of plan Build-Car-2 in Case-Build-Car-2), a plan for
building an 8 cylinder fuel-injected engine with primitive actions:
1. p-build-8c-block
2. p-install-Be-pistons
3. p-install-turbo
4. p-assemble-Be-engine
Using the concept hierarchy, CAPER judges the 8 cyl. fuel injected engine built by this plan to be closer to
than the target goal of an 8 cyl. turbo engine than to a 4 cyl. engine, built by plan Build-Engine- 1, a component plan
of root source plan Build-Car-1. Build-Engine-I is thus replaced by Build-Engine-2, which is predicted to require
less adaptation to achieve the target goal.
For this sample target problem, two plans have been retrieved for adaptation. Plan Build-Card built a car
with a sedan frame, hard top, A/C, and sunroof. Plan Build-Engine-2 built an 8 cyl. fuel injected engine. The Plan
Adapter will adapt these plans to the target situation and combine the new plans into a single plan for achieving all
of the target goals.
4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
To test the efficiency of CAPER's retrieval methods, several queries were issued via the PARKA Structure
Retriever (described in section 2.1), which CAPER uses to probe its memory to retrieve cases and other episodes.
The queries were done using both the serial and parallel versions for two casebases of 10 cases (1K PARKA frames)
and 100 cases (SK frames). Each case was a plan for building a particular type of car that was generated by
NONLIN for the simplified automotive assembly domain. The serial version of PARKA was run on a Macintosh
Ilcx. The parallel version was run on a CM-2 with 81( processors (16K virtual processors). The results are shown
in figure 2.The queries, selected to be representative of those CAPER's Plan Retriever issues, were:
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1. Find all plans for building a car in Detroit
2. Find all plans for building a car with a 4 cyl. engine
3. Find all plans for building a car with a coupe frame, convertible top, and a 4 eyl. engine
4. Find all plans for building a car with A/C
5. same as in (3) but also with a sunroof and A/C
6. find all plans for building any component in Detroit.
(Logarithmic Scale)
,._.100000_ []Serial, lO cases
• Serial,lO0 cases
_ 10000_ [] Parallel, lO cases
• Parallel,lO0 cases1000 ....
I00 serial serial Paral, Paral,
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Figure 2. Queries of CAPER Casebases Using PARKA Structure Retriever
These results show that serial retrieval methods clearly do not scale well to larger casebases. As can be
seen, the rtmtime performance of the parallel algorithms is no worse than logarithmic in the size of the memory. It is
expected that an optimized implementation of the structure retriever's parallel algorithms will produce a significant
linear decrease in the retrieval times. The parallel system's runtime performance follows from the fact that retrieval
times for PARKA queries specified without the structure retriever are dependent only on the depth of the memory
network, not its size (Evett et al. 1992).
$. FUTURE WORK
The Plan Adapter component will adapt the source plan(s) found by the Plan Retriever to the target
problem. We believe that less adaptation will be required than with traditional CBP systems since more specific
plans can be retrieved. The adapted plans will then be merged into a new (composite) plan. Interactions between
these subplans of the new plan need to be detected -- either at adaptation time (possibly using mechanisms from
generative plamlers) or during plan testing.
The Plan Failure Diagnoser and the plau repair mechanisms, making use of case-based techniques wherever
possible, will repair faults (such as harmful interactions between subplans) in a new plan found by the Plan Tester.
CaPER's memory will contain past failure episodes to be used to explain similar failures found in the current
situation and past repair episodes to be used to fix similar problems.
Another goal is to test CAPER in more realistic domains. One characteristic of the simphstic automobile
assembly domain is the modularity of plans to solve problems in it. Our car plans are modular since they assume the
modular construction of cars: i.e., the subplan for building the engine is somewhat independent of the subplan for
building the frame. This modularity allows subplans from different car plans to be more easily combined. The Plan
Adapter has to check for fewer interactions between them, etc. It is therefore desirable to see how CAPER performs
on "less modular" kinds of problems
One domain under consideration for implementation is a transport logistics domain involving deliveries of
things by plane, truck, etc. This domain has problems that are less modular than those of the car assembly domain.
Case retrieval in this domain would probably be highly sensitive to the initial situation of target problems (e.g., what
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trucksarewhere,whichcitieshaveairports,etc.).Thespaceof target problems is also very large. In contrast,
problems in the car assembly domain have highly similar initial situations and a narrower range of goals.
6. RELATED WORK
Closely related to work done in CBR is work done in memory-based reasoning (MBR). MBRTalk is a
MBR system for speech pronunciation that uses massive parallelism, as CAPER does, to access a large, unindexed
memory of cases residing in the CM (Stanfill and Waltz 1986). MBRTalk retrieves cases that are the shortest
distance from a probe. Each case, in parallel, computes its distance from the probe using a simple similarity metric.
CAPER, in contrast, computes similarity scores for candidate cases in serial (due to cases being distributed across
CM processors). MBRTalk uses a flat representation of cases. CAPER uses a highly structured, semantic network
representation of cases. CAPER also uses a stronger domain model than MBRTalk.
PARADYME (Kolodner and Thau 1988) is an implementation of a memory for a CBR system that has
much in common with parts of CaPER/PARKA. PARADYME uses the massive parallelism of the CM to access an
unindexed memory. Memory holds concepts as well as cases. Cases are represented using a semantic net/frame-
based representation. Cases are annotated with critical features (similar to CaPER's key features) to be used for
selecting the best matching cases. PARADYME used different retrieval procedures than CAPER and was not yet
integrated with a CBR system. Additionally, PARKA's retrieval algorithms are significantly more complete and
faster than PARADYME's (Ever et al. 1992).
7. CONCLUSION
CBP systems can take advantage of plan re-use where possible. The success of this approach depends on
the ability to retrieve old cases that are similar to the target problem and to adapt these cases appropriately. Using its
unindexed memory and massively parallel retrieval mechanisms, CAPER can do fast, frequent retrievals using any
features of the target problem. The result of this is that CAPER can retrieve cases that better match the target
problem and thus require less adaptation. Empirical results indicate that the often inflexible, special-purpose
indexing schemes required for the serial retrieval methods of traditional CBP systems using indexed memories can
be abandoned in favor of parallel methods. These parallel methods can scale up to casebases of hundreds or
thousands of cases. Larger casebases can improve the plans a CBP system produces by providing more cases to
drawn upon.
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This is a short overview of the agent-oriented programming (AOP) framework.
AOP can be viewed as an specialization of object-oriented programming. The
state of an agent consists of components called beliefs, choices, capabilities, com-
mitments, and possibly others; for this reason the state of an agent is called
its mental state. The mental state of agents is captured formally in an exten-
sion of standard epistemic logics: beside temporalizing the knowledge and be-
lief operators, AOP introduces operators for commitment, choice and capability.
Agents are controlled by agent programs, which include primitives for communi-
cating with other agents. In the spirit of speech-act theory, each communication
primitives is of a certain type: informing, requesting, offering, and so on. This
document describes these features in a little more detail, and summarizes recent
results and ongoing AOP-related work.
1 Introduction
Agent Oriented Programming is a proposed new programming paradigm, based on a societal
view of computation. Although new, the proposal benefits from extensive previous research.
Indeed, the discussion here touches on issues that are the subject of much current research
in AI, issues which include the notion of agenthood and the relation between a machine and
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its environment. Many of the ideas here intersect and interact with the ideas of others. In
this overview, however, I will not place this work in the context of other work. That, as
well as more details on AOP, appear in a Technical Report STAN-CS-1335-90 (revised), and
subsequent publications which are mentioned below.
1.1 What is an agent?
The term 'agent' is used frequently these days. This is true in AI, but also outside it, for
example in connection with data bases and manufacturing automation. Although increas-
ingly popular, the term has been used in such diverse ways that it has become meaningless
without reference to a particular notion of agenthood. Some notions are primarily intuitive,
others quite formal. In several longer publications I outline several senses of agenthood that
I have discerned in the AI literature. Given the limited space, here I will directly present
"my" sense of agenthood.
I will use the term '(artificial) agents' to denote entities possessing formal versions of
mental state, and in particular formal versions of beliefs, capabilities, choices, commitments,
and possibly a few other mentalistic-sounding qualities. What will make any hardware or
software component an agent is precisely the fact that one has chosen to analyze and control
it in these mental terms.
The question of what an agent is now replaced by the question of what can be described
in terms of knowledge, belief, commitment, et cetera. The answer is that anything can be
so described, although it is not always advantageous to do so. D. Dennett proposes the "in-
tentional stance," from which systems are ascribed mental qualities such as intentions and
free will. The issue, according to Dennett, is not whether a system really is intentional, but
whether we can coherently view it as such. Similar sentiments are expressed by J. McCarthy
in his 'Ascribing Mental Qualities to Machines' paper, who also distinguishes between the
'legitimacy' of ascribing mental qualities to machines and its 'usefulness.' In other publi-
cations I illustrate the point through the light-switch example. It is perfectly coherent to
treat a light switch as a (very cooperative) agent with the capability of transmitting current
at will, who invariably transmits current when it believes that we want it transmitted and
not otherwise; flicking the switch is simply our way of communicating our desires. However,
while this is a coherent view, it does not buy us anything, since we essentially understand
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the mechanism sufficiently to have a simpler, mechanistic description of its behavior. In con-
trast, we do not have equally good knowledge of the operation of complex systems such as
robots, people, and, arguably, operating systems. In these cases it is often most convenient
to employ mental terminology; the application of the concept of 'knowledge' to distributed
computation, discussed below, is an example of this convenience.
1.2 Agent- versus Object-Oriented Programming
Adopting the sense of agenthood just described, I have proposed a computational frame-
work called agent-oriented programming (AOP). The name is not accidental, since from
the engineering point of view AOP can be viewed as a specialization of the object-oriented
programming (0OP) paradigm. I mean the latter in the spirit of Hewitt's original Actors
formalism, rather than in some of the senses in which it used today. Intuitively, whereas
OOP proposes viewing a computational system as made up of modules that are able to com-
municate with one another and that have individual ways of handling incoming messages,
AOP specializes the framework by fixing the state (now called mental state) of the modules
(now called agents) to consist of precisely-defined components called beliefs (including be-
liefs about the world, about themselves, and about one another), capabilities, choices, and
possibly other similar notions. A computation consists of these agents informing, requesting,
offering, accepting, rejecting, competing, and assisting one another. This idea is borrowed
directly from the speech act literature. Speech-act theory categorizes speech, distinguish-
ing between informing, requesting, offering and so on; each such type of communicative act
involves different presuppositions and has different effects. Speech-act theory has been ap-
plied in AI, in natural language research as well as in plan recognition. To my knowledge,
AOP and McCarthy's Elephant2000 language are the first attempts to base a programming
language in part on speech acts. Figure 1 summarizes the relation between AOP and OOP. 1
1There is one more dimension to the comparison, which I omitted from the table, and it regards in-
heritance. Inheritance among objects is today one of the main features of OOP, constituting an attractive
abstraction mechanism. I have not discussed it since it is not essential to the idea of OOP, and even less so
to the idea Of AOP. Nevertheless a parallel can be drawn here too.
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Framework:
Basic unit:
Parameters defining
state of basic unit: .
OOP AOP
object agent
unconstrained beliefs, commitments,
capabilities, choices, ...
Process of message passing and message passing and
computation: response methods response methods
Types of unconstrained inform, request, offer,
message: promise, decline, ...
Constraints on methods: none honesty, consistency, ...
Figure 1: OOP versus AOP
1.3 On the use of pseudo-mental terminology
The previous discussion referred to mentalistic notions such as belief and commitment. In
order to understand the sense in which I intend these, it is instructive to consider the
use of logics of knowledge and belief in AI and distributed computation. These logics,
which were imported directly from analytic philosophy first to AI and then to other areas of
computer science, describe the behavior of machines in terms of notions such as knowledge
and belief. In computer science these mentalistic-sounding notions are actually given precise
computational meanings, and are used not only to prove properties of distributed systems,
but to program them as well. A typical rule in such a 'knowledge based' systems is "if
processor A does not know that processor B has received its message, then processor A will
not send the next message." AOP augments these logics with formal notions of choices,
capabilities, commitments, and possibly others. A typical rule in the resulting systems will
be "if agent A believes that agent B has chosen to do something harmful to agent A, then
A will request that B change its choice." In addition, temporal information is included to
anchor belief, choices and so on in particular points in time.
Here again we may benefit from some ideas in philosophy and linguistics. As in the case
of knowledge, there exists work in exact philosophy on logics for choice and ability. Although
they have not yet had an effect in AI comparable to that of logics of knowledge and belief,
they may in the future.
Intentional terms such as knowledge and belief are used in a curious sense in the formal
AI community. On the one hand, the definitions come nowhere close to capturing the full
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linguistic meanings.On the other hand, the intuitions about these formal notions do indeed
derive from the everyday, common sense meaning of the words. What is curious is that,
despite the disparity, the everyday intuition has proven a good guide to employing the
formal notions in some circumscribed applications. AOP aims to strike a similar balance
between computational utility and common sense.
2 Overview of the AOP framework
A complete AOP system will include three primary components:
• A restricted formal language with clear syntax and semantics for describing mental
state. The mental state will be defined uniquely by several modalities, such as belief
and commitment.
• An interpreted programming language in which to program agents, with primitive
commands such as REQUEST and INFORM. The semantics of the programming language
will depend in part on the semantics of mental state.
• An 'agentifier,' converting neutral devices into programmable agents.
In the remainder of this document I will start with an short discussion of mental state. I
will then present a general family of agent interpreters, a simple representative of which
has already been implemented. I will end with a summary of recent research results and
outstanding questions related to AOP.
3 On the mental state of agents
The first step in the enterprise is to define agents, that is, to define the various components
of mental state and the interactions between them. There is not a unique 'correct' definition,
and different applications can be expected to call for specific mental properties. 2
2In this respect our motivation here deviates from that of philosophers. However, I believe there exist
sufficient similarities to make the connection between AI and philosophy mutually beneficial.
39O
In related past research by others in AI three modalities were explored: belief, desire and
intention (giving rise to the pun on BDI agent architectures). Other similar notions, such as
goals and plans, were also pressed into service. These are dearly important notions; they are
also complex ones, however, and not necessary the most primitive ones. Cohen and Levesque,
for example, propose to reduce the notion of intention to those of goal and persistence. We
too start with quite basic building blocks, in fact much more basic that those mentioned
so far. We currently incorporate two modalities in the mental state of agents: belief and
obligation (or commitment). We also define decision (or choice) as an obligation to oneself.
Finally, we include a third cateogry which is not a mental construct per se, capability. There
is much to say on the formal definitions of these concepts; some of results described in the
final section address this issue.
By restricting the components of mental state to these modalities I have in some informal
sense excluded representation of motivation. Indeed, we do not assume that agents are
'rational' beyond assuming that their beliefs, obligations and capabilities are internally and
mutually consistent. This stands in contrast to the other work mentioned above, which
makes further assumptions about agents acting in their own best interests, and so on. Such
stronger notions of rationality are obviously important, and I am convinced that in the
future we will wish to add them. However, neither the concept of agenthood nor the utility
of agent-oriented programming depend on them.
4 A generic agent interpreter
In the previous section I discussed the first component of the AOP framework, namely the
definition of agents. I now turn to the central topic of this paper, the programming of agents,
and will outline a generic agent interpreter.
The behavior of agents is governed by programs; each agent is controlled by his own,
private program. Agent programs themselves are not logical entities, but their control and
data structures refer to the mental state of the agent using the logical language, a
3However, an early design of agent programs by J. Akahani was entirely in the style of logic programming;
in that framework program statements themselves were indeed logical sentences.
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Figure 2: A flow diagram of a generic agent interpreter
The basic loop
The behavior of agents is, in principle, quite simple. Each agent iterates the following
two steps at regular intervals:
1. Read the current messages, and update your mental state (including your beliefs and
commitments);
2. Execute the commitments for the current time, possibly resulting in further belief
change. Actions to which agents are committed include communicative ones such as
informing and requesting.
The process is illustrated in Figure 2; dashed arrows represent flow of data, solid arrows
temporal sequencing.
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5 Summary of results and ongoing research
A more detailed discussion of AOP appears in [7]; the implemented interpreter is docu-
mented in [13]. Ongoing collaboration with the Hewlett Packard corporation is aimed at
incorporating features of AOP in the New Wave TM architecture.
Preliminary ideas on the logic of mental state appear in [12]; a concrete proposal is
made in [11]. This latter work addresses the properties of mental state at a given moment.
Other publications address dynamic aspects of mental state. A logic for perfect memory and
justifed learning is discussed in [5]. [1] addresses the logic of belief revision; specifically, the
postulates of belief update are shown to be derivable from a formal theory of action. The
theory used there is the 'provably correct' theory presented in [3], which was later generalized
to a frameowrk admitting concurrent action [4].
In parallel to the logical aspects of action and mental state, we have investigated algo-
rithmic questions. We have proposed a specific mechanism for tracking how beliefs change
over time, called temporal belief maps [2].
We are particularly interested in how multiple agents can function usefully in the pres-
ence of other agents. In [6] we propose the mechanism of protograms to balance conflicting
influences of different agents. We are also interested in minimizing such conflicts in the
first place, and have been investigating the computational utility of social law. In [10] we
study the special case of traffic laws in a restricted robot environment; in [8] we propose a
general framework for representing social laws within a theory of action, and investigate the
computational complexity of automatically synthesizing useful social laws.
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Heuristicsthatguidesearcharecriticalwhen solvinglargeplanningand schedulingproblems,
but most variableand valueorderingheuristicsaresensitivetoonlyone featureofthe searchstate.
One wants tocombine evidencefrom allfeaturesofthe searchstateintoa subjectiveprobabilitythat
avaluechoiceisbest,but therehas been no solidsemanticsformerging evidencewhen itisconceived
intheseterms.Instead,variableand valueorderingdecisionsshouldbe viewed as problems indeci-
siontheory.Thisledtotwo key insights:
1) The fundamental conceptthatallowsheuristicevidenceto be merged isthe net incre-
mental utilitythatwillbe achievedby assigninga valuetoa variable.Probabilitydistri-
butionsaboutnetincrementalutilitycan merge evidencefrom theutilityfunction,binary
constraints,resourceconstraints,and otherproblem features.The subjectiveprobability
thatavalueisthebestchoiceisthenderivedfrom probabilitydistributionsabout netincre-
mental utility.
2) The methods used for rumor control in Bayesian Networks are the primary way to prevent
cycling in the computation of probable net incremental utility.
These insightsleadtosemanticallyjustifiableways tocompute heuristicvariableand valueor-
deringdecisionsthatmerge evidencefrom allavailablefeaturesofthe searchstate.
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Abstract
The objective of the Thermal Control System
Automation Project (TCSAP) is to develop an advanced
Fault Detection, Isolation, and Recovery (FDIR) capability
for use on the Space Station Freedom (SSF) External
Active Thermal Control Syste m (EA TCS). Real-time
monitoring, control, and diagnosis of the EA TCS will be
performed with a Knowledge-Based System (KBS). This
paper describes implementation issues for the current
version of the KBS.
The TCSAP KBS is a combination of three distinct
elements that interact with each other. The first is a
quantitative model of the EA TCS, providing step-wise
steady state values for any EA TCS configuration. The
model is used in sensor validation and component
diagnosis by comparing observed sensor readings with
their computed values. Inconsistencies between
observed and expected values imply either
instrumentation failure or actual off-nominal behavior of
the EATCS. The second element is a rule-based system
containing safety critical and non-critical FDIR rules
focused directly on the EA TCS. The rules use both
quantitative and qualitative values for reasoning and
diagnosis. Quantitative sensor values are obtained from
an external source and qualitative representations are
derived from the history of the quantitative data. The
third KBS element is the Human Interface (HI). The HI
implements graphically oriented monitoring and control
capabilities for the EA TCS. The interface attempts to
"intelligently" support the operator by supplying
information of the type and quantity most likely needed
in a given context. The HI also allows the user to specify
configuration changes such as the closing or opening of
a valve. These changes can be transmitted to the
EA TCS hardware as well as affecting the internal KBS
quantitative model
The KBS utilizes conventional software and a real-
time expert system tool called G2. The use of G2 eases
development of reasoning techniques required for
3O7
automating the EA TCS monitoring, control, and FDIR
tasks. The resulting KBS utilizes a combination of
model-based sensor validation, rule-based fault
descriptions, and model-based diagnosis of
unanticipated faults.
EATCS Ove_lew
The Extemal Active Thermal Control System (EATCS) 1
of Space Station Freedom (SSF) provides cooling and
control necessary to maintain elements, systems, and
components within their required temperature ranges.
The EATCS design has evolved from the single-phase
fluid system used in Apollo and Space Shuttle to a two-
phase system (ammonia liquid and vapor mixture) on
SSF. Both active and passive components of the
EATCS can potentially fail or become blocked. As a
result, a variety of failure modes exist. When this is
combined with the continuous range of normal operating
conditions and issues related to two-phase flow, EATCS
diagnostics can become very complex.
The Space Station EATCS is a central facility,
transporting waste heat away from crew quarters,
experiment packages, computers, DC-to-DC power
conversion units, etc., and radiating it into space. It
utilizes ammonia as the working fluid and interfaces via
heat acquisition devices (HADs) with the habitation and
laboratory modules, and truss mounted equipment
where the heat dissipation rates are too high to be
controlled passively. HADs are heat exchangers and
cold plates that remove heat directly from fluid systems
and electronic equipment. Liquid ammonia is supplied to
the HADs by the EATCS and is vaporized by the
particular heat load being serviced. The vapor is
transported to the radiators which reject heat to space.
FigUre 1 shows a functional configuration of the major
EATCS components included in a single loop or bus.
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FIGURE 1: Major EATCS Components•
Table 1 shows the number of sensors for the major
components shown in Figure 1.
TABLE 1: Number of Sensors and Location
utilizes conventional software and a real-time expert
system tool called G2.
Model Development and Use
The internal simulation model used by the KBS for
sensor validation is an object-oriented reconfigurable
model centered around the actual major EATCS
components and their connectivity (Figure 2). The
model is used in three key areas by the KBS as
discussed further in this paper: (1) to perform sensor
validation, (2) to provide transition points for mapping
sensor data to qualitative states in the RBS, and (3) to
provide expected operating conditions to the HI. Each
component modeled contains state variables associated
with inlet and outlet conditions. These state variables are
flow rate, temperature, pressure, and quality (vapor mass
divided by the sum of vapor and liquid mass).
Constraints are represented by generic rules and
mathematical formulae that govern the relationships
among these state variables and their propagation
through the components of the thermal bus. These
constraints are based on the laws of physics and
thermodynamics (e.g. conservation of mass), as well as
the actual component design parameters (e.g. device
specific pump head cuwes).
Sensor objects can be logically connected at the inlet or
outlet of any component in the model to represent actual
sensor locations. At these points, sensor readings can
be compared with the model-predicted value to perform
sensor validation and initiate component fault diagnosis.
Reconfiguration of the model occurs automatically from
changes in heat loads, pump speed, set point
temperature, or isolation valve positions in the monitored
hardware.
Loc. Temp Press DP Flow Other
RFMD 5 2 3 2 2
CV (5) 5 0 5 5 0
Hx (3) 6 6 0 0 0
CP (2) 2 2 2 0 0
Accum (2) 2 0 1 0 2
BPRV 1 0 0 0 1
Cond (2) 6 5 3 2 0
TOTALS 27 15 14 9 5
Several simplifying assumptions were made during the
building of the model. The foremost simplification in the
current model is to support only steady state conditions.
The model "propagates" from one steady state to the
next without regard to time lags or transient states.
Another significant assumption is the adiabatic behavior
(no heat transfer) of all components except heat
exchangers. Other assumptions in the current model
are that the bus will absorb the total heat load, and that
flow will always be in one direction.
KBS Overview
The Thermal Control System Automation Project
(TCSAP) Knowledge-Based System (KBS) is a
combination of three distinct elements that interact with
each other.2, 3 The first is a quantitative model of the
EATCS, providing step-wise steady state values for any
EATCS configuration. The second element is a Rule-
Based System (RBS) containing safety critical and non-
critical FDIR rules focused directly on the EATCS. The
third KBS element is the Human Interface (HI). The KBS
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A major goal in building this model was that it be as
generic as possible, so that maintenance would be
greatly simplified. Another goal was to have a model
which could support model-based reasoning for sensor
validation and component diagnosis. We do not attempt
to encode a global set of equations or a solution strategy
in this model. Instead, state variables are propagated
across components and from one component to another
either upstream or downstream according to the generic
constraints previously discussed. This propagation
occurs until all state variables converge to steady values
(within some tolerance).
Inputdesignandconfigurationparametersfor themodel
includethe flow-rateof everycavitatingventuri,the
designheatloadof everyevaporator,the designheat
rejectioncapabilityfor each condenser,the initial
accumulatorpositions, and all valve states. The total
condenser cooling capacity and the estimated average
condenser sub.cooling are also calculated. Regularly
supplied external configuration information includes: the
heat load on each evaporator, the commanded setpoint
temperature, and the RFMD motor speed. Using these
facts and assumptions the KBS model is able to
propagate between steady states.
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The KBS model is propagated with the assumption that
the bus is operating nominally. In fact, beth nominal and
off-nominal operating conditions cover continuous
ranges. For example, if one evaporator has been shut
down, the re-configured bus can still be viewed as
operating nominally. The bus would reach a new steady
state reflecting a configuration with one less evaporator.
Similarly, there is no discrete distinction between off-
nominal behaviors. Conditions considered nominal in
one state might represent a fault scenario in a different
operational mode. An infinite number of combinations
are possible. This makes the use of a model even more
appropriate in attempting sensor validation and fault
diagnosis. 309
For sensor validation, the observed sensor readings at
each point are compared with the corresponding
computed values in the model. If the two values (sensor
reading versus computed value) are not within tolerance
then the sensor is marked as suspect. If sensor
validation finds a sensor reading to be suspect, then the
sensor will be monitored for fifteen seconds. Fifteen
seconds is ample time to allow other sensors to go out of
their application limit range, indicating that a fault is
occurring. After fifteen seconds, if the sensor reading
has not changed or the model still invalidates if, then that
sensor is automatically failed. A failed sensor on-orbit
may not be replaceable for several months, so working
with the instrumentation available is imperative. Each
sensor definition has the capability of specifying
backups. A more detailed description of the backup
sensor implementation is given in the next section (Rule-
Based System).
The model-based reasoning for component diagnosis
portion of the KBS is still in development. Several
different approaches 4,5,6,7 are being implemented in
parallel efforts. The strengths and weaknesses of each
technique will be described in a separate report.
Rule-Based System
The design intention of the KBS is to represent thermal
expertise in the same way it is expressed by the thermal
engineer. The comparison of observed values to
expected values as described earlier is exactly what a
human expert does implicitly. Complimenting this model-
based view of the problem an expert also applies
heuristics, lessons learned from experience, that can
often be expressed in the form of if-then rules. The KBS
uses such forward chaining rules in a Rule-Based
System (RBS) to perform fault diagnosis.
The TCSAP RBS attempts to match rule conditions
against patterns of system status information. The RBS
has several advantages over traditional table-driven
approaches to diagnosis which also match sensor
readings to target values (in tables). The RBS rules
represent diagnostic knowledge at a high level, allowing
easier human interpretation, maintenance, and
meaningful explanation capabilities. The RBS is not tied
to a specific EATCS configuration. The data-driven
nature of rule-based systems combined with support
code for primary and alternate instrumentation allows the
RBS to degrade more gracefully than a table lookup
approach.
The FDIR rules reference qualitative states (e.g. low,
nominal, high) and trends (e.g. decreasing, steady,
increasing) to aid in development, interpretation, and
maintenance of the RBS. Each sensor has qualitative
mappings for current value and trend information 8.
Transition points for qualitative states are predefined but
can be dynamicallymodifiedsuchthat a quantitative
valuerangecorrespondingtoa qualitativestateof "low"
may be differentdependingon the current system
mode.Forexample(seeTable2),thequalitativestateof
a particularthermocouplemightbenominalifthereading
is above 58°F and below 66°F with a setpoint
temperatureof62°F. Low,very-low,high,andvery-high
wouldmapto otherranges.Thetrendof eachsensoris
translatedina similarway. Thequalitativetrendstates
include: rapidly-decreasing,decreasing, steady,
increasing,andrapidly-increasing.
TABLE 2. Quantitative to Qualitative Mapping.
State TransitionPoints
VERY-HIGH
70OF
HK?-,H
66OF
NOMINAL
58OF
LOW
54OF
VERY-LOW
Therulesarenottied to a specificconfiguration or load
status of the EATCS. System state changes due to heat
load variation, valve manipulation, or setpoint change
may all be part of a normal operating plan. Since the RBS
is integrated with the EATCS model described eadier,
expected/computed values for a new thermal bus state
are used to dynamically change transition point ranges.
These new ranges then map incoming sensor data to an
appropriate qualitative state. Figure 3 shows a simplified
FDIR rule and some of the types of qualitative
terminology used.
if rfmd-motor-speed is rapidly-decreasing and
rfmd-end-to-end-deltap is low and
then
... and
send-alarm('Evidence of an RFMD motor
failure', medium-priority)
Figure 3: The FDIR rules reference
qualitative states and trends.
Table-driven systems and traditional rule-based
implementations tend to degrade rapidly in the presence
of failed sensors. In the TCSAP RBS, if a sensor has
been failed by the model-based sensor validation routine
the system attempts to automatically use backups. If a
sensor that has been failed has a backup, then the
backup sensors' reading will be provided for the failed
sensors' reading. This allows the FDIR rules to function
without change even if the primary sensors they refer to
have failed. A backup sensor can be an actual sensor or
a calculated value (e.g. a delta pressure calculated by two
existing and "good" pressure sensors). If an actual 310
sensor exists that can be used as a backup sensor for
another, then the actual sensor is preferred over a
calculated value.
Human Interface
The Human Interface (HI) allows the operator to monitor
the status of the EATCS hardware and to understand the
reasoning behind KBS messages and activities. G2
allows the HI to be built interactively on windows, called
workspaces. Note that multiple workspaces may exist on
the screen at a time. A workspace called the Schematic
Browser allows quick and easy access to different
contexts and varying levels of detail. Figure 4 shows the
check-box format of the Schematic Browser workspace.
Schematic Browser
[] Status at a Glance
[] Global Param.
[]Sire. Facilities
[] Sim. Overview
[] Misc. Functions
[] FDIR Timelines
[] RODB Data Unk
[] Bus Overview
[] Evaporator Section
[] Coiled HX
17 Proto. Plate Fin HX
r-lDevel. Plate Fin HX
[] SFE Cold Plate HX
[] Plate Fin Cold Plate HX
[]Transport Section
r-I Accumulators
r-I RFMD
r"l BPRV
[] Condenser Section
[] Shear Flow Cond
[] Plate Fin Cond
Figure 4: Schematic Browser.
The Status-at-a-Glance workspace (Figure 5) was
developed to show the relationships between key
values and is generally the most useful for monitoring
purposes 9. Since the EATCS is designed to maintain a
constant heat sink temperature for station heat loads, the
evaporator liquid supply temperature is a crucial measure
of system performance and status. At the top of the
screen are the Evaporator and Setpoint/System
temperatures. At the bottom of the screen the exit
quality and subcooling are used to present high-level
evaporator and condenser loop status. The Mass
Gauging and RFMD displays in the center show the
status of transporting liquid and vapor throughout the
system. By normalizing the observations with their
expected values, a high or low sensor reading is
immediately visible as an extension of its bar chart above
or below the normalization (horizontal) line.
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Figure 5: Status at a Glance.
The FDIR Timeline workspace notifies the, operator of
sensor validation and diagnostic messages (Figure 6).
By clearly distinguishing between sensor validation
messages, low priority fault messages, medium priority
fault messages, and high priority fault messages, the
Timeline gives the operator several tools for handling
crucial messages and delaying action on lower priority
information. In a real-time situation several messages can
scroll off the Alarm workspace before the operator has a
chance to respond. Each time a message is sent from
the KBS to the Human Interface, the corresponding
Timeline shows a "Blip". Any messages that might have
scrolled off of the Alarm workspace too quickly are still
visible as blips on the Timeline. The blips visually
represent time-relative placement of each message to
the other messages. By selecting the icon beside the
desired message timeline, an operator can display
messages of that specific priority on a separate
workspace. Selection of individual messages allows
access to more specific information about the diagnosis.
The WHY option on a message displays time histories of
sensors, pseudos, and simulated values pertinent to the
diagnosis.
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The second column on the Schematic Browser
references workspaces that present a more detailed
placement of instrumentation than the Status-at-a-
Glance screen. These can be displayed individually as
the Evaporator, Transport, and Condenser sections of
the bus. They can also be displayed simultaneously
using the Bus Overview selection.
The component schematics show the highest level of
detail available through the HI. These screens present
individual evaporators, condensers, accumulators, the
BPRV, the RFMD, and all available instrumentation for
each.
The Simulation Facilities and Simulation Overview
screens provide a view of the internal KBS model
readings. These show exactly where the KBS expects
the hardware to be and allow the operator to manually
adjust key parameters of the internal simulation.
A sample sequence of actions might begin with a flight
controller observing an increase in total quality on the
Status-at-a-Glance screen. The controller then displays
the Evaporator Section to determine if any or all of the
evaporator outlet temperatures are high. Subsequent
actions might take the controller directly down to a
detailed evaporator schematic or over to view the
Transport Section. As the anomaly continues, the KBS
issues massages validating the sensors and waming of
"Evaporator Blockage" on a single evaporator. This
activates an Alarms workspace and bdngs it to the top of
the screen. By now, the controller may have gone to the
Simulation Overview screen to compare observed
evaporator loop conditions with calculated predictions
from the model. Altematively, the operator might "click"
on the waming message and request an explanation of
"WHY" the KBS made this diagnosis. In this example,
plots of evaporator inlet and outlet temperatures, flow,
and delta-pressureswould be presented. Several
combinationsof these readingscould be indicative of
some type of blockage.
Summary
Using a combination of conventional programming, rule-
based technology, and model-based reasoning, the
KBS is able to monitor, control, and perform FDIR on the
SSF EATCS. Using an intemal simulation model, the
KBS can perform sensor validation and component
diagnosis by comparing observed sensor readings with
their computed values. The qualitative representations
mapped by the model and used in the rule-based portion
of the system increase flexibility and robustness. The
KBS human interface makes use of data in the internal
model to focus the controller on areas of inconsistent
behavior.
° B. Glass, Erickson and Swanson, "TEXSYS: A
Large Demonstration of Model-Based Real Time
Control of a Space Station Subsystem', 1991.
o So Potter, et al., "Visualization of Dynamic
Processes: Function-Based Displays for
Human-Intelligent System Interaction', to appear
in Proceedings of the 1992 IEEE International
Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybsmetics,
October 1992.
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Abstract
In real-time monitoring situations, more information is
not necessarily better. When faced with complex emer-
gency situations, operators can experience information
overload and a compromising of their ability to react
quickly and correctly. We describe an approach to fo-
cusing operator attention in real-time systems monitor-
ing based on a set of empirical and model-based mea-
sures for determining the relative importance of sensor
data.
Introduction: Sensor Selection
Mission Operations personnel within NASA are begin-
ning to face the manifestations of a technology race.
Our ability to devise safe, reliable monitoring strate-
gies is not keeping pace with our ability to build space
platforms of increasingly complex behavior with large
numbers of sensors. To date, spacecraft such as Voy-
ager have had sensor complements numbering only in
the hundreds. For these space platforms, it has proven
both feasible and appropriate to adopt a comprehensive
monitoring strategy where mission operators interpret
all of the sensor data all of the time.
However, NASA is moving into an era where sensors
on space platforms such as Space Station Freedom will
be numbered in the thousands. With space platforms of
this complexity, the comprehensive monitoring strategy
will be no longer tenable. This trend is not unique to
NASA.
Itisour thesisthat for complex systems with large
sensor complements a selectivemonitoring strategy
must be substituted for the comprehensive strategy.
The subject ofour work isan approach to determining
from moment to moment which subset of the available
sensordata for a system ismost informativeabout the
state of the system and about interactionsoccurring
within the system. We term this process sensor Je-
lectionand we have implemented a prototype selective
monitoring system calledSELMC)N [Doyleand Fayyad
91, Chien et al92, Doyle etal 92].
The SELMON system has its originsin a sensor
planning system calledGRIPE [Doyle et al 86] which
planned information gathering activitiesto verifythe
execution of robot task plans. The goal ofthe current
SELMON projectisto provide assistanceto operators
by focusingtheirattentionduring real-timemonitoring.
Our sensor selectionapproach also could be embedded
as part of an autonomous monitoring and controlsys-
tem.
Approach: Sensor Ordering
Our approach to focusing operator attention in real-
time monitoring involves defining a set of sensor scoring
measures. Each of these measures embodies a different
viewpoint on why, at a particular moment, one sensor
may be more worthy of operator attention than others.
The measures are based in concepts from model-based
reasoning and information theory. Some of the mea-
sures utilize sensor value predictions generated by sim-
ulating a causal model of the system being monitored.
During each timestep all sensors are scored according
to these measures. The scores are used as a basis for an
ordering on the sensors. See Figure 1. These scoring
measures are divided into two categories. The first set
- empirical methods - rely upon current and historical
data to determine importance. These measures include
surprise, alarm, anticipate alarm, and value change.
The second set uses a causal model of the system to
reason about expected current and future performance
of the system to determine sensor importance. These
methods include deviation, sensitivity, and caJcading
alarms.
After describing each of these measures, we describe
how these measures are combined into an overall im-
portance scorefor each sensor.
Empirical Sensor Scoring
In thissection,we describethe empiricalmeasures that
are used in determining the overallimportance score
assigned to each sensor.This part ofthe score isbased
on four measures: surprise, alarm, anticipate alarm,
and value change. These measures use knowledge about
each individual sensor, independently of any knowledge
about the interconnectedness of the sensors.
Surprise In order toobtain an ordering on the set
of sensors, we need to quantify the following notions:
How reliable is a sensor? How stable is it? How often
does it go into an alarm state?
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Figure I: SELMON Architecture.
From an informationtheoreticpoint ofview,a change
inthe value ofa sensor givesus a certainamount of in-
formation (usuallymeasured in bits).Assume we have
two sensors,SA and S_. Further assume that sensor
SA's value has been wildly changing over the last100
readings,while sensor SB's value has been constant.
Ifwe are told that according to the latestupdate, the
values of both sensors have increased by 25%, which
do we considera more informative event? Clearlythe
factthat SB's value changed ismore informativesince
itismore unusual. Prior to the latestreading,ifwe
were asked to predict the values of SA and Ss, then
based on previous data, we would naturallyguess that
SA'S value islikelyto have changed while Ss's value is
likelyto have remained constant. Then the fact that
SB changed value tellsus something that we did not
know or expect.
For each sensor, a cumulative histogram of its values
is maintained for each system operating mode. This is
done by dividing its range into a fixed number of bins.
The boundaries between bins are determined through
specific knowledge of the sensor and of the "interesting"
subranges in its range. This histogram is then used to
determine two measures of the interestingness of the
most recent value returned by a sensor.
Denote the range of sensor S by Range(S). If
S is a continuously valued sensor, we can discretize
its range into a set of collectively exhaustive ranges
{RI(S), RI(S),..., RK(S)}, where
K
R  ge(S) = U
i=1
With each range .R._(S) we associatea frequency mea-
sure fi(S) that gives the proportion of time that S's
value has been in this range. Thus/_(S) is an estimate
of the probability of the value of S falling in range Ri (S)
and
x(s)
/=i
To quantify the degree to which sensor S is stable in
its reading, we apply the notion of information entropy.
The entropy of the values of a sensor 5, denoted by
VEntrop_(S), is defined by
K
vEn ,o (s) = - f,(s) •log/,(s)
i=1
where VEntropv(S) is maximum when all ranges of
values of S are equally likely (i.e., when S changes value
often). It is minimum when the values of S have all
been in one range RI(S), thus fi(S) = 1 (for some
i, i __ i _ K(S)). It can easily be shown that 0 __
V Entropy( S) __logK. We are now ready to definethe
average value informativenessof sensorS, denoted by
VIn/orm(S), to be
VEntro ( S)
Vlnforrn(S) = 1 - logK(S)
where VIn/orm(S) takes on values between 0 and 1.
A value of 1 indicatesthat S normally rarelychanges
itsvalue,while a value of 0 indicatesthat S's value is
equallylikelyto be in any of itsranges.
On the other hand, the quantity
VU,_,,,_l( S) = i - I,( S)
gives the unusualness of sensor S's value being in the i-
th bin. VUn_m*I(S) is computed each time S reports
a value, and the i used is the index of the bin containing
the reported value. This measure can assign the same
degree of unusualness in fundamentally different situ-
ations. For instance, it does not distinguish between
a value having a probability of _ occurring when all
other values have an equal probability of _ each, and
a value with probability _ when only one other value
has probability (1 - _) with the remaining values hav-
ing probability 0. In the first case, the value is just as
likely as any other. In the second case, the interesting
event is that the most likely value did not occur. To
make this distinction we combine the unusualness and
value entropy measures to obtain the surpr_e score:
Sure,i e( S) = VSn/o m(S) •VU u,u=Z( S).
This measure takes on the maximum value of 1 when
one bin in the histogram has probabilityone and the
sensor registersa value in another bin. It has a mini-
mum value of zero when allbins in the histogram are
equallylikely.
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Accounting for Alarm Thresholds Alarm thresh-
olds for sensors,indexed by operating mode, typically
are establishedthrough an o_ine analysisofthe design
ofNASA space systems. SELMON makes use of alarm
threshold information in the followingway: A sensor
whose value traversesthe safetythresholdissaid to go
into a state of alarm. The predicate In_Alarm(S) cap-
tures thisnotion:
1 if S is outside its safety rangeIn_Alarm(S) -- 0 wi hin its safety range
We compute the value of an alarm score for S as
follows:
ACScore(S) = Zn.Ala,_(S) . [i + T_a_(S)].
where Tray(S) is the proportion of the alarm range
traversed.
We consider alarms as interestingevents whose im-
portance decreaseswith time. Thus a sensorthat per-
sistsinalarm stateforprolonged periodsoftime should
gradually fade from our attention. To achieve thiswe
add an exponentialdecay factor.Let tA(S) be the time
at which sensor S lastentered intoalarm. At any time
t,the alarm score iscomputed as follows:
Alan_Score(S)=
.i
Al_Score( S)e-_(t-t M s))
where fl > 0 is the time decay constant, fl is chosen
small so the decay will not be too fast; typically fl <
O.i/second.
Given the recentvaluesof S, one may conduct a sim-
pleform of trend analysisto decide whether or not sen-
sor S isanticipatedtobe in alarm soon. The measure
Predict_Alarm(S) isa curve-fittingpredictionof when
the sensor willenter alarm. This measure has a min-
imum of I and a maximum of infinityifthe curve fit
indicatesthat the sensorwillnever enteralarm. Ifthe
sensor is currently in alarm, Predict_Alarm(S) measures
when the sensor is predicted to leave alarm. This mea-
sure isused to compute a score Anticipate Alarm as
follows:
it Predict_AlarmAnticipate_Alarm(S) -- 1 - 1 Predict_Alarm
The first case applies when S is within its safety
range. The second case applies when S is outside its
safety range.
Thus, if S is currently not
in alarm, Anticipate_Alarm will be at its maximum
of 1 when Predict_Alarm predicts the sensor will enter
an alarm range immediately. If S is currently not in
alarm, Anticipate_Alarm will be at its minimum of 0
when Predict_Alarm predicts the sensor will never en-
ter alarm. If S is currently in alarm, Anticipate_Alarm
will be at its maximum of 1 when Predict_Alarm pre-
dicts the sensor will never leave the alarm range. If S
is currently in alarm, Anticipate_Alarm will be at its
minimum of 0 when Predict_Alarm predicts the sensor
will immediately leave alarm.
Quantifying Value Change A change in the wlue
ofa sensorisconsideredto be an event ofinterest.The
surprisemeasure described above measures the degree
ofinterestingnessof a sensor taking on a certainvalue.
Another aspect of sensor behavior to measure is the
most recentchange invalue ofthe sensorthatbrought it
to itscurrent reading. However, absolute change mag-
nitude isnot interestingin and of itself.What isin-
terestingisthe probabilityof the most recent change
taking place. Hence we need a scheme for normalizing
the absolute change in value of a sensor.
The scheme we use assigns a score to each change in
the value of a sensor that is an estimate of the propor-
tion of allprevious value changes for that sensor that
had value changes strictlylessthan the change under
consideration.Suppose we get a change invalue ofthe
sensor equal to A. Furthermore, suppose that 60% of
the previous value changes for this sensor in the current
operating mode have been less than A. In this case, we
assign a score of 0.6 to the change A. Changes with
magnitude greater than A will get higher scores.
This scheme requires that we keep track of a sorted
sequence of all value changes of each sensor. This is nei-
ther feasible nor necessary. An approximation of this
value can be obtained by keeping a constant number
of values, say W, in a sorted sequence. Let the total
number of changes in the values of a sensor so far be
C(S). Rather than storing all C(S) values, we store
only W < C(S) values. With the arrival of a new
Change in value for sensor S, we increment the count
of changes C(S) and then we decide whether to replace
one of the W values we are storing or simply ignore the
current value change. The decision criterion is to gen-
erate a random number in [0, 1] according to a uniform
distribution, and replace one of the W values if and
only if that random number is less than c-_" It can
be proven that this algorithm is equivalent to one that
stores all C(S) values, randomly samples W of them,
and returns as score the proportion of the W elements
that have value less than the change under considera-
tion.
We call this score the percentile _alue change score.
It is used to assign a normalized score in the range [0, 1]
for each change of value that occurs in each sensor. By
definition, this score is maximum when the change is
the maximum change of value seen so far for a particular
sensor. It is minimum when no change occurs in the
value of a sensor.
Model-Based Measures
SELMON also uses a model of the monitored system
to determine sensor importance. This model isused to
compute three scores: deviation,sensitivity,and cas-
cading alarms. This sectiondescribeshow each ofthese
scoresiscomputed.
Deviation The deviationmeasure uses a model ofthe
monitored system tomake predictionsof expected cur-
rent sensorreadings.The concept ofthe deviationscore
isthat sensor readings deviatingsignificantlyfrom the
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predictedvaluesareanomalousand should be reported
to the operator.
The deviation score is computed in the following
manner. First, the raw deviation is computed as the
difference between the predicted and observed sensor
scores. This raw deviation is entered into a normaliza-
tion process identical to that used for the value change
score, and the resultant score in the range [0,1] is the
overall deviation score.
Causal Analysis The SELMON system also uses the
causal model of the monitored system to reason about
future effects of current quantity changes. These fu-
ture effects are considered in two causal-based mea-
sures. First, 8sn_itir/ty measures the effect of predicted
changes in quantities on the overall state of the system.
This is done by projecting each predicted change in a
quantity individually forward as a perturbation of the
system, and measuring the overall change in the system.
Those currently occurring changes which have a greater
effect upon the future state of the system are likely to
be more important and thus receive high scores to be
displayed to the operators. The second causal reasoning
measure is c_scading _l_rrns, which measures the pot.en-
tial for observed changes to result in rapidly developing
alarm sequences. The cascading alarms measure uses
the same perturbation analysis used in the sensitivity
analysis and measures the number of alarms triggered
and how quickly alarms occur. Those predicted changes
which are expected to trigger large numbers of alarms
are scored highly and thus will be selected to be dis-
played to operators.
Sensitivity Analysis Sensitivity analysis measures
the sensitivity of other quantities in the monitored sys-
tem to changes in each quantity in the model. This
is performed as follows. Beginning with a simulation
of the system in its current state and time Tc,_,,e,Lt,
simulate forward one timestep (i.e. until the next time
sensors are expected to be polled). For each quantity
Q, choose AQp, ed as the current 50th percentile value
change recorded for the given sensor.
Then, for each quantity Q, run a simulation begin-
ning again with the current system state, perturbing
Q by AQp,,d, propagating this change to other quan-
tities in All_Qz_antities (the set of all quantities in the
model) as dictated by the model. For each such changed
quantity QI in All_Quantities, for each time time1 that
the quantity changes during the simulation, collect a
sensitivity score proportional to the amount of change
in Q' normalized to the size of the nominal range of
the sensor but also modified by a decreasing function
of timel. This calculation captures the characteristic
that delayed and less direct effects are more likely to
be controllable and less likely to occur. Thus, a change
which affected a quantity Q' but occurred slowly is con-
sidered less important. This simulation proceeds for a
predetermined amount of simulated time. Then, for
each changed quantity Q', take the maximum of the
collected change_scores for that quantity. The sensi-
tivity score for Q is the sum of these maximums for all
the Q%. Thus, for each quantity Q, a simulated change
produces a set of c]_znge_scores for each other quantity
in the model. The sensitivity score for Q is the sum of
the respective maximums of each of these sets. If there
are no changes to a quantity, this set is empty and the
quantity receives a zero score.
A background sensitivity score is subtracted from the
sensitivity score for Q, computed by measuring the sen-
sitivity score via simulation with no perturbation of the
system.
Cascading Alarms Analysis Cascading alarms
analysis measures the potential for change in a single
quantity to cause a large number of alarm states to oc-
cur, thus causing information overload and confusion
for operators. In the cascading alarms score, the same
simulation used in the sensitivity score computation is
used to also determine the number of alarms triggered
by the observed change. In the cascading alarms score,
for each quantity Q, the number of alarms triggered by
a perturbation of Q by AQpr_ d is computed.
The alarm count is then normalized for the total
number of possible alarms and the weight of each alarm
state triggered is also decreased as a function of the time
delay from the initial change event to the alarm. This
has the effect of focussing this measure on quickly de-
veloping cascading alarm sequences which are the most
difficult to interpret and diagnose. Finally, the cas-
cading alarms score is normalized by subtracting the
background cascading alarms score. This background
score is simply the cascading alarms score for no per-
turbation.
Computing a Total Sensor Score
We use the aurpri,_escore to modulate the percentile
_alue c/_snge associated with a sensor. This accounts
for the unusualness of a sensor value as well as the
change inthe sensorvalue that brought itto itscurrent
reading. The percentilevalue change scoreisalso used
to modulate the scoresobtained by the causal analysis
of the system: the 8ez_it{rityscore and the c_csding
alarms score. These are modulated by the percentile
talus change because they are computed based on an
analysisof the effectof a perturbation in the value of
the sensor on the overallsystem. The remainder ofthe
scorecombinations are simple sums. See Figure 2.
Application Domain
Our application domain is the hardware testbed of the
water side of the Environmental Control and Life Sup-
port System (ECLSS) for Space Station Freedom. The
water side of ECLSS consists of three principal sys-
tems: Multifiltration (MF), Vapor Compression and
Distillation (VCD), and the Volatile Removal Assem-
bly (VRA). Using a combination of analysis of system
description documents, consultation with testbed engi-
neers, and actual hardware testbed data, we have con-
structed models of all three of these subsystems. Each
subsystem model contains 30-50 quantities and 15-30
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Figure 2: SELMON Sensor Scoring Algorithm.
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mechanisms. Work in elaboratingfaultmodels ison-
going. This model has been validatedby comparison
againstactualdata from the subsystem testbedunder-
going evaluationat the Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) in Huntsville,Alabama. We are also in the
processofextending our model to cover the ECLSS air
sidesubsystems.
Performance Evaluation
The output ofthe SELMON algorithms isdynamically
computed each time the sensorsare polled.SELMON
produces a total ordering by importance on the set
of sensors,and a window size which determines how
many sensor data are presented to the operator. In
order to assesswhether SELMON isusefullyfocusing
operator attention,we arc comparing sensorsubsetsse-
lectedby SELMON to criticalsensorsubsets specified
by domain experts asusefulin understanding episodes
of anomalous behavior in actual historicaldata from
ECLSS testbedoperations.
In one experiment, we asked whether or not SEL-
MON was suppressingsensor data deemed criticalby a
domain expert. For thisexperiment, we separated the
performance of the window sizingalgorithm from the
sensor scoringalgorithm by choosing a constant win-
dow size. The specificquestion posed was how often
did SELMON place a "critical"sensor in the top half
of the sensor ordering. For a sensorset of cardinality
13,we definedthe top halfto be the firstseven slotsin
the totalsensor ordering. Thus the performance of a
random sensorselectionalgorithm would be expected to
be about 46.2%. Table I shows the resultsofthisexper-
iment. The firstcolumn identifiesone of the episodes
specifiedby the domain expert. The second column
shows the number oftimesteps in the episodein which
the given sensorwas deemed critical.The thirdcolumn
shows the overallSELMON "hit"ratefor that episode:
the number of times SELMON placed the given sensor
in the top halfof the sensor ordering.
EPISODE
kc01.1
kf01.1
kf01.2
kf01.3
kf01.4
kf01.5
kf01.6
kf01.7
kf01.8
kf01.9
kf01.10
kp01.1
kp02.1
kp03.1
kp01.2
kp02.2
kp03.2
kt01.1
kt02.1
kt02.2
kt04.1
All
_ps
710
3
7
7
2
2
2
2
2
7
4
40
40
40
71
71
71
27
9
332
25
Hit Rate
81.4
100
100
I00
100
i00
100
I00
100
I00
50.0
47.5
47.5
62.5
98.6
100
100
100
88.9
100
100
1512 87.1
Table I:SELMON performance at selectingcritical
sensor data.
These resultssuggest that SELMON performs at
much better than random at replicatingthe attention
focussing of one domain expert identifyingepisodes
of anomalous behavior for the ECLSS testbed. SEL-
MON's performance isnot yet at the levelwhich could
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support an operational capability for real-time moni-
toring assistance. A more detailed analysis is ongoing
to determine why SELMON performed poorly in some
episodes and to examine the performance for individual
sensor importance measures.
SELMON is intended to assist operators in efficient
anomaly detection - the first step towards diagnosis.
Another planned experiment will investigate how sensor
selection supports diagnostic reasoning:
In addition to the ECLSS subsystem models which
describe nominal behavior, a number of ECLSS fault
models are being developed. After implementing a di-
agnostic reasoning algorithm, we will determine how
this algorithm performs at correctly diagnosing faults
from behavior traces resulting from simulation of these
fault models. We will then test the performance of the
diagnostic reasoning algorithm when it is given only
SELMON-selected sensor data. Finally, we will test
the performance of this algorithm when it is given the
same number of sensor data randomly selected. Some
degradation of performance is expected in the diagnos-
tic reasoning algorithm using SELMON-selected data.
A measure ofsuccesswillbe a significantlygreaterloss
of performance with randomly selecteddata. A final
caveat isthat thisexperiment may only indirectlyshed
lighton the abilityofSELMON tosupport/Luman trou-
bleshootingactivity.
Discussion
NASA mission operators are trained to interpret raw
telemetry to create a mental model of the state of a
spacecraftor spacecraft subsystem. SELMON is in-
tended to focus operator attentionon the most impor-
tant sensor data. IfSELMON does nothing more, it
may-be construed to be simply and only providingop-
eratorswith lessraw data to interpret,and thus may
be considered to be a step inthe wrong direction.
Accordingly,we recognizethat an important compo-
nent ofthe SELMON approach isthe abilitytoprovide
explanationsor interpretationsofwhy a particularsen-
sor has been placed in the monitoring window and is
worthy ofoperator attention.Future work in the SEL-
MON projectwillbe oriented towards complementing
focus of attention and anomaly detection capabilities
with model-based interpretationcapabilities.
In related work, we are also investigating the prob-
lem of sensor placement during design, using both mon-
itorability [Chien et al 91a] and diagnosability [Chien
et al 91b] criteria.
Summary
We are developing techniquestosupport real-timemon-
itoringthrough sensor selection,the moment to mo-
ment focusingof attentionon a subset ofthe available
sensor data. Sensor selectionisbased on a set of im-
portance criteriawhich draw on concepts from model-
based reasoning and information theory.Although the
SELMON project iscurrently targeted towards focus
of human operator attention,the techniques may also
support focus of attention in an autonomous monitor-
ing and controlsystem.
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Abstract
This paper describes a real-time software con-
troller that successfully integrates domain-based
and resource-based control reasoning to perform
task execution in a dynamically changing envi-
ronment. The design of the controller is based on
the concept of partitioning the process to be con-
trolled into a set of tasks, each of which achieves
some process goal. It is assumed that, in gen-
eral, there are multiple ways (tasks) to achieve
a goal. The controller dynamically determines
current goals and their current criticality, choos-
ing and scheduling tasks to achieve those goals
in the time available. It incorporates rule-based
goal reasoning, a TMS-based criticality propaga-
tion mechanism, and a real-time scheduler. The
controller has been used to build a imowledge-
based situation assessment system that formed
a major component of a real-time, distributed,
cooperative problem solving system built under
DARPA contract. It is also being employed in
other applications now in progress.
1 Background
The results reported in this paper were derived in the course
of developing the Situation Assessment (SA) component
of the DARPA Sub_ Operational Automation System
(SOAS). The SOAS project explored the application of ad-
vanced automation techniques such as AI to the support
of the commander of m altack mbnuadne. It produced a
large-scale distributed software system whose components
provided support in such functiom as tactical planning and
situation assessment.
To control the course-depth-speed profile of the vessel
(referred to as "ownship'), manage its staff, and allocate
its weapons and other resomr, es, the Commanding Ofli-
cer (CO) must maintain a timely and accurate understand-
ing of the external situation. SA's responsibility is to con-
struct and maintain, in coordination with a human opera-
mr, a scene assessment in real time. The scene is gener-
ated by processing and interpreting sensor data (primarily
"Sponsored by Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, DARPA ASTO/STP, Submarine Operational Au-
tomation System ARPA Order No.6661/50, Issued by
DARPAJCMO under Contract MDA972-90-C-O005
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sonar data)tocreatea representation of the submarine's
physical environment and the various man-made objects
(ships, other submarines, etc., which are known as con-
tacts) within range of the sub's sensors.
Knowledge-based processing is used in SA due to the
voluminous amount of highly uncertain and incomplete in-
formation it must intelligently analyze to achieve its goals.
Among the key problems that had to be solved in the de-
sign and implementation of SA was the development of
an effective method of domain-based real-time control of
problem solving. This paper describes the SA control archi-
tecture which was developed to meet SA's control require-
ments. By treating problem solving control as a reasoning
problem based on both domain knowledge and knowledge
of computing resources, the SA control (called the "Meta-
controller" succeeded in managing the complex task of sit-
uation assessment in real time.
2 Statement of the Problem
The technical challenges to effective problem-solving con-
trol for SA stem from four major factors:
• The system must operate in a real-time, dynamic en-
viroumeaL
• The system must select the most useful assessment
tasks under current circumstances.
• The system must maintain consistency of its goals and
actions (both current and planned) as new data alters
perception of the situation.
• The system must support cooperative problem-
solving (with its human operator and with other com-
ponents).
This section explains each of these requirements and
their implications for the design of the Metacontroller.
The submarine situation assessment problem is inher-
ently real-time. Ownship must respond to external events
such as possible collisions with other yessels. The CO must
also consider time-constraints imposed by external circum-
stances in planning and executing actions which he initiates
such as carrying out an attack. Since assessment is a pre-
requisite to sensible and effective vessel management and
target prosecution, the time constraints of the larger com-
mand problem devolve on to assessment as well.
Because of the volume of incoming sensor data, the
number of assessment tasks which could sensibly be pur-
sued at any time is typically too large to allow execution
of all such tasks. This information overload is one of the
reasons for developing an assessment aid for the submarine
command staff in the first place. The Metacontroller must
therefore guide its own assessment activities on a moment-
to-moment timesca]e based on the expected impact of pur-
suing one vs. another assessment task. For example, an ex-
plicit decision must be made concerning whether the next
few milliseconds of computing time should be spent on
pursuing possible contact correlations or whether a popup
contact is a colfision threat. Such decisions depend both
on time constraints (if there there is a collision threat, is it
imminentT) and on domain knowledge (is further analysis
of a given contact likely to be of importance to ownship's
mission or safety7).
The data which drive situation assessment are often
noisy, unreliable, incomplete, unavailable, evolving, or
even conflicting, due to sensor limitations, operator limi-
tations, inherent sensor error, physical vessel limitations,
and data processing limitations. The Metacontroller must
therefore be capable of adapting its evaluation of the prior-
ity of assessment tasks as new sensor input is received.
SA is conceived as an operator-controlled component of
a distributed problem solving system. It therefore cannot
behave autonomously even though it is expected to intel-
ligently conth31 its own functions. Thus, SA control must
accept and integrate with its self-derived problem-solving
goals both directives from the operator and requests from
other intelligent components.
The major challenge in designing the Metacontroller
was the s/mu/taneous satisfaction of these requirements
by the design. Each of these topics has been researched,
and treated in isolation. For example, methods for rea-
soning about task time constraints have been studied, but
our application required that such reasoning be integrated
with domain-based reasoning (essentially expert reason-
ing) since the choice of which assessment tasks to pursue
depends both on time constraints and on knowledge about
which elements of the current situation are operationally
most important.
3 Approach
The approach treats control of the situation assessment rea-
soning process as itself a reasoning process carried on at a
metalevel with respect to reasoning done on the domain.
The assessment process is conceived as a set of domain-
level reasoning tasks (e.g., the task of determining whether
a given contact poses a collision thre_). The control of that
process is conceived of as a reasoning task whose purpose
is to decide which domain- level task to perform next The
control reasoning process reasons about goals and tasks.
Its function is to determine current system goals, their crit-
icality, and which tasks should be performed given current
goals. The reasoning process takes into accounttheeffects
of new input data, time constraints, and estimates of the
time required for task completion.
We found that this control model could be implemented
using conventional AI techniques for the various functions
required. The following list indicates the methods used and
their purpose:
1. Use domain expert as source of domain-hased control
knowledge. (much of what the expert said was about
control)
2. Divide all functions into tasks supporting goals
3. Use goal-based tasking to perform all system and do-
main functions
4. Use rule-based reasoning to determine current system
goals and tasks
5. Ensure consistency of goals (hence, of the current and
planned course of action) through the use of a truth
maintenance function.
6. Establish deadlines for all real-time tasks and use
these deadlines to schedule the tasks for execution.
7. Trade-off competing real-time tasks according to
deadline and precedence.
8. Trade-offcompeting non-real-time tasks according to
criticality.
The remainder of this section presents a description of
the system.
3.1 Overview of the Control Architecture
The SA component is composed of the Metacontroller and
a set of procedures for performing the domain-level rea-
soning tasks which create an assessment from sensor input
data.
The top-level architecture of the Metacontroller is de-
picted in Figure 1. The principal elemcats of this architec-
ture are Event generation, the Metaplanner, the Scheduler,
the Executor, and the Truth Maintenance System with their
associated data and knowledge bases and queues.
Event Generation signals the controller, when an event
has occurred. An event may occurs when new information
is sent to SA via its communication system, or when SA's
own domain-reasoning infers a tactically significant datum
that could affect SA's control decisions..
The Metaplanner uses expert control knowledge to es-
tablish and modify goals in response to the events signalled
by event generation. It alsocreatestasksfrom events. Ad-
ditionaily, the metaplanner is responsible for establishing
the class of a task (real- or non-real-time) and initialization
of relevant parameters of the task, e.g. its deadline.
The Scheduler produces a total ordering of all tasks in
accordance with the constraints implied by the class and
parameters of the tasks. The scheduler uses a real-time
control policyto schedule a real-time task before a non-
real- time task, regardless of the relative criticality of those
tasks.
The Executor executes the task on the top of the sched-
ule. It is also responsible for collecting run-time statistics
on each ofthetasktoassistinaccuratescheduling offuture
tasks.
The Metacontroller's Truth Maintenance System main-
rains the consistency of the Metaplanner's goal and task
reasoning as new input data is received.
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Figure i: SA Architecture
The tasks whose execution the MeJacontroller governs
fall into two categories: control procedure and domain
procedures. Dorian procedures perform operations ful.
filling SA's assessment function. For example, a task that
attempts to correlate a newly received sonar tonal with a
known contact is classed as a domain procedure. Control
procedures perform the operations required to implement
the conl_l process itself. For example, a procedure that
reads new messages from an input port is a control proce-
dure. Both domain and control procedures me identified for
execution by the Metaplanner and scheduled by the Sched-
uler for execution. Thus, the Metaconlroller conlrols both
the execution of SA's problem-solving process and its own
behavior as an algorithm.
We now discuss in detail the role of each of the Meta-
controller components.
3.2 Distributed Event Generation
Inbound messages to SA ale received by the Communica-
tions System Interface. The receipt of a message results in
the generation of an SA event, with the type (class) of event
signalled depending on the class of received message.
When the Communications System Interface signals a
message receipt event, it also places the body of the re-
ceived message in the Message InQueue, where it is held
until an appropriate conm31 procedure dequeues and pro-
cesses the message.
Outbound messages are created by individual domain
procedures or control procedures and are passed through
1 the Communications System Interface for forwarding to
other SOAS components.
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3.3 Metaplanner
The Metaplanner can be thought of as a transition function
that maps events and goals into tasks (or goals). Periodi-
cally, events in the event queue are dequened en masse and
processed by the Metaplanner. The Metaplanner employs
a dynamic goal base, the events from the event queue, and
a set of metalevel planning rules (metarules) to select ac-
tions (if any) approlxiate toeach event dequeued from the
Metaplanner Event Queue. The Metaplanner produces sets
of tasks for execution by the Scheduler, based on the cur-
rent set of events, goals, and metarules.
Upon each invocation of the Metaplanner, events are
read from the Event Queue, goals from the goal base,
and metarules relating goals and events to tasks from the
Metarule knowledge base; the Metaplanner then forward
chains exhaustively on the events to determine the full set
of consequent tasks that the events (taken as assertions)
"imply."
Metarules take the form
_ --+ T
where
E is a set of Events de.queued from the Metaplan-
her Event Queue
D is the control Data set, consisting of dynamic,
persistent goals and of conlrol facts. Control
facts are assertions of beliefs currently held about
the domain, for example, "Contact $2 could be a
submarine".
7" is a set of generated tasks
that is, they map event-goal pairs to a corresponding task
to execute. The task may be either a base-level (domain
level) or metalevel (control level) task, and it is through
conlrol level tasks that the goal base is modified and new
goals are established. For example, a metarule might be of
the form, "If event E_ has occurred and we have goal Gj,
then schedule for execution task Tg," where Tg is a task
that inserts a new goal g into the goal base. 1
The Metaplanner forward chains on the events fully un-
til all eligible metarules have fired. Each generated task is
assigned a criticality derived from the goal that motivated
its elaboration. The set of tasks to execute resulting from a
single such Metaplanner invocation are queued and held in
the Scheduler Input Queue; when the closure of the event
set has been computed for this goal and rule set, the Meta-
planner flushes the Event Queue, queues its set of derived
tasks in the Scheduler Input Queue, and expires.
Although events do not live beyond one Metaplanner in-
vocation, metarules and goals are maintained across Meta-
l Note that by requiring goal knowledge base manipula-
tions to occur singly within the context of a task execution
rather than at Metaplanning time, we effectively eliminate
the order-dependent processing ambiguity that could arise
in Metaplanner operations if it were possible to modify the
goal set while it was in active use by the Metaplanner.
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planner invocations. The metarule and goal knowledge
bases may be modified from time to time by control pro-
cedures as described above. Most such instances of con-
trol procedure execution as well as most executions of do-
main procedures occur because the Metaplanner identifies
the procedures as tasks to be scheduled and executed as
already described. However, as Figure 1 indicates, tasks
may also be submitted for scheduling directly from the Ex-
ecutor. This occurs when an executing task spawns a child
task. Task spawning was implemented as an efficient way
to handle such features as .the establishment of periodic
tasks and partitioning tasks into subtasks. When a task
spawns a child task, the parent may assign any goal to the
child. The assigned goal is added to the goal base if neces-
sary. In practise, most children are assigned the goal of the
parent. Note that task creation of goals and tasks does not
violate the conceptual model already described. The same
effect could have been achieved by instead implementing
tasks which signal an appropriate event instead of directly
spawning a new task. The event could then be processed
with metarules added to the knowledge base for the pur-
pose. The decision to use direct spawning of tasks simply
allowed more effÉcient implementation.
Metaplanning, essentially the process of deciding what
to plan, is an approximate description of the activities en-
gaged in by this, the largest part of the Metacentroller.
Whereas the SA Scheduler actually determines which com-
puting activities SA will engage in during the next pro-
cessing epoch, the SA Metaplanner determines what the
Scheduler will have available as its scheduling alternatives.
Viewed alternatively, the Metaplanner engages in explicit
planning at the metalevel, that is, it employs a knowledge-
based planning technique to determine what sets of tasks
SA should execute as a computational system.
3.4 Scheduler
The Scheduler is a true real-time task scheduler. Each task
is a descriptor pairing a procedure identifier with invoca-
tion specific parameters. Associated with each procedure
in the Procedure Description knowledge bases consulted
by the Metaplanner are data characterizing the procedure's
anticipated execution time; the Scheduler uses these ex-
ecution time predictions together with the Metaplanner-
specified criticality value assigned to each task to build an
execution schedule for all pending tasks, including both the
set of tasks dequeued from the Scheduler Input Queue at
Scheduler invocation time and the set of previously queued
but unexecuted pending tasks already waiting in the Sched-
uler's Task Queue.
The Scheduling policy is as follows. Each task has a crit-
icality, nominally inherited from the parent goal that led to
the task's elaboration by the Metaplanner. 2 Most tasks also
2In some cases, as described above, a task will be pre-
sented to the Scheduler for scheduling and subsequent ex-
ecution by another task. The creating task is permitted to
specify any of several criticalities for the created task: that
of the creating task, that of some goal to which the created
task is intended to bear a causal relationship, or the same
have a real-time deadline; these are real-time (RT) tasks,
vs. the non-real-time (non-RT) tasks, which lack execution
deadlines. (It is required that an estimate of execution time
be available for tasks having execution deadlines.)
Real-time tasks generally are scheduled to execute be-
fore non-real-time tasks, to ensure that real-time execution
criteria are satisfied. 3 The RT tasks are scheduled for ex-
ecution (i.e. mapped onto an execution timeline) based on
their required completion time and anticipated execution
time. Where two tasks qualify for the same timeslot, crit-
icality is used as a tie-breaker. Once such a schedule has
been constructed for RT tasks, non-RT tasks are scheduled;
where possible, they are fitted into the interstices between
already-scbeduled RT tasks, and if no such space exists in
the schedule, they are appended to the end of the schedule
in order of decreasing criticality.
At the completion of a Scheduler invocation, the Task
Queue is a total ordering of tasks ordered by scheduled start
time. The first task in the Task Queue is the next task to
e.xec_e.
3.$ Executor
The Executor dequeues the next task to execute and assigns
the processor to it. Execution is non-preemptive, i.e. the
task executes to completion once initiated. From SA's per-
spective, all task executions in the current prototype are
atomic in the sense that they always run to completion and
cannot be interrupted by (for example) intervening mes-
sage deliveries or other internal or external events. The
question of whether to implement task interruption was
considered early in the process of designing the Metacon-
troller. Analysis of both options showed that task inter-
ruption would vastly increase the complexity of the goal
and task reasoning process. We therefore chose to define
atomic tasks.
3.6 Data and Knowledge Bases
In addition to the major components of the architecture as
described above, SA also contains several data and knowl-
edge bases. They include:
• The Metarules knowledge base, from which the Meta-
planner obtains its rules for planning task executions
based on the current contact (as evidenced by trig-
gered events) and the current goal set.
criticality as some other identified task in which the new
class is intended to have equivalence-class membership for
criticality proposes. Under most circumstances, however,
we would expect that tasks will be elaborated by the meta-
planner and will inherit their criticality from the parent goal
that they are being executed to satisfy.
3This follows from the principal that SA is a real-time
problem-solving system. If satisfaction of execution dead-
!'rues were subordinated to some other metric, e.g. task
'priority," then SA would be a conventional non-real-time
problem-solving system. In a real-time system, the dead-
lines are incontrovertibly more important than other per-
formance metrics.
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The SA Goals knowledge base, containing the assess-
ment goals that will employed by the metalevel to per-
form metaplanning.
The SA Domain Database, comprising the collection
of facts, assertions, and hypotheses about the under-
sea world that axe used to produce assessments. This
includes all knowledge concerning the current set of
hypothetical contacts in the external world.
The Situation Assessment Procedure Description
database, containing a description of each computa-
tional procedure that SA's Executor can execute to
manipulate domain-level data (i.e. data about vessels,
contacts, acoustics, etc.).
The Control Procedure Description
database, wherein reside corresponding descriptions
of each metalevel computational procedure (those that
manipulate input messages, task queues, etc.).
The Situation Assessment Procedures database, con-
taining the bodies of executable domain-level proce-
dures, such as procedures for performing correlation
ofcontacts.
The Control Procedures database, containing the ac-
tual bodies of executable metalevel procedures.
3.7 Truth Maintenance Substrate
SA uses a truthmaintenance system O'MS) to ensure con-
sistency between goals. The SA TMS is an extension of the
JTMS (Justification-based TMS) [6; 2] approach, in which
justifications are represented as Home clauses. The JTMS
has been extended to establish and propagate goal critical-
ities. This capability is essential for reasoning about the
importance of goals, and in turn, of tasks.
The TMS represents two types of"assertions": facts and
goals. Facts are statements of belief that ultimately justify
one or more goals, goals are a state SA is trying to achieve
or a question to answer. Similarly justifications are of two
types: fact and goal (meaning that the TMS justifies the
in-ness of a fact or goal).
A fact justification conjoins a set of facts and goals (i.e.
assertions) and represents boolean support for the conse-
quent fact when the conjunction is true. A goal justifica-
tion conjoins a set of facts and goals to represent boolean
support but also represents the importance (criticality) that
support wants to lend to the consequent goal. Each goal
•justification hasan associated criticality.
The criticalityofagoalisassignedinoneoftwoways.
Ifthegoalisanassumedgoal(i.e.,apremise)acriticalityis
assignedatthetimeoftheassumption.Othergoalsarede-
rivedgoals, and obtaintheircriticality from the criticality
of justifications. The criticality of the supporting justifi-
cation is used as the criticality of the goal. When a goal
has more than one justification, the one with the maximum
criticality is used to assign the criticality.
4 Test Results
TheMetacontroller was tested as part of the SOAS proto-
type. Tests were performed in a distributed computing en-
vironment consisting of networked workstations. Each ma-
jor component of SOAS, e.g., the SA component, resided
on a single workstation and communicated with other com-
ponents on other workstations through a communication
substrate based on ISIS. An additional workstation on the
network supported a simulator which exercised the SOAS
prototype by providing simulations of: sensor data, data
on ownship (e.g., ownship course and speed), and envi-
ronmental data such as sound-velocity profiles. This dis-
tributed system was tested against several contact-behavior
scenarios by personnel with both computer science and
Navy operational experience.
Through the use of the Metacontroller, SA was able to
meet about 80% of its real-time deadlines in the midst of
executing optional tasks opportunistically. We expect that
the 80% figure could be improved upon through improved
use of the existing metacontroller, for example, by replac-
ing unbounded-time algorithms with any-time versions.
SA uses about 30 metarules and typically maintains goal
sets containing between 20 and 100 goals. The metaeon-
troller runs efficiently. Approximately 5% of the total pro-
cessing time typical SA scenarios is spent in metacontroller
processing. The metacontroller is implemented in Com-
mon Lisp; we plan to port the metacontroller to the C lan-
guage.
$ Conclusions
The development of the Metacontroller demonstrates two
points:
• A feasible method for integrating do-
main and resource-based reasoning about control of
a knowledge-based procedure.
• The practicality of creating solutions to difficult AI
system design problems by coupling several well-
known AI techniques.
An obvious problem in building real-time AI systems is
the fact that control oftbe system typically depends on two
largely unrelated factors:
• Time deadlines and related computing resource con-
straints.
• The control decisions inherent in the problem-solving
domain.
Each of these factors has been the subject of investiga-
tion, individually. The first factor has been studied in some
depth [5]. Concepts such as any-time algorithms and the
use of interrupts in AI tasks have been investigated [3; 7].
The second factor has led to well-known concepts such as
blackboard systems and goal-based reasoning. Although
the general problem of integrating these two factors has
been discussed (e.g., [4]), there appear to be few published
sources describing detailed mechanisms for such combined
reasoning. "Dypically,much oftbe expertise in a given prob-
lem domain has to do with reasoning about what to do next.
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This inference process cannot be discarded when real-time
consWaints are imposed. Instead, it must be integrated with
the complimentary process of reasoning about deadlines.
The Metacontroller design provides a mechanism to do this
integration.
The second point demonstrated, that several AI tech-
niques can be usefully coupled, is important in advancing
the success of AI as an engineering discipline. The Meta-
controller combines:
• Rule-based reasoning to form goals,
• Goal-directed processing,
• TMS-based criticality propagation,
• Real-time scheduler.
The noncontrol elements of SA integrate additional tech-
niques as well.
While each of these techniques is based on well-known
concepts, its not typical to find them coupled in a single
integrated function. More frequently, we see systems built
using one or two techniques (e.g., a diagnostic system built
around a TMS [1]). Such homogeneous designs are appro-
priate for basic research in AI techniques and for engineer-
ing applications where they happen to work. However, our
experience has led us to believe that the engineering poten-
tial of the existing body of AI research cannot be properly
exploited unless multiple techniques are integrated. In the
case of the MetacontIoiler, we showed that integration of
multiple techniques produced very promising results on a
problem which appeared beyond the means of any single
techniques with which the authors are familiar.
[7] Sharma, D.D., and Narayan, Srini, An Architecture for
Intelligent Task Interruption, Proceedings of the Work-
shop on Real-Time Artificial Intelligence Problems, De-
troit, MI, August 20, 1989.
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ABSTRACT
A new rule-based, expert system for diagnosing
spacecraft anomalies is under development. The knowl-
edge base consists of over two-hundred (200) rules and
provides links to historical and environmental data-
bases. Environmental causes considered are bulk charg-
ing, single event upsets (SEU), surface charging, and
total radiation dose.
The system's driver translates forward chaining
rules into a backward chaining sequence, prompting the
user for information pertinent to the causes considered.
The use of heuristics frees the user fi'om searching
through large amounts of irrelevant information and
allows theuser to input partial information (varying
degrees of confidence in an answer) or 'unknown' to
any question.
The expert system not only provides scientists with
needed risk analysis and confidence estimates not avail-
able in standard numerical models or databases but is
also an effective learning tool. In addition, the architec-
ture of the expert system allows easy additions to the
knowledge base and the database. For example, new
frames concerning orbital debris and ionospheric scin-
tillation are being considered. The system currently
runs on a MicroVAX and uses C Language Integrated
Production System (CLIPS), an expert shell developed
by the NASA Johnson Center AI Laboratory in Hous-
ton.
BACKGROUND
The Air Force (1) and NASA (2) jointly are design-
ing a new rule-based, on-line expert system for diagnos-
ing in-flight spacecraft anomalies. This system pro-
vides an effective method for saving knowledge and
allows computers to sift through large amounts of data,
homing in on significant information. Most impor-
tantly, it uses heuristics in addition to algorithms which
allows approximate reasoning and inference, and the
ability to attack problems not rigidly defined.
The modularityoftheexpert system allows for easy
updates and modifications. It not only provides scien-
tists with needed risk analysis and confidence not found
in the usual programs, but it is also an effective learning
tool, and the window implementation makes it very
easy to use. The system cun'ently runs on a microVAX
II at Goddard space Flight Center (GSFC). The infer-
ence engine used is NASA's C Language Integrated
Production System (CLIPS) (3). CLIPS is not only
compatible With both C and Fortran languages, but it has
features which include the ability to compile the rules
and save them in a binary image file, thus allowing
faster execution than a typical rule interpretive system.
This feature qualifies CLIPS to be used as an expert
shell, i.e., an environment where the rules can reside and
be accessed. The expert system is divided into flames,
something most programmers would call "modules,"
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and each frame relates to one of the causes of the satellite
anomaly.
DESCRIFHON
The knowledge base consists of over two-hundred
(200) rules and provides links to historical and environ-
mental databases. Initially, recognized experts in the
field were queried on how to diagnose anomalies. The
"rules of thumb" they provided were formatted into
logical rules. The system output was verified by refer-
ring to historical case studies and historical data. The
architecture of the system was designed to emulate the
way the user normally looks at data to diagnose anoma-
lies. The expert system not only consolidates expertise
in a uniform, objective, and logical way, but it also
offers "smart" ways of accessing various databases
which are transparent to the user. Then by applying
various rules in its knowledge base, the system is
queried, as appropriate, to arrive at a conclusion.
The current version of the Space Environment
Anomalies Expert system (SEAES) is able to attribute
the causes of satellite anomalies to one of several
possible categories, including surface charging, bulk
charging, single event upsets (SEU), and total radiation
dose. ("Unknown" is also a possible and plausible
conclusion, depending on the quantity of data available.
The architecture of SEAS is such thatothercauses could
be added if a satisfactory rule base were developed.
Some examples that have been considered are iono-
spheric scintillation (e.g., pertinent to commanding
errors or telemetry link failures) and orbital debris
(pertinent to mechanical breakups or damage). Rule
bases and data bases are being compiled for each of
these categories, and these new frames will be added to
the SEAES after verification and testing has been
completed. The system goes through a "decision gee"
based on these rules in order to arrive at the likely cause
of anomaly. The rule base includes the expert system
rules that will be "fred" under control of the inference
engine and entered in a defined "if-then" format. The
user interface links to databases which include past
environmental data, satellite data and previous known
anomalies. Information regarding satellite design, speci-
fications and orbital history need to be assimilated with
previous anomalies data and environmental conditions,
while addressing the specific circumstances of indi-
vidual users.
NEW FRAMES
As an example of our approach to the addition of
new frames, consider the case of orbital debris diagno-
sis. The rationale for including orbital debris in an
analysis of satellite anomalies is that debris is an ever-
increasing threat to spacecraft. The effects of orbital
debris on spacecraft range from minor erosion of sur-
faces to more severe mechanical damage or even breakup
in the case of collisions with large objects. From a
system design standpoint, it is useful to understand the
cause of a mechanical breakup. For example, breakups
can be caused by internal component ruptures or explo-
sions of pressurized systems such as fuel, attitude
control gases, or batteries. Design changes would be
called for in these cases, while design mitigation would
not be appropriate for collisional breakups. While or-
bital debris data bases offer some guidelines for assess-
ing the probabilities of collisions for spacecraft, they do
not offer any insight into a particular occurrence of a
breakup. An expert system would be able to help the
user interpret the available data bases in terms of the
particular anomaly under study. Furthermore, it is pos-
sible to examine orbital debris on the resulting frag-
ments to specifically identify the cause of the breakup
as being due to collision or explosion.
A common and useful data display for understand-
ing satellite breakups is the Gabbard diagram(4), Figure
1. The Gabbard diagram plots an apogee and perigee
height against its orbital period for each of the trackable
fragments following breakup. In an elliptical orbit a
Gabbard diagram will have two points: The apogee and
perigee heights aligned above its orbital period. To
denote apogee, "x" symbols are used and"+" symbols
are used for perigee. In a circular orbit, the Gabbard
diagram is a single point for each fragment. Figure 1,
shows a Gabbard diagram, plotting the apogee and
perigee heights versus orbital period for fragments
following breakup. The distribution, symmetry and
scatter of the points can all be used in analysis of the
event. These rules can be incorporated into a knowledge
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Figure I. Gabbard Diagram [Johnson and McKnight (4)]
base which, when applied to actual data can be used to
assess a breakup.
A sample exponential fit to Gabbard diagram:
If b<2.0 then CAUSE--COLLISION CF25
If b>2.0 then CAUSE=EXPLOSION CF25
Perform polynomial fit to Gabbard diagram:
If A 1 <. 15 then CAUSE--COLLISION CF25
If A1 >. 15 then CAUSE=EXPLOSION CF25
Dispersion of large pieces: If any fragments larger
than 1 m 2 are dispersed over 50% of the total range of
fragments, then CAUSE=EXPLOSION CF10 ELSE
CAUSE---COLLISION CF10.
Asymmetry of large fragments: If fragments larger
than 1 m 2 are asymmetrically distributed about the
parent, then CAUSE=EXPLOSION CF15 ELSE
CAUSE--COLLISION CF15.
Orderedness of dispersion: If the Gabbard diagram
is very ordered, then CAUSE--COLLISION CF15
ELSE CAUSE=EXPLOSION CF15.
Velocity analysis: If average velocity imparted
decreases as fragment size increases, then
CAUSE=COLLISION CF10 ELSE
CAUSE=EXPLOSION CF10.
A set of rules as these can be added easily as a
separate frame of the expert system. Similarly, rule sets
for other causes, such as ionospheric scintillation or
others, can be added as well.
RESEARCH TOOL
The on-line fea.-±,e was considered a natural com-
munication tool for educating the users on this innova-
tive venture. In addition, the opportunity was there for
the users to feedback information to improve on the
system. The key to advancement in this endeavor is
communication between users. The user here is either
a forecaster, a scientist, an engineer, an operator, or
perhaps a contractor, who needs to know something
about the effects of the environment on a satellite or a
satellite subsystem, recognizing that they will have
access to a variety of databases and knowledge. As of
the present, we call it a "research system." That is a
technical name for an expert system at a specific state of
development beyond the prototype stage, where it has
been shown to produce useful answers. It doesn't
contain all the possible rules it could, but it is getting
close to being ready for other people to start evaluating
it. We are interested in granting accounts to users for the
purpose of evaluation.
KNOWLEDGE BASE
Unlike its algorithmic predecessors, an expert sys-
tem can be flexible in the way that it attacks complex
problems. Byvirtue of its three basicparts (aknowledge
base, a fact base, and a driver interface) an expert system
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more closely simulates the methods of human experts
who use a combination of known, empirically derived
formulae, hunches based on degrees of certainty and
experience, and even judicious "fudging" when spe-
cific data is lacking. Figure 2 shows the expert system
configuration.
The knowledge base, with its set of rules, is what
makes a role-based expert system unique. Best thought
fas " " "" "o anmdependentcoUecuonof if...then statements,
the rules are created by experts in their respective fields
and reflect the current level of human experience, along
with its uncertainties. Under the weight of these rules,
and by the use of multi-field variables, an expert system
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Figure 2. Expert System Configuration
can be said to "ponder the possibilities" presented by the
databases and current knowledge which are too exten-
sive to be readily assimilated by any single person.
Rather than being limited to conclusions that must
satisfy a set of tightly ordered mathematical statements,
the system is free to offer suggestions, considerations,
and likelihoods.
The rule format used in the expert system is shown
in Figure 3. Each rule has a subject associated with it (in
this case one of the four causes considered), a descrip-
tion of the rule, and then the actual rule itself. The rules
also have what is termed a 'confidence factor' associ-
ated with the right hand side of each rule. Algorithms,
which normal programs are limited to using, have a
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2) therecurrence is OFHIG3P_I_ATING_F_X,and
3) I)theseven-dayaccululetedfluenceof penetratingelectronsis
IflGM,or
2)theseven-dayacc_ulatedflueneeof penetratingelectronsis
V_Y_SIG_,
Thenthere is suggestive evidence (6Or) that the cause of the anomaly is
IF :: (RECURR_CE_D PERIODICITY- OFHIGH_PEN_/_.ATING_FLUXD
(Acc__nu_ = RI_ OR;CC__F_Un- VnY_._G.) )
T_E_:: (CAUS_- _LK_C_RGIWGCF _0)
RUI_llO
_====ra=
_;_'T :: TOTALDO_E-I_LI_
_S_IPrlON :" (_1 time recurrencerules out total radiation dose.
If 1) the recurrence of the enonaly, _nd
2) the recurrence of an anomalyin a specific local-tine sector.,
Thenit is definite (lOOt) that the cause of the anomalyis not TOTAL_DOSL
IF :: (RECURREWCEANDLT.._CUR)
THEN:: (¢_SE 1- I_r._DOSE)
Figure 3. Rule Format
100% certainty to them, and are a subset of the general
heuristic rules which the expert system uses.
This aspect of the rule-based expert system is very
important in diagnosing anomalous behavior since
much of the knowledge, rules and experience required
to diagnose these anomalies have confidence factors
associated with them. The use of such confidence
factors in the expert system introduces the concept of
'risk assessment' to the diagnostic procedure and the
inclusion of knowledge which otherwise would be lost,
since it is, at the very least, extremely difficult to
represent such knowledge using mathematical formu-
lae.
VARIABLES
SEAES' use of variables is another area which
' makes this system unique, allowing it to handle non-
algorithmic, equivocal problems. A variable in this
system can take on one of three settings. It can be
'unset', meaning that it has not been input by the user
and that no rule has been able to determine a value for
it; it can be 'unknown' which means the user was
prompted for the variable but did not know it; or it can
have one or more 'values'. The unique aspects of the
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system are that not only can the expert system continue
to execute when variables are unknown, but when
variables do have values, each value has a confidence
factor associated with it. Figure 4 shows examples of
variable formats.
INO_NATION
_m_a
TP£HSL_TION:: (the inclination of the plane of the orbit vith respect
to the earth's equatorial plane )
PaOlfl'_ :: (Select the inclination of the satellits with respect to the
earth's equatorial plane. )
TYPE ": SIHGLFTALUEI)
EXPECT :: (E(_ATORIALL__L_LIHATION KI__INCLIKATIONFOLAROT_R)
UPBATED-BY:: (RUIn041 I_JLE133 RULEI34RULE135RUI_136 RULE132RUI_I38
I_LEI39 RUI_140 RULEI41RU'LE142l_LEI37 )
AI4TECEDDIT-BY:: (RULe026 RULZ030)
USED-BY:: (RU_O17 RULE016K_E091 RUIn089)
_LP :: ('Low inclination orbits are belw 30 deg. High
inclination orbits are above 60 deq. Polar orbits
are above 80 deq. Interplanetary orbits are undefined." )
CERTAINTY-FACTOR-P£NGE:: UNI_O_
LT P,_UR
lnnnnmg
_NS_TIOH :: (the recurrence o! an anomly in a specific local-fine
sector. )
PI_PT :: ('Indicate the degrH of certainty that you have that this
t,vge of anoealv has a stron_ tendency to recur in one local
tine sector, for exaeple the nlghtslde or the dayside of the
earth?' )
TYPZ :: YES/HO
USP.D-BY:: (RULE019RULE020RUIZllO RULE054RULZlS8l_IJI,E189 RIJLEIgO
_LE191 RUIZ192 RUI_193 ROLE194RULE043)
HEL_ :: (The ancanly should have occurred a fw tines (i.e. six or note)
before you have confidence that the roeurre_e is related to m
specific local-ti_ _.or. Generally ve are a_ing if tha
anomaly has a very strong tendency to occu_ vithin a 12 hour tango
in local tiM. )
CVRTAIIrrf-FACTOR-PJ_IIGE:: POSITIVE
Figure 4. Variable Format
In the variable format, the translation and prompt
string are self-explanatory. Each variable also has a
type associated with it, either 'single-valued', 'multi-
valued', or 'yes/no'. The 'expect' field is a list of the
possible values for that variable which the user can
select when and if he/she is prompted for that variable.
The 'updated_by' field is a list of rules which are able
to determine values for that variable, while the 'used_by'
field contains rules which require this variable in order
to f'we. (It is possible that in order for a rule to fire, a
variable must be 'unknown'). The 'help' field is the
information displayed when the user presses the help
key, requesting more information on the variable being
prompted for. The 'certainty-factor-range' (CFR) is
particular to this system, and can have a value of
'unknown', 'positive', or 'full'. The CFR being 'un-
known' means that this is a possible input for that
variable. If the CFR is 'positive', the user can input
degrees of confidence from 0 to 100 for each of the
inputted values for that variable. Finally, if the CFR is
'full' the user can input degrees of confidence from- 100
to 100 which mean arange from being 100% certain the
variable is not a specific value to being 100% certain that
the variable is a specific value.
The confidence factors relay the confidence the user
has in a certain value of the variable. This is very
important since there is most likely information of
which the user is not 100% sure. Such information is lost
in normal programs. The combination of the confidence
factors of variables and those of the rules propagates the
confidence factors to other variables which are deter-
mined by these rules and ultimately to the cause of the
anomaly.
Figure 5 shows an input screen for a single-valued
variable (which assumes 100% confidence), and a CFR
of 'unknown'. Figure 6 is an example of the input
screen for a multi-valued variable with a 'positive' CFR.
Notice how the variable in figure 6 can have more than
one value, and each value has its own confidence factor
associated with it.
FACT BASE
The fact base, a collection of informative sources
related to the topic of interest, is the second basic part of
an expert system. It can consist of as many separate data
bases as may be deemed pertinent to solving the prob-
lem at hand. In the case of spacecraft anomalies, a fact
base might contain information on the hardware cur-
rently in use, other active and past satellite systems, and
historical data for orbital environments.
The database selection screen is shown in Figure 7,
which shows the databases available for this system
along with an example of the expert system help facility
which is available for any variable. An important advan-
tage obu_ined in using the expert system is that once it
has been established which databases are available, the
aries determine which information is pertinent, access
the database for the relevant information and apply this
information, (all of which is transparent to the user).
Also, the database accessing is modular and easily
expandable, thus if more databases need to be added,
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SPE_CiAff_R[_TAL
Select thenameof thesatellite thathasexperiencedthe anomly.
OS¢IR32
OSCAR31
DKSP
GOES
->HO_ lo
sA jl
sA oLn
NAVST 31
ASC1
OSC_30
OSCAR24
TEI_T_3D
_'T_ 1
S_T_
Usearrowkeyto positioncursor,press_R to continue. J
I
J
Figure 5. Satellite Selection
SPA_q _G_OmBTALA_KA_ES
Setyourconfidencelevel forall of the timesthathavebeenIdentified
fortherecurrenceof this specificShOrtly.
Yes
o........ sm_..sm _ioD
olll....... DI[_&_L
o......... sole
ollllllll--
o.......... S_NG/n_
o......... _C_LLY DISWmO
o......... oF_K Pen_ FLUX
I Usingarro_keystopositioncursor,_ndicatecertaintyfactorsonalllines that apply, after_akingselections,press_ to c ntinue.
Figure 6. Multi-valued input with confidence
only the selection screen needs to be changed, and the
new rules added to the knowledge base. These capabili-
ties fre_ the user from sifting through large amounts of
data and ensure that only per6nent information and all
pertinent information is used in the diagnosis.
SP&CI_,AFTENVI_IOIE_ALs_OIO.LIES
Select all of the dateba_ that are available for this fists,.
_se
X
IP
HgLPWlH_O_
The _ database is the _ Satellite
_ly datebau from the National _mphysical
Oats Conter. The PL_ database contains X
class x-rsy flares. The KP database contains
values of the planetary lagnetic Index, lp,
a_mce 1932.
** l_l - press l)ff]_ to coati,us. ]
Figure 7. Database selection screen
INTERFACE
The interface is one of the aspects which makes all
expert systems different from one another. Since the
expert shell, databases and knowledge base are inde-
pendent and modular, the main purpose of the interface
is to create a coordinating system which is not only user
friendly, but also provides the necessary features to
assist the user in understanding the system and the
results.
The system's current interface driver translates
forward chaining rules into a backward chaining se-
quence, prompting the user for information pertinent to
the causes he/she wishes to consider. The main purpose
of the driver is to maintain information regarding the
variables which are being determined, the rules which
can determinethesevariables, the status ofthevariables,
and which rules can be fired.
Some variables are designated as initial variables or
goal variables. The system fh'st prompts the user for the
initial variables. The driver then stacks the goal vari-
ables on the run time stack and searches the knowledge
base for rules which determine (or 'update') these
variables, and then puts them on the stack as well. The
system focuses on those possibilities of high confidence
and then assists the user by directing him/her to areas of
consideration that directly affect the particular problem.
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The goal (variable) in our system is the CAUSE of the
anomaly, a multi-valued field variable with a 'full'
CFR, since it can take on any number of the four
possible causes where each cause has its own confi-
dence factor associated with it ranging from- 100 to 100.
If a variable on the left hand side of a stacked rule is
unset, this variable becomes the current goal variable
and is put on the stack, and the process continues. If a
variable is on the stack and has not determined by any
rules, or by the available database, and it has a prompt
string, the user is prompted for it. This can be thought of
as a transformation of the forward chaining rules in the
knowledge base into a backward chaining variable
sequence. Once a variable has a value, it is removed
from the stack and the rules which use this variable are
fired, discarded, or require the driver to put the next
variable on that rule' s left hand side onto the stack. The
chaining process continues until the stack is empty.
Any rule on the stack that can be fired does so
transparently to the user, where the confidence factors
of the individual variables on its left hand side (LHS) are
used for determining the confidence or validity of the
entire LHS. When a rule fires, it executes the fight hand
side (RHS), and the confidence factor associated with
its LHS is used in conjunction with the confidence
factor of the rule to propagate the confidence to the
RHS. This RHS execution can entail the setting of
variables, the use of mathematical calculations, or the
accessing of databases.
LEARNING TOOL
One of the most beneficial aspects of the system is
its use as a learning tool for diagnosing spacecraft
anomalies. A user is initially given a choice between
either 'novice' or' expert' mode for the current session.
If the user selects the novice mode the system automati-
cally gives detailed explanations and descriptions of
terms and reasoning as the session progresses, in a sense
teaching the user about the topic or topics. The expert
mode, on the other hand, simply executes the session
without giving these extra explanations, unless the user
specifically requests them.
The user is also given the option of selecting which
causes are to be considered. (See figure 8) This selection
SPJteI_Lt'/_
Select all of the causes that you vish to consider for this anomly.
Ye|
_LL
s_icx_au_
Using arrou keys to position cursor, select all applicable responses. J
_.fter ]eking selections, Fens _ to continue. J
Figure 8. Causes selection screen
determines a knowledge base sub-group, so that only
rules in this specific environmental area are considered.
In this way the user can learn what variables, informa-
tion and data affect, and are important to, that cause. In
addition to this, in the features described next, the user
is actually able to access the relevant rules him/herself
and other variables and facts which were determined by
using these rules.
The ability to add intricate features and options is
primarily due to the modularity of the system which the
expert shell and expert system knowledge base concept
itself provide. These features are the most impressive in
demonstrating the capabilities of the EnviroNET expert
system and its advantages over the usual, strictly math-
ematical, programming techniques.
The userinterface also provides for accessing graph-
ics. For example, if the user inputs that one of the
databases available is Kp, the system will ask if he/she
wishes to see the Kp historical graph for the time around
which the anomaly occurred. If the input is 'yes', then
a graph similar to the one shown in figure 9 will be
displayed. (If ,however, the date is 'unset', then the
system will first ask for it, and if the date is 'unknown'
the system will ignore this line of questioning alto-
gether.) This gives the user a much needed overall view
of environmental information and conditions around
the date in question.
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f
Planetary Magnetic Index, Kp
Figure 9. Kp Graph
UNIQUE FEATURES
Another feature which makes the expert system
unique is its trace capability. The user can turn on the
trace and send it to the screen or a file. The trace shows
the rules as they are tested, variables as they are pushed
onto the run time stack and determined, and searches of
the databases. (See figure 10) This allows the user to
understand what is happening at any step and see the
sete_ wrt.L_z__c_ : _om_srrL c_ loo
Testing RUI_II9
RU_ll9 F_15
Testing _I_128
i11I_128 11115
_estl_i i_ILI129
_t_lI9 FAII_
_estt_ liULE131
_lyi_ _I_131
Setti_J TOT_ I_Z _LD • 1000000 cf 100
Testi_J ilJIZI20
_plyin_ _120
Settl_J _USE • I__1_! c! -86
old cf -30
_rk_antec_rule_ for CAUSE_027
Tr/larlted_antec rules
Testing l_l_Ol?
** Mort - presl _ to continue.
Figure I0. Trace example
knowledge that is being used, thus giving the user
confidence in the system. This type of capability is
obviously not available in the purely algorithmic pro-
grams. Due to the amount of information the user could
be prompted for and depending on the particular ses-
sion, the user may want to review his/her inputs. This
capability is available in the 'REVIEW' facility. This
option also provides the user with a simple way of
comparing different inputs of different sessions.
A feature which demonstrates a def'mite advantage
of the rule-based expert system is what is called the
'WHY' option. Any time the system prompts the user
for a variable, the user can ask the expert system why the
system needs this variable. The system then uses its run
time stack (a backward chaining stack) to follow and
show the reasoning backward to the goal; that is, the
cause of the anomaly. Figures 11-12 show an example
of this. This is not only vital to understanding and
nter a value betveen 0 and400 for the laxl_t value of the planetar/
the_ hourplanetaryindexApis neededto deter_ir_the levelof
n_netioactivityin the_jneto_l_ere
If the thr_ boutplanetaryindex _ is greaterthan 30,
Thenit tu definite (lOOt)that the level of magnetic activity in the
_a_et0sphereis Di_rml_,
I ** Ilore - press DITD to continue.
Figure 11. Backward reasoning
having confidence in the system, but it also is an
important part of the expert system's use as a learning
tool.
A final feature which sets the expert system apart is
the 'HOW' command. As with all programs, the expert
system is constantly determining variables by means
other than the user inputting them, whether by the
heuristics and algorithms in the rules or by extracting
values from the databases. This command allows the
users to, at any time, see what variables have been
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SPI_P_q _YI_mTIL
Entera valuebetween0 and400fortheml_ valueoftheplanetary
thelevelof mg_etkactivityin themgnetosphereis neededto
_teniM tk cam of _ areal7
I_LE021
If the level of lagnetic activity in the mg_tos_re is _IIT,
then is suggestive evidence (5Or)that the cam of the a_aly
is not _ C_t_l_;.
**More- press_ to continue.
Figure 12. Backward reasoning (con't.)
determined by means other than userinput, theirvalues,
and which rules (or databases) were used to determine
them. Figures 13-15 show an example of this feature.
The user first selects which variables he/she wants to
look at and then the system proceeds to show which
rules determined them. Notice how it is possible for
variables to be determined (or updated) by more than
one rule. The user of course can choose any number of
variables, though for this example only one variable, the
cause of the anomaly, was selected. This feature not
only gives the user complete control over the system,
but allows him/her to see all the facts and knowledge
that can be inferred from the inputs they have given, the
available databases, and the expertise in the rules. As a
f'mal option, the user is also allowed, at any point, to exit
from the program or begin a new session without ever
leaving the program's window screen.
RESULTS
Select the tern that best describes the radiation shielding of the circuit
HOW_3DOW
Yon
the mmberof Ule !_ interval for the da :: {1 100 RULE097)
the local tile interval in vhtch the one :: (0-3 100 RULE097)
inclination of the satellite as read fro :: (98.7 100 SATELLI_
the apogeeof the satellite ............. :; (826 100SIIYlZITI
the perigee of the satellite ............ :: (808 100 SAI_LLI_-D
the date the satellite _s launched..... :: (91786 100 SIIqLLI_
I the orbit of the satellite .............. :: ([MSP100 1_181)
The altitude of the satellite ........... :: (L0WALTIT_E 100 IU
the inclinatio_ of the pla_ of the orbi :: (HIGHINCLInTI0a10
the level o! nagnetic activity in the na :: {H0]_ 100 t9._0041
I the cause of the a_al¥ ................ :: (_I_ CI_;I_ -43..
the Julian date......................... :: (2447237100 RUL_I15
Select variable(s) usingarro_ keys - ENTBRto continue.press
Figure 13. HOW facility
Select the tars that best describes the radiation shielding of the circuit
_0_ _0_
*** aiso decereinedby:
_ULgO05
If the ssvon-day accunulated fluenca of ponetratin9 electrons is
7_on there is suggestive evidence (6Or) that the cause of the snosaly
•* More- prm _ to continue.
Figure 14. tlOW facUity (con't.)
Salect the tam that best ao_cribes the radiation shieldl_; of the clroult
the orbit of the satelliteisdetareined by:
B_LE181
If 1) t_ peri_lseof t_ satallita ia Is.- thaa 900 but qr_t_r than
or _i to73S, and
2) the apogee of the satellite is less than 920 but greater then
or equal to 750, and
3) the inclination of the _atsllite as read free a [base III file
is lees than 110 but greater than or equal to 90,
Thenit is aefinit_ (lOOt) that the orbit of the satellita is ll_p.
The diagnostic results are in the form of confidence
factors derived from both the confidence assigned to
rules by the experts and also the confidence of variables
I _ More- press _ to continue.
Figure 15. HOW facility (con't.)
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input by the user. Both the confidence in the rules/
heuristics and the input of certainty factors by the user
are needed to diagnose anomalies as they contain vital
knowledge which can only be represented as such. The
results window is shown in Figure 16.
The results window in our system includes, in
addition to the cause(s) of the anomaly, the orbit of the
satellite, whether input by the user or determined by
rules, and a list of the causes considered in the diagnos-
tics. The window can easily be modified to display any
other information which is considered important. In the
example, the cause of the anomaly was determined to be
bulk charging with a confidence of 64%, and deter-
mined not to be total radiation dose with a confidence of
80%. The knowledge base does, of course, contain rules
and formulae which can determine the cause of the
anomaly with 100% confidence, or completely rule out
a particular cause. For these situations the system will
simply say that the cause, for example, is bulk charging
or is not total dose.
The main concern with the system is the actual
confidence and validity of the rules themselves. Since
experts in any field are likely to disagree over certain
areas, there may be rules to which other experts would
apply slightly higher or lower degrees of confidence.
This is certainly a consideration when using such a
system, though it must be remembered that it is due to
such a confidence/certainty question in the field that this
type of expert system is needed. In general, as more
quantitative environmental data becomes available in
the immediate area of a spacecraft, we can apply the
higher confidences to all of the system's rules. In
addition, the features provided by the interface allow the
user to see exactly what rules are being used so there is
complete awareness and understanding of the formulae
and knowledge being used.
An advantage of this particular system is that its
interface is completely generic. Not only can the system
run on many machines, the interface can be used in any
field since the rules and knowledge base are completely
independent of it. By substituting rules from another
field, the system becomes an expert system for that field
able to diagnose or solve problems towards which its
tailored rules converge. In this sense the software is
completely reusable.
SPACECRAFTENVIRONMEMTALANOMALIES
Theorbit of the satellite is as follows: _SP
Thepossible causesof the anomly that youwish to consideris as follovs:
_._I_ _z
Thecauseof the anonly is as follows:
_ot_ Dosz(8o_)
**End-pressENTERtocontinue,
Figure 16. Results screen
FUTURE WORK
We are improving our EnviroNET network with
the addition of an IBM RISC 6000. Once there, not only
will the speed of the Expert System be increased, but
with the use of X Windows the system will also be
enhanced.
For example, with X Windows the user could have
one query window which prompts him/her for informa-
tion, another separate window that displays which rules
are being tested and fixed, which variables are being
searched for, and another window for graphics. With
these multiple windows the user can see the entire
system working at once and be freed from having to
change windows to see system information.
CONCLUSION
SEAES combines the algorithmic capabilities of
mathematical programs and diagnostic models with
expert heuristic knowledge, and uses confidence fac-
tors in variables and rules to calculate results with
degrees of human confidence associated with them.
Since the causes of environmentally induced spacecraft
anomalies depend not only on algorithms, but also on
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environmental conditions, rules and information the
conclusion can rarely be known with 100% certainty.
Based on present experiences, the role for the expert
system is for either quasi-real time, or post analysis.
There is a need to greatly improve our ability to predict
the environment before meaningful work can be done in
forecasting satellite anomalies.
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ABSTRACT
We describe the application of machine classification techniques to the development of an automated tool fm the
reduction of a large scientific data set. The 2nd Palomar Observatory Sky Survey provides comprehensive
photographic coverage of the northern celestial hemisphere. The photographic plates are being digitized into
images containing on the order of 107 galaxies and 108 stars. Since the size of this data set precludes manual
analysis and classification of objects, our approach is to develop a software system which integrates
independently developed techniques for image processing and data classification. Image processing routines are
applied to identify and measure features of sky objects. Selected features are used to determine the classification
of each object. GID3* and O-BTree, two inductive learning techniques, are used to automatically learn
classification decision trees from examples. We describe the techniques used, the details of our specific
application, and the initial encouraging results which indicate that our approach is well-suited to the problem.
The benefits of the approach are increased data reduction throughput, consistency of classification, and the
automated derivation of classifications rules that will form an objective, examinable basis for classifying sky
objects. Furthermore, astronomers will be freed from the tedium of an intensely visual task to pursue more
challenging analysis and interpretation problems given automatically catalogued data.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present an application of machine learning techniques to the automation of the task of
cataloguing sky objects in digitized sky images. The Sky Image Cataloging and Analysis Tool (SkICAT)
is being developed for use on the images resulting from the 2nd Palomar Observatory Sky Survey
(POSS-II) conducted by the Califomia Institute of Technology (Caltech). The photographic plates
collected from the survey are being digitized at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI). This
process will result in about 1788 digital images of roughly 23,0002 pixels each. Each image is expected
to contain on the order 105 sky objects.
The first step in analyzing the results of a sky survey is to identify, measure, and catalog the detected
objects in the image into their respective classes. Once the objects have been classified, further scientific
analysis can proceed. For example, the resulting catalog may be used to test models of the formation of
large-scale structure in the universe, probe galactic structure from star counts, perform automatic
identifications of radio or infrared sources, and so forth. The task of reducing the images to catalog
entries is a laborious time-consuming process. A manual approach to constructing the catalog implies
that many scientists need to expend large amounts of time on a visually intensive task that may involve
significant subjective judgment. The goal of our project is to automate the process, thus alleviating the
burden of cataloguing objects from the scientist and providing a more objective methodology for re-
ducing the data sets. Another goal of this work is to classify objects whose intensity (isophotal
magnitude) is too faint for recognition by inspection, hence requiring an automated classification
procedure. Faint objects constitute the majority of objects on any given plate. We plan to automate the
classification of objects that are at least one magnitude fainter than objects classified in previous surveys
using comparable photographic material.
The goals of this paper are:
1, to introduce the machine learning techniques used and emphasize their general applicability to
other data reduction or diagnostic classification tasks, and
2. to give a general, high-level description of the current application domain.
We therefore do not provide the details of either the learning algorithms or the technical aspects of the
domain. We aim to point out an instance where the learning algorithms proved to be useful and powerful
tool in the automation of scientific data analysis.
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2. MACHINE LEARNING BACKGROUND
One of the goals of Artificial Intelligence (AI) research is to provide mechanisms for emulating human
decision-making and problem solving capabilities, using computer programs. The first AI attempts at
such systems appeared as part of the technology known as "expert systems". However, serious difficulties
arose that pointed out the difficulties in endowing a system with sufficient knowledge to execute a
specific task. The first such difficulty is the "knowledge acquisition bottleneck" [Feig81] due to experts
fnding it difficult to express their knowledge, or explain their actions, in terms of concise situation-action
rules. The second problem arises in a different situation: What if a task is not weil-understood, even by
the experts in that area? Many processes are not weU-understood and thus even experts cannot predict
the outputs for a given set of inputs. An example of this situation is manifested in previous experience
with the automation of the reactive ion etching (RIE) process in semiconductor manufacturing [Cben90].
In such domains, abundant data are available from the experiments conducted, or items produced.
However, models that relate how output variables are affected by changes in the controlling variables are
not available. Experts strongly rely on familiarity with the data and on "intuitive" knowledge of such a
domain. How would one go about constructing an expert system for such an application?
The machine learning approach to circumventing the aforementioned hurdles calls for extracting
classification rules from data directly. Rather than require that a domain expert provide knowledge, the
learning algorithm attempts to discover, or induce, rules that emulate expert decisions in different
circumstances by observing examples of expert tasks. The basic approach is described in the next
section.
Two other reasons exist for the need for a machine learning approach. The first is the growing number of
large diagnostic and scientific databases. A database that stores instances of diagnostic tasks is typically
accessed by keyword or condition lookup. As the size of the database grows, such an approach becomes
ineffective since a query may easily return hundreds of matches making simple case-based usage
impractical. For large scientific databases the problem is to search for and detect patterns of interest, or to
perform pre-processing necessary for subsequent analysis. Sizes are now becoming too large for manual
processing. Learning techniques can serve as effective tools for aiding in the analysis, reduction, and
visualization of large scientific databases. Another motivation is the evolution of complex systems that
have an error detection capability. Communication networks are an example. Faults are detectable by the
network hardware. Several thousand faults may occur during a day. To debug such a network, a human
would need to sift through large amounts of data in search of an explanation. An automated capability of
deriving conditions under which certain faults occur may be of great help to the engineer in uncovering
underlying problems in the hardware.
2.1. THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH
The machine learning approach prescribes inducing classifiers by automatically analyzing classified
examples rather than interviewing domain experts. A training example consists of a description of a
situation and the action performed by the expert in that situation. The situation is described in terms of a
set of attributes or variables. An attribute may be continuous (numerical) or discrete (nominal). For
example, a nominal attribute may be shape with values {square, triangle, circle }. Examples of con-
tinuous attribute are pressure, area, or temperature. The action associated with the situation, the class to
which the example belongs, is a specification of one of a fixed set of pre-defined classes. The class of
each training example is typically determined by a human expert during normal task execution.
Example actions (classes) in a diagnostic setting may be raise temperature, decrease pressure, accept
batch .... If the classes represent diagnostic actions, then the classification problem becomes equivalent to
diagnosis. The goal of the learning program is to derive conditions, expressed in terms of the attributes,
that are predictive of the classes. Such rules may then be used by an expert system to classify future
examples. Of course, the quality of the rules depends on the validity of the conditions chosen to predict
each action,
A training example is a vector of attribute values along with the class to which the example belongs.
Assume there are m attributes A1 ..... Am,p classes C1 ..... Cp. A training example is an m+l-tuple
(bi,b2 ..... bm ; Cj), where each bi is one of the values of the attribute Ai: {all ..... airi }, and Cj is one of the
p classes. A rule for predicting some class Cj consists of a specification of the values of one or more
attributes on the left hand side and a specificauon of the class on the right hand side.
For example, consider the simplified small example set shown in Table 1. It consists of six examples e-I
through e-6. There are two attributes: S and L. The attributes can take the values low, normal, and high.
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example
e-I
S
normal
e-2 normal
e-3
e.4
e-5
e-6
high
high
low
low
L
normal
high
high
low
normal
high
class
PH
PL
PL
PH
FRL
FRL
Table 1: A Simple Training Set.
normal/." Lolw "_gh
( L _) ( L )
/ \ / \
normal high high Low
Figure 1: Decision Tree Generated by ID3 for
Data Set of Table 1.
There are three classes: FRH, PL, and PH. A simple rule consistent with these examples may be:
IF (S = low) THEN class is FRL
Note that this is only an illustrative simplification. Typically, the number of examples of a meaningful
training set is at least in the hundreds, while the number of attributes is usually in the tens.
2.2. INDUCING RULES FROM TRAINING EXAMPLES
Assume that there are m attributes as described above. Let each attribute Ai take on one of ri values {
ail ..... airi }. Assuming that on average an attribute takes on one of r values, there are p(r+l) m possible
rules for predicting the p classes. It is computationally infeasible for a program to explore the space of
all possible classification rules. In general, the problem of determining the minimal set of rules that cover
a training set is NP-hard. Hence, there is no known computationally feasible (polynomial) algorithm for
finding the solution. It is therefore likely that a heuristic solution to the problem is the only feasible one.
A particularly efficient method for extracting rules from data is to generate a decision tree [Brei84,
Quin86]. A decision tree consists of nodes that are tests on the attributes. The outgoing branches of a
node correspond to all the possible outcomes of the test at the node. The examples at a node in the tree
are thus partitioned along the branches and each child node gets its corresponding subset of examples.
A popular algorithm for generating decision trees is Quinlan's ID3 [Quin86], now commercially
available.
ID3 starts by placing all the training examples at the root node of the tree. An attribute is selected to
partition the data. For each value of the attribute, a branch is created and the corresponding subset of
examples that have the attribute value specified by the branch are moved to the newly created child node.
The algorithm is applied recursively to each child node until either all examples at a node are of one
class, or all the examples at that node have the same values for all the attributes. An example decision tree
generated by ID3 for the sample data set given in Table 1 is shown in Figure 1.
Every leaf in the decision tree represents a classification rule. The path from the root of the tree to a leaf
determines the conditions of the corresponding rule. The class at the leaf represents the rule's action.
Note that the critical decision in such a top-down decision tree generation algorithm is the choice of
attribute at a node. The attribute selection is based on minimizing an information entropy measure
applied to the examples at a node. The measure favors attributes that result in partitioning the data into
subsets that have low class entropy. A subset of data has low class entropy when the majority of examples
in it belong to a single class. The algorithm basically chooses the attribute that provides the locally
maximum degree of discrimination between classes. For a detailed discussion of the information entropy
minimization selection criterion see [Quin86, Fayy91].
3. OVERCOMING PROBLEMS WITH ID3 TREES
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the details of the ID3 algorithm and the criterion used to
select the next attribute to branch on. The criterion for choosing the attribute clearly determines whether
a "good" or "bad" tree is generated by the algorithm t. Since making the optimal attribute choice is
computationally infeasible, ID3 utilizes a heuristic criterion which favors the attribute that results in the
1 See [Fayy90,Fayy91] for the details of what we formally mean by one decision tree being better than another.
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partitionhaving the least informationentropy with respect to the classes. This is generally a good
criterion and often results in relatively good choices. However, there are weaknesses inherent in the ID3
algorithm that are due mainly to the fact that it creates a branch for each value of the attribute chosen for
branching.
3.1. PROBLEMS WITH ID3 TREES
Let an attribute A, with values { al,a2 ..... ar } be selected for branching. ID3 will partition the data along r
branches each representing one of the values of A. However, it might be the case that only values al and
a2 are of relevance to the classification task while the rest of the values may not have any special
predictive value for the classes. These extra branches are harmful in three ways:
1. They result in rules that are overspecialized. The leaf nodes that are the descendants of the nodes
created by the extraneous branches will be conditioned on particular irrelevant attribute values.
2. They unnecessarily partition the data, thus reducing the number of examples at each child node.
The subsequent attribute choices made at such child nodes will be based on an unjustifiably
reduced subset of data. The quality of such choices is thus unnecessarily reduced.
3. They increase the likelihood of occurrence of the missing branches problem. This problem occurs
because not every possible combination of attribute values is present in the examples.
The third problem can be illustrated in the ID3 tree shown in Figure 1. Consider two possible
unclassified examples which are to be classified by the tree of Figure 1:
exl: (S = low) & (L = low)
ex2: (S = normal) & (L = low)
Both exl and ex2 are examples that have combinations of attribute values that did not appear in the
training set of Table 1. However, the tree readily classifies exl as being of class FRL, but ex2 fails to be
classified by the tree. This is because the subtree under the (S = normal) branch has no branch for (E =
low). We shall shortly illustrate how the occurrence of missing branches may be avoided.
The main problem with the tree of Figure 1 is that the normal and high S branches should not be
separated. Low S is the only value of relevance to the occurrence of a LFR event. It would be desirable if
the learning algorithm could somehow take account of such situations by avoiding branching on attribute
values that are not individually relevant. This would reduce the occurrence of the three problems listed
above.
3.2. ALGORITHMS GID3* AND O-BTREE
As discussed earlier, improving the tree generation algorithm will improve the classification accuracy of
the produced classifier. To avoid some of the problems described in the previous section, we developed
the GID3* algorithm [Fayy91]. We generalized the ID3 algorithm so that it does not necessarily branch
on each value of the chosen attribute. GID3* can branch on arbitrary individual values of an attribute
and "lump" the rest of the values in a single default branch. Unlike the other branches of the tree which
represent a single value, the default branch represents a subset of values of an attribute. Unnecessary
subdivision of the data may thus be reduced. Figure 2 shows the tree GID3* would generate for the data
set of Table 1. Note that both examples, exl and ex2, are classifiable by this tree. The missing branch
problem that prevented the tree of Figure 1 from classifying ex2 does not occur in the tree of Figure 2.
[ s )
low/ _ normal]
N" "N
Figure 2: Decision Tree generated by GID3* for Data of Table 1.
The other learning algorithm we use is O-BTree [Fayy91,Fayy92b]. Unlike ID3 and GID3* whose
attribute selection criterion is based on information entropy, O-BTree's selection criterion employs a
measure from a different family of selection measures that measure class separation rather than class
impurity (as in entropy). For a detailed discussion of GID3* and O-BTree as well as extensive empirical
demonstration of their comparative performance, see [Fayygl].
Note that in our discussion and examples we assumed that attributes are discrete. Numerical attributes are
discretized prior to attribute selection at each node. The range of a numerical attribute is partitioned into
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severalintervalsthus creating a (temporary) discrete attribute. For a detailed discussion of attribute
discretization see [Fayygl, Fayy92a]. Interested readers are referred to [Fayy91] for detailed accounts
of the algorithms, the attribute selection criteria, the weaknesses of the ID3 approach, and various
performance measures to evaluate the quality of the resulting trees. Performance measures include error
rate in classifying new examples and measures of the size complexity of the generated tree.
We turn our attention to the task of automating sky object classification. We then present our results that
demonstrate that O-BTree and GID3* performed significantly better than ID3 for this domain.
Sky Objects
Telescope Iphoto plate I
1
image I
//1\\
FOCAS
Catalog
Classified I '_'u_)_"
I objects I
Attribute Measurement --
Unclassified
skyobjcc_
_classified Training
Data
Figure 3. Architecture of the SkICAT System.
4. CLASSIFYING SKY OBJECTS
Due to the large amounts of data being collected, a manual approach to classifying sky objects in the
images is infeasible (it would require on the order of tens of man years). Existing computational
methods for processing the images will preclude the identification of the majority of objects in each
image since they are at levels too faint for traditional recognition algorithms or even manual in-
spection/analysis approaches. Our main objective is to provide an effective, objective, and examinable
basis for classifying sky objects.
The photographic plates collected from the survey are being digitized at the Space Telescope Science
Institute (STScI). This process will result in about 1788 digital images of roughly 23,0002 pixels each.
Low-level image processing and object separation is performed by the FOCAS image processing software
developed at Bell Labs [Jarv81,Vald82]. In addition to defining the objects in each image, FOCAS also
produces basic attributes describing each object. A digitized plate is subdivided into a set of partially
overlapping frames. Each frame represents a small part of the plate that is small enough to be
manipulated and processed conveniently. Figure 3 depicts the overall architecture of the proposed
SklCAT System. The discussion below will explain the loop in the bottom left-hand corner in which
machine learning is employed in the attribute measurement process. The image processing steps that a
digitized plate goes through are:
1. Select a frame from the digitized plate.
2. Detection: detect contiguous pixels in the image that are to be grouped as one object (standard
image processing).
3. Perform more accurate local sky determination for each detected object.
4. Evaluate parameters for each object independently: we initially measured 18 base-level attributes.
5. Split objects that are "blended" together and re-evaluate attributes.
6. AUTOPSF: select a subset of the objects in the frame and designate them as being "sure-thing stars,
form PSF template.
7. Measure resolution scale and resolution fraction attributes for each object: These are obtained by
fitting the object to the template of sure-thing stars formed in step 6.
8. Classify objects in image.
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All stepsareautomatedexceptfor steps6 and8. Step6 needs further elaboration. The goal of this step
is to define the two resolution attributes mentioned in step 7. These attributes are parameters of a template
defined on a point spread function (PSF). The template is computed over a subset of objects identified as
sure-thing stars. The sure-thing stars are selected by the astronomer. They represent the "archetypal" stars
in that image. Once the stars are selected, the template fitting and resolution parameter measurements are
computed automatically. Thus in order to automate steps 1-7 we need to automate the star selection step
(6). We refer to this problem as the star selection subproblem.
The 18 base-level attributes measured in step 4 are [Vald82]:
• isophotal magnitude • sky sigma (variance)
• isophotal area • image moments (8): irl, ir2, ir4, rl, r2, ixx, iyy, ixy.
• core magnitude • eccentricity (ellipticity)
• core luminosity • semi-major axis
• sky brightness • semi-minor axis.
• orientation
Once all attributes, including the resolution attributes, for each object are measured, step 8 involves
performing the final classification for the purposes of the catalog. We are currently considering
classifying objects into four major categories: star (s), star with fuzz (sf), galaxy (g), and artifact (long).
We may later refine the classification into more classes, however, classification into one of the four classes
represents our initial goal.
4.1. CLASSIFYING FAINT OBJECTS AND THE USE OF CCD IMAGES
In addition to the scanned photographic plate, we have access to CCD images that span several small
regions in some of the frames. CCD images are obtained from a separate telescope. The main advantage
of a CCD image is higher resolution and signal-to-noise ratio at fainter levels. Hence, many of the objects
that are too faint to be classified by inspection of a photographic plate, are easily classifiable in a CCD
images. In addition to using these images for photometric calibration of the photographic plates, we
make use of CCD images in two very important ways for the machine learning aspect:
1. CCD images enable us to obtain class labels for faint objects in the photographic plates.
2. CCD images provide us with the means to reliably evaluate the accuracy of the classifiers obtained
from the decision tree learning algorithms.
Recall that the image processing package FOCAS provides the measurements for the base-level attributes
(and the resolution attributes after star selection) for each object in the image. In order to produce a
classifier that classifies faint objects correctly, the learning algorithm needs training data consisting of
faint objects labeled with the appropriate class. The class label is therefore obtained by examining the
CCD frames. Once trained on properly labeled objects, the learning algorithm produces a classifier that is
capable of properly classifying objects based on the values of the attributes provided by FOCAS. Hence,
in principle, tl_classifier will be able to classify objects in the photographic image that are simply too
faint for an astronomer to classify by inspection. Using the class labels, the learning algorithms are
basically being used to solve the more difficult problem of separating the classes in the multi-dimensional
space defined by the set of attributes derived via image processing. This method is expected to allow us
to classify objects that are at least one magnitude fainter than objects classified in photographic sky
surveys to date.
4.2. INITIAL RESULTS FOR THE CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM
Starting with digitized frames obtained from a single digitized plate, we performed initial tests to evaluate
the accuracy of the classifiers produced by the machine learning algorithms ID3, GID3*, and O-BTree.
The data consisted of two frames from a single plate. The two frames were chosen such that we had a
CCD counterpart for each of them. The first frame contains the Abell 68 cluster of galaxies (A68) and
the second frame contains the Abell 73 duster (A73). A68 has 88 objects and A73 has 96. We trained
the algorithms on training data from one frame and then used the second frame to independently
evaluate the accuracy of the decision tree produced. The results may be summarized as follows:
Algorithms GID3* and O-BTree produced significantly better trees than ID3. Accuracy for GID3* was
about 90%. O-BTree's accuracy was slightly better and the trees generated by O-BTree were on average
more compact (smaller number of leaves). O-BTree produced trees that on average had about 6 leaves.
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In contrast, the best ID3 tree had 10 leaves and an error rate of 20.5%.
However, when the same experiments were conducted without using the resolution scale and resolution
fraction attributes of step 6, the results were significantly worse. The error rates jumped above 20% for O-
BTree, above 25% for GID3*, and above 30% for ID3. The respective sizes of the trees grew as well.
The initial results may be summarized as follows:
1. Algorithms GID3* and O-BTree produced significantly better trees than ID3.
2. Classification accuracy results of better than 90% were obtained when using two user-defined
attributes: resolution fraction and resolution scale.
3. Classification results were not as reliable and stable if we exclude the two resolution attributes.
We took this as evidence that the resolution attributes axe very important for the classification task. Hence
we turned to addressing the star selection subproblem in order to automate step 6 above. Furthermore,
the results point out that the GID3* and O-BTree learning algorithms are more appropriate than ID3 for
the final classification task.
4.3. AUTOMATING THE STAR SELECTION PROCESS
Based on the initial results of the previous section, it was determined that using the resolution attributes is
necessary since without them the error rates were significantly worse. We do not have the option of
leaving star selection as a manual step in the process, since it is a time consuming task and will easily
become the bottleneck in the system. We decided to use a machine learning approach to solve the star
selection subproblem.
The star selection subproblem is a binary classification problem. Given a set of objects in an image, the
goal is to classify them as sure-thing stars and non-sure-thing stars. Using the data from A68 and A73
we were able to obtain better than 94% accuracy on selecting stars. However, these data sets came from a
single plate. We also needed to evaluate the robustness of the produced classifiers when going across
plates: i.e. test the classifier on images from plates other than the plate from which the training data was
drawn. Since we had access to only one plate scanned by STScI, we decided to use plates scanned by a
lower resolution scanner: the COSMOS scanner at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh (ROE). We obtained
frames from th,_ee different POSS-II plates: F2268, F2249, and F830.
Although our cataloguing task will eventually use STScI scans, we decided to use the COSMOS scans to
conduct our initial testing. It is strongly believed that the results obtained on the COSMOS scan will be
lower bounds on the performance attainable on the higher quality STScI scans. We constructed training
data using subsamples of F2268 and F2249. Data from F830 were to be used strictly for testing
purposes.
The data objects from all three plates were classified manually by one of the authors (N. Weir) into sure-
stars, non-sure-stars, and unknowns. The goal of the learning subproblem is to construct classifiers for
selecting out sure-stars from any collection of sky objects.
Although our accuracy on classifying data from the same plate was around 94%, the accuracy dropped
to 60%-80% levels when classifying data from different plates. It was determined that the base-level
attributes such as area, background-sky-levels, and average intensity are image-dependent as well as
object-dependent. It was also determined that a new set of user-defined attributes needed to be
formulated. These attributes were to be computed automatically from the data, and are defined such that
their values would be normalized across images and plates. It is beyond the scope of this paper to give
the detailed definitions of these new attributes.
4.4. CROSS-PLATE ROBUSTNESS & COMPARISON WITH NEURAL NETS
As expected, defining the new "normalized" attributes raised our performance on both intra- and inter-
plate classification to acceptable levels varying between 92% and 98% accuracy. We expect the results to
be better for higher resolution STScI scans, but we have not yet verified this.
In order to compare against other learning algorithms, and to preclude the possibility that a decision tree
based approach is imposing a priori limitations on the achievable classification levels, we tested several
neural network algorithms for comparison. The results indicate that neural network algorithms achieve
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similar, and sometimes worse performance than the decision trees. The neural net learning algorithms
tested were: traditional backpropagation, conjugate gradient optimization, and variable metric
optimization. The latter two arc training algorithms that work in batch mode and use standard numerical
optimization techniques in changing the network weights. Their main advantage over backpropagation is
the significant speed-up in training time.
Upon examining the results of the empirical evaluation, we concluded that the neural net approach did
not offer any clear advantages over the decision tree based learning algorithm. Although neural networks,
with extensive training and several training restarts with different initial weights to avoid local minima,
could match the performance of the decision tree classifier, the decision tree approach still holds several
major advantages. The most important is that the tree is easy for domain experts to understand. In
addition, unlike neural network learning algorithms, the decision tree learning algorithms GID3* and O-
BTree do not require the specification of parameters such as the size of the neural net, the number of
hidden layers, and random trials with different initial weight settings. Also, the required training time is
orders of magnitude faster than the training time required for a neural network approach.
4.5. VERIFICATION AND RELIABILITY ESTIMATES
As mentioned earlier, in addition to using the CCD frames to derive training data for the machine
learning algorithms, we also use them to verify and estimate the performance of our classification
technique. This is done by testing on data sets that are drawn independently from the training data. An
additional source of internal consistency checks comes from the fact that the plates, and the frames within
each plate are partially overlapping. Hence, objects inside the overlapping regions will be classified in
more than one context. By measuring the rate of conflicting classifications, we can obtain further
estimates of the statistical confidence in the accuracy of our classifier. For the purposes of the final
catalog production, a method needs to be designed for resolving conflicts on objects within regions of
overlap. We have not yet addressed this question.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we gave a brief overview of the use of machine learning techniques for automatically
producing classification decision trees. We motivated the problem addressed by machine classification
learning in a general context as well as in the particular context of our application domain: the
automation of sky object catalog generation. If successful, the SkICAT system is expected to speed up
catalog generation by one to two orders of magnitude over traditional manual approaches to cataloguing.
This should significantly reduce the cost of cataloguing survey images by the equivalent of tens of
astronomer man-years. In addition, we aim to classify objects that arc at least one magnitude fainter than
objects catalogued in previous surveys. Finally, this project represents a step towards the development of
an objective, reliable automated sky object classification method.
The initial results of our effort to automate sky object classification in order to automatically reduce the
images produced by POSS-II to sky catalogs are very encouraging. With the use of the resolution
attributes we expect to have an accuracy at or above 90%. Since measurement of the resolution attributes
requires interaction with the user in selecting sure-thing stars for template fitting, we used the same
machine learning approach to automate the star selection process. By defining additional "normalized"
image-independentattributes,we were ableto obtainhigh accuracyclassifiersforstarselectionwithinand
acrossphotographicplates.This inturnallowsus to automate the computationof thepowerful resolution
attributesforeach objectin an image.This istakenas a strongindicationthatour automated cataloguing
scheme willultimatelyachievethedesiredaccuracylevels.
The positive initial results obtained for the star selection subproblem suggest pursuing the derivation of
more image-independent attributes to describe the sky objects in an image. This is expected to lead to
higher levels of classification accuracy as well as more robust classifiers. In addition, we plan to extend
the basic decision tree approach we are using to one that is based on learning statistically robust rules.
This approach would be based on generating multiple decision trees and selecting the best rules out of
each tree. The rules axe eventually merged to obtain optimal coverage of the training data sets. In our
experience with the decision tree algorithms, we noticed that the decision tree produced by the learning
algorithm typically has leaves which represent overspecialized or incorrect classification rules. This
suggests that an overall better classifier can be constructed by generating multiple trees and selecting only
good rules from each. We have adopted this methodology in the past in other domains and it has been
our experience that more compact and more robust classifiers are obtained [Chen90]. We expect that
adopting it here will further improve performance.
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Finalobjectclassificationwill be,to some extent, also a matter of scientific choice. While objects in every
catalog will contain a classification entry, all of the object attributes will be recorded as well. One could
therefore reclassify any portion of the survey using alternative criteria better suited to a particular
scientific goal (e.g. star catalogs vs. galaxy catalogs). The catalogs will also accommodate additional
attribute entries, in the event other pixel-based measurements are deemed necessary. An important feature
of the survey analysis system will be to facilitate such detailed interactions with the catalogs.
As part of our plans for the future we also plan to begin investigation of the applicability of unsupervised
learning (clustering) techniques such as AUTOCLASS [Cheel8] to the problem of discovering clusters or
groupings of interesting objects. The goal is to evaluate such a capability as an aid for the types of
analyses astronomers conduct after objects have been classified into known classes. Typically,
astronomers examine the various distributions of different types of objects to test existing models of the
formation of large-scale structure in the universe. Armed with prior knowledge about properties of
interesting clusters of sky objects, a clustering system can search through catalog entries and point out
potentially interesting object clusters to astronomers. This will help astronomers catch important patterns
in the data that may otherwise go unnoticed due to the sheer size of the data volumes.
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Abstract
Scientific data preparation is the process of
extracting usable scientific data from raw
instrument data. This task involves noise
detection (and subsequent noise classification and
flagging or removal), extracting data from
compressed forms, and construction of derivative
or aggregate data (e.g. spectral densities or
running averages).
A software system called PIPE provides
intelligent assistance to users developing scientific
data preparation plans using a programming
language called Master Plumber. PIPE provides
this assistance capability by using a process
description to create a dependency model of the
scientific data preparation plan. This dependency
model can then be used to verify syntactic and
semantic constraints on processing steps to
perform limited plan validation. PIPE also
provides capabilities for using this model to assist
in debugging faulty data preparation plans. In this
case, the process model is used to focus the
developer's attention upon those processing steps
and data elements that were used in computing the
faulty output values. Finally, the dependency
model of a plan can be used to perform plan
optimization and runtime estimation. These
capabilities allow scientists to spend less time
developing data preparation procedures and more
time on scientific analysis tasks.
Introduction
Scientific data preparation is defined as the application of
multiple transformations to collected data sets in order to
produce data in an easily usable form. The questions a
scientist asks dictate which data ate to be collected as well
as which transformations are to be applied. The need for
simplified scientific data preparation has increased due to
the volume of data now collected and the diverse uses for
Todd King and Steve Joy
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California at Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1406
any specific type of data. Automated scientific data
processing systems can be used to simplify this process.
While general scientific data processing systems have
existed for some time, the complexity of data types and
transformations required in specific domains renders these
systems of limited utility. As a result, many scientific
teams develop their own software systems to accomplish
the data preparation required in their specific domain.
These systems suffer because they become too specific,
and the effort spent developing such systems are only of
value within the context of a particular domain and task.
Because scientists desire to reuse their work, hybrid
systems are appearing which provide useful analysis tools
and definition of domain-specific data types and
transformations. Plans are developed in these systems
which specify which of the transformations to apply to a
collection of data sets. By the nature of the processing
steps required in many domains, these plans can become
quite complex. We are now at a point where the
complexity of these tools requires significant expert
knowledge to use.
Master Plumber [King & Walker 1991] is a software tool
developed by the UCLA Institute of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics to create programs to prepare scientific
data. While its primary area of application has been time-
series magnetometer data, the tool is applicable to the
general task of scientific data preparation.
Master Plumber is a dataflow system. Thus, in Master
Plumber, data elements are represented by columns, which
are streams of data being processed as they move through
the system. Data processing steps are called fittings, and a
plan to process a particular form of a dataset into another
form is called a blueprint.
Thus, as shown in Figure 1, raw data might be read in
using an intm_flaff'de fitting, a running average computed
using a runstat fitting, and the results written into an output
f'de.
1. intro_flatfile infile=foo
columnsffibx
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2. runstat length=1287 shift=l
columns=bx
3. write flatfile outfile=bar
columns=bx, rabx overwrite=YES
Figure 1: A Simple Blueprint
A major difficulty in constructing blueprints is tracking the
many fitting and column interactions. While a typical
blueprint might use 25 columns and 20 fittings, the more
complex blueprints use hundreds of columns and 30 or
more fittings. Because of the number of possible
interactions, constructing and debugging scientific data
preparation blueprints is a time-consuming task requiring
expert knowledge.
Because of the complexity of the data preparation task,
users sometimes make errors in blueprint construction.
One type of construction error occurs when a user forgets
to set up the data needed for a particular step.
Unfortunately, this type of error can go unnoticed until far
into the execution of the blueprint, wasting valuable time.
Another common situation is that the exact method of
processing the data is dependent upon the character of the
data. In this case the user will use some default methods
for processing the data, examine the results, and modify the
options. This tuning cycle continues until the data is in a
satisfactory form.
The final aspect of blueprint development which
complicates the development process is that new fittings
are added to a system as new needs and requirements arise.
In addition, new fittings also evolve with new options and
characteristics being added. Any intelligent tool must be
readily changed to remain useful in such a dynamic
environment.
Currently there are approximately 65 fittings which are
part of the standard Master Plumber system. These fittings
perform a variety of transformations on the data flow, such
as: introducing and writing data into several formats;
displaying data on the screen; and actual numerical
transformations. There are support libraries which allow
for fittings to be written in either C or FORTRAN. A
special fitting called PLISP takes programs written in a C-
like language and performs the transformations on the data
flow. This allows for new processing steps to be initially
tested as PLISP programs and later be integrated as full-
fledged fittings into the Master Plumber system.
Some scientists use data preparation systems indirectly
with the help of software support personnel who write and
debug the actual data preparation plans. The goal of PIPE
is to make Master Plumber easy enough to use such that
this type of support is not necessary. The combination of
PIPE and Master Plumber will allow the blueprint
developer to develop blueprints easier and faster, allowing
them to spend more time on data analysis and less time on
data preparation.
Overview
To achieve these goals of assistance in the scientific data
preparation process, PIPE [Chien et al. 1992] provides four
capabilities:
1. constraint checking to detect invalid blueprints
before execution;
2. diagnosis assistance of blueprints through
dependency analysis;
3. optimization of blueprints through dependency
analysis; and
4. runtime estimation, using models of fitting
runtime performance.
The architecture of the PIPE system is shown in Figure 2.
PIPE accepts a blueprint file and a set of descriptors for
datafiles and uses a fittings knowledge base to construct a
dependency graph representing the computations to be
performed by each of the fittings in the blueprint. This
blueprint parsing phase uses knowledge of fittings and their
options to construct a dependency graph, which indicates
for each fitting which columns are accessed and used to
modify existing columns, create new columns, or remove
existing columns. This dependency graph can then be used
by the constraint checking module which determines if any
of the constraints associated with the fittings have been
violated.
In cases where blueprints must be debugged, PIPE can
use the dependency graph to support isolation of the fault
in the blueprint. Because the dependency graph tracks all
of the operations upon the columns, when the user detects
an error in one of the output columns, PIPE can present a
list of fittings which modified the column in question. The
user can then focus his attention upon these fittings, to
determine where the error was introduced into the data,
sometimes by plotting intermediate data. After isolating
the first fitting at which the column is faulty, the user can
query PIPE for information on the fitting to determine
which columns were used to compute the changed column.
This process continues until the fault is isolated to the data,
fitting option settings, or fitting code itself.
PIPE also provides an optimization capability. Because
PIPE constructs a full computation dependency graph,
PIPE can determine the last fitting in which each column of
data is used in the blueprint. Thus unneeded data can be
removed from the dataflow, decreasing the execution time
Because many fittings operate on data by default, PIPE
distinguishes between default processing and explicit
processing. Default computation which does not result in a
program output (e.g. plot, output file) can also be removed.
Finally, PIPE provides a runtime estimation capability.
Using the dependency graph to determine which columns
each fitting processes, and models of runtime for each
fitting type, PIPE can provide an estimate of how long the
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Runtime
Estimator
blueprint will take to run to completion for the specified
datafiles.
Blueprint Parsing
In order to provide assistance in blueprint development,
PIPE constructs a dependency network reputation of a
blueprint. When a blueprint is read in by PIPE, it is
processed from the first step onward. For each fitting,
PIPE uses:
• methods storedin the fitting knowledge base,
• default values stored in the fittings knowledge
base,
• fitting options,
• a list of existing columns in the flow, and possibly
• an input file
to determine:
• any new columns created by the fitting,
• any existing columns modified by the fitting,
• existing columns deleted by the fittings.
Additionally, for any new or modified columns, PIPE
determines:
• the set of columns accessed in computing the
value for the column.
Because columns may be processed by default or explicitly
selected, the dependency network also makes note of this
distinction. This facet of the processing is important in
order to take appropriate action when optimizing the
blueprint (see below).
Constraint Checking
Constraint checking occurs while the blueprint file is being
parsed (i.e., prior to execution). A description of the
constraint checking algorithm follows.
Durinq Parslnu
for each fitting in the blueprint
for each option specified
check option type constraints
check for required options
for each parsed fitting in blueprint
for each option in fitting
check option value constraints
check inter-option constraints
check dependency constraints
check inter-fitting constraints
Diagnosis Assistance
PIPE also provides a blueprint diagnosis facility. This
capability supports two basic types of queries: column-
centered queries and fitting-centered queries. The column-
centered queries are of the form
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"What fittings affected <column>
before <fitting>?"
and default to the entire blueprint. This question can be
easily answered using information from the dependency
network. PIPE steps through the fittings in the blueprint
and determines those fittings which create, modify, or
delete <column>. This list of fittings is then displayed to
the uses in graphical form. The fitting centered queries are
of the form
"What columns did <fitting>
affect?", and
"What columns did <fitting> access
in performing its processing to
affect these columns?"
These types of queries can be answered by interpreting the
dependency graph information on the designated fitting.
The first query can be answered by determining the set of
columns created, modified or deleted by the fitting. The
second query can be answered by accessing dependency
network information regarding which columns were
ac_ by the fitting in performing these operations.
Blueprint Optimization
PIPE also provides a limited blueprint optimization
capability. In this capability, PIPE examines the
dependency graph of each column and determines the last
fitting at which each column is accessed explicitly (i.e., not
by default). PIPE then recommends removing this column
immediately after this fitting. If this column is not
processed in the remainder of the blueprint, this removal
does not significantly alter the runtime of the blueprint.
However, many of the fittings process all of the columns in
the flow by default. Thus, when a column that is processed
in the remainder of the blueprint is removed from the data
flow a significant speedup can result. While commonly
used blueprints are likely to have unused columns
optimized by hand, automating this process relieves the
user of the burden of determining the point at which a
column can be removed. Additionally, by allowing PIPE
to automatically determine the correct places to remove
columns, PtPE reduces the chance that a user will
inadvertently prematurely remove a column from the data
flow, which would cause an error.
Runtime Estimation
The final capability that PIPE provides is runtime
estimation. PIPE estimates the runtime of a blueprint for a
specific data set by applying the following algorithm:
for each fitting in the blueprint
identify fitting runtime model
compute runtime given dataset size
add runtime to total runtime
compute new size of dataset
Tracking the size of a dataset in Master Plumber can be a
difficult task. Original data set sizes are determined from
input files. When data of different temporal granularity are
introduced into an existing flow, or when decimation
operations are performed, data set sizes will need to be
recomputed. Sometimes a fitting can affect the size of the
dataset in a manner that depends on the exact data
processed. In these cases, the exact dataset size cannot be
determined, so PIPE estimates the size of the dataset at the
output of the fitting. These estimations are sufficient for
giving the user reasonably accurate runtime estimates.
An Example
We now illustrate each of the capabilities of PIPE using
example blueprints. For an example of constraint
checking, suppose a user has created a blueprint containing
the following statement:
4. bin columns=bx delta=60.0 min max
Because the option min max requires that a value be
specified, PIPE would indicate a constraint error such as:
Fitting 4. bin option min_max
required value not found; string
type required.
As another example of the constraint checking, consider
the following blueprint statement:
7. crossavg except=time avgname=xavg
Assuming the user removed the column named time
earlier in the dataflow, PIPE would issue a constraint error
indicating:
Fitting 7. crossavg option except
undefined column time; a column
with that name was deleted at
fitting 4. drano.
An example of the diagnosis capability supported by PIPE
is illuslrated in the following scenario. Figure 3 shows a
Master Plumber blueprint file. Suppose that the user
examines the output of the blueprint and determines that
column 02 is producing results that are incorrect. The user
tries to determine what may have affected column 02 by
querying PIPE:
Q: Which fittings created or
modified column o2?
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A: Fitting I0. drano
02.
Fitting 12. plisp
02.
created column
modified column
The user detexmines that the 02 column was still incorrect
before fitting 12. plisp, so the user wants to determine
what columns were accessed by and were used in creating
02.
Q. Which columns were accessed by
fitting 10. drano in order to
create column 02?
A: Column raraby was accessed by
fitting 10. drano in order to
create column 02.
The user then continues backtracking through the blueprint
to isolate the error:.
Q: What fittings before fitting 10.
drano modified column raraby?
A: Fitting 9. runstat created and
modified column raraby.
By using PIPE in this way, the user can focus his attention
directly upon the possibly faulty fittings instead of having
to examine every fitting and column.
PIPE also uses the dependency graph to optimize
blueprints. Because PIPE can determine which fittings
modify which columns in the blueprint, PIPE can
determine the last point at which each column is needed in
the blueprint. In the example blueprint shown in Figure 3,
PIPE makes the following recommendations for removal:
never introduce column rim
remove sens_x, senx_y, sens z and bz
after fitting 4
remove bx, by after fitting 8
remove rabx, raby after fitting 9
remove bxc, byc, bzc, and stime
after fitting 12
PIPE also provides runtime estimation capabilities. For the
optimization example shown above, PIPE estimates that the
non-optimized blueprint will take 11:32 +/- 1:04 to run and
the optimized blueprint will take 9:58 +/- 0:58 to ran.
Discussion
There are a number of interesting directions which remain
open issues. First, PIPE currently assists the user by
allowing the user to track the effects of processing steps. A
more intelligent system would be able to analyze the data
and extract features which would inform the user as to what
processing steps might be useful. For example, a system
could examine the data to determine the length of gaps in
data and use this information to determine whether gaps in
the data need to be filled. A further analysis of the data
(rates of change and Fourier analysis) might indicate what
types of gap filling methods might be effective. This type
of automation requires that the system possess a
significantly deeper understanding of the data being
processed.
Another aspect of the system is modelling the goals of
the processing steps in order to make suggestions about
ordering processing steps. Knowledge of the interactions
between various processing steps, such as decimation of
the data and computation of running averages, could be
used to make suggestions on re-ordering of processing
steps to improve accuracy or effgieney as needs dictate.
Distributed prooessing of the data is also an impotlant
issue. Because the Master Plumber system operates on
data from the Planetary Data System, a distributed
database, when a scientist decides to generate a specific
data form, there are a number of combinations of
processing and data transfer which are possible.
Depending UlXmthe data processing steps desired, it may
be more efficient to process some data being accessed from
a remote site before transfening it to the local site. Factors
such as network transfer rates, available computer
resources at each site, and current user loads at each site all
affect this decision as well as the actual scientific data
processing steps.
The current prototype version of PIPE was completed in
July 1991. It is implemented in CommonLISP and
LISPView and runs on Sun workstations.
The C++ operational version of PIPE was completed in
May of 1992. and is integrated with Master Plumber and
MPTool and is in use by IGPP personnel at UCLA. This
version of PIPE incorporated feedback upon the "look and
feel" of the interface specified by IGPP personnel.
There are numerous related projects in providing
intelligent assistance in scientific computing. The
Kineticisfs workbench project at MIT [Abelson et aL 1989]
targets modelling and analysis of dynamic systems. The
SINAPSE system [Kant et al. 1990] assists in construction
of numerical models for data interpretation but is specific
to seismic models represented as finite difference
equations. The Reason system [Atwood et al. 1990]
supports analysis of high energy physics data (and is a
datafiow system). Finally, the Scientific Modeling
Assistant project [Keller 1991] addresses support to
facilitate development of scientific models.
Summary
This paper has described a system to assist in the
development of scientific data preparation programs and
discussed issues in design for maintainability. This issue of
maintainability was particularly important because the
processing modules (fittings) are constantly evolving due
to changing scientists' needs. In order to maximize
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maintainabilityof the constraintknowledgebase,
informationfor each fitting is encapsulated in a fitting
knowledge base file and as much as is practical, constraint
information is represented in a general declarative fashion.
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Abstract
This paper describes our approach to l_oviding process conlml and recovery functions in the Link Monitor
and Control Operator Auislant (LMCOA). The focus of the LMCOA is to provide semi-automated
monitor and control to suplmvt station operatiom in the Deep Space Network. The LMCOA will be
demonslmled with laecalitrafion operations fez Very Long Baseline Interferometry on a 70-meter antenna.
Precalibmtion,thetaskofsettingup theequipment to support a communicationslinkwith.a spacecraft, is
a manual, time consmaing and ener-pm_ process.
One problem with the current system is that it does not provide explicit feedback about the effects of
control actions. The LMCOA uses a Temporal Dependency Network (TDN) to represent an end-to-end
sequence of _ procedures and a Situation Manager (SM) module to provide process control,
diagnosis and recovery functions. The TDN is a directed network representing precedence, parallelism,
precondition and postcondition constraints. The SM maintains an internal model of the expected and actual
states of the subsystems in order to determine if each control action executed successfully and to provide
feedback to the nsero
The LMCOA is implemented on a NeXT workstation using Objective C, Interface Builder and the C
Language Integrated Production System.
Introduction
This paper describes our approach to providing process control and recovery functions in the Link Monitez
and Control Operatez Assistant (LMCOA). The focus of the LMCOA is to provide semi-automated
monitor and control to support station operations for the Deep Space Network (DSN). The DSN is a
world-wide network of antennas located in California, Spain, and Australia and is used for communicating
with spacecraft. The antennas range from 26 to 70 meters in diameter. The 7G-meter antennas are heavily
oversubscribed because they are used to support communications for a large number of deep space missions.
One way to increase the availability of the 70-meter antennas is to decrease the amount of time spent on
overhead operations. Overhead operations are activities where the antenna is not used to support a mission
operation. An example of an overhead activity is precalibration, which is the task of setting up the
equipment at an antenna complex in order to support a communications link with the spacecraft. The
process of establishing the link involves issuing control actions, or directives, to configure equipment at an
antenna complex.
Currently, performing precalibration takes between 30 minutes to over two hours. The time varies
according to operators' experience and the complexity of the operation. An example of a complex
operation, which most operators don't have experience with, is Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
Delta Differential One-Way Ranging (IX)R), a technique used to determine an accurate measurement of the
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positionof thespacecraft for navigation purposes. The actual task of performing VLBI measurements takes
approximately 15 minutes, whereas precalibration for VLBI takes two to eight times as long. To address
this problem, the demonstration domain for the LMCOA was selected to be precalibration for VLBI on a
70-meter antenna.
Precalibration is currently a time consuming process because of limitations in the existing operational
monitor and control system. It is a command-line, keyboard-entry system that requires operators to
manually send hundreds of directives to subsystems and monitor over a thousand incoming messages on a
text-based scrolling log. The system lacks explicit, informative responses about the state of a directive and
does not provide guaranteed communications between the monitor and control system and subsystems being
controlled. For each directive sent by the operator, the subsystem returns a directive response which is
simply an acknowledgment from the subsystem that the directive was received. A directive response does
not indicate the successful or unsuccessful execution of a directive. The subsystem may a_so send out event
notice messages, which relay information about the state of some device in a subsystem. However, these
messages are not explicitly tied to any directive that was sent. The operator must rely on his/her experience
to determine which directive was most likely to have caused the subsystem to send the event notice
message. Monitor data, which are sent periodically by the subsystems, also provides information about
device states. However, monitor data is never displayed automatically or tied to any directive. Instead, a
subset of monitor data is formatted into pre-defmed displays that the operator can invoke. The operator has
to decide which piece of the data (s)he's interested in and which display contains that piece of information
before (s)he can access it.
The absence of guaranteed communications between the existing monitor and control system and the
subsystems cause false alarm situations when communication packets destined for the monitor and control
system are dropped. The subsystem cannot resend dropped packets because it can't detect them. The
number of false alarms inundates the user and hides real alarm situations. Finally, the system is prone to
input errors. A simple precalibration pass requires over 200 directives to be issued. The operator must
manually identify and type each directive and its parameters. Simple typographic errors can cause a
subsystem to take several minutes to recover.
In the existing system, the burden of filtering through the data returned by the subsystems and determining
whether execution is proceeding as expected rests completely on the operator. By providing semi-automated
control tools and improved data presentation, the LMCOA lightens the operators' load and frees them to do
tasks that require human judgment and actions. The overall benefits of the LMCOA are increased DSN
resource availability and operator efficiency. The LMCOA prototype will demonstrate the following key
features: 1) closed loop control, which provides the operator with explicit and consistent feedback about the
executing state of directives; 2) anomaly detection and explanation for directive rejections and anomalous
device states; 3) recovery assistance by suggesting alternate plans of action; and 4) a consistent graphical
user interface with multi-level displays. The prototype will be demonstrated within the framework of the
existing monitor and control system using only the information that is available to the current system.
Temporal Dependency Network
The current system does not have any single source of documentation that outlines operational procedures
for VLBI. Rather, it has many operations manuals which are sometimes inconsistent, out-of-date and
difficult to use. Therefore, actual operations rely heavily on operator experience and expertise. Given this
situation, our first task was to learn the procedures and lay them out in a coherent, consistent manner using
a Temporal Dependency Network (TDN).
A TDN, shown in Figure 1, is a directed graph of interconnected nodes that represents an end-to-end
operational sequence for VLBI Delta DOR. Sequential, parallel, and optional operation sequences are
identified in the TDN. Each node in the TDN contains a block of directives that are sent to the subsystems
sequentially. Nodes have precedence constraints where the block of directives in a node cannot be sent until
all of its predecessor nodes' directives have successfully completed execution. Each node has associated
precondition and postcondition constraints. These constraints define the state the system must be in before
the start of each block of directives and after successful execution of those directives. Each node may also
have time constraints which limit the start and completion of the directives to a specific time or time
interval.
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Figure 1. VLBI Temporal Dependency Network.
Architecture
Our goal is to provideboth closed-loopcontrol andclosed-loopcommunications for the operator. There
aretwomajormodule,sintheLMCOA whichcontroltheTDN executionandclosethecommunicationsand
controloops.ThesearetheTDN ExecutionManagerand theSituationManager(SM). Othermodules
which will be discussed are the Block Execution module, Router, Timed-Events Manager, Monitor Data
Handier and DSN Dam Simulator. An overview of the architecture is presented in Figure 2.
The LMCOA is an UNIX based, object-oriented, multi-threaded architecture. A thread is a very lightweight
process that only carries the basic information about the processor state, suchas a program counter and
hardware registers, that is necessary for independent execution. Many independently executing threads can
make up one program. In a single processor system, threads are useful for providing concurrent logical
control. The modules in the LMCOA are implemented as individually executing threads that cooperate
through message passing and manipulation of shared data objects.
TDN Execution Manag¢lrandBlock Execution Modules
The TDN execution manager is responsible for traversing the TDN in order to identify blocks and directives
that are ready to execute. The execution manager identifies the blocks whose precedence constraints, as laid
out in the TDN, are satisfied. (Blocks and nodes will be used interchangeably since a node consists of a
block of directives.) Each block that is identified as having its precedence constraints satisfied is executed
concurrently as separate instances (or threads) of the block execution module. Multiple block execution
threads may be active at the same time because of parallelism in the TDN. By executing each block as a
separate thread, we allow the operating system to schedule execution of parallel blocks on a single processor
system. A block that is waiting for some event (e.g. a subsystem's response to a directive) does not hold
up any other blocks except for its own successor blocks.
When a block first starts execution, it asks the SM to evaluate its block preconditions. A block's directives
are sent only after the SM verifies that the preconditions are satisfied. After a directive is sent, a directive
response must be received before the next directive in the block is sent to a subsystem. After the last
directive is sent and its corresponding response is received, the block execution module asks the SM to
evaluate the block's postconditions. If the postconditions are satisfied, the block of directives is considered
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Figure 2. LMCOA Architecture Overview
completed. For each completed block, the TDN execution manager identifies all successor blocks. Each
successor block that satisfies its precedence constraints is forked as a separate thread. In this manner, the
TDN is traversed and all of the directives in the TDN blocks are sent to the subsystems.
Situation Mana=er Device Model
The Situation Manager (SM) is an AI-based module that controls the start and completion of each block of
directives, verifies correct execution by checking postcondition constraints on a block of directives, detects
problems and provides recovery assistance. The goal of the SM is to maintain situational awareness. In
order to accomplish this, the SM keeps an internal model of all the monitorable hardware and software
devices in the system. Each device relxesented in the model has attributes that reflect the state of the device.
Each attribute has a pairof values: an expected value and an actual value. The expected value of an attribute
is set when a directive is sent to the subsystem. The actual value of an attribute is set when the subsystem
sends messages noting state changes in the subsystem.
Every directive sent to a subsystem is expected to effect certain known changes on the states of the devices
in the subsystem. In the SM, each directive has a production rule associated with it which sets the expected
states of the affected device attributes to the values expected if the directive executes successfully. Thus
each time a directive is sent, the expected values of the attributes in the device model are updated. Several
data sources are used to set the actual values of the device attributes: event notice messages, monitor data
and the operator. All three provide information about the actual state of a device but no explicit
information about whether a directive was executed successfully. However, by using information about the
expected and actual states of devices, the success of a directive can be determined.
Event notice messages explicitly give the actual states of devices. Since the numbers and types of event
notice messages are finite and known, we know in advance which device attributes the message refers to.
Therefore, for each event notice message, the SM has a production rule that updates the actual values of the
relevant device aUributes.
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Monitordataareblocksof statusinformationthataresentperiodicallybythesubsystems.Monitordata
usuallyprovidesmoreinformationthaneventnoticemessages.Sincemonitordata is sent only at set
intervals by a subsystem, the information is stored in a Monitor Data Database. When the SM needs
monitor data to verify the state of a device, it queries the Monitor Data Database for the latest value. The
time of the returned monitor data value is checked and if it is more recent then the time at which the
directive was sent, this value is used as the actual value.
Finally, the operator is provided a set of pre-defined monitor displays. The information in these displays is
not always available from the monitor data blocks. These displays are generated as bit-map displays at the
subsystem level and arc unavailable to the LMCOA because of format and DSN operational restrictions.
Therefore, for certain directives, the operator must obtain information from the displays and enter it into the
LMCOA. This information is used to set the actual value of an am-ibute in the SM internal device model.
Because the kinds of information available in event notice messages and monitor data are known, we can
associate with each device attribute the data source which is used to set its actual state. The primary data
source is always event notice messages. If there are no event notice messages, the secondary data source is
the Monitor Data Database. Finally, if monitor data doe_'t provide the necessary information, the final
data source is the operator.
Process Control. Anomaly Detection and Recovery
The SM provides control over the start and completion of each block in the TDN. A TDN block must wait
for a message from the SM indicating preconditions are satisfied before it can send the first directive.
Likewise, a TDN block cannot mark itself as completed until it receives a message from the SM indicating
postconditions are satisfied. Once that message is received, the successor blocks of the just completed
block can start execution. The SM also controls continuation of the TDN block after an anomaly is
detected. It detects the anomaly and constants a recovery plan to insert into the TDN. There are several
methods for detecting anomalies during directive execution: evaluating directive responses and event notice
messages, comparing expected and actual values in the device model, and evaluating precondition and
postcondition constraints.
The subsystems send several types of directive responses: PROCESSING, COMPLETED, and
REJECTED. The PROCESSING directive response means that the directive was received but has not
started executing yet. The COMPLETE directive response means that the directive was received and is
currently being executed, and when the subsystem cannot interpret a directive, a REJECTED response is
received. Except for a few known exceptions, the subsystems will respond to every directive sent with
either a COMPLETE or a REJECTED response. In addition, some subsystems may precede the
COMPLETE response with a PROCESSING response. The REJECTED response signals an incorrectly
formatted or parameterized directive. Again, the numbers and types of REJECT responses are known and
recovery is based on existing plans documented in the operations manual. Each REJECT response has a
rule associated with it which selects the appropriaterecovery plan.
To address the problem of dropped communication packets, the LMCOA sets a time limit on when a
response must be received. If the response is not received within a specific interval, recovery is started.
Recovery from a timed out directive involves querying the Monitor Data Database or the operator for the
actual value of a device. If the actual does not match the expected, it is an indication that the directive was
not received and the directive is resent.
Event notice messages provide information about the state of a device including whether or not the device is
in an erroneous stale. F._h time an event notice message is used to update an actual value of an attribute, it
is compared to the expected value. If the actual and expected values do not match, then the system is in an
erroneous state. Associated with each event notice message that describes an erroneous state is a rule that
selects a known recovery plan. Precondition and postcondition evaluations are hancfled the same way. The
actual values of the device states are compared to those defined by the preconditions or postconditions. If
the states do not match, then a recovery plan to correct the state is created.
Once a recovery plan is created, it must be integrated into the TDN in order to be executed. A recovery
subuet containing blocks of directives, control logic and display directives is created. This subuet carries
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the same features as the TDN such as time, precedence, precondition and postcondition constraints and
allows representation of parallel and optional sequences. It is inserted immediately after the anomalous
block and becomes an integral part of the TDN. Recovery directives are sent and monitored in the same
way as any other directive in the TDN.
The communications loop for a directive is closed when the TDN block execution module receives a
directive response or completes recovery from a reject message. The control loop for a directive is closed
when its block postconditions are satisfied and any recovery subnets are completed. The operator is thus
guaranteed appropriate action will be taken for every directive sent.
Router. Timed-Events Mana__er. Monitor Data Handier and DSN Subsystem Simulator
In addition to the TDN execution, block execution and SM modules, there are several other supporting
modules. The Router is responsible for all communications between the LMCOA and the DSN
subsystems. It receives and decodes input from the DSN subsystems and directs the input to either the
TDN Execution Manager or the SM or both. It also formats the directives into communication packages
that are sent to the subsystems. The Timed-Events Manager maintains a list of directives in the TDN with
time constraints. Two warning periods are associated with each of these limed directives. As the time nears
the first warning period, the operator is advised to take an action such as skipping optional sequences. As
the time nears the second warning period, the SM executes a known recovery plan to skip any optional
sequences still pending. The Monitor Data Handler receives Monitor Data blocks from the subsystems and
stores them in the Monitor Data Database. It also handles queries from the SM and rettLmS the latest value
for the requested monitor data element. Because access to the operational environment is limited, a DSN
Subsystem Simulator was implemented to simulate the directive responses and event notice messages from
the subsystems.
Automated Dammeterization and Automated Report Generation
One of our goals is to decrease the amount of keyboard entry required of the operator. In the existing
system, the operator looks at several sets of paper listings to identify critical directive parameters. In the
LMCOA, these listings are accessed in electronic form, parsed, and used to parameterize the directives
defined in the TDN. In the existing system, the operator jots down the time at which certain directives were
executed and their results. At the end of the pass, the operator writes a set of paper reports. In the
LMCOA, we internally log the time, parameters and responses for each directive and the reports are
automatically generated at the end of the pass.
User Interaction and Status Displays
Another one of our goals is to provide consistent interaction and meaningful displays to keep the user aware
of what's going on in the system. The primary method of interaction is via menu or button selections with
a mouse. Occasionally the operator may be asked to enter a value or response. The primary interaction
window is a block-level display of the TDN which provides a high-level end-to-end sequence of operations.
A color bar in each block is used to show the status and progress of each block: a gray bar means the block
is inactive, a green bar means the directives are executing, a red bar means an anomaly has occurred and a
blue bar means the directives have successfully completed. The portion of the color bar that is green is
proportional to the number of executed directives in the block.
The operator can bring up a lower level display for each block that shows the state of the block, the state of
each directive in the block (inactive, executing, paused, anomaly, etc.) and lists the preconditions and
postconditions for each block. There are TDN-level controls to pause, resume and stop execution. Block-
level and directive-level controls exist to pause, resume and skip execution. Icons are used to show the user
whether a block is paused or skipped.
SM anomaly messages that require a user response are displayed in a separate window. A synopsis is
displayed in a scrolling portion at the top of the window. By selecting a synopsis, the operator brings up a
description of the anomaly in the bottom portion of the window. The operator can then enter the requested
input or select a default option.
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Otheravailabledisplaysareascrollingeventlog,the link configuration display and the device state display.
The scrolling event log lists all the input and output to and from the LMCOA system. The link
configuration display lists the equipment being used for the pass. (A link is the set of equipment assigned
to communicate with the spacecraft. There may be duplicate pieces of the same kind of equipment.) The
device state display shows the expected and actual stateof each piece of equipment. It provides the opera_
with a view of the SM device modeL
Knowledge Engineering
A major effort in the LMCOA is the process of gathering the information for the TDN. When we started
there was no definitive answer as to what is the correct sequence of operations for doing VLBI on a 70-meter
antenna, Rather, each operator had his/her own "cheat" sheet of what needed to be done. There were also
official documentation, engineers' procedures for VLBI and scientists' procedures for VLBI; all of which
differed from group to group and from person to person. The approach for knowledge engineering was to
first learn about the system through existing documentation, noting inconsistencies and missing
information. The next step was to discuss the procedure with the operators, engineers, technicians and
scientists to get their viewpoints and to clear up inconsistencies as much as possible. This information led
to our initial TDN. The TDN became the needed common language between our knowledge engineers and
our knowledge sources. The LMCOA knowledge engineering effort is the only known attempt, within the
DSN, to document a single, coherent and consistent base-line operational sequence for precatibration that
merges the viewpoints of the users.
Current Implementation Status
The LMCOA is implemented using C, Objective-C and the C Language integrated Production System
(CLIPS) on a NeXT workstation running Mach. Most of the features described above have been
implemented and successfully tested and demonstrated in a laboratory environment with the DSN
Subsystem Simulator. Items currently being implemented are the integration of the recovery subnet, the
Timed-Events Manager, automated parameterization and report generation, the rink configuration display and
the device state display. Our plan is to demonstrate the LMCOA prototype at the Goldstone Deep Space
Communications Complex's 70-meter antenna in September, 1992.
Conclusion
Knowledge-based systems will play a major and enabling role in improving future ground information
systems at the DSN. The LMCOA prototype demonstrates the feasibility and benefits of AI-based
automation in DSN operations. The benefits of an operational semi-automated monitor and conU_l system
are 1) reduction in precalibration time by at least 50% .which could provide an extra 24 hours of antenna
availability per week; 2) reduction in keyboard entry by 80% which reduces occurrences of typographic
errors; 3) enablement of parallel operations ; and 4) inc_ operator efficiency via closed loop control.
Future efforts will include extending the LMCOA to control multiple activities, demonstrating the
LMCOA at a 34-meter experimental antenna complex, extending the LMCOA to support other operations
and establishing guidelines for subsystem design to facilitate automated monitor and control.
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ABSTRACT
As the complexity and expected life-span of modern
space systems continue to increase, the need for
real-time data monitoring and failure analysis
becomes more critical to their successful operation.
DESSY, or DEcision Support SYstem, is a joint
effort by the Intelligent Systems Branch/ER2 and
the Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
Section/DF44 to develop an expert system for the
monitoring of the Payload Deployment and Retrieval
System (PDRS). DESSY users, the RMS flight
controllers, are provided with user interface
enhancements and automated monitoring of system
state (physical orientation) and status (operational
health). Currently, a DESSY prototype for the
Manipulator Positioning Mechanism (MPM) and
Manipulator Retention Latches (MRL) of the PDRS
has been developed and successfully demonstrated
during the STS-49 and STS-46 missions.
Expert systems for monitoring real-time operations
must not only accurately represent domain
knowledge, but also address the challenges of using
unfiltered real-time data as input. This paper
describes the methods and design strategies
developed to overcome problems with real-time data
in the NASA Mission Control Center. Types of data
problems addressed are (1) loss of data, (2) erratic
data and (3) data lags and irregularities during state
transition. Methods used to handle data problems
include rule disabling for ignoring data when data
quality is uncertain, context-sensitive bounded
pattern recognition for minimizing incorrect
conclusions based on bad data, and graceful
recovery through system correction when reliable
data returns. This combination of methods with an
object-based modular DESSY design assures a
robust program capable of lengthy periods of
uninterrupted use in operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
As modern space systems become more advanced,
the need for intelligent computer-assisted support
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during operations continues to grow. The support
required usually begins with real-time data monitoring
and includes failure diagnosis and possibly
recommended actions. As a result intelligent
software must continue to evolve to meet these
demands. In this paper we discuss the development
of the DEcision Support SYstem (DESSY), an
expert system which aids flight controllers by
performing real-time data monitoring and intelligent
evaluations of system hardware through
assessments of telemetry data patterns and
transitions. Although we are documenting many
aspects of the development process, we focus this
discussion on the most challenging issue we faced -
dealing with unreliable real-time telemetry data. We
briefly address other development topics including
knowledge base organization, object and rule
structure and user interface enhancements.
II. THE DESSY EXPERT SYSTEM
Project Background
The DESSY project is a joint effort by the Intelligent
Systems BrancWER2 and the Remote Manipulator
System (RMS) Section/DF44 of Johnson Space
Center to develop an expert system for monitoring
the Payload Deployment and Retrieval System
(PDRS). The PDRS is made up of several
subsystems, each of which will correspond to a
DESSY module. Currently, a DESSY prototype for
the Manipulator Positioning Mechanism (MPM) and
Manipulator Retention Latches (MRL) of the PDRS
has been developed and successfully demonstrated
during the STS-49 and STS-46 missions. MPM's are
pedestals that roll the shuttle arm in and out of the
payload bay. MRL°s are latches which latch the arm
in place when it is not being used. The next
subsystem being undertaken is the Remotely
Operated Electrical Umbilical (ROEU), a system to
provide an electrical interface between the orbiter
and a payload while the payload is in the payload
bay. Other RMS subsystems to be implemented as
DESSY modules include the End Effector, Arm-
Based Electronics, and Displays & Controls Panel.
SoftwareDesign
DESSYis implementedin a commercialreal-time
expert system development environment. Its
object-orienteddata structuresrepresenthe RMS
systemdesign and its rules capture the logic of
system operations and failures. Modularity within
the software separates rules for data monitoring,
state transition detection, failure diagnosis, expert
system control and user interface. This partitioning
of rules allows the enabling or disabling of
appropriate groups of rules when necessary, as in
the case when unreliable telemetry data enters the
system, or for changing system contexts. For
example, as the MPM/MRL system reaches a new
configuration in nominal operations, state transition
rules monitor this change of state and DESSY
changes to a new context. As a result, the
appropriate set of diagnostic rules is enabled for the
duration of this context.
The DESSY software design is further modularized
in that each RMS subsystem will be implemented as a
separate software module, able to act independently
of the others. Each subsystem module will have a
rule set and display developed specifically for that
RMS subsystem. A summary display called the
Integrated Status Display will provide an overview
of all subsystem states and statuses. Figure 1
shows how each of the planned subsystem modules
fits in the overall DESSY design.
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Figure 1. The DESSY Design
Careful object and rule design, along with
appropriate modularity, both in subsystem
partitioning and in the separation of rules according
to rule functionality, has played an important role in
the successful development of DESSY. However,
even if the software provides objects and rules that
correctly capture the functionality and logic of the
physical system, failure to address the issues
concerning real-time data as input can lead to
disappointing system behavior. In the remaining
section of this paper we discuss problems observed
and solutions developed for working with real-time
data. It is these methods that have contributed
most to the robustness of DESSY.
III. WORKING WITH REAL-TIME DATA
Although many expert system projects deliver a
knowledge base which accurately represents the
domain of the problem, they generally fail to
successfully address the challenges of using
unfiltered real-time data. We present several types
of problems that occur when using real-time data as
input to a monitoring expert system. Although all
telemetry sensor data sent to DESSY is binary,
these problems could occur with any data format.
The data problems addressed include (1) loss of
data, (2) erratic data and (3) data lags and
irregularities during state transitions. Each of these
problem types, discovered during DESSY
development and testing, is discussed.
Following the ove_iew of data problems, we
examine the solutions developed to account for
these problems. Table I lists each of the data
problems with their applicable solutions. These
methods, in the order of increasing sophistication
and potential benefit to real-time operations, include
to ignore data when data quality is
uncertain, (;ontext-sensitive bounded pattern
r.P,gg.gllJlJ.oJ1for minimizing incorrect conclusions
based on bad data that has entered the system, and
araceful recovery through system correction when
reliable data returns. Each method works
independently to prevent or correct erroneous
expert system conclusions resulting from bad or
missing data. It is their combination, however, that
assures a robust program capable of lengthy pedods
of uninterrupted use in operations.
Data Problem Solution Methods
loss of data rule disabling,
graceful recovery
erratic data pattern recognition,
graceful recovery
data lags and irregularities pattern recognition,
during state transition graceful recovery
Table I. Data Problems and Solutions
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Typesof DataProblems
Themostcommonandwellunderstoodataproblem
is a lossof data. Datalossusuallytakestheformof
a completelossof signal(LOS)and maybe either
expected, i.e., the shuttle enters the Zone of
Exclusion (ZOE) where there is no telemetry
downlink,or it may be unexpected. Unexpected
data loss may occur as a complete or partial loss of
data, usually due to ground processing or computer
hardware problems.
Although LOS seems like a simple concept to
account for, hardware implementation of telemetry
processors can complicate the situation. Depending
upon how a particular telemetry processor handles
periods of LOS, the monitoring system may receive
an inactive state for all data values, no data values at
all, a static frame of the last data values, or as in the
case of the DESSY data source, the Real Time Data
Systems (RTDS), the last 4-5 seconds of data may
be repeatedly replayed until the signal returns. Yet
another possibility is that nonsense data is received
during pedods of LOS. The first step in dealing with
loss of data due to signal loss is to find out the form
of data that will be received during this time.
Once it is understand what LOS will mean for a
monitoring expert system, it must be determined
how that system is going to detect it. One
possibility is to compare actual data format with
expected format for each data frame received to
determine quality. In the DESSY project we were
fortunate enough to have a data quality
measurement from the telemetry processor. OI-
Quality indicates the telemetry processor's
assessment of data quality for each data frame. It
was discovered, however, that OI-Quality did not
always reliably reflect true data quality. Often there
seemed to be a lag between the data quality drop
and OI-Quality's reflection of this drop. At other
times, even when the lag did not appear, the low
quality indication occurred in the same data frame
that included bad or missing data, making it
impossible to filter the data or to alert the system of
its presence. Inevitably, bad data due to an LOS
situation would periodically enter the system.
Later in the paper we present the methods
developed for dealing with LOS problems, such as
disabling of rules and recovery methods. These
methods apply to both the case when LOS is
detected in time to prevent problems from occurring
and when bad data due to LOS enters the system.
Erratic data is unstable and does not meet expected
behavior for a given operational context. Erratic
data may occur at anytime, but is most likely to be
seen immediately before or after an LOS or at the
time of state transitions. Erratic data is
characterized by frequent flipping of bits (in the
binary case) in a particular data set. Bit flipping
occurs when a data value toggles or flips between
values of 0 and 1. Of course this signature may also
result from intermittent sensor failures, and that
possibility should not be ruled out. For large sets of
data, however, it is much more likely that any bit
flipping is due to bad telemetry data, rather than bad
sensors.
For DESSY, periods surrounding an expected LOS
seem to be a common time for erratic data to
appear. As the shuttle moves in or out of a
satellite's range, the telemetry link has a period of
degradation, during which the OI-Quality has not yet
dropped. The result is often a significant amount of
bad data entering DESSY. Because there has been
no previous low quality indication, DESSY has no
clue that a data frame from this scenario contains
degraded data.
The second situation when erratic data often occurs
is near the beginning and end of a state transition,
when DESSY frequently encounters bit flippings of
data. Although this is an instance of erratic data,
this scenario is discussed in the following
paragraphs concerning data behavior during state
transitions. Later we discuss our use of context-
sensitive bounded pattern recognition and graceful
recovery to deal with both these types of problems.
Data Laas & Irreouladties Dudna Operational Events
The final type of data problem we discuss results
from unexpected data activity when data is expected
to change because of an operational event such as a
state transition or commanding. Data that is
expected to change may "flicker" or "lag" before
reaching a new stable state. Given a set of data
that is expected to change at transition time T,
subsets may flicker or lag, causing the data transition
to occur over some delta time t. Typically delta t is
1-3 seconds. The following transition graph depicts
five examples of data transitions from low to high
values, including a normal data transition and four
anomalous cases. The delta time for this data set is
2 seconds because it is the time it took for every
piece of data in the set to change to its new
expected state.
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Figure 2. Examples of Data Lags and Irregularities
impossible. Also as the shuttle enters or leaves the
Zone of Exclusion, data deteriorates, making OI-
Quality itself unreliable at that time. However, even
though erroneous data may have already entered the
system, it is still desirable to disable rules to minimize
the number of faulty conclusions. Event rules such
as command and state transition, and diagnostic
rules should be disabled, but corrective rules should
not be disabled. Corrective rules will be discussed in
the section on graceful recovery.
Disabling rules is the simplest of the techniques we
use in dealing with real-time data problems.
Unfortunately, it effectively eliminates the usefulness
of the expert system during the time the rules are
disabled, retaining only its function as a raw data
monitoring source. For this reason the technique is
only used when absolutely necessary - when# is
certain that quality is low and data is unreliable, such
as in a complete loss of signal.
Data lags and irregularities dudng events and state
transitions may occur because of noise in the
telemetry or may be due to the physical properties of
the hardware being monitored. In either case there
is no smooth transition. Falling to include this
behavior in the system's monitodng rules will often
lead to erroneous conclusions. Examples from early
DESSY work include (1) incorrect sensor failure
conclusions at Event Start T due to data lags - D2
and D3, (2) state value fluctuation from T to T+2
from flickering data - D4, and (3) incorrect
command conclusion at time T due to a temporary
active value in command telemetry - D5. These
problems were corrected using our data handling
techniques.
Methods Used to Handle Data Problems
BU LP. abJi 
The most straightforward method of dealing with
data of uncertain quality is to ignore it by not
responding to changes in that data. In any system
there will be times when data quality is so low that
the data should not be used at all. The expert
system should therefore have the capability to
ignore data when it is unreliable by a method such as
disabling of rule sets. This immediately highlights the
need for a manner of determining faulty data, such
as the OI-Quality measure provided to DESSY.
•When the value of OI-Quality is any number other
than 100, certain diagnostic and state transition rule
sets are disabled in DESSY. When quality returns
the rules are again enabled.
Although the above tactic seems simple enough, it
has the problem 'of the quality number and
corresponding data being in the same time frame,
making immediate filtering or rule disabling
To supplement this automatic rule disabling, the
DESSY user may also "turn off" the expert system
portion of DESSY at any time, leaving DESSY to
act as only a data monitor. Actually this turning off
merely grays out the parts of the DESSY display
that present expert system conclusions, allowing
DESSY to continue to work in the background.
Even if DESSY has made incorrect conclusions and
the user has grayed out the expert system part of
the DESSY screen, the built in corrective rules
should eventually lead to a graceful recovery. The
intent is that even if DESSY has been turned off
due to erroneous expert system conclusions, it will
recover by itself and the user will once again be able
to use the expert system part of DESSY.
Nonetheless, this feature gives the user the
opportunity to override the expert system at the
level of the user interface.
Context-Sensitive Bounded Pattern Recoanition
The second technique we have implemented to
assure DESSY's robustness deals with
characteristics of the sets of data that DESSY's
rules use to detect events and identify failures.
Because of problems with data lags and irregularities,
the expert system often has insufficient or even
erroneous evidence from the data set upon which it
can determine the occurrence of an event. Also
because of the nature of space operations, there is
often an insufficient amount of sensor data available,
making event determination even more difficult. For
example, if the event is that of an MPM stow, there
are only two sensors to indicate the stowed state
once the MPM has reached its new stowed position.
This data set is insufficient to determine with
certainty the stowed state because of a requirement
we have that DESSY must continue to monitor
events, given a single data failure in any set of data
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we consider. If one of these two pieces of data was
active and the other inactive, as is the case of a
single failure of either of these pieces of data, the
state would be inconclusive. The data must
therefore be supplemented with additional
information.
In addition to considering data set size, when
appropriate we include context such as the system
state or the detection of a prior event. When
context is considered, we say that we are using a
context variable (CV) in the rule. Use of CV's
lowers the requirements of the data set the rule must
consider, and some rules use only CV's. Table II
gives an example of a DESSY rule using two pieces
of data and two context variables.
We now discuss the general guidelines developed in
determining necessary data sets and context
variables for DESSY rules. The lower bound or
minimum requirements needed to make reliable
conclusions is addressed first, followed by a brief
discussion on the upper bound or maximum data set
recommended. Establishment of a lower bound is
necessary because enough data must be observed to
correctly monitor an event, given that some
predetermined amount or percentage of the data set
being considered is bad. An upper bound is
established because of the impact the data set size
has on computer hardware performance. An
example from DESSY is provided.
DESSY Rule: state transition* ........... Data/CV
set
if the state of any MPM CV
is stow-in-transit
_and___(thesys!-stow_-__m__!cr_o}s_w__'__C__h_=_ !........ data
or the sys2-stow-microswitch =1) data
and the command of MPM-SYSTEM CV
is stow
then conclude that the state of the conclusion
MPM is stowed ....
Table II. Rule Example with 2 Pieces of Data and 2
Context Variables
Establishing a Lower Bound
Given an operational event there exists a set of data
S that the expert system directly monitors to
determine when the event occurs. In addition, there
exists a second usually larger set S', a superset of S,
that makes up the context in which the event will
occur. The set S' indicates state, status and any
other operational context of the system being
tt
MPM Stowing is the rolling in of the RMS to put it
away. Deploying is rolling out the RMS.
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monitored and includes both data and context
variables.
The CV°s from S' in the example of Table II are the
current MPM state and the current MPM command.
Thus we have the following sets.
Sstowed =
{sysl-stow-microswitch, sys2-stow-microswitch}
S'stowed =
{sysl-stow-microswitch, sys2-stow-microswitch,
current state, command}
If the set S were the only data we could consider,
we would have to impose the constraint that both
data elements be active to eliminate the ambiguity
and ensure that we were in a stowed state;
however, this does not meet DESSY's requirement
to continue to monitor given a single failure.
Because in the extended set S' context is
considered, we can relax our constraints to require
only one of the two microswitches to be active in
determining the stowed state. We have ISstowedl =
2 and IS'stowedl = 4 where ISI denotes the numbei"
of elements in the set S. Because the set size of 2 is
insufficient for determining the event given our
requirements, the data set S must be expanded to S'
providing a more plausible set.
Even in the case where 3 pieces of telemetry are
available, the data is probably insufficient. Although
in actual operations, a double hardware failure must
occur to lose 2 of the 3 sensors, in a situation where
noisy data is occurring, the possibility that 2 of
these 3 may erroneously become "turned on" is fairly
high. In this situation a larger data set including
context variables is desirable. CV's such as state
and command in the example above, can be used to
obtain the minimum information set by imposing
physical constraints or providing the current system
configuration. CV's limit the scope of a rule which in
turn limits the chance that it will fire incorrectly given
it has received bad data.
Although we use CV's to impose physical constraints
in DESSY, procedural constraints are not used in
DESSY rules, since humans are too likely to break
procedural rules. We learned this while testing an
earlier DESSY version when a flight rule was broken
during a training simulation. The software failed to
monitor the operations due to a procedural
constraint embedded in DESSY°s monitoring rules.
Therefore, as a policy, we implement no procedural
constraints in DESSY.
Establishing an Upper Bound
In real-time operations, every piece of data observed
has an associated cost in CPU time. Thus we wish
to imposelimits on the amountof data DESSYis
allowedto inspectin a givenrule. Thebestway to
implementthis is throughcontextvariableswhich
holdsummariesof datavaluesandareusuallyalready
storedin DESSYfor otherpurposes. Useof CV's
allowsus to consider performance constraints to
limit the size of the data sets we inspect. In some
cases a CV can take the place of all but one piece of
data. In other higher level rule firings, such as for
summary level information, conclusions are made
based only on context variables.
We have established the upper bound of a rule as 4
pieces of telemetry data or 2-3 pieces of data given
a CV. The real-time expert system should usually not
be overloaded with a larger set, although there will
probably be exceptions in safety critical or unreliable
areas. In conclusion, context-sensitive pattern
recognition with appropriate set size, including both
data and context variables, reduces the chances of
incorrect expert system behavior when bad data is
present.
Graceful Recovery Thmuoh System Correction
Although many systems attempt graceful
degradation in the face of trouble, DESSY has
extended this concept to one of graceful recovery.
If the system makes faulty conclusions because of
bad data, a set of corrective rules will "kick in" once
good data returns, and restore the expert system to
the proper configuration. This includes both state
correction and status correction. The system does
not have to be restarted by the user because the
corrections automatically restore offending parts of
the knowledge base.
Corrective rules are similar to other system
monitoring rules, except that they do not allow for
any inconsistencies in the data sets they observe
when making conclusions, i.e., every piece of data in
the set for which the rule applies must be exactly
correct. Additionally, corrective rules are written
only for the cases that it can be determined with
certainty that the system is in a particular
configuration. These rules, therefore, can be
thought of as the axioms of the expert system.
They can be as simple as determining that a single
piece of data is reliable again because it returned to a
legitimate value after it had previously been deemed
as unreliable. A more sophisticated example is the
re-evaluation of system state when all microswitch
data for a new state becomes active.
Examples of corrective rules are provided in Figures
3 and 4. The rule in Figure 3 shows the re-evaluation
of the status of a single microswitch. If the
microswitch status is questionable-on because the
microswitch is inappropriately active, but the
microswitch value returns to inactive (0 or off), the
status is reset to functional. Figure 4 is an example
of the re-evaluation of the state of MPM's. If the
state is not stowed, but both stow microswitch
indicators become active (1 or on), then the MPM
state is reset to stowed.
If the status of sysl-stow-microswitch
is questionable-on
and the sysl-stow-microswitch = 0
then conclude that the status of sysl-stow-
microswitch is functional
Figure 3. Corrective Rule: Microswitch Status
if the state of any MPM is not stowed
and the sysl-stow-microswitch = 1
and the sys2-stow-microswitch = 1
then conclude that the state of the MPM is stowed
Figure 4. Corrective Rule: MPM State
The example of Figure 3 may occur when an MPM
stow microswitch (normally indicative of the stowed
state) becomes active while the MPM is in the
deployed state. This event could be due to a
microswitch failure, but is more likely to be caused by
bad telemetry. When this event occurs, several
conclusions are made. First the microswitch is
determined to be questionable-on. Assigning this
value is a strategy to allow the user to realize
DESSY is at this pOint making only a tentative
conclusion about a failure of this microswitch. If the
microswitch remains active, it will cause a motor to
be inhibited, preventing that motor from driving if a
stow command is given. (However, there are two
redundant motors for stowing, and the other motor
will still operate.) Secondly, because the MPM is
deployed and a stow microswitch is questionable-on,
the status of the MPM will be updated to Expect-
Single-Motor-Stow. If before stow operations
occur, the microswitch returns to its inactive state,
questionable-on is removed by the rule in Figure 3
and the MPM status is restored to operational.
If stowing operations proceed and the motor is
inhibited by the microswitch, procedure monitoring
rules will notice this fact. The MPM status will be
updated to Single-Motor-Stow once the stow is
complete and it has been confirmed that only one
motor was operational. However, if the motor is
not inhibited, but the questionable-on microswitch
was due to bad telemetry, procedural monitoring
rules note that the motor performed nominally and
the MPM status is adjusted to Nominal-Stow. The
microswitch status, however, will remain as
questionable-on until the microswitch value changes
to inactive.
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A benefit of self correctionis demonstratedin a
scenarioobservedduring STS-49. Becauseof
hardwareproblems,a significantamountof data
frames were being lost, so that DESSYdid not
receivedatafor secondsat a time. Unfortunately,
thosewere crucialsecondsin whichan MRLstate
transitionwastakingplace. DESSYwasunableto
monitorthe transitionprocedurebecauseit never
receivedthe data. Fortunatelywhen DESSYdid
againreceivea dataframe,althoughthe procedure
wasover, it was able to evaluate the current data
and reflect the new MRL state. Another example of
why graceful recovery is crucial for real-time expert
systems occurred during MRL release operations
during STS-46. Seconds after the release began, an
LOS occurred and the telemetry downlink was lost.
This LOS lasted for approximately seven minutes,
and when data returned the release was complete.
At this time DESSY evaluated the new data and
reconfigured itself to reflect the new MRL state. In
both these cases, it was unfortunate that we were
not able to monitor the operations, but the fact that
DESSY was able to keep up once data returned
prevented a situation where the wrong state would
be reflected, certainly causing a loss of user
confidence.
Additional examples of how the corrective rules were
crucial to system success were demonstrated near
other times of LOS. Because poor data quality is
not always detected soon enough, unfiltered
erroneous data enters the system and leads to faulty
conclusions. Even if it were possible to filter out th_
bad data as soon as it was detected, the use of
unfiltered data is desirable because it gives the flight
controller a better understanding of the downlinked
telemetry. The expert system interpreting the data,
however, is unh'kely to be correct and should provide
an assessment that its interpretation is suspect.
Regardless, once quality is nominal again, the expert
system should re-evaluate the scenario and adjust
any faulty conclusions it made. State should be re-
evaluated and any status discrepancies that are no
longer accurate should be removed.
There is a final area in which corrective rules are
utilized. This case takes place when a real failure (or
even a single data or sensor failure) occurs and is
later followed by recovery. The corrective rules are
used to restore the status to nominal in these
situations. In these cases when a failure actually has
occurred, the human would like to know the failure
history even if the failure is corrected. (This is
currently a future DESSY version enhancement.) A
history is kept in the form of a message list at
present.
actually the same rule), initialization rules allow
DESSY to be started with any stable MPMIMRL
configuration and to be initialized to the proper
states and statuses. The rule in Figure 4 would
initialize DESSY's MPM state to stowed if DESSY
were started with the MPM in the stowed position.
If DESSY is started during transition periods, once
the transition is complete and the system is again
static, DESSY will at that point initialize itself. This
has been an important and even necessary feature
of our real-time expert system.
In summary, it is necessary to keep the system from
making lasting erroneous conclusions based on bad
data. When working with real-time data, we must
expect the unexpected in data problems. An
attitude must be maintained that in spite of filtering
and other techniques to keep bad data out of the
system, some will always get through. When it does
the only choice is to design for recovery when
things return to normal.
IV. CONCLUSIONS IN MAKING DESSY
ROBUST & USEFUL
In building real-time expert systems, it is not only
important to have good system design, but also
crucial to create a system that is robust enough to
be useful in situations that are less than ideal. The
techniques developed through the DESSY project
were created out of the necessity of building a
system that could withstand bad data, a common
occurrence in the environment in which DESSY
runs. These methods have been successfully used in
DESSY's operation and have repeatedly
demonstrated DESSY's robustness.
In conclusion, real-time data monitoring systems that
reside in high-risk environments such as NASA's
Mission Control Center must be built to be robust
and useful given bad and missing data. Although the
specifics of these techniques will differ from one
project to another, we believe they are general
enough to be applied to any real-time monitoring
expert system, and that the guidelines presented in
this paper provide a good set of ground rules from
which a robust and useful system can be built.
We have found these correction features not only to
be very useful, but to have good side effects.
Complementing the correction rules (and often
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ABSTRACT
PERTS is a prototyping environment for real-time systems. It is being built incrementally and will
contain basic building blocks of operating systems for time-critical applications, tools and performance
models for the analysis, evaluation and measurement of real-time systems, and a simulation/emulation
environment. It is designed to support the use and evaluation of new design approaches,
experimentations with alternative system building blocks, and the analysis and performance profiling of
prototype real-time systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
While existing approaches, techniques and tools for the design, prototyping and development of
software systems are effective for many application domains, they often do not address the difficulties in
building hard real-time computing systems. A hard real-time computing system, hereafter simply called a
real-time system, is one in which most tasks have hard timing constraints. Here, the term task refers to a
basic unit of work. A task may be a granule of computation, a unit of data transmission, a file access, or
an I/O operation, etc. The simplest timing constraint imposed on a task is its deadline, the point in time
by which the task is required to complete. The result produced by a task with a deadline is correct only if
it is available by the deadline, in addition to being functionally correct. A late result is of little or no use.
Applications supported by real-time systems include command and control, guidance and navigation,
flight control, object identification, autonomous vehicle control, and intelligent manufacturing.
The approach that has been taken traditionally to construct real-time systems is to develop the
application software first and then tune the application and the underlying system to make sure that all the
timing constraints are met. This approach tends to produce brittle, difficult-to-modify and hard-to-
maintain systems. Small changes in the application software, or in the underlying hardware and software
support, can produce unpredictable timing effects that can be detected and corrected only through
exhaustive testing and performance tuning. Consequently, it is costly to develop and validate new
systems _ind to enhance, extend or port existing systems.
The lack of effective methods and tools for building robust and provably responsive real-time
systems has motivated the recent research on the theoretical foundations of real-time computing [1,2]. A
goal of this research is to find methods for predicting the timing behavior of the basic building blocks and
the overall real-time systems built from them. Tools that support systematic construction and evaluation
of real-time systems can be built based on these methods. Another goal is to develop integrated
approaches to building real-time systems, as aitematives to the traditional approach. An integrated
approach would begin with models and optimality criteria that explicitly account for the constraints and
possibilities of trading off between various figures of merit, and then design the application and the
underlying system to achieve the desired tradeoffs. Such an approach would lead to more flexible, easy-
)_ This work has been partially supported by ONR Contract Nos. NOOO14-89-J-1181, and N000-92-J-1815.
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to-schedule programs, and resultant systems would degrade gracefully during overloads and failures.
This paper describes an ongoing project to build a prototyping environment, called PERTS
(Prototyping Environment for Real-Time Systems), that aims at making recent and future theoretical
results in real-time systems readily usable to practitioners. Specifically, PERTS will contain
(1) basic building blocks of the underlying support system for real-time applications m These
reusable building blocks will realize existing and new scheduling algorithms, communication
protocols and resource access control protocols.
(2) building blocks of flexible real-time programs and system software n These system components
are based on the imprecise computation approach [3-5].
(3) tools and performance models for the analysis and evaluation of prototype real-time systems
The PERTS tools will provide worst-case bounds and performance predictions of systems based
on different execution models and scheduling paradigms.
(4) a simulation/emulation environment -- This environment will allow the experimental evaluation
of alternatives in scheduling the target software system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the models of real-time systems
on which PERTS components and tools are based. The capabilities of PERTS and its key components
are presented in Section HI. This project is compared with similar projects in Section IV. Section V is
gives the current status of the project.
H. MODELS OF REAL-TIME SYSTEMS
Most of the workload models used to characterize real-time (software) systems are variations or
extensions of the following basic deterministic model. The underlying system contains a number of
identical processors. The software system T, called a task system, contains a number n of tasks. The
maximum amount of processor time required by a task Ti to complete its execution is called its
processing time xi. x_ is assumed to be known. Tasks may have weights which tell us how important the
tasks are relative to each other. Again, a task Ti may have a deadline di; we say that a task has no
deadline if its deadline is infinite. In addition to its deadline, a task T_may also have a release time r_, the
time instant after which the task is available to be scheduled and executed. The interval [r_, d_] between
its release time and deadline is its feasible interval.
A schedule of a task system T is an assignment of the processors to the tasks in T; a task is
scheduled in a time interval on a processor if the processor is assigned to the task in the interval. In any
valid schedule, every task is scheduled after its release time. Moreover, the total amount of processor
time assigned to every task is equal to its processing time. A valid schedule is a feasible schedule if every
task is scheduled in its feasible interval and, hence, completes by its deadline.
The system may also contain a number of distinct resources. Each task may require some of these
resources during its execution. We say that tasks requiring the same resource are in (resource) conflict
with each other. A resource access control protocol governs the accesses of tasks to resources and
resolves the conflicts among them.
Periodic-Task Model
Many real-time applications, such as control-law computations, radar signal processing, and
voice/video transmissions, can be characterized by the classical periodic-task model [6]. In the periodic-
task model, we model such computations and data transmissions as period tasks. The system T contains
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n periodic tasks, each of which is a periodic sequence of requests for the same work. A request is
released at the beginning of every period and its deadline is the end of the period. The processing time x/
of Ti is the maximum amount of processor time required to complete every request in Ti.
In addition to periodic tasks, some tasks may arrive and become ready for execution at random
instants. These tasks are aperiodic. Aperiodic tasks model computations and communications that must
be carried out in response to unexpected events, such as requests for changing the operation mode,
processing sporadic messages, etc. Aperiodic tasks usually do not have deadlines, and their processing
times may be unknown. We want to complete each aperiodic task as soon as possible, while making sure
that all deadlines of periodic tasks are met at all times.
Complex-Task Model
Real-time tasks that are not periodic are often characterized by the classical deterministic model. In
this model, a task system T is a set of n tasks. These tasks may be dependent; data and control
dependencies between tasks impose constraints on the order in which tasks are executed. We use a
precedence relation < over T to specify the constraints on their execution order. T_ is a predecessor of Ti
(and Tj a successor of T_), denoted as Ti < Ti, if Tj cannot begin execution until the execution of Ti
completes. Ti is an immediate predecessor of Tj (and T_ is an immediate successor of Ti) if Ti < Tj and
there is no task Tk such that Ti < Tk < T_. Two tasks T_ and Tg are independent when neither T_ < Tj nor
7"/< Ti. They can be executed in any order. We can use a directed graph G = (T, < ), a task graph, to
represent the task system T and the precedence constraints among tasks. There is a node in G for each
task in T. There is an edge from T_ to Tj when T_ is an immediate predecessor of Ti. Figure 1 shows a
task graph for example. Nodes of all shapes represent tasks. The numbers in the brackets above the tasks
are the feasible intervals of the tasks. For simplicity, their other attributes, such as their processing times
and resource requirements, are not shown.
We note that a periodic task in the periodic-task model can be modeled as an infinite chain of
dependent tasks where the first task is the immediate predecessor of the second task, the second task is the
immediate predecessor of the third task, and so on. Such a chain is shown in Figure 1; it represents a
periodic task whose first request is released at time 2 and whose period is 3.
[2, 5] [5, 8] [8, 12] [12, 15] [15, 18]
G _ =O =O _ • • °
[0, 5] [4, 8] [5, 20] conditional block
Figure 1 An Example of Task Graphs
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Real-time applications sometimes contain redundant modules, carry out heuristic searches, use
multiple versions, execute some tasks conditionally, etc. These applications cannot be conveniently
characterized by the classical model. For this reason, we extended the classical model; the extensions
include OR tasks [7] and conditional blocks [8].
In the classical model, a task with more than one immediate processor must wait until all its
immediate processors have been completed before its execution can begin. We call such tasks AND
tasks. An example is the task labeled T in Figure 1. All three of its immediate predecessors must be
completed before T can begin execution. All other AND tasks are represented by unfilled circles. In
some applications, a task may begin execution after one (or some) of its immediate predecessors is
completed. Such a task is called an OR task. A task system containing AND and OR tasks is said to have
AND/OR precedence constraints. Examples of OR tasks are the two square nodes at the bottom of the
graph in Figure 1. The one labeled 2/3 can begin execution as soon as 2 of its 3 immediate predecessors
complete. In a triple-redundant module, the voter can be modeled as a 2/3 OR task; it and its successors
can proceed as soon as two out of its three replicated immediate predecessors complete. Similarly, we
can model a two-version computation as the two immediate predecessors of a 1/2 OR task; only one of
them needs to be completed before the OR task can begin execution.
In the classical model, all the immediate successors of a task must be executed; an outgoing edge
from every node expresses an AND constraint. This model cannot characterize data-dependent,
conditionally executed tasks. In the complex-task model, some outgoing edges express OR constraints.
Only one of all the immediate successors of a task whose outgoing edges express OR constraints is to be
executed. Such a task is called a branch node. In a meaningful task graph, there is a join node associated
with each branch node. Each subgraph whose source node is an immediate successor of a branch node
and whose sink node is an immediate predecessor of the corresponding join node is called a conditional
branch. Here, by a source (or sink) node of a subgraph, we mean a node that has no predecessor (or
successor) in the subgraph. The subgraph that begins from a branch node and ends at the associated join
node is called a conditional block. Only one conditional branch in each conditional block is to be
executed. An example is shown in Figure 1 where the conditional block has two conditional branches.
Either the upper conditional branch, containing a chains of tasks, or the lower conditional branch,
containing only one task, is to be executed.
Imprecise-Computation Model
For many real-time applications, it is better to have timely, approximate results than late exact
results. A system that supports imprecise computations [3-5] attempts to produce usable approximate
results when an overload or failure prevents an exact result from being produced in time. The system
does so by trading off the quality of the results produced by the tasks for the amounts of processing times
required to produce the results. To make this tradeoff possible, we structure every task in such a way that
it can be logically decomposed into two parts: a mandatory part and an optional part. The mandatory part
is the portion of the task that must be done in order to produce a result of an acceptable quality. This part
must be completed before the deadline of the task. The optional part is the portion of the task that refines
the result. The optional part, or a portion of it, can be left unfinished, if necessary, at the expense of the
quality of the result produced by the task.
The imprecise-computation model captures this task structure. Each task Ti is decomposed into two
tasks: the mandatory task Mi and the optional task 0_. Let m_ and oi be the processing times of Mi and
Oi, respectively, rni + oz = xi. mi is always bounded and known. On the other hand, oi and, hence, xl can
be unknown and unbounded. The release time and deadline of the tasks M_ and O_ are the same as that of
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Ti, and Oi is the immediate successor of M_. We note that the complex-task model is a special case of the
imprecise computation model in which all tasks are entirely mandatory, that is, oi =0 for all tasks.
Intelligent and incremental computations, known as anytime or sufficiently good computations in AI
literature, can be also modeled as tasks that are entirely optional, that is, mi = 0 for all tasks.
In a valid schedule of a system of imprecise tasks, the total amount of processor time assigned to
each task is at least equal to mi and at most equal to xi. A task is said to be completed in the traditional
sense at an Instant t when the total amount of processor time assigned to it becomes equal to its
processing time at t. A mandatory task Mi is said to be completed when it is completed in the traditional
sense. The optional task Oi may be terminated at any time, however, even if it is not completed at the
time; no task is scheduled outside of its feasible interval. A task T_ is said to be completed in a schedule
whenever its mandatory task is completed. When the total amount of processor time _ assigned to Oi in
a schedule is equal to o_, the error ei in the result produced by Ti (or simply the error of T_) is zero.
Otherwise, if a/is less than oi, the error of T i is equal to Ei (_i), the error function of the task Ti . E i(ai) is
typically a monotone non-increasing function of a_. In other words, the longer a task is allow to execute,
the smaller the error in the result it produces.
Reference Model of Real-Time Systems
Figure 2 shows a generic model of real-time systems. The software system is represented by a task
graph. As stated earlier, the task graph gives the processing time and resource requirements of tasks, the
timing constraints of each task, and the dependencies between tasks. Tasks are scheduled and allocated
resources according to a set of scheduling algorithms and resource access control protocols. This set of
algorithms and protocols is an explicit element of the reference model as shown in this figure.
r"
I
I
processors
"" scheduling and
"" "-- resource-access control .-- ""
1
........................................................... ._ _" i_. .............................................................
resources
_ ............................................................. J
Figure 2. A Model of Real-Time Systems
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The underlying hardware and m-time system is modeled as a set of processors and resources.
Processors are entities that are typically modeled as servers in queuing models. Computers, I/O buses,
communication networks and virtual connections arc examples of processors. Resources are entities that
are sometimes modeled as passive resources or passive queues. Memory pages, I/O buffers, semaphores,
and valid message numbers in send and receive windows arc examples of resources. It is not necessary
for us to make a fine distinction between processors and resources. Rather, we characterize each
processor or resource by a set of parameters. Some of these parameters specify the constraints governing
its usage, such as whether it can be shared, whether it is reusable, etc. Other parameters give its timing
properties, such as context switch time, acquisition time, etc.
HI. PERTS COMPONENTS AND CAPABILITIES
Figure 3 shows the key components of PERTS. PERTS can be used to support the design of real-
time systems. The design of a target task system is captured by its abstract description, which is a task
graph. At the abstract level, estimated task parameters and dependencies in the task graph can be derived
from the requirements of the system. During the design phase, the schedulability analysis system will
serve as an interactive tool. This tool can be used for many purposes, including to determine whether
sufficient amounts of all resources are available; to identify potential bottlenecks; to select computational
algorithms from available choices with different levels of result quality versus resource requirements; and
to provide suggestions on the choices of task parameters. The analysis tool and performance predictor
can be used to identify where later changes in soflware or hardware are likely to lead to unpredictable
timing effects. In this way, the schedulabflity analysis system can also help in the design of the test suite
which will be needed later to test the target system.
The schedulability analysis system will support the hierarchical approach to building large and
complex, real-time software on distributed and parallel hardware platforms. Examples of algorithms that
will be implemented for this purpose include algorithms for end-to-end scheduling of distributed tasks
that have overall deadlines; algorithms for scheduling parallclizable tasks with deadlines on massively
parallel systems; partitioning and assignment schemes for statically assigning tasks to processors; load
balancing algorithms for dynamic adjustment of load conditions; and protocols for controlling concurrent
access to resources and data transmissions. For example, the task partitioning and assignment module
can help the designer to find a partition and assignment of the given task system so that the tasks assigned
to each processor can meet their individual deadlines and the overall task system can meet its end-to-end
deadlines. When the given task system does not have such an assignment, the analysis tool in the system
can suggest possible changes to make such an assignment feasible. If a dynamic task assignment
approach is chosen, the performance predicting tool can be used to determine whether the worst-case
performance of the assignment is acceptable.
PERTS will provide similar support in later phases of software prototyping. In earlier development
stages, PERTS can be used to identify and choose a set of operating system policies for task partitioning
and assignment, load balancing, scheduling and resource management. In this case, the concrete
description may simply be a more detailed task graph that gives more accurate information about the
timing and resource usage characteristics of the tasks. PERTS will produce sample task assignments,
schedules, memory layouts, etc. to provide the feedback needed in the iterative software prototyping
process. PERTS will have program execution time analysis and measurement tools. In later stages, when
some source code of the target task system becomes available, these tools can be used to extract task
parameters and graph structures from the code. PERTS also provides a simulation environment for a
thorough evaluation of the target system. The most concrete description is the instrumented object code
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Figure 3. The Prototyping Environment of Real-Time Systems
generated by a cross language compiler. This code can be run, under the scheduling directives produced
by the scheduling analysis system, in a simulated target environment provided by the testbed The
testbed will contain a workload generator capable of generating synthetic or trace-driven workloads to
support the simulation of the embedded environment.
IV. RELATED WORK
PERTS is similar to many other real-time systems design tools in its intended use. These systems
all intend to reduce the complexity in real-time system development. The advanced algorithms and tools
available in PERTS distinguish it from the other systems. For example, Scheduler 1-2-3 [9] primarily
deals with periodic tasks, mixed with randomly arriving aperiodic tasks, and priority-driven scheduling
disciplines. Several systems similar to Scheduler 1-2-3 are also available. They support the design and
construction of domain specific applications. PERTS, on the other hand, provides a much more versatile
and powerful schedulability analysis system. The PERTS testbed can be configured to simulate a number
of operating systems and hardware configurations.
PERTS differs from most existing and experimental real-time system prototyping and development
systems, and complements them, both in their capabilities and intended use. Many such systems provide
an integrated environment with a full range of tools for requirement tracing, program construction,
software reuse, etc. The experimental system CAPS [10] is an example. PERTS is similar to CAPS in
certain ways; for instance, both provide tools for analysis of real-time software. CAPS is a stand-alone
prototyping environment. PERTS is not designed to be a substitute for CAPS or other computer-aided
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softwareprototyping systems. Rather, PERTS will focus on providing powerful design and evaluation
tools that are not available in these systems.
V. CURRENT STATUS
We are implementing the components of PERTS incrementally in C++. Several suites of scheduling
algorithms are in various stages of completion. They are algorithms for scheduling periodic tasks,
imprecise computations, tasks with end-to-end deadlines [11] and tasks with AND/OR precedence
constraints [7], as well as algorithms for assigning tasks to processors. The suite of algorithms for
scheduling periodic tasks is near completion. Components of this suite that have been implemented and
tested include the basic rate-monotone algorithm and the earliest-deadline algorithm; priority-ceiling
protocol and stack-based protocol for resource access control; servers for handling aperiodic requests; and
mode change protocols [1]. A basic schedulability analysis system, containing tools based on the rate-
monotone scheduling theory and worst-case performance analysis, has been designed.
We have designed a simple language for describing task graphs and have implemented a compiler
for this language. A user can describe a task graph in terms of this language, and the compiler will
produce the graph. We also have a preprocessor that automatically extracts task graphs from annotated
C++ programs.
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ABSTRACT
To generate intelligent indexing that allows context-sensitive information retrieval, a system must
be able to acquire knowledge directly through interaction with users. In this paper, we present the
architecture for CID (Computer Integrated Documentation), a system that enables integration of
various technical documents in a hypertext framework and includes an intelligent browsing system
that incorporates indexing in context. CID's knowledge-based indexing mechanism allows case-
based knowledge acquisition by experimentation. It utilizes on-line user information requirements
and suggestions either to reinforce current indexing in case of success or to generate new
knowledge in case of failure. This allows CID's intelligent interface system to provide helpful
responses, based on previous experience (user feedback). We describe CID's current capabilities
and provide an overview of our plans for extending the system.
INTRODUCTION
Retrieving specific information from large amounts of documentation is not an easy task. It could
be facilitated if information relevant in the current problem solving context could be supplied
automatically to the user, in understandable terms and in a flexible manner (e.g., allowing the user
to ask questions). This is a long-term goal of Computer Integrated Documentation (CID). As a first
step towards this goal, we are developing an intelligent hypertext interface to help users browse
through large documents in search of specific information [2].
CID has been developed on three aerospace applications: the Space Station Freedom Requirements
documents, Space Shuttle mission control procedures manuals, and F-18 emergency procedures.
These applications offer a wide variety of problems in technical documentation for both design and
operations issues. This project is now three years old, and the current version of CID is used in a
beta-test mode in several NASA centers. A typical screen of CID windows is presented in Figure
1. It is composed of a control panel that allows the user to control the entire library. Among its
various capabilities, it also converts fiat text documents into hypertext, indexes them, and records
users' traces in the documentation. Both text and graphics capabilities axe available within CID.
This paper provides a paradigm for information access based on the actual use of the hypertext
system itself. First, it presents a new approach to incremental context acquisition in information
retrieval that modifies existing relations between descriptors and referents by using on-line user
feedback to either reinforce or correct the system's knowledge in case of success or failure. This
feature allows the system to tailor itself to the user. Second, CID includes a mechanism that allows
presentation of referents that are most likely to be useful, thus providing focus for the search in a
hypertext database. (The user can, however, access all the descriptors and referents at any time).
This model consequently improves the performance of the system. This paper is structured as
follows. In the second section, the problem of browsing through large documents is reviewed. The
1Dr. Math6 is currently undercontract 3004-47-2 toRecom Technologies, Inc.
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third section presentsthe current CID system,and the fourth section describeshow CID's
subsystemIARC (IndexAcquisitionandRefinementaccordingto Context)is ableto acquirenew
knowledge.In thefifth section,someof the lessonslearnedfrom analysesof existing technical
documentationsystems,andfrom thedesign,implementationandthefirst testsof CID aregiven.
Finally, the sixthsectionpresentsrelatedwork, and the seventhsectiondiscussesour system's
limitationsandourplansfor futureresearchissues.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
3.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1:3.1.9 MAINTAINABILITY
3SFP hardware shall be destgned to facilitate on-orbit and ground
maintenance Inspection and repair. Special skill requirements for
maintenance shall be minimized. The use of EVA/EVR equipment
shall be considered where appropriate to enhance overall human
productivity.
The design of SSFP hardware that Is intended to allow for EVA
maintenance shall where applicable be compatible wlth maintenance
by robotics. All hardware to be maintained by robotics shall be
:3.1.9.1 GENERAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
3.1.9.2 FAULT DETECTION/FAULT ISOLATION
3.1.9.3 ACCESSIBILITY
Figure 1. Part of a typical CID screen. In the lower-right window, the upper field includes the
hierarchy of the displayed referent, the middle field is the actual text and the bottom field includes
the next referents in the hierarchy. The upper-left window is the CID control panel.
THE PROBLEM
From analyses we have conducted during the design (and redesign) of CID, and from the current
users' feedback, the following issues have become clear. When looking for specific information,
people usually employ both the table of contents (hierarchical browsing) and me index of the
available documents to guide their search. Even then, however, the search is not very focused, and
it is common for users to examine several places in the documentation before finding the
information needed. For example, when the index is used and a descriptor is looked at for the first
time, the first page indicated is usually chosen. If the corresponding information turns out to be
relevant for the user's purposes, the user is satisfied, and the retrieval process is finished. If, on
the other hand, the corresponding information is not relevant, the user will normally go back to the
index and try the second page proposed, and so on. This leads to a sequential trial-and-error
decision process, which can be tedious and slow. To avoid repeating this lengthy process each
time, people tend to build context around the descriptors already used. For instance, they tend to
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rememberthat a particular referent was successful in a specific situation. This memory however
does not generally last very long unless the same context occurs often.
CID has been designed to assist in this process by attempting to immediately provide the user with
the information that is likely to be relevant to him/her in context. This paper presents an approach
to indexing in context, in which indices are particular procedures that are modified incrementally by
experimentation, remembering what the user found useful in a specific context. Using this
approach, CID can provide tailored guidance to users browsing a document, by watching the users
perform their browsing tasks. As Chen and Dhar [4] mention, to make large information banks
more accessible by computer, it is best first to try and understand how reference librarians actually
help users, and then to try to include these capabilities in on-line systems. The major problem in
incorporating a model of user-librarian interactions into the system is the difficulty of acquiring the
information for this model. CID's on-line knowledge acquisition approach allows semi-automatic
acquisition of a librarian model.
Organization of Technical Documentations
In existing technical documentations, such as those common at NASA, information is structured
hierarchically. Designing a complex system like the Space Station Freedom is an iterative process.
Its documentation system is designed to handle a huge amount of information. It is organized
around the Program Requirement Document (PRD), which establishes the highest level
requirements associated with the Space Station Program. Generally, the other documents expand
upon the topics expressed in the PRD. Each document includes the following major nodes: a
description of the document, a preface, a table of contents, a body of text segmented into sections
and subsections, an abbreviations table, a definitions table, and appendices. Each major node may
contain a hierarchy of nodes. For instance, in the body of text, there is a hierarchy of sections.
There are links between sections which are linear (section to next section) and non linear (reference
to a section other than the next one). There are references to other major nodes within a document
and sometimes to other documents. A descriptor 2 is any word, phrase, or piece of graphics which
provides a meaningful "starting point" for a search in the documentation. A referent is the address
of any part of text or graphics. Descriptors are organized hierarchically. In the current
implementation, a referent is typically a document section. In this paper, a referent will also
represent its content. In a regular book, the table of contents provides a list of descriptors (section
titles). In this case, each descriptor corresponds to only one referent (a page number). The index
also provides a list of descriptors, each of which usually has several referents, i.e., a sequence of
page numbers. As a result, the user may need to look at several referents before finding the
information needed.
Browsing through large texts
It takes years of training to be a flight controller in the Space Shuttle Mission Control Center. As
part of this training, people learn to use a large corpus of documentation to solve problems. They
develop a deep knowledge of the organization of these manuals in order to access the proper
sections as quickly as possible. Currently the operational documentation used by flight controllers
is paper-based. In the short term, the goal of CID is to help people access documentation on a
computer more efficiently. One thing CID attempts to do is to help narrow the search through
documents while allowing the full browsing freedom to which people are accustomed.
People typically use descriptors to retrieve information. As they start looking for information, they
normally employ the explicit descriptors provided in the documents, e.g., table of contents or
index. Unfortunately the descriptors provided are context-free, and, generally each descriptor can
describe many referents, the problem of decidability introduces a major problem of backtracking
that the user may not accept, especially when dealing with real-time operations. As a result, people
2The concept of a descriptor is very important in information retrieval [15]. Building such descriptors requires
expertise in the domain of investigation. We are using a technique developed by Mark Zimmerman [20] that allows
full-text extraction of words associated with their frequency in the text.
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usuallybuild implicit descriptorsastheybrowsethroughdocuments,thatis theybuild a cognitive
representation of the documentation that provides relations between pieces of information and their
approximate locations in the documentation. They remember that this particular piece of
information was (or was not) very interesting in a special context. These cognitive maps are later
used to guide their browsing task. They are thus context- and user-dependent.
Hypertext provides good support for browsing in documentation and for naturally building
associative links between descriptors and referents. To automatically help the user, the problem
thus becomes to "contextify" the links between documentation nodes, that is to provide relations
between descriptors and referents that are valid in the current context. These relations will vary
depending on the situation and the user. Providing a context for the referents reduces the number
of possible referents for a descriptor that a user has to look at and thus narrows the search. In this
paper, we present a technique to acquire context for these relations automatically. We define the
context acquisition problem as reinforcement of current actions, as well as discovery of "abnormal
conditions" and generation of recovery actions. Our system observes the user's actions during the
browsing tasks, and, by noting whether a specific referent was considered a success or failure by
the user in a particular context, it is able to refine the indices to reflect their context of use. In this
way, our system automatically acquires the knowledge necessary to operationalize a user model:
which indices are appropriate when, and for which user. This is a significant departure from
current work in user modeling, where systems are able to obtain and refine user models [10, 12],
but the way these models are exploited is hardcoded in the systems and thus inflexible [14].
AN ADAPTIVE DOCUMENTATION BROWSING SYSTEM
A browsing facility has been developed to help users search for specific information in the
available documentation. CID, like the printed documentation, includes a table of contents and an
index. When the user selects a descriptor, a menu of ordered referents pops up. These referents
have been found successfully in the same context in past retrievals. The order of referents is based
on the past success rate of each referent in this context. These referents can be very different
among users and in various contexts.
CID has two major components: a hypertext system and a knowledge-based system. One of the
major goals of this project was to keep documentation independent from the knowledge of how to
use it. This latter knowledge is represented in the system in the form of contextual links containing
preconditions (triggering conditions and contextual conditions) and a list of referents together with
an indication of how often each referent was successful (a reinforcement slot), and a description of
the situations in which the referent was not successful (called an abnorma/condition). 3 An example
of a contextual link is shown in Figure 2.
(TRIC_3.COND. (Descriptor-I))
(CONTEXT (C1 C2 (33))
(ACTIONS (R1 +5 ((AC1 1) (AC2 3)))
(R2+3)
(R3 +2)
(R4 +1))
Figure 2. Example of a contextual link. Descriptor-1 is valid if the context conditions ((21, C2,
C3) are satisfied. The referent R1 has a reinforcement slot of+5, indicating that it has been
successful 5 times and has been not found useful in two abnormal conditions AC1 -- with its
3The reinforcement slot and the abnormal condition can be seen as an indication of whether or not the user's goal for
t'mding specific information was achieved.
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reinforcement slot of 1 - and AC2 -- with its reinforcement slot of 3. The referent R4 has been
successful once.
Typically, in CID, a triggering condition is characterized by a descriptor. The selection by the user
of a descriptor thus triggers a list of actions to be considered. When there are several descriptors in
a contextual link, these descriptors are aliases or synonyms. The contextual conditions indicate
under which conditions the actions presented in the contextual link are actually appropriate.
Contextual conditions characterize the environment in which the retrieval has been made
successfully. For instance, let us assume that one wants to retrieve some very specific information
on the air conditioning in the main cabin of the Space Station. The first thing one may try is to
browse the documentation with the descriptor "air conditioning." If the retrieval context can be
specified, e.g., "you are a designer, you are interested in the connection of the air conditioning
system, and you have very little information about the electrical circuitry in the cabin," then a more
efficient search can be accomplished. The search will not be the same under another context, e.g.,
"you are an astronaut, you are in the Space Station, and you are freezing." Importantly, in our
system, contextual conditions for a particular contextual link are learned through experimentation.
Contextual conditions allow clustering of contextual links, and, when the system is operational,
pruning of inappropriate contextual links.
The current context is set up at the beginning of the session. It can be a default profile attached to
the user name and automatically set by the system after the login. It can be changed at any time by
the user, or modified by the system following changes of sensor values if the documentation
system is connected to a real-time system (e.g., in the case of documentation used in process
control). In a given context, the user generally selects a descriptor to get a list of potential referents.
When the user selects a referent R from this list, the system automatically activates the link between
the selected descriptor and the referent R. This activation leads to the presentation of the referent R.
CID has two modes of operation, which correspond to the two modes of activity in documentation
use: (a) experimental browsing: a casual approach, often seen in activities such as exploratory
learning, in which the computer can take an active role by suggesting interesting information to be
examined; (b) intentional search: a deliberate search for information to fall a particular need, e.g., to
prepare a report or answer a specific question. Experimental browsing allows augmentation of the
initial set of links between descriptors and referents. 't Intentional search is used to refine existing
contextual links of knowledge, by acquiring more contextual conditions or refining the existing
ones. In the next section, we focus on this mode.
ACQUIRING INDICES BY EXPERIMENTATION
Following the above example, with the descriptor Descriptor-1 (triggering precondition) "air
conditioning" and the current context (C1, C2, C3) "you are a designer, you are interested in the
connection of the air conditioning system, and you have very little information about the electrical
circuitry in the cabin." A contextual link is first triggered by the descriptor. As there are four
possible referents in the documentation, the four referents, (R1, R2, R3, R4), are presented: "a list
of the vendors of air conditioning systems," "a description of the air conditioning system, .... a
checklist of what to do when the air conditioning fails, and a diagram of the electrical circuitry in
the main cabin of the Space Station." The f'trst one is not satisfactory in the current context: it is a
failure. This is indicated by a mouse click from the user. The second and the third are also failures.
Failure cases will be presented in the third paragraph of this section. Fortunately, the fourth one
will give the information that is needed: it is a success. The system thus learns that R4 was
4Initial links can be built automatically assuming that descriptors are explicitly included in referents. Our system
scans the hypertext database and extracts each descriptor together with a list of referents that corresponds to all the
locations where this descriptor has been found. The corresponding contextual links generated this way are context-
free. However, this automatic approach is generally not sufficient because some referents cannot be implicitly
described by a descriptor included in the text. In this case, human intervention is necessary, i.e., the user can
generate his/her own descriptors associated to particular referents.
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successful in this context. At the next retrieval under the same context (Cl, 02, C3), R4 will be
presented automatically from Descriptor-1.
To observe the user, inputs to CID include user judgments on the success of actual retrievals. After
a referent has been found, the user can select either "success" or "failure." The system
automatically records this selection by adding +1 or -1 to the reinforcement slot attached to the
original contextual link referent inferred by the descriptor used.
Suppose now that, using the same contextual link, a particular situation is observed in which the
user indicates R1 as a failure. It would now be inappropriate to repeat this experience again and
again. Instead, CID notes that an abnormal condition has been encountered, and this knowledge is
added to the contextual link. Like actions, reinforcement values are also associated with abnormal
conditions. Abnormal conditions can be seen as exceptions to the "normal" use of the contextual
link. When a failure occurs, the system attempts to obtain from the user the reason for this failure.
A list of previously acquired abnormal conditions is automatically presented to the user when
he/she indicates his/her willingness to provide an explanation. The user may select one of the
explanations provided or generate a new one. The selection is then processed automatically and
kept in the corresponding contextual link as an abnormal condition.
If the abnormal condition is observed many times, its negation will automatically be added into the
appropriate context for the contextual link, as the situation which used to be considered "abnormal"
can be considered as "normal." A rote learning algorithm used to augment the system's knowledge
has been presented in [1].
LESSONS LEARNED AND TESTS IN PROGRESS
We have analyzed [3] various uses of documentation systems available at NASA including Space
Station Freedom (SSF) program requirements documents, and Space Shuttle operations
procedures manuals. The former type of documentation has been called design documentation, and
the latter operational documentation.
Design documentation is generally handled using keyword search. People find this very difficult in
practice because keywords are used in a full-text search mode. Consequently, people using such
systems come up with either hundreds of references or nothing, according to the recall/precision
criterion [15]. We have found that CID's approach introducing the experimental browsing mode,
allows the user to index referents with concepts that are not necessarily words or term-phrases
included in the text. Another aspect is that current systems used at NASA have poor navigation
capabilities (often none at all). People tend to construct their own cognitive maps of the
documentation even if nothing is provided to make explicit the documentauon topography. We
have found that explicit maps of the documentation are very useful. These maps can be local
("where to go next?"), or global ("where am I?"). They can also present either the hierarchical
structure of the documentation (local or global tables of contents), or the conceptual relationships
between referents via descriptors (local or global conceptual indexes). An example of use of a
contextual link as a local aid is provided in Figure 3.
Operational documentation systems (usually paper-based) are generally handled using tables of
contents. Furthermore, expert users tend to develop robust search strategies based on experience
and context. We have observed that, unlike the design documentation users, operational
documentation users have very integrated cognitive representations of the documentation they use,
i.e., they know its hierarchical structure and an extensive set of conceptual links. The reason is that
operations people, in a Mission Control room for instance, are highly trained to solve problems
using operational manuals. Furthermore, they update such documentation from their own
experience (not only its indexing but also its content). CID will facilitate this painful and expensive
process.
We are currently testing CID with SSF and Space Shuttle specialists in order to get more
information on the level of acceptance of CID learning capabilities and behaviors by both design
and operations people. Initial results indicates that CID is very useful both for indexing documents
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in context,andfor improving therevisionprocessof thedocumentationitself. Context-sensitive
information retrieval gives extendedpossibilitiessuchasproviding searchexpertisefrom other
users,e.g.,"what wouldJohnSmithdo in thissituation?"
The currentversionof CID is implementedonaMacintoshII Cx with HyperCard(version2.1)
andusesexternalfunctionsin C. HyperCardis agoodprototypingtool that iseasilydisseminated
at NASA becauseof its widespreadavailability.ThisallowsCID to betestedonavery largescale.
Although we do not have quantitative resultsyet, our experiencewith CID to-date is very
encouraging.TheSpaceStationFreedomdocumentationapplicationcurrentlycontainsseveralMb
of textandhundredsof descriptorslinkedto thedocumentation.
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Figure 3. Use of an index in context. Here, the context was characterized by the type of user and
the type of task. The user clicked on the descriptor "Orbital Replacement Unit". CID suggested
two referents in the current context.
RELATION TO OTHER WORK
Semantic indexing has been investigated by several authors. Dumais et al. [7] propose a method
for organizing nodes into a semantic structure on the basis of the overlap of the descriptors used in
the referents. Stotts and Furuta [16] proposed a model of hypertext based on Petri nets. Their
system enforces browsing restrictions, e.g., deactivates some links. Like CID, a medical
handbook system described by Frisse and Cousins [8] separates the "index space" from the
"document space." They have shown how some index architectures can be exploited for enhanced
information retrieval, query refinement, and automated reasoning. Their index space model is
based on inference using belief networks of descriptors. The I3R system [5] uses a Bayesian
inference network to acquire information about user's needs and domain knowledge. Crouch et al.
[6] have used cluster hierarchies to help navigate in hypertext structure. All these contributions to
information retrieval developed methods for refining links between descriptors and referents.
However, the concept of context has not been presented explicitly in any of them.
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Weyer [17] advocates the fact that information should be adaptable to the learner's preferences, and
links should depend on the user's previous actions and current goals. This point of view supports
our knowledge-based approach to hypertext. Other approaches have been developed to acquire and
refine links on-line. For instance, Kibby and Mayes [11], in their StrathTutor hypertext system try
to eliminate the need for exclusively manual methods for creating links between hypertext nodes by
generating links based on knowledge acquired when the user browses through the system. Also,
Monk presents a method for constructing a personal browser [13]. In this approach, the system
monitors the user's navigation behavior and interrupts the user to ask whether it should add a node
to the browser when it has been accessed frequently.
CID uses the concepts of context and abnormal conditions to learn from users. The work done on
exceptions by Winston [19] and Williamson [18] is similar to our use of abnormal conditions. We
have extended this approach with the use of dynamic reinforcement, and have incorporated these
theoreticalconsiderations in an actual implementation.
Finally, this work is a departure from current work on user modeling, research, in which user
models (possibly acquired automatically) are exploited by the system m predefined ways. As a
result, these systems cannot update their user models based on experience. In contrast, our system
can perform this updating automatically. In other words, our systems learns to operationalize user
models automatically, based on experience.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Current results have shown that hypertext is a good programming tool for the development of
documentation systems. While hypertext systems increase accessibility, they do not provide any
built-in selectivity mechanism. In other words, while non-linear or hypertext systems may
dramatically increase the accessibility of information, this increased accessibility may magnify an
already severe problem of selection [9]. For these reasons, our knowledge-based system
technology can be very helpful in alleviating the selection problem and cognitive overhead of the
user. Our approach to retrieval is unique because the design of contextual links to retrieve
information is based not only on the way the documentation has been built, but also on user's
information requirements and suggestions when they are operating systems. Thus, the user
continually augments and ref'mes the intelligence of the retrieval system.
Besides providing an intelligent interface for browsing large documents, the ability of our system
to automatically acquire the context in which strategies are appropriate is significant. First, it allows
the system to provide a tailorable browsing facility. Indeed, the system will learn which referents
are to be presented for which user. Second, it shows that it is feasible to immediately incorporate
the user's feedback into the system's knowledge, with the possibility of improving the system's
performance. In this way, there is no need to collect and analyze large amounts of information
about how users interact with the system because the system performs this task itself.
Many issues remain to be addressed. We briefly describe some of these here. First, formalization
of the contextual conditions is still problematic. Contextual conditions should be minimal to avoid
excessive calculations, but they must include as much information as possible to characterize the
current situation. To solve this problem, future work will include the development of a context
clustering mechanism. Second, we are extending CID to incorporate dynamic context, deduced
from user's actions or associated to a dynamic environment. Third, we are developing a semantic
similarity measure between referents, to let the user access information from a set of descriptors.
(rather than a single descriptor). Finally, we are developing and evaluating a graphical contextual
links browser to help navigate in large CID documents.
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ABSTRACT
Recommendations are made for improving intelligent
system reliability and usability based on the use of
information requirements in system development.
Information requirements define the task-relevant messages
exchanged between the intelligent system and the user by
means of the user interface medium. Thus, these
requirements affect the design of both the intelligent system
and its user interface. Many difficulties that users have
interacting with intelligent systems are caused by
information problems. These information problems result
from (1) not providing the right information to support
domain tasks, and (2) not recognizing that using an
intelligent system introduces new user supervisory tasks
that require new types of information. These problems are
especially prevalent in intelligent systems used for real-time
space operations, where data problems and unexpected
situations are common. Information problems can be
solved by deriving information requirements from a
description of user tasks. Using information requirements
embeds human-computer interaction design into intelligent
system prototyping, resulting in intelligent systems that
are more robust and easier to use.
INTRODUCTION
Many difficulties that users have interacting with intelligent
systems are caused by information problems. These
problems are especially prevalent in systems used for real-
time operations, where timing constraints make it essential
that intelligent systems communicate effectively with their
users (users in space operations are called operators). The
following example illustrates a typical information problem
in this environment.
Example: A user's task is to detect event Y, which
occurs when sensor A is bad and switch B is off. The
intelligent system displays the currentstatus of sensor
A and state of switch B. If a change in the displayed
value from either sensor A or switch B occurs before
the user looks at the display, the user misses event Y.
On the surface, the problem with this system appears to be
caused by "bad" user interface design (i.e., overwriting the
display of data from sensor A and switch B before event Y
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can be detected). A closer look, however, reveals that the
so-called bad user interface is merely a symptom of an
underlying information problem (i.e., the information of
interest is event Y, but the intelligent system does not
provide that information).
This paper characterizes the information problems
encountered when building intelligent systems for real-time
space operations, and makes design recommendations for
solving these problems. These results are based on
experience gained in designing intelligent systems for space
operations at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). The authors have extended their
design experience with case studies of intelligent systems
built and used at NASA (Malin, et al., 1991). They have
also collaborated with Woods and Potter (Woods, et al.,
1991; Potter and Woods, 1991) concerning new user
interface designs addressing some of these information
problerns.
This paper was written to assist intelligent system
designers in designing for more effective communication
with users, and to inform intelligent system tool builders
and human factors engineees of ways to better support these
system designers. The first section describes the
information problems encountered in real-time space
operations. The next section introduces the concept of
information requirements as an approach to handing these
information problems. The third section discusses the
design of intelligent systems for effective communication
with users. This includes describing the information needed
to monitor the domain system and supervise the intelligent
system, and proposing alternatives to typical user interface
design approaches. The final section summarizes how these
recommendations improve intelligent system reliability and
usability. The topics discussed in this paper are covered in
greater detail in a NASA Technical Memorandum (Malin
and Schreckenghost, 1992).
INFORMATION PROBLEMS IN REAL-TIME
SPACE OPERATIONS
A key observation from the case studies is that many
perceived user interface problems in intelligent systems are
actually information problems. These information
problems result from (1) not providing the right
information to supportdomain tasks, and (2) not
recognizing that an intelligent system introduces new user
supervisory tasks that require new types of information.
These problems are made more difficult by failure to
consider how intelligent systems operate in space
environments (e.g., effect of data quality and availability on
intelligent system behavior) and failure to integrate
intelligent system operations with other operations. If not
solved, these information problems impact intelligent
system reliability and usability.
The first information problem is failure to provide the right
information to support domain tasks. The most common
tasks performed by intelligent systems being built today are
fault monitoring, detection, and diagnosis of cause. The
information needed tO perform these tasks includes the
important behaviors, interesting relationships, and
significant changes occurring in the domain system, i.e.,
monitored process (Woods, et al., 1991). To interpret this
information, the operator must also understand the behavior
expected to occur, and the thresholds delimiting significant
or interesting changes (i.e., transition points). For
example, many of the operator's decisions during fault
management require information about functional capability
(what functionality has been lost, how the mission is
impacted by that loss). Yet the information typically
communicated by the intelligent system consists of device
failures shown on schematics or listed in message logs.
Such communication does not support the operator in
identifying the important changes (e.g., lost functionality)
and relationships (e.g, bow failures impact mission goals).
Considerable effort is required to use this information to
make fault management decisions. Thus, common practice
in communicating with the operator does not provide the
information needed to make fault management decisions.
The second information problem is failure to design for user
supervision. New user supervisory tasks include both
monitoring ongoing intelligent system activities, and
guiding and correcting the system when it malfunctions.
Intelligent systems are usually not designed to be managed
because it is not well recognized that they need to be
managed. This omission in design arises from two
misconceptions: (1) that the intelligent system is more
knowledgeable than its user, and (2) that the intelligent
system can be designed to prevent all errors from occurring.
In fact, the typical space operations user (a flight controller)
is also a domain expert. This expert user is more
knowledgeable than the intelligent system and is well
qualified to Supervise it. The misconception that all
intelligent system errors can be prevented results from
unrealistic assumptions about the space operations
environment and how intelligent systems operate within
that environment. Due to the complexity of this
environment, the behavior of the monitored process cannot
always be accurately predicted, and unexpected situations
occur. Because they are unexpected, the knowledge base
does not address them and the intelligent system can
respond anomalously. Additionally, data problems (e.g.,
stale, noisy, or biased data) are common in space
environments and can cause intelligent system error.
Although intelligent systems can be designed for
supervision and correction (Land et al., 1992), they are not
typically designed that way. Often, the intelligent system
provides no means for the user to respond to system errors,
apart from turning the system off. If not designed for user
supervision, the intelligent system can also be difficult to
understand (what Abbott calls a "magical" system; Abbott,
1991) because it doesn't provide the user with necessary
information about system processing. The human
supervisor must understand what the intelligent system can
do (its capabilities), what it is currently doing (its
activities), and why (its reasoning strategies). Without
such an understanding, the supervisor cannot guide and
correct it. Providing this additional information to
supervise the intelligent system can overload the user,
however, if it is not effectively managed. Because the
intelligent system is embedded in a larger support system,
information from that larger system can be used when
compensating for intelligent system errors (e.g., operator
can use that information to take over intelligent system
tasks).
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
SYSTEM DESIGN
The information problems in real-time space operations that
were discussed in the previous section can be characterized
as not providing the right information at the right time to
support fault management tasks for the monitored process
and user supervisory tasks for the intelligent system. An
understanding of both of these types of tasks is necessary to
determine what the "right" information is and when it
should be provided. Using a description of these tasks, the
designer can define the task-relevant messages exchanged
between the intelligent system and the user by means of the
user interface medium (i.e., the information requirements).
These information requirements are then used in designing
the system. Because they are based on a description of how
the user will interact with the intelligent system,
information requirements include operational considerations
early in system design.
Information requirements affect the design of both the
intelligent system (i.e., what information to represent) and
its user interface (i.e., what information to present). Thus,
intelligent system design and user interface design are not
independent efforts, but aspects of a single development
process. Considering human-computer interaction (HCI) as
part of system development integrates user interface design
into overall system design. Since information requirements
affect both intelligent system and user interface design, HCI
expertise is needed throughout the development of the
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system. Early in system development, HCI expertise is
needed for describing task-level information requirements.
Knowledge of display and control software and hardware is
needed to design media for presenting this information,
which may include early development of user interface
design concepts as prototypes or storyboards. This
approach also necessarily involves users early in system
design to describe the task and assist in identifying
information requirements.
A task-based approach to requirements definition solves
many of the information problems described earlier.
Identifying information requirements does not require a full
tack analysis, such as the GOMS analysis (Kieras, 1988).
Only the high-level monitoring, control, and decision-
making tasks for managing the monitored process and
supervising the intelligent system need be identified (see
next section for an illustration). Finer-grained task analysis
techniques are not appropriate for this purpose, because they
are designed for detailed user interface design at the dialogue
or display level.
There is much yet to be learned about how to develop high-
level task descriptions for the purpose of identifying
information requirements. Formal methods will most
likely evolve from approaches proposed by Rasmussen
(1986) and Mitchell and Miller (1986), and from distributed
agent communication approaches from artificial
intelligence. In the interim, information requirements can
be identified by developing and informally analyzing
scenarios. Such scenarios would include the identified joint
human-computer tasks, and would represent managing both
the monitored process and the intelligent system. These
scenarios are evaluated to identify the information that must
be exchanged between the user and the intelligent system.
Alternative task allocations can also be evaluated for ability
to recover from intelligent system errors, to accommodate
changes in task priority or workload, and to coordinate
human and intelligent system activities. Both prototypes
and storyboards can be used to evaluate operational
scenarios.
Information requirements are the basis for selecting what
infom_ation should be represented and presented for a task.
This guarantees that all the needed information, and only
the needed information, is provided. This solves the
i:,formation problems related to magical systems and
iLformation overload. Additionally, information
requirements provide a more objective and rigorous basis for
"valuating a design than the usual approach in which a
resign is good if the users like it (what Abbott calls design
by "Mikey likes it";Abbott, 1992).
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN HUMAN AND
INTELLIGENT SYSTEM
Effective human-computer communication requires striking
a balance. On one hand, the intelligent system must
provide enough information for the user to understand its
behavior (i.e., avoiding a magical system). On the other
hand, the intelligent system must not provide so much
information that it interrupts or distracts the user from more
important tasks. The user is already overloaded with
information. The problem of information overload
becomes especially important in real-time environments
where complex, high risk tasks are performed, and where
human errc_ can represent serious risk.
Most of the intelligent systems studied communicate with
the user in at least one of the following ways:
• message list:a chronologicallist of stateand
status assessments and/or action recommond_ons
• annotated schematic: a graphic representation of
the physical structure of the system, annotated
with sensor measurements or state/status
assessments
• explanation: a conversational style of providing
justification for an intelligent system conclusion
These typical approaches to communication are not
effective at achieving balanced communication. They often
do not represent the right type of information fog user tasks
or do not present it in a way effectively supporting real-
time operations.
Balanced communication is achieved by developing ashared
understanding of the ongoing situation, so that the
intelligent system and user make decisions based on the
same information. Such an makrstanding is developed over
time by monitoring the same information, including the
environmental events, the actions of the crew and flight
controllers,and thebehaviorof both the monitored process
and the intelligent system in response to those events and
actions. Understanding the behavior of a system and its
capabifities to respond to a situation requires having some
"visibility" into the system. Providing visibility is
providing an unobstructed vies, to the user. To be
unobstructed, nothing should get in the way of sight (i.e.,
information is clearly presented, with the relevant
information apparent). A vies, includes a perspective.
Information for visibility into the monitored process is
represented from the perspective of managing process
operations and failures. Information for visibility into the
intelligent system is represented from the perspective of
coordinating with and managing operations and errors in
this system. This section describes the types of
information needed for both of these perspectives, and
discusses alternatives to the traditional forms of
communication.
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Information for Managing the Monitored
Process
Managing the monitored process requires that the operator
monitor wocess behavior for anomalies and respond to
those anomalies. To detect anomalies, the operator must
have some expectation of what process behavior should be
(i.e., nominal behavior). Typically° an alarm is
atmunciated when behavior is not within the limits defining
nominal behavior. Multiple alarms may be issued shortly
after the initial alarm due to failure propagation into other
systems and redundant alarms. Additionally, anomalies can
have serious implications for safety and mission objectives,
and can impose hard timing constraints. Thus, managing
information from multiple alarms increases workload just at
the time when the operator can least afford it.
Responding to anomalies in space systems is a complex
decision-making process, often with high stakes (e.g.,
potential loss of crew, failure of costly experiment). The
operator must make the following decisions when an
anomaly occms:
• DeAermine if any action is required in response to
the anomaly
• Distinguish failures from false alarms
• If more than one response is possible, select one
• When action is taken, evaluate if it is effective
A significant amount of information is needed to make
these decisions. The cause of the anomaly (or a set of
possible causes) must be identified. The impacts of the
anomaly must be determined, including the immediate
consequences to mission objectives and safety (e.g., lost
functionality) and the potential for future consequences
(e.g., failure propagation potential). Response options
must be delineated and the "best" response enacted. The
effect of response procedures must also be monitored for
adverse or unexpected effects.
To support alarm management and anomaly response, the
intelligent system should provide information that
improves the operator's understanding of the situation.
This requires focusing the operator's attention on what is
diagnostically important, and quickly and clearly indicating
the diagnostic contentandrelationships in this information.
Especially when the system supports operations that change
process states, it is important to call attention to events
(e.g., state transitions) and procedure-driven activities (e.g.,
configuration changes) preceding the anomaly, as context
for interpreting an anomaly. The example in Figtm_ 1
illustrates how knowledge of pn_Aing events can ass/st the
operator in managing the monitored process.
ALARM INFORMATION ONLY
A false alarm is caused by a misconfigured sensor. Only alarm information is provided to the opera/or.
[ l"Alarm: /
Time-'---I_ IMU 2 Failur_J
INFORMATION ABOUT RELATED EVENTS MID ACTIVITIES
Knowledge d imporlant events preoed_ the _ can mist In InlliqXelling the alltm. Since ¢:l@vkats
otlen power up in • _ ee_llgurillon, knowledge of tlle recent power up 04 IMU 2 alerts the
ope_or ol a IX_ei_,W mis©ontbumdsensor.
_lr Ng
Time
INFORMATION ABOUT CAUSE OF THE ALARM
The inleiUgenl syslem can be_ler support Ihe opera/or by providing information about the cause of the
alarm. The IS determines tirol IMU 2 is misconfigured before issuing the false alarm.
I "7
I Time
v v I
S eled IMU 2 I
NAV nrimR_l_J
I lMU 2 not NAV |
configured. J
IMU 2 NAV l
configured I
Figure 1 - Using Knowledge of Preceding Events to Improve Operator Understanding of Situation
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Bothmessage lists and schematics can obscure intelligent
system information important to the operator (Woods, et al,
1991). As shown in the example, situations develop as
patterns of events indicated by changing state and status.
Schematics can only present the latest event (i.e., the
current state). Additionally, ff events are not related to
physical structure (e.g., functional status), they can be
difficult to present clearly using a schematic. Message lists
do capture some event history, but do not represent the
relationships between events (e.g., the temporal distance
between events) necessary to reveal these patterns. Since
chronology is the means of sorting messages, related
information can become dissociated. Intelligent system
designers should consider alternatives to message lists and
schematics that assist the operator in seeing patterns of
events as they occur. For example, Potter and Woods are
investigating timelines as an alternative to message lists
(Potter and Woods, 1991). Representation of functional
information instead of physical information can be effective
for supporting anomaly response (Malin et al., 1991).
Information for Supervising the Intelligent
System
Possibly the most significant problem in intelligent system
design is failure to recognize that use of an intelligent
system poses new tasks for the operator. In addition to
managing the monitored process, the operator must now
supervise the intelligent system, including monitoring and
coordinating its activities, and responding to its errors. But
intelligent system are rarely designed for supervision. The
traditional means of communicating with an intelligent
system (message lists, schematics, and explanation) do not
support the operator in monitoring its activities and
understanding its reasoning. And, when system errors
occur, the operator usually has few options for responding
to them (the restart button or the power plug).
Designing the intelligent system for supervision means
providing adequate information for the operator to
understand what it is doing and to know how to respond to
its errors (i.e., providing visibility into the intelligent
system). Similar to providing visibility into the monitored
process, providing visibility into the intelligent system
means making important system behavior evident as a
situation develops (i.e., conclusions and reasoning
strategies). It means showing intelligent system activities
in progress and how well these activities are achieving
goals. It also means informing the operator of the critical
evidence used to draw a conclusion and the confidence in
that conclusion (hypothesis or conclusion). This
information should be presented in a way that reinforces the
operator's understanding of the intelligent system's
reasoning strategy (Chandrasekaran, et al., 1989). Thus,
managing the intelligent system means providing a lot of
new information to the operator. There is a risk of
overloading the operator if the system is not carefully
designed to assist the operator in performing these new
tasks and managing the new information needed for these
tasks.
Explanation is the common approach to providing
visibility into the intelligent system. Most explanation
systems operate retrospectively (like help systems),
requiring the operator to wait until after a situation has
stabilized (and the intelligent system has reached a
conclusion) before attempting to get an explanation. In
real-time support environments, the operator often cannot
afford to wait until system behavior stabilizes, for the
safety impacts may be too great. Such event reconstruction
is-also not sufficient for coordinating shared human-
computer activities. Additionally, the conversational style
of explanation can be distracting and can contribute to
information ovedmd.
Even if the operator had time to interrupt ongoing activities
for an explanation, a problem would remain with traditional
approaches to explanation. Affecting the operator's
behavior requires that the operator both understand the
meaning and consequences of the explanation, and accept
them as correct. Most explanation systems assume that
failure to influence user behavior occurs because the user
does not understand the explanation, and continue to provide
more detailed justification directed at improving
understanding. Contrary to this assumption, acceptance
does not necessarily result fi-om understanding. The user
may understand the intended meaning but choose not to
believe it, due to information unknown to the intelligent
system or not considered by it. Or the user may believe the
information but be unwilling to alter behavior, due to the
belief that adverse side-effects will result or that the
consequences of altering behavior are of no significance.
Typical explanation approaches ignore the better
information available to expert users such as flight
controllers. Explanations should provide the kind of
intelligent system visibility that effectively supports real-
time detection of intelligent system anomalies, and even
diagnosis and formulation of responses.
Thus, alternatives to explanation should both avoid the heed
for retrospective dialogue and supp_ the user's supervisocy
task. A promising approach is for the human and
intelligent system to share information and representations.
Using the same information, the user can follow
operational situations and compare conclusions with
intelligent system assessments, as a part of normal
monitoring and control operations. A good first step is to
clarify intelligent system reasoning by displaying plots or
tables of critical evidence supporting its conclusions, as
shown in Figure 2. This example also illustrates use of the
following information to support user understanding of the
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monitored profess thatparallelsthedata used for intelligent
system assessments:
Present information describing the situation as it
develops, including both monitored process
behavior and intelligent system activities.
• Establish expectations about what might happen
next (e.g., annotate data with predictions).
Identify critical transitions and regimes of behavior
(both current and pending; e.g., process or task
information to annotate displays, Forbes, 1991).
Such information both supports the operator's tasks and
provides some on-the-job training, by reinforcing the
operator's mental models of both the monitored process and
the intelligent system.
A representation shared between agents is prevalent as the
basis of communication in many domains, including
humans advising robots using a shared task representation
(Martin and Firby, 1991), distributed machine agents
planning tasks using shared goals (Decker, et al., 1991),
and designers developing shared mental models (Sycara and
Lewis, 1991). Shared representations are achieved by
designing the intelligent system's representation to
correspond to the expert operator's representation for
performing the management tasks. To achieve this, it may
be necessary to make implicit task information explicit in
the intelligent system (e.g., to support robot advice-taking
in Martin and Firby, 1991).
The concept of shared representations supports development
of common knowledge between the user and the intelligent
system. If intelligent system conclusions can be
represented in a way that is se_evident to the nset, such an
intelligent system can become serf-explanatory. With such
a system, the nse_ would not need to analyze the details of
intelligent system reasoning. Less attention and time
would be needed to effectively supervise the intelligent
system.
CONCLUSION
The information problems described in this paper can cause
many intelligent system design problems. A solution to
these problems has been proposed based on designing from
information requirements. Design recommendations have
been made for improving hanum-comput_ communication
of this information. The impact of these problems on
intelligent system reliability end usability is now desm'bed,
and the benefits of solving these problems delineated.
ReAiabili_ is a ori_al design iss_ since m unreliable and
uncontrollableintelligentsystemcan impactthesafetyof
crew and space systems.Intelligent_s thatdo not
perform reliably cannot successfully provide real-time
decision suPlX3_ Thus, solving those problems affecting
reliability should be of first primity to the intelligent
system designm-. Information problems affecting system
reliability (shown in italics) and recommendations for
solving these Im3blems are sumnmrized below:
The design may fail to support the user in supervising
intelligent system activities and recovering from
intelligent system errors.
Designing the intelligent system for supervision means
keeping the user _ ofi_ conclusions, behavior,
capabilities,andreasoning strategies in the contextof
INTELLIGENT SYSTEM CONCLUSIONS WITH EVIDENCE
Intelligent System Messages
2:20 Potential for loss of control of vehicle
PollntiaJ
LOC
<_1 12_30
Time 2:20 - IS concludes potentlalLOC
Intelligent System Messages
2:30 Loss of control of vehicle.
2:20 Potential for loss of control of vehicle
_ 1 2:10 2:20 2:30
Time (see)
Time 2:30 - IS concludes LOC of vehicle
Figure 2 - Displaying Evidence Supporting Intelligent System Conclusions
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ongoing events. It means providing the user with
some recourse when intelligent system errors occur,
such as reaHocating intelligent system tasks to the
user. To permit such task reallocation, information
from data sources other than the intelligent system
should be accessible, and independent of intelligent
system conclusions.
The design may fail to handle bad or unavailable data,
or unexpected situations.
Robustness to data deficiencies and unexpected
situations is achieved by minimizing the bad data
processed by the intelligent system and by providing
capability to recover from errors. Methods include
providing for data preprocessing and system self-
correction (e.g., retract inconsistent conclusions), and
designing for user supervision.
Intelligent system activises, reasoning strategies, and
capabilities may be misunderstood and often
overestimated by the user (i.e., a magical system).
To avoid building magical systems, it is necessary to
provide dynamic feedback about ongoing system
activities, and to reinforce the user's understanding of
system capabilities. This information should be
integrated into a display of the overall situation that
develops over time. This permits the user to develop
an understanding of system activities as they occur
instead of trying to retrospectively develop such an
understanding after problems occur.
Information problems also impact intelligent system
usability. Intelligent systems that are difficult to use have
an increased risk of user rejection and user errors. Solving
problems affecting usability should improve the chances of
intelligent system success. Information problems affecting
system usability (shown in italics) and recommendations
for solving these problems are summarized below:
Common practice in user interface design may increase
user workload and fail to provide the important, task-
relevant information (i.e., message lists, schematics,
and explanaaon ).
Deficiencies in user interface design result from
misunderstanding what information is needed by the
user. The user interface should be designed from a
description of the task-based information requirements.
This information should be presented to illustrate
situations as they develop, including the behavior of
both the monitored wocess and the intelligent system.
Alternatives to explanation should clarify intelligent
system conclusions and reasoning strategies, including
the evidence supporting these conclusions.
The intelligentsystemmay notbe integratedwiththe
supportsystent
Usuallythe intelligentsystemdoes notoperateas a
stand-alonesystem,butisinsteadembedded inalarger
support system. Information from the intelligent
system must be integrated with the sources of
operational data, and the intelligent system displays
must be integrated with other displays.
The intelligent system may notbe designed for
coordination with the user.
Designing for coordination requires avoiding
unnecessary interruptions or interference in user
activities. Changes in task allocation and dependencies
between tasks (including required information
exchange) represent points of coordination that
constrain the design. An essential element of
coordinating shared tasks is providing feedback about
ongoing intelligent system activities.
Applying these recommendations improves safety and
reduces cost. Building reliable intelligent systems reduces
safety threats due to system error. Building usable systems
reduces the potential for user error and improves user
acceptance. This reduces the chance of the system not
being used, and minimizes costly redesign of the system.
The results are safer operations using intelligent systems
and reduced cost of building these systems.
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We have designed and implemented a query processor, called APPROXIMATE,
that makes approximate answers available if part of the database is unavailable or
if there is not enough time to produce an exact answer. The accuracy of the
approximate answers produced improves monotonically with the amount of data
retrieved to produce the result. The exact answer is produced if all of the needed
data are available and query processing is allowed to continue until completion.
The monotone query processing algorithm of APPROXIMATE works within the
standard relational algebra framework and can be implemented on a relational
database system with little change to the relational architecture. We describe here
the approximation semantics of APPROXIMATE that selves as the basis for
meaningful approximations of both set-valued and single-valued queries. We
show how APPROXIMATE is implemented to make effective use of semantic
information, provided by an object-oriented view of the database, and describe the
additional overhead required by APPROXIMATE.
1. Introduction
Many factors can make it impossible for a database to produce an exact answer to a query. A network
partition or a host failure can cause some needed data to become inaccessible. There may not be
enough time to acquire all the locks and retrieve all the data needed to answer a query. For many
applications it may be better for a database to produce an approximate answer when it is not possible to
produce an exact answer [1,2]. We have designed and implemented an approximate query processor,
called APPROXIMATE, that can produce approximate answers to database queries for these
applications [3].
The problem of how to define and improve approximate answers has been addressed by many
researchers [4-7]. Buneman, Davidson, and Watters [4] introduced the approximation semantics where
approximations of a set-valued answer are defined in terms of the subsets and supersets of the exact
answer. The approximations are monotonically improving as the subsets and supersets approach the
exact answer, and an approximate answer produced earlier is never contradicted by an approximate
* This work was partially supported by NASA Contract No. NASA NAG 1-613, ONR Contract
No. NVY N00014-92-J-1146, and AFOSR Contract No. 1-5-26932.
answerproduced later. Ozsoyoglu et al. have addressed the problem of producing approximate
answers to queries with time constraints [5]. Monotonically improving approximations of the exact
answer, which are subsets of increasing sizes, are produced. Fragments of the data are processed at a
time m produce these subsets. Motro [6] developed a system, called VAGUE, that provides
approximate answers to vague queries in which the query qualifications are imprecise. The response
closest to the query qualifications according to a distance function is the answer to a vague query. An
intensional answer [7] provides an approximation that is derived without accessing the physical data in
the database. General characteristics about the data objects in the exact answer are provided instead of
the data objects themselves.
APPROXIMATE implements monotone query processing; an initial approximation of the exact answer
is produced when query processing begins based on the information it maintains for this purpose. The
approximate answer produced improves as more data are retrieved to answer the query according to the
partial-order relation defined by the approximate relational model [8]. APPROXIMATE returns the
exact answer if all of the needed data am available and if there is enough time to continue with the
processing. The latest, best available approximate answer is returned if the user demands an answer
before query processing is completed. In contrast, during traditional query processing, if there is not
enough time or not all of the data are available, no answer is provided. APPROXIMATE assumes the
information contained in the database and the query expression are precise. APPROXIMATE can be
one of several query processors available m the system. It is implemented in a relational database
system and requires little or no change to the underlying relational architecture.
This paper describes the semantics of approximation supported by APPROXIMATE. After
approximations of query answers are defined in Sections 2 and 3, Section 4 describes how approximate
answers are produced by APPROXIMATE. Section 5 discusses future directions of this work.
2. Approximate Relational Model
There is a natural way to approximate answers of set-valued queries; an exact answer E to such a query
is a set of data objects. All the data objects in a subset of E certainly belong to E, and a data object in
a superset of E is possibly also in E. Therefore, a meaningful approximation of any exact answer E
can be defined in terms of a subset and a superset of E. Specifically, an approximation A of an exact
answer E is the union of two sets of data objects: a certain set C, where C _ E, and a possible set P,
where (C u P) m E. C is the set of data objects certainly in E; it is produced from the stored data
processed thus far. P is the set of data objects that may be in E. Data objects in P are produced based
on the meta data, information about the stored data, maintained by the query processor. This
approximation is denoted by the 2-tuple A = (C, P).
Any exact answer E has many approximations. Given a set of approximations of E, a partial order
relation > for comparing them can be defined over the set as follows. One approximation Ai - (Ci, Pi)
is better than or equal to another Aj -(Cj,Pj), denoted as Ai _Aj, if Pi _Pj and Ci _ Cj. Tiffs
partially ordered set of all approximations of E is a lattice. In the lattice, A o = (f3, _) is the least
element and the worst possible approximation of E, where u is the cartesian product of all the domains
in the schema of E. _ is the set of all possible data objects which could be in E. It can be generated
without reading any data. The greatest element of the lattice is the best possible approximation and is
E itself, which is represented by (E, O ).
In the traditional relational model, an exact answer E is a standard relation. An approximation of a
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standard relation is called an approximate relation. As an example, we consider an AIRPORTS
database that resides on-board an airplane. AIRPORTS contains the relation RUNWAYS ( id, airport,
length, obstructions ). A pilot queries the database to locate all the nmways with an easterly direction,
with ids from 5 to 13, at airports O'Hare (ORD) and Midway (MDW) in Chicago. The exact answer to
this query is the relation E shown in Figure l(a). The relation A 1 shown in Figure l(b) contains tuples
on all runways at ORD and MDW. It gives all the tuples that are possibly in E and hence, is an
approximation of E. The approximate relation A 2 shown in Figure l(c) is another approximation orE.
The first three tuples are certainly in E. They form a subset of E. The last three tuples are possibly in
E. A 2 is a superset of E. It is a subset of A 1 and is a better approximation of E than A 1. The
approximate relation A3 in Figure l(d) is another approximation ofE. It is a subset of A1 and is better
than A 1, but is not comparable to A 2.
3. Approximations of Single-Valued Answers
The semantics of approximation defined by the approximate relational model can also serve as a basis
for a meaningful semantics of approximation of single-valued queries. An exact answer to a single-
valued query can be a single object retrieved from the database, the value of an aggregate function
(such as "count"), or a value (such as "yes" or "no").
We consider the query "What is the color of car No. 20?" that exemplifies a special case of set-valued
queries whose exact answer is a set of cardinality 1. The exact answer E is "maroon". Since any
proper subset of E is the null set _, an approximate answer of E is, therefore, simply (_, Pi) where
id
6
7
9
10
13
Airport Length
MDW 7500
MDW 8000
ORD 11000
ORD 8000
ORD 100013
Figure l(a). E: All easterly
runways at ORD and MDW
id
1
6
7
9
10
13
27
Airport Length
MDW 6000
MDW 7500
MDW 8000
ORD 11000
ORD 8000
ORD 10000
ORD 9500
Figure l(b). A 1: All runways
at ORD and MDW
id
6
7
10
9
13
27
Airport Length
MDW 7500
MDW 8000
ORD 8000
ORD 11000
ORD 10000
ORD 9500
Figure l(c). A 2: An approximation
of E
id
10
13
1
6
7
9
Airport Length
ORD 8000
ORD 10000
MDW 6000
MDW 7500
MDW 8000
ORD 11000
Figure l(d). A3" An approximation of E
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the possible set Pi is a supcrset containing the exact answer. A possible value of Pi is { red, pink,
maroon}, a set of three reddish colors. This answer improves as elements "red" and/or "pink" are
deleted from Pi.
The exact answer to the query "How many cars of make Oldsmobile are available?" is the value of an
aggregate function over the set O of data objects that satisfy the query constraints, such as make =
Oldsmobile. In this case, the aggregate function is "count". Since the domain of the count function is a
set of non-negative numbers in this case, as an approximation to the value of such an aggregate
function, we can provide the values of the aggregate function defined over a certain set C and a
superset C u P of O ; where (C, P) is an approximation of O. The values of the aggregate function
count over the certain set and over the superset give us a superset of values, such as the range "2 to 10",
or {2, 3, • • • 10}. This approximate answer improves as more data objects are processed; the certain
set increases in size and the possible set decreases in size. The counts over a bigger certain set and/or
smaller possible set give us a smaller range, such as {4, 5, • • • 9}.
Some queries require a yes or no answer, such as, "Is the number of runways at O'Hare greater than
10T'. The answer is derived from the value of "count" over the set R of all runways at O'Hare. A
meaningful approximation of the exact answer can be derived from an approximation (C, P ) of the set
R. The data objects that satisfy the query constraints, such as airport = O'Hare, are members of C. As
long as the certain set in (C, P) contains 10 elements or less, the derived approximate answer remains
"no". In addition to this value, we can also provide, as part of an approximate answer to such a query,
a percentage value of the amount of data retrieved and processed thus far to produce (C, P ), and the
value of count over the current certain set C. An example is "No - 60%, number of nmways _>3". As
more data are retrieved and processed, the percentage of data processed increases monotonically, and
the value of the count function over C becomes closer to the exact value.
We can make the approximation semantics more meaningful by comparing subsets not only on the
basis of their cardinalities, but also on the basis of some metric that measures the distances of their
elements to the exact answer. We use such a measure of accuracy, called a distance function, to
quantify how much better one approximate answer is than another. A distance function induces a
partial-order relation over the set of all approximate answers of an exact answer E. The query
processor uses this measure of accuracy to identify a good initial approximation of the exact answer
when query processing starts. It also uses this measure to choose the next set of data objects to be
retrieved and processed so that a series of approximate answers of improving accuracy are produced.
4. Monotone Query Processing
APPROXIMATE uses a monotone query processing algorithm to produce an approximate answer and
maintains semantic information for an effective implementation of this algorithm. As an alternative to
processing the possible tuples during query processing, APPROXIMATE works on templates of the
possible tuples P in an approximate relation. The approach used in APPROXIMATE to generate
templates of possible tuples is similar to the one used to produce intensional answers [7].
APPROXIMATE maintains an object-oriented view of the database and uses the information provided
by this view to generate the templates. In this view, a base relation, or a segment of the relation, is a
class. Tuples in the relation, or the segment, are instances of the corresponding class. The classes are
organized into a collection of class hierarchies. Each class hierarchy supplies information about a base
relation stored in the database. Examples of the types of information provided by a class hierarchy
include the domains of the attributes of the instances of a class and the retrievable unit of data. This
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information is accessed along with the base relations during query processing.
The basic monotone query processing algorithm works as follows. It begins by representing a query by
a query tree. Each node in the query tree represents a relation that is the result of a relational operation.
An initial approximation is assigned to every node in the query tree. This initial approximation, and
subsequent improved approximations of the standard relation represented by the node, are stored in an
approximate object, which is created by APPROXIMATE for the node before query processing starts.
The value of this approximate object gives an approximate relation of the standard relation. The object
has three variables: the certain_part, possible_part, and OP.
The value of its certain_part is a certain set C containing all the data objects that are certainly in the
standard relation. Initially, this certain set is empty for every approximate object. The value of its
possible_part is a set P of possible classes. The set of all instances of the classes in P is a possible set
in an approximation (C, P) of the standard relation. Initially, the value of the possible_part in an
approximate object at a leaf node gives a template of all possible tuples that can possibly be in the base
relation represented by the leaf node. Again, this template is obtained from the meta data about the
base relation maintained by the query processor. The initial values of the possible_part in an
approximate object at a non-leaf node can be obtained from the initial values of the leaf nodes in the
the subtree rooted at the node and the relational algebra operations represented by the nodes in the
subtree. The value of the variable OP is set to be the relational algebra operation represented by the
node. The OP of the approximate object at a leaf node is an approximate_read. An approximate_read
returns a segment of the requested base relation at a time. Again, information on which segments can
be returned is given by the view maintained by the query processor.
Figure 2 shows the value A2 of an approximate object corresponding to the relation A 2 in Figure l(c).
The possible tuples in P2 are instances of P2 = {ORD-long-runways}, the possible class of long
runways at ORD airport.
Because standard relational algebra operations cannot operate on approximate objects,
APPROXIMATE uses as query processing primitives a set of approximate relational algebra
operations and the approximate_read. Each operation accepts an approximate object(s) as an operand
and produces an approximate object as its result [3]. As each approximate_read of a leaf node is
carried out, each returned segment causes additional certain tuples to be added to, and possible classes
to be deleted from, the current approximation of the base relation. The value of the leaf node improves
as more segments are retumed. The improvement in the leaf nodes is propagated upward to the root
node by reevaluating the nodes in the query tree. The value of the root node is updated with better
id Airport Length
6 MDW 7500
0 MDW 8000ORD 8000
{ORD-long-runways}
Figure 2. A2: An approximate object
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values each time the root node is reevaluated.
This monotone query processing algorithm differs from traditional query processing where each node
of the query tree is evaluated only when all of the required data are available. If any required base
relation is not accessible, no answer is ever produced. This all-or-nothing query processing strategy
does not degrade gracefully. In contrast, APPROXIMATE produces a chain of increasingly better
approximate answers at the root node of the query tree, each integrating the effect of additional data
processed. None but the final, exact answer requires all base relation data be available before it can be
produced. If query processing terminates prematurely, some approximate answer in the chain will be
returned and the quality of the retumed answer increases monotonically with time.
Every approximate relational algebra operation involves operations on the possible classes as well as
the certain tuples in its operand(s). The approximate relational algebra operations are implemented
incrementally, so the same number of relational algebra operations is applied to the certain tuples
during approximate query processing as during traditional query processing [9]. To minimize the
overhead required to produce an approximate answer, APPROXIMATE delays the evaluation of the
possible classes and instead maintains a symbolic expression of the possible classes and relational
algebra operations to be applied to them. A possible class is not evaluated until query processing must
terminate and an approximate answer is produced or the user requests the evaluation.
With each update to the value of the root node of the query tree, APPROXIMATE displays the certain
tuples and the possible class names of the approximate answer. Figure 3 illustrates two approximate
answers to the query "Select all the northerly and easterly runways at airports where the temp > 320 C".
As this figure illustrates, an approximate answer allows the user to distinguish the data processed thus
far from the data not yet processed. From the approximate answer in Figure 3(a), the user can see that
the classes {IL-short-N} runways and {IL-short-E} runways have not been processed yet. Upon
examining the approximate answer, a user may determine whether the approximate answer resulting
from processing all of the long runways provides enough information and is a good enough answer.
The user can request the evaluation of the possible classes, and Figure 3(b) illustrates the evaluation of
the possible classes in Figure 3(a). Figure 3(c) illustrates an improved approximate answer.
5. Future Directions
We have described a monotone query processor called APPROXIMATE that produces an approximate
answer if some of the data are not available or if there is not enough time to process a query.
APPROXIMATE processes the data that are available or processes the data that can be processed
within the time constraints. It produces a series of approximate answers that improves according to a
partial-order relation. The same query processing strategy is used for producing approximate answers
to set-valued queries and for single-valued queries, such as binary queries, aggregate queries, and set-
valued queries with cardinality 1. APPROXIMATE uses semantic support, in the form of an object-
oriented view and a predefined set of distance functions, to identify a good initial approximation and a
strategy for improving an approximation.
In the future, we will determine the scalability and efficiency of the proposed scheme. To accomplish
this, we need to interface the query processor to some real-life database systems and make the query
processor as efficient and robust as we can. Some candidate databases are those used to support
navigation, machine vision, and computer aided engineering, as well as databases on students'
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id Airport Length Temp
I. ORD 1I000 35
2 CMI 10000 38
7 0RD 10500 35
33 MDH II000 50
Possible Classes:
{IL-short-N, IL-short-E}
Figure 3(a). An approximate answer
id: { 32-36, 1-13 i
Airport: { CMI,JOT,MDH,MDW,ORD,SPI }
Length: { 7000-9500 }
Temp: { > 32 }
Figure 3(b). Possible class evaluation
id
1
2
7
33
36
Airport Length
ORD 11000
CMI 100130
ORD 10500
MDH 11000
MDW 8000
Temp
35
38
35
50
35
Possible Classes: {IL-short-E}
Figure 3(c). An approximate answer
academic reports. A natural extension of this research is to consider the case when the database
contains incomplete or partial values. This problem is closely related to the imprecise update problem.
Imprecise updates introduce incomplete information and partial values into the database. We want to
investigate the feasibility of partial updates that require no error recovery action to complete the
update. Such an update may introduce uncertainty or incompleteness in the information contained in
the database, but will not lead the database to an unsafe, and hence, unacceptable state.
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We explored the training potential of Virtual Reality (VR) technology. Thirty-one adults were
trained and tested on spatial skills in a VR_ They learned a sequehce of button and knob responses
on a VR console and performed flawlessly on the same console. Half were trained with a rote strategy;
the rest used a meaningful strategy. Response times were equivalent for both groups and decreased
significantly over five test trials indicating that learning continued on VR tests. The same subjects
practiced navigating through a VR building, which had three floors with four rooms on each floor. The
dependent measure was the number of rooms traversed on routes that differed from training routes.
Many subjects completed tests in the fewest rooms possible. All subjects learned configurational
knowledge according to the criterion of taking paths that were significantly shorter than those pre-
dicted by a random walk as determined by a Monte Carlo analysis. The results were discussed as a
departure point for empirically testing the training potential of VR technology.
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Abstract
We describe a collaborative research and development effort between the
Palo Alto Laboratory of the Rockwell Science Center, Rockwell Space
Operations Company, and the Propulsion Systems Section of NASA
Johnson Space Center to design computational tools that can manage the
complexity of information displayed to human operators in high-stakes,
time-critical decision contexts. We shall review an application from
NASA Mission Control and describe how we integrated a probabilistic
diagnostic model, and a time-dependent utility model, with techniques
for managing the complexity of computer displays. The, we shall
describe the behavior of VPROP, a system constructed to demonstrate
promising display-management techniques. Finally, we shall describe
our current research directions on the Vista U follow-on project.
1. Introduction
The Vista project was established to develop computational techniques for reducing the
cognitive load of human operators that are responsible for monitoring complex systems.
Decision makers under pressure to take swift action cannot afford to sift through large quantities
of potentially relevant information before making a decision. Fundamental limitations in the
abilities of people to process information explain why the quality of a system operator's
decisions can degrade as the complexity of relevant data increases, and as the time available for
a response decreases. Cognitive psychologists have found that humans cannot retain more than
five to nine distinct concepts or "chunks" of information simultaneously (Miller 1956). This
surprising cognitive limitation was demonstrated in a classic study by Miller, and has been
confirmed repeatedly by experimental psychologists. The capacity of decision makers to
consider important influences on a decision may be reduced even further if fast action is
demanded in frenetic crisis situations; one cognitive-psychology study showed that people
cannot retain and reason simultaneously about more than two concepts in environments filled
with distractions (Waugh and Norman 1965).
There has been previous investigation of methods for managing the complexity of
computational results to decrease the cognitive burden of computer users. Key concepts
employed in the Vista project are similar to techniques developed in related work on the
*Also at Knowledge Systems Laboratory, MSOB X215, Departments of Computer Science and
Medicine. Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94301
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control of computation and decision making under bounded resources (Horvitz, et al.
1989, Horvitz 1990, Horvitz and Rutledge 1991). In the related work on the decision-
theoretic control of computation, investigators have examined decisions about the tradeoff
between precision and timeliness of generating a computational result (such as a
recommendation for action in the world). The analogous techniques for controlling displays
have centered on decisions about the wadeoff between the completeness and the complexity
of information displays and computer-based explanations (Horvitz, et al. 1986; Horvitz, et
al. 1989). In some of this work, multiattribute utility has been employed to control the
complexity of displays (I-Iorvitz 1987; Mclaughlin 1987) and for queuing and prioritizing
the results of diagnostic reasoning (Breese, et al. 1991).
We have worked to integrate a set of flexible display strategies with a probabilistic
reasoning module that performs diagnosis under uncertainty of propulsion systems of the
Space Shuttle. The diagnostic-reasoning component of the approach continues to reason
about the likelihood of alternative disorders in a system based on a continuous stream of
sensor information. The Vista team consists of a close collaboration between members of
the Palo Alto Laboratory group (Eric Horvitz (PI), Corinne Ruokangas, and Sampath
Srinivas) and a propulsion systems specialist at Houston Mission Control (Mathew Barry).
In our approach, we employ model-based diagnostic reasoning and flexible displays for
reconfiguring the information displayed so that the most relevant information is presented
in different context.
We tested our ideas about the model-based control of displays by building and validating a
display manager named VPROP. The techniques explored in VPROP have application in
many domains where decision makers with limited time must evaluate large amounts of
information under time pressure to identify critical data.
N
m
/
Left OMS
Forw_d RCS
LeR RCS Right RCS
m
l_oMs
Figure 1. The position of the two orbital maneuvering system (OMS) engines and the three sets
of reaction control system (RCS) thrusters on the Space Shuttle.
2. Application Area
We examined problems with the complexity of information displays used by ground
controllers at Space Shuttle Mission Control in Houston. In particular, we worked with
experienced flight controllers who manage Space Shuttle propulsion systems. The
Propulsion Team is responsible for monitoring two different space-based thruster systems:
the Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) and the Reaction Control System (RCS). The
large right and left OMS engines are fired for such critical maneuvers as orbital insertion
and orbit circularization. The smaller suites of RCS thrusters are used for translation in
space, for such tasks as maneuvering near another space object, as well as for the continual
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The statusquocomputerdisplaysfor monitoring the propulsion systems consist of a cluttered,
static main display of the two OMS engines, and the three banks of RCS engines. This primary
propulsion-systems display is pictured in Figure 2. When ground controllers are concerned
about one of the systems, alternate screens are typically requested which relay trend information
about engine consumables by displaying a large table of numbers. An example of such a
secondary display is pictured in Figure 3. The large amount and complex display of
information that must be scanned in crisis situations can become burdensome in situations that
demand quick decision making, especially for new people on the propulsion team.
3. Construction of a Probabilistic Model
The first task in developing a model-based display manager was the construction of a
probabilistic diagnostic model for the shuttle propulsion-system engines. To build the
diagnostic reasoner of the display manager, our team worked with propulsion experts at
Mission Control to build a causal model of the shuttle's propulsion subsystems. Figure 4
displays a basic schematic of the OMS engine. In the engine, a tank of helium puts pressure on
tanks of oxidizer and fuel. To ftre an OMS engine, a bipropellant valve is opened which allows
the fuel and oxidizer to mix and c0mbust to provide thrust. In addition to the basic flows,
ground controllers must also consider the status of a set of values between various tanks, and
crossover lines that allow fuel to be shared by different engine systems. There are suites of
temperature and pressure sensors at critical locations in the system. Shuttle telemetry includes
information from these sensors.
He Pl
HeP2
Ox Temp Prob Fuel Temp Pmb
Ox Tank P Fu Tank P
Ox Fu
X-over Fu P
Ox Inlet P Fu Inlet P
N Tank P2 er Ox P
N Tank Pl
N Acoam P
Combust P
Figure 4. A schematic of an OMS engine.
We constructed a probabilistic causal network, called a belief network, to model the uncertain
relationships among components of the system. Belief networks serve as the core of an
increasing number of probabilistic reasoning systems. (See (Pearl, 1989) and (Horvitz, 1988)
for reviews of probabilistic and decision-theoretic reasoning.) In practice, a domain expert,
working with a computer engineer, structures and assesses the probabilistic relationships in a
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belief network. In this case, Matthew Barry, a propulsion specialist at NASA Mission Control
served as expert. The belief network representation allows an expert to structure relationships
about a system qualitatively, and, after, to quantify those relationships with conditional
probabilities.
Belief networks serve as the kernel of diagnostic reasoning systems. Technically, a belief
network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) containing nodes, representing propositions
(hypotheses, intermediate states, and observations), and arcs representing probabilistic
dependencies among nodes. Nodes are associated with a set of mutually exclusive and
exhaustive values that represent alternative possible states of a proposition (e.g., true, false).
Directed arcs capture knowledge that the value of a parent node can affect the probability
distribution over the values of children nodes.
A variety of belief-network algorithms have been formulated. The algorithms propagate
information through the network to compute the probability distributions over values of each
node, given the observation of one or more values of a subset of nodes that represent sensors or
observations. The belief network allows us to represent the notion that there may be multiple
causes of problems, and the related notion that a sensor may fail, and thus provide erroneous
information about the system being monitored.
Figure 5 represents an early version of a belief network constructed to model a Shuttle OMS
engine. Following arcs through a belief network often tells us a story about uncertain
relationships in a system. For example, the value of HELIUM PRESSURE affects the pressure
readings (He Pl, He P2) reported by the two independent pressure sensors on an OMS helium
tank. However, the readings can also be affected, with uncertainty, by the errors in the sensor
mechanisms themselves. A user with experience in sensor failures can encode his belief about
therelativerateof failureof alternativecriticalsensorsin a system.
HeP2
Fu InletP
Figure $. A causal probabilistic network for the OMS engine.
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4. Display Management in VPROP
The diagnostic reasoning system was integrated with a set of display complexity-management
techniques to yield a dynamic display system. Key features of VPROP's display include (1) the
use of context-sensitive templates for configuring data for different phases of the mission, (2) a
static screen layout of panels of information on key systems, (3) the problem-specific
telescoping of system information along a simplicity--complexity vector, (4) the summarization
of large quantities of information with simple status indicators, (5) the manual access of any
data through an iconic information palette, and (6) the use of probabilistic and decision-theoretic
reasoning to dynamically prioritize menus for accessing critical information for decision
making.
4.1 Techniques for Managing Display Complexity
Figure 6 highlights these flexible display techniques. In this case, panels of information are
configured for a critical OMS firing. For this context, system-specific panels containing
information on the left, forward, and right RCS systems are reduced into brief summaries and
information panels on the left and right OMS are expanded. By moving the cursor and clicking
on any system-specific panel, a menu can be accessed that allows the detail, and concomitant
area occupied by information about a particular system, to be increased or decreased beyond the
standard configuration for a context.
We can simplify information about a Space Shuttle system as we shrink a panel by modulating
the abstraction or the completeness of information (Horvitz, 1987). For VPROP, the expert
defined dimensions of complexity which described how the details about a propulsion system
should change, as a panel is allowed to occupy more screen area. That is, an expert decision
maker defined how the content and granularity of information in each panel changes as that
panel is enlarged or diminished.
A display palette appears at the lower left hand corner of the display. The display palette is laid
out in a configuration that iconically reflects the main screen layout of the system.specific
information panels. By clicking on soft buttons in the palette for each system, the mare panels
of information are incremented in detail and then reduced, as if alternate levels of complexity
were stored in a circular queue. The palette doubles as a systems-status overview and
summary. If telemetry about a system is within normal bounds, the corresponding display-
palette soft button appears green. If there is a problem with a system, the corresponding
display-palette button flashes red.
The usefulness of employing abstraction to simplify the system-specific panels and to alert an
operator about system status is supported in part by findings of cognitive psychologists that
people employ abstraction of items into classes to manage the complexity of reasoning about
complex problems (Mesarovic 1970, Simon 1973).
4.2 Integrating Display-Complexity Tools with Diagnostic Reasoning
A belief network, that we constructed and assessed with the assistance of an experienced
ground controller, is employed in VPROP to continue to monitor Space Shuttle telemetry on
propulsion systems. Figure 6 highlights VPROP's reaction when a problem with the left OMS
has been noted. In this case, the probability that the left OMS is normal has dropped below a
threshold value. The left-OMS button in the display palette turns red and the system-specific
information panel for the the left OMS automatically expands in size and complexity.
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Figure 6. Key components of VPROP's flexible display.
Now, the diagnostics on the left-OMS are displayed, as portrayed by the two lists, displayed at
the lower right-hand-corner of Figure 6. A summary of the problem is stated and a list of
possible disorders computed by the belief network are listed by likelihood. In another column,
the disorders are reordered into a set of priorities, in terms of the expected time-criticality of the
problems. The expected time-criticality is computed by weighting a relative cost of delay for
each possible disorder, assessed from the ground controller, by the likelihood computed for that
disorder.
_ LeftRCS )_F--mdRCS_( RightRCS )
Summary Summm_ Summary
Le_ OMS
Figure 7. Accessing trend information from a prioritized list of possible faults.
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Information abouttrends is often used by Shuttle-propulsion ground controllers to confirm
disorders with the propulsion systems. VPROP allows ground controllers to access trend.
graphs, by positioning a cursor and clicking a mouse button on disorders appearing on the
likelihood or criticality lists. Figure 7 highlights how VPROP displays the trend information in a
predefined order of relevance.
The integrated Vista methodology for managing the complexity of displays, while providing
diagnostic information about the likelihood of alternative faults and recommendations
about time-dependent priorities, is highlighted in Figure 8. As indicated in this figure, a goal of
the Vista project is to field systems that analyze real-time shuttle telemetry with probablistic
causal models and that consider the most valuable configuration of the display in terms of the
likelihood and time-dependent losses associated with different faults.
Real-time shuttle telemetry
Figure g. Key components of the Vista approach. A belief network is used to consider the diagnostic
relevance of shuttle telemetry. A model of time-dependent utility is employed to prioritize alternative possible
faults, given the likelihood of the faults, and to control the size and amount of detail dedicated to a panel
describing the system in which the possible faults may be occuring.
A bitmap of the current VPROP screen is displayed in Figure 9. In this case, troubling telemetry
has been detected by the belief network. A diagnostic screen appears, showing that, given the
current sensor information, there is a high probability of engine failure. Relevant trend
information has been accessed.
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Figure 9. A screen from the VPROP system displaying how a problem with the left OMS is handled.
In this case, thee is a high probability of an engine failure. Relevant trend information is accessed.
5. Conclusions and Summary
The VPROP system has been reviewed by the Propulsion Team at NASA Mission Control in
Houston. The system reviews were met with enthusiasm about the approach and future
extensions to the methodology. Discussions and research among the Palo Alto Laboratory, the
Rockwell Space Operations Company, and NASA Johnson Space Center are continuing on
future projects to extend and apply Vista technology for monitonng and controlling other Space
Shuttle systems as well as systems on the planned Space Station. The ability to consider
alternative hypotheses under uncertainty promises to be even more crucial for monitoring
systems on the space station; in comparison to the Shuttle, current plans call for the Space
Station to have relatively few sensors on complex systems. This situation will make it more
difficult to narrow a problem down to a single fault, given telemetry information.
Recently, we initiated the Vista II project, a Vista follow-on effort to develop a version of
VPROP to be deployed on Unix workstations. The project centers on building an effective
integrated display-management and diagnostic reasoning architecture, as well as the
development of a new display management language for increasing the efficiency with which
we can construct and custom-tailor reasoning systems for different ground-control ans space-
based monitoring functions.
The integration of flexible display techniques and model-based systems with the ability to
reason under uncertainty promises to provide a valuable framework for managing the cognitive
load of human operators. We hope that the combination of intelligent diagnostic and display
systems will allow us to keep pace with the growing complexity of machines and tasks. We
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foresee that intelligent reasoning systems will be important in helping to maintain--or even to
reduce--the cognitive burden on human operators charged with monitoring or managing .systems
of increasing complexity. Indeed, the design of computational tools for manag.mg, the
complexity of information about complex systems may one day be viewed as an mtnnsic
component of the design of the systems.
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1 Introduction
A major concern of researchers who seek to improve human-computer communication involves
how to move beyond literal interpretations of queries to a level of responsiveness that takes the
user's misconceptions, expectations, desires, and interests into consideration. At Maryland, we are
investigating how to better meet a user's needs within the framework of the cooperative answering
system of Gal and Minker [25]. We have been exploring how to use semantic information about
the database to formulate coherent and informative answers. The work has two main thrusts: 1)
the construction of a logic formula which embodies the content of a cooperative answer; and 2)
the presentation of the logic formula to the user in a natural language form. The information
that is available in a deductive database system for building cooperative answers includes integrity
constraints, user constraints, the search tree for answers to the query, and false presuppositions
that are present in the query. The basic cooperative answering theory of Gai and Minker [15, 25]
forms the foundation of a cooperative answering system that integrates the new construction and
presentation methods.
This paper provides an overview of the cooperative answering strategies used in the CAttMIN
cooperative answering system, an ongoing research effort at Maryland. Section 2 gives some useful
background definitions. Section 3 describes techniques for collecting cooperative logical formulae.
Section 4 discusses which natural language generation techniques are useful for presenting the logic
formula in natural language text. Section 5 presents a diagram of the system.
2 Some Definitions
Deductive databases are comprised of syntactic information and semantic information. The syn-
tactic information consists of the intensional database (IDB) which is the set of clauses of the form
A *-- B1,...,Bn, n > 0, where A and each Bi is an atom, and the extensional database (EDB)
which is the set of clauses (_f the form A _. IDB clauses are also called rules. EDB clauses are also
called facts.
*This paper describes research done at the Computer Science Department at the University of Maryland under
Air Force Office of Scientific Research grant AFOSR-91-0350 and NSF grant IRI-89-16059.
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Direct answers to database queries, which are clauses of the form _ B1,..., Bn are found by
using SLD-resolution on the query, IDB, and EDB clause to produce a search tree. The root node
of the search tree is the query clause; each node in the tree is produced by applying an IDB rule
to the node above. A successful leaf node is one which matches with EDB facts; a failed leaf node
is one which has no match in the EDB [16, 20].
The semantic information about the database consists of a set of integrity constraints (IC).
Semantic information about users of the database consists of a set of user constraints (UC). The
constraints considered in this paper have the form _ C1,..., C,_, El,..., Era, where each Ci is an
atom whose predicate appears in an EDB fact or the head of an IDB rule and each Ei is an evaluable
expression.
An integrity constraint restricts the states that a database can take. For example, the integrity
constraint, "No person can be both male and female," _ person(X),male(X),female(X), restricts
people in a database from having both properties. Because the constraints on a database do not
enable the deduction of new answers but rather give information about existing knowledge and
answers, they are considered semantic information rather than syntactic information.
A user constraint reflects restrictions that the user places on the database. For example, a user
who detests Kennedy airport may impose a restriction on a database about traveling that he does
not want to travel into JFK at any point in a trip: .-- travel(X, JFK). In practice, user constraints
are labeled as applicable to some particular user.
3 Constructing the Logic Formula
The cooperative answering system of Gal and Minker [25], the precursor to the CARMIN system,
uses two basic strategies to identify extra information which can be included in an answer: 1) it
checks whether a query is restricted by or violates any of the database's integrity constraints; and,
2) for failed queries, it searches for any false presuppositions in the query. Integrity constraints
can help identify a user's misconceptions about the database that are made evident by the user's
query. When an integrity constraint interacts with a query and shows that part of its search space
must fail, the interaction indicates that the user does not know about some of the information
embodied in the constraint. A description of the constraint to the user can be used to correct such
misconceptions.
Some queries can have successful answers only if the database is in a state which conflicts with
some integrity constraint. Since the database will never take such a state, the query will never
succeed. The failure of such a query can be explained through an integrity constraint with which it
conflicts. Such a constraint represents a misconception that the user had about the database. For
example, if a query asks for someone who is both a mother and a father, that is, "who is a parent
and female and a parent and male ?", it conflicts with the constraint that no one can be both male
and female. Integrity constraints are also useful for identifying queries that contain redundancies,
like "who are all the males who are not female?". A response which includes paraphrases of the
involved constraints can help correct a user's misconceptions about the database.
The presuppositions in a query are statements that must be true for either the query or its
negation to be true [19]. For example, "list the mothers in the database." presupposes that mothers
exist in the database. A query with a false presupposition has no answer, positive or negative, and
a cooperative response would identify the false presupposition to the user.
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3.1 Using User Constraints
In anextensionto thecooperativeansweringsystem,user constraints are used to take into account
a user's restrictions on the world when answering questions. A user's intentions and needs can
be modeled as a set of constraints. User constraints reflect the semantics that a particular user
imposes on the database. They are provided by individual users and need not be consistent with
the database. When answering queries posed by a user, they are used to modify a user's query so
that the search space of the original query is limited to find only answers that are amenable to the
user's needs. The semantic compilation method of Chakravarthy et al. [3] which Gal and linker
use to incorporate integrity constraints into a query can also be applied to user constraints.
Consider a query to a database "Which airline can I use to travel from Washington DC to
Paris' Charles de Gaulle airport?":
Q: .- travel(Airline, A irport, C DG , Time)^ near(Airport, Washington).
and a user constraint "I refuse to travel through JFK":
U: Loc1¢ JFK _ flight(Airline, Number, Locl,Loc2, Time).
With database information that includes facts about flights from Washington National to JFK,
JFK to CDG, and Washington Dulles to CDG, the query can be answer with "Take PanAm to
JFK and then to CDG." However, such an answer is useless to the user - it violates the user con-
straint. An answer which satisfies the user's constraint provides the alternative which does not go
through JFK, "Take AirFrance from Dulles to CDG."
When a set of answers has been restricted by a user constraint, it would be judicious to assume
that the user knows about the user constraint - after all, the user supplied it. So, whereas selected
integrity constraints are presented to the user whenever they apply to the query, user constraints
are presented more sparingly.
3.2 The Search Tree
The search tree for the set of direct answers to a query contains abundant information both about
the answers that are derived for the query and also about the failure paths. Each branch of the
tree ends either in failure or success. Some of the failure branches may be labeled by integrity
constraints; some may be labelled by user constraints; and some, by both. Some branches may be
labelled by false presuppositions.
The cooperative answering system collects the intensional portion of the proof tree for a query
as the IDB rules are applied to the query. This intensional proof tree, which we call the IDB-
tree, includes all information necessary to connect the original query with any EDB level query
literals which conflict with a constraint. It also includes extra information. We have developed an
algorithm for gleaning from the IDB-tree the minimal information for making the connection. We
then add the IDB-tree information to the cooperative response.
To illustrate the need for search tree information, consider an example about flights that serve
meals. The following IDB rule defines the relation meal_fight for breakfast:
I: meal_flight( A,N,break fast )
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flight_times(A,N,T1,T2),
T1 <09:00, T2>10:00,
-1 service_type( A,N ,express ).
The rule says that a flight serves breakfast if the departure time is before 9:00a.m and the ar-
rival time is after 10:00am and if the flight is not an express flight. Suppose the user poses a
constraint that s/he does not want to take flights longer than one hour on United:
U: *-- flight_times(A,N,T1,T2),A=united, Diffis T1 - T2, Diff > 01:00.
Suppose the user then asks a query about which flights serve breakfast between DC National
and Chicago O'Hare:
Q: .-- meal_flight(A,N,breakfast),flight_airports(A,N,dcu,ohare).
The original user constraint and the query have no common predicates, thus, the constraint
does not affect the query directly. However, when the IDB rule is applied to derive the following
subquery Qi, the constraint U partially subsumes Q_:
Q_: _ flight_times(A,N,T1,T2), T1 <09:00, T2>10:00,
flight_airports( A ,N ,dcu, ohare ) .
The residue, { _ A=united }, restricts the query variable A from taking the value united. Thus,
all answers to the user will leave out flights on United Airlines.
Since the interaction between the constraint and the query occurred within the search tree,
the user may not be aware of the interaction, and the user constraint should be included in the
answer to the query. However, an answer that consists'only of answer substitutions for the original
query and the user constraint may be confusing to the user. The user must infer the connection
between the constraint and the original query. For example, consider the following logic response, in
which the components are labelled A for answer substitution and U for user constraint information:
A( meaLftight( american,l Ol,break fast ) ^ flight_airports( ameriean,l Ol,dcu, ohare) ) ^
U(*-- flight_times( A,N ,T1,T2 ),
Diff is T1 - T2, Diff > 01:00,
A=united).
The response can be paraphrased as: "American Airlines flight 101 flies from DC National to
Chicago O'Hare and serves breakfast. You do not want to know about United flights that are longer
than an hour." The user must infer that a breakfast flight is longer than an hour. For a user who
is not aware of this information, a better answer would include the following elaboration:
mcaLflight( A,N,break fast) _ flight_times( A,N,T1,T2), T1 <09:00, T2>10:00.
This may be paraphrased as "a flight serves breakfast only if the flight starts before 9:00am and
ends after lO:OOam." Notice that the elaboration does not contain the literal in the rule I about set-
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vice_type. The algorithm for selecting search tree information described in [10] adds the elaboration
to the logical response.
3.3 Relaxation
As noted by many researchers, including [1, 4, 6, 18, 21, 27, 28, 30], an alternative form of cooper-
ative behavior involves providing associated information which is relevant to a query. Generalizing
a query in order to capture neighboring information is one means to obtain possibly relevant infor-
mation.
Gaasterland, Godfrey and Minker have defined a method to relax a query in order to find neigh-
boring information [12]. A query can be relaxed in at least three ways: 1) rewriting a predicate with
a more general predicate; 2) rewriting a constant (term) with a more general constant (term); and
3) breaking a join dependency across literals in the query. The first two relaxations are achieved
in a general manner using taxonomy clauses which define hierarchical type relationships between
predicates and constants in the database language. For example, the following clauses define rela-
tionships between the predicates communicate, call, mail, and say:
TI: communicate(P1, P2, Msg) *-- say(P1, 1)2, Msg).
T2: communicate(P1, P2, Msg) *-- lives_at(Addr, P2), mail(p1, Add,', Msg).
A query containing a request to mail an invitation to the address "34 Cherry Lane," upon failing,
can be relaxed to produce alternative queries:
Q: _ mail(Terry, "34 Cherry Lane", invitation).
Relaxed Q: _- communicate(Terry, P, invitation), lives_at("34 Cherry Lane", P).
After the relaxation step, SLD resolution can be used to find related answers. [12] discusses
search strategies for relaxation. The method has been incorporated into the cooperative answering
system.
4 On Presenting the Cooperative Response in Natural Language
The cooperative answering strategies discussed in the previous section produce potentially large
and complex logic formulae which are composed of logical expressions with a variety of origins,
as seen in the breakfast flight example of Section 3.2. Even if the formula is presented in small
portions, it still may be difficult for the user to read and understand the logic. The generation of
natural language is a promising alternative method of presentation [2, 14].
Mapping each individual atom in a logical formula into an expression that emulates natural
language is a straightforward process with the use of templates for each predicate. Unfortunately,
the coherence and organization of the resulting text is limited to the organization that is acciden-
tally present in the ordering of rules in the database and in the ordering of literals within the rules.
In the direction of connecting individual pieces of text into a coherent whole, we have developed
a series of linguistically motivated logic transformations that identify potential sites of coordina-
tion, subordination, and anaphora in the target text. We also have a method to select temporal
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Figure I: CooperativeAnswering System At Maryland
connecting words, tense, and aspect [8]. To reduce redundancy across sentences, an additional
transformation incorporates synonymous and generalizing substitutions into the target text.
The transformations take advantage of dependencies across literals, type information, and his-
torical knowledge about how the formula was gathered. The coordination transformation uses a
compact representation technique called _r-notation [23] to help organize clauses. The computa-
tional theory of coordination used in the transformation builds on the work of [7, 9]. The selection
of tense and aspect depends on temporal information available in the temporal database model
of [31] and on temporal interval relationships [1]. This information enables the selection of allow-
able tenses using Hornstein's theory of tense [17], selection of aspectual feature values [5, 26] and
selection of temporal connecting words such as %efore," "while," "when," and "after." The incor-
poration of synonyms into the target text uses the taxonomy clauses and the relaxation method
mentioned in the previous section to identify more concise representations of concepts in the logic
formula.
Each transformation on the logic formula adds cohesion to or removes redundancy from the
natural language text that is generated to 'describe the formula. The transformed logic formula
is used as input to a natural language phrase generator to produce output text. The language
generation work draws from and builds on work that has been done in the area of generating
language from database information (e.g. [22]) and in the area of generating language from logic-
based knowledge representations (e.g. [24, 32]). The language generation techniques used for
cooperative answering with CARMIN are described in detail in [10].
5 Summary
The techniques discussed in thispaper extend the cooperative answering system of Gal and Minker
[25]. The user constraint, relaxation and search tree selection techniques complement the explana-
tory information provided by integrity constraints. They give information about how a user might
construct new queries that will better serve the user's needs. CARMIN incorporates each of these
techniques into a uniform user interface written in Prolog for relational and deductive databases.
CARMIN provides a testbed for studying these and future cooperative techniques.
Figure 1 describes the structure of the cooperative answering system described here. Semantic
query optimization techniques are used by a semantic compiler to integrate ICs and UCs with
the database schema. For limited input language, a natural language analyzer borrowed from [29]
parses natural language queries into queries in the language of the database -- logic queries. The
response generator processes a logic query with both the semantically compiled database schema
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and the database itself to perform deduction, detection of IC and UC violations, restriction of the
query with ICs and UCs, relaxation, and selection of information from the query's search tree.
The response generator produces a cooperative response in the language of the database. The
synthesizer then produces a natural language description of the logic response.
Semantic information in a deductive database is a relatively untapped source of information
that can be used in responses to users' queries. Cooperative answers that use semantic information
such as integrity constraints and user constraints can provide the user with information about
the database's organization and the world modeled by the database. When queries fail or when a
user wants additional answers, semantic information that describes taxonomy relationships between
database predicates and constants can be used to find new queries that return answers related to the
original query. For a background survey and comparison of approaches to cooperative answering,
the reader is referred to [11].
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ABSTRACT
Today's software systems generally use obsolete
technology, are not integrated properly with other
software systems, and axe difficult and costly to
maintain. The discipline of reverse engineering is
becoming prominent as organizations try to move
their systems up to more modem and maintainable
technology in a cost effective manner. The
Johnson Space Center created a significant set of
tools to develop and maintain FORTRAN and C
code during development of the space shuttle. This
tool set forms the basis for an integrated
environment to reengineer existing code into
modem software engineering structures which are
then easier and less costly to maintain and which
allow a fairly straightforward translation into other
target languages. The environment will support
these structures and practices even in areas where
the language definition and compilers do not
enforce good software engineering. The
knowledge and data captured using the reverse
engineering tools is passed to standard forward
engineering tools to redesign or perform major
upgrades to software systems in a much more cost
effective manner than using older technologies.
The latest release of the environment was in
February 1992.
INTRODUCTION
Programs in use today generally have all of the
functional and information processing capabilities
required to do their specified job. However, older
programs usually use obsolete technology, are not
integrated properly with other programs, and are
difficult to maintain. Reengineering is becoming a
prominent discipline as organizations try to move
their systems to more modem and maintainable
technologies. Johnson Space Center's (JSC)
Software Technology Branch (STB) is researching
and developing a system to support reengineering
older FORTRAN programs into more maintainable
forms that can also be more readily translated to a
modem language such as FORTRAN 90, Ada, or
C. This activity has led to the development of
maintenance strategies for design recovery and
reengineering. These strategies include a set of
standards, methodologies, and the concepts for a
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softwareenvironment to support design recovery
and reengineering.
This document provides a brief description of the
problem being addressed and the approach that is
being taken by the STB toward providing an
economic solution to the problem. A statement of
the maintenance problems,the benefits and
drawbacks of three alternative solutions, and a
brief history of the STB's experience in software
reengineering are followed by the STB's new
FORTRAN standards, methodology, and the
concepts for a software environment.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Based on trends in the computer industry over the
last few years, it is clear that computer hardware,
languages, and procedures are not static. The
software industry recognizes that a large existing
software base must be dealt with as new software
engineering concepts and software technologies
emerge. The old systems use outdated technology
and are costly to maintain. At JSC, as in industry
at large, there is a large investment in existing
FORTRAN software. These FORTRAN systems
do not consistently use modern software practices
that can increase maintainability. Yet these
systems must be maintained for perhaps the next
20 years. Management is seeking ways to reduce
maintenance costs.
In the 1960s-70s many FORTRAN programs were
developed at JSC, each with its own sizeable
software development team, and its own
input/output format. These programs could not
communicate readily and eventually were "wired"
together in a very crude semblance of integration.
Standards could not be enforced because
FORTRAN did not enforce them and some were
not visible by just looking at the code. The
problem was aggravated by the lack of training of
new developers plus a 50 percent turnover in the
very large development staff every two years. In
addition, the user organizations had more people
doing development than the development group,
and these other organizations were not always
aware of the standards and support tools available.
This history has left JSC with the following
problems:
Many programs are large, and difficult to
understand, resulting m maintenance
problems.
The problems in maintenance led to users
keeping their own versions of programs,
resulting in tremendous duplication.
Many of the FORTRAN programs have already
been converted from their original dialect ot
FORTRAN to the FORTRAN 77 standard.
Additional conversions will periodically be
required even if only to new FORTRAN
standards. It is necessary to consider the question,
where will that code have to be in five or ten
years? Three possible answers come to mind:
FORTRAN 77 is the current standard, but
this will be replaced by FORTRAN 90. As
vendors stop supporting FORTRAN 77,
existing FORTRAN will have to move to
the new standard or to another language.
Much of the code may move to the Ada
language. This will be particularly true on
Space Station Freedom work.
With" C being the language of choice for
Unix and the X Window System, some of
the code might move to the C language.
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
Three alternative solutions to the problems
identified above have been identified: complete
redevelopment of the program, code translation to
a more modern language or version of a language,
and reengineering. Each of these is illustrated in
figure 1 and discussed briefly in the following
paragraphs.
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Figure 1. Alternative Solutions
Redevelopment of a system from scratch is very
expensive. Redevelopment includes all of the
same phases of the life cyclz as new developm.ent,
from requirements through integra.uon and testing.
Extensive domain analysis is r_luircd, and there is
a risk of incomplete req "uirements. _All too often it
is claimed that a large pmgrmn willbe redeveloped
from scratch to a more modern style only to find
out that the new developers did not understand all
of the functions and necessary information
requirements of the existing system.
Code translation, especially automatic code
translation, costs much less. Some might then
ask, why worry about all of this now? We can use
a translator when the time comes that we are forced
to move the code forward. Although this would
be a nice solution, the truth is that code translators
have proven unsuccessful due to several major
reasons:
Poor existing control flow is translated into
poor control flow.
Poor existing data structures remain poor
data structures.
Translation does not take advantage of the
code and data packaging techniques
available in the newer languages, Attempts
to automatically translate some FORTRAN
programs to Ada have failed.
Reengineering: is the combination of "reverse
engineering" a working software system and then
"forward engineering" a new system based on the
results of the reverse engineering. Forward
engineering is the standard process of generating
software from "scratch." It is composed of the life
cycle phases such as requirements, architectural
design, detailed design, code development,
testing, etc. In each phase, certain products are
required and the activities which produce them are
defined. Each product is required to be complete
and consistent. To progress forward to a new
phase normally requires a new representation of
the products which involve more detail such as
new derived requirements, design decisions, trade
off evaluation between alternative approaches, etc.
Finally, code is developed which is the most
complete, consistent, and detailed representation of
the required product.
Input/output translation usually produces
hard to read "unnatural"code in the new
language.
Reverse engineering is the opposite of forward
engineering. It is the process of starting with
existing code and going backward through the
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software development life cycle. Life cycle
products are, therefore, obtained by abstracting
from more detailed representations to more abstract
ones. This process should proceed much faster
than forward engineering since all of the details
required are available. Reverse engineenng starts
with the most detailed representation, which has
also proven to be complete and consistent since it
can currently do the job required. Developing
products in reverse involves abstracting out only
the essential information and hiding the non-
essential details at each reverse step.
How far to go backward in the reverse engineering
process before it is stopped and forward
engineering begins is a critical question and
involves trade offs. It is important to understand
all of what theprogram does, all of the information
it handles, and the control flow since these are
probably required to get the job done. This
implies taking the reverse process far enough to
understand what the "as is program is. This is
usually more significant than how the program
does its job since the how is usually the part that
_vill be changed in any following forward
engineering process.
What a program does is called its requirements.
How it meets those requirements is its design. For
a reverse engineered program it is the design that
will be updated more often than what the program
will do. Modem software engineering techniques
and technologies such as user interfaces, database
management, memory utilization, data structuring,
packages, objects, etc. will affect the design, not
what the program does. Therefore, once it is
understood what the program does and what is
obsolete, then the forward engineering process can
begin with confidence.
Reverse _ngineedng is referred to as "design
recovery" when the reverse engineering process
stops at the recovery of the design of the
implementation, rather than proceeding on to a
higher level of abstraction to include the recovery
of the requirements. The basic process of this
level of design recovery involves recovery of
information about the code modules and the data
structures in an existing program. This
information will support the programmer/analyst
who is maintaining an unfamiliar large FORTRAN
program, upgrading it for maintainability, or
converting it to another target language.
However, a better job of redesigning a program
can be accomplished with requirements recovery
than with design recovery. To carry the reverse
engineering process beyond design recovery to
requirements recovery is difficult and requires
higher levels of domain knowledge to do the
abstractions. The whys of the requirements,
design, and implementation can only be provided
by someone very familiar with the pro. gram and the
domain. This level Of expertise is often very
difficult to find and have dedicated to the
reengineering process. For this reason, the
methods and tools that the STB has developed
initially assume reverse engineering only to the
design recovery stage. Future development will be
based on feedback from the JSC software
engineering community: The current standards,
methods, tools, and environment are all designed
to be sufficiently flexible and extendible to enable
the strategies to be extended to cover the full
spectrum of reverse engineering.
The overriding philosophy of this planned reverse
engineering process is to capture the total software
implementation in an electronic form. This
includes source code, documentation, databases,
etc. Figure 2 illustrates the progression of data
structures from COMGEN-compatible code (see
section "Software Technology Branch's
Reengineering History") to reengineered code.
This progression in electronic form ensures that
the total consistent and complete requirements
representation is available. Software tools are
provided to support the generation of the more
abstract products required for engineering in
reverse as well as capturing rationale and decisions
of the engineer. By the continuing process of
abstracting the information about the pro.gram into
the different representations, the eng.meer can
remain more confident that informauon is not
being lost or inadvertently "falling through the
cracks."
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Figure2. Data StructureProgression
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY BRANCH'S
REENGINEERING HISTORY
In the early 1970's, the Mission Planning and
Analysis Division's (MPAD) Software
Development Branch and TRW/Houston
developed a tool, called COMGEN, that began as a
COMMON block specification statement
generator. It grew to include many other functions
as new techniques were developed. Later
COMGEN was broken up into a continually
evolving set of tools with common data interface
structures. This tool set supports the maintenance
of FORTRAN programs today on Unisys and
multiple Unix systems. People still refer to this
tool set as COMGEN tools, and a program that
complies with the M_PAD standard COMMON
concept as a COMGEN-compatible program.
[1,2,3]
In the1970's,MPAD performeda lotof software
reengineeringtomeet thegoalofcombiningmany
of the independently developed engineering
programs, each with its own input/output formats.
Many of the modern concepts such as separation
of input/output processing from the applications,
databases,data structures,packages,generics,
objects,etc.were recognizedand simulatedto
some degree.They were notcalledby themodem
names, of course,but thedesignengineerswere
trying to do good engineering, modularization, and
data handling. Even though these techniques were
known in the 1970's, they are just now really
becoming popular because of newer technologies
such as database management systems, user
interface tools sets, and modern languages that
actually embed and enforce good software
engineering practices.
In the late 1980's, some of the personnel and the
functions of the Software Development Branch
were reorganized into the newly created Software
Technology Branch (STB). The STB's
reengineering history has put JSC in a better
position with respect to the maintainability of its
older software than many other organizations. The
positive results of this experience include the
following:
- Most of the software is reasonably
modular.
- The data has some structure.
Most of the software at JSC is reasonably
compatible with the STB's tools, including
the in-line documentation.
The large complex programs that support
many simulations have considerable
software reuse and information sharing.
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MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES New FORTRAN Standards
The strategies presented in this document are
intended to help with design recovery in support of
programmer/analysts who are required to maintain
large FORTRAN programs that they did not
develop. In addition, these strategies are intended
to support reengineering of existing FORTRAN
code into modem software engineering structures,
which are then easier to maintain and which allow
a fairly straight forward translation into other target
languages. The STB is proposing standards,
methods, and an integrated software environment
based upon the significant set of tools built to
develop and maintain FORTRAN code for the
Space Shuttle. [4,5,6,7,8] The environment will
support these structures and practices even in areas
where the language definition and compilers do not
enforce good software engineering practices.
New standards, which allow modem software
engineering constructs to be used in FORTRAN
77, have been defined by the STB. [5] These
standards are added to existing standards defined
by the former MPAD and still in use in the mission
planning and analysis domain. The goal of the
new standards is to improve maintainability and
permit relatively automated translations to newer
languages. In table 1, the standards and their
benefits are summarized. These standards address
documentation, longer variable names, modem
control flow structures, grouping subprograms
together as virtual packages, data s.tl"ucturing, and
input/output encapsulation in separate
subprograms. Where FORTRAN 77 does not
provide the constructs, virtual constructs are
provided along with a tool environment to support
their development and maintenance. The existing
core of FORTRAN programmers should have little
problem with the standards and new FORTRAN
code should adhere to them from the start.
Table 1. Standards Summary
Standard
Documentation
Header statement before code blocks
Requirements in CD1 statements
Rationale in CD7 statements
Virtual p_ka8e identification
Longer, more meartin_ul variable names I
Modem control flow structures !Block I30DO WtmJE
Grouping subprograms into virtual packages
Data structunng
Preferred use of calling parameters
Controlled use of COMMON blocks
Preferably encapsulate input/output in
separate subpro_'arns
Benefit
Understandability
Understandability and traceability
Design knowledge capture
Maintenance
Understandability
Maintenance and understandability
Hi_her level of abstraction, understandability
Maintenance
Maintenance
INCLUDE
COMMON database concept
Maintenance and support to future
conversions
Design Recovery and
Methodology
Reengineering The re.engineering methodology defines the steps,
the skills required, and guidelines on how far to
reverse engineer before deciding to rebuild. The
key goal is to update to modem technology and
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software engineering concepts without losing
rexiuired functions and data. Methods are provided
that have the flexibility to meet multiple levels of
conversion, each of which improves
maintainability. Figure 3 illustrates five methods.
[6] Method 1 converts an arbitrary FORTRAN
program to COMGEN-compatiblc FORTRAN,
which provides in-line documentation, data
structure, and unique data names within a
COMMON structure. Method 2 converts software
already in this format to the new "standard"
FORTRAN with a more Ada-like structure that is
ready for a mostly automated translation by
Method 3 to a target language that embeds
software engineering principles. Alternatively,
COMGEN-compatible programs can be converted
directly to a target language like Ada by Method 4.
Although it is easier to convert a FORTRAN
program when the code already meets the standard
COMMON concept, commonly known as
COMGEN-compatible, arbitrary FORTRAN can
be directly converted to a target language by
Method 5.
canterminateatanyof thestates
Figure 3. Reengineering Methods
Environment to Support Design Recovery
and Reengineering
The STB's reengineering environment [7] is being
built around three components: standards,
methods, and tools that support the standards and
the methods. It contains modified versions of the
tools used to support the current JSC FORTRAN
programs plus commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
tools and additional custom-built tools. The intent
is to get an environment out into use in JSC's
maintenance community to provide support for
upgrading FORTRAN programs in terms of
maintainability in the near-term, then to extend the
functionality of the tool set and environment in
response to feedback from the programmers/
analysts. Currently several groups at JSC are
using the tools. Several tools, both COTS and
custom-built, are available for C language support.
The environment has been designed with stable
interfaces defined to provide for the maximum
feasible degree of seamless integration. It is
doubtful that COTS tools can be integrated
seamlessly into the environment as no standard
interfaces have yet been established for either user
interface or data interface (as opposed to data
exchange). The tools are integrated at the front
end by a user interface and behind the screen by
two logical databases, one containing data passed
to and from the tools and the other containing the
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original and modified source code as shown in
figure 4. CASE framework tools are being
evaluated as possible integration mechanisms.
Figure 4. Conceptual Architecture of the Design Recovery and Reengineering Environment
The environment will not be a completely
automated environment since much work will still
have to be done by a programmer/analyst. A
person must be in the loop to provide the required
puzzle-solving skills that are beyond the
capabilities of state-of-the-practice tools.
However, as an experience base is accrued in
design recovery and reengineering, knowledge-
based capabilities can be added to the environment.
Version 1 of the environment called REengineering
APplications (REAP) was delivered in June, 1991.
This integrated all existing JSC supported tools
discussed above, behind a common user interface
built on the MOTIF standard. It contains major
elements of all subsystems and encapsulates the
capabilities that have been developed and used at
JSC during the last fifteen years. A version with
improved tool integration, user interface
enhancements, and the commercial LOGISCOPE
tool was delivered in October, 1991. The
FORTRAN design recovery version was delivered
in February, 1992. In parallel, the study of using
CASE framework standards and tools to better
integrate and manage this environment should be
completed early in 1992 and the version 2 series
will be delivered on one of these platforms. The
plans and design of REAP are such, that all
deliveries containing COTS products will be
tailorable so that users can delete the COTS tools
that they do not want to license. This policy even
includes the framework integration tools. In most
cases, similar functions might still be available but
they would have less capability.
CONCLUSIONS
JSC has a large amount of existing code in
FORTRAN that embodies domain knowledge and
required functionality. This code must be
maintained and eventually translated to more
modern languages. Three primary alternative
solutions have been identified to address the
maintenance problems of these old FORTRAN
programs: complete redevelopment of the
programs, code translation to a more modern
language or version of a language, and
reengineering. Complete redevelopment is
effective but very costly. Simple code translation
is cheap, but usually ineffective since seldom do
the old systems incorporate modern software
engineering concepts such as good data
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structuring, good control structuring,packages,
objects, etc., that should be presentin the new
system. Modern languages such as Ada have
constructs for representing these features, but
translators cannot determine these features in the
original code to map them into the new system.
Reengineering is being recognized as a viable
option because the old systems, in spite of
obsolete technology, do contain all of the required
functionality and can get the job done. However,
at the present time there are only a few expensive
Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE)
tools and no total system environment available in
the COTS market to support reengineering
FORTRAN programs.
The STB maintenance strategies provide
standards, methods, and a tool environment for
upgrading current FORTRAN systems without
losing the embedded engineering knowledge and at
a lower cost than for complete redevelopment of
the program. A useful environment for
reengineering FORTRAN software can be built
fairly quickly by building upon the existing
FORTRAN development and maintenance tools,
COTS products, new software and hardware
technologies, plus current research into reuse,
design recovery, and reengineering. This
environment will support reengineering existing
FORTRAN code into more maintainable forms that
can also be readily translated into a modern
language including newer versions of FORTRAN.
Two versions of the environment were delivered in
1991 which integrate the existing JSC tools plus
the commercial LOGISCOPE tool behind a
common OSF MOTIF-like user interface. A
FORTRAN design recovery capability was
delivered in February 1992.
GLOSSARY
arbitrary FORTRAN FORTRAN program that is
not compatible with the
COMGEN standards long
in place for JSC's mission
planning and analysis
domain.
COMGEN-compatible FORTRAN program
that is compatible with the
COMGEN standards long
in place for JSC's mission
planning and analysis
domain. [1]
design recovery Reverse engineering, the
first step for maintenance or
re,engineering.
environment Instantiation of a
framework, i.e., an
integrated collection of
tools. It may support one
or more methodologies and
may also provide a
framework for third party
tools.
framework Software system to
integrate both the data and
the control of new and
FORTRAN 77
FORTRAN 90
forward engineering
package
reengineering
existing tools; usual
components include a user
interface, object
management system, and a
tool set.
OLrrent ANSI standards
for FORTRAN
Future ANSI standards for
FORTRAN.
Process of developing
software from "scratch,"
through the phases of
requirements, design, and
coding.
"A collection of logically
related entities or
computational resources"
(Booch[9]).
"The examination and
alteration of a subject
system to reconstitute it in a
new form and the
subsequent implementation
of the new form"
(Chikofsky and Cross
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reverse engineering
[10]); combination of
reverse engineering and
forward engineering.
"The process of analyzing a
subject system to identify
the system's components
and their interrelationships
and create representations
of the system in another
form or at a higher level of
abstraction" (Chikofsky and
Cross [10]); the first step of
maintenance or
reengineering; reverse of
forward engineering;
process of starting with
existing code and going
backward through the
software maintenance
subject program
virtual package
software development life
cycle.
Process of modifying
existing operational
software while leaving its
primary functions intact
(Boehm [11]).
Program that is being
maintained or re.engineered.
Package concept as defined
by Booch [9], but
implemented either in Ada,
which enforces the concept,
or in a language in which
the concept must be
supported procedurally.
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Abstract
This paper relm_sents a progress report on HyLite CrI_edia Library technology): a research and
development activity to produce a versatile system as part of NASA's technology thrusts in
automation, information sciences and communications. HyLite can be used as a system or tool to
facilitate the creation and maintenance of large distributed electronic libraries. The contents of such
a library may be software components, hardware parts or designs, scientific datasets or databases,
configuration management information, etc. Proliferation of computer use has made the diversity
and quantity of information too large for any single user to sort process and utilize effectively. In
response to this information deluge, we have created HyLite to enable the user to process relevant
information into a more efficient organization for presentation, retrieval and readability. To
accomplish this end, we have incorporated various AI techniques into the HyLite hypermedia
engine to facilitate parameters and properties of the system. The proposed techniques include
intelligent searching tools for the libraries, intelligent retrievals, and navigational assistance based
on user histories. HyLite itself is based on an earlier project, the Encyclopedia of Software
Components (ESC) which used hypermedia to facilitate and encourage software reuse.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Space exploration in the 1990's is faced with an information deluge of increasing magnitude and
complexities.First,advanced sensor technology has dramaticallyenhanced our data acquisition
capability.As we consider the seriesof NASA's planetaryprobes, the Great Observatories,the
Earth Observing System, the Space StationFreedom, and the internationalsolar exploration
projects,we foresee a rich endowment with large volumes and complexities of scientificand
engineering data. Second, the ease of computer publishing,for betteror worse, has produced
exponentiallyincreasingamounts of documentation, thatmay include texts,schematics,images,
numbers, and even movies for scientificvisualization.Third, software continues to grow in
amounts and varieties,approaching a phenomenon called "software crisis"by lwao Toda,
Executive Vice President of Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp. in Japan. ( Rcf. IEEE
Software, P. 14, May 1992.)
In order to to assist in the management of this information deluge, a system called HyLIte has
been proposed as a means of sorting, tracking and managing many of the various pieces of
information that when assembled together form the software project. HyLite also expands beyond
the typical project management tool by facilitating the incorporation of hypermedia augmented with
Artificial Intelligence (A.I) techniques to provide even more functionality for the documentation and
presentation of information to the user. This paper introduces the various AI technologies that
have been selected for implementation into HyLite and the various benefits and justifications for
each.
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2.0 HYLITE
The Hypermedia Library Technology is a proposed hypermedia system designed for the
management, access, and presentation of information in a hypermedia format. Within HyLite will
be various tools that will assist the user in the design and implementation of their own hypermedia
application. The user will be able to incorporate video, animation, audio and program examples as
well the normal hypertext functionality normally associated with hypermedia systems. Though
HyLite is still in the conceptual state, a tool which will form the backbone of the system already
exists and is in use today. This tool is the Encyclopedia of Software Components (ESC) [1],
which was specifically designed for software re-engineering and reuse. However, as more
applications are pursued, variations of ESC will developed that are tailored for different application
domains.
2.1 ESC
The ESC (Figure #1) is a hypermedia tool designed to encourage software reuse. To this end,
many of the features of the tool have been designed to assist the user in locating, retrieving, and
browsing for various software artifacts. Much like the encyclopedia metaphor for which the tool is
based, a user browses a software encyclopedia looking for various pieces of information (in this
case software artifacts) that will assist him in his development efforts. The user is presented with
information on each component as he traverses the classification hierarchy. This information
includes such items as language type, hardware and software dependencies, animations, graphical
representations, and even examples of how the software component is called (calling procedure).
All these items allow for the user to arrive at an intelligent decision on whether the software artifact
is useful for his project. When arriving at a component that meets the user's requirements, the user
merely presses a button and the software is automatically retrieved.
It should be noted that the actual software may or may not reside within a local depository.
Therefore, the retrieval mechanism incorporated into the ESC accesses the Internet looking for the
requested software artifact. The ESC knows where the software is located based on information
within the component description which details not only the software's whereabouts, but also the
necessary files needed for the complete package to run. Much of the confusion associated with
software retrieval over the Internet is removed from the user's view which adds a level of ease that
many users would find appealing.
The previous retrieval was based on the use of the graphical user interface (GUI) representation of
an encyclopedia. There also exists within the ESC the ability to execute SQL-like queries on the
database to retrieve software. In this case, this feature is designed for advanced users who know
the specific item(s) or areas to search for. This functionality is the result of the classification
scheme of the ESC (based on semantic networks and frames). A user even has the ability to
rearrange the encyclopedia to reflect a specific area of interest (i.e., show volumes based only on
language, or graphics, etc).
Another feature of the ESC is the abihty to publish new software artifacts as they become available
into the ESC so that other users can become aware of their existence. One of the main
justifications for the ESC has been the ability to facilitate software reuse by making the search
process easier. Therefore, it is imperative that other software artifacts have the capability of
becoming a component or volume within the ESC. The publishing engine of the ESC allows a
user to describe (classify) the software and submit the information for inclusion into the ESC.
One f'mal feature of the ESC is the ability for the user to develop a user specific version of the ESC
that resides on his own hardware. This feature allows the user to create volumes independently on
his own hardware and organize and manage the software independently within the ESC. The ESC
is a self contained software package that will allow a user to change the encyclopedia's contents to
reflect their own interests. Thus, the user can make a personalized version of the ESC.
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Given all the functionality of the ESC, it is still important that AI techniques are part of the product
so that the software will become even more responsive and flexible for the user. Not only does
this benefit the user, but as the ESC is scaledup to become the HyLite system such flexibility and
power will be necessary in order for the software to be developed into a fully functional
hypermedia authoring/management system.
3.0 INCORPORATION OF AI INTO THE ESC
After the f'ast prototype of the ESC had been completed, research was conducted to determine the
feasibility of incorporating AI into the ESC. It was decided that AI could significantly augment the
ESC in usability and flexibility. As a result, several areas have been selected for a first pass
attempt at inserting different AI tools into the ESC architecture. These areas include navigation
assistance for traversing the hypergraph of components, intelligent searchers and intelligent
searchers (Figure #2). Each of these have been detailed further below.
• Intelligent Retrieval
Currently retrievals must be very specific and based upon predetermined keywords. The
keywords reflect the properties that have been used to classify the software and form the
connections between the differing components in constructing the classification hierarchy.
Thus, the user needs to have a specific idea of the type of artifact needed. In the current
system, this is accomplished by the user typing in a keyword (i.e., domain -
"Applications") or selecting it from a menu of possibilities. This constraint of keyword
driven retrieval needs to be eliminated and a more flexible format adopted.
In response to this problem, it has been suggested that along with the property-component
network, there should exist a mechanism for the representation of relationship between
properties and components. This would allow a means for intelligent retrievals to occur
since the processing engine would be able to infer from the relationships. For instance, a
request for Green's Theorem might yield no components from retrieval using the normal
keyword search. With the relationship network, the retrieval might suggest other calculus
solutions that are approximate to Green's Theorem.
• Browsing Assistance
There will be many sessions with the ESC for which the user does not have the context for
the desired component. That is, the user is searching blindly for components or even
merely casually browsing for anything interesting. To this end, it has been suggested that
the creation of a database of user sessions be maintained. From this database, it would be
possible for new users to quickly discover relevant components since these paths will have
been identified. One possible scenario is one in which a screen pops open displaying a
possible candidate at the end of the search path the user is currently navigating. The
candidate represents a component that has had multiple visits from other users which
translates to a high probability asthe object of the user's search.
Another application is specialized sessions based on user login. For instance, if user John
Doe consistently browses through the algorithms book of the ESC, then the learning
mechanism of the ESC should record this information such that the algorithm book
automatically opens for the user as he signs in. Not only does this translate into ease of use
for the user, but shows how the system is capable of becoming more responsive to the
individual users.
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• Intelligent Spelling Correction
Spelling errors axe a natural phenomena that occur when people interact with a computer.
The ESC should be able to correct for common types of spelling mistakes in the context in
which they occur. That is if a request is made to retrieve an algorithm for sorting vectors
and the word vectors is spelled wrong, then the algorithm should only look for words that
are data types that can be sorted. The problem is difficult due to the fact there will be
hundreds of thousands of words known by the system. As a result, a spelling correction
algorithm cannot iterate over the entire set in a feasible amount of time. In order to delimit
the size of the lexicon to be searched, the spelling corrector needs to take into account
knowledge about the objects and actions to be initiated. This knowledge if based upon a
combination of the classification scheme of the components and an analysis of how actions
can be applied to the components (certain items can be sorted, while other items canno0.
• Overly Specific Requests
Another problem that will be frequently encountered is an overly specific retrieval request.
The user may have a specific idea of what is needed and make an appropriate request. The
ESC should be able to process this request not only as a single unit but as sub-sections
also. The resulting information will provide the user with more alternatives rather than
returning an empty retrieval. That is, if a request is made to retrieve an algorithm that
performs a heap sort of two-dimensional arrays and the only algorithm existing within the
ESC can sort one-dimensional arrays, then that algorithm should be retrieved with an
appropriate message from the ESC. The message should state why the alternate component
was retrieved relative to the stated request.
After these tools have been implemented, work is to continue to further research alternate AI
technologies for further expansion of the ESC/HyLite's capabilities.
3. CONCLUSION
It is felt that as HyLite and more specifically the ESC gain wider usage, the use of AI tools will
significantly facilitate the ease of use of the program. These tools will significantly enhance the
retrieval mechanism as well as assist the user in searching for the desired software artifacts.
Additionally, the user will gain assistance in the navigation of the large database associated with the
ESC. As the ESC transitions over to HyLite, the hypermedia authoring and development system
will greatly benefit from AI, also. AI has the potential for incorporation into many differing
aspects of the tool ranging from user interface assistance to intelligent file and memory
management. Further research is needed to evaluate other potential uses, but initial attempts
indicate that the inclusion of AI technology into hypermedia and software engineering tools will
significantly enhance the capabilities and ease-of-use of each.
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Abstract
This paper will outline the similarities and differences between two paradigms of software
development. Both support the whole software life cycle and provide automation for most of the
software development process, but have different approaches. The CASE approach is based on a
set of tools linked by a central data repository. This tool-based approach is a data driven and views
software development as a series of sequential steps, each resulting in a product. The KBSA
approach, a radical departure from existing software development practices, is knowledge driven
and centers around a formalized software development process. KBSA views software
development as an incremental, iterative, and evolutionary process with development occurring at
the specification level.
1. Introduction
Attempts to solve the software crisis have varied from philosophies of management and disciplines
of programming to new languages and tools. Many of these innovations have found their way into
integrated environments and defined as Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE). The
outcome of these approaches were minor gains in productivity, reliability and maintainability.
Although additional improvements may be achieved by continuing in this direction, the order of
magnitude improvements needed to address the software crisis are not likely to be realized.
A major problem with present design and implementation activities is an informal development
paradigm based on a series of sequential phases. The design rationale involved in the creation of
software is lost once the initial implementation is completed. Additionally, modifications to
completed systems are performed at the source code level where design information has been
obscured by implementation and efficiency considerations.
Recognizing these problems, Rome Laboratory has undertook a program using technology from
automatic programming and artificial intelligence to develop a knowledge based system that
addresses the entire software life cycle. The Knowledge Based Software Assistant (KBSA), a
retreat from pure automatic programming, is based on the belief that by retaining the human in the
process, many of the unsolved problems encountered in automatic programming may be avoided.
It proposes a new software development paradigm in which software activities are machine
mediated and supported throughout the life cycle.
The underlying concept of KBSA is that the software development process will be formalized and
automated. This will allow a knowledge base to evolve that will capture the history of the software
development process and allow automated reasoning about the software under development. The
impact on the software development process is that software will be algorithmicaUy derived from
requirements and specifications through a series of user guided formal transformations.
Maintenance will occur at the requirements and specification level and the implementation process
will be "replayed" as needed.
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2. CASE: The Tool-Based Approach
Early efforts to automate software development focused on providing an environment of individual
tools designed to handle particular activities. This early approach inspired by DoD 2167
requirements was data and product based. It ignored the software development process. A typical
model of an early software development environment is the Unix operating system and a number
of associated tools such as text editors, language compilers, the make facility, lint syntax checker,
debugger, SCCR version control software, etc. Early tool-based approaches produced modest
imp.rovements in software productivity, but tended to ignore the growing crisis in software
maintenance. The major drawbacks to this kind of environment were the lack of integration
between the tools, and the requirement that the tools be used sequentially. Communication
between the various tools relied on the host file system.
Efforts to improve the tool-based approach focused on creating a tighter integration of the
individual tools. Reliance on the host file system gave way to more sophisticated "common
repositories" such as relational databases. Representative of the improved tool-based approach is
Integrated Case (ICASE), Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE), and Software
Engineering Environments (SEE). The primary goal of this evolving paradigm is standardizing the
data exchange to allow inter-operability between differing tools and environments. Central to the
evolution of the current CASE approach is increased sophistication of the central data repository.
Still, mainstream CASE is data and product oriented.
3. KBSA: The Knowledge-Based Approach
While other technologies have readily adapted to production engineering techniques, software has
resisted because the creative processes are informal and unspecified. Any solution to the software
crisis must address the human intensive facets of software development such as conceptualization
and reasoning. Traditional software technology has neglected to address issues dealing with the
process of software development. Rather, it has been immersed in addressing the products (ie.
written documents, program form, programming languages, management structure, metrics, etc.).
Without a paradigm shift from product orientation to process orientation, software development
and maintenance will never keep pace with increasing demands.
With this in mind, KBSA has broken away from the traditional tool-based approach in favor of a
knowledge based approach to software development. Early attempts at pure automatic
programming indicated that the knowledge of programming was still too immature to replace all of
the human involvement. With pure automatic programming out of reach, KBSA sought near term
relief by keeping the human in the decision making process. Figure 1 is the KBSA process model.
Under the KBSA paradigm, software activities are machine mediated and supported throughout the
life cycle. By formalizing and automating the software development process, a knowledge base
can evolve that will capture the history of the life cycle processes and support automated reasoning
about the software under development. The payoff of this process formalization is that software
can be derived from requirements and specifications through a series of human assisted formal
transformations. In addition, requirements validation is automatic since the formal transformations
have the property of being correctness preserving.
With this new paradigm, maintenance becomes analogous to development and will be performed at
the requirements and specification level. Validation and verification are supported as it will be
possible to "replay" the process of implementation as chronicled in the knowledge base. KBSA
will provide a corporate memory of how objects are related, the reasoning that took place during
design, the rationale behind decisions, the relationships among requirements, specifications, &
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code, and an explanation of the development process. This assistance and design capture will be
accomplished through a collection of life cycle activity facets, each tailored to its particular role.
These facets will be highly integrated within a common environment.
Requirements L.m ._1 specification _ Sl_ification [.
Acquisition ['" "r I Develo_nt_"- I Implementation I_
_ Modification
__ tin_°n_t
/ _ Non-KBSA
L__ C°mp°nents Lal Validation _Reengmeering _stems
I " " I
1: The KBSA Process Model
As envisioned, the KBSA environment will allow design to take placeat a higher level of
abstraction than is current practice. Knowledge based assistance mediates all activities and
provides process coordination and guidance to users, assisting them in translating informal
application domain _tations into fomml executable _cations. The majority of software
development activities are moved to the specification level where early validation is provided
through prototyping, symbolic evaluation, and simulation. Implementations are derived from
formal specifications through a series of automated, meaning-preserving transformations, verifying
that the implementation correctly represents the specification.
Post deployment support of the developed application is also concentrated at the
requirements/specification level with subsequent implementations being efficiently generated
through a largely automated "replay" process. This capability provides the additional benefit of
design reuse as families of systems are spawned from the original application. Management
policies are also formally stated, enabling machine assisted enforcement and structuring of the
software life cycle processes.
The techniques for achieving these goals are:
• Formal representation and automatic recording of all the processes and objects
associated with the software life cycle.
• Extensible knowledge based representation and inferencing to represent and use
knowledge in the software development and application domains.
• A wide spectrum specification language in which high level constructs are freely
mixed with implementation level constructs.
• Correctness preserving transformations that enable iterative refinement of high
level constructs (specifications) into implementation level constructs (HOL or
machine code) as KBSA carries out the design decisions of the developer.
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4. Similarities between KBSA and CASE
Currently, software development is a human-intensive task. KBSA and CASE share the high level
goal of facilitating software development by automating much of the work that is presently
performed by humans. Both provide automated support for software development by
encompassing the entire software development life cycle.
A key area in software development enjoying an increase in appreciation is reuse. If unaltered
reuse is not possible, then the next step is assistance in taking something you already have in-hand
and modifying it to fit your needs. Reuse has the advantage of being fast and the products mostly
debugged. Both KBSA and CASE place significant emphasis on reuse.
Both address the life cycle from various view points which are connected by some form of
centralized repository of information. Other areas of commonality of KBSA with some of the
more robust and comprehensive CASE environments are automated assistance for:
• Documentation generation (e.g. DoD 2176A).
• Sharing and locking mechanisms for concurrent development.
• Expanded view beyond just software to address the development of systems.
• Graphical interfaces to ease development.
• Consistency checking (pre-defined and user-definable).
• Code and data generation.
• Configuration management.
• Prototyping tools.
• Project management facilities (planning, monitoring, and resources)
• Traceability.
• Testing.
KBSA and CASE have similar goals and attempt to enhance software development. Where they
diverge is in their respective orientations (product versus process) and the level to which support is
provided.
5. Differences between KBSA and CASE
The major differences between KBSA and CASE originate in the choice between product and
process oriented development. Some CASE vendors mistakenly regard their approach as being
process oriented, when in fact it is product oriented. Most CASE tools implement some derivative
of the Waterfall model for software development This model was developed in the late 1960's in
response to the growing software needs of DoD, and can be described by three basic
characteristics:
• Software development is a sequence of several discrete stages.
• The product of each stage is documentation which in turn feeds the following stage.
• After each stage is completed it must be validated and verified against the prior stage.
There are many inherent problems in this model which impede software development. These
problems occur because the Waterfall model is product based and fails to address the process of
software development itself. The basic assumption that software development is a relatively
uniform and orderly sequence of development steps is flawed. The extreme sensitivity to task
sequence in this model does not provide direct support for modern methods of software
development such as rapid prototyping and evolutionary development. Incremental, iterative, and
evolutionary design is central to successful software development.
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KBSA hasput asidethe productorientation and has placed focused instead on automating the
software development process. A major feature of the KBSA approach is its formalized software
development process. With the formalized life cycle, the machine captures all software decisions
and provides knowledge-based reasoning assistance. This provides a "corporate memory" of the
development history and knowledgeable assistance to humans throughout the life cycle. With this
change in focus, KBSA has introduced a paradigm shift from addressing low-level programming
problems to addressing high-level knowledge acquisition problems.
CASE has evolved from individual tools targeted for individual activities to an integrated set of
tools targeted at those same activities. The accomplishment of ICASE has been to smooth out inter-
tool communication. KBSA is a much deeper integration of the software development activities.
While integration of CASE has occurred with data, KBSA has also integrated knowledge (about
the software development process). The key to the flexibility and robustness offered by KBSA is
this highly integrated environment.
KBSA offers a form of prototyping which is more robust than that offered by CASE. Present
CASE prototyping is user-interface oriented opposed to the incremental, iterative, and executable
design prototyping provided by KBSA. CASE typically has little semantic information which
limits the sophistication of the analytic tools and has little automatic support for code generation
and reuse. KBSA has rich semantic knowledge about the programming domain and the decisions
made during system development which permits sophisticated analysis and has automated support
for implementation and reuse.
The diagrammatic tools common in CASE environments use informal specifications and only
represent the syntactics of a problem. In addition, the informal specifications used by the
individual tools do not allow various views to be related and managed in a conceptually clean and
consistent manner. The KBSA knowledge-base integrations varying views (different
methodologies) into a single, unified formal representation. This single, unified formal
representation captures both the syntactics and semantics of a specification. While CASE
developers are typically restricted to a single methodology, KBSA developers can work in a mixed
methodology environment. This also provides excellent support for concurrent developers.
Another difference is the manner in which reuse is addressed. CASE addresses reuse at the code
level. During the coding phase, a programmer attempts to find a code module which most closely
matches the design at hand. Finding a suitable code module for reuse can be time consuming.
Even if one is found, modifications may have to be performed to fit the intended design. KBSA
addresses at a higher level of abstraction and focuses on design reuse. By concentrating on
design, reuse occurs during the requirements and specification phases. Design reuse is more direct
and efficient than code module reuse. Code itself is not even part of the KBSA paradigm.
Post deployment maintenance now accounts for 80% of all software costs. The Waterfall model
used by most CASE environments performs maintenance at the code level and as a separate
process. In KBSA, maintenance is part of the evolutionary development process. Thus
maintenance is performed at the requirements and specification level. In addition, this approach
lends itself well to support reverse engineering. Legacy software systems can be analyzed and
"feed" back into the KBSA process model as specification development. The specifications of
legacy software can be recovered integrated with new software developments.
6. What Limits the Capability of a S/W Development Environment?
The KBSA approach to software development and maintenance greatly surpasses present state-of-
the-art CASE tools. Some of the technological areas where KBSA excels are:
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• The level of integration of the environmenL
• The handling of informal requirements.
• The transformation of requirements to specifications.
• The types of specifications which may be used.
• If specifications are automatically maintained consistent with each other.
• The level to which specification consistency is addressed (syntactic versus semantic).
• The manner in which specifications are validated.
• The potential for optimization of the final system.
• Project management functions provided.
• The level to which project management functions are integrated and enforced.
• If the paradigm is product versus process driven.
Level of Integration: The major limiting factor in a software development environment is the level
to which the system is integrated. The level of integration can be broken down into three primary
levels. Early CASE tools represent the lowest level of integration where only data is shared via the
host file system. The tools may or may not be stand alone products. The Unix operating system
and its standard set of "bin tools" is a good example. The next level of integration encompasses a
set of tools (i.e. ICASE) which communicate through a "common repository", normally a standard
relational database. Common to both levels of integration is the reliance on "data" as the inter-tool
communication medium. KBSA represents the highest level of integration where not only data,
but knowledge (of the software process) is dealt with. Integrating both knowledge and data at the
repos!to_ level requires a much more sophisticated knowledge representation schema than CASE
reposxtones currently allow. KBSA provides robust inferencing and knowledge representation
services.
Requirements Acquisition andlmplementation: Eliciting requirements from users is difficult and
imprecise. Discrepancies easily arise because the user and the developer communicate from
different perspectives. Informal requirements are normally formed out of randomly ordered
English text. This informal description of system behavior must be coordinated into more
organized and structured requirements. The requirements must then be transformed into more
precise and less ambiguous specifications. KBSA provides knowledge-based assistance for
requirements acquisition (reference the following paper on ARIES in the proceedings).
Transformation of Requirements to Specifications: CASE informally transforms requirements to
specifications using a human mediated conversion. This conversion is imprecise and looses
requirements traceability links. KBSA uses formal transformations which have a sound
mathematical basis. The transformation is machine mediated, correctness preserving, and does not
loose requirements traceability links.
Specifications Types: Specifications may be informal, semi-formal, or formal. Informal and semi-
formal specifications do not have a complete mathematical basis and cannot be handled with
automated theorem proving techniques. Additionally, informal specifications only allow
syntactical analysis and cannot offer semantical analysis. Examples of informal and semi-formal
specifications are textual statements of work, pseudo-code, etc. Examples of formal specifications
are the formal specification languages Z, VDM, CSP, and temporal logic. KBSA is based on
formal specifications, and uses knowledge-based techniques to hide the complexity from the user.
The use of formal specifications allow KBSA to perform both syntactical and semantical analysis
Specifications Consistency: The degree to which specifications can be maintained consistent with
one another is limited by the underlying representation schema. Informal specifications require
human mediated consistency analysis which is time consuming and error prone. The use of formal
specifications in KBSA allow machine mediated consistency analysis which is automatic and
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precise. Maintaining specification consistency is complicated if the environment allows the use of
multiple views (mixing of methodologies). The use of formal specifications aUow KBSA to
integrate multiple views into a single formal representation.
Specification Validation. Specifications that were informally derived must be manually validated
against requirements. Because the specifications in KBSA are derived by a formal transformation
of the requirements, validation is automatically ensured.
Optimization Potential: Two aspects of optimization are program size and execution speed. The
level to which optimization can be achieved is dependent on where and when the optimization
effort originated. Normally, there are two opportunities where optimization can be performed.
The first chance to optimize is with the specification and/or algorithm itself. The other occurs
during coding. While current compiler technology is very good at optimization of code, the
optimization of the specification and/or algorithm has not been integrated into CASE environments.
KBSA has integrated facilities to address specification and/or algorithm optimization.
Project Management Functions Provided: Project management is often considered a separate
activity. The result of using a separate project management system is inaccurate and untimely
reporting of data. Additionally, it is easy for programmers to bypass project management efforts
by inaccurately reporting data. In KBSA, project management is integrated into the knowledge
base. This provides instantaneous and accurate reporting, and e"hminates attempts to bypass the
system.Also, KBSA is being extended to include knowledge-based estimation and forecasting.
Product versus Process Orientation: Software development has not been adaptable to standard
production oriented techniques, thus the actual process of software development itself must be
addressed. Product-oriented techniques focus on software development as an assembly line
operation consisting of sequential phases. Process oriented techniques address software
development as evolutionary and transformationaL A common misnom_, m to label the "process
of generating the indi".vi'd,ual" products" as being process oriented, while: the actual process of
software development itself remains assembly line oriented. KBSA is truly a process-oriented
approach to software development.
7. Conclusions
Both KBSA and CASE are meant to improve software development, yet have significant
differences in their approaches. The underpinnings of CASE is a central data repository for inter-
tool communication and data sharing. In current tools, this repository is typically a relational
database. Most CASE tools, whether following the waterfall, spiral, or comparable
methodologies, use a phased approach to software development based on a series of sequential
steps. This data driven model views the software development process as the generation of
individual products (e.g. requirements document, design document, code, etc.). The central data
repository in the present CASE model can store only recta-data (data about data), and facilitates
control over access to that data, This product oriented model is insufficient and lacks the
expressive power required to successfully attack the software crisis. KBSA has a much deeper
and richer representation schema at the repository level. KBSA is a knowledge-based approach
which includes not only data, but also contains knowledge of the software development process
itself. Table 1 highlights significant differences between KBSA and CASE.
As envisioned, the KBSA environment will allow design to take place at a higher level of
abstraction than is current practice. Knowledge-based assistance mediates all activities and
provides process coordination and guidance to users, assisting them in translating informal
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AREA
Development
CASE
Phased
Prototyping User interaction; rapid mock up
Validation
Specifcation
Implementation
Code against intent
Manual (AD HOC)
Verification Structuraland functionaltesting
of code modules
Documentation Only products;design historylost
Development Documentation and coding
Emphasis
Maintenance Code patching
KBSA
Transformational
Incremental, iterative & evolutionary;
executable specifications
Specification against intent
Automated (provably correct)
Minimal;
correctness preserving transformations
Automatic and current;
history and rationale captured
Executable specification integrity
and system evolution
Specification revised,
then development replayed
Table 1: CASE versus KBSA
application domain representations into formal executable specifications. The majority of software
development activities are moved to the specification level as early validation is provided through
prototyping, symbolic evaluation, and simulation. Implementations are derived from formal
specifications through a series of automated meaning preserving transformations, insuring that the
implementation correctly represents the specification. Post deployment support of the developed
application is also concentrated at the requirements/specification level with subsequent
implementations being efficiently generated through a largely automated "replay" process. This
capability provides the additional benefit of reuse of designs as families of systems that can spawn
from the original application. Management policies are also formally stated enabling machine
assisted enforcement and structuring of the software life cycle processes.
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Abstract
This paper describes a requirements/specification environment specifically designed
for large-scale software systems. This environment is called ARIES (Acquisition of
Requirements and Incremental Evolution of Specifications).
ARIES provides assistance to requirements analysts for developing operational
specifications of systems. This development begins with the acquisition of informal
system requirements. The requirements are then formalized and gradually elaborated
(transformed) into formal and complete specifications.
ARIES provides guidance to the user in validating formal requirements by
translating them into natural language representations and graphical diagrams. ARIES also
provides ways of analyzing the specification to ensure that it is correct, e.g., testing the
specification against a running simulation of the system to be built.
Another important ARIES feature, especially when developing large systems, is the
sharing and reuse of requirements knowledge. This leads to much less duplication of
effort. ARIES combines all of its features in a single environment that makes the process
of capturing a formal specification quicker and easier.
1.0 lalr..gllardJaa
In 1988, Rome Laboratory funded a joint effort between the University of Southern
California Information Sciences Institute and Lockheed Sanders Inc. to develop a project
named ARIES (Acquisition of Requirements and Incremental Evolution of Specifications).
The goal of the ARIES effort was to build a requirements/specification environment to
become part of a larger Rome Laboratoryprogram known as the Knowledge-Based
Software Assistant (KBSA). In fact, ARIES was a technical follow-on to two earlier
Rome Laboratory efforts, the KBSA Requirements Assistant and the KBSA Specification
Assistant.
KBSA is a knowledge-based system that addresses the entire software life cycle. It
takes a revolutionary approach to solving the software problem by formalizing and
automating the processes of software development as well as the products. The impact of
this process formalization is that software will be derived directly from requirements and
specificati6hs through a series of meaning-preserving and evolutionary transformations.
Transformations ensure that specifications that evolve are correct.
The current requirements-engineering process creates many challenges for the
ARIES system to overcome. One problem, especially true in large systems, is managing
and coordinating the work of requirements analysts' working alone or in groups on a
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project. Once the requh'ements have been captured, the next question is how to bridge the
gap between the initial requirement concepts and the formal and complete specifications.
There must also be some validation techniques to ensure the captured specification is
correct relative to requirements. Lastly, there is an immense amount of information used in
large systems. This poses the question, "Can any part of this work be reused?" All of
these problems are addressed in ARIES and are described below.
2.0 The ARIES Environment
ARIES is an environment to assist in requirements engineering. One of the main
ideas behind ARIES and KBSA has been to automate some of the more mechanical
processes of developing software while leaving the high-level decisions up to the analyst.
Thus, the ARIES environment is centered around its knowledge base.
The ARIES knowledge base contains knowledge about domains, reusable
requirement/specification components, and descriptions of specific systems being
developed. In addition, ARIES provides several tools that interact with the knowledge
base and that complete the processes involved with requirements engineering. These
processes include acquisition, review, evolution, reasoning, and reuse.
2.1 Reauirements Acquisition & Review
The acquisition process begins with an analyst or groups of analysts inputting
information about the system to be built. This information includes knowledge about
application domains, system components and design processes. The analyst may either
type in textual information or input information into graphs ie. data-flow diagrams,
information-flow diagrams, hierarchies, taxonomies or spreadsheets. All the information
input into ARIES makes up the underlying system representation.
The review process looks at the captured requirements and makes sure that they
match up with what the user wants. This process uses many of the same tools used in
capturing the requirements, but in reverse. A paraphrasing tool transforms specifications
into their respective English descriptions. Diagrams, informal text, and formal
specifications are "views" into the underlying system.representation. Information in one
view may be reviewed by looking at the informauon m another view. The review process
shows the errors made when multiple analysts are working on the system. Inconsistencies
are caught early that may have caused larger problems later.
2.2 Ey_alatti_
The ARIES environment helps to bridge the gap between requirements and
specifications. When building ARIES, the developers took into account the fact that most
people don't like to work with formal specifications. ARIES uses unique tools called
evolutionary transformations [that help convert requirements into specifications.
Transformations are the formal operations of the software engineering process. Evolution
transformations, when invoked, modify some aspects of the system while leaving other
parts unchanged. The transformations check the specification to ensure that the change is
consistent with other decisions and automatically propagates changes throughout the entire
specification. ARIES generates specifications in Reusable Gist that can be used for
reasoning and execution of simulations.
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2.3
Once a specification is captured in ARIES, the next step is to use reasoning
techniques to test its validity. ARIES provides for two different types of reasoning:
analysis and dynamic analysis [1].
static
Static analysis tools look at the current state of the system to find inconsistencies.
These tools are provided to analysts in the form of functions that can be invoked on folders
or folder components. The most commonly used static analysis tool is called the type
checker. It reports errors such as unresolved references, duplicate definitions and type
mismatches in expressions.
Dynamic analysis tools help the analyst to get an idea of the system's behavior.
The main tool for dynamic analysis is simulation. The simulation facility translates
descriptions of the system into an executable simulation. Its purpose is to uncover
undesirable behaviors and to ensure the presence of desirable behaviors in the current
specification. Simulations are usually run on only a part of the problem at a time to make it
easier to see where the inconsistencies come from.
2.4 Structure and Reuse
ARIES structures its knowledge base is into objects called "workspaces" and
"folders". A workspace is a separate area where analysts can work on their part of the
system. An analyst can have more than one workspace to work on two solutions to a
problem or to work on a different domain. Each workspace consists of a set of folders.
Folders contain formal and informal information about the system. By organizing the
knowledge base into workspaces and folders, information can be shared or kept separate.
ARIES' reuse deals with the reuse of requirements knowledge or domain concepts
and is based on reusing information in folders. This means creating specialization
hierarchies of certain information. The user has the power to control how much or how
little the folders are reused.
ARIES features two different types of reuse: reuse in the same domain and reuse
across different domains. A simple example of reuse in the same domain is the inheritance
of common terminology. An example of reuse across different domains is the reuse of
information between an air-traffic control domain and road waffle control domain. Both
types of reuse help to control work duplication and the overall size of the software being
developed.
3.0 f,..o.ar, hlai_
The ARIES environment makes it easy to enter and modify requirements and
specifications through the use of natural language paraphrasing, graphical diagrams and
formal specifications. ARIES also provides for the constant checking of the requirements
and specifications for consistency. An analyst can review requirements information by
switching views to get different perspectives. Reasoning about specifications can be done
through the use of tools such as a type checker and executable simulations. The
organization of the ARIES knowledge base allows for information and work to be reused,
and all the tools combined will aid an analyst in the complicated process of requirements
engineering. Thus, the ARIES environment integrated in the Knowledge-Based Software
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Assistant promises to make great improvements in solving the software problems of today
and the future.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Rome Laboratory, Griffiss AFB, New York, and Electronic Systems Center
(ESC), Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts, are joint sponsors of a five year program
entitled the Software Life Cycle Support Environment (SLCSF,) Enhancements
and Demonstration Program to develop and support a state-of-the-art Software
Engineering Environment (SEE) product for software development and post-
deployment support.
SLCSE, pronounced "slice", exists today as an advanced development
prototype (completed in late 1989) for the product currently being developed,
called ProSLCSF,, by International Software Systems, Inc. (ISSI), Austin, Texas.
During the year following the completion of SLCSE, the prototype
environment was beta tested at three USAF AFLC Air Logistics Centers. In
addition, SLCSE underwent several independent evaluations. As a result of the
beta tests and evaluations, there was overwhelming agreement that the SLCSE
concept was a sound one that could significantly impact the Air Force software
process in a very positive way. The beta tests and evaluations, however, also
revealed several usability and performance issues that need resolution before
SLCSE can be fielded for widespread operational use. ProSLCSE is being
developed with these very issues in mind.
To increase performance, usability and portability, the ProSLCSE
architecture will migrate from the proprietary VAX/VMS based SLCSE
architecture to one which supports a network of heterogeneous POSIX
workstations. The ProSLCSE user interface will migrate from the SLCSE
character-oriented display (e.g., for VT-100 type terminals) to the X-
Windows/MOTIF presentation style. The ProSLCSE repository will migrate
toward an ECMA PCTE compliant, client-server architecture. Tool
improvements will include, among others, CALS-compliant DOD-STD-2167A
automatic document generation, and enhanced life cycle traceability and
impact analysis capabilities. Undoubtedly, the most significant improvement
in ProSLCSE over SLCSE will be in its enterprise and process management
capabilities.
The first product release of ProSLCSE is expected in December 1993.
Additional product releases/upgrades will continue during and subsequent to
the five year contract (which began August 1991) that will produce a
commercial-quality product for use by Government organizations,
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Government contractors, and industry. ISSI will also provide comprehensive
customer support service_ such as product installation, user-customized
training, on-site software support, mission-specific demonstrations,
application consulting, tool/system integration with ProSLCSE, and/or the
development of specifically desired ProSLCSE capabilities.
2.0 ProSLCSE
ProSLCSE provides a computer-based framework that is used to
instantiate environments that are tailored to accommodate the specific needs
(in terms of process, users, data, and tools) of any software
development/support project. A ProSLCSE environment supports a total life
cycle concept where an integrated toolset is applied during each software
development phase (concept exploration, demonstration and validation, and
engineering and manufacturing development) and is later transitioned, along
with an associated repository containing all accumulated information, to
the Post-Deployment Software Support (PDSS) phase. The intent of this
concept (as shown in Figure 1) is not only to increase productivity and product
quality during the developmental phases, but also to improve the
supportability of the product by making available to Software Development
Support Activities (SDSAs) all development data and a highly effective PDSS
toolset.
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Figure 1 - ProSLCSE: Software System Support from "Cradle To Grave"
2.1 A Process-Oriented Framework
Regardless of the life cycle phase, the operational concept of ProSLCSE
always centers around the process for a project in which users of the system
have jobs to do. The nature of a user's job at any particular time is
characterized by the user's role which defines the scope of the work that can
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be performed by that user (e.g., project management or programming). The
roles of users are dependent on the active tasks that are currently being
performed. User roles, in turn, determine the tools and data that are accessible
to users in order to perform those tasks. The user can choose from any one of
their ready tasks and make it an active task, but cannot perform a pending
task until all data upon which it is dependent becomes available.
The entire set of tasks, data stores, data flows (dependencies) between
tasks/data stores, roles associated with tasks, and personnel-to-task
assignments defines the process to be followed for the project in which the
user plays one or more roles. ProSLCSE provides the guidance necessary to
ensure that users perform task assignments in such a way that does not
violate a project's process definition. Figure 2 illustrates a simplified example
of this.
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Figure 2 - ProSLCSE: A Process-Oriented Environment Framework
2.1.1 Enterprise Modeling
Enterprise modeling can be defined as the development of the following
three submodels:
• Infrastructure Model
• Information Model
• Process Model
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While each of these models is conceptually distinct from the other, primarily
because it is easier to develop each model independently, the three are far
from being physically separate. In fact, ProSLCSE will provide the automated
tools necessary to define and tightly integrate all three models within a
common life cycle data repository (as discussed in section 2.1.2).
The Enterprise and Process modeling techniques and representations
introduced in this paper comprise a methodology known as FirstEP
(pronounced "first-step"). In FirstEP, each model is defined in terms of a
declarative, graphical language [reference to JD's paper] in order to attain the
proper mix of expressiveness and ease of use that will enable non-
programmers to define complex, real-world situations. The concepts behind
each model are now discussed.
2.1.1.1 Infrastructure Model
The infrastructure model describes the people who work in an
organization, the tools and other resources they use to perform their jobs, the
formal and informal groups to which they belong, their relationships with
one another, including reporting relationships, and the communication paths
that exist among groups. As shown in Figure 3, infrastructure model concepts
include resource, person, tool, machine, location, and group.
L. i i jSubtype Subtype
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Figure 3 - Infrastructure Model Components
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2.1.1.2 Information Model
The information model describes the types of objects, such as
documents, code, forms, and messages, that are manipulated and exchanged by
resources within the organization's infrastructure, as well as the relationships
among those object types and the allowed kinds of groupings of objects. As
shown in Figure 4, the information model includes the concepts of object,
link, object type, link type, attribute, contents, and composite.
Figure 4 - Information Model Components
2.1.1.3 Process Model
The process model describes tasks to be performed, the resources
required to perform those tasks, the objects required and produced by each
task, and the work breakdown structure in terms of how tasks are refined
(decomposed) into lower-level tasks. As shown in Figure 5, the process model
includes the concepts of project, process, task, and product.
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Figure 5 - Process Model Components
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2.1.1.4 Relationships Between Models
Although each model can at first be defined independently, the
establishment of a complete enterprise model comes about only when the
relationships between the three models are instantiated. Figure 6 shows some
of the relationships between components of each model. The seamless
integration of the infrastructure, information, and process models is the key
to establishing a controlled environment in which work flow efficiency and
quality are optimized.
ENTERPRISE MODEL
Infrasturcture Model Process Model
Information Model
Figure 6 - Inter-Model Component Relationships
2.1.2 Enterprise Modeling and Process Enactment In ProSLCSE
A visual process modeling language called ProVision will be used in
ProSLCSE to facilitate the definition of project processes. Using a ProVision
editor, it will be possible to model tasks and communication paths in the form
of a directed graph where tasks are represented as nodes, and communication
paths (data flow) are represented as edges that connect tasks. Different kinds
of communication (e.g., documents, electronic mail, computer input/output,
verbal, etc.) are represented by smaller icons along the communication paths.
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Similarly, ProSLCSEwill provide a visual data definition language editor
to define a project's information model, and a visual infrastructure language
editor to define an organization's infrastructure model.
Once an environment is instantiated from the enterprise model defined,
all model information is stored in a common ECMA PCTE repository. Based on
repository information, ProSLCSE will control user work flow, while at the
same time, will ease the difficulty of proper task execution by providing a
structured work environment to the user.
3.0 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a comprehensive method for
enterprise modeling that addresses the three important aspects of how an
organization goes about its business. FirstEP includes infrastructure modeling,
information modeling, and process modeling notations that are intended to be
easy to learn and use. The notations stress the use of straightforward visual
languages that are intuitive, syntactically simple, and semantically rich.
ProSLCSE will be developed with automated tools and services to
facilitate enterprise modeling and process enactment. In the spirit of FirstEP,
ProSLCSE tools will also be seductively easy to use.
Achieving fully managed, optimized software development and support
processes will be long and arduous for most software organizations, and many
serious problems will have to be solved along the way. ProSLCSE will provide
the ability to document, communicate, and modify existing processes, which is
the necessary first step.
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